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Introduction

Our basic reason for undertaking the authorship of this work is

to promote the return of the history of philosophy to its rightful

place of honor and usefulness in the academic program. This return

is long overdue; it is becoming painfully clear that philosophy cannot

be pursued in an historical vacuum. Indeed, in a very real sense

philosophy is identical with its history and torn from tliis context it

loses its particular character and force.

Philosophy pursued in an unhistorical or ahistorical manner

cannot help but warp the individual and social consciousness at

whose heightened refinement it is aimed. To pursue philosophy,

one must either enter into the rich heritage of its history or run the

risk of falling victim to a kind of speculative barbarism.

The form of these works has been determined by the authors’

conviction that the history of philosophy itself can be fully ap-

preciated only when taken as a basic element in the whole cultural

complex of the West. Philosophy is not a specialized but a pervasive

discipline. It finds its interest everywhere in the life of the spirit and

it takes form as a response to all of the needs of the spirit. Philosophy

is never a part of a culture but a pervading influence and mode of

awareness. For this reason, in these volumes the chief architectural

principle has been to place philosophy as firmly as possible in the

cultural context, seeing it in this living relation to all the interests

of culture and the life of the spirit.

It is our belief that the division of the work into four volumes

and the articulations of the history of culture within which the

history of philosophy has been placed is justified and even demanded

by that history itself and has nothing artificial or contrived about it.

For this reason, the student and the general reader will, we believe,

be able to relate the flow of philosophical speculation directly to

what he already knows about the general architecture of the history

of Western Culture and will immediately experience the history of

philosophy as an enrichment in depth of his cultural consciousness.

It is hoped that the student will come to perceive that it is precisely

the quality of its philosophical experience which gives an age its

special character and it is precisely its philosophical discontent



which, stirring in one age, prepares and induces the vast labors

which usher in a new.

While the volumes have been so planned that they may be read

profitably by the general reader, they have a special orientation

toward the academic world of the classroom. It is the authors

conviction that the basic book used in an academic course ought to

be the meeting ground for the minds of both teacher and student.

To this end, both will find that these volumes contain something

which suits their particular needs and functions.

The particular need of the student is background; he can profit

little from any contact with even the best of teachers unless he

brings the richest possible preparation to this encounter. Therefore,

these volumes are addressed to him in the hope that he will be

drawn into them by a natural and spontaneous response. Frankly,

we hope that the student will enjoy reading them and not find that

reading a chore.

The need of the teacher, by contrast, is for an instrument of

focus; something which will enable him, in the limited time at his

disposal, to select the points of greatest impact with the student

mind and those which will bring about the most significant student

discussion and mutual exchange. The flexible construction of these

books should meet this need. The teacher may assess and evaluate

the whole and/or parts according to his own needs and interests

and select for treatment in the classroom those articulations which

will give him the greatest direct access to the minds of his students.

In this process of selection, the volumes may be used as a guide to

serve him by indicating the structure of the history of philosophy.

They do not undertake to make that selection for him or dictate to

him, by their structure, what his selection should be. He too, it is

hoped, will enjoy teaching with this book (note we carefully avoid

saying teaching this hook
)

because it ministers to his own irre-

placible activity and does not dictate or constrain it.

In the text, reference to original sources and to the best secondary

sources has been constant. In every way the authors have made an

effort to place the student in contact with these sources in the

context in which they will be most beneficial. In addition, lists of

supplementary readings have been appended at important junctures.

The quality of these reading lists should be clear from the start.

They are not mere bibliographical lists nor are they “outside

readings’’ in the current, vague sense of that term. These readings

have a utilitarian purpose; they are closely related to the process

of the narrative of the text itself. It is the authors’ hope that as

specific issues arise in class discussion, corresponding readings may be

found which may extend the discussion or give it direction and

emphasis. Again, it is hoped that the composition of studies will



always be made a part of the student obligation in any course in the

history of philosophy. The supplementary readings are so planned

that the student will find in them direct help in the researching,

planning and composition of such papers.

In closing, the authors would emphasize again one salient point:

they hope that from these pages the reader will derive above all a

renewed sense of the universal relevance of philosophy to the life

of the mind and of the spirit.

Philosophy is above all a humanistic pursuit in the basic sense

of that term; namely, philosophy takes for its own all that touches

man. Only when seen in this perspective can philosophy be ap-

preciated and enjoyed. Only in this way, will it inevitably be

recognized by every man as the supreme human discipline, the one

activity of mind and spirit from which he cannot isolate himself

and still achieve stature and maturity as a human being.

Notre Dame ,
Indiana

September 1, 1963

A. Robert Caponicri

and

Ralph M. McInerny
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1ntroduction

The Fourteenth Century

The thirteenth has been called the “greatest of centuries.” If this

be true, the fourteenth can with equal justice be called the most com-

plex. There are present in it, in a most intricate amalgam, all of the

elements of the waning Middle Ages and all of the components of

the emerging age of the Renaissance. All of the forces which are

to deploy themselves in European culture in the succeeding centuries

are already identifiable here and prefigure the pattern which time

alone will work out through Renaissance, Reformation and Counter-

reformation, to bring that culture to the threshold of the modern

world.

Since the present concern is with the movement of philosophy

during this complex process of Renaissance, Reformation and Counter-

reformation, it will be well to trace the first movement of the defining

forces as they appear in the fourteenth century so that their develop-

ment during the Renaissance can be followed with greater ease.

These forces may be enumerated as follows: the waning, but still

powerful and persistent tradition of scholasticism; mysticism; the

first evidences of the Renaissance in the movement of humanism;

and finally, the first appearances of the reforming spirit which will

find full expression in the Reformation.

As they are present in the fourteenth century, all of these forces

are fluid and as yet indeterminate. In the subsequent epoch, how-

ever, they will take more definite form and will enter into complex

relations with each other. Scholasticism will be seen at first to give

way before, even as it strongly influences, those forces of the rising

Renaissance. The Renaissance, as a spiritual force, will be seen emerg-

ing in its first strength and articulating itself already into its two

dominant phases, humanism with the eflloresence of the figurative

arts, and the new spirit of science. The spirit of mysticism, which

had never been absent from the Middle Ages, is seen creating new
forms of expression for itself, which will have influence in the Renais-

sance and the Reformation and even in the Counter-reformation. At

the same time, and in intimate, though as yet undefined, relationship

to the spirit of the Renaissance, the first movements of the powerful

3
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spirit of reform are seen to stir which will, eventually, transform even

that spirit of the Renaissance of which it was born.

A. Scholasticism

Scholasticism is usually, and well, defined as the tneology and

philosophy of the schools dominant in the high Middle Ages, the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, which reached its perfection of de-

velopment and expression in the university culture of the period.

It is well, however, to heed the admonition of the historian of

philosophy de Ruggiero, that it would be a mistake to think of

scholasticism simply as another system of philosophy such as those

which in later times have sprung up and passed away, sometimes in

the span of a generation.

Scholasticism was, rather, an entire system of culture and civiliza-

tion, incorporated in religious dogmas and civil institutions as well

as expressed in philosophical and theological positions. It is a kind

of impersonal and anonymous forma mentis or mode of consciousness,

pervading the age, and placing very little emphasis on the individual

and individualism. Its greatest exponents drew their power, it would

seem, from the very fact that they were representatives of, and were

expressing, a common vision and identical order of the world. Even

a relatively isolated figure such as Dante, by nature something of

an individualist and even a solitary is, according to Dilthey, com-

pletely immersed in this common vision, as much as any Albert the

Great or Thomas Aquinas. That is why he could become the voice

of ten silent centuries.” These characteristics go far to explain the

tenacity and persistence of the scholastic spirit and even of some

of its doctrines.

It is as this persistent force, mental and cultural outlook, rather

than as any mere body of doctrines that scholasticism is present and

makes itself felt in the fourteenth century. The ideas and doctrines

change and alter, but the scholastic mentality persists, or yields ground

only slowly and reluctantly to the rising spirit of the Renaissance.

Its persistence, moreover, is not mere passive tenacity. It exercises

an active influence upon the very forces of the Renaissance to which

it is giving way. It exercises this influence in a particular way as a

methodical procedure in philosophical inquiry and as a systematic

mode of expression in which all pertinent questions find an ordered

and harmonious place and a solution relevant to its position in the

organized scheme of inquiry. It preserves for the fourteenth century

the scientific habit of mind. The rising spirit of the Renaissance,

in marked contrast, tended of itself to be individualist and unsystem-

atic. So powerful was the presence of the spirit and mentality of

scholasticism, however, that the new spirit found that, even to com-
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bat the older, it had to express itself in its patterns. There arose, con-

secpiently, the fourteenth century phenomenon of the “scholasticism

of the anti-scholastics.”

Although scholasticism persists and is influential in the fourteenth

century principally as a forma mentis it also finds doctrinal expres-

sions peculiar to the period. These doctrinal forms are subject to

conflicting appraisals. Viewed in relation to the great doctrinal sys-

tems which preceded them in the scholastic tradition, they appear

decadent; in comparison to the rising new ideas destined to supersede

them, they appear hopelessly outmoded. Viewed in themselves; how-

ever, they have sometimes been more highly esteemed; for example,

anticipations of modern developments in logic have been dis-

covered by some historians in the work of William of Occam. The

doctrinal forms of scholasticism in the fourteenth century which

may be noted are the controversies of the schools, the thought of

William of Occam and his followers, and Latin Averroeism.

The controversies of the schools of scholastic thought, for

example the Thomist, named for St. Thomas Aquinas and the Scotist,

named Duns Scotus, although they absorbed a great part of the

energies of the century, are considered by historians to have been

vain conflicts over formulae the meaning of which was sometimes

lost sight of in the process of conflict.

However, there is to be observed among these schools a growing

consensus on various controverted points which prepared the way

for the thought of William of Occam. The most important of these

points was the delimitation of the respective areas of philosophy and

theology. Duns Scotus had said that theology could not be a specula-

tive science, but only a practical amalgam of commandments, on

the one hand, and of acts of obedience and faith, on the other. St.

Thomas, more intellectualistically inclined, had oscillated between

the notion of theology as a speculative science and as a practical

science. In the Fourteenth century the opinion of Scotus seemed to

gain the upper hand, even among those who like Hervaeus Natalis

undertook the defense of St. Thomas. In his work The Defence of the

Doctrine of St. Thomas ( Defensio Doctrinae S. Thomae ), he poses

the question whether theology may be considered a speculative

science in the Aristotelian sense and replies negatively. The result

of this tendency to consensus on this point was to free philosophy

from its Medieval subordination to theology.

A more detailed consideration of the thought of William of

Occam, has been offered in an earlier work in this series. Here it

need only be emphasized that as the influence of the older schools,

Thomist and Scotist waned, that of Occam and the Occamist school

waxed stronger. One reason for this may be noted: Occam tended to

set himself in opposition to certain aspects of the traditional physics
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of Aristotle as developed in the scholastic tradition. In these opposi-

tions he was not always followed by those of the school named for

him; but in them he did anticipate, though not with entire clarity,

certain later developments in physical theory. Most important of

these is his criticism of Aristotle’s reasonings concerning the pos-

sibility of more than one center of gravity; in this, though only in a

vague and negative way, his thought is linked to the later thought

of Leonardo, Cusa and Copernicus.

This linkage with later speculation on the physical world is seen

more clearly, however, in the case of that other 14th century doctrinal

form of scholasticism already mentioned: Latin Averroeism, also

called the Averroeism of the School of Padua.

Averroeism takes its name from the Arabic philosopher Averroes

(ibn Ruscd 1126-1198) reputed as the greatest of the Arabian

commentators on Aristotle; his position has been discussed earlier in

these pages. The Latin advocacy of his doctrines had first been

defended at the University in the course of the 13th century es-

pecially by Siger of Brabant (fl. 1266-1283?). The opposition it

aroused led to its transfer to the University of Padua where its chief

representative in its early phase was Peter of Abano (1257-1327);

later it was to count among its adherents a good number of other

important figures. The importance of this school at this point lies in

the features in which it anticipated the emerging attitudes and in-

fluenced the thought of the Renaissance. One such feature was the

concept of the ‘"science” of astrology. As it was to influence the

thought and culture of the Renaissance, the outlines of this science

are already to be found in the chief writing of Peter of Abano The
Conciliator of the Differences Between the Philosophers

, Chiefly the

Medical. Of special importance is the division of this science into

that portion which studies the laws of the movements of the stars

and that which studies the laws governing the effects of such move-
ment on the affairs of men. This division figures largely in the dis-

cussions of the Renaissance and, of course, prepares the way for

the distinction between astronomy, which will meet the stringent re-

quirements of true science, and astrology destined to fall into op-

probrium as a pseudo-science.

A second feature of Latin Averroeism which is to influence the

Renaissance is its doctrine of the "two truths/’ This notion had been
advanced by Siger and given special emphasis by Peter of Abano’s

follower, John of Jardun (1300-?). According to it, certain proposi-

tions might be sustained according to reason and the authority of

Aristotle, but not according to faith, which must dictate an opposite

opinion. Each, however, in its sphere must be thought of as true.

This doctrine may be interpreted as an effort simply to delimit the

areas of philosophy and theology; as it is advanced by John of Jardun,
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however, it has distinct anti-theological overtones which will be taken

up and strengthened during the Renaissance.

B. Mysticism

Mysticism, as has been noted, is not peculiar to the fourteenth

century; it had been a constant feature of Medieval thought and will

be a characteristic element of Renaissance and Reformation thought.

In the fourteenth century, however, it took a distinctive form under

which its later influence was to be discerned. This form is realized

particularly in the writings of the German mystic, Johannes (Meister)

Eckhart (1260-1327). The source of this mysticism is the classical

work of Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite (fifth century A.D.). Its

root is the Christian aspiration to escape the world and achieve union

with God; its form is the Neo-Platonic pattern of the ascent from

the many and the sensual to the one and the spiritual.

In Eckhart the development of this theme and the design of this

ascent comes very close to obliterating any lines of distinction be-

tween the divine and the human. For this reason his thought was

censured by ecclesiastical authorities. Ilow deeply this concern and

this theme enter into the thought of the Renaissance will be seen

presently from the work of Marsilio Ficino. Eckhart’s chief writings

are the Opus Tripartitum (Work in Three Parts) and the Sermons.

These latter, written in the vernacular, are considered important also

in the development of the German language. Some interpreters also

see in Eckhart’s thought, especially because it sought to reach a

popular audience, an anticipation of the popular prosylytism of the

Reformation.

C. The First Movements of Humanism

In the fourteenth century there are to be discerned also the first

movements of Humanism. To speak of humanism immediately raises

the question of the relation of humanism to the Renaissance. This

question will be touched on more fully in a later place when the

movement of the Renaissance is defined more clearly; here we may

anticipate by saying that the following would seem to be the proper

relation between them. “Renaissance” is to be taken as the larger and

wider term both as designating the historical movement and as

designating the animating spirit of that movement. Humanism, by

contrast, is to be understood as one and indeed the basic and earliest

form in which the spirit of the Renaissance found expression. While

the Renaissance was to find other forms of expression, humanism was

never superseded, and exercised great influence on all the other

forms of expression which it achieved.

Conceived in this manner, humanism takes the form of a renewed
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interest in and zeal for the rediscovery and study of the classical

literatures of Greece and Rome. Yet humanism did not consist simply

in this pursuit, but rather in the spirit in which this pursuit was under-

taken and sustained; and in this spirit the unity of humanism and

Renaissance is clearly indicated. For though this pursuit and study

entailed vast efforts in philology and erudition, no merely philological

or antiquarian interest could account for the passion with which

this interest was pursued.

These renewed studies were undertaken rather as one form of

man’s quest for a fresh idea and image of himself, an image and idea

by which his essential humanity would be released from the image

and idea which the Middle Ages had formed of it and imposed on

European culture. The new mastery of the literature and thought

of classical antiquity was only a stepping stone; for humanism never

expended itself in slavish imitation of antiquity, but sought always

through its interpretion of antiquity to achieve a proper and original

expression of its own insight.

The earliest humanists were for the most part Italians. Among

the most important must be named, in the first place, Dante and

Petrarch; to these must be added immediately many other illustrious

names such as Landini, Manetti, Bruno and Salutati. Later it will

be possible to speak of these men in some detail; here it is necessary

to speak only of the spirit which animated their labors. They expended

untold efforts in the recovery of the documents of classical literature

and in the re-evocation, in their own writings, of the spirit of classical

culture: its view of man and of the world, its ethical and political

ideals, its ideals of expression and self-cultivation. Close to the heart

of their concern was the recovery of the classical view and concep-

tion of philosophy, both as a science and as a way or discipline of

life. Needless to say, while they sincerely professed a “purism” in

these endeavors, seeking, that is to say, to recall the spirit of the

ancients in its “pure” and authentic character they inevitably ap-

proached this vision in a perspective properly their own. For it was

in answer to their own spiritual needs, fundamentally, that they

turned to the ancients. They used the revived interest in ancient cul-

ture as a fulcrum by which to lift the weight of the Middle Ages

from their own spirits and then as a basis upon which to formulate

their own as yet unvoiced ideals. There was nothing slavishly imita-

tive about humanism. As a movement it belonged completely to its

own time. Finally, even while recognizing the marvelous accomplish-

ments of these earliest humanists, it is necessary not to overestimate

their range. Their enthusiasm for the ancients far outreached their

learning. Nevertheless, they laid the groundwork for all that was to

come in the Renaissance, the Reformation and even in the Counter-

reformation.
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D. First Movements of the Reformation

The final element of the culture of the fourteenth century which

we have occasion to note in anticipation of the Renaissance and

Reformation, is the first stirrings of the spirit of reform. This was the

spirit which, under the sting of the spirit of the Renaissance and

humanism, was to find expression finally in the great Reformation.

This latter, in turn, with a certain inevitablility, was to invite and

occasion the powerful movement of the Counter-reformation, and in

this movement to revive the spirit of scholasticism in a new and potent

alliance with the spirit of humanism, finding expression, philosophi-

cally, in the Second Scholasticism.

First deserving of notice among the reforming spirits of the

fourteen tli century is John Wyclif in England (1320-80). Wyclif

was a layman and a scholar, in whom, however, evangelical zeal

gradually displaced learning and secular interests and made of him

a missionary to the unlettered, who were, he fancied, thirsting for the

Gospel, and a critic of established and institutionalized religion. As

a scholar, Wyclif exhibited a rigid scholastic mentality as exmplified

in his writings: Summa in Theologia, De Civili Dominio, Tractatus de

Ecclesia, De Compositione Hominis.

What distinguished him from the goodly number of critics of the

established institutions of religion of his time was the missionary

and evangelical zeal by which he translated all his learned criticism

of the Church and religion into a fervent recall to the way of life of

the Gospel. He addressed this recall to men of all social levels in-

viting them in the name of the purity of the Gospel to a freer, more

spontaneous and more inward way of religious life.

Much of this missionary and evangelical zeal penetrates the pages

of the Trialogus which appeared in the year of his death. Here

learned debate is replaced by sharp and aggressive criticism concern-

ing concrete matters: church organization, monastic orders, indul-

gences. Here too he worked out in some detail the ideal of a lay

Christian perfection differing from monastic asceticism, to which all

men are called and whose pattern is laid out in the Gospels and in

the personal example of Christ.

Although Wyclifs crusade for reform in England is considered by

historians to have been, at least immediately, abortive, it was taken

up in far off Bohemia by John Huss (1370-1415) and Jerome of

Prague. That this should happen is not a matter of too great surprise

for at that period dynastic interests established rather close relations

between the two countries. Both these men had been assiduous

readers of John Wyclif. They pursued their purposes with less learn-

ing, but even greater popular zeal than Wyclif. The career of each
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ended in executions by order of ecclesiastical tribunals on charges of

Needless to say, the execution of these forerunners of the spirit

of reform did not bring the effectiveness of their efforts to an end.

Indeed, some would have it that their execution was a martyrdom,

and like martyrdom fed rather than diminished their effectiveness.

At any rate, the movement they initiated here in the fourteenth

century was to have its full effect only centuries later and in such

a form as permanently to alter the character and structure of

European Christianity.

E. Summary

The fourteenth century is important as an approach to the

study of philosophy in the period of the Renaissance, the Reformation

and the Counter-reformation, because in this century are discernible

in their first form, the spiritual forces which are to shape the cultural

and intellectual life of that period. These forces are, briefly enu-

merated, scholasticism, both as a habit of science and a doctrine,

the spirit of the Renaissance in its first manifestation, humanism,

mysticism, as exemplified in the writings of the German mystics like

Eckhart, and finally, the first movements of the spirit of reform within

Christianity and the Church in Wycliff, Huss and Jerome of Prague.
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CHAPTER I

The Renaissance

Summary: Definition—Duration and Pattern of Geographical Diffu-

sion-Essential Spirit and Complexity of Expression—Place

of Philosophy in Renaissance Culture

A. Definition

The term “Renaissance” belongs properly to the history of culture.

In that context it possesses two denotations, the one, concrete so to

say, by which it designates a definite period in the history of western

culture, the other, which may be called abstract, and which is used to

designate a certain kind of cultural activity. In this later sense, one

speaks of a “Renaissance” whenever, in the history of culture, there

occurs a movement of recall to an earlier phase of that history in

which the spirit or the works of that earlier phase are evoked as

models for the cultural activity and expression of the later period. In

tills sense a “Renaissance” may occur at any time in history either in

a general form or in some specific area, as in the figurative arts.

Thus the terms “Renaissance of the twelfth century” and the “Carol-

ingian Renaissance” have found a place in the history of western cul-

ture.

It might at first be supposed that this second or abstract use of

the term is the more basic and is the ground on which the title

“Renaissance” is assigned to any period. This is not, in fact, the case.

The abstract use of the term has arisen on the basis rather of the

first or historical use of the term and constitutes both a generalization

of it in idea and an extension of it to other periods in time. The his-

torical and specific employment of the term is therefore the more

proper and basic, that is, its employment as the designation of a

specific and definable period of western culture and the animating

spirit of that period. In this basic and proper employment, “Renais-

sance” designates the period of transition from the culture of the

12
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Middle Ages to that of the modern world. This is, obviously, a rather

negative use of the term.

We may use “Renaissance” more positively to designate in its

widest reaches and deepest implications the animating spirit of that

period, which brought about the changes in intellectual and moral

attitudes by which this transition was effected, or even more positively

to designate the expressive works in which that spirit found embodi-

ment in every field of human concern. By general agreement among

historians, the Reformation and the Counter-reformation cannot be

excluded from, but must be brought within the range of the Renais-

sance in this positive and historical employment, especially when

due emphasis is placed on the positive animating spirit of the period.

B. Duration and Pattern of Geographical Diffusion.

The suggestion that the Renaissance marks the transition from the

culture of the Middle Ages to that of the modern world suffices to

place it in the general chronological pattern of western culture. But

this, of course, is not enough. The difficult and discouraging task of

placing it more accurately in time, with respect to its beginnings,

peak, and decline cannot be evaded. Only the general acknowledge-

ment of the difficulty of this task and the general recognition that

any solution of it must be tentative enables one to venture on it.

It is a notorious fact that cultural movements do not conveniently

attach themselves to dates as do other events in history. The efforts

of historians are restricted, consequently, to identifying some date or

event in history which signalizes the authentic presence of the spirit

of such a movement and to assigning this date as a useful point of

reference in placing the “beginning” of the movement in time. For the

Renaissance, a number of such dates and events have been suggested

and all are so valid and suggestive that no real choice can be made

among them.

The earliest such date is usually given as 1397; this is the year in

which Manuel Chrysoloras, ambassador of the Byzantine Emporer

to the Republic of Venice accepted an invitation to lecture on the

Greek language at Florence. The result of these lectures was the

Erotemata, the first grammar of the Greek language in the West,

which was printed at Venice and Florence at the end of the fifteenth

century. The selection of this date is obviously justified by the fact

that the knowledge of the Greek language was the golden key to that

enchanted world of ancient culture to which the Renaissance was to

direct its gaze.

Sometimes the year 1453 is set forward. This was the year in

which Constantinople, the capital of the Byzantine empire, fell to

the military power of the Turks. This date is allied to the first, 1397,
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because this event sent fleeing to the West, that is, to Italy, a host

of scholars who were to take up the work of Manuel and to make the

Greek language live again through teaching and through translation,

renewing in this fresh environment the ancient clash of ideas e.g. the

Aristotelian and the Platonic.

Among the most influential of these Greek scholars were Georgius

Gemisthius Plethoe (1355-1450) author of an influential treatise on

the differences between the philosophy of Plato and that of Aristotle,

and Cardinal Bessarion (1403-1472) a great champion of Plato who

wrote Against the Detractors of Plato (Adversus Calumniatores Pla-

tonis, 1469). Around these great luminaries numerous lesser lights ap-

peared.

In Italy, the land of its first appearance, the highest period of the

Renaissance is generally accepted as that between 1450 and 1500.

By the years 1527 and 1530 which saw the sack of the city of Rome

and the “pacification” of Italy by the Emperor Charles V, marking

the beginning of the dominance of Spanish influence in the peninsula,

the movement is considered to have spent its first power. This is not

to say, of course, that it was to disappear. On the contrary, it was to

take its revenge on its conquerors in more than one way. In the pen-

insular it continued to be fruitful and animating down to the En-

lightenment; and it began that migration beyond the Alps which was

to transform the whole of western European culture, and even to

extend its influence to new continents beyond the seas. France, Spain,

England, Germany, even the Netherlands were to feel this power and

respond to it.

In Germany, where seven universities had been founded between

1348 and 1409, the new learning of the Renaissance began to take

root as early as 1440 through the influence of scholars who had

traveled to Italy and there made contact with it. Strassburg, Nurem-

berg, Augsburg, Basel, were to become centers for the cultivation of

the new studies and points from which the new spirit might radiate.

Academies on the pattern of the Italian, (which will be considered

more fully presently) were organized: The Academy of the Rhine in

Heidelberg, and The Academy of the Danube in Vienna.

Even while it took its breath of life from the Italian source, the

Renaissance in Germany quickly exhibited a spirit of its own. Here

the medieval habit of mind offered greater resistence to the new
spirit. Less plastic than the Italian, the German spirit showed itself

more earnest, penetrating, polemical, and erudite. Moreover, its

preoccupations were more theological and religious, so that after

1518, humanism became almost completely absorbed in, or an instru-

ment of, theological-political warfare.

The great characteristic of the period in Germany, however, is

the meeting of humanism or the revival of learning, with the spirit
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of reform. Here it became clear that the spirit of reform was but one

manifestation of the very spirit of the Renaissance.

The languages and sciences of classical antiquity, became the

means of revitalizing and energizing the spirit of reform. Reuchlin

(1455-1522) and Erasmus (1466-1536) applied their knowledge of

Greek to the Bible. The touch of the new spirit which had revived

and inspired literature, art and culture in Italy, in Germany, devoted

itself to the recreation of Christianity and the reformation of the hu-

man religious consciousness through the influence of Bible studies in

a humanistic spirit.

France was the first to absorb the influence of the Renaissance

and humanism as they emanated from Italy and this absorption was

perhaps the most complete and imitative. From the time of the expedi-

tion of Charles VIII against Naples through the entire period of the

dominance of the House of Valois, from 1494 to 1539, this process

continued. Moreover, the spirit of the Italian Renaissance came to

France, unlike Germany, in all its forms: art, literature, architecture

and philosophy.

In architecture, the chateaux of Chenconceaux, Chambord, Ecouier,

the Louvre as well as the work of such masters as Bullart, de L’Orme

and Lescot, are persistent evidence of the assiduous manner in which

these masters had heeded the Italian example.

In painting, the Italian masters Del Rosso, Del Sarto, Da Vinci,

Cellini and others, journeyed to France in quest of patronage and com-

missions and left their permanent stamp on the work of a rising

generation of French artists.

In literature, the French response was both most ready and most

fruitful. From Coniines’ history of the expedition to Naples of Charles

VIII through the purism of Marot and his school, through Ronsard

and the Pleiade, in D’Aubigne, Regnier, and Gamier in the drama,

in Brantome and the inimitable Essays of Montaigne and finally and

triumphantly in Rabelais, the spirit of the Renaissance is taken over

and projected on the whole scene of French life.

Moreover, French social life responded closely to the patterns

of Italian Renaissance culture, while the model of Italian scholar-

ship was imitated, not in the massive style of the Germans, indeed,

but with the finesse and lucidity which always accompanied the

French effort, in such men as Etienne, the Scaligers, Ramus, Casubon.

In philosophy proper, the names of Sanchez, Charron, Sorbiere,

Foucher, and above all Montaigne and Ramus complete the scene of

penetrating Renaissance influence.

The Renaissance came to England later, perhaps, but with a com-

pensating richness of expression and achievement. As a matter of

fact, England felt the impact and influence of both Renaissance and

Reformation in the same period. And both had, by some accounts,
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been already anticipated in Chaucer and Wyclif respectively. The

date offered for the open appearance of the Renaissance in England

is 1536. Thomas More, John Colet, Ascham, Cheke and Camden had

traveled in Italy and established contact with the new learning and

humanism; and some of them became polished exponents and prac-

titioners of the new learning. However, there were not at any time

in England “professional humanists” of the Italian stamp.

Here too, the impact of the Renaissance was less equally dis-

tributed over the various departments of cultural life than, for exam-

ple, in France. Little of its effect was felt in architecture, sculpture,

or painting. The impact in literature, however, was compensatingly

great. Surrey and Sidney imported Italian literary form. After that

initial transaction, the Renaissance influence in this field falls into

two periods.

The first is a period of imitation and assimilation. It saw the imita-

tion of the Italian academies, the translation of such works as the

dramas of Seneca and the beginnings of criticism after the manner

of the Italian commentators on Aristotle and Plato.

The second period, by contrast, marked the coming into its own
of the indigenous English genius enriched by the experience of the

first period. Spenser created works in the Renaissance spirit, peerless

in their perfection and originality. The great age of Elizabethan

drama opened, to reach its culmination in the matchless works of

Shakespeare.
$

The spirit of Renaissance reflective thought and aspiration in

science and learning expressed itself in the works of Francis Bacon;

and with Bacon there came to England the great themes of Renais-

sance philosophical speculation.

Spain is usually linked with the Renaissance through its spirit

of exploration which is correctly recognized as animated by that

spirit. It is important to note, however, that in other areas of culture

she responded to the Renaissance impulse richly, without taint of

slavish imitation. There was little formal humanism such as flourished

in Italy and Germany and little scholarly work.

However, in architecture, the Gothic, Moorish, and Arabian tradi-

tions were synthesized in a manner redolent of the Renaissance in

Italy so as to produce matchless works in palace, cathedral and public

square.

In painting, Velasquez brought the specifically Spanish interpre-

tation of the Renaissance spirit to a pinnacle of perfection; while
in literature the same assimilated and transformed power of the

Renaissance brought forth the work of Cervantes, Lope de Vega, and
Calderon.

In philosophy proper, names such as Vives (1492-1546) are signif-

icant, although Spain had to wait until the movement of the Counter-
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reformation had begun to take the lead in this area as she did in the

Second Scholasticism through such men as Suarez (1548-1617).

The evening of the Renaissance lingered longest over the Nether-

lands. Here it expressed itself in the matchless painting of the land-

scape and home-life realists and in the exuberant naturalism of Ru-

bens, VanDyck and Rembrant. But by the middle of the seventeenth

century, the Renaissance began to pass definitively from the stage of

history; but only because it had accomplished its great work: it had

brought the modern world, in all its essentials, into being.

C. Essential Spirit and Complexity of Expression

Efforts to fix the essential spirit of the Renaissance in some all

embracing formula have been numerous; predictably, however, none

has been spectacularly successful. That spirit was too mercurial to

be caught in any net of words. Its real character is to be read only

in its works. Moreover, this essential spirit tended to undergo transfor-

mation in its own seat even as it penetrated and transformed culture

everywhere. Opposition to the culture of the Middle Ages is an im-

portant but only a negative aspect of this spirit. So too, fundamentally,

is its turning to the classics, which it employed chiefly as a fulcrum to

lift the burden of the Middle Ages and to free its own insights and

powers.

More positive and most central, no doubt, is the belief in man.

This is surely what is absolutely new in the Renaissance; for this

belief was such as neither idealized antiquity nor the denigrated

Middle Ages had ever exhibited. The object of this belief and confi-

dence, moreover, was man’s power. It was man as maker, shaper,

discoverer, manipulator, entrepreneur in whom the Renaissance

believed; and its mission was to explore and realize this power in

every direction at once with a sense of titanic energy released. For

this reason, its basic mark is not contemplation but expression. And

through this expression it enriched the culture of the West with a

heritage which still remains inimitable and irreplaceable. There is

no area of human culture in which its works do not rise monumental

and enduring.

Above all, what the Renaissance grasped and what it expressed

in all its works was the complexity of this seat of power which is man.

It refused to reduce him to any formula or contain it in any single

vessel. The spirit of man was something to be explored as a labyrinth

and realized in a magnificent proliferation of forms as intricate and

as contradictory as human consciousness itself.

D. Place of Philosophy in Renaissance Culture

Addressing philosophy especially in this great complex of ex-

pression, one is apt to experience an initial disappointment. Philosophy
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seems at first glance to occupy but a small place in the life and ex-

pression of the period. This impression tends to persist until it is

realized that philosophy is difficult to discern in any specific place

because it permeates the culture of the Renaissance. It is diffused

through the whole, so that every part and form of expression is

philosophical, even while the academic notion of philosophy seems

diminished. Therefore philosophy in the Renaissance must be sought

out and followed wherever it may appear and abide. It cannot be

commanded to appear in any determinate form or guise.

Two centers or poles, however, can be discerned about which

philosophical thought concentrated and grew. These are humanism

and the new spirit of science. The pursuit of the new learning gave

a fresh impetus to philosophical expression and produced works in

its own proper image, such as the thought of Marsilio Ficino.

No abstract opposition between humanism and the new spirit

of science should, however, be established. For this new spirit arose

within the framework of humanism too, and was nourished by it.

As Windelband quaintly expresses it: Natural science was the daugh-

ter of humanism. This new center was destined gradually to dis-

place humanism; but it never lost traces of its origins, and to the end,

something of the spirit of humanism clung about the most zealous

of natural science philosophers of the period. We will therefore take

these two centers in turn, humanism and the new spirit of science,

as points of vantage from which to consider the philosophical thought

of the Renaissance.
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CHAPTER II

Humanism and

Philosophy

Introduction : Humanism, Its Meaning and Spirit

The first phase of the Renaissance as a cultural movement was

Humanism. Humanism in this restricted sense (and not in that

general sense in which it means an interest in and evaluation of all

things human: nihil humani mihi alienum
)

is the process of turning

to the classical civilization of ancient Greece and Rome for the

exemplar and the instruments for fulfilling the aims of the Renais-

sance, that is, the realization of a new concept and image of man in a

new order of works and new forms of life. The documents of ancient

culture to which the humanists turned were in the first place literary;

but the figurative arts, architecture, and customs all in turn served

this humanistic purpose.

The motivation of the humanists in turning, to these ancient

sources was not antiquarian or imitative; beneath a veil of intense

idealization of the past, that motive more frankly may be recognized

as utilitarian. They were looking, though not always with explicit

realization of the fact, for an instrument which would, as has already

been noted, lift the weight of the Middle Ages from their shoulders

and then would release the fresh power they felt stirring within

themselves. As a consequence, humanism exhibits at first a posture of

imitation and adulation toward the classic past; but it quickly

passes beyond this to a fresh projection, though within the ancient

forms, of its own sense of the power of life.

Humanism, conceived as the initial strategic phase of the Re-

naissance, exhibits two moments. The first of these may be called

the philological. (Where there is question of monuments of the

figurative arts and architecture, this moment would more precisely

be called the archeological.) The second may be called the inter-

pretative and expressive, and in the case of philosophy, speculative.

21
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The first moment consisted in the energetic quest of and restora-

tion of the documents and monuments of classical culture; and one

of the great legends of the history of culture is the energy, ingenuity,

tirelessness and zeal which the humanists exhibited in this, the less

exhilarating side of their enterprise.

The second moment, by contrast, consisted in the effort to

recapture the image of man contained in those documents and on

this basis to project anew an indigeneous humanistic vision.

These two moments, while needing to be distinguished
, cannot

be separated. They went on simultaneously and were carried on by
the same men. Humanitas was the name of this dual vision: man
as expressed in the ancient documents and as pushing out beyond
that vision to a new humanity to be realized. Moreover, the philo-

logical phase sharpened the speculative sense. Under the whip of

philological studies the sense of criticism of humanism was refined

and its horizons extended so that it quickly outstripped its models,

even while paying the most sincere homage to them.

A. Humanism and Philosophy

Philosophy was in both these moments most intimate to huma-
nism. First, in the philological moment, the documents of classical

philosophy were among those most assiduously sought and scruti-

nized. Thus for example, it was of constant concern to discover the

true, that is the documentary, Plato and Aristotle, and to employ
these discoveries to put to flight the disfigured projections of these

thinkers which had been formed in the Middle Ages. At the same
time, the energy of humanistic philological research brought to

light the works of many ancient thinkers whose thought had been
lost for centuries and thus set free whole new streams of speculation.

Secondly, in the speculative moment, the dominant concern of

humanism revealed itself as philosophical for it sought a new image
and conception of man. These fresh speculative efforts grew directly

out of the philological efforts, for the mastery of the thought of the

ancients could only be realized when it gave rise to a proper range

of speculative concepts. Philology and philosophy reveal themselves

as the twin aspects of humanism in its most intimate character.

Nor does this unity stand in opposition to that other aspect of

humanism to which due emphasis must always be given: the quest

for a more finished mode of expression, in contrast to the pedantic

and ponderous expression of the Middle Ages. For this desire for

fresh expressive form was not the desire for some manner of extra-

neous adornment; it is part of the ideal of humanitas itself, perhaps

its inmost essence. Therefore, this desire invested philosophy too

and the quest for greater truth in philosophy was identical with and
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in no way to be distinguished or separated from a more perfect

expression. Indeed the two are inseparably wedded in the humanist

ideal of eloquence: plenitudo cogitandi et dicendi eloquentia
;

eloquence is the fullness and unity, of thought and expression.

To follow clearly the thread of philosophical speculation in

humanism, it is necessary first to form a clear view of the relation

of humanism to the Middle Ages; for this relation affects alike its

attitude toward those ages, its specific attitude toward the classics,

and finally, the quality of its own proper vision of man. Three

conceptions of this relation have been offered; the first set them in

sharp opposition, so that humanism becomes a pursuit of the purely

pagan view of life; the second sets them in clear continuity, seeing

in humanism only the fresh emphasis of elements already present

in the Middle Ages but subordinated to others.

The third, which would seem to be the truest, sees the attitude

of humanism toward the Middle Ages as selective; there are certain

elements which it rejects indeed, but others to which it clings and

which are central and controlling in its own efforts. Among these

latter the most important is Christianity. Humanism views Chris-

tianity as an element of humanitas supervening on those of the

classical vision and hence an enrichment not to be surrendered. It

rejects, however, the medieval interpretation of Christianity; there-

fore its efforts become quite complex: to release this Christian vision

from its medieval form, to relate it to the vision of man of the

ancients, and through this unity to project a fresh vision more

compelling and fruitful than either medieval or the classical taken in

themselves. Only this view of that relationship enables us to ap-

preciate the thought of the best of the humanist philosophers such

as Marsilio Ficino.

Thus the philosophy of humanism takes its inspiration from a

rethinking of the thought of the ancients, especially Plato and

Aristotle, with a view to enriching by this means the Christian

consciousness of man. It might be added that in this process, it

showed a marked preference for and affinity to the thought of

Plato.

Finally, in its method, it emphasized that freedom of criticism

and liberty in research which it thought lacking in the medievals

with their subservience to authority and a chief adornment of the

powerful and autonomous minds of the ancient world.

The overpowering thematic interest of humanist philosophy is

man. Still, it did not approach this theme with entire disinterested-

ness; its mood was nothing like that of the modern behaviorist. On

the contrary, its concern exhibited a distinct bias: it was interested

in the dignity of man, his power and his worth, in his being and his

works among the realms of being. Even further, it did not pursue this
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concern with a scientific interest, that is as a purely objective question

to be settled simply either in the affirmative or the negative. It

conceived the insight into this dignity as its basic vision and posses-

sion. Its purpose, therefore, was to exhibit and demonstrate it, not to

debate it.

As the thought of humanism conceived this dignity it was a

subtle amalgam of the autonomous man of antiquity and the

transformed man of Christianity, to whom a new life had been

opened by grace. This amalgam, in its widest formulation, rested

on the establishment of the thesis that the classical dignity could be
realized only on the basis of the Christian teaching. The dignity of

man could be established only by the releasing of the divine

potentialities in him.

Concomitant with this overpowering theme, developing with

and within it, and destined presently to displace it and thus to

open the second phase of the philosophy of the Renaissance, is the

scientific interest. As Plato fostered the interest in man, so it was the

humanist concern with Aristotle which fed this interest in nature

and science. Both the Aristotleanism of the Alexandrian and the

Averroeist schools advanced this interest until it was to be taken up
and stated as the basic theme of the second phase of philosophy in

the Renaissance by the one man who belongs by sovereign right to

the Renaissance as a whole, Leonardo da Vinci.

B. The Earliest Movements of Humanist Philosophy

Humanism is to conceived as a spirit seeking a new view of

human life and its powers and it was this spirit which directed the

attention of men touched by it to the classical sources. The spirit

of humanism, therefore, precedes the revival of classical learning

both as a principle and in time.

This is the reason why it is possible to mention certain figures

as the earliest humanist thinkers and philosophers. The spirit of

humanism is already manifested in them, even before the great

revival of learning. This is not to say that these earlier figures had
no knowledge at all about the classical authors; but their knowledge
was nothing as compared to that which was to be achieved after

them. And what they knew did not influence them deeply. Rather,
these earlier humanist thinkers tried to express the humanist insight

and spirit in terms of the culture already available to them which
was that of the waning Middle Ages. This class of thinkers is well
represented by Dante (1265-1321), Petrarch (1304-1374), Marsilio of

Padua (1270P-1342) and Nicholas of Cusa (1401-1464).

Dante is, of course, known above all as the author of the Divine
Comedy and of La Vita Nuova and as the great innovator of the
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Italian language through whom it was transformed from a dialect

into one of the great European vernacular languages. lie is also

thought of as a philosopher, not only as the author of such treatises

as De Monarchic, but also by reason of the philosophic spirit and

reflection which penetrates his poetry.

If only the external form of this philosophy is considered, then

Dante’s philosophy is wholly Medieval; this is true both of the

Divine Comedy and of the De Monarchia. The conception of the

world presented in the Comedy is Thomistic in its basic structure,

while it culminates in a Franciscan mysticism which shows its

relationship to the thought of Bonaventure. In like manner, both the

form and the doctrine of De Monarchia remain within the ambit of

the distinction between the “two powers,” the Church and the

Empire, established by Pope Gelasius.

Yet through all his writing the new spirit of humanism is dis-

cernible. The Divine Comedy, even after its rigid medieval structure

is taken into account, presents itself as a human document; its

center is man, even the man Dante himself; and its interests are very

human, personal, political, artistic. And Dante as the man behind

the poem is clearly one of the “new men,” as the humanists were

called, so alive in him were the characteristics which were to mark

them: the sense of fame and glory, and of personal and individual

power. His great power of observation, crystalizing itself in the great

Dantean metaphors, the political passion for liberty, so constrained

within the limits of the doctrine of the “two powers,” his decision to

use the Italian tongue, all project Dante not backward on the Middle

Ages but forward in time on the age of humanism.

In Petrarch, as in Dante, humanism, and especially its phil-

osophical expression, is an attitude and an aspiration rather than a

fact. Even as a humanist in the philological sense of the term, he is

far from the mastery of the classical tongues which his successors

will have and so too of their erudition. But he stands out in that he

consciously, by a spiritual effort which it is difficult for us to estimate,

forced his vision to rise to a philosophical view in contrast with that

of the “schools.”

When looked at in itself, his doctrine may prove jejune and

impoverished; but as the first document of this effort at elevation

beyond the scholastic vision, to express in philosophical terms the

vision of the “new man” his thought is of great importance. This

new vision concerns, of course and above all, man. But it is not a

completely unambiguous vision; indeed, in it two ideals seem to

conflict, or perhaps more accurately, to ask for reconciliation: that of

the “orator” or “savant” on the model of Cicero, in whom the

perfection of culture would be reached. The other is the idiot,

the simpleton for love of God, whose life is inspired entirely by the
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pure doctrine and an equally pure and direct attachment to the

Gospels.

Petrarch pursues this argument, which wavers now in one direc-

tion, now in the other, in a series in which the great humanist enter-

prise of purifying and elevating European expression on classical

models, especially that of Cicero, goes forward apace: De sui ipsius

et multorum ignorantia ( On His Own Ignorance and That of Many

Others), De Vita Solitaria (On the Solitary Life), De Vera

Sapientia (On True Wisdom), De Contemptu Mundi (On De-

spising the World). In these works all of the characteristics of the

full flower of humanism are already present: pursuit of a new ideal

of man, attachment to the classics (but criticism and not slavish

imitation), the conviction that perfect expression and elevation and

truth of thought must go together.

Marsilio of Padua is frequently described as the still medieval

political thinker who yet elaborated an entirely “lay,” as opposed to

“clerical” or “theocratic” or “priestly” theory of the State. This

claim alone would be enough to illustrate his orientation toward

what was to come rather than toward the past and to make of him,

in a way, a predecessor of Machiavelli.

He elaborated this theory in his Defensor Pads (Defender of the

Peace). In this work, he develops a theory of the state strictly on

the basis of the Politics of Aristotle, but with clear references to

many features of the political life of his own time. At the same time,

his interpretation of Aristotle’s meaning is in almost direct opposi-

tion to that given by St. Thomas Aquinas. In the self-sufficient and

particular state which Marsilio describes, the decisive power lies

with the “community.”

Here the contemporary influence is greatest. The community

under the guise of the “human legislator” exercises decisive power

by making laws and deliberative processes through that part of the

community which is “of higher capacity by quality or by quantity.”

The effective administration of the state, both executive and

judiciary, is carried out by the
“
pars principans” (an almost un-

translatable phrase) which may be either a single magistrate or a

restricted group or “college” which carries out these functions under

direct control of the community itself. This magistrate or college

impersonates, or personifies, in the singleness of its responsibility,

the unity of the state itself.

The laws by which this state is ruled are exclusively “positive”

laws enacted by the human legislator and fortified by coercion or

force. “Natural” laws and “divine” laws lose all meaning or become

binding only in conscience.

Marsilio gained his greatest fame, however, by the vigorous

manner in which he used this notion of the “lay” state first to deny
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all the claims of the medieval papacy to any “fullness of power/’ and

secondly to suggest that the organization of the Church itself might

be reformed to conform to the general political principles under-

lying his notion of the state: popular sovereignty, representation

and majority.

Of Nicholas of Cusa, Cardinal of the Roman Catholic Church,

it has been said he was a humanist whose humanism did not exhaust

itself in the quest for manuscripts and the cultivation of good form

in writing, but constituted a re-evaluation of man and of nature. It

has also been said of him that in his life and works he reflected

better than any contemporary figure the period of crisis in which

he lived, crisis in every area of culture and that conciliation,

precisely that “reconciliation of opposites” associated with his greatest

work De Docta Jgnorantia (Of Learned Ignorance). Though he was

a prolific writer, his fame as a philosopher rests on this work.

In De Docta Ignorantia he introduces and places in a position of

great emphasis the notion of the “infinite” which is destined to play

a very great role in the thought of the Renaissance and after. The

heart of this work lies in the notion of the “coincidence of opposites.”

The “locus” of this coincidence is in the first place God; in God all

the different distinctions in being established by discursive and

analytic reasoning are negated and re-united. The reason is that

God is infinite.

Thought about God must therefore be guided not by the “prin-

ciple of contradiction,” but by this very principle of the coincidence

of opposites, which, while actual in God, assumes for us the position

of a logical principle as well. As such, it becomes, in a further

work, De Conjecturis (On Reasonings), the principle of all human

thought. The movement from distinctions toward the unity of

opposites becomes the movement of thought itself, a movement in

which it is guided from within by an intuitive power whose object is

precisely that infinity in which that coincidence is realized. Between

this infinite and the finite reasoning processes by which it is ap-

proached there is no proportion whatsoever. “Learned ignorance”

resides precisely in the appreciation of this radical disproportion.

This line of thought anticipates and opens the way for that pre-

occupation with and use of the notion of the infinite which will

appear in the “new cosmology” as exemplified in the thought of

Giordano Bruno and others.

The thought of Nicholas of Cusa has a vast basis of erudition and

learning both in the medieval area and in the areas of the classical

thought of his time. Nevertheless, he remains fundamentally a

scholastic thinker in form; or more precisely, one, and perhaps the

greatest, of those early humanists who tried, as has been noted, to

express their fresh humanistic insight in terms of the materials and
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problems at hand. The infinity of the world, of the worlds, as Bruno

will say, is projected within the framework of a medieval disputation

in theology.

C. Humanist Philosophy of Classical Inspiration

The philosophy of the earliest humanists preceded, rather than

flowed from, the revival of learning. Naturally, as the cultivation of

the ancient literature grew, the philological and historical basis was

laid for a new direction in philosophy. Among the accomplishments of

philological and historical humanism was a recovery and a fresh and

more erudite acquaintance with the texts of the ancient philosophers.

This knowledge became the basis for fresh philosophical specula-

tion on the basis of, and to a degree, imitative of the content and

form of these recovered sources, though this process was never wholly

imitative or without that critical acumen which the very process of

classical scholarship and interpretation tended to develop in the

humanists.

This influence of the classics in philosophical speculation made
itself felt in several ways. In the first place, the thematic of classical

thought was renewed; the classical themes of fate, fortune, virtue

and the nature of the “city” again came to the fore. These themes

were treated anew in the spirit of the classical schools of philosophy

which had devoted so much attention to them, but also in a new
perspective suggested by the strong allegiance of many, if not all, of

the humanists to the Christian heritage. Finally, these speculations

tended to express themselves in a number of contrasts or oppositions,

the chief of which were the contrast between the respective claims of

the philosophy of Aristotle and Plato, and the more generalized and
important one, between the relative claims of the “ancients” and
the “moderns.” This latter is of special importance because it reflects

the basically independent and critical character of the humanist

intellect, which, even in the process of learning from the classics, went
beyond them to a view of things and especially of man and his

powers proper to itself.

The earliest form of this process of comparison and contrast was
the opposition of the relative claims of Aristotle and Plato. Aristotle

had already been known and was powerfully influential during the

high Middle Ages. Plato, though less known in the text, was almost

as influential principally through the impress of the neo-Platonic

tradition in such authors as Pseudo-Dionysius.

The revival of classical learning placed both philosophers in a

freer fight and prominence and the contest over their relative merits

was exacerbated, if not initiated, by the very men who had worked
to introduce the knowledge of Greek into Italy and had thus led the
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way in the discovery of the Plato and Aristotle of the Greek text,

freed from the incrustations of centuries of interpretation and

comment.

The documents of this contest are a series of works whose very

titles are reflective of this preoccupation. The earliest of these was

the treatise of Gemisthius Plethoe: On the Differences between the

Philosophies of Aristotle and Plato. Though the title suggests a

calm and balanced accounting of relative strengths and weaknesses,

the work is in fact a rather violent diatribe against Aristotle. The
chief points of his teachings: his logic, his criticism of Plato’s doctrine

of ideas, his doctrine of first substances, are systematically subjected

to criticism and rejected. To Plato, on the other hand, are assigned

contrasting merits especially those which dispose to establish him as

the logical basis of a Christian philosophy, a point to be taken up

and elaborated later by Ficino among others.

This work called out, a few years later, an equally violent

counterdiatribe from the pen of the Aristotelian, George of Trebi-

zond: his Comparison of Plato and Aristotle is the other face of the

coin. Above all, he seeks to make the point that it is Aristotle, and

not Plato, who promises the most becoming philosophical support

for Christianity. Important to note, however, is the fact that the

..Aristotle so vigorously supported and defended by Trebizond is not

the Aristotle of the medievals.

This defense of Aristotle called forth, in turn, another defense

of Plato, the work of Cardinal Bessarion, the treatise: Against the

Detractors of Plato. The tone of this work is far more moderate than

that of either of the earlier treatises. While clearly a defender of

Plato, or more precisely of neo-Platonism, he strives to do exact

justice to the thought of Aristotle.

These controversies are no doubt of little intrinsic speculative

importance, but their historical position and influence is clear.

More important, perhaps, is the work of translation and assimilation

which these controversies set in motion and the ideals they helped

to establish: a knowledge of both Aristotle and Plato based on the

texts and a new Christian philosophy based on Plato.

The Middle Ages knew directly only fragments of the corpus

of Plato’s writings. The first translation of the dialogues, though still

only partial, was produced in 1404 by the humanist Leonardo Bruno

called Aretino. He thus placed the later scholars in a position which

Petrarch, who had carefully collected fifteen of the dialogues, but

could not read them for lack of a knowledge of Greek, would have

envied. This work of translation of Plato would culminate in the

translation and comment of Ficino, based on the complete body of

Plato’s works first brought to the West by Aurispa and Traversarius

in 1424.
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These contests, it has already been noted, had little intrinsic

speculative interest or value; not so, however, the subsequent efforts

of philosophy of the humanists. The dual aim of faithfulness to the

classical sources and direct expression of their own new sense of

speculative power led to interesting efforts, which, though un-

systematic and somewhat sporadic, still have a truly speculative

character. These speculations, as has been noted, turn about the

classical themes and revive the classical positions; but a growing

sense of criticism presently delivers the humanist thinkers from

such dependence and releases them into an arena of proper reflection.

Prominent themes of this speculation were the notions and the

relations between the notions of fortune, fate, and virtue. This

last was considered, of course, in its basic etymological sense as the

power proper and constitutive of man, “manhood.” In the thought

of the ancients, dark pessimism alternated with ideals of desparate

energism, exemplified by the figure of Prometheus. Fate ruled all

with an absolute sway. Human power, though bursting its vessels,

must await the uncertain smile of fortune for any happy event;

which event in turn stood in constant danger of negation by the

simple overwhelming presence of fate.

In the humanist re-interpretation and re-relation of these forces,

however, it is virtue, human power, which wins out over fate and
fortune, if only man stands firm. Thus the humanist Leon Battista

Alberti in his work On Tranquillity of Soul writes that “nothing

outside us has any power over us within, except so far as we permit.”

And another humanist, Poggio Bracciolini wrote in his Letters that

the stars and the heavens have no power over the strong in spirit

who are strengthened by enlightened studies and by a noble and
lofty manner of life, but only over those souls which have not as

yet secured these sources of strength. Fortune circumscribes man on
every hand, but the wakeful can prevail; as Pico will later express it

in his Disputations on Astrology
,

“sors animae filia” which might

well be translated, “The outcome depends on strength of soul.”

The myth of Prometheus is revived in such writings as The
Book of the Wise Man of Carlo Bovillo (Bovillus 1472-1553 c) with

emphasis on the achievement but scant attention to the punishment
which followed, which was to become the basis for discussion of

mans freedom in the work, for example, of Lorenzo Valla (1407-

1457), De Libero Arbitrio (On the Freedom of Choice).

Valla, however, gives the discussion a rather more theological

tone by posing not the question whether man be free (he assumes

this to be the case), but how such freedom can coexist with the

notion of divine providence and especially the divine foreknowledge,

an attribute, or more properly, a consequence of omniscience.

While the argument is extended through objections and replies, the
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ultimate intention of Valla is clear: he will defend man’s freedom

by maintaining that this freedom is a datum equally with God’s

providence and foreknowledge.

Valla is one of the most able of the humanist philosophers. His

work De Voluptate written as a young man (1431) is of special

interest. It establishes a confrontation of two of the most influential

and coherent of the ancient classical philosophies: Stoicism and
Epicureanism. The question is put which is the “true good” for

man: the “pleasure” of the Epicurean or the “virtus” (manhood,

endurance) of the Stoic. The Epicurean, it must be admitted, is

accorded a rather too easy victory over the Stoic and it is alleged

that even the most noble Stoic figures, Cato and Scipio, died not bv

reason of “virtus,” but in an oblique manner, by reason of “pleasure”

for life under a Caesar could hold no promise for them. To escape

pain is but the negative form of the pursuit of pleasure. But pleasure,

Valla argues, is not any satisfaction whatsoever, least of all “sensual”

satisfaction. Pleasure is no bestial impulse but a principle of reason

and discernment. In addition to a calculus of pleasure and pain

there is a hierarchial principle within pleasure itself and it is the

highest which must be sought by the reasonable and discerning man.

It must be noted that the dialogue closes on a rather unexpected

note: the pleasure principle is extended to the after-life itself. Valla

succeeds in purging, through his Christian optimism, almost all of

the dark pessimism which actually characterized the doctrine of

Epicurus as represented, for example, in the De Rerum Natura of

Lucretius, a document, incidentally, very much appreciated and

studied in this period. Its powerful imagery influenced many of

these writers such as the humanist, Francesco Filelfo (1398-1481),

and the other humanist, Giovanni Pontano (called Jovianus, 1426-

1503); and was a forceful ingredient in all those “philosophies of

love” which were to proliferate in the sixteenth century.

Stoicism comes off “second best” in Valla’s De Voluptate. In

humanism on the whole, however, its influence was greater and

deeper than Epicureanism. The idealized concept of man which

constituted the real moving principle of humanism had as its

classical model the Stoic ideal of the sage, the self-ruling and

indomitable man, dominator alike of things and events.

To Stoic influence must be traced, in turn, those powerful and

dominant humanist ideas of “virtus” (virtu as the Italians wrote it

and as it was to reach its apogee in Machiavelli) and the dignity of

man, a dignity which was his independently of any acquired patent

of nobility.

Even more technical notions such as the existence in man of

“common ideas,” prior to all experience, on which the humanist

philosophers were to place considerable stress, are of Stoic origin.
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One such idea of great power, subsequently, is that of a natural

religion which is the root of all religious beliefs.

At the same time Stoicism was not free from that growing sense

of criticism in view of the proper vision of humanism. Its excessive

moral rigorism, and especially its denigration of the passions, became
the point at which a limit was opposed to the influence of Stoicism

by such writers as the Alberti already mentioned. He instead praises

the passions as the true source of that energy and power by which
man can both free himself from the trammels of fortune and convert

the opportunities it offers to his own advantage. On the basis of his

own idealized interpretation of Stoicism, he begins that process of

the praise of man as the center of creation, as himself so admirably
created and formed as easily to surpass all other living things.

Man so understood has within himself the principle of his fate;

if he wills it, power, virtu, is his. His failures are not the impositions

of fate, but his own stupidities. Above all there are within his power
the arts, both the economic and the expressive, by which he can
both dominate and express the world; by which the future falls

within his prevision and providence. He can establish an economy
by which he shields himself from the blows of fortune, and provides

an environment favorable to the expression of his highest gifts.

The negative elements in Stoicism also found a limit and a

counterpoint in Christian Platonism, already growing constantly in

its power over men’s minds. An excellent document of this trend is to

be found in the work De Dignitate et Excellentia Hominis of the

humanist Giannozzo Manetti (1396-1459).

Manetti establishes an explicit contrast to the Medieval view of

man, as exemplified in such a document as the De Miseria Humana

e

Vitae of Pope Innocent IV, in which emphasis is placed on the

weakness of human nature, both moral and physical, and the small-

ness of his means to the great ends which beckon him. By contrast,

Manetti composes a eulogy of man, moving forward from the

praise of the human form, to that of human genius as exemplified in

the monuments of culture, to the expectation of immortality, all of

which set man apart from all other creatures and testify to the
privileged position which God has assigned him. This eulogy of

Manetti breathing the large afflatus of the Platonic philosophy
becomes something of a model for the similar eulogies, by Ficino,

by Pico and others which are to flower in the Renaissance.

More immediately, this eulogistic treatment of human nature is

taken up by the Spanish physician, theologian, philosopher and
humanist, Raimondo Sabunde. His major work, Theologia Naturalis
sive Liber Creaturarum (1484), contains a eulogy of man along the
same lines as Manetti s which was reformulated in a compendium
entitled De Natura Hominis. The purpose of the larger work in its
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entirety is to vindicate the concordance of theology with philosophy

through the method of Raymond Lull as outlined in the Ars Magna
(The Great Art) of the latter. But the quintessence of Sabunde’s

humanism is to be found in his portion on the dignity of man.

Later, the French humanist Montaigne composed an Apology for

Raymond de Sebonde (Chapter XII of Book II of the Essais
)
which

presents him, however, in the guise of a sceptic. That this was a

device of Montaigne’s for the presentation of his own views cannot

be doubted.

D. The Platonic Academy

The early disputes upon the relative merits of Plato and Aristotle

were conducted for the most part by scholars from the East who had

come into Italy bringing with them their knowledge of these philos-

ophers based on the Greek texts. The western scholars had taken

only a small part in them, enough, however, to establish the direction

in which this interest was to move, that is, toward establishing

Plato as the “Idol of the Renaissance.”

Meanwhile, the Italians had themselves gone to school, as it were,

devoting themselves to the mastery of the ancient Greek tongue, to

the recovery of manuscripts and their translation. This arduous

preparation was soon to bear fruit, however, in a native Platonism

which far surpassed in every aspect that which had characterized the

early controversies. And the seat and the highest expression of the

new Platonism was the Platonic Academy of Florence, especially in

the work of its greatest figure, Marsilio Ficino (1433-1494).

The history of the Academy itself breathes the full spirit of

humanism. In 1439, during the Council of Florence, Cosimo de’

Medici had occasion to hear the lectures on Plato of Gemisthius

Plethoe. Full of enthusiasm, he sought at once to establish at

Florence a center for the study and exposition of the thought of

Plato. His plans did not mature, however, until some fifteen years

later, after the peace of Lodi. In the meanwhile, he had come to

know the young Ficino, in whom he saw the man who could realize

his idea. He endowed the young scholar with a small estate and

established him with a library of manuscripts both Platonic and

neo-Platonic.

Ficino more than fulfilled the expectations of his patron. He
created a center of study and meditation, and by his learning and

devotion quickly drew about him a select group of like-minded men

who formed the
“
Platonica Familia

,

(the Platonic Family) calling

themselves also the Academicians or Brothers in Plato.

When this union was formalized, it became the Platonic Academy.

It was an organized society, with charter, offices, protectors, and

fixed meetings. The seventh of November was celebrated with
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considerable solemnity as the commemoration of the birth and

death of Plato. Above all, it became the podium from which Ficino

expounded the thought and doctrine of his great master, Plato.

The Academy enjoyed its greatest period under the reign of Lorenzo

de’Medici, the son of Cosimo. With his death and that of Ficino its

decline was rather rapid. But its work had been accomplished.

Ficino’s claim to historical fame rests on two bases: that of

translator of the works of Plato, of Plotinus, and of certain lesser

Platonists; and his own original and ample speculative work, em-

bodied almost entirely in the single treatise: Theologia Platonica

cle Immortalitate Animorum. His work as a translator began

sporadically; but under the ideal conditions which the Medici

created for him, it became more systematic and methodical. By the

year 1477, he had produced the first complete Latin translation of

the works of Plato. Almost a decade later, he achieved the same

for the neo-Platonic philosopher, Plotinus. To the end he continued

the translation of lesser works.

Concurrently with the translation, he composed ample and

very erudite, as well as speculatively able commentaries on these

works. It is of the greatest importance to note, however, that his

interest in Plato was not merely scholarly and historical. This

concern is rather preparatory and instrumental. In Plato and the

Platonists he sought the means of resolving certain profound spiri-

tual needs which he deeply felt. These needs of Ficino were identical

with one of the profoundest needs and aspirations of humanism
itself, that is, the creation of a synthesis of Christianity and classical

thought.

Humanism had felt from the beginning, as has already been

noted, that the thought of Plato, rather than that of Aristotle, offered

the perfect means of achieving this synthesis. It was this aspiration

and this conviction which Ficino fulfilled and vindicated, becoming
thus the undying voice of this aspiration, to be called by his con-

temporaries and after: alter Plato
,
the second Plato. For the purposes

of exploring Ficino’s own thought, the work De Christiana Religione

(1474) is a helpful supplement to the work already mentioned, the

Theologia Platonica.

It is possible to discern in Ficino’s great design of a Platonic

Christian theology two stages: the first, in which he assimilates the

Platonic and neo-Platonic elements, the second in which he effects a

double transformation of these elements into the form of Christianity

and of Christianity itself into the form of these elements.

Within the first stage is the notion of God, whom Ficino,

following Plotinus, understands as the One which gathers together,

in the ineffable simplicity of its own nature, the multiplicity of the

ideal types or archetypes of tilings. God is the Creator, and His
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creative power, reaching to sensible things, expresses itself most fully

in the “Trans-sensual Word.” God is the Good, and as such, pours

Himself out everywhere in being; He is also Perfect Truth and Pure

Beauty which illumines all things and replenishes them with His

grace.

Like the One of Plotinus, Ficino’s God has His being wholly in

Himself, but by pouring Himself out, becomes the principle of being

also in the Other. He is the Center, about which Mind, Soul, and

Nature, move in concentric circles, the stages of the emanation of

the One in Plotinus. He is transcendent in Himself, but also im-

manent in all things. He is the internal artifex of nature, making of

the universe a single living thing; in each individual thing which

lives He is the “seminal reason” which endows it with life.

Soul is the “copula of the world,” the “true connection of all

things,” present everywhere because the cosmos is everywhere ani-

mated.

The human soul, sharing in the divine nature of the universal

soul, located as it is between time and eternity, is in its own turn and

manner, all things, the “Microcosm.” The human soul imitates God

by its unity, the Angels by its intellect, its own species of soul by its

reason, the animals by its senses, plants by its nutritive processes

and non-animate things by its simple being or existence.

The manner in which Ficino effects the transformation of these

elements in the direction of Christian belief is also readily dis-

cernible. The God, who as the One is for neo-Platonism, absolutely

simple, absolutely impersonal, is transformed into a self-conscient

person. With Plotinus he affirms that all things emanate from God;

but the manner of their emanation is creation, an act which has its

origins in Gods Goodness. While the One of Plotinus is blessed in its

solitude and self-sufficiency, and is without concern for the lesser

orders which emanate from it, Ficino’s God loves his creatures,

illuminates them, pours out His grace upon them and finally Himself

takes the form of flesh, becoming the God-Man.

The human soul is a power endowed with a divine creative

afflatus and a quenchless desire for the infinite; its intimate desire to

transcend itself is the first revelation it has of its own immortality.

This aspiration toward the infinite and the perfect animates also

the works of man and makes of history a constant march through

time toward even greater approximations of the Idea.

Man is endowed with liberty; and the work of this liberty is to

empower him to rise through all the grades of being to God

Himself. This urgency Ficino calls the
“
furor divinus the divine

madness; and he distinguishes within it the
“
furor poeticus” ( mys-

terialis, vaticanimus, affectus amatorius) and the “furor eroico,” by

which man is lifted up to be placed in direct contact with God.
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These ideas which Ficino inherits from Plato and neo-Platonism, he
passes on to the other figures of the Renaissance and especially to

Giordano Bruno.

The other great figure inseparably linked in history both with

Ficino and with the Platonic Academy is Giovanni Pico, Count of

Mirandola. While very different in temperament from Ficino, he
still moves steadily in the same spiritual firmament, though tracing

an orbit of his own. In his life, he so typically illustrated that

“heroic furor” of which Ficino spoke, so clearly exemplified the

restless, all consuming and self-consuming spirit of humanism that it

is difficult to leave certain of its salient features unremarked.

Born in 1463 of a princely family, he exhibited very early a

massive and omniverous talent, quickly acquiring a varied, and by
no means shallow learning which included, alongside the Greek
language and philosophy, the knowledge of Hebrew, the Cabbala,
magic and all of the occult disciplines of the time. His challenge at

the ripe old age of twenty-four to defend nine hundred theses

touching on all points of philosophy and theology against all

comers inevitably brought him into difficult straits from which he
was rescued both by the mild Apology which he composed and by the

good offices of a patron, the same Lorenzo de’ Medici who succeeded
Cosimo as the patron of Ficino.

Settling down under the same patronage at Florence, he became
ever more attracted to and influenced by the philosophy of Ficino.

Under these influences he composed the work by which his name is

most remembered the “De Hominis Dignitate Oratio Elegantissima”

(“A Most Elegant Oration on the Dignity of Man”). With a

magnificent boldness he places on the lips of God himself an
apostrophe to man in which are recounted anew all of the major
notions about the dignity, power, place, and pride of man which
have been encountered in the course of Ficino’s thought.

To the Ficinian picture, however, he adds a note of risk, resting

on a fresh emphasis on the freedom of man. Man can, freely, rise to

the heights of being; but by the same token, failing this, he can
descend to the nadir of bestiality. He becomes therefore, as it were,
the free and responsible agent of that mediation of all things and
their advancement to God, which Ficino had tended to make rather

a direct work of nature.

Pico was too great an individualist, however, to follow slavishly

in anyone’s footsteps, even those of Ficino. Ficino had looked
kindly on astrology; had even, as we know from history, been
accused of occult practices. In a work of great power and originality

the Dispntationes in Astrologiam (Disputations against Astrology)
drawing on his great erudition and acquaintance with esoteric
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sources, Pico takes an opposite line, stressing the inconsonance of

astrology with Christian faith and with reason.

He also devoted considerable time to the study of Aristotle at the

University of Padua. The result of these studies was a genuine

appreciation of Aristotle and a renewal of the dream of effecting

a synthesis of the two philosophies, a fragment of which dream is

recorded in the incomplete
“
Stjmphonia Arisioteles cum Platone”

(Harmony of Aristotle with Plato). He was cut short in the fulfill-

ment of this ambition by his early death in 1495.

E. Humanistic Philosophies of Love

A direct product of the Platonism of humanism, with important

influence on European thought and letters, is the theme of the

philosophy of love. The initial document of this current of thought

is the commentary which Marsilio Ficino composed to accompany

his translation of the Symposium of Plato. Equally important, how-

ever, though adding little of speculative importance to the content

of that commentary, is the theme of cosmic love which runs through

the Tlieologia Platonica.

In these works it was seen that by contrast to the impersonality

of the “One” of Plotinus, the God of Ficino cares for the world and

the beings He brings into existence, to the extent that the principle

both for their creation and His solicitude for them is rooted in His

Goodness of which the expression is His love. Similarly, the creature,

separated from that divine source of being by the very act of creation

by which i is endowed with being has as its deepest movement the

desire to re-unite itself with that infinite source; and this desire is

love, expressing itself in the
“
furor divinus” which has been noted.

In the commentary on the Symposium, Ficino’s thought follows

somewhat more closely the movement of the ideas of the original,

but converges on the same term. Beginning, as does Plato, with the

discernment of a double beauty, spiritual and corporeal, Ficino

goes on, again with Plato, to distinguish two loves, the corporeal

and the spiritual, the moving principle of which are the respective

beauties which attract them. The fullness of spiritual beauty is

God.

But Ficino is not content with this dualism; he seeks the prin-

ciple which will re-unite them, corporeal beauty to spiritual, cor-

poreal love, eros, to spiritual. This he discovers in the following

manner. All created beauty can be but the traces, the vestiges, of the

divine beauty in the creature. Similarly, therefore, the beauty of the

corporeal, is but a trace or vestige first of spiritual beauty and then

of course of the divine beauty itself.

The movement, therefore, even of corporeal love has as its object
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not the beauty of the body, but the spiritual beauty which is con-

cealed there; and moreover, not this spiritual beauty of the creature,

but that divine beauty of which even that spiritual beauty is but the

trace. Hence the path of even carnal love lies upward to the divine

and absolute beauty. God leaves the traces of his beauty in the

merest clod; and by this vestige calls all created being back to

himself.

Pico, again following his master, takes up this theme in a

commentary which he wrote on a “Hymn to Love” composed by one

Girolamo Bienviena; but he introduces only minor variations to

Ficino’s vision, which change little either its form or its import.

A speculative advance on this theme is to be noted in the

Dialoghi di Amore ( Dialogues on Love,
originally composed in

Italian) of the philosopher Isaac ben Jehudah Abarbanel, (1452-

1519) a Spanish Jew called in Italian Leone Ebreo. This form of

his name persisted because he is most celebrated as the author of

the Italian work just cited, though he also composed commentaries

on the work of the philosopher Maimonides and was an exegete of

the Bible.

He differs from Ficino principally in the greater belief which he

gives to the cosmic aspect of love. He tends, therefore, to eclipse the

initial dualism of love even more forcibly than Ficino by making

love simply identical with God and assigning the impulse of love

directly to Him, at whatever level of existence it may appear. He
thus describes the universe as a

“
circulus amorosus” by which being

and beauty flow outward from God to every smallest creature and

back from creatures to God, in an eternal movement.

Within creation this circle is repeated or reflected in the three

kinds of appetite or loves: natural, which inheres in insensible

elements and moves blindly to the common goal, sensible appetite,

characterized by a beginning of knowledge and consciousness and a

spontaneous movement toward the common end, and finally, the

rational appetite which alone strictly deserves the name of love, for

it alone moves in complete consciousness and freedom toward the

beauty of God. And since this rational love finds its only earthly seat

in man, the drama of the
“
circulus amorosus” is completed in man

alone, making him a microcosm in which the cosmic process of love

is faithfully reflected and enacted.

The theme of love thus speculatively taken up strongly influenced

Renaissance thought and sensibility, but principally, after Leone

Ebreo, through the literary channels of humanist expression. Merely

in passing, therefore, we may mention such reflective works as the

Asolani of the celebrated Cardinal Bembo, one of the greatest of the

purely literary humanists, and the Cortigiano (The Courtier

)

of

Baldassare Castiglione. Were our interests literary, the theme might
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be further traced through the writings of others such as Sylvio Pic-

colomini, later to become Pope as Pius II, and through a host more

recorded in any history of literature of the time.

F. Humanism and Philosophy in Transalpine Europe

To this point almost all of the figures to whom reference has

been made have labored in Italy. It will be remembered, however,

from the account offered of the temporal and geographical pattern

of the extension of the Renaissance throughout Europe, that the

form of humanism as it appeared in Italy, tended to recur with

certain differentiations in the transalpine areas within a relatively

short time after its scheme was established.

Among the dominant themes of philosophical humanism, as

reflecting the themes of ancient thought, is an interesting, though

perhaps a subordinate one, springing directly from the humanistic

interest in its philological aspect; this is the theme of the philosophy

of rhetoric and dialectic. As early as Petrarch, purity of expression

and form in discourse had been made the basis of a criticism of

scholasticism and a ground for suspecting, if not rejecting outright,

its speculative views.

This early passion for purity of expression led to such extravagant

movements as “Ciceronianism,” a complete adulation and imitation

of the very style and vocabulary of this classical writer. Some writers,

for example, refused to use any word which was not to be found in

his writings. The rules which he suggested in his De Oratore were

taken as absolute, permitting no infringement, on the one hand,

and, on the other, able in themselves and of themselves, when

faithfully adhered to, to assure elegance of form and even substance

and content. However, with the progress of humanism, and the

critical spirit which, as has been noted, marked it from its very incep-

tion, these matters were submitted to more philosophical criticism.

The first form of this more critical treatment was that of a

somewhat more sophisticated treatment of grammar, what might be

called a philosophy of grammar. This in turn gave way to a philo-

sophical dialectic which was offered as an alternative to the

Aristotelian logic as a method of philosophizing and thus opened in

a modest and somewhat oblique manner the quest for a new

“Organon” or method for the establishment of certain knowledge.

Among the most impressive works devoted to this theme must be

numbered the De Disciplinis (On Divisions or Areas of Procedures

in Learning) of the Spanish humanist, Ludovico Vives (1492-

1540-P46). This work is divided into two portions. The first, though

more negative, is still the more able, critically. It is directed against

that fatuous and imitative devotion to mere form and trust in mere
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rules which, as has been noted, characterized some of the earlier

humanists. Rhetoric studied in this manner and employed on this

basis, Vives asserts, is an empty discipline, which is not at all sure of

its own arguments and precepts and even less sure, consequently, of

their power to secure results in practice either in the acquisition or

the communication of knowledge. At the same time, he turns the

barbs of his criticism against the logic of Aristotle in which he sees

an equally fallacious instrument.

The second portion of the book has a more positive and more

ambitious title and program: De Tradendis Disciplinis (On Com -

municating the Disciplines ) . However, it does not succeed in satis-

fying the expectations which the first portion has aroused. The
logical conclusions possible from the arguments and criticisms of

that first section were only two: scepticism or the creation of a new
“organon” of the sciences, different from that of Aristotle and

certainly from the procedures of the humanists. Vives contents

himself, however, with pedagogical suggestions, rather than with an

analysis of the manner in which science and knowledge are brought

into being; and he interjects a utopian note by depicting in brief

outline a “republic of letters” in which the savants might dwell.

The conclusion is inescapable that his constructive powers are some-

what less than his critical perceptions.

Even less satisfactory from this latter point of view, perhaps,

are the Institutiones Dialecticae ( Treatise on Dialectic 1543) of the

French humanist, Pierre de la Ramee (Petrus Ramus, 1515-1572).

Having defined dialectic as the “capacity of sound discourse, that is,

discourse which involves all of the powers of the logical faculty,

without, so far as is possible, omitting any” he proceeds, with little

originality, to identify its articulations. These are: invention, the

excogitation of the argument, that is, the reasons which are suited to

the elucidation of a question; disposition: a manner of arranging

the matters produced by invention in such ways that they conduce to

judgment, which in turn involves three elements: the proposition, the

argumentation and the method; finally, exercise, which may be
either the analysis of compositions already formed, or the formation

of fresh compositions according to the rules of the first two parts.

De la Ramee has but little to add, however, as to the manner in

which the inventive dispositive and expositive mechanisms are to be
set in motion or directed to their ends. He provides instead a rather

extensive fist of logical terms and names, the full meaning of which
is left obscure.

The humanist Mario Nizzoli (1498-1576) seeks to supply this

dynamic element, as it might be called, in his Antibarbarus Philo-

sophicus sive Philosophic Scholasticorum Impugnata (1553),
( Against Philosophical Barbarism Or The Philosophy of the
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Scholastics Demolished) . lie grandly announces the formulation of

certain “principia veritatis rectecjue philosophandi

”

but these prove

to be rather simple external guides, such as the necessity of knowing

the classical languages, the precepts of rhetoric and grammar, the

assiduous reading of the best classical authors, with special attention

to their manner of expressing themselves, and other like cautions.

The most optimistic evaluations of this kind of exercise of humanism

see in these works, at best, indications and anticipations of that

necessity for a new organon with which subsequent decades will

become constantly more occupied.

Among the schools of classical thought which found emulation

among the humanists we have noted especially Stoicism, Epicureanism,

and Platonism. To these should be added, though not as an exclu-

sive term, the classical scepticism. Minor strains of this influence are

to be found even among the earliest Italians, for example, in the

Examen Vanitatis Doctrinae Gentium (Expose of the Vanity of the

Learning of the Gentiles
,

i.e. Pagans) of the nephew of the great

Giovanni Pico, Giovanni-Francesco Pico della Mirandola and in the

De Incertitudine et Vanitate Scientiarum (On the Uncertainty and

the Uselessness of the Sciences) of the German humanist and

theosophist, Agrippa of Nettesheim. This early trifling with scepti-

cism can only be accounted a literary vogue.

Serious attention to this strain of ancient classical thought seems

to emerge only with the translation into French of the classic source

of the sceptical philosophy, the collection of texts assigned to the

name of Sextus Empiricus (about the end of second century A.D.)

which appeared in 1569. Of the philosophical scepticism stimulated

by the knowledge of these texts it must at once be observed that it is

by no means imitative, at least in the greatest of its practitioners

(for scepticism is more an activity than a doctrine). Its real impulse

comes from a criticism of contemporary culture which finds an

instrument in this classical source to formulate its own attitudes and

evaluations. Above all, it may be understood to be directed against

that lofty exaltation of man which was the theme of so much

humanistic speculation inspired by Plato and Plotinus.

A first document of this scepticism is the Quod Nihil Scitur of

the humanist, Francisco Sanchez ( 1562P-1632), of Portuguese extrac-

tion who taught at Toulouse. The title of his work: That Nothing

is Known tells all, so to say, and he underlines his point by calling

this, in the course of the elaborated title of the work, “The Universal

Science.” The work appeared in 1580, the same year as the ap-

pearance of the first of the Essais of Montaigne, a coincidence which

had led some to establish a closer similarity between them than is

justified. That they owe a debt to common classical sources is clear;
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but beyond this, the difference between them is more important than

the similarity.

Sanchez’s scepticism is sometimes referred to as “scholastic”; by

this is meant his greater attention to the debility of the sciences, than

to any native inability of human nature. Thus his examination and

impugning of the sciences is systematic or at least orderly. Language

and grammar first fall under his censure, and with these, the per-

versions of grammar and dialectic. Advancing in his argument he

finds logic, longwinded, difficult, futile, its syllogisms without scien-

tific value. The empirical sciences share the confusion of the senses

upon whose testimony they rest, while the superior sphere of the

intellect seems to generate a confusion proper to itself. Philosophy

can be likened only to the Labyrinth of the Minos. The final blow

is added by the internal conflict among the constitutive faculties of

human nature; reason warring with faith and both with the senses.

The thought of the earliest humanists would make of man a

microcosm, a minor deity; nothing could be more ludicrous. Be-

tween man and God no meaningful comparison can be established.

Yet, strangely, Sanchez’s scepticism ends on a fideistic note. It is

necessary to believe in God; not that logic or science is of any help

in establishing the fact of his existence, but because the assertion of

His being is the only attitude consonant with the needs and the

conditions of human existence.

By contrast with the “scholastic” scepticism of Sanchez, that of

Michel de Montaigne (1533-1592) is of so diverse a quality as to

suggest a grave impropriety in the common classification. Montaigne’s

is rather a kind of wisdom, a wisdom born of the constant exercise

of the deepest faculty of human nature: criticism.

In many ways Montaigne may be thought of as the “complete”

humanist philosopher. A lifetime of study and reflection based on a

reading of the classics gave him, as has been observed, a knowledge

of the ancient texts as exhaustive and minute as any the scholastics

might have had of their sources, Montaigne passed through stages of

Stoicism, Epicureanism, even Platonism, and scepticism, to rise above

them all to the achievement of a humane synthesis in which their

qualities are at once taken up and transformed.

He was the perfect savant, the master, not the victim and slave of

his erudition which he used only as the instrument of his native

critical acumen. He showed his freedom from the very sources on

which he was dependent by launching audacious judgments against

all the deities of humanism. He found the Cicero of the orations

dull; the Cicero of the letter to Atticus more rewarding because it

was more engrossed in concrete matters; the dialogues of Plato are

too prolix so that they weigh down their matter under a burden of

words and argument.
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At the same time lie is no uncritical partisan of the ‘moderns;’

lie finds Guicciardini, for example, good in the narrative portions,

but too much given to moralizing judgments and to the imitation of

Thucydides in the construction of set speeches on the classical model

which he puts in the mouths of his subjects. He is completely free

from and freely critical of rhetoricism and the verbal imitation of

(he classics. He criticized the education of the philological humanist

for stopping at externals and devices and because it does not lead to

(he cultivation of the virtues which it observes in the great men of

antiquity; it teaches men how to praise and define virtue, not how
to love and practice.

Of the classical attitudes, Stoicism attracted him not at all by its

logic and physics, but very much by its ideals of fife: bear all,

abstain, live hiddenly; the solitary and the tranquil life contain the

whole of wisdom. He prizes “virtu” but little, because it is inclined

to combativeness; but he draws heavily on Stoicism for its unconcern

for death to give stability to his own life. The Stoic unconcern for

social life is also to his liking; but he goes further to make of it a

principle of universal liberty and tolerance by insisting that it

involves the autonomy of all and hence forbids that the autonomy of

one be bought at the cost of the involvement and dependence of

another.

Montaigne’s scepticism supervenes upon this Stoic basis with

great naturalness and ease, principally because his Stoicism had

never been an all-inclusive vision of life of scientific validity, but

rather a practical attitude involving stability, criticism and reserve.

These characteristics joined easily with doubt concerning the theoret-

ical activities of our minds.

The principal text for Montaigne’s scepticism is his Apologie de

R. Sebond (Apology for Raimond de Sabunde) which occupies a

large place in his Essais
; so large, indeed, as almost to constitute a

distinct whole. It has already been noticed that in his hands, the

thought of Sabunde undergoes a transformation so great as to be-

come almost unrecognizable. Indeed, what it becomes, as it proceeds,

is an apology, not of Raimond de Sabunde, but of Michel de

Montainge.

He opens the argument with a characteristically moderate and

balanced statement. Science is of the greatest usefulness and those

who do not appreciate it reveal their own stupidity; at the same

time, its value is far from being as great as most men suppose. Science

rests upon presuppositions which are not scientifically established;

on such presuppositions, one can construct very much what one

wants; in fact, of course, one is building on sand. It is impossible to

appeal from the senses to the reason, or from reason to the senses;

the whole process involves a disastrous circularity. The fact of the
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matter is that we have no way of coming into communication with

the true being of things because every human principle is always

at a mid-point between being born and dying.

At this point his characteristic balance intervenes. These con-

siderations give us no reason to lay down a dogmatic profession of

ignorance or unbelief; an ignorance which knows itself, which

judges itself, which condemns itself, is not an utter ignorance. There-

fore, the perfect formula is not “I do not know,” but rather

“What do I know?”

It has been suggested by some interpreters of Montaigne that,

beneath this genial scepticism, there is to be discerned in his

thought a rather complex positive body of assertions. One element

of this complex, it is suggested, is an apology for, or hidden defense

of, simple and ingenuous nature, a kind of primitivism, so to say.

In this light, his scepticism seems to suggest that man’s well being

may lie, not in the sophistications of thought, but in drawing nearer

to the spontaneous movements of nature.

At the same time, religious faith offers itself as another element

of tliis same complex, not reducible to, and yet almost inseparable

from that hint of primitivism. Faith is not something which man
can acquire and conquer by force of the clarity of his arguments

constructed by reason. It is a gift, not of nature, but of God, which

is given to man by reason of his weakness, not his strength, because

of his need of light, rather than as a reward for the clairvoyance of

his intellectual vision. “Man can rise above the condition of humanity

only if God extends to him, through supernatural means, an aiding

hand. Christian faith, not Stoic virtue, can effect this miraculous

metamorphosis.” Such are the closing words of the Apology for

Raiinond de Sabunde and perhaps the closing message of Mon-
taigne’s thought.

Yet it is difficult to accept this as Montaigne’s final word. It has

too much the flavor of a retraction, and his character is not such

as to support retractions. The heart of Montaigne is not in faith,

but rather in the tormented and questing intellect. There is some-

thing of a arcadian or idyllic element in Iris reference to faith, as it

were, a reference to a haven whose shelter and protection he can

never enjoy.

One of the basic threads of the scepticism within humanism,

it has been noted, is the criticism, or at least the tempering, of that

over-optimistic vision of man which Platonizing humanism has

expressed. This thread is present, though only latently, perhaps, in

Sanchez and Montaigne; at least in Pierre Charron (1541-1603) it

becomes more explicit, more part of his overt intention.

He seems, in the course of his treatise De La Sagesse to be

writing in direct reply to the over-excited praises of man by Ficino,
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Pico and Bouille. It is said that man belongs to nature; that lie is,

in fact, its brightest ornament, in whom its highest capacities are

realized; but, Charron protests, how then is it that of all living

things he goes about most shorn of defense, least powerful, most

inconstant, and the prey of irresolution? It is said that age brings

him wisdom; to no assertion, he argues, is it easier to give than lie,

“vieillcr nest pas assagir” to grow old is by no means to grow wise.

With age, ones vices change, but do not leave one; indeed, they

may well worsen.

Power over others, he remarks, with obvious reference to the

question of sovereignty as it was being agitated in his day, is a great

thing; but in fact, what is it but a means of extorting from people

the reverence and the obedience on which civil life depends. In

themselves, the acts of princes belief the lofty attributes assigned to

them. Princes have more power than ordinary men, but they make

their decisions as lightly and as unwisely.

Finally, he asks, what of this science, this knowledge which is

looked upon as the very crown of man’s superiority? In itself, it is

worth very little indeed; so little, that to it are to be preferred, by

one who has truly discerned the worth of life, wisdom, virtue, even

mere facility in the conduct of the affairs of life.

Nature is to be the miide of life for the wise man; she is in each

of us a sweet and sufficient guide, and if we but attend to her

assiduously, we shall experience no necessity to go looking for and

begging elsewhere, from art or from science, those remedies, means,

and rules which we need and which she alone can give. His is,

clearly, a limited and negative, and by no means radical scepticism.

It is rather a robust and naturalistic protest against the wearing

sophistications of intellectualism.

The humanism of St. Thomas More (1478-1535) found expres-

sion in the resumption of one of the most basic themes of classical

thought, namely, that of the good society. He does so, however, in

accents so completely his own and with such a sense of modernity as

to make his treatment, not an echo of an ancient analysis, but the

anticipation of modern thought. His reflections on this theme form

the substance of his Utopia (1516) which constitutes one of the

best documents illustrating the humanist address of civil and social

life and its problems. Only a humanist could have penned the words

which form, as it were, the supreme rubric of this work, “the princes

(of this ideal republic) look above all to this end: to withdraw all

their subjects from subjection to the body and to release them into

the freedom of culture and of the spirit; for in this, they believe,

resides the highest felicity of life.’’

The work proceeds by bold contrasts. It opens with a powerful
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indictment and analysis of the contemporary social scene in England.

The terms of this analysis are of a striking modernity,

the rich excogitate and invent every system, every art by means of

which they may dishonestly acquire vast resources, without fear of

losing them and with the intention of turning all that which the poor

with incredible labor produce to their own use, by keeping salaries as

low as possible.

Yet he resists laying the evil entirely at the door of malevolence. It

is rather, he asserts, and in this assertion reflects the classical point

of view most clearly, an institutional matter. Good institutions alone

assure justice, as evil ones generate social evil.

The institution which lies at the root of the evils he observes in

contemporary society is that of private property; it is necessary,

therefore, to alter or abolish it. At the same time, he refuses to find

an easy solution with those who, taking a hint from the criticisms of

Aristotle and the communism of the Republic of Plato, would deny

the possibility of a just social order which would retain private

property as a principle and would offer in its stead a communism
of their own, the essence of which would be the de-institutionalizing

of these relations. Theirs is a moralistic fallacy. This reflection ushers

in the second, contrasting and constructive portion of the work:

the depiction of the constiutions and institutions of Utopia.

A formal analysis of the structure of Utopia would serve little

purpose here; it would be of more profit to indicate its basic insight.

More’s insight is one which will become one of the fundamental

themes and tendencies of modern social thinking: namely, that the

good society must be one in which the liberty of the individual is

rooted in social and economic equality which will free man from

slavery to material or economic necessity in order to open to him

the possibilities of a life devoted to the pursuit of moral and cultural

values.

It is almost impossible to mention the name of Thomas More
without adverting at once to the figure so closely associated with

him, namely Desiderius Erasmus (1467-1536). They were, so to say,

humanist brothers in arms. And the name of Erasmus is certainly to

be numbered among the humanists who in their own way re-evoked

and reformulated the themes of ancient classical thought. Circum-

stances, this is to say, the advent of the Reformation, gave to

Erasmus’ efforts as a humanist and thinker a very special direction, so

that the consideration of his thought is best postponed to a later page

when the relationship between philosophy and the Reformation is

more directly treated.

The present section may fittingly be brought to a close by
reference to the movement frequently referred to in the history of

thought as Cambridge Platonism. To introduce this movement at
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lliis point involves, it is true, a rather considerable leap forward in

time. But this is compensated for by the fact that the movement is

essentially of the spirit of the attitudes and reflections here being

considered. In time, this movement appears as a belated protest of

the spirit of humanism against the rising power of empiricism in

post-Renaissance English thought.

It was not a school in any rigid sense; rather it was a purpose

and an attitude shared by certain men who differed considerably

among themselves in other respects. This intention was to held

firm to and to maintain, against the all-invading spirit of scienticism

and mechanism of the times, the spiritual values proper to the

ethico-religious tradition of Christianity.

Among their number are to be found theologians like

B. Whichote, who is to be considered the founder of the movement

or school, J. Smith and N. Culverwell. Others were philosophers by

profession such as Richard Cudworth (1616-1688) and Henry More

(1614-1687).

The principal object of their polemics was the causal deter-

minism of Hobbes, who will be considered later, to whom they

sought to oppose a metaphysical finalism which would become the

basis for a teleological demonstration for the existence of God.

They believed that the Platonic philosophy offered a fitting and

effective instrument for this purpose.

The justification for considering them in this place is that the

Platonism to which they had recourse is not a Platonism based on a

close study of Plato himself nor even upon Plotinus, but proves to

be a reflection and an echo of the Platonism of Marsilio Ficino and

the Florentine Academy which at that time was being cultivated in

the spirit of humanism at Cambridge.

C. Humanism and the Study of Nature

Philosophy in the Renaissance, during the humanistic phase,

found its center in the study of man. This fact does not, however,

imply that the study of nature was precluded from its range of

interests. On the contrary, this very concentration upon the study of

man involved an address to the study of nature. At the same time,

however, it must be appreciated from the beginning, that this

address to nature differs very greatly from what is understood as the

study and the science of nature in the modern world. Nevertheless,

this interest in the study of nature must be recognized as the

anticipation of the modem science of nature.

The study of nature in humanism is the matrix, within which

the modern conception of the science of nature took its first

inchoate form; and the history of its growth is that of a gradual
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laborious detachment from lhat matrix. Furthermore, the modern
study of uature still retains discernible traces of its relationships to

the humanism of the Renaissance.

The term which has most frequently been called upon to describe

the attitude of humanism toward nature is “animism.” This means,

fundamentally, that its basic image of nature rests upon its image of

man and of the life principle in him. It sees operative in nature

forces and energies analogous to those it senses as agent in man:
reason and sense, sympathy and antipathies, joy and sorrow. It

envisions nature on the pattern of an organism, such as the human
body. It imagines, that a soul invests nature and gives it life as the

soul gives life to the human organism. Furthermore, as the human
spirit operates upon other bodies, and is influenced by other souls

and even by the soul of the world, so also do the heavens act upon
the earth, the magnet upon metal, fire upon water.

A closer clue to the attitude of humanism toward the study of

nature is offered, however, by the most typical of its assertions about

man. The assertion, namely, that he is a microcosm, occupies, for

example, the principal position in the Oratio Elegantissima de

Hominis Dignitate of Giovanni Pico della Mirandola. This concep-

tion of man placed him at the center of the world; more importantly

still, it established him at the point at which and as the creature or

being in which all of the grades of being and all of the forces, so

often contending and contradictory, converge and meet.

This position creates a basic tension, even a basic ambivalence
within him. On the one hand, because he is in this position, his

soul is the interpreter of the entire universe, and this endows him
with a dominating power over the other forces of the universe. At
the same time, and by reason of this same position, he is subject to

the innumerable and complex forces of the universe and he feels

their force and his powerlessness before them with a keenness no
other creature can experience.

This ambivalence within the notion of man as microcosm is

reflected in the two sciences, or rather two notions to science which
dominate the period: astrology and magic. Astrology sees human life

as determined by the stars, the symbols of all the forces of nature to

which man feels himself subject: he is the slave of their conjunctions

and oppositions, which lie beyond his power. Magic, by contrast, is

rooted in the active dimension of man as microcosm; he sees him-
self as possessing the power to imprison and dispose of or release the

powers of nature of whose action he possesses the secret.

A more unlikely ground, it would seem, for the germination of

the modern conception of science could hardly be imagined. And
yet it must be recognized that within and by opposition to these

notions of science characteristic of humanism, the modern notion of
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science had its first faint beginnings precisely with those men, it

might be added, who subjected these notions of science to criticism

and in this manner began to trace the outlines of another notion of

it of which the modern idea is as the legitimate offspring.

Like all of the other movements of thought in humanism, this

basic animism, and this basic tension within the notion of man as

microcosm, and even these derivative notions of science of nature

found some support and documentation in the classical sources.

An affinity on these points was felt, and did exist, with certain aspects

of science in the pre-Socratic period of Greek thought especially with

the thought of such ancient natural philosophers as Heraclitus,

Empedocles and the Pythagorians.

At the same time, however, it must be recognized that the force

of these earlier sources was felt less keenly and created a lesser

impression than the thought and sentiment of the ancient classics

in other areas. After all, twenty centuries had not passed in vain

The seed of the notion of reason had been planted and had

flourished. And it is this seed which is to work the transformation

within astrology and magic, and place them upon the road to the

modern study of nature.

We shall look briefly, first at illustrations of this dominance of

astrology and magic, and then, equally briefly, at the movement of

criticism from within them which was to dissolve their dominion.

At this point it may be wise to caution that the modern mind may

feel some surprise at the extent of the influence of astrology and

magic, even upon figures which had worked themselves a long way

toward emancipation. This surprise evokes a tendency to minimize

or underestimate this extension and tenacity, but should for that

reason be resisted, so that an accurate picture can be formed.

The dominant form of astrological science during this period has

been called “judiciary astrology”; this science studied the movements

of the stars and other heavenly bodies to draw arguments for

judgments and predictions of natural and human events. The basis

of this science lies in the neo-Platonic theory of the hierarchy of

beings, according to which beings of a higher order transmit their

actions to those of a lower order.

The acceptance of this science was so great that all of die

universities of the period had established chairs of astrology with

great prestige among the faculties. Princes surrounded themselves

with astrologers as their most trusted counselors. It has already been

noted that the center for the study of the Averroeistic philosophy at

Padua, which has been recognized as one of the cradles of the

modern science of nature, was also at this time one of the centers

of astrological science.

Strong as was the hold of astrology, the true queen of the
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sciences during this period was magic. This was the science of the

regnum hominis
, the kingdom of man as endowed with power over

the forces of nature, and made him not the equal merely, but the

master of angels and demons alike. All of the great figures of this

period carried also the character of “magi,” exercisers of this awful

power. The beginnings of modern science develop within the

shadows of magic; and the magician is the ancestor, however remote,

of the modem scientist.

It is possible here only to name some of the figures who bore

this complex character and they are among the most renowned of

the period. Thus the earliest of the German humanists, Johannes

Reuchlin (1455-1522), produced one of the basic documents of this

science Capnion : sive cle Verbo Mirifice (Capnion, or On the Magic
Word, 1513). Another and even more important work, because it

lays bare the speculative bases of magic in the neo-Platonic hierarchy

of beings as noted above is the De Occulta Philosophia (On Occult

Philosophy, 1550) of Agrippa of Nettesheim (1486-1535). A figure

of even greater legendary stature is that of Paracelsus, Theophrastus

Bombastus von Hohenheim (1493-1541); his Opus Paramirum
( Book of Surpassing Wonders, . . . )

contains all of the char-

acteristics of this science in an almost exaggerated form. The Italian,

Girolamo Cardano (1501-1557), author of the work De Subtilitate

(On Subtle Matter) enjoyed a fame only a little less than that of

Paraclesus.

The position of the Italian, Girolamo Fracastore (1483-1553),

may be considered a little privileged because in his work De
Sympathia et Antipathia Rerum (On the Attraction and Replusion

Among Things, 1522), he established a principle, namely, that like

attracts like, and dissimilars repel as a law of their own conservation,

which was presently to be employed by the defenders of the new
doctrine of Copernicus. These examples are sufficient to establish the

extent of the influence of astrology and magic.

Let us turn now to those forces which, within these very sciences

and sometimes in the very persons of their expounders worked for

their dissolution and at the same time for the advance, however
hesitant and confused, toward the modern science of nature.

Here again we encounter at the very outset the figure, now
grown familiar, of Giovanni Pico della Mirandola. He was, as has

been seen, one of the most eloquent of the expositors of the notion

of man as microcosm; from the beginning, however, he resisted the

notion of “judiciary astrology” and its pretensions as a science. The
document for this resistence is his work, Disputationes in Astrolog-

iarn (Disputations Against Astrology). In this work he formulates

the distinction between this kind of astrology which he rejects and
that other science, sometimes called natural astrology, but most
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properly astronomy, which “with mathematical principles measures

the masses and the movements of the stars” and which must be

accounted “ a noble science, without false pretensions, and solidly

established by proofs.” Judiciary or divinatory astrology “corrupts

philosophy, adulterates medicine, enfeebles religion, generates and

spreads abroad superstition, encourages idolatry, and makes men

miserable, anxious, and inclined to fatalism.” By contrast to this,

astronomy is as far removed from these harmful consequences as

“light is from darkness, truth from the lie.”

Pico’s critique had wide influence and is echoed in such writings

as that of Savonarola, Trionfo della Croce (Triumph of the Cross),

the fourth book of which substantially recapitulates Pico’s argu-

ments, as well as in Machiavelli’s Discourses on the First Ten

Books of Titus Livius. Some would hold that Pico’s influence even

extended to some of the defenders of astrology itself; evidence of

this is found in the later works of Agrippa of Nettesheim such as

De Incertitudine et Vanitati Scientiarum (On the Uncertainty and

Vanity of the Sciences) in which, with overt reference to Pico, he

repudiates what he had asserted in On Occult Philosophy. The

German thinker Valentine Weigel (1533-1588) in a section of his

opus magnum, Know Thyself, entitled “Astrology Brought into

Relation to Theology,” endeavored to place the Christian, by reason

of his faith, beyond the range of the influence of the stars and

condemned astrology of the divinatory kind as a residue of a pre-

Christian past.

Even more interesting to note, however, is this struggle to

achieve freedom among the very exponents and practioners of these

occult arts. This struggle is due to the tension within them of two

opposing forces: a genuine, if very rudimentary, urge toward

authentic science and an attachment to the astrological and magical

attitudes.

In these men are to be discerned, for example, the beginnings

of modern chemistry in iatro-chemistry, a form of the art of medicine.

Paracelsus was a practicioner of this kind of chemistry as a doctor of

medicine; and the thin strand of authentic scientific investigation and

reasoning which runs through his otherwise encumbered book is

enough to win for him a place in most histories of the sciences of

chemistry and medicine.

Similar in this respect is Johannes von Helmont and the above-

mentioned Cardano. In like manner the dim beginnings of modern

anatomy are to be discerned in their studies of the human body,

again dictated by the practical interests of their profession. It will

be a long step from Paracelsus to the studies of Vesalius in his

De Corporis Humani Fahrica (On the Structure of the Human Body),
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but it is a step which will be taken, and on the stepping stones of

the work of these predecessors.

The most important evidences of this heroic struggle from a

speculative and philosophical point of view, on the part of men
deeply committed to astrology and magic are to be found in the

works of Giordano Bruno (who will figure further in this work) and

G. B. Della Porta (1540-1615). The works of these men still belong

to the literature of magic, perhaps, but their addres to it also places

them beyond its hold. Bruno’s two works, De Magia (On Magic)

and Theses de Magia ( Theses on Magic), show a very clear tendency

toward a naturalistic and scientific interpretation of the processes

involved. The Magia Naturalis ( Natural Magic
)

(one is prompted

to recall the designation astronomy as ‘‘natural astrology”) of Della

Porta shows the same tendency, though the occult science yields

way only reluctantly and clouds the argument constantly as it goes.

The figure in whom this conflict between magic and science, the

occult and the rational will find it ultimate theatre is Leonardo da

Vinci (1452-1519). But in this, as in all other ways, Leonardo though

so thoroughly a man of his times, is still above his times. Rather,

therefore, than to close this section on humanism and philosophy,

he deserves to be placed at the head and opening of the considera-

tion of the subsequent period in which the thought of the Renais-

sance takes a stronger course toward the rational investigation of the

whole of nature. In this subsequent period many of the uncertainties

and vacilations of the period of humanism are overcome even while

its greatest and most characteristic achievements are retained and

advanced. And the figure in whom this transformation and advance

is worked out in terms of a personal experience of great depth, and

cultural achievement in art and in science of towering proportions,

is Leonardo da Vinci.
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CHAPTER III

Philosophy and the New
Spirit oj Science

A. IIumanism and Renaissance

The term “Renaissance;” it was remarked, belongs properly to

the history of culture. As it is employed in that history, however, it

is overshadowed by a certain ambiguity. This ambiguity arises from

the fact that it is used in two overlapping senses. In the first of these,

it is employed to designate the totality of that spiritual movement

in western Europe by which the transition from the medieval world

to the modern world was effected. In a more restricted sense, it is

employed to designate only that period during which that movement

was, so to say, in full flood, while an earlier phase is called humanism.

What is it, from the point of view of the history of philosophy,

that distinguishes this later period from that earlier phase,

humanism? What marks the transformation of humanism into the

philosophy of the Renaissance at its full flood, is the emergence of

the new spirit of science. The task therefore, becomes that of

characterizing this new spirit of science as it emerges from humanism

and as it stands out in itself. When this is done, a simple equation

will have been established. The relation between humanism and

Renaissance will be characterized concretely as the emergence, from

the complex of humanism, of the new spirit of science.

The task of characterizing this new spirit of science is not,

however, a simple thing in itself. Science is so dominant a concept

and value in the modern world, that it becomes very easy to read the

modern notion of science back into history, into a period like the

Renaissance. There is indeed reason for seeing this process of the

emergence of the new spirit of science as an adumbration of the

science of the modern world. But it is a very dim and distant one;

and to place any emphasis upon it would be to distort the picture

very seriously. The notion of science must be understood in term*

55
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proper to the time and overhasty equivalences must be avoided.

To fix this spirit of science in the terms proper to the times, and

hence to itself, three conditions will have to be met. In the first

place, the relationship between it and the humanism within which

it is first formed and from which it emerges must be noted. Secondly,

its own positive characteristics must be established. Finally, some

indication must be given of its relation to the idea and reality of

science yet to come which will characterize the modern world. For

present purposes, of course, no more need be attempted than to meet

these conditions from the point of view of philosophy.

With respect to the interest in nature in the period of humanism,

the new spirit of science constitutes a development and clarification

of those critical elements already present within astrology and

magic. The documents of these critical elements were found in Pico,

in Savonarola, in Bruno, in Della Porta. These critical elements

were not too specific in themselves, but they pointed in a discernible

direction: that of a science both of nature and of man which would

be based, not on fancy and image, but upon an acquaintance with

fact and which would be controlled by some notion, however dim as

yet, of method. It is important, of course, not to exaggerate the

clarity with which these critical elements indicated these goals; at

the same time it is important not to overlook the fact that in this

indication lies the true historical significance of those critical re-

flections.

What then is this new spirit of science considered in itself, as it

becomes the animating principle of the philosophy of the high

Renaissance? The reply to this question can become clear only as we
consider this spirit of science in the expression it receives at the

hands of the thinkers of this period. Nevertheless, a general indica-

tion at this point would seem possible. It would seem to reside in a

re-birth of a purely theoretical spirit of inquiry. Negatively, this new
theoretical spirit means the disengagement of knowledge from any

subordination to or even controlling alliance with practical, religious,

or ethical purposes. More positively, this theoretical concern resides

in a kind of firm realism or naturalism, a desire to see things and to

know things as they actually are, in their nature, in themselves, that

is, as independent of the concerns, desires or aspirations of men.

This new theoretical spirit resides in the positive evaluation of

such knowledge and indeed, as the only basis for secure knowledge

and action in other areas.

This new theoretical spirit enjoyed, moreover, on the basis of its

humanistic origins, some insight into its kinship with a similar

awakening, namely, the emergence of the classical age of Greek

thought. This insight led in turn to an intensification of humanistic

interest, that is, the interest in the classical sources and documents;
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it led also to a transformation within the quality of humanism, the

spirit in which those classical documents and sources were addressed.

They were now seen as allies and leverages by which the enkindling

spirit of science in the present could release itself still further from

the weight of the Medieval tradition under which it felt itself

oppressed.

This new theoretical spirit growing as it did out of the first and

feeble critical movements within the humanistic concern with

natural science quite naturally expressed itself in an extension and

intensification of this concern. But to think that this was its entire

range of interest would be incorrect. What it was in process of

emerging was not a mere renewal in natural philosophy and science,

but a new mode of viewing the world, a mode at the heart of which

the developing natural science method exercised its controlling

power, and sought to bring within its ambit the whole area of human

concern.

This consideration of the inner character of this new spirit of

science and of its extent and range as a new mode of viewing

reality is the thread which relates the consideration of this period

to the future development of philosophy. It is very necessary, as has

already been pointed out, not to read back into this period develop-

ments which occurred and are comprehensible only later in time.

Nevertheless, it is necessary to recognize that, through the mediation

of the development of intermediate phases, the spirit of this period is

the seed ground of the basic world view of modern western culture.

However great the refinements within this process, the basic world

view of modem man, resting upon the central principle of the

natural-science ideal and method, was bom in this period of the

Renaissance. This is neither a statement of praise or of censure; it

is not an evaluation at all, but an historical observation.

Since, as has been noted, the new spirit of science enveloped in

its concern the full range of human interests, its first manifestations

in this period must be viewed in this large perspective. Nevertheless,

purposes of order indicate that some specific centers of these interests

be employed. These need not, however, be artificially constructed.

They suggest themselves very naturally from the documents. These

centers are nature, that is, the physical world of sensible phenomena,

and man, which includes the social, political, ethical, historical, and

expressive world, of which he is the center. The following exposition

will therefore fall into two natural and easily distinguished sections.

However, the deeper unity, consisting in the fact that a single new

spirit is discovering and expressing itself will not be forgotten.

Before taking up these themes in sequence, however, we shall

consider a figure in whom, by very general consent, the total spirit

of the high Renaissance is realized, in whom, so to say, all its
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complexities, ambiguities, and obscurities, as well as all its illumina-

tions, daring originality, and history-shaping insights take on the

form of a single, complex and imposing personality: Leonardo da

Vinci (1452-1519).

B. Leonardo da Vinci : Expression of the Genius of the High

Renaissance

The manner in which Leonardo da Vinci unites and realizes in

his person and activity the fullness of the spirit and achievement of

the High Renaissance is illustrated by the fact that his fame persists

to our own day in the dual character of supreme artist and first great

technologist of the modern world. Thus he reflects and expresses

those two centers of interest and concern which polarize the activity

of the Renaissance: man and nature.

As a philosopher he is not content to oscillate between these

poles; he is sensitive to the forces which move between them and it

is his concern to identify and characterize these. His term for this

movement which establishes the bridge between man and nature is

science. This science is for him, however, no purely disinterested

knowledge of nature; it is the instrument also whereby man fulfills

his mission of dominating nature, of giving it his own character and
mark.

His is, therefore, a scientific humanism

:

a vision of man’s mastery

of nature and its transformation into a human value through the

conquest of the very secrets and laws of nature itself. The expression

and realization of this mastery is in the fullest sense art. Art and
science are therefore in the philosophy of Leonardo not opposed but

inseparably united.

Equally important in the thought of Leonardo is the process by
which this dual aim, the mastery and expression of nature in art is

pursued. (He would deny that it could ever be achieved.) For this

process his name is experience. This is the term by which Leonardo
sought to express the unity which existed between his ceaseless

inquiry as a scientist and his discipline of expression as an artist

and creative engineer. But for him, experience was no passive atti-

tude; neither was it a logically constructed method of invention. He
saw experience as above all a constant and relentless questioning of

all things to persuade them, as it were, to reveal the secrets of

nature which they concealed.

1 his notion of experience is expounded most systematically in

Leonardos work: Trattato della Pittura ( Treatise on Painting)

which he composed about 1498. Its central and commanding idea is

that in painting we have the pure encounter, and the clearest fruit,

of science and art. Painting is for him “an art which nature
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produces;” at the same time, it is “a science of things both human

and divine,” wholly composed of “pure proportions and most subtle

speculations.” The point at which the unity between art and science

is realized is experience. The first moment of experience is immediate

acquaintance through the senses, not sporadic and impulsive, but

serious and concentrated: observation. Observation, however, is

quickly succored by reason, which reveals the proportions and the

complex net of relations within the effects of nature.

Science and art project themselves as extensions from this central

operation of reason in observation. Science concentrates its attention

on the mathematical and quantitative relations within nature;

painting seeks to catch and express the qualitative aspect of nature,

especial lv in the form of the visible. But these are not to be thought

of as divisible from each other; the one, the mathematical and

quantitative, is the bone and muscles of the other, the world of

visible quality. And in the painting, there is not realized a world of

“pure quality” but the ideal rendition of nature in which these two

aspects, mathematical and quantitative proportions and visible

quality are entirely wedded.

Hence Leonardos great esteem for the human form, in which

the entire universe of quality and quantity are marvelously united;

and the depiction of the human form in art, not in the form of the

nude to which he was not particularly devoted, but in the form of

the moment of fleeting expression, as in the Mona Lisa, or the

Virgin and Child, is for him the summit alike of art and science:

the true “art of nature.”

Leonardo, in the character of philosopher, also ventures a theory

of why it is that his procedure of experience can yield these mar-

velous results: there is in nature an immanent reason which dictates

a law to things according to the providential order of the universe,

binding every thing to its place in the whole and imposing on

phenomena their necessarv patterns. However, man and nature,

ruled though both are by a common essential rationality, never-

theless, in their paths take inverse directions. Man in his specula-

tions takes his point of departure in effects thence to rise to the

productive principles; nature, instead, taking its point of departure

in these principles, generates the objects which fall within expe-

rience.

This construction, ingenious and even lofty though it be, is

clearly imitative and opportunistic; it reflects little of that irre-

pressible freshness of insight which marks the effective procedure by

which Leonardo conquered a range of learning which still inspires

awe and produced a gallery of works of art which to this day remain

paradigms of their kind. His learning touched such diversified

speculative areas as mathematics, mechanics and physics, geology
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and paleontology of which he has been called the founder; as a

technician he achieved results both asthonishing in themselves and

anticipatory of later discoveries and developments.

In the presence of Leonardo we are, as it were, in the living

presence of all that the High Renaissance stood for. This position of

his is emphasized by the traits of his character and activity which

link him both with what preceded and with what followed him.

Great as he was as a natural philosopher, he is linked to the state of

mind toward the study of nature which prevailed in the period of

humanism by the reputation he enjoyed, or suffered, as a “magus”:

the aura of mystery hung about him. He is linked with the modem
world of technology by the very contemporaneity of some of his

inventions and discoveries: the principle of inertia, the principles of

the flying machine and the submarine. His towering, complex and

mysterious figure is a fitting guardian of the gateway which leads

from the period of humanism to that of the development of the

new spirit of science in the age of the Renaissance.

C. The Developing Science of Nature

1. Continuing Influence of Aristotle

It has been noted a number of times that anti-Aristotelianism

will be a sure mark of the thought of the High Renaissance. But

this anti-Aristotelianism is no simple thing. It surely does not mean,

for one thing, any simple and uncritical rejection of the thought of

Aristotle. Rather, on the basis of the classical erudition which

humanism had accumulated, there appears a new type of Aristotelian -

ism, which is anti-Aristotelian in the sense that it opposes certain of

the major currents of Aristotelian interpretation dominant in the

Middle Ages and immediately after, to offer a fresh interpretation

of Aristotle closer to his spirit as manifested in the reconstructed

texts and contrary in some of its doctrinal positions to ideas long

associated with his name.

This new trend in the interpretation of Aristotle took its appe-

lation “Alexandrian” from the Commentaries of Alexander of

Aphrodesis on the Aristotelian corpus, in opposition alike to the

Averroistic and Thomistic traditions of such exegesis. The char-

acteristic of this new mode of interpretation is its naturalistic bias;

its tendency, that is, to treat the forms of things as wholly intrinsic

to, or immanent in, matter. In this it responded very much to the

mood of the growing naturalism of the Renaissance while still

forming a link with the past. In this Alexandrian interpretation the

thought of Aristotle continued to exercise a considerable influence

on the new spirit of science and in all the fields of its concern. This

new Aristotelianism is documented best of all in the writings of
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Pietro Pomponazzi (1462-1525); and above all in the treatises entitled

De Immortalitate Animae (On Tlic Immortality of the Soul) ( 1516).

De Naturalium Effectuum Causis, sen De Incantationibus (On the

Causes of Natural Effects )
and De Fato, Libero Arbitrio et Prae-

destinatione (On Fate, Free Will and Predestination). Although all

of these works involve, severally, the whole of Pomponazzis inter-

pretation of Aristotle, the second refers in a special way to the

subjects of this section, the study of nature; and will therefore be

considered immediately. The other two will be postponed for con-

sideration when we come to speak more fully and directly in the next

section of the concern with man.

The dominant line of this treatise De Naturalium Effectuum

Causis
,
takes up again the strain which has been already encountered

in Pico and others against the animistic tendencies of the study

of nature in the period of humanism. In his case, however, it is

corrective movement of thought takes the form of return to the

stricter doctrine of the physics of Aristotle. Aristotle had indeed

taught that no motion is transmitted save through contact involving

an intermediary; the action of the stars is therefore of relevance to

movement on earth. This movement Aristotle had depicted, Pom-

ponazzi notes, as wholly physical, objective and impersonal; it

excluded in principle and reduced to nonsence that kind of “in-

fluence” with which astrological science at least of the judiciary

and divinatory kind concerns itself. Pomponazzi uses this doctrine to

launch a vigorous attack on all that spurious work of demons,

incantations, etc. which the “magical" notion of science fostered.

The natural and normal principles of motion suffice to account for

all phenomena and all such interventions are not only meaningless

but deleterious to the formation of a sound science of nature.

This line of thought is taken up and even advanced by other

members of this same “Alexandrian” school of Aristotelianism such

as Cesare Cremonini (1552-1631) and Andreas Cesalpinus (1510-

1603). Cremonini in his work, De Caelo (On the Heavens ), develops

a point which seems involved in the Aristotelian thesis about the

transfer of motion only by contact from which Pomponazzi seems

to shrink: namely that God does not concern himself with particular

and contingent things but confines his concern and activity to the

general movement of phenomena. Cremonini argues that the igno-

rance of particular things and events which this would seem to find

in God cannot be ascribed to Him as a fault. For ignorance is only

a privation of a kind of knowledge which a subject ought to have ;

but by His nature, this kind of knowledge is inappropriate to God,

so that its absence cannot be considered a flaw.

Cesalpinus takes up the anti-astrological and anti-magical theme

in his work Daemonum Investigate Peripatetica (A Peripatetic
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Inquiry into Demons). His argument still takes the possibility of such

creatures for granted, but by applying the principles which Pom-

ponazzi had indicated, he deprives them of all power of action in the

spheres of nature and human destiny.

This concern with the continuing refutation of animism is not,

however, the central and positive mark of this new Aristotelianism.

On the basis of the physics of the master it sought to secure some

advance in a more philosophical study of nature, a natural philos-

ophy of the land which will gain currency.

The history of the “natural philosophy” of this period has been

dealt with for the most part in terms of a sharp opposition between

Aristotelianism and Copernicanism; this mode of treatment has been

suggested by the tone and incisiveness of Galileo’s writings. Further

reflection has revealed, however, that Galileo came to his own
position and his own appreciation of the possibilities offered by

Copernicus’ discoveries precisely through the assiduous study he

had given to the physics of the school tradition. Even from a

strictly historical point of view, consequently, greater attention has

been accorded to these physicists of the High Renaissance, especially

as they prepare the way for a better understanding of Galileo and

what came after him. Here we may indicate only a very few of the

leading figures with a brief indication of the direction taken by

each.

First deserving such mention is a member of the Padovan school,

Giacomo Zabarella (1532-1589), whose work De Rebus Naturalibus

(On the Things of Nature
)
has many interesting characteristics. For

one thing, though conceived on a grand scale, it marks a significant

departure from the
“summa” form in the monographic manner in

which it treats problems or clusters of related problems, thus re-

flecting, in its very form, the specialization of scientific interests.

The name of Cesalpinus has already been encountered; his

work Qaestionum Peripateticarum Lihri ( Peripatetic Questions), 1593

constitutes an important item in this literature. Similarly, the name
of Cremonini has already appeared; his work Disputatio de Caelo

(Disputation on the Heavens), 1613 also constitutes a landmark.

While it is impossible in this restricted space to offer an analysis

of the thought of these men in detail, it is possible to indicate the

general revision of opinion which has followed on the closer study

accorded. In the first place, the injustice of Galileo’s judgment,

that it is all a “conventional and ‘paper’ speculation” has been

noted; even more, it has been established that Galileo, in his devel-

opment of his own positions, made ample use of some of the ideas

he had garnered precisely from Cesalpino and Cremonini. Secondly,

the injustice of the charge that these thinkers were both lacking in

and opposed to observation and experiment has been noted; the fact
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would seem to be that within the limits open to them, efforts in the

direction of enlargement of observation and experiment were made.

Such study has also revealed what it was, however, which finally

prevented this development within the Renaissance from flowering

into modern science; this reason lay not in its opposition to observa-

tion nor overdevotion to the deductive method; it lay rather in its

overdevotion to the method of the logical analysis of concepts, which

tended to create fictitious conceptual alternatives, within which both

argument and observation became immobilized. At the same time,

their importance as preparatory for the great modern advance in

science is a positive gain for our understanding of history.

2. Anti-Aristotelianism

Recognition of the positive elements in that dimension of the

philosophy of nature which remained under the influence of

Aristotle does not of course preclude recognition of the fact that the

center of speculation lay not here but in a movement more or less

directly hostile to it; in what might be called the new anti-Aristo-

tleanism. This vein has of course been prominent from the inception

of the Renaissance and humanism. In the present period of the

high Renaissance, however, it took on a character all its own and

one which relates it more directly to the development of the scientific

world view as we know it in the modern world. The central event in

the anti-aristotlean philosophy of nature of the high Renaissance is

the diffusion of the researches and reflections of Copernicus ( 1473-

1543). These ideas were not brought to the attention of the learned

world until after his death; as a consequence it has been correctly

said of him: dum vixit ,
latuit

,

(while he lived, he was unknown).

It also accounts for the fact that the new Aristotelianism of the

High Renaissance continued in the vein of an earlier Platonic or

quasi-Platonic opposition to the philosophy of nature of the Stagirite.

After their belated appearance, however, the influence of Copernicus’

ideas was rapid enough and accounted for an important alteration in

naturalistic speculation. The vision of the universe which his studies

revealed opened an entirely new vein of speculation, which leads, as

we have noted, in a more direct line to the development of the modem
conception of science and nature.

As an example of that type of anti-Aristotelianism which con-

tinues more or less in the vein of an earlier Platonism, the thought

of Francesco Patrizzi (1529-1597) is important. The name of this

philosopher has alreadv been encountered in the account of the

Platonic Academy, where it was noted that he marks the furthest

point of the influence of the Academy.

The works which are most significant of his position are Nova
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de Universi Philosophia (A New Philosophy of the Heavens, 1589-

1593); and the Discussionum Peripatetlcanim Libri, (Peripatetic

Discussions, 1581). His thought would not seem to possess a high de-

gree of intrinsic merit; he drew the sharp criticism of Giordano Bruno,

for example who wrote of the “Peripatetic Discussions, if one would

wish to observe how far astray a pedantic spirit can lead one, this

single book will serve better than any other.

While taking up anew the Platonic point of view, and doing so

with even greather vehemence, Patrizzi reveals an especially salient

concern with Christianity. It is in the name of Christianity and of

the religious spirit in general that he launches his criticism of

Aristotle.

The universe appears to him in terms which have already be-

come familiar: it is pervaded and animated by the eternal divine

light and constitutes a hierarchy of Being generated by the One

understood in a Plotinian and Ficinian sense.

Knowledge is for Patrizzi a
u
coitio” an intimate penetration and

union of subject and object, a union which is possible only because

both belong to one common animated nature. Space was for

Aristotle, the limit of bodies; for Patrizzi it is actually infinite and

the world which is contained in space is likewise infinite. Light is

the instrument which the One, God, employs to propagate vitality

and beauty in the cosmos.

The figure of Copernicus appears only on the horizon of the

anti-Aristotelianism of this period. His writings are entirely free

from those polemical concerns which mark the philosophical

writings of the time. His concern is entirely with astonomical

calculations and speculations. When, as he rarely does, he rises to a

higher level of reflection, the concepts to which he has recourse

tend to be Aristotelian in flavor.

His work De Revolutionibus Orbium (On the Revolutions of

the Spheres), was not, as we have noted, published until 1543. In

the preface to this work, the heliocentric doctrine is offered as a

mere hypothesis, in order, no doubt, to minimize the possibility of

religious opposition. Its influence, moreover, remained for a long

time restricted to a small circle of investigators in the same fields and

only very gradually did it gain notoriety and acceptance. Its anti-

Aristotelian implication and the originality of its basic intuition

of the world of nature were appreciated only much later with

Bruno and Galileo. Yet his influence must be accounted the dividing

point within anti-Aristotelianism, separating its sporadic and dis-

ordered form, as illustrated in Patrizzi, from that solid body of

speculations which finally marked the demise of the influence of

the classic cosmology.

It is important not to over-emphasize the contribution of Coper-
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uicus. Apart from his one great innovation, it lias been noted that

Copernicus’ astronomical thought is thoroughly medieval. His astron-

omy remained the doctrine of the spheres; his geometry of the

heavens is still that of the rolling orbs, fie preserved the fundamental

division between the sublunary region and the celestial, between the

natural laws of the heavens and of the earth. He insisted as much
as any of his predecessors on the unassailable perfection and superior-

ity of circular motion. The reality of the “crystalline” spheres was

unchallenged. Though he effected some change in the order of

the medieval universe, he brought to light nothing new concerning

its basic composition nor did he alter significantly the “logic of

appearances” which governed that view.

In what then did his great innovation consist and what speculative

implications did it conceal which were to serve as such great new
weapons for the anti-Aristotelians, and even more importantly,

contribute so much to the formation of the modern scientific world

view?

The fame of Copernicus rests on the revolution he introduced

into the traditional geocentric Ptolomaic system of the physical

universe. No longer was the earth to be thought of as standing firm

at the center of the universe which rotated around it; rather, in his

view, the sun was set at the center and the earth was set in motion

about its own axis and about the sun, as were the other planets.

It is interesting to note here the presence and influence of

humanism; for it is within the realm of possibility that the basic

idea of this revision was suggested to Copernicus by such ancient

thinkers as Iceta, Philolaus, Heraclitus, Ponticus and Aristarchus,

whom he cites. As such, as has been noted, the doctrine seems to

constitute but a rearrangement of the furniture of the medieval

universe. The line of reasoning by which he comes to it, moreover,

is distinctly in the tradition of Aristotelian cosmology. The implica-

tions, however, reach far beyond this line of reasoning and provide

the groundwork for the gradual dissolution of the Aristotelian

cosmology.

These implications may be indicated under two general proposi-

tions: the generalization of the notion of gravity and the indication

of the identity in nature of the stars and the heavenly bodies and the

earth.

Prior to Copernicus, the principle of gravity had been thought

to hold between elements; every part of every element was attracted

to every other part of that same element, earth to earth, fire to fire.

Copernicus transforms this into a law according to which the

movement of the parts is regulated toward the whole: Gravity is

nothing but a certain natural appetite conferred upon the parts by

the divine providence of the maker of all things so that they should
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come together in a unity and as a whole in adopting a spheiical

form. Although this alters the Aristotlian doctrine of natural loca-

tion’ only in part, it does so in an important dimension, the

notion of gravity is extended from the sublunary world, where the

elements resided, to the whole of the heavens, It is credible that

this property exists even in the sun, moon and other planets, en-

suring the unchanging sphericity which you see, and nevertheless

they perform their revolutions in many ways.” (DROC I, 9)

Similarly, according to the Aristotelian cosmology, motion in a

straight line, as distinct from the perfect, circular form of motion,

belongs only to the elementary parts, by virtue of their tendency to

join in the totality of each element, while that perfect motion

belongs to the heavens; hence a clear dualism exists between the

earth and the heavens. According to Copernicus, however, motion

in a straight line belongs to the parts, circular motion to the whole.

The two kinds of motion are therefore completely redistributed.

There is motion in a straight line in the heavenly bodies, that of the

respective parts toward their whole; and there is a circular motion

on earth, that of the terrestrial globe as a totality. The two different

kinds of motions, therefore, instead of implying a distinction between

two orders of different substances, are proof of a substantial affinity

of nature between the stars and the earth. The ancient and medieval

dualism of the earth and the heavenly regions is entirely removed.

Copernicus, in applying these insights, came to the statement of

the heliocentric theory; i.e., the relative stability of the sun and

the movement of the earth about its own axis and about the sun.

Actually, his suggestions imply the universal mobility of all the

stars, the first vision of the infinity of “worlds” of which Bruno

writes in lyrical tones. Yet he is not without some glimmering of the

farther reaches of his thought as the “hymn to the sun” which

intrudes itself so unexpectedly among the dry tables and charts

attests (Ibid.1,10).

The heliocentrism of Copernicus at once drew the criticism,

on Biblical grounds, of the reformers; only later did it, with Galileo,

draw a similar censure from Catholic sources. Among the astronomers

themselves, efforts were made to reach some “middle ground.” The

most important of these attempts was that of Tycho Brahe (1546-

1601) according to whom earth, moon, and sun move about the

terrestrial axis, while the other planets move about the sun. Tycho

Brahe’s system had great ingenuity and enjoyed great authority; and

from a scientific standpoint had many advantages which placed it

on a par with Copernicus’ suggestion. But as one writer says,

history has not been kind to Brahe and has preferred to see the

great cosmological debate as being conducted between Ptolemy and

Copernicus.
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More importantly, however, there came after Copernicus, philos-

ophers who were to see the philosophical implications of his position

and who were to try to work them out to their logical conclusions.

Among the questions which presented themselves to these philos-

ophers were the following: Does the unification of the solar system

make it possible to unify the cosmos itself, in both scientific and

philosophical terms? Does the heliocentric idea involve the abandon-

ment of the anthropocentric and finalistic notion of the universe?

Does the abandonment of the physics of Aristotle, which was the

basis of the Ptolemaic system, involve a similar abandonment of

his metaphysics? Will a renewal of the struggle between faith and

science appear, since biblical exegesis had for so long been associated

with the Ptolemaic system? Among the first of the thinkers to take

up these questions carrying Copernicus’ speculation to the limits of

its logical implications were to be, Telesius, Bruno and Campanella;

and later, and even more importantly, Galileo Galilei.

Here again, however, it is necessary to avoid any anachronism.

The influence of the thought of Copernicus on the quality of the

anti-Aristotelianism of the natural philosophy of the Renaissance

reveals itself only gradually and even hesitantly; through many
persisting forms of thought and attitudes of mind, these new ideas

alter the form which that opposition to Aristotle takes.

This fact is illustrated well in the thought of Bernardino Telesio

(Telesius) (1508-88), whose great work De Rerum Nature (On
the Nature of Things) began to appear in 1565 and received its

final form only in the year of his death, 1588. Telesio has been

described as one in whose thought the naturalistic tendencies of the

Renaissance unite with a certain vein of empiricism which allows

us to foresee certain attitudes of modern thought. His speculation is

constantly, consciously, and pointedly anti-Aristotelian; and at the

same time, his habit of mind reveals again and again the persistent

influence of that philosopher. He illustrates in a very clear way what

is meant by the “Aristotelianism of anti-Aristotelianism.”

The one most important characteristic of Telesios thought,

which links him, though perhaps only obliquely, with Copernicus,

is his passion for unification. Where before dualisms appeared,

Telesio is always preoccupied to introduce a plan of unification.

With this passion for unification, of course, there is an inseparable

tendency to system and to immanence; unity breeds system and

system becomes the common matrix within which all is related and

explained. An actual description in detail of Telesio’s “system” is of

course impossible here and would in addition lack great interest at

this distance in time. We shall therefore content ourselves with

indicating some of the salient points which illustrate the general

observations offered above.
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Telesio, as the basis of his entire system, posits a common
matter, itself a powerful instrument of unification. Operating within

and upon this matter he posits two active principles or forces,

“heat” and “cold.” The operation of these upon and within matter

produce all of the rich variety of reality. In opposition to Aristotle,

whose matter is wholly passive, Telesio seeks to endow this common
principle with some active status: but he does not succeed, as his

own words admit, “for this matter was created by God not to execute

any operation nor to be per se subsistent, but only to receive the

agent and operative natures.” (DRN 1,5)

In like manner, but with greater success, he tries to show that

the principle of “cold” is not, in the sense of Aristotle, a privation,

but a positive principle. The principle of heat produces motion

(in Aristotle motion is primary). In cosmology this principle enables

him to do away with the Aristotelian notion of “natural location”

(also impugned by Copernicus’ speculations) and to reduce the

division of the elements to a secondary position.

The matter being common, the operating principles hot and

cold operate everywhere and in every part with an equal basic

presence. The “elements” are but different conceptions and con-

cretions of the transformations produced by the heat and light of

the sun on the cold and opaque or dark earth.

The unification of earth and the heavens implies also a different

and more comprehensive representation of space, which Telesio

depicts as a great receptor. It involves a similar transformation of the

notion of time which either as interval, analogous to position, and as

duration, analogous to space, defines the place of all movement; so

that time is not, as for Aristotle, the measure, but the presupposition

of movement.

The basic principles, matter, heat and cold, should account,

according to Telesio, not only for physical, but for mental phenom-
ena as well. However, he sees no way to effect this by a direct

application, and consequently concludes that organic bodies and

the soul which animates them are born from germs or seeds (DRN
V 1); but as he is in no position to explain this mysterious trans-

action, his unifying materialism remains an assumption to be justi-

fied only by the demands of the system as a svstem. He places this

soul, strangely enough, in the ventricles of the brain, displaying in

this way, a physiological knowledge in advance of Aristotle but not

of Galen.

To the soul which he has thus materialized, Telesio assigns, as

its chief function, sensation. His account of this operation, consistent

with his materialism (which may now be described as dogmatic) is

also reminiscent of the account of Lucretius in that other and
greater He Rermn Nature. In opposition to Aristotle, for whom
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sensation was information (induction of a form) within the orga

nism, Telesio conceives the process as a “transformation, a modifica-

tion of the soul through the contact with the object. The senses are

not, therefore, “organs” but “avenues” through which the action of

the external agents passes; and no “sensible species intervenes”

between the sensation and its object. Unfortunately, Telesio never

succeeds in explaining how such a material transaction can ever

become a sensation and even more the sensation of an object.

However, this sensism becomes the basis on which his empiricism

rests; for the intellect, being at once removed from the sensible

transaction, is subject to error and must, therefore, in order to check

itself, have recourse to the senses which are inerrant by definition.

Strangest of all, however, in Telesio’s thought is the doctrine of

the “two souls.” Having reduced the soul to corresponding material

processes, he finds it necessary to introduce a second, directly created

by God and infused in every individual man. He does little, however,

to explain either the particular function of this second soul or the

mariner in which its activity is related to that of the soul which he has

succeeded in materializing.

Telesio was not without influence in his own day. His most

immediate followers were Antonio Persio and Agostino Donio. The
latter, with considerable acumen, drew out the implication of his

master’s psychology that consciousness is impossible or that it is at

most a transitive phenomenon, wholly material and hence incapable

of reflecting upon itself. But the more important development of the

ideas he had suggested are to be found in Bruno and Campanella.

Giordano Bruno (1548-1600) presents in his thought a microcosm

in which all of the aspects of the spirit of the Renaissance are

reflected: neo-Platonism, naturalistic animism, residues of Aristote-

lianism, first movements of the new spirit of science. The immediate

impression created is that of a vast syncretism held together more by

a speculative and poetic afflatus than by any rigid process of

ratiocination or argument; and to a certain extent, Bruno is not an

investigative or discursive thinker though capable of very sustained

development of an argument, but rather a visionary who reveals the

totality of his vision only in powerful fragments. The point to be

remembered, however, is that the fragments are not mere membra
dejecta, but they do converge on the whole and only to attentive

consideration is the whole revealed in them. This vast structure of

thought is contained in a perfect torrent of writings, the listing of

which would serve little purpose; the most important ones will be

mentioned in the context of the ideas which they convev with

greatest force.

In Bruno’s thought cosmology, metaphysics, ethics, theory of

religion and theory of scientific investigation and demonstration are
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developed in such close relationship to each other that each takes

clarification and support from all of the others. Nevertheless, the

first theme of his thought which commands attention is the cos-

mological.

The classical text for the exposition of these ideas is the dialogue

De rinfinito,
Universo e Mondi (Of the Infinite, The Universe and

the Worlds) which he published during his English sojourn in 1584.

By his own admission, it was the thought of Copernicus which

opened this field of speculation to him, and his is one of the most

enthusiastic endorsements and developments of the new astronomy;

at the same time, his speculation cannot be reduced to Copernican-

ism.

Actually, his is no longer even a heliocentrism. Center and

circumference have become for Bruno, in an opening perspective of

infinitivism, purely correlative terms. The center is the point from

which the universe is surveyed, whatever that point may be, though

always within the universe. The circumference is consequently

open and fluid.

The idea of a finite universe is both contradictory and inad-

missible. The universe is infinite in every sense of the term. Through

infinite worlds infinite in number, the celestial bodies run their

courses. Each of them is the locus of infinite forms of being and

existence, and all are animated by one infinite power, Nature, which

is the “living mirror of the One God.”

It is his supreme boast that he has forever destroyed the cos-

mology of Aristotelianism. The universe is transformed in his vision

from a closed system of serrated orders of being through which

motion is transmitted from the immobile first mover, to a boundless

ethereal region, through which move infinite bodies or worlds.

The qualitative unification of the cosmos is emphasized, for these

numberless worlds are all composed of the same elements, fire, water,

air and earth. All radiate light; none is inferior to any other. Each

has a source of motion internal to itself; they move with the same

spontaneity with which our souls move our bodies. The universal

cause is soul or spirit which gives life to the universe from within.

All being is endowed with intelligence and sense to some degree or

other; and this supreme cause is intellectually endowed more than

any other because as a providence, it regulates all things from within

themselves and within the universe of which it is the soul. By this line

of speculation, the cautious calculations of Copernicus are carried

forward beyond any limits native to them into a world of ideas in

which Copernicus himself would have felt most ill at ease.

The cosmology of Bruno is supported by, though not clearly

dependent upon, his metaphysical ideas which are best documented

bv a second dialogue, De la Causa, Principio e Uno (On the
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Cause, The Principle and the One) also published in 1584. The
results of these speculations are brought together in rather didactic

form in a later work, Surnma Terminorum Metaphysicorum (A
Summary of Metaphysical Terms) published in 1595. He begins by
distinguishing between “principle” and “cause.” “Cause” is that

which concurs in the production of things exteriorly and which
exists outside of them; “principle,” by contrast, is that which concurs
intrinsically in the constitution of things and remains in the effects.

Rejecting the Aristotelian division of the “four causes” Bruno
insists that there is but one: the universal soul, which “fills the

whole, illuminates the universe and directs nature in the produc-
tion of all species.” At the same time, this universal soul is one of

the two principles, of the universe, for it remains in the universe,

concurring in its composition, as in its effect. The other principle is

matter. ’ This is understood by Bruno as a universal matter, of

which all things are formed and which is called the universal

receptacle of forms.” It is his purpose to unify the notions of matter
and form, and to this end he examines the meaning of matter in its

widest acceptances that is, as potency and as subject or substratum.

As potency, matter coincides with form because it is identical

with actuality in God who is all that He can be, as well as in the

universe which, though incomplete in some of its parts, is, as universe

and as infinite, complete, for to it nothing can be added.

As subject or substratum, matter also coincides with form for two
reasons: first, because it is more permanent, and therefore more
“being,” than the forms which invest it or which it received; and
secondly, because, as there is a material dimension of the intelligible

world as well as of the sensible, this demands that there must be, as

the principle of both, a basic undifferentiated matter capable of

being distinguished into these two forms.

Even more, finally, matter is the equivalent of form because it is,

according to Bruno, the source of form. The forms are not infused

into matter from some indefinable source, but come forth from its

womb. Thus Bruno achieves a very thorough-going monism, that is,

a reduction of all to a self-enclosed and immanent system which is

governed by one over-arching principle, which, in this case, is matter

which he endows with all of the attributes formerly reserved for

soul, spirit, mind and intelligence.

To his metaphysical and cosmological speculations Bruno added
others of equal elan and original force though equally turbulent.

It is impossible here to consider any of these developments in detail;

consequently, onlv a very brief indication of their drift can be

essayed.

His psychology is very neo-Platonic in inspiration; he distinguish-

es sense, imagination, reason and intellect. He is, however, in this
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matter as in cosmology and metaphysics, driven, so to say, by tire

monistic demon and therefore postulates as unifying and animating

these faculties a deeper principle of unity which may with indif-

ference be denominated intellect or sense. But it is a complex unity

and dynamic as well; in his words,

Sense, in itself, only senses; in imagination, it also becomes aware that

it senses; sense, moreover, being already a certain imagination, in itself

imagines, and in reason perceives that it imagines; sense, which is

already reason, in itself conducts discursive argumentation, and in the

intellect, becomes aware that it does so; sense, which is already intel-

lect, in itself understands, but in the divine mind intuits its own in-

telligence, and the divine mind, in its living essence, possesses and

discovers all things and illuminates tire intellect even to the very depths

of matter. ( Opera Latine Conscripta II, 2)

In physics and mathematics his speculations are equally daring;

in ethics he expounds and defends free will by a complex and fluid

line of reasoning and argument. His chief difficulty is the manner in

which free will is to be reconciled with divine necessity, while to

this difficulty another accrues from his emphasis on the fact that the

world is not a creation, but a manifestation of the divine.

By the speculations contained in the Eroici Furori ( Fieroic

Furor, 1585), Bruno’s thought is related to the Platonic philosophy

of love which was noted above and in connection with which his

name and this work have been mentioned. In many senses, this

work is the supreme document of that tradition, possessing a much
firmer speculative structure than any, other, save perhaps Ficino s

own, and anticipating in many ways the doctrine of Spinoza con-

cerning the “intellectual love of God.”

In Bruno, as even these brief animadversions may convey, all

the fascination of the Renaissance is keenly felt: the loftiness of its

speculation, the urgency of its concern for philosophical, artistic

and religious value; and at the same time its essential naivete, its

willingness to take its vast imaginings for fact.

In Tommaso Campanella (1568-1639) we are confronted by the

last great philosopher and philosophy of the Renaissance and one in

which there are discernible, though only, so to say, at the periphery,

the growing concerns of the Counter-reformation and the complica-

tions of the Baroque spirit. He too, like Bruno, offers, as it were, a

total reflection of the thought of the Renaissance, throwing into

relief, in his own way, all of its basic themes and of course its

inconsistencies and inconsequences as well.

In all, it may be said that three basic themes run through all of

his numerous writings: first, his highly developed panpsychism, a

direct development, of the animism which lias already been noted

as characteristic of Renaissance thought; his concern with astrology
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and oven more with magic, again so characteristic and yet in such

actual disharmony even with panpsychism as he develops it; and

finally, a considerable superstructure of Platonic metaphysics which

does not actually consort with either of the two previously noted

themes.

These themes are developed in a very considerable body of

writings, for Campanella was very prolific; however, not all of these

are relevant to philosophical interests. Of fundamental importance,

however, are the following, in which the themes listed above are

treated with special clarity and force: Del Senso delle cose e delle

Magui
(
De Sensu Rerum et Magia, 1620); Apologia pro Galileo

matliematico (
Apology for the Mathematician Galileo 1623); Astro-

logica (1629); Universalis Philosophia seu Metaphysicarum rerum

juxta Propria Dogmata (Universal Philosophy or Metaphysical

Beings Treated According to Principles Proper to Them, 1638).

His poetry
(
Poesie

,

ed Gentile 1915) is also considered of great

importance both for the ideas and for its genuine lyrical power.

it is frequently said that Campanella appears first on the scene

as a follower of Telesio; it would be more accurate to say, that he

comes forth rather as his emendator. He does not see how matter

and the operative forces, hot and cold, as Telesio had advanced

them, could account for the origin or emergence of sensible life. To

him it appeared that sensible life must be accounted as basic and

primitive in itself on an equal level with matter and force and for

the same reason a property of all beings. This is the root of Cam-
panella’s panpsychism or pansensism.

Sensibility is a primitive endowment of all being. Against Lucre-

tius, Democritus and Telesio he holds that it is impossible for the

sensible to arise from the nonsensient. All things, therefore, have

sensibility in varying degrees and modes, and each according to its

particular mode of being and existence. At the same time, however,

it must not be supposed that Campanella meant to deny Telesio’s

materialism. He does not replace matter with the sentient principle,

but rather adds the property of sensibility to matter as one of its

basic attributes. This point of view is put forward with great lyrical

power throughout the work De Sensu Rerum.

This pansensism or panpsychism is closely related to the manner

in which Campanella analyses the processes of sensation; and on this

point, it is to be noted, he is closer to Telesio than to any other

figure. Aristotle, their common opponent, had held that there could

be sensation only where there is a sensorium that is, a sense organ

or system of such organs. By means of these organs, the Aristotelian

psychology persisted, the soul receives the forms of things, without

their matter and is itself informed. Campanella, however, taking on

this point a position identical with Telesio, holds that the sensory
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apparatus of an organism are not really organs as instruments of

the transference of forms, but rather simple avenues or channels

through which a universal and pre-existing sensation circulates.

This permits him to say, against the Aristotelians again, that there

can be no difference between the sentient soul and the objects which

it senses, for the latter are sentient in their turn.

The soul is not a form, as Aristotle held, but a more subtle

matter
, endowed with a sensibility higher than that proper to the

things which we call “inanimate.” There is action and reaction

between all things in the universe at the sentient level and by this

process the universal sensibility circulates through the world.

Transposed to the context of mans knowledge, Campanella
opposes Aristotle, consequently, on the value of sense knowledge.

The great Greek philosopher had held that the senses could not

put us in touch with the principles of things. On the contrary,

Campanella argues, only the senses are certain and need no proof,

while intellectual knowledge is uncertain and needs to be proven or

tested by recourse to the senses.

Campanella makes an interesting and important distinction

within sensation itself: that between sensus additus and sensus

ahditus. The first supervenes from objects and engenders knowledge
of things which are not ourselves. In the second, on the other hand,

it is knowledge of the self which is generated. In the self’s knowing
itself, it knows what it is and it is what it knows. Campanella
makes great use of this distinction in various particular themes
which he investigates both in philosophy and theology. It is necessary

not to read too much into this distinction, as some historians tend to

do, but simply to note that it is interesting in itself and is made use

of by Campanella in various contexts.

Campanella’s attachment to and defense of astrology and magic
comes as something of a surprise both because in his youth he had
agreed substantially with Pico’s attack on these occult sciences and
because his own material sensism is completely immanentistic. On
the other hand, it is clear that the attachment he feels for these

occult sciences derives very directly in his own mind from the ani-

mism and panpsychism which he has elaborated and developed.

Both astrology and magic are corollaries of that universal action

and reaction between all beings on the basis of their common
sensible natures. Nor does he restrict them to the practitioners of

alchemy and the physician with whom they had principally been
associated. He adds that the legislator also must be a great magician,
as the poets and orators surely are “for the first must introduce
things which are pleasing and helpful to all and those to whom
they are not so he must persuade by making that goodness manifest”
while the latter work upon the very souls of men to introduce their
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passions which are pleasing and powerful though sometimes without

adequate effect or direction.

The neo-Platonic metaphysics wliich constitutes the third and
not altogether consistent theme of Campanella’s speculations resides

in his investigation into what lie calls “primalities,” that is, the first

principles of being upon which depends and from which derives

the structure of the universe. Campanella distinguishes three such

primalities: power, wisdom, and love; and here he introduces the

distinction noted above between additus and abditus, for these

primalities are all abditi in all beings and hence constitute an

immanent world of archetypal forms and powers which inform all

The primalities impart to the world of creatures its essential and
constitutive form: from power derives necessity

, from wisdom, fate ,

from love, harmony. These are the great governing and structural

principles of the universe. From these primalities derive further the

basic structural principles and powers of the physical world: from

power, space; from wisdom, matter; from love the agent forces of

Telesio: cold and heat. These two latter forces are further identified

with the earth and the sun; the earth is cold; even more “coldest,

darkest, unchanging, and crass.” The sun, by contrast, is “full of

light, mobile and most subtle in composition.”

This identification of the operative principles with the main
heavenly bodies seems to support a pre-Copernican view of the

physical world; and Campanella openly avers that Copernicus seemed
to be consulting “more the demands of his own calculations than

the nature of things.” At the same time, however, Campanella is

the author of the defense of Calileo which was mentioned above.

This circumstance has given rise to the famous argument con-

cerning a dual doctrine in Campanella on this matter; the one,

exoteric, in which, for political reasons, he adhered to the pre-

Copernican views and cut his metaphysics to fit; the other, esoteric,

in which he lent his support to Galileo personally and to the

Copemican position in general. This is a problem upon which,

however, no certain light has been shed. This problem is the more

intricate because it is so closely related, as noted above, to his neo-

Platonic metaphysics of which neither Copernicus nor Galileo would,

knowingly, have any part.

In the above paragraphs, no mention has been made of the

treatise of Campanella which is perhaps better known than any

other to the informed reader, namely, the City of the Sun which is

generally accorded a place among the great works of “Utopian”

literature. This essay originally appeared as an appendix to the

work, Realis Philosophiae Partes Quatuor of 1623. Attention will
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be given to it in the following section which treats of the

anthropological and political ideas of this period.

D. Man and Society in the Context of the New Spirit of Science

1. Introduction

The new spirit of science which marks the activity of philosophy

in the High Renaissance was not limited to investigation into the

sciences of nature and cosmology. It extended itself also into the

study of man and society. In these areas, moreover, it was on the

whole more successful, less uncertain of itself, inspired, it would

seem, by surer basic insights.

Thus, as will be remembered, the attempts at cosmology and

science in this period were shot through with persistent attitudes

involving retention of astrological beliefs and the notion of the

potency of magic in the control of nature. Animism was retained as

a basic category of nature and the further categories in which the

phenomena of nature were organized showed marked imaginative

distortions. The entire impression created by the works of undoubted

genius of the time still is that of a period but half-emerged from

earlier forms of thought and earlier mental and psychological

attitudes.

In the study of man, however, and even more particularly, in the

steady contemplation of society, the mind of the High Renaissance

moves with an amazing sureness of insight. It is marked by a sure and

unclouded realism in what concerns man which still makes its

insights and theories relevant to such investigations in our own day.

With a certain amount of analysis it is possible to discern in the

thought of the cosmologists of the period adumbrations of the

world of science as the western world was to come to know it. But

who can doubt for a moment the strict contemporaneity and rel-

evance for the modern world of the observations of a Machiavelli?

This is the distinction which must be kept in mind as one reviews

the penetration of the new spirit of science into the area of man
and human society.

For all the truth of this observation, however, it still must be

noted that the patterns which have been observed in the study of

nature persist here also. Thus the contest between Aristotelians and
Platonists continues to provide the frame of reference for much
discussion.

Here too, however, a difference is to be noted. In the area of the

study of man and of society, the reputation of Aristotle which had
suffered so heavily in the area of the study of nature is far less

diminished. On the contrary, it might even be said to have been
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enhanced. His analyses in this area proved far surer guides, at

least as providing the wide schematic frameworks of thought, in the

areas alike of anthropology or philosophical psychology, of poetics,

even of history; while in politics, it is quite correct to say that the

political reflection of the high Renaissance, not only rests heavily

upon the groundwork which had been provided by the thought of

Aristotle, but on the whole, constitutes a vindication of his thought

in these areas.

This does not, however, tell the whole story about the study of

man and society in the High Renaissance. A far more important fact

is that in this area the Renaissance displays for the first time its true

speculative potential. For, in the final analysis, it is not its vindica-

tion of Aristotle, but its own fresh and sure insights into the move-

ments of history, into the hard realities of the constant factors in

human nature, its power to establish distinctions between the auton-

omous areas of the political and the ethical, which before had

been blurred, its keen and direct psychological perceptions, which

really reveal this age to us; and reveal it as an age, not of imitation

and repetition, but of fresh spiritual insight and activity destined to

have a persistent effect on the subsequent course of history.

Finally, it must be noted, it is in this period and this area that

humanism shows its greatest power and reaches its highest point.

For it is a mature humanism. It is a humanism which has become

master in its own house, which has entered with assurance, and not

with dependence or servility, into the enjoyment and the exploitation

of its classical heritage. Its deference to and reliance upon the

wisdom of the ancients is by no means lessened; but it treats with

the ancients on a level of equality which did not mark the earlier

humanism. It is a converse among equals.

Evidence of this lies in the tone of such works, for example, as

Machiavelli’s Commentary on the First Ten Books of Titus Livius

and the same author’s History of The Florentine Republic, which

is so replete with the spirit of the classics and yet so strictly con-

temporary, so immediately relevant in all its appraisals, and goes

so directly to the constant factors which rule the destiny alike of

classical man and Renaissance man and will continue to be relevant

to man as the ages pass.

The period’s reflections on man may conveniently be considered

in the following order. We may first consider the controversy on

immortality as it centers about the treatise of Pietro Pomponazzi on

this theme. Thereafter we may consider the political reflection of

the period as it runs its course from Bruno through Machiavelli,

Guicciardini, Bodin to the new exponents of natural law, Gentile

and Grotius. Finally we shall look at the speculative activity of the

period in the important fields, destined to find an ever wider range
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of attention in philosophy, of poetics, or esthetics as it will become

known, and the theory of history.

2. The Controversy Over the Immortality of the Soul

The Aristotelianism of the Renaissance, it will be recalled, tended

to follow three patterns of interpretation: that associated with the

name of Alexander of Aphrodisia, that linked with the name of

Thomas Aquinas and that bearing the name of the Arabian philos-

opher, Averroes. During the two centuries preceding the high

Renaissance, the period now under consideration, it was Averroism

which had exercised the greatest influence, though the Thomistic

tradition was by no means lacking, even though it was strictly limited

to what might be called the domain of clerical culture.

In the present period, however, Aristotelianism took as its symbol

Alexander. This option was no vain gesture; it signified an im-

portant alteration in the spirit of the time. The preference for

Alexander rested on the fact, first, that he was free from the

theologism which marked the Thomistic tradition. The High Re-

naissance was thoroughly “lay” in its spirit and preoccupations.

That preference rested, in the second place, on the fact that

Alexander, and the tradition bearing his name, did not share that

tendency so closely associated with Averroism to make of the human
intellect a transcendent principle common to all men, the unitary

“agent intellect” against which St. Thomas, had also protested. This

notion was especially discordant with the strong sense of indi-

viduality and personality which characterized humanism. Finally,

this preference was swayed by the spirit of humanism, which saw in

Alexander a current of interpretation itself closer to the source and
more in its spirit. Of this current of Alexandrian Aristotelianism,

Pietro Pomponazzi was one of the greatest lights; indeed, he is

sometimes looked upon as its founder.

The work upon which the historical importance of Pomponazzi
for the most part rests, is entitled: Tractatus de Immortaliate

Animae ( Treatise on the Immortality of the Soul, 1516). This

treatise was to arouse a controversy both within the Aristotelian

school and between that school and the adherents of Platonism,

the echoes of which would endure for a century. Even more im-
portantly, however, this controversy was to reveal the lineaments of

a new view of man which was forged in the very process of the

controversy and is wholly the work of the Renaissance mind itself

and which finally, persists at the basis of the conception of man
entertained by the modem mind. What then are the salient ideas of

that treatise?

The opening charge of the treatise is directed against the
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Averroistic view of the separated and universal soul. This view is

conformable, according to Pomponazzi, neither to reason nor to the

text and thought of Aristotle. It is not conformable to the thought

of Aristotle because Aristotle denies to the intellectual soul the

character of a “substance” complete in itself and capable of sub-

sistence, but makes of it, rather, the form of the organic body.

Neither is it comformable to reason; the soul can be neither com-

pletely independent of the body nor universal, that is, the same for

all bodies, because it is dependent upon the body in order to

function. Specifically, he points out, the intellect, in order to func-

tion, has need of the phantasy which supplies it with the images

about which its typical and constitutive activities revolve, while the

images in their turn have their origin in the body and in matter.

Finally, Averroes, by this separation and universalization of the

soul, destroys the unity of the human person and raises again the

question of the relation between body and soul in a form as

difficult of resolution as it had taken in Plato. For Averroes, to use

his own image, the unity possible can be nothing more than that of

the ox and its yoke.

The rejection of Averroes does not, however, settle the matter.

Since the soul is dependent on the body, is it to be thought of as

itself material? Pomponazzi himself approaches this question with

caution. Certainly, he holds, such an illation to the materiality of

the soul is not justified by the considerations so far adduced against

Averroes. It is necessary first to consider the notion of dependence

itself; here he sees a distinction between dependence in being and

dependence in operation. It is the latter alone which he is prepared

to assign to the soul, and not the former.

Using the terminology of the schools, he asserts that the soul

has need of the body “as object” and not “as subject.' Had it need

of the body “as subject” it would be present in the body in a

quantitative and material manner, which is evidently not the case,

at least for the intellect, which can reflect upon itself, grasp

universal, conduct discursive processes. Nevertheless, its depend-

ence on sense in its highest operation, intellection, makes it obvious

that the soul cannot be entirely separated from matter and quantity

and therefore has need of the body “as object.” It must be said,

therefore, that the soul is independent, as to its being and existence,

its nature, but dependent in order to function. Its mode of existence,

therefore, must be throught of as intermediate between material and

immaterial tilings; it is neither wholly dependent ‘"here and now,”

neither is it wholly free; it is neither entirely particular nor com-

plately universal; it is neither wholly in time, nor wholly beyond it.

Pomponazzi also uses these reflections to defend Aristotle against

the charge of inconsistency in his treatment of the separability and
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immateriality of the soul. These “inconsistencies, he avers, dis-

appear when it is noted that Aristotle is referring in different

contexts to these different aspects of the soul which Pomponazzi has

placed in relief.

The notion of the soul’s “intermediary” position is not new; it

has been encountered in Ficino and Pico. They, however, use it as a

fulcrum by which to lift the soul to unclouded immortality.

Pomponazzi cannot do the same. On the contrary, it appears to

him necessary to conclude that since the intellectual soul has need of

the body, the corporeal phantasm in order to function, the death of

the body must inevitably deprive it of the conditions of activity. Yet

it would appear meaningless to assert that the soul persists in

existence, deprived of all conditions of its proper activity. How
would such a condition of non-activity differ from its non-existence.

Still Pomponazzi resists unequivocal assertion of such a conclu-

sion. He prefers to put off the inevitable, it would appear, by
suggesting that the problem of the immortality of the soul is a

neutral one, that is, one to which an unequivocal answer in one

direction or the other cannot be given. He contents himself with

suggesting that, however mortal may be its fate as determinable by
reason, the soul yet carries about it “a fragrance of immortality.”

In replying to some of the objections which were inevitably

raised against his views, Pomponazzi seems, at least to some of his

interpreters, to be suggesting a new (or not so new, if one recalls

Cicero) view of immortality, namely, that it resides not so much in a

temporal extension of individual life, but in the realization, within

the time span of an individual’s existence, of supreme and timeless

values: a vertical, so to say, rather than a horizontal immortality.

Or, more accurately still perhaps, an intensive, rather than an
extensive immortality.

Few of his contemporary opponents, however, sensed anything

of this kind. For the most part, they interpreted his position in an

irreligious and anti-religious sense. His opponents, moreover, came
Irom all camps: from among fellow Aristotelians as well as from
Platonists and scholastics. Thus Contarini and Nifo, the latter an

Averroist of the school of Padua, in pamphlets bearing the same
title as the tractate of Pomponazzi protested that intellectual knowl-
edge has no essential need of the sensible phantasm, but merely an
accidental dependence; it knows essentially through the “intelligible

species” and therefore would in no wise be impeded in its functions

through separation from the body.

Contarini, in his objections, leaned heavily upon arguments
drawn from the Theologia Platonica of Marsilio Ficino. As a matter
of fact, Ficino had dealt so exhaustively with the problem from the

neo-Platonic point of view, that he was to supply a veritable arsenal
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of arguments both to the opponents of Pomponazzi and to those who
in the wake of this controversy set out to reaffirm the immortality of

the soul in positive, rather than polemical, terms.

As a consequence, though the literature on this theme is vast

subsequent decades, it is not marked by a high degree of originality.

Thus Fracastoro in a dialogue entitled De Anima gives a concise

and animated, but in no way fresh, restatement of Ficino’s argu-

ments. Vives, in his De Anima et Vita (1555) seeks to present a more

organic argument based on the principle which he affirms to be

Aristotelian that “the disposition of every being to existence is pro-

portionate to its disposition to operation.” Man knows both through

the intellect and through the senses; the latter have as their adequate

object material things. The former, having as its objects immortal

essences, is itself likewise immortal.

Cisalpinus in his Quaestionum Peripateticarum Libri, sought to

approach the question from the point of view of individuation.

Holding that the single intellectual principle is individuated only

numerically according to the multitude of existing men, he denies

that it can be so individuated in itself and hence its existence cannot

be conditioned by that individuation.

Zabarella in his work De Rebus Naturalibus (On the Things of

Nature, 1950) sought to counter Pomponazzi by refining further some

already very refined scholastic distinctions to arrive at a difference

between the “informing form” and the “assisting form.” The first

endows the being with existence in its kind, the latter advances it to

a further perfection on the basis of the existence thus assured it;

e.g. it is the "form” of the ship which makes it to exist as a ship,

but the navigator who brings about the realization of its capacity

to sail. The intellective soul is the “informing form” and hence

ensured of immortalitv.
J

Finally, Cremonini, rejects the distinction between “informing”

and “assisting” form. He goes on to say that the intellective soul is

indeed inseparable from the body so that it would be impossible

that the soul should be and not be in a body. These arguments ad-

vanced in his lectures De Anima would seem to place him definitely

on Pomponazzi’s side in this controversy. He resists, however,

drawing what would seem to be the inevitable conclusion, namely,

that the soul is mortal. Referring to Aristotle’s fundamental ambi-

guity on the nature of the soul, he reflects that as no single argument

suffices to establish the immortality of the soul, so no single argu-

ment or line of argument can suffice to declare it mortal.

3. Political Thought

Reference has already been made in passing to the treatise of

Campanella, The City of the Sun. By many it is considered to be one
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of the great examples of the “genre” of ideal states or “utopias”

among which are numbered the Republic of Plato, the City of God
of St. Augustine, and the Utopia of the humanist, Thomas More. In

its overall structure this work does not seem to belong to the new
spirit of politics at all; the political ideal which it advances is more

reminiscent of the Middle Ages, for it is a universal monarchy under

one sovereign in whose person both “temporal” and “spiritual” pow-
ers are united.

This ideal is repeated in two of Campanella’s lesser writings as

well: the Monarchic Messiae ( The Monarchy of the Messiah, 1633),

and the Monarchic Hispanica ( The Monarchy in Spain, 1640).

In the former of the shorter treatises he envisages a union of na-

tions under the leadership of the Pope; but, it should be added, an

idealized papacy which he takes care to distinguish from the actual

historical institution. In the latter, he advocates recourse to certain

methods for the extirpation of heresy in order to keep the theocracy

intact.

Some of the constituent elements of the internal structure of the

state or social order depicted in the City of the Sun reflect contem-

porary concerns. There is some recourse to classical themes such as

that of community of goods; there is some concern with repre-

sentative processes. Campanula shows himself much concerned with

the religious strife which had riven Europe and speaks of a purifica-

tion of religion and of its institutions.

Throughout the work, however, there is markedly lacking that

political realism, that is, the power to discern the actuality of the

political in its distinction from and in its relation to other dimen-
sions of social life, which, as it was suggested, is the great char-

acteristic of the political thought of the Renaissance at its best.

As a matter of fact, Campanella never does achieve a true distinction

of the political either from ethical or religious elements. For this

reason what must be recognized essentially as his political naivete

forms a striking foil for the subtle combination of lofty political

idealism and direct political realism which marks the thought of the

great figure of Renaissance political thought, Nicolo Machiavelli

(1469-1527).

Machiavelli developed the views and doctrines which mark the

opening of the modern era in political thought in a series of writings

which possesses a unique position in the political literature of the

West. His best known work is of course II Principe ( The Prince)

composed in 1513 but published only many years later. It is upon the

supposed doctrine of this work that the notion of “Machiavellian-

ism” as signifying the ruthless employment of means, without con-

cern for ethical considerations, for the seizure and maintenance of

political power, rests.
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It is very well known, however, that to tliiuk of fvlachiavelli s

political thought as equivalent with the ideas of The Prince, however

these may be construed, is mistaken. Attention must be paid to his

other works which form but the necessary contrast and the neces-

sary complement to this essay. Even more, it would be correct to say

that there is no intrinsic reason for looking upon The Prince as the

central writing of Machiavelli. The Discorsi sopra Prima Deca di

Tito Livio (Discourses on the First Ten Books of Titus Livius), also

of 1512, and the lstorie Fiorentine (History of Florence) are at least

in some respects more illuminating and reflect certain aspects of his

thought more fully.

In many senses, Machiavelli is the most austerely classical, as well

as the first modem philosopher of the political order. In the first

place, this classicism is illustrated by the fact that all of his political

thought is based on a view of the nature of man, constant through

history. In this, it is clear, he brought humanism to full flower, for

he helped to assimilate the classic view completely and to wipe out,

as it were, the time barrier between new and old. “All men, having

had one same beginning, are equally ancient, and by nature have

been cast in the same mold. If we all stand naked, we will see that

we are all the same.”
(
lstorie

,
III, 13)

In its substance, however, Machiavelli’s view of man does not

attain to a classical purity or naturalism; it retains, in a laicized and

psychologized form, many of the traits of the Medieval view of man,

a kind of secular notion of original sin which corrupts man. His is,

it might be said, a kind of “Walpurgis night” version of classical

man; “men never work good save through necessity; when the choice

is up to them, they immediately fill everything with confusion and

disorder.” While they seek to be themselves delivered from fear “they

begin to make others afraid and the injury which they seek to evade

themselves they wreak upon others as though they were under a

necessity either to be offended or to give offense.”
(
Discorsi

,
I, 3, 46)

In a second sense, Machiavelli also exemplifies a high classicism

in tins, that his positive ideal in the political order is based on a very

highminded and perhaps idealized reading of ancient records and

institutions. That ideal is a highly refined, some would even say ro-

manticized version of classical republicanism.

As a result, Machiavelli s political thought is orientated toward two

orders of problems. The first is continuous with classical political

thought and with his own devotion to the republican ideal; it is

the problem of the well-ordering of the
“
res publica.” This it would

appear is the major theme of his thought and had his thought been

able to take an uninterrupted course, it would have moved serenely

along this path, troubled only by his doubts, as expressed in the above

quoted lines, as to man’s natural inclination to order.
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Not that these doubts are unimportant, however, for they lead him
to lay down a most important premise, namely, that all states are

based on violence, since only by violence can order be intro-

duced, in the first instance, among men. This preoccupation with
the classical theme of the well-ordering of the “res puhlica

*

is, how-
ever, intruded upon by the course of political history in his own
time of which he had first hand acquaintance in his own political

and diplomatic career.

The political anarchy of Italy at this time is a fact much stressed

and depicted in detail by numerous historians. The most obvious
aspect of this anarchy was the seizure of power very often through
violence, and again as often through intrigue. The contemplation of

this scene awakened in Machiavelli the sense of being present at the

violent beginnings of all political order which his notions about the

nature of man had led him to recognize as necessary and universal.

Therefore, there supervened upon the theme of the well-ordered
republic, the second theme of the violent establishment of the new
state. This will be recognized immediately as supremely the concern
of The Prince, and the necessary background for the interpretation

of all of its positive assertions.

But beyond these beginnings, the republican ideal beckoned to

him with new splendor. The republican order must follow upon the
order which accompanies the violent establishment of political

forms. He sums up this complex state of affairs by saying,

Practically never does it come about that any republic or kingdom is

well ordered from the beginning unless that order is introduced by one
person. . . . Nevertheless, while one person is best fitted to introduce
order, the nature of the thing ordered (human relations) is such that
this order cannot long endure so long as it rests upon the shoulders of
one man; it perdures better when the

(

res puhlica becomes the concern
of many and it is the obligation of many to maintain it. (Discorsi,1,9)

These two orders of problems, however, do not divide Machi-
avelli s political thought. Rather, they form a perspective within
which it becomes possible for him to discern a deeper problem which
unites both of these orders even while defining the deeper issues of
politics. This deeper issue is nothing less than the unequivocal dis-

cernment of the political order in the terms proper to itself which
will make it possible both to identify that order and to relate it

constructively to the other orders of human action. It is at this

point, it would seem, that Machiavelli actually passes out from
under the tutelage of the ancients and enters the modern world as its

first political thinker.

Classical thought had seen politics as an extension of ethics. Or
the relation might be reversed: ethics might seem but an extension

i Machiavelli, Discourses, Tran. Walker (London: 1950) I, II.
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of politics, the internalization of the qualities of the
“
polis

”

in the

individual. In any case, however, the two, ethics and politics, were

related continuously, as the extension of each other.

The great acumen of Machiavelli told him that this relation was

sound in principle but mistaken in its form. Politics and ethics are

indeed related, but not continuously as extensions of each other.

Such continuous relationship is based on an assumption of identity

in their principles. By contrast, Machiavelli suggests in order to

understand the manner in which they are related, it is necessary first

to understand how they differ from each other. The political order

must be distinguished as an order in itself, autonomous, having

properties which arc not reducible to those of the ethical order,

obeying laws which are not those of the ethical order, and penetrating

the whole of man’s social life.

His great task became that of disengaging this political com-

plex, this elementary system of forces in man, which has a mode of

operation proper to itself and which imparts life and form to

political action and institutions. The isolation and dissection of this

order constitutes the object and the preoccupation of an auton-

omous political science or science of the state. And it is of the

utmost importance, because it is only through the knowledge and

mastery of these laws of this order that man can hope to bring

about a solid political institution. He is, in fact, deluded, and

doomed to serious errors if he thinks that such an order can be

instituted or guided or qualitatively improved through any other

means, including ethical means.

Machiavelli is the first modern political thinker, therefore, in

the sense that he was the first one to state the problem in this way

and to trace the lineaments of an autonomous political science

which would have for its concern the political order in its auton-

omous character. While it is the case that he sought to counter-dis-

tinguish this order from the ethical, it is equally true that the same

or similar distinctions must prevail with respect to other possible

confusions, as for example, the confusion of the political order

with the economic order.

The identification and characterization of this autonomous polit-

ical order is the task which Machiavelli pursues relentlessly and dis-

pationately through all of the works mentioned above. It is this

concern which gives them their unity and interrelatedness, and

which makes it erroneous, consequently, to interpret the doctrine of

one without careful reference to the others.

When all are seen in proper relationship, it is clear that the

notion of “Machiavellianism” is without much foundation in the

works of Machiavelli. What the so-called immoralisms of The Prince

constitute is a spelling out of the hard conditions, as Virgil called
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them long before, which must accompany the establishment of a

political order. These conditions cannot stand by themselves. They
have to be seen in the context of that larger vision of the political

order which is projected in the Discourses and in the History.

It is also this concern which makes Machiavellis commentaries on

the classical sources so distinctively his own and so distinctively mod-
ern. His purpose is not imitation or repetition; he goes to the classi-

cal authors seeking that same political order which is always his chief

concern.

Still the nagging question persists: what of the relation of the

ethical to the political order? It has been stated that Machiavelli did

not deny their relation; how then did he conceive it? It must at

once be stated that nowhere does he give an unequivocal answer to

this question. He does, however, indicate with considerable clarity

what that relation might be. On the one hand, since it is a relation-

ship between two autonomous domains, that relationship can only be
dialectical; that is, can only consist in a constant assertion by each

order of its own claims, through which assertion, effective limits are

opposed to the other, and through which opposition, a form or con-

figuration of political and ethical factors within a society is achieved.

This relationship, moreover, clearly cannot be a static one. On the

contrary, it is a constant opposition and confrontation of autono-

mous forces and powers of human nature, and hence it is essentially

dynamic. On the other hand, it would seem necessary to recognize,

that, insofar as Machiavelli gives us any hint on this point, he would
assign a certain ‘greater force” to the political; for in the widest

sense, the political order provides the context within which even the

ethical will of the individual and the community can be effectively

exercised.

Because the work in which he principally appears for historical

consideration is the Considerazioni Intorno ai Discorsi di Machia-
velli (Reflections on the Discourses of Machiavelli

, 1529), Francesco

Guicciardini (1483-1540) is frequently held in lesser esteem than is

really his due. It is certainly true that the theoretical structure of

his works is far less stable than that of his mentor. When he pro-

poses to expound the form of the state, for example, he tends to

follow the Aristotelian division into rule of one, of an elect few and
of the many with an unreflecting fidelity; unreflecting because
such a division lias little meaning for his own thought. He accepts

with little criticism most of Machiavellis broader theses, and he is

uncritical, one feels, because he does not seriously appreciate the

reasons on which they rest. But he does seize on one element of

Macliiavelli’s thought to carry it to an even greater degree of devel-

opment. Guicciardini is the archetype of all “political realists.”

Machiavelli had grasped that the art of politics is the art of power;
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its appreciation, its appraisal, the mastery of its objective laws. How-

ever, lie had seen this art in the service of an ideal, his classical,

though somewhat cynical, republicanism.

Guicciardini grasps the power theses and pursues them without

the burden of the ideal to which Machiavelli subjects them. He is the

complete power positivist. For him politics is the day to day appre-

ciation of the power situation and its manipulation to the service ol

one’s own interests, which, of course, in the area of politics can only

be power itself in the form of one’s own power.

This positivism, as we have ventured to call it, is by no means

sterile, however; it sharpens Guicciardini’s insight into men and

situations to the point where he must surely be recognized as one

of the great psychologists of the power personality, and one of the

great analysts of the power situation. His works might well prove a

most superior school for the practicing politician, though they might

leave the statesman somewhat unsatisfied.

These virtues serve in turn to give a measure of support to the

more theoretical positions he assumes. Thus he agrees with Machia-

velli on the superiority of the republican and oligarchic form of rule;

but his reasons for doing so are much less doctrinaire and are red-

olent rather of a wealth of reflection on particular occasions. The

result is a body of reflections very dense in texture, through which

a thin speculative line runs continuously, receiving oblique but pow-

erful support from the amassed particular considerations. For these

reasons, it is very difficult to draw the line in Guicciardini between

the political thinker and the historian.

In addition to the work already noted, he is the author of

Ricordi Politici e Civili (Political and Civil Memoirs, 1525-29), a

prolix but otherwise classical examplar of its type, and a Dialogo

Del Reggiamento di Firenze ( Dialogue on the Government of Flor-

ence, 1529), as well as the Ricordanze Inedite (Unpublished Mem-

oirs) which saw the light only in 1930 although it was known in

fragmentary form before this date.

It was noted above that the anarchy which prevailed in the polit-

ical arena in Italy seriously influenced the reflections of Machiavelli

and of his commentator Guicciardini. In like manner, the political

situation in the transalpine area in France gave a very positive direc-

tion and conditioning to the thought of Jean Bodin (1530-1596)

recognized as the first expounder of the modern doctrine of sov-

ereignty.

The situation in France was, however, almost directly opposite

to that which prevailed in Italy. Here it was rampant anarchy; there

it was the emergence of the first great national state, after, and by

means of the great and bloody ducal and religious wars. As Machia-

velli was in some sense the philosopher of political anarchy and the
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first beginnings of political order, at least in The Prince , so Rodin

was the philosopher and almost the first apologist of the great

national state and the principle which seemed to him to give it form
and stability and which he was to christen sovereignty. His chief

work is Six Livres de la Republique (Six Books on the Common-
wealth

,
1576). He also authored numerous others among which the

only one of philosophical interest is the Methodus ad Facilem His-

toriarum Cognitionem (A Method for the Readier Understanding of

Historical Accounts, 1566).

Bodin appears in the first instance as a rather severe and, it must
be confessed, a somewhat self-righteous critic of Machiavelli; it might
be added that he should be numbered among the first fomenters of

the myth of Machiavellianism.” Nevertheless, it is from Machiavelli,

albeit by way of a negative dialectic, that he draws his own chief

premise, namely, that the area with which politics, as distinct from
ethics, deals is that of the “useful” rather than that of the right or

good.

His experience of the political and religious wars out of which
the French nation was born impressed on him very strongly the

necessity and the advantages of a strong, single, centralized state,

whose authority would be subject to no conditions outside itself. This
absence of all conditions to the exercise of this power is precisely

what he means by “puissance souveraine’ sovereignty.

This sovereignty is one and indivisible; it is supreme over citizens

and subjects and itself limited by no laws. It is the basic and dis-

tinguishing characteristic of the state, which shares, consequent-
ly, its marks of unity, indivisibility, transcendence to all laws. Sub-
jects have no rights, but only duties toward the sovereign power, and
toward the persons and institutions in whom it is incarnated.

Somewhat inconsistently, at first appearance at least, he does
hold that above the sovereign there abides both the natural and the
divine positive law; but he quickly makes this admission further

grounds for enhancing the absoluteness of the sovereign power. For
where else are men to look for the effective expression of these laws,

divine and natural save in the positive enactments of the sovereign
as law-giver?

Bodin is considered the first and among the most consistent theo-
reticians of political absolutism in its modern form. Carried to its

logical conclusion, his absolutism would result in a strictly unitary
structure of social control, endowed with the full power resources of

the very peoples over whom it is exercised. It is needless to add that
Bodin provides the model, at least remotely, for all of the defenses
of absolutism and the “divine right” of kings which were to prolif-

erate in subsequent decades.

1 he inspiration of an important contemporary, Johannes Al-
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thusius (1557-1638), came, by contrast, from the associationist ele-

ments present in Calvinist communities (it is too much to call these

tendencies as some would “democratic”). These elements reflected

themselves theoretically and polemically in the movement call “mon-

archomachism” and the group of “monarchomachists” or opponents

of monarchy. Among this group Althusius is to be numbered and by

some is considered the greatest.

Their positive position involves as its major premise contrac-

tualism, both political and social; that is, the view that social and

political communities arise and are constituted by a form of agree-

ment among the constituent members which has as its model the

juridical norm of the contract: an agreement freely entered into bv

the participating parties with a stipulated pattern of rights and

obligations. On this basis, Althusius undertakes an extensive exam-

ination of the various forms of association which, by means of such

a contract, either expressed or tacit, men bring into being. These

forms he calls symbiotic; and the term is applicable as well to the

state of life of those participating in such associations.

In this way he is led to distinguish five such associations, or

forms of association: the family, the corporation, the commune, the

province, and the state. The more inclusive and complex are engen-

dered from the simpler and more limited. He introduces a distinction

of associations on the basis of complexity and inclusiveness into

u
consociationes privatae et simplices’ (simple and private group-

ings) and
“
consociationes mixtae et publicae” (mixed and public

groupings). The latter bring together the former into a universal

public community to which he gives the name ‘ politeuma. The

characteristic of this latter would seem to be that it is not yet the

state but more nearly what has by others been called the “body pol-

itic,” a prior and disposing condition which makes the emergence

of the state possible.

The state actualizes, so to say, the potentiality of the “politetnna”

to become the universal public association (within, of course, varia-

ble limits of geography, population, etc., which Althusius wisely

does not try to fix beforehand by any kind of calculation). It is

brought into being by the contractual operation of a number of cities

and provinces by which they obligate themselves to constitute a

unitary body for political action. What Althusius’ contractualism

leads up to, consequently, is a kind of federalism with which he is

prepared to identify the state.

The sovereign power in such an arrangement belongs to the

people and is in his view strictly inalienable; it cannot be trans-

ferred even if the people were ostensibly to will to do so. Such an act

of will would be strictly invalid. This power can only be delegated

and distributed. This delegation may be to one subject or to many
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as reflecting a division of offices or functions. The holder of such

delegated power has the character of a magistracy not of a mon-
archy, in any case.

The power which such persons or groups of persons exercise is

never their own, but always that of another, the people, in whose
name they exercise that power and to whom, in principle at least,

they are responsible.

In the case of the “summus magistratus*
9
as in all other cases, the

violation of the contract releases the parties from its conditions.

Althusius speaks as though it were possible that the contract could

be violated on the part of the people so that the magistrate would
consequently be released from its terms. It is difficult, in this context,

to see what such release from the contract on the part of the magis-

trate would mean, unless Althusius would be prepared to deliver

into his hands a kind of tyranny. But such is, of course, clearly not

his intention. His concern in speaking of release from the con-

tract is clearly rather to protect the people from the impositions of

an unjust magistrate into whose hands power has been delegated and
delivered. As a consequence, most of his particular statements on
this situation of broken contract envisage its violation rather by the

magistrate and detail rather the avenues open to the people to trans-

fer the power which is theirs to some other surrogate agent.

But the real framework of good government, in Althusius' system,
is not the “original” contract (to anticipate the use of this phrase a

bit) but the laws. Good government is that conducted within the
ambit of the laws. These are of two kinds, “common” and “proper”
or natural and “positive.” “That law is common which has been
engendered by God in all man. In virtue of an idea impressed by
God, which is called conscience, man understands and intends
right ends and proper means, what is to be done and what must be
omitted. Positive laws are those which are sanctioned by the peo-
ple; the area of these positive laws is defined by a double set of limits

:

on the one hand, they are limited by the eternal precepts of the
natural law; on the other, they find a barrier in the conditions of

practical action, conditions which, for example, counsel that not too
many positive laws be imposed, that the customs of the people be
consulted in their formulation and others of like land.

About the area of the law, however, there stretches a marginal
area in which discretion and not the law is the guide. In this marginal
area the thought of Althusius and Machiavelli touch for a moment,
if ever so lightly. For of his magistrates he demands not only an
impressive list of private and public virtues: justice, prudence,
modesty, but also a certain power of dissimulation which, artfully

practiced, will place him in certain positions of advantage, especially
in dealing with the foreign affairs of the state.
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Of considerable interest and importance is that portion of Al-

thusius’ doctrine in which he treats of ecclesiastical politics, the rela-

tions as they are sometimes called of Church and State. His notion of

sovereign power does not distinguish between spiritual and tem-

poral; both are wholly resident in the people. Is the state therefore

wholly in a position of decision on matters of religion and faith?

Althusius is not of this view. He suggests that the limit of the power

of the state in these matters is encountered in Scripture, just as its

power in temporal matters encounters its limit in the natural law.

In practice, however, this does not seem to provide an effective limit;

for he assigns to the state a wide range of powers and obligations

in this area which certainly leave no need or room for an autono-

mous ecclesiastical establishment.

Tolerance is not a civil principle of Althusius’ state; there is no

religious liberty in it for those who do not profess the religion of

the land. A limited tolerance is extended toward some, like the Jews,

on the debilitating condition that they make no public profession or

exhibit any public cultus of their beliefs. Finally, Althusius intro-

duces a strange arrangement whereby he suggests that in countries

not under Protestant sway, tolerance ought to be granted to Protes-

tants, because the faith they profess is an inner faith and the gift of

God. The same tolerance cannot be extended, however, in countries

under Protestant domination to those of other, for instance of the

Catholic faith because within the Protestant country the purity of the

religion of the country is a matter of civil concern and jurisdiction.

It is clear from even this brief consideration of his thought that

Althusius’ theories already presuppose for their appreciation strong

elements of the Reformation and therefore carry us beyond the strict

limits of the Renaissance; although, as has already been noted, Ren-

aissance and Reformation are not to be contradistinguished but are

rather to be seen as two expressions of one basic cultural movement.

The thought of Giovanni Botero (1544-1617) returns us to a di-

rect line of continuation of Machiavelli’s position; for his point of

departure both in his earlier work De Regia Sapientia (On Wisdom

in Ruling, 1583), and in the celebrated work by which his name is

known. Region di Stato (Reason of State, 1589), is precisely the dis-

tinction which, as we have seen, constitutes the supreme achieve-

ment of Machiavelli’s thought: that between the ethical and the po-

litical, establishing them as autonomous areas of the human spirit.

It is interesting to note that the title of the book “Reason of

State” has passed into the literature and usage of political philoso-

phy to mean more or less that position which concedes to political

considerations and actions a logic wholly independent of ethical

considerations or necessities. “Reason of State,” that is, may well

justify what “ethical norms” forbid; the autonomy established by
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Machiavelli is converted not merely into independence but into oppo-

sition between the two orders.
,

Such we know was no part of Machiavelli’s intention; he saw
them as dialectically related, each exercising a certain power over

the other and not going their separate ways. Neither was this any

part of Botero’s intention. His intention, if anything, was precisely to

restore the hegemony of the ethical over the political.

The fact that such was not the actual effect of his efforts simply

demonstrates how impossible it is, in the history of ideas as well

as in that of events, to go back to a former position. Once such a

distinction as that which Machiavelli had established became vigent,

efforts to restore an earlier indifferentiation result rather in a further

elaboration of the initial distinction; and this is, in fact, precisely what
happened in the case of Botero and the Region di Stato.

The form of this elaboration in Botero is interesting and of last-

ing importance, opening a vein of reflection which has by no means
been worked out even to our own day. What he does, in effect,

is to duplicate the realm of ethical action, by introducing as it

were a public and a private morality, a public and private moral

agency, and by suggesting that the duality of logic applies not, as

seemed to be suggested by Machiavelli, between the ethical and the

political, but between these dual ethical realms. Ethics and politics

are indeed united; but it is a public morality with which the union

is effected and not a private morality. But to appreciate this intricacy

of thought it is necessary to follow the sequence of Botero’s reflec-

tions.

Botero opens his reflections by asserting that in all instances

ethical and religious values must in public life take precedence over

questions of utility; and that the prince in his public character must
respond to these conditions. Almost at once, however, he effects a

certain reversal; for he goes on immediately to say that a peacefid

and fruitful political regime can be maintained only if an honest

and religious sensibility is supreme. The qualities which he has at

first elevated unconditionally are thus almost immediately demoted
to the status of instrumentalities of the regime.

Yet this is not the whole force of his thought. This force lies

rather in his attempt to make clear that the character and nature of

the state and the necessities involved in its preservation involve a

form of conduct which cannot be subjected in justice to the same
norms of conduct as may be applied to persons and conditions in

which the conservation of the state is not at stake.

He is asking, therefore, that a wholly new perspective be opened
for judging policy, which is public determination and action. Wheth-
er this be a “higher” or a “lower” morality does not occur to Botero;

what he is concerned with is the difference, induced principally by
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I hr value at stake which is the state, the res publico itself. What he

studies, therefore, is not in reality a form of morality at all but policy

as involving norms of prudence and justice where public values are

in the balance.

When this preoccupation of Botero is kept in mind, the dense

matter of the Region di Stato is seen to become a ruler’s handbook in

which, along with sober and classical admonitions, there are inter-

spersed accents of modernity which reflect how clearly he grasped

the future of the lay state. The foundation of states, he agrees with

Machiavelli, is always a matter of violence; and the violent know the

rules instinctively. But the conservation of states is a far more diffi-

cult task and demands not the instinct of violence but the ceaselessly

vigilant prudence of the statesman.

The first note which strikes one is Botero’s distrust and deprecia-

tion of the “people.” For him they are naturally disorderly, naturally

prone to violence and to actions heedless of consequences. They are

that upon which rule is exercised; but the people can never be

counted on to cooperate in the ordering of the commonwealth in

which they share. The first preoccupation of the ruler must there-

fore be to provide them with some “occupation, at home or abroad,

either pleasant or useful, which will keep them occupied and divert

them from impertinence and thoughts of disorder.”

The wise ruler will take thought of what, in modern parlance,

might be called the social composition of his people, for not all are

to be judged ultimately by a single standard. Botero suggests a three-

fold division: the rich, the poor and the middling rich; the poor and

the rich, for different reasons, are more difficult to rule. It is the

middle classes which understand best and can most readily co-oper-

ate in the work of order. Therefore, he counsels, the ruler should

place his trust in the last, encouraging them in economic enterprises

and not subjecting them to excessive taxation to fill his own treasury,

for they are, as it were, the worker bees of his hive. To them, more-

over, he can safely entrust a modicum of his own power.

The governing principle of the state is justice, and not charity,

even though the state Botero is talking about seems to be Christian.

Religion has its use, from the point of view of statecraft, because it

induces in subjects a degree of docility of no other provenance and

makes them, consequently, malleable to the ruler’s will, not exter-

nally only, but by an internal disposition. Religion makes over to

him, “not only the bodies and the faculties of his subjects, as is right;

but their souls and consciences as well and binds not only their

hands but their thoughts and affections in addition.” For this reason

the wise prince will conduct no mode of aggression on religion,

either in its inward or its outward aspects; he will respect the ecclesias-

tical establishment and foster it. Heretics will be converted, even by
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means of positions of status and emoluments, and the recalcitrant

will be expelled.

In his depiction of the character of the ruler, Botero reproduces

with only light retouching, the outline which Machiavelli has already

drawn: prudence and courage are his chief attributes; for reputa-

tions sake he will cover his weaknesses, emphasize his strength; he

will cloak his deliberations in secrecy, for such secrecy is a source of

advantage and power, and has a tendency as well to enhance the

quality of “mircindum” which should surround all movements of

state; his guiding principle and rule of judgment in all affairs should

be interest, both his own personal interest and the public interest

(in the final analysis, this is a very fine distinction since in Botero ’s

view it is clear that the ruler carries the public weal in his person to

an absolute degree).

One final point must be of considerable interest. In his delinea-

tion of the optimal public order Botero gives a place of importance

far beyond anything before him to economic enterprise. In fact in

addition to his constant references to these economic factors in the

Reason of State he composed a special treatise Delle Cause della Gran-

dezza della Citta (On the Causes of the Greatness of Cities
)
devoted

to this theme in which some historians have seen certain anticipa-

tions of later economists such as Malthus. By contrast to the scanty

emphasis placed on these factors by writers before him, this in itself

is surely a very signal mark of Botero s modernity.

It should, in sum, be noted that Botero’s terrible threat of a

public morality which would reduce private morality to ineffective-

ness never materializes. What we encounter under the rubric of

“Reason of State” are a complex of observations, generalizations, and
maxims which do not pass significantly beyond the recognized rep-

ertoire of statesmen since political reflection began.

The renewed interest in the theory of “natural law” which
appears in several authors of great importance at this time has a

number of sources and causes. These, in turn, account for the partic-

ular form which this very ancient doctrine assumes in the present

historical context, the form to which the term “jusnaturalism” is

ordinarily assigned. First among these causes and sources must be
accounted humanism itself; directing, as it did, attention to the clas-

sical sources in all areas it also directed attention to the great classics

of Roman law which remain the chief documentary wellsprings

of all natural law theory. The study of these texts became one of the

great preoccupations of humanists and lectures on the great codices

became a regular part of the university program.

This renewal of the study of the sources of Roman law would
have of itself made of this topic one merely of learned research,

had it not been accompanied by motives which urged it out into the
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open forum of ideas. These motives were supplied both by specu-

lative and practical circumstances of the time. The speculative cir-

cumstances which seem of greatest importance have already been

mentioned in connection with both Althusius and Botero; these

men, it will be recalled, were concerned to place some ethical limit

to the utilitarianism of the Machiavellian analysis of politics. The
path they chose to this end was to emphasize ethical limits. This is

a most important feature of their thought, even though, as has al-

ready been noted, they were not eminently successful in these efforts,

since in the case of Althusius strong confessional leanings, and in

Botero an over-developed sense of the autonomy of the political

order, a sensitivity itself assimilated from Machiavelli, placed a cer-

tain limit even to their efforts to reintroduce ethical restraints upon

political power.

In contrast to this emphasis upon the ethical (but in no wise of

course opposed to it) was a complementary emphasis upon the prin-

ciple of law. It is in the context of this emphasis on law as offering

the limit to the utilitarian character of political power and action

that the renewed interest in natural law finds its contemporary orien-

tation.

And from the nature of the case, of course, it was upon the

natural law, in the sense of a law which is other than, and immune
from the force of, positive law, that this emphasis had to fall. Positive

law has its source in society and specifically in the state. The state

had been recognized to be the creature of man, by both Machiavelli

and Althusius; for Machiavelli it was the product, as Burckhardt has

so well said, of human art; for Althusius it was the result and crea-

ture of human contract. To the positive law of the state, at the same

level, there could be opposed only other positive law; but the limits

which positive law can impose upon positive law are merely empir-

ical or factual. They are not limits of right. Therefore, in the effort

to find a legal principle which would stand as a limit by right to the

positive law and the power of the state, the emphasis had to be

placed upon an area of law which would be prior to, and inde-

pendent of, and prescriptive, at least negatively, for the area of posi-

tive law. This would be the area of natural law.

As the source and seat of positive law was the state, an “arti-

ficial” creation of man (to anticipate Hobbes’s word), the source of

tliis limiting law was nature. Nature, however, is here understood not

in the abstract, but in the concrete, in the form in which the Renais-

sance and humanism had helped place it in relief, that is, the

individual, concrete human person as he enjoyed a fullness of a com-

mon and constant human nature.

The form, consequently, which this natural law takes most imme-

diately is the form of right

,

that is, a claim which the concrete
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individual can make upon other human persons and upon conven-

tions of such persons, and which others can make upon him; not,

obviously, in the name of any compact, or state, but simply in the

name of the common nature which they share and which each pos-

esses in its fullness. This is why the new form of the classical notion

of natural law is called jusnaturalism; because its emphasis is thus

upon right.

The chief concern of this school or doctrine is to identify and

define such a sphere of rights, independent of all positive law and

the natural limit and source of such positive legislation. About the

nucleus of the human personality, an ever more complex system of

such rights was developed, or better, discovered, which confronted

the claims of the state and its positive enactments with a natural

limit and which, even more, offered to the state and its program of

positive legislation a normative principle by which to measure itself.

This notion of natural law, in this sense, is strong enough to

suggest an alternative notion of the state to that so far encountered

in the thought of the Renaissance; the notion, that is, of the state

as a created instrument for the realization of these natural rights.

Finally, this renewed interest in natural law was to develop in

two contexts. It was to develop, in the first place, in a theologically

neutral context. This will be seen in the works of Gentile and

Grotius. The background of this theological neutralism, is the wars

of religion, to which these thinkers sought to oppose a speculative

limit in terms of their natural law theory. As a fresh context they

suggested that of a natural religion, which bears an important anal-

ogy to the notion of natural law, and which is free from the conflicts

as the natural law is above and free from the conflicts of positive

systems of legislation. This is jusnaturalism in the strict sense. It

finds the whole pattern of the natural law in nature as given to

reasonable knowledge.

In the second place, and among the thinkers of the Counter-

reformation especially, it was to be renewed in a theological context

and made, in one way or another, more narrowly related to, if not

actually dependent upon, certain elements of the positive Chris-

tian religion and its theology. Despite this important difference, very

important and striking similarities exist among these different devel-

opments of the renewed interest in natural law. In the present pages

we shall consider only jusnaturalism in the strict sense in two of its

most important exponents: Alberico Gentile (1552-1608) and Hugo
Grotius (1583-1645).

Gentile, who is looked upon in the history of law as one of

the founders of international law, enjoyed an international career.

An Italian, he became “regius professor” of civil law at the Univer-

sity of Oxford, and there he published the most important of his
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works: De Jure Belli (1598). The title of this work and the close

similarity in title of the work of Grotius to which reference will be

made, De Jure Belli ct Pacts, places attention upon an interesting

circumstance which must be accounted for, namely, that the context

for the discussion in both these works is war.

Two elements which help account for this can be adduced, the

one historical, the other contextual. The historical element is that

both works were composed in a period wracked by the earliest na-

tional wars and by internecine wars of the most virulent kind,

religious. The second, contextual element, is that the state of war,

as both these authors remark, is that in which positive law reaches

the nadir of its influence and men are returned to a condition in

which only something which draws its force from beyond positive

law can be of succor, namely a law of nature.

Gentile begins his discussion by posing the question of whether

the state of war is indeed conformable to nature; and he answers

resolutely that it is not. Men are not, “by nature ' enemies; on the

contrary, their unity of kind disposes them to peace or tolerance;

diabolus diabolos non vexat, is the maxim to which he has recourse.

Wars are induced by cultural modifications of human nature; cus-

toms and events generate the discord of which they are the expres-

sion. The causes of war are therefore social and historical.

From a legal point of view, it would seem clear, war represents

a breakdown of the systems of positive law under which men live;

for so long as systems of positive law can mediate mens relations,

wars will not occur. The breakdown of positive systems, even a

limited breakdown, does not, however, leave man entirely without a

legal context for his actions and relations; and this is as true of

nations and communities of men as of individuals. What this break-

down does is to make doubly necessary advertence to the laws of

nature which are not abrogated in a state of war but which reappear

with renewed force as the only rules to which recourse can be had.

Gentile undertakes to indicate what such a system of natural law

would be in three contexts which are not, it must be noted, treated

in any close logical order: whether according to nature any war

might be just, whether war by reason of religion can be called just,

and finally, given the state of war between nations or between fac-

tions, what limitations upon the brutal use of force are suggested as

so rooted in nature as to place an ideal (as distinct from a coercive)

barrier to the use of arms.

To the first question he replies that war is justified by nature

against those who would deprive others of that which nature gives

of her largesse, i.e., access to natural resources. Equally justified by

nature is the defensive war, which is necessary under actual aggres-

sion, useful in order to offset an obvious and present danger of such
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aggression, and honorable when undertaken for the sake of an ally.

But a difficulty perplexes him: Is this distinction between a just

and an unjust war not merely otiose, since in the terms of actual

warfare it must be recognized that the outcome of conflict does not

follow the lines of this distinction? The unjust aggressor may be vic-

torious, the just defender crushed. To this Gentile gives a somewhat

unexpected and, it must be confessed, a somewhat naive reply. Right,

he says, does not fail even these circumstances from a moral point of

view, which is valid for nations and groups as well as for individu-

als. The unjust action is its own penalty; the author or initiator of

an unjust war will earn the condemnation of others and of his own
conscience.

To the question, so urgent in his day, whether a war in the cause

of religion can be a just war, he replies, with equal emphasis, no.

Religion is of such a nature that no one can be constrained to

embrace it; consequently, so to seek to constrain by violence of

arms is manifestly unjust. Further, he presses on, the enemy of the

religious establishment cannot by that reason alone be considered

the enemy of religion itself; for churches fight for the most part, for

temporal ends. Religious liberty falls under the norms of natural

law.

His position on the third question is equally clear. Since war
indeed marks the breakdown of a system of positive law, but in no

wise interrupts the order of natural law, but rather throws its neces-

sity into greater relief, it is necessary under such conditions to define

those rights and obligations which the natural law enunciates. In

the name of a common humanity, therefore, which no temporary

breakdown of positive law can obliterate, it is illicit to poison waters

or to employ poisoned weapons, to kill prisoners of war, to hold as

prisoner the son of a war prisoner. Women and children are to be

exempted from the effects of arms, as are foreigners and agricul-

tural workers, and captured cities are not to be destroyed. The
specific character of these recommendations may draw a smile in the

twentieth century which has seen the emergence of “total” war; but

the principle of humanity to which Gentile appeals permits of no

such cynical animadversion, for it is surely one of the great principles

of civilization.

Grotius’ work De Jure Belli et Pacis appeared in 1625. It is a

work of far greater substance both speculatively and practically than

that of Gentile, but is in the same line of thought and development.

Indeed, it is correct to say that Grotius occupied ground which Gen-
tile had broken. At the opening of his work stands a definition of

natural law which has become classic, “a dictate of right reason, by
which, to every action, by virtue of its conformity or deviation with

the rational nature itself there attaches an ethical approbation
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or disapprobation, and which consequently is imposed or forbidden

by God as the author of nature and which is in suchwise immutable

that not even God himself could change it.” (I, ch.l)

From natural law so defined he distinguishes civil law and divine

law. The civil is enacted by the civil power; its object is some utility

or necessity of the common life; its basis is social consensus and

ultimately, natural law itself. Divine law has its origin in the will

of God; it is distinguished from natural law in the following rubric:

divine law is just because God wills it; natural law is willed by God

because it is just.

Almost as famous as the definition of natural law given above is

Grotius’ assertion that natural law, “would subsist in some way or

other even if we were to admit (an admission which cannot be

made without risk of gravest impiety) that God did not exist or that

he did not concern himself with human affairs.” This dictum was

taken up by the later developers of the jusnaturalistic school, such

as Pufendorf, and gave to Grotius the reputation of a rationalist and

a precursor of the Enlightenment. The sentiment itself is not by

any means new’ or original with him; it was advanced in somewhat

similar form even in medieval theories of natural law where it occurs

in the contests between Thomists, Scotists, and Occamists. It seems

probable that the idea was derived by Grotius from the reading of

his contemporary “second scholastic” Suarez, whose thought we

shall have occasion to consider briefly.

The force of this assertion within the structure of Grotius’

thought is of course not to introduce a metaphysical dispute but to

throw into even greater relief his emphasis upon the basic character

and immutable principles of the natural law and the system of

rights and obligations deriving from it.

From natural law understood in this sense, certain governing

principles in various areas of law follow. In the area of private law,

this basic principle would seem to be that of property. This is de-

fined by Grotius as the power to dispose of things of lesser nature

which were conferred by God universally on the human race. The

principle of property regulates the relations between persons in their

everyday commerce.

In the area of international law, or more simply, of international

public law, the great principle is “agreements are to be honored.”

This becomes for him the great regulatory principle of relations

between states in their commerce on all affairs, peaceful as well as

warlike. Though he enunciates this principle in the “international”

area in the first instance, it is also the principle which governs the

area of public law in the more restricted sense; i.e. the juridical

relations between a state and its own members and subordinate and

constitutive groups. This is true because Grotius also in his way con-
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ceives as a contract the basic act and relation which binds members

into a civil society and which relates government and governed.

There is, therefore, in his doctrine of natural law a latent contract

theory of the state; latent, only in the sense that the dominantly

juridical concerns of his treatise did not lead him to draw out these

conclusions in the area of political theory.

The distinction of these principles and these areas of law are but

the skeleton of Grotius work. This treatise, as has been pointed out

many times and as his own introductory essay makes abundantly

clear, was juridical in intent and not philosophical. The principles

which are of primary philosophical interest are laid down only to

provide the framework for the development of the juridical mate-

rial. This material is developed in a manner analogous to that of

Gentile but with a much more extensive range of interests and prob-

lems and consequently a much richer texture; but it is a develop-

ment which belongs, of course, to the history of law and not of

philosophy proper.

Two lesser points of philosophical interest deriving from the

notion of natural law may, however, be noted. The first concerns

the political area. Here it is to be noted that, unlike many political

tliinkers of his day, Grotius does not accept the principle of popu-

lar sovereignty, except within limits. There can be cases, he holds

as Hobbes will hold much more strongly presently, in which the

power resident in the people may be transferred in such wise that

it is beyond recall except under the gravest provocations of moral

and juridical delinquency in the subject of transfer: i.e., king or

government.

The second concerns the very important distinction between law

and morality. It is the consensus of scholars that Grotius did indeed

discern this important distinction, which can, in its turn, become
one of the great bases for the defense of a natural law system, but

that he did not, by reason of his dominantly juridical concern,

exploit the distinction. The security of the moral area from intru-

sion of the juridical order in the positive sense, civil or divine, is

itself one of the great principles to be derived from the natural law

and contributes importantly to the regulation of the relations

between individuals, in private law, between citizens and government,

in public law, and by certain analogies, between sovereign states in

international public law.
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CHAPTER IV

Philosophy in the

Reformation and the

Counter-reformation

A. Philosophy in the Early Reformers .

Emphasis was placed, earlier in these pages, on the unity and

even identity between the Renaissance and the Reformation. It was

suggested that they were identical in spirit and that the Reformation

was but the expression, in terms of the religious and ecclesiastical life,

of the moving spirit of the Renaissance. Granted the necessary dif-

ferences consequent upon the very fact that the spirit of the Refor-

mation is indeed that of the Renaissance, but effective in the religious

sphere, the characteristics of the philosophy due to the Reformation

are those of the philosophy inspired directly by the Renaissance.

This is of course an important difference, which must be constantly

borne in mind; but not of such magnitude as to deflect attention

from the underlying and more basic identity.

In considering the philosophy inspired by the Reformation we

may consider first of all what philosophy there is to be discovered

in the earliest reformers of note, that is, in Zwingli, in Calvin and in

Luther. There is, it will be found, little of an authentic philosophical

character in their thought; its exigencies were not philosophical.

With their withdrawal from the scene, however, there arose within

the Reformation religion which they had created certain exigencies

which move more directly in the direction of philosophy. These

spring from such divergent sources as the concern with the Bible and

history, the need to restrain the very basic principle of the Reforma-

tion, that of private judgment and interpretation, in order to realize

that other aspiration of the Reformation, the aspiration to be and
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to create a Church, and finally the need, by reason of its inner logic,

to follow this principle of private judgment and direct inspiration

to its term.

These inner exigencies of the Reformation spirit lead in the first

place to a 'Protestant scholasticism,” in which the movement be-

comes an imitation of the great Christian tradition within the

mother Catholic church. It gives rise, in the second place, to a new
order of problems, or better to fresh emphasis upon, and attention to

an old but neglected order of problems, those of history and criti-

cism. Finally it gives rise to a whole series of individualistic positions,

some of rationalistic flavor, some overtly mystical, both of which stem

directly from the free play of the principle of private judgment and

direct inspiration.

In this section we shall glance briefly at diis complex ramifica-

tion of the spirit of the Reformation in the area of philosophy, begin-

ning, as would seem proper, with what philosophy there may be

present in the thought of the three great masters of the early Refor-

mation: Zwingli, Calvin and Luther.

Martin Luther (1483-1546) has become almost a synonym for

complexity of character; and this property reflects itself in his

thought as well as in his career, of such great moment for the whole
of western cultural history. On the one hand, from an intellectual

point of view, he remains, as the great German historial Troeltsch

lias pointed out, an unmitigated medieval mentality. No Christian

dogma and no modern idea bears an indelible stamp of his thought.

The fundamental conceptions of his reform: grace, faith, predesti-

nation, a religious culture enfolding the whole of human life, a state

and a church determined in their chief lineaments by exclusively

religious needs, all are of medieval provenance. On the other hand,

and despite the basically medieval form of his culture and mental-

ity, no man has, in the course of history, struck a more decisive blow
at the Middle Ages, to break the hold of the universal authority of

the papacy and of the Roman Empire, to discredit the notion of

the ecclesiastical hierarchy and the monastic ideals, and finally, to

give a strong impulse to the secularization of economic, social and
religious life.

From a philosophical and intellectual point of view, the chief

interest in Luther s thought is to be found in what may be called his

philosophical anthropology. At the outset it is to be noted that the

undertook no such enterprise as the construction of such a theory.

The ideas which comprise it are fundamentally theological as is the

motive which inspires their assemblage. However, within the theo-

logical matrix, the conceptual pattern emerges with a force of its

own.

The perspective is established by the classical lines of Pauline
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theology: original sin, its consequences in fallen man, concupiscence

as the most manifest of its effects, grace and man s regeneration

through grace and justification through his faith. Commentators like

to point to the assimilation of this classical perspective by Luther

through his own spiritual experience, as reflected in his Commen-
tary on the Epistle to the Romans and in his Commentary on the

Epistle to the Galatians
,
the first composed in 1516, the second in

1535.

The philosophical ideas which he employs within this perspective

are drawn for the most part from the anti-Pelagian writings of St.

Augustine; indeed, so great is his dependence on this Father of the

Church, that he looked upon himself as the restorer of the authentic

doctrine of St. Augustine conceived as the soundest interpreter of

St. Paul’s ideas.

The essential problem is that of sin and its nature. The elements

of disequilibrium and perturbation in man are conceived as the con-

sequences of sin. But these elements are conceived by Luther

as to be most radical; the effect of sin is so deep in man, as to

render any consideration of him apart from this fact and its effects

irrelevant. For this reason, his study of man is stripped of all those

circumstantial reflections which occupied so much of medieval

thought which, from this point of view, must appear semi-Pelagian;

that is, the problems of man’s condition prior to the fall, the notion

of a preternatural state, and above all, the notion of a “nature” of

man which, despite the effects of sin, still retains its configuration in

the structure of his capacities, aspirations and volitions. This is an

important consideration because it is these semi-Pelagian elements

in the Christian idea of man which make for its conciliation with

the naturalistic view of man in classical thought both by medieval

theologians who could turn to Aristotle and to the humanists who

could turn to Plato.

The consequences of Luther’s radical corruption theory are com-

plex and contradictory. On the one hand, this notion would seem to

carry the implication that the original condition of man was not one

of “nature” at all, but one of justice and sanctity. Only so as the

reflections of St. Thomas themselves would seem to suggest, would

such a total corruption be conceivable. On the other hand, the

implications for the actual condition of man are utterly depressing:

he is, in Luther’s words, “inclined to evil, abandoned by God, a slave

and a torment to himself.” The work of his justification and regen-

eration, must consequently be wholly that of a principle other than

himself, before which he is himself entirely passive, in the state

which Luther calls faith.

These ideas would seem to constitute the hard core of Luther’s

speculations about man. They are not entirely consonant with the
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effects which his activity as a reformer lias had on western culture

and its institutions, as well as on its notion of man.

In this place we must content outselves with a single, but

important, example of the ambivalence of some of Luther’s ideas and

their consequently ambiguous effect. We may take the notion of lib-

erty. In what has been called his anthropology above, Luther has

stressed man’s servitude under sin; one of his most relevant titles is

De Servo Arbitrio (On the Enslaved Will). But, on the contrary, he

also teaches that through saving faith the Christian is endowed

with a fresh freedom which constitutes him as a sovereign agent. At

first there is in Luther’s thought the distinction which is long to hold

its place in the western tradition of politics: that between inner free-

dom and outer servitude or conformity.

The liberty by which man is endowed by grace is thought by

Luther to be in the first place inner freedom

;

but freedom, in the

nature of the case, cannot thus be constrained within such artificial

limits. Its very nature is such that it must translate itself into transi-

tive action, that is action, the results of which are discernible in the

sphere of action at the center of which the agent finds himself.

Luther could not escape this logic of freedom; nor, as a matter of

fact, did he.

As a consequence, the idealized liberty which he describes in the

treatise, De Libertate Christiana (On The Christian’s Liberty),

which fills the humblest Christian with a sense of power (a sense of

power which the classical tendency in Renaissance thought had

finked with capacity or talent, (virtus), and hence had made aristo-

cratic and hence conservative), became when inevitably released into

the field of action, a revolutionary force, the social consequences

of which are recorded in every social and political history of the

period. A signal example of these results was of course the rural

communism of "anabaptism,” the history of which forms a most
interesting chapter of social history as well as a corrollary of Luther’s

thought.

There was lacking to Luther’s genius the capacity of order and
system. The character of the Reformation with which its name is

associated was such, however, that it contained within itself the neces-

sity for these principles; for he had in mind still that Christianity,

however reformed, must be a church and a doctrine.

As a consequence, his immediate heirs, so to speak, in the move-
ment of reform, were more sensitive than he to these necessities. They
lacked his great impetus both in thought and action, but they gave

greater intensive thought to the problems of doctrinal, institutional

and juridical form and unity. The two men most important in this

regard are John Calvin (1509-1564) and Huldreich Zwingli (1484-

1531). From the point of view of intellectual and philosophical his-
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tory, they are of interest because they introduce the earliest forms of

that Protestant scholasticism of which mention has already been

made.

In his work, De Vera et Falsa Religione (On True and False Re-

ligion, 1525), Zwingli erects a doctrinal system of complete deter-

minism resting on Gods absolute omnipotence; all proper causality

or action is denied not only to man, but to all nature as well. God

determines man under every aspect, by a rigid law of predeter-

mination. Zwingli endeavors to render this hard doctrine of pre-

destination a bit more suave by a rather sophistical argumentation

about the nature of evil: whole, partial and apparent. Even more per-

suasively, he seeks by a fresh interpretation of this doctrine to endow

the predestined creature with a sense of freedom and power in God.

Instead of weighing him down, the sense of his predestination lifts

an enormous burden from the Christian s soul; and since through

this same predestination the union of his will and that of God is

complete, so too must they be one in power and the power of

God is his.

The historian Dilthey sees in this inebriating doctrine the key to

the character of a long line of heroic figures such as the Protector

Cromwell. From the certitude with which this sense of predestina-

tion endows the human spirit, other historians even derive that

principle of certain consciousness which in the form of the Cogito of

Descartes and the Concept of Kant is to haunt modern philosophy.

The Institutiones Christianae Religionis ( Institutes of the Chris-

tian Religion, 1536), of John Calvin is, if anything, more rigidly sys-

tematic and more inclusive than the work of Zwingli. This work

provides a complete and exhaustive code of dogmas and norms from

which the reformer can draw all that is necessary by way of idea or

norm of action for his salvation. The structure of the work is reminis-

cent of the “summae” of the Middle Ages; or perhaps, it has a still

closer affinity to that other derivative from the scholastic tradition,

the treatise of the scholastics of the Counter-reformation which will

be seen exemplified in the writings of Suarez.

The work is divided into four parts which treat respectively of

God as Creator, God as Redeemer, God as sanctifier, and finally of

the institutions through which man serves God. Calvin places first

emphasis upon the complete corruption of fallen human nature.

Equal emphasis is placed upon the doctrine of predestination. Of

special interest, however, from the speculative point of view, is the

notion of faith which he develops.

This faith is in the first place not mere passive assent to the

teaching either of the Scripture or the Church; it is an active par-

ticipation in the kingdom of God; neither is it an implicit state of

awareness, but true knowledge by which we gain salvation. As
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knowledge, faith has nothing in common with that knowledge gained
by natural means or by the senses. It is a higher form of knowledge
and in order to reach it, the human mind must in some sense trans-

cend itself. The knowledge of faith is more a certitude than an ap-
prehension; it is determined’ that is to say, not so much by the clarity

with which its object is present, as by the state of affirmation and
peace which it creates within the consciousness of the subject. Faith
is interior illumination and certitude which no external force can
shake.

Especially well known, perhaps, is the plan of organization which
Calvin prescribes with great detail in the fourth book of the Insti-

tutes. It is not an entirely consistent plan, for it embraces both
quasi-democratic and severely theocratic elements. The quasi-demo-
eratic or representative element consists in the fact that the ministers
of the church are invested with office and power from below “by the
consent and approbation of the people.” On the other hand, the
power thus received, in theory, is immediately transformed into an
instrument of rigid rule of the optimates” which successively
obliterates any distinction between the civil and the ecclesiastical
orders.

The principle of the Reformation contained within itself several
exigencies which, as it progressed, demanded different attitudes to
meet and satisfy. Its central principle was that of private interpreta-
tion. This principle demanded, on the one hand, that the individual
be free to interpret for himself the meaning of the Scripture and
the form of the devout life of the Christian. At the same time, how-
ever, the Reformation clung very much to the notion that the Chris-
ian 1 eligion implied a church, and the church a common doctrine
and order.

All of this had interesting consequences. The demand for com-
munity of doctrine led to the emergence of a “new scholasticism”
within the Reformation, the purpose of which was to secure unity of
belief in expression and in interpretation. The fresh emphasis placed
on the knowledge of the Scripture gave rise to interesting specula-
tions upon the problems of textual interpretation and exegesis on
the one hand, and on the other, upon those of the nature of history,
since the appeal to the Scripture was under one of its aspects at least
an appeal to history. Finally, however, and perhaps most interest-
ingly, the principle of private interpretation, taken literally, gave rise
to divergent opinions within the Reformation which some historians
have not hesitated to refer to as “heresies;” and of these some were
rationalistic in flavor, others markedly mystical. We shall glance
briefly at these three orders of consequences of the principle of the
Reformation, always, of course, with our main concern directed to-
ward possible elements of intellectual importance.
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From the beginning, the Reformation contained as one of its

chief premises the primacy of the Scriptures and the return to the

authentic and primitive interpretation of their meaning. What the

pope is to Catholics, Scripture is to us, was a famous formula. This

raised two problems: how to secure the true text of Scripture and

how to disengage its true meaning from the burden of the accumu-

lated doctrinal formulations of history; and even more importantly

(though this was glimpsed by the reformers only dimly), how to

account for this accumulation. The theologian and historian were

thus confronted with theoretical problems which were to loom ever

larger on the intellectual horizon with the advance of modern

thought: criticism and theory of history.

In considering these themes, however, it is necessary to let them

speak for themselves. Thus it would be both inexact and premature

to profess to discover in the work of the reformers the first move-

ments of modern historical-philological criticism of the Bible. Simi-

larly, it would be premature to attribute to them even an approxima-

tion to the speculations on development and evolution in history

which were to come in later periods. Nevertheless, in each of these

areas, they had something of value to say in their own names.

A representative document of the activity in historical-philo-

logical scholarship is the “Centuries of Magdeburg” (Historia Ecclesi-

ae Christi, 1559-1574). This work of immense erudition was the

corporate product of a group of scholars and ran to thirty volumes

appearing between the years 1559-1574. . . . The intention of the

work was the destruction of the Catholic tradition of Christianity by

showing, through reference to the historical documents, the arbitrary

innovations in doctrine, organization, and ritual which it had intro-

duced and upon which it rested.

Of interest here, of course, is not this intention, nor its suc-

cess of failure, but the theoretical principles upon which it was con-

ducted, insofar as they form even a minimal contribution to criti-

cism and the theory of history. These principles serve both to illus-

trate the character of the work and the difference between it and

later historical criticism.

The first of these principles is the notion of an “original” or

“primitive” Christian endowment, adherence to which across the

centuries must be considered the mark of Christian authenticity. Ob-

viously, this notion opposed itself to the notion of history as develop-

ment. For history as development tends, on the one hand, to cast

doubt on this primitivistic notion, and on the other hand, to make

impossible the assertion of “spuriousness” leveled against all trans-

formations subsequent in time to the original primitive moment.

The second principle concerned the manner in which the texts

of Scripture which were held to contain the original and primitive
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form, were to be interpreted. The “Centuries” are based on a can-

onic which contains four basic points: the inspired character of

Scripture, an inspiration equal in all its parts; the inner coherence

and consonance of Scripture due to its single, divine authorship;

thirdly the principle of concordance, which derives from the sec-

ond; according to this principle apparent contradictions are to be

reconciled by the assiduous exploration of parallel texts; finally, the

dogmatic content of received Christianity is entertained as the norm
of the doctrinal content of die Scripture. This last canon, of course,

militates very much against the earliest norms; but the Centurions,

as they were called, being men trained in the complicated theology

of the schools, could not have been expected to cast it aside without

ado. In fact, their conditioning was such as to make it, prima facie,

impossible for them even to recognize the acquired character of much
of this theological material.

In developing the method of criticism, the “Centuries” reveal

what may be called the earliest traces of a theological and critical

rationalism. Their purpose was, indeed, to throw into relief die

specifically divine operation in Christian redemption; but by this

very concern they were compelled to throw into equal relief what
there was of human operation in this plan. This was especially the

case when they sought to characterize as intrusions the many doc-

trinal and organizational developments which they felt were un-
scriptural. As a consequence, they may, at first thought, dim the out-

line of the specifically natural or human development of religious

institutions. The same effect was to be seen in their treatment of

Scripture itself; the necessity to establish the “authentic” led to

throwing into relief the elements of human derivation.

This latent or initial rationalism of the “Centuries” is complement-
ed by the more explicit rationalism of Socinianism. The founder of

this movement was Lelio Socino, (Sozzino, 1525-1562), an Italian; it

was developed, however, by his nephew, Fausto Socino (1539-

1604) in his work “De Sacrae Scripturae Auctoritate” (“On the
Authority of Sacred Scripture’). In this work he sets down more
incisive canons among which may be mentioned the four which jus-

tify doubt concerning the authority of any book: the undeservingness
of our credence of its author; the difficulty in identifying the writer;

the state of the text; the existence of extra-textual testimonies which
admonish us against placing trust in the alleged author. These criteria

he applies with considerable vigor to the text of Scripture itself.

The interest of these canons here, of course, is not their theological
force; but the fact that they involve certain theories about history
and its documents and the manner in which these are to be treated;
theories which are in part, at least, philosophical. The implications,
theologically considered, of this kind of theory were strong not only
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for the Catholic tradition, but for that of the Reformation as well,

for the Reformation still aspired to be both creed and church. Calvin

recognized and admonished Socino the elder to this effect.

This aspiration of Reformation Christianity to the status of creed

and church accounts for the phenomenon of the appearance of a

“Protestant scholasticism” The philosophical interest in these efforts

stems, of course, from the fact that these efforts employed philosoph-

ical sources and advanced philosophical ideas. As philosophy, how-

ever, it must at once be pointed out that this scholasticism is highly

imitative and unoriginal, though not, for that reason, devoid of great

erudition and considerable expository and argumentative skill.

This scholasticism is exemplified above all in such works as the

Loci Communes of Philip Melanchthon (1497-1560). These appeared

for the first time in 1521 and were to be of great influence, earning

for Melanchthon the unofficial title of “praeceptor Germaniae,” the

teacher of Germany. In the great German edition of his works by

Bretschneider and Bindseil the philosophical works are placed

apart; they include textbooks on logic and on ethics and dialectics.

The title Loci Communes derived from the “notiones communes”

of Stoicism. They are used by Melanchthon to designate the basic

categories of religious thought, such are for example: Cod, One,

Triune, Creation, etc.

Although in the first edition of tiffs work Melanchthon echoes

Luther in inveighing against the “Aristotelian subtleties,” his actual

doctrine, insofar as it is distinctively philosophical and not philosophy

wholly in the service of Reformation dogma, is Aristotelian; and for

that matter, Aristotlelian in the pejorative sense of the term as reflect-

ing that degeneration of that great tradition of thought into the

verbal disputation of the larger schools. To the service of this thought

Melanchthon devoted a mind of great vigor, but obviously bound

by previous committments to a very narrow range of philosophical

concern.

Other examples of this Protestant scholasticism are to be noted

in the work of Hutter, Concordia Concors (1614); of Gerhard, Loci

Theologici (1610-1622); and of Calov Systema Locorum Theologi-

corum (1655). The aridity of tiffs rationalized orthodoxy led, in the

context of the Reformation to the reaction of mysticism in such men

as Weigel and Boehme, a mysticism, which by its very character as

a reaction against such arid orthodoxy, had to appear, strange as

this may seem, as heresy within the heresy of the Reformation itself.

It was noted above that this “mystical” moment is not anything

strange to the Reformation spirit; indeed, some would consider it

far more characteristic of that spirit, to which, by contrast, the arid

orthodoxy of Melanchthon would seem to be the alien factor. This

mysticism is rooted in the element of the Refomation which held
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that there must be a direct avenue between the soul and its re-

deeming principle, Christ and God; direct, moreover, in many senses:

without the discursive passages of intellect, without the mediation
of history and institutional structures, without even the arificial ap-
paratus of the sacraments.

A first important document of this mysticism is the Paradoxa of

Sebastian Franck (1499-1542), who had been first a Catholic
priest, then a Protestant pastor, and finally abandoned all such con-

nections to devote himself to mystical communion. His is wholly a
religion of interiority and of the direct intuitive communion with
God. Franck’s mysticism had in it certain elements of anti-cultural-

ism, the ignorance of the child of God, which is greater wisdom than
the learning of this world.

The writings of the very important Valentine Weigel (1533-

1588), by contrast, give to the interior illumination of the soul by
God a distinctly speculative direction which endows it with a greater
interest, consequently, for the history of philosophy. His most
important work is the Know Thyself (1615), which bore its title

originally in three languages: Greek, Latin and German. This book
contains a complicated psychological, epistemological and cosmo-
logical tripartition. Man has three “eyes” the senses, the reason, the
understanding. Each is a channel of knowledge of which it is also
the standard and measure. The senses reflect the world of matter
and are testimony to their own accuracy. The reason judges and
the rule of sound judgment is in the one who judges. Understanding
apprehends by direct intuition and reveals an unnoted object
which before was present within the understanding. It is by the un-
derstanding that one apprehends the truths of religion and the spiri-

tual life. Even understanding of the Scripture comes not from eye-
wearying perusal of the text but from this inner light. This triparti-

tion also has a cosmologic meaning; by the senses, man takes part
in the being of the elements; by reason, he takes part in the life of
the stars; by understanding, the soul, he shares the life of the king-
dom of God. Man is again projected in the image and form of the
microcosm.

1 he greatest of the mystics of the Reformation was, however,
Jacob Boehme (1574-1621). His influence has been persistent and
has turned up in the most unexpected, as well as in all the expected,
contexts. (Thus the twentieth century mystic Evelyn Underhill
is deeply indebted to him). When examined in its constitutive ele-
ments, Boehme s thought presents the aspect of an intricate pastiche
embracing cabalistic, magical, astrological, alchemical and theoso-
phistical fragments interlaced with the orthodox doctrines of the
Reformation. In its total impact, however, it seems to possess a unity
and a force which is somehow independent of this composition. The
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principle of tliis unitary force derives most likely from the domi-

nance which one problem held over Boehme’s thought, the problem

of evil. It is the constant and recurrent theme of all his works the

chief of which, Aurora, appeared in 1610.

The tendency of mysticism on the whole was to treat evil as a

negation or privation, an absence, therefore, and not a presence.

Boehme, by contrast, and in this following Luther who had thought

of evil as a very real devil, held it to be something positive in a very

real sense. It is an original and constitutive dualism which pervades

all beings and all being, not in living creatures only, but in the very

stars, the elements, the earth, the stones. Evil is everywhere, all perva-

sive and positive. But it is there as a principle of life; for without this

dualism, this basic incommensuration, there would be no element of

life: neither movement, nor color nor sensation nor appetite.

The sense of evil in man is raised to a principle not only of

cosmological but of ontological significance. It is out of the contrast

thus existing at the heart of being that growth and vitality spring.

This rupture at the heart of things also gives the form of life: it

is dialectical, composed of contrasts which can never finally be as-

suaged but which are not sterile but the very principle of fertility in

being itself. God himself is not innocent of this contrast. On the con-

trary, Boehme sees this contrast as the principle of the profoundest

mystery of Christianity, the Trinity.

The most important point, it would seem, is that this vision of the

necessity of evil must not be clouded over by an eventual optimism,

by the view that the good must eventually prevail. If this is held, the

principle of good itself is destroyed, for good is value which cannot

come to be in the absence of its counterprinciple.

This is the philosophical thread which runs through Boehme’s

works. They are in addition weighted with a vast proliferation of

images and ideas the meaning of which is difficult to assay and which

involve an endless variation on the basic theme, in terms of all aspects

of matter and life, of the radical dualism of being and the necessity

of evil.

B. Philosophy in the Counter-reformation

By the term “Counter-reformation” is indicated that movement

of religious, doctrinal, institutional and cultural renovation which

the Catholic Church undertook within itself during the fifteenth, six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries and which had a pervasive influence

not only throughout the countries which had remained faithful to

the older faith, but also in the countries affected by the Reforma-

tion. Some objection is raised to this term, and in its place the more

positive term “Catholic Reformation” is suggested on the ground

that, as the first term implies, the movement is not a movement
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against the Reformation, but a deeper movement within Catholicism

itself the first evidences of which had already begun to appear

before the advent of the Reformation. Indeed, it is possible to go

even a step further and to hold that the Reformation itself is but a

dimension of this basic Catholic reform which had become diverted

from the inward path of the original movement.

From the point of view of the history of culture, the Counter-

reformation for a long time underwent a process of denigration

which left few of its achievements untouched. The basic criticism

made it out to be a wholly negative movement, directed simply to

the shoring up of the ecclesiastical institutions for reasons of vested

interest and power.

Within recent decades, however, the basic untenability of this

criticism has become more apparent and has resulted in a gradual

re-evaluation of the Counter-reformation in the direction of an

underlining of its positive achievements without at the same time

assigning them any undue value.

This revision in characterization of the Counter-reformation has

been summed up very well by the historian Croce in his History

of the Baroque Era in Italy,

What reason could ever have induced the Catholic Church to confess

itself inferior and to surrender the object of contest? Basically, the

theology of Rome was less insipid than that of the Protestants; . . . the

historiography of its Baroniuses showed itself to be more learned and
no less critical than that of the centurions of Magdeburg; the logic of

its Bellarmines was more compact than the logic of the biblical exegetes

to whom he offered the opposition that genuine interpretation was not

possible without hermeneutic continuity, that is, without the church;

its Latin was, on the whole, better than the Latin of the Protestants,

its culture more ample and more various; its diplomacy was more
intelligent and possessed greater finesse, the men of enthusiasm and
sacrifice whom it could muster and commit to battle were certainly

inferior neither in number nor in power to the apostles of the Reforma-
tion.

His words place the Counter-reformation in the perspective, not of a

limited opposition to the Reformation, but in the long continuity of

the cultural tradition of Catholicism, relieving it, at the same time,

of a mark of transitory ad hoc movement and relating it to the

great movements of self-reformation, which have been, at the same
time, renewals and advancements in the history of Christian culture.

At the same time it is necessary to look soberly at its achievements,

which were in the last analysis, at least in philosophy, modest
enough.

The achievement of the Counter-reformation in philosophy has

been aptly called “the second scholasticism,” thus linking it up
with the achievement of the period of the high scholasticism of the
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Middle Ages. At the same time, it is necessary, as it was in the case

of humanism, to avoid thinking of this “second scholasticism” as a

purely imitative movement. It did, again like humanism, have its

imitative side, so that much of its literature takes the form of

commentaries on the great lights of the high scholasticism, espe-

cially on St. Thomas Aquinas, and one of the greatest of its expo-

nents, Suarez, could consistently refer to himself simply as the faith-

ful commentator of Thomas. At the same time, and once more like

humanism, this imitation was used as a fulcrum by which to lift

itself to the plane of a proper expression of its own insights relevant

to the needs of its own times.

The Council of Trent which has been referred to as the central

event of the Counter-reformation may conveniently be used to

distinguish and relate the two phases of the second scholasticism.

The first phase, preceding the Council, is signalized in the names of

Thomas de Vio, called Cajetan (1469-1534), Francesco di Silvestri

(1474-1528), and Francesco de Vitoria (1492-1546). These men

all composed commentaries on the Summa Theologiae of St. 1 homas,

the first two emphasizing the metaphysical questions, the last the

ethical and legal questions. Vittoria in this process became one of

the founders of the theory of international law. These commen-

tators reflected the earlier alignments between Dominican and

Scotist schools of the interpretation of St. Thomas.

After the Council a new force and a new trend appeared with

the Jesuits. The men who now assumed prominence are Molina

(1535-1600), Lessius (1554-1623), Robert Bellarmine (1542-1621),

and most prominently of all, Francesco Suarez (1548-1617). Much of

the thought of these men is of interest only as presenting variations

on the thought of St. Thomas, and in this sense they deserve to some

extent, the charge of anachronism which has been leveled against

them. This is, however, only a very partial view of them. They

were by no means insensitive to the speculative needs of their own

time.

This sensitivity appeared especially in the areas of ethical and

political thought. In developing this sensitivity these thinkers re-

vealed at once the influence which humanism had made upon them

and the direct concern they had with the new social and political

order which was emerging in Europe and indeed throughout the

western hemisphere as the result first of the formation of the great

European nation-states, and secondly, as the result of the opening of

the era of exploration and colonization. As examples of what was

freshest and most relevant in the thought of the “second scholas-

ticism,” we may take the reflections of two of its most eminent

thinkers, Bellarmine and Suarez, on these themes, noting, as a

general characterization, that they exhibited that same robust realism
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in these matters as had been noted in the thought of Machiavelli and
Botero.

The reflections of ethical and political import of Robert Bel-

larmine (1542-1621), a Jesuit and a Cardinal of the Catholic

Church, are presented in special treatises of his comprehensive work
Disputationes de Controversiis Christianae Fidei adversus Hujus
Temporis Haereticos (Discussions on the Controverses of the

Christian Faith Directed against Present Day Heretics, 1596). His
conception of the nature of political power is of special interest.

In the first place, Bellarmine disengages the issue from the older
context of imperialistic versus curialistic pretentions which still had
effect on discussions. The civil political power is, in his view, distinct

from all ecclesiastical power, having its origins in nature, and
possessing a character, a structure, and a dynamics of its own.
According to this specific character, he recognizes the people as the
natural residence of political power, thus opposing effectively the
theory of the divine origin of the power of kings. Since it is accord-
ing to nature, this residence of power in the people is inalienable;
that is, it cannot be so delegated as to be irrevocable. On the con-
trary, in certain cases it not only can but must repossess itself of that
power. These observations concern the nature of political power.

It cannot, however, on these grounds be concluded, as some
have sought to conclude, that Bellarmine was therefore democratic.
Democracy belongs not to the nature but to the exercise of political

power. In his view, the direct exercise of political power by the
people is neither possible nor in itself desirable. Delegation in some
form is inevitable and better. While recognizing that the form of this

delegation is subject to many variations, Bellarmine, for reasons
which he develops at great length, options for a limited monarchy
and thus for some form of constitutionalism.

On the question of Church and State, he recognizes only an
indirect power of the Church over the civil organization of society,
and then only in the interests of morals and the preservation of the
Christian religion, which must form one of the basic values of any
Christian social order.

The political thought of Suarez is compactly, though not suc-
cinctly, presented in the work De Legibus (1612). Society is nec-
essary for man in order that he reach that fullness of perfection
which nature intends for him; and the essence of society, because
it is the condition of all order, is authority. Authority’ may be
conferred directly by God to a person designated by other men, e.g.
the Papacy; or it may be conferred collectively and not distribu-
tively upon the members of the society and by them conferred on
some specified person or group. Suarez insists, however, that this
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method of conferring in no wise invalidates collective authority; it

is both authentic and autonomous.

Civil political power is founded on natural law and is thus

resident in the collectivity. The binding power of civil authority is

from the natural law, according to its nature. The different forms

of government, however, are the effects of positive law, or human

law. The sovereign is subject to the law; and his violation ol it

under certain circumstances justifies and even necessitates the recall

of its power by the collectivity. It is to be noted, however, that

Suarez specifically excludes the justifiability of tyrannicide.

Especially interesting are Suarez’s efforts to meet conditions of his

time by formulating some notion of the kind of law which should

regulate the relations between nations. His first step is to indicate

that the “law of nations” is human positive law and not divine or

natural law; hence it is subject to variations.

He then distinguishes law “intra gentes” and law “inter gentes.”

The first, law within a people, regulates relations between members

of a self-same nation; the latter regulates the relations between

nations. But there is a delicate question here. Whence does this

law “inter gentes” derive since it can be assigned to no legislator.

Suarez’s reply is subtle. Its basis is that dimension of the law

“intra gentes” which is discovered to derive from the natural law

and hence to be common to all nations. Hence there is no sharp

demarcation between the law intra gentes and inter gentes but a deli-

cate dialectical relation which relates them organically even as it

distinguishes them. There is no necessity, therefore, for a legislator

over and above the nations; there is need simply for a juridical

process by which these common, because naturally derived, elements

of law may be discerned and extended to their true range.

Suarez is also much concerned with the problem of war. A just

war is possible if it is declared by legitimate authority and conducted

with humane instruments and procedures. The basis of a just war is

either defense or an offensive to right an injury received. The

establishment of the justice of a cause of war in any specific instance

must be governed by the laws of probability. In any event, however,

the cause ofjustice must be tempered by considerations of charity.

A just war may violate the dictates of charity when the evils it

occasions are out of propertion to the claim of justice on which it

rests.

Suarez is generally recognized as one of the founders of the

theory of international law; but he shares this honor with Francesco

de Vitoria (1492-1546). Vitoria was a university lecturer and

published nothing in his lifetime. His lectures were preserved and

published subsequently. Especially important are the lectures of

1528 on civil power and of 1539 on the right of war.
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The central idea of his reflections on the law of nations, or

international law, is the notion of the world ( totus orhis
)

as a

universal, all-inclusive community of peoples established by natural

law. Every people is called to organize itself into a state. Thus

organized, however, peoples or nation-states are still linked by their

common humanity. International society, therefore, rests on the

natural and inclusive social character of man, not on any exclusive

principle of sociality. The bond of this international community is

the jus gentium. This is part of the natural law and becomes the

basis for a positive law of nations as well through the Consensus

majoris partis totius orbis.”

These reflections were occasioned immediately by a very pressing

issue of his day,—the rights of peoples in occupied lands. He used

these principles to declare that those peoples enjoyed equal status

in international law with the conquering nations of Europe, in-

cluding his own native Spain.
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PART II

THE AGE OF DESCARTES





Introduction

Philosophy and Science

There can be no question that the scientific revolution which

marks the opening of the sixteenth century and which continues

even to the present constitutes one of the greatest transformations

of culture in the history of the world. The relation, however, of

this new science, and the age of man it ushered in, to philosophy

has not been entirely clear.

Throughout the preceding ages, philosophy and the pursuit of

science had been considered to constitute one complex but con-

tinuous body of knowledge; to no one would the idea have occurred

of setting them in opposition to each other in method, in area of

concern or in status as knowledge. Yet the picture which is or-

dinarily presented of this important juncture in the history of cul-

ture is that of the new sciences of nature as particular fields of in-

quiry gradually detaching themselves from the mother science of

philosophy and struggling to assert their autonomy from her, not

merely in the same of some particular and accidental specification

of interest, but in virtue of some essential difference strongly felt

if only dimly perceived. This picture is complicated, when the

question of the origin and nature of modern philosophy is raised

by another: the picture of modern philosophy as the effort to apply

the eminently successful method of the new and autonomous science

to an area of interest proper to philosophy.

From the very moment when this picture was first proposed, it

must be confessed, some misgiving has accompanied it. The root of

this misgiving, most probably, lies in the very sound insight of

historigraphy to the effect that sudden reversals and detachments

and re-alignments are not the basic characteristics of historical

change. Francis Bacon, one of the prophets of the new age of science,

could write in his Novum Organum ,

The subtlety of nature greatly exceeds that of sense and understanding;

so that those fine meditations, speculations and fabrications of mankind

are unsound but there is no one to stand by and point it out. And just

as the sciences we now have are useless for making discoveries of
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practical use, so the present logic is useless for the discovery of the
sciences, (ed. Fowler, Oxford 1889, Bk. I, x, xi, pp. 196-97)

But a modern historian of science, adverting to these very words,
can write,

^et it is clear that the same structure of science had satisfied the main
medieval philosophers of genius who had expounded it, and even those
who criticised the learning of their day . . . could not depart from its

stiategic concepts. Clearly the difference between the men who taught
the Aristotelian world system and those who later rejected it was not
simply one of intellectual calibre. Only when the criteria of what
constituted a satisfactory scientific explanation changed . . . could an
effective scepticism concerning the strategic concepts take place . . .

3

The situation obviously could not be one either of sudden emergence
of a new force or principle, or a sudden reversal of attitudes or
values. All critical reflection upon the matter points to the inter-

vention of some mediating factor.

What this mediating factor is, the same author reveals in another
passage. Speaking of the achievements of Galileo, he makes the
important point that he had been able to present an entirely fresh
description and explanation of a vast body of observation by in-

troducing fresh philosophical principles and considerations. 4 In this

observation, it would seem, can be discerned the clue to the authentic
relationship between the new science and the traditional discipline
of philosophy.

There is no question at all of a simple scientific revolution. The
scientific revolution is, precisely in its character as scientific, the
effect of philosophical activity; it is a philosophic achievement in
the strictest sense of the term. The achievement in virtue of which
philosophy was able to effect the scientific transformation was a
transformation within itself, a positing and resolution of fresh philo-
sophical problems which concerned not merely problems of the
sciences in particular, but problems as to the very nature of philos-
ophy. Such piecisely is that problem mentioned above concerning
the nature of true explanation, a philosophical problem which no
single science can formulate, much less, in its own character, resolve.
Yet even this mode of presentation leaves too extraneous the rela-
tionship between the two.

It is necessaiy to venture even further and to insist on the
absolute immanence to each other of the transformations in philos-
ophy and science. They are, so to say, dimensions of one process,
not two processes between which interactions might take place. In

n
2Ba?™’ Rrancis, Novum Organum, ed. Thomas Fowler (Oxford: Clarendon

Press, 1889) Bk. I, x, xi, pp. 196-197.
3 Hall, A. R., The Scientific Revolution (Boston: Beacon Press, 1954) pg 34
4 Hall, op. cit., pp. 168ff.
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the words of another author, De Ruggiero, "The characteristics of

the new science of nature are the very characteristics of the new
philosophy;” though the relation might with equal justice be stated

in an inverse order. To illustrate, the problem of method, which is

the supreme philosophical problem of this epoch, is posited and

arises as an inner demand and necessity of science itself; and the

characteristics which result from the resolution and satisfaction of

this demand, which can only be a philosophical achievement, are

the characteristics of the new science itself.

Thus the relationship between the new science and modern

philosophy is not one of opposition, but of the closest inter-

dependence. This is the conception which must guide us in the

study and description of this most important period of western

culture; and it is the point of view which will prevail in the fol-

pages.

At the same time, however, it is necessary to establish a pre-

cautionary limit; a limit which will prevent that other form of

extremism, the reduction of philosophy to the methodological

moment of natural science. It is true that the scientific revolution

was made possible by a philosophical response to the inner demands

of science, a response which was itself a transformation within

philosophy.

At the same time, it is necessary to point out that the demands

of natural science are not the only demands to which philosophy

responds. It responds as well and even more forcibly, perhaps, to

the inner exigencies and demands of other moments of human
consciousness and presence. And its response to these other demands

is equally authentic, equally philosophical, and equally fruitful in

significant and effective knowledge and discourse.

For this reason, philosophy remains transcendent to natural

science, even while it operates immanently to science and appears as

the response to its innermost needs. This transcendence of philos-

ophy, moreover, is nothing abstract or imaginary; on the contrary;

it is very concrete and operational. It resides in the power and

capacity of philosophy to respond to and satisfy authentically other

demands than those of natural science. This precautionary statement

is also necessary as a guide through the complexities of the

cultural period which is now to be considered.

It would seem obvious that the demands of natural science,

those inner demands which could only be satisfied philosophically

and which constitute substantially the philosophical movement as

it appears within the context of science, are not the only demands

of the human spirit, of human consciousness which will appear

during this period. On the contrary, it is axiomatic that in every

period of its history, all of the inner demands of the human spirit
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will appear* and call for philosophical resolution. It may be that in

one period, the demands of one dimension of human presence may

be greater than another; and so it may be that in the period under

consideration the demands of natural science, of that kind of knowl-

edge which we call natural science, were greater or more insistant.

It may also be that the various demands of the spirit create

tensions among themselves and among the positions which philos-

ophy may advance in satisfaction of each of them. It may well be

that inner harmony is not the law of human presence and knowledge,

and that philosophy itself will never present such an aspect of

inner symmetry, the “sophrosyney” after which the classics longed.

However this may be, it cannot concern the historian. He must

in any period be aware of the various demands which the human
spirit puts to philosophy and of the various efforts which philosophy

makes to meet these. In the period under consideration these other

demands and other efforts of philosophy are abundantly apparent;

and very importantly, in the very men who felt most keenly the

demands of science which only philosophy could satisfy.

Thus there appear alongside the demands of natural science

for philosophical clarification, the ethical, the theological, the polit-

ical and the aesthetical demands; and not as separate and discrete

demands, it must be added, but as intimately connected, in complex

ways, with the demands of science. All these the historian must

keep in view, to the extent that he can, lest he become only a partial

and even worse, a partisan witness.

Heeding this precaution, and granting that in this period the

philosophical exigencies of natural science are in the ascendency, it

is possible to point out, in a summary fashion, and only as guides

for the organization of the complex material to follow, some of the

salient differences in the attitudes toward nature and its study which

distinguish this period from the preceding, the Renaissance. Even
in doing so, however, it is necessary to point out that between the

two periods there exists no radical and sudden opposition.

On the whole, and at its deepest level, the scientific spirit

developed naturally from the work, progress and attitudes of the

period which preceded it. When we say developed naturally, this is

to be understood as meaning by a natural and inevitable process

of criticism which in some of its more superficial manifestations and
expressions must inevitably appear as violent oppositions, repudia-

tions, recriminations and debates.

The most salient characteristic of the naturalism of the Renais-

sance was noted to be animism. This, in turn, was described, in its

widest sense, as the projection of the forces of nature and their

operation on the pattern of the life movements experienced in the

human agent and subject.
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By contrast, in the emergent period, animism is challenged, and

perhaps entirely displaced by mechanism, which may be described

as the supposition that at the base of, and accounting for (ex-

haustively, so that no other account is necessary or possible), every

natural phenomenon there is a . . . “mechanism,” that is, a certain

configuration of masses in motion. As an example of the expression

of mechanism in this sense that celebrated saying of Galileo may be

taken in the Saggiatore:

That anything must be supposed in external bodies, in order that they

may excite in us taste, odors and sounds, other than masses, figures,

multitudes and slow and fast movements, this I do not believe. 6

A second characteristic of the naturalism of the Renaissance is its

assumption of the real character of qualities in the world of matter.

Real is here to be interpreted most simply as irreducible. By contrast,

the new science saw the world of nature in terms of quantity, that

is, in terms of something which could be numbered, weighed and

measured; and further, it assumed that the qualities observable can

be reduced to quantity.

The naturalism of the Renaissance was theistic, or even ac-

cording to some interpretations, panthesistic. By contrast, the new

science will adopt and encourage an attitude which will come to

be called deistic. In this view, God appears again, as He had ap-

peared earlier to Plato as the God who geometrizes, the “great

architect,” and not as the God of salvation and providence.

Finally, whereas the naturalism of the Renaissance had looked

for explanation in terms of causes even when these causes were

conceived animistically or even magically, the new science will seek

such explanation rather in correspondences and correlations which

themselves can be numbered, measured and calculated.

These, of course, by no means exhaust the characteristics in terms

of which the periods might be contrasted and which might be

defined as the terms of the process of transition which is taking

place. They are offered simply as guides which might direct the

attention to other and even more important elements.

The period has been called, immediately above, one of transition.

This term emphasizes again that we are confronted by no sudden

alteration, no disappearance and replacement of one view by an-

other, but rather by a slow process of criticism. The basis of this

criticism is of course the received views. The process is one of

erosion, so to .say, under the pressure of observation, reflection,

argumentation, and of a counter-movement of reconstruction.

But such a process does not take place in a vacuum. It is the

work of men. As a consequence, it can best be observed in men,

•Galileo: Saggiatore in Opere (Rome: edizione nazionale, 1890) VI, p. 350.
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even though the net results may be more abstractly characterized.

And in any period the men in whom, through whom and by whom
the process is effected are legion. It is, consequently, necessary to

select among them those who may with justice be considered most
representative of the dominant features of the process.

In the present period, by general consent, the three thinkers in

whom the limits of the old and the new appear in closest relation

and in whom, above all, the sense of the passage from the old and
the new, with all its strains and tensions, is greatest are Francis
Bacon, Johannes Kepler and Galileo Galilei Our impression of

this transitional phase will be clearest if we follow its pattern in the
work of each. These men are all the more representative because in

each of them the living center of development and transition is

different. They differ also in the degree of “emancipation” which
each achieved; emancipation is here to be understood as the power
to state their own position with the clearest sense both of its

relationship to and of its independence from what had gone before.

Of the three, Bacon is closest in his insights to the Renaissance:
his notions of science and its method seem as limited and cumber-
some as the scholastic mechanisms of distinctions. But he trans-

cends these by a strong vision of what science might become; and he
expresses himself, consequently, as a prophet rather than as a
practitioner.

Kepler in some aspects of his thought still oscillates between
neo-Pythagorian and neo-Platonic images and the careful observa-
tions and exact calculations of astronomy; but the latter prevails in

him, so that in his thought it is possible to follow the pattern, or
perhaps it is better to say a pattern, by which the animistic rep-
resentations of the Renaissance are transformed into the scientific

concepts of the new period.

This process of transformation is clearly most complete and
most self-confident, in Galileo, who may be said to be the first to
have achieved emancipation in the sense noted above. It has often
been remarked of Galileo that not only could he expound his own
position with perfect clarity, but could relate this position to those
which had preceded it, on which it was dependent and which it had
transcended as well. The characteristics thus listed constitute a clear
indication of the order in which the thought of these figures ought
to be treated.



CHAPTER I

Bacon, Kepler and

Galileo
A. Francis Bacon (1561-1626)

Francis Bacon is one of the most controversial figures in the

history of thought and letters, the subject of legendary attributions,

and of fierce criticism both intellectual and moral. He was said to

have been the natural son of Queen Elizabeth, and to him was

attributed by some the authorship of the plays attributed to

Shakespeare. He has been celebrated as the true father of modern

philosophy and science. On the other hand, because of the sinuosities

of his political and professional career, he has been depicted as a

very monster of ingratitude and corruption, of political opportunism

and, (for the manner in which he turned on his protector Essex)

even of treason. Likewise his reputation as the founder of the

modern scientific world view has been subjected to serious attack

in a tradition of criticism including such names as those of De
Maistre, St. Hilaire and Liebig. The famous essay of Macauley did

very much to rehabilitate his reputation.

In any event, whatever else was said of him, no one has denied

him a secure place in the history of thought and letters. His “Essays”

have been read by generations of schoolboys both for style and for

content. And a juster evaluation of his scientific work assigns him a

more modest, but at the same time, a more secure place than he

enjoyed in the past.

Bacons writings of scientific and philosophical importance do not

constitute an organic whole. Nevertheless, all of them are related to

a basic theme, ideal or purpose, however one may prefer to denom-

inate it, that of the universal renovation of knowledge. From this

point of view all of the separate works can be considered ideally

members of the Instauratio Magna (The Great Restoration).

In turn, the Instauratio Magna falls into four large sections

which are devoted respectively to the division of the sciences, the
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problem of scientific method, the collection of the materials of

science which Bacon calls “historia naturalis” or "natural history,”

and finally to what he considered philosophy in a strict and proper

sense and called “philosophia activa,” philosophy in action, or con-

structive philosophy. To the first section are to be assigned two of

the most important of his writings, namely, the Advancement of

Learning (1605) and the De Dignitate et Augmentis Scientiarum

(On the Dignity and the Increment of the Sciences, 1623); of these,

the second renews and expands the themes of the first. To this section

belongs also the Descriptio Globi Intellectuals (Description of the

Intellectual Globe, 1612), which concerns itself with the distribution

of knowledge among the various sciences. The second section con-

sists principally of the Novum Organum ( The New Organon,

1608-1620); the Cogitata et Visa (Things Seen and Reflected On,

1607) which is thought of as a preparatory work to the Novum
Organum. To the third section belong the “histories”: Historic

Ventorum, Historic Vitae et Mortis, Historia Densi et Rari (1623)

and the Sylva Sylvarum which appeared only in editions after his

death. The fourth section remained a project in his mind.

In addition to the preoccupation of his Instauratio, are to be

listed the New Atlantis, published after his death, the De Sapientia

Veterum (On the Wisdom of the Ancients, 1609), and the Essays

which ran through three editions, each with additions, during his

lifetime, and after his death were translated into Latin. The Scale

Mentis or Filum Labirinthi (Ladder of the Mind or Thread through

the Labyrinth) describes in idealized terms the evolution from the

simple collection of materials to the formation of a new philosophy,

which is also the theme of the Prodromi sive Anticipationes Philo-

sophiae Secundae (First Delineations or Anticipations of a Second
Philosophy )

.

Because his writings are all related to a central unifying pre-

occupation, and each contributes in some measure to its develop-

ment or elaboration, the exposition of his thought may best be
attempted by grouping it about certain salient points, rather than

by an analysis of individual works. These points may well be the

following: the criticism of Aristotelianism; the inductive method; the

practical purpose of knowledge, and finally what has been called his

“mechanism.”

1. Bacons Attack on Aristotelianism

The principle document of this criticism is the Novum Organum
which, even in its title, declares its intention to displace the work of

Aristotle, whose treatises concerning science and its methods are

brought together under the rubric of the Organon. The principle

point of his criticism of Aristotle’s logic and method is that it rests
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on tlie process of deduction. Bacon summarizes the matter in this

lapidary passage,

There are two and can he only two paths in seeking out and finding the

truth. The first leaps from the senses and the particular to the most

general axioms and taking its point of departure in these principles and

trom their unchanging truth, makes its judgments and attains to its

mediating axioms. This is the method presently in use. The other

draws its axioms from the senses and from particulars ascending

thence gradually and continuously, in such wise that it finally arrives

at the most general; and this is the true wav, which, however, has

not yet been ventured upon. 0

The precise point of his criticism can be fixed even more precisely.

The fault of the deductive method is that it is serviceable only for

the exposition and organization of truth already known. It does not

offer an instrument for the discovery of truth. Bacon’s interest is

clearly in the latter, for he deems it most fatuous to dream that

the human mind constitutively, or the human sciences as they have

been historically constructed, possess truth in such wise that the

concern of science can be only its exposition. Knowledge for him is

an unknown realm to be discovered and conquered and he is looking

for the means of doing so.

2. The Method of Induction

The sharp contrast established in the passage quoted above from

the Novum Organum leaves no doubt as to what is the chief purpose

and undertaking of Bacon’s logical and methodological reflections,

namely, the analysis or depiction of the second, “the only true way,”

the way of induction. The first step in this method or way is identi-

fied by Bacon as scientific observation, that is, the collection of

single experiences observed with the most scrupulous attention.

As an example of what he has in mind here. Bacon offers his

own work, Sylva Sylvarum (an untranslatable phrase very reminiscent

of the Dantean “Selva Selvaggia”), in which he brings together a

vast array of observations from very diverse fields. Such an under-

taking would seem to rest upon the assumption that human con-

sciousness is a perfect mirror of nature, reflecting it without distor-

tion. Bacon is not, however, so naive as to think so. Consequently,

he notes that such observations and collections of observations must

be rectified and purified; that is, freed precisely from the distortions

introduced into them by the characteristics of the observer, both

particular and generic. The human mind is prone to substitute for

the undistorted interpretation of nature arbitrary anticipations

which stem from the structure and the habits of the human mind.

6 Bacon, op. cit., pp. 200-202.
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Rather than to a perfect mirror, therefore, the human mind must be

likened to a clouded and uneven one, whose imperfection invests

the reflections of the objects it mirrors.

The reflections upon the imperfections of the human mind and

the necessity of correcting or rectifying the images of nature it

projects, indicate to Bacon what must be the first stage of his method

the “pars destruens.” This consists in seeking out and identifying

the principal forms of alteration or distortion to which objects are

subjected in our representations of them and the flaws in the

human instrument from which these distortions derive. These altera-

tions or distortions and their corresponding sources are what Bacon

calls the “idols.” This is surely the best known, though not the most

important part of his thought. In the Novum Organum he identifies

and describes four types or species or classes of these “idols:” the

idols of the tribe, the idols of the cave, the idols of the forum

(marketplace), and the idols of the theatre. 7

The first stem from the very nature of the human race or

“tribe.” He says, “the human intellect, by an innate characteristic, is

overready to suppose in things an order and equality greater than

is actually to be discovered in them; and whereas in nature there

are many unique things and things full of inequalities, the human
mind imagines parallelisms, correspondences, and relations which do
not exist.” (Novum Organum 1,45)

The “cave,” whence Bacon derives the second order or class of

“idols,” is the consciousness of the individual human subject, that is,

the particular temperament of each man with which he tends to

invest and color his own manner of knowing. The image of the cave

is reminiscent of Plato’s Republic (Book VII), while the notion of

temperament recalls the doctrine of the humors current at the time.

The “idols of the marketplace” derive from the difficulties of

communication among men. “Marketplace” is a figure of speech for

this process of communication. The chief channel of communication
is language, and language, while it is the sole conveyor of truth, is

the source, as well, of numerous errors. The result is that reputedly

great ideas and great disputes are reducible to mere verbal con-

structions and logomachies.

By the “idols of the theatre” Bacon means to indicate those

deformations and distortions in the objects of nature which stem
from the tendency to accept speculative and theoretical constructions

at their face value, so to say, and to address nature in the perspective
of these theories, i.e., the Aristotelian sees everything in terms of

“matter and form,” the Platonist in terms of “idea” and “ap-

pearance,” etc.

7 Bacon, op. cit., pp. 218-220.
8 Bacon, op. cit., Bk. II, xxii, p. 415.
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The delineation of these idols is a magnificent achievement; but

delineating them is not enough. Constant vigilance and criticism is

necessary for their constant detection, so that the process of rectifica-

tion of observation is continuous and effective.

To the “pars destruens,” the “destructive,” or better perhaps, the

“rectifying” portion of his method, corresponds the “pars con-

struens.” Bacons criticism of the abstract rationalism which he

attributes to Aristotle must not lead one to think that he identifies

knowledge and consciousness with sensibility. He is, indeed, most

critical of those who would underestimate the part played by the

senses in the acquisition of the necessary materials of science, and

at the same time, he holds that true knowledge is not sensible but

conceptual, (at which of course the observer arrives from sensible

observation ).

Therefore, he distinguishes two manners in which the materials

necessary for science may derive from experience. They may be

adventitious, offered by experience without being sought out, so to

say. This is mere experience, and is, of course, always subject to

change. Such materials, however, may be sought out deliberately

and on plan. In this case mere experience gives way to experiment,

which is obviously superior in many ways. By it, merely adventitious

and fortuitous encounter are transformed into inquiry. This in-

quiry, obviously, must be guided by some principles. These principles

may conceivably be simply accumulated experience. On the other

hand, its surer instruments become concepts, which however rudi-

mentary, allow us not only to organize the matter of experience but

to direct our attention to points whence the greatest fruit of

observation may be expected.

Such concepts make possible the organization of the materials of

experience into the “Tables.” These tables serve not only to bring

order into materials already gathered, but even more importantly,

they serve as patterns within which to conduct inquiry or expe-

riment according to a surer plan. These tables are called the tables

of “presence” and of “absence.” What is present or absent is the

determinate nature which underlies the collected materials. The
function of the tables is not to record an already ascertained nature

but to determine such presence or absence.

Bacon's own examples bring out this point of the active function

of the tables. Thus, if one is seeking the nature of “the warm,” one

must before all else bring together the “instances” in which the

quality appears sensibly. In this case of the “warm” Bacon lists

twenty-eight such instances ranging from the rays of the sun to

instances of intense cold which turn into warmth (e.g., a modern

instance: dry ice). As the next step, one must bring together

instances which are most like the preceding in some respect but
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which do not exhibit that quality or property; e.g., in opposition to

the rays of the sun, the heatless light of the moon, of the stars, etc.

Finally, one must bring together the instances in which the quality

concerned is present according to some degree, either as it varies

according to system in a constant subject, or as it appears in diverse

degrees in different objects. Thus heat is experienced as greater or

lesser as one approaches or withdraws from the fire, etc. In this

manner, the tables of presence and absence are constructed.

What is important to note, it would seem, is that the “nature” of

“heat” or the “warm” is not conceived by Bacon to be “something

lying beyond this complex and dialectical structure of presence and

absence, but wholly within it. Also it is to be noted that in this

way, three sets of tables are obtained: presence, absence, and

gradations.

It is on the basis of these tables that induction, in Bacon’s view,

becomes possible and correctly proceeds. What he calls the “form”

of the determinate “nature” or quality, such as heat, is indicated by

that which appears in all the tables of presence, and which is

lacking in all the tables of absence, and which varies according to

some determinable proportion in the tables of gradations.

Thus with respect to heat, using the physical and cosmological

terminology of the very system he was seeking to displace, he notes

that the “instance” of the rays of the sun make it clear that heat

cannot be an element; of fire, that it cannot be of a celestial nature;

of its penetration of any body, that it might itself be a body; of the

essence of incandescence when it penetrates water or air, that it

might consist in light; and so forth. By this process, he reaches the

conclusion that heat is a motion which expands upward, in a non-

uniform manner, through the mediation of particles which are not

ultimate particles. Finally, he notes that such research is greatly

advanced and facilitated if it is possible to adduce instances in which

the phenomenon in question or under consideration is present in a

purer form. Such instances he calls “prerogatives.”

3. The Practical End of Knowledge or Science

Perhaps what is most commonly known or thought about Bacon
is that he was the first to suggest that human knowledge must in

some sense be directed toward, and evaluated according to, some
“practical” end. The manner in which this idea is present in his

thought certainly deserves to be determined. Bacon certainly affirms

that knowledge and science are to serve an end, and this end he calls

by the rather mystical title of the “reign” or “kingdom” of man. Bv
this he seems to have meant man’s control of the forces of nature

through the agency of his intellect and will. Knowledge and science
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must therefore be, in his image, not sterile virgins, but must enter

into a fruitful union with action.

At the same time it is necessary not to give any crude meaning

to this point of view. The picture is nicely balanced in the following

passage from an important liistorian of science,

Bacon’s writings have often been described as though his criticism and

proposals were directly and solely the result of his social sense; as

though, because he believed that progress in material civilization was
a worthy end, . . he reasoned that the single function of science was

to enhance man’s command over natural forces. He has thus been

depicted as the first philosopher to appreciate the potentialites of

science as the servant of industrial progress. The truth seems to be

more complex .... Many passages in Bacon’s writings indicate that

he had a philosophic appreciation of the value of knowledge for its

own sake and not merely for its utilitarian applications. The test by

works, in Bacon’s thought, assumed a particular importance not be-

cause works were the main end of science , hut rather because they

guaranteed the rectitude of the method used.9

When this sense of balance is established, it is possible to consider

less heatedly the actual results of this view. In the first place, it does

operate to displace that primacy of “contemplation” over action

which was characteristic of classical thought. It does also seem to

open the avenue to that empiricism which Bacon cannot, indeed, be

said actually and historically to have initiated, but the possibility of

which he certainly indicated in an indirect manner. His affirmations

on this point also have an effect on the internal structure and

content of the system of the sciences. The balance in importance

was shifted from metaphysical questions to those of the study of

nature. As a result the hierarchy of the sciences as it appeared in the

classical scheme was considerably altered.

4. Mechanism in Bacon’s Thought

Mechanism was indicated as a salient feature of the new science

of nature in contrast to the naturalism of the Renaissance. At the

same time, the animism of Renaissance naturalism had its own

conception of the kind of control which man could exercise over

nature.

The total effect of Bacon’s reflection was to dissipate the realm

of hidden natural forces and to diminish the notion of an affinity

between them and man. Instead, it rendered all of the workings of

nature apparent, and by the deliberate “rectification” of their

representation by man, objective and independent of any such

affinity. If man secured knowledge of and power over those forces of

nature, it was in terms of those forces themselves in their apparent

and ascertainable character. For him, nature was a mechanism, at

9 Hall, op. cit., pp. 164-165.
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least to this degree, that it was an open and determinate configura-

tion of objective forces. This is the first phase and form of his

mechanism.

As to the second phase of his mechanism, however, that con-

cerning the relation of those forces among themselves in their ob-

jective order or status, his thought is less certain. Masses in move-

ment in determinable mathematical relations: this will become the

effective form of the mechanistic hypothesis.

Two elements in Bacon’s thought impeded its reaching this term.

The first of these impeding elements is his rather rudimentary grasp

of mathematics and the consequent limited value he placed on it.

He did not share the high esteem, as he did not share the mastery

of it which Galileo and Descartes were to exhibit.

The second impeding element was his attachment to the notion

of “form” so closely associated with the Aristotelianism against which

his thought is explicitly directed. The form had heretofore indicated

a qualitatively differentiated nature. In Bacon it retains something

of this flavor, and as such works against any mechanism. At the same

time it must be recognized that the direction of his thought, is not

toward the reaffirmation of the form in this sense but rather

toward its redefinition in quantitative terms, within the schema of

the “tables.” Consequently, it must be said that the basic direction of

Bacon’s thought is toward mechanism and that it tends in that

direction precisely through an inward transformation of the notion

of form as he had received it, and which he was not yet prepared to

set aside altogether.

Our brief consideration of Bacon’s thought may well be brought

to a close by another quotation from Hall’s judicious and balanced

text:

While Bacon’s works gave a useful impetus to the growing interest in

science . . . his attempt to define the intellectual processes involved

in the understanding of nature was limited and only partially help-

ful . . . Modern science did not so much grow up through Bacon as

around him.

B. Johannes Kepler (1571-1631)

It was noted above that, when Bacon, Kepler and Galileo, are

disposed along an imaginary continuum whose terms are the animism
of the Renaissance, on the one hand, and on the other, the mecha-
nism of later scientific thought, Johannes Kepler is found to

occupy the middle position. In him these elements coexist in a

complex and intricate manner, yet reach a degree of distinction

which places him a considerable step beyond Bacon. On the other

hand, his persistent recurrence to animistic or quasi-animistic prin-
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ciples to explain the why of phenomena whose how lie had already

established on purely mathematical and experimental grounds,

marks him as a forerunner, but not yet the equal, of Galileo.

This situation is illustrated by the fact that in the area of pure

science, his name is forever linked with the three astronomical laws

of Kepler; while in his writings, an almost inordinate amount of

space and attention is devoted to the explication of these very laws

in metaphysical and animistic terms drawn from the Platonic and

Pythagorian traditions. As one historian expresses it, “To anyone

who wants to know how the new science truly emerged from the

elaborate scientific mythology of the Renaissance, the writings of

Kepler offer the most significant documents.’’ 10

The two basic strains of Kepler’s thought are thus indicated; but

they are not thus distributed among his works. Rather, both strains

appear constantly interwoven. At the same time there is a discernible

movement in the succession of his writings from the metaphysical and

animistic, from preoccupation with the problem why, toward the

scientific, the mechanical, toward greater contentment, so to say, in

the ability simply to account satisfactorily for the how. In this way
his works also illustrate that philosophical revolution in terms of

what constitutes an explanation, of which mention was made above.

In his writings, finally, it is clear that the great emerging prob-

lem of mind and matter is felt with considerable keenness; for the

establishment of mechanism in science of nature in no wise elim-

inates mind or spirit, but makes an account of it and of its relations

to matter all the more imperative. Because this movement of his

thought is reflected in the succession of his works, we may, in a man-

ner we could not follow in the case of Bacon, take the course of their

appearance as the form of the consideration of his ideas.

The earliest of his writings to appear was the Mysterium Cos-

mographicum (full title: Prodromus Dissertationum Continens Mys-

terium Cosmographicum de Admirabili Proportione Orbium Coeles-

tium, 1597): The Cosmographic Mystery. In contrast to Bacon, who
saw mathematics only as a final complement or addition to physics,

this work places in full relief the importance Kepler placed on this

science in all natural investigation. Mathematical hypothesis was his

basic way of proceeding, in seeking the explanation of phenomena.

The underlying assumption of his thought was that God is a geom-

eter. As a consequence, the basic problem seemed to him to be that

of establishing the relations between the number, the magnitude,

and the movement of the celestial bodies. He recounts his early

efforts and failures in this direction, until he felt he had come upon

a discovery, a constant relation between the orbits of the planets and

10 De Ruggiero, G., “L’Eta Cartesiana,” Storia della Filosofia, Part IV, Vol. I

(Bari, Italy: Suis. L. Arterz and Figli, 1946) p. 40.
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the five basic regular geometrical figures which arc equilateral and

equiangular.

Kepler, it has been noted, was never to abandon these artificial

constructions of the Cosmographic Mystery
,
though he was to pass

beyond them. They are important because they show the manner in

which he used mathematical and geometrical schemes as the frame-

work within which to set up his problems and project his solutions,

testing nature in this way, to see whether it responded to mathe-

matical conditions. This practice did not, it should also be noted,

impede his attention to careful observations and measurements, but

rather aided him in this direction by suggesting patterns for this

work.

The basic principle which ensues is one, finally, which he is

never to abandon, the principle that a harmony in mathematical

proportions underlies natural phenomena. Kepler restates the posi-

tion of the Cosmographic Mystery in the Dissertatio cum Nuncio
Sidereo (Discussion with the Nuncius Sidereus) published in 1610

and reprinted in 1621. In this work he enters into discussion with

Galileo on the important points raised in that scientist’s work of that

name.

The observations on and criticism of existing systems which Kep-
ler undertook were very important in helping him come to a critical

understanding of the early Platonic ideas which had preoccupied
him speculatively. In a work, De Stella Nova in Pede Serpentarii

(On the New Star at the Foot of the Serpent), he criticizes, (and it

would seem that he has in mind specifically Giordano Bruno) those

who, on the basis of a few snippets of Copernicus, plunged on to

elaborate purely imaginative constructions of the physical universe,

instead of moving ahead by gradual experiments, observations and
checkings.

Especially was he critical of Bruno’s enthusiastic depiction of the
infinity of the world. That idea, in Kepler’s view, would seem con-
trary to that principle of harmony and proportionality which he
envisaged as controlling the whole. The principle of harmony and
proportion seemed, on the contrary, to involve the notion of a finite

universe. Thus he remains, in this aspect, committed to the older
view of the universe.

On the other hand, in the same work, he criticizes a very impor-
tant aspect of that classical view: the thesis that the heavens were
unchanging. The issue turned about the question whether new
stars could arise. T he Aristotelians affirmed that appearances which
lent credence to this possibility must be illusory, for the heavens
were immutable. Kepler asks why it might not be possible that a new
star might be formed of the matter scattered through the heavens.
Moreover, he did not feel that such an opinion was contradictory to
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the doctrine of Aristotle himself, but only to the position held by

some of his less perceptive and more adamant adherents. “If I could

talk with Aristotle returned to life . .
.” he says, “I might be able

to persuade him.”

As an assistant to Tycho Brahe, Kepler was given the task of

checking and refining the theory which was based on the observa-

tions of the planet Mars made by Tycho and another assistant,

Longomantanus. This task led to the composition of one of Kepler’s

most important works, Astronomic Nova sen De Motu Stellae Martin

(A New Astronomy or Concerning the Motion of the Planet Mars,

1609). This book is also referred to as Celestial Physics.

In this work are formulated two of Kepler’s three great laws: that

concerning the elliptical orbits of the planets, having the sun as one

of the foci; and that concerning the unequal velocity of the planets

in tracing these orbits, this velocity being retarded when they retreat

from the sun, and accelerated as they approach the sun. The first law

is mathematical, though controlled by observations; the second in-

volved experiments and is related to investigations on gravity which

Kepler made and which at some points seem to have brought him

very near to the position which Newton was later to establish. In

these investigations he places in relief both essential points, namely,

that gravity is proportional to mass, and that it is in inverse propor-

tion to the square of the distance between the bodies involved.

As Hall remarks, Kepler was never the man to be satisfied with a

mere phenomenalism. Consequently, he seeks to support these investi-

gations and insights concerning gravity by a kind of “metaphysics”

of gravity. Citing St. Augustine, he follows the suggestion that it is

love which effects this attraction; love alone, however, he notes,

could not explain the regularity of the attraction. This would require

intelligence. Therefore he turns to neo-Platonic speculation for its

theory of angelic intelligences which would be the moving spirits

behind this phenomenon.

He was also attracted by the theory of gravitation suggested by

the scientist Gilbert (1544-1603) assigning it to magnetism. But with

his usual critical acumen, Kepler noted that magnetism could not

explain the sun’s circumgyrations about its own center. To meet

this, he postulated, again according to his neo-Platonic propensities,

a “moving spirit” and “angelic intelligence” in the sun itself. This

would seem a revealing point.

The situation was such that gravity and magnetism might explain

the movements of planets in relationship to each other; it could not

explain their particular movements relative to themselves. This

seems to offer Kepler an opening through which to reintroduce the

older notions of animistic powers in a neo-Platonic manner. The
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observable phenomena had to be assigned to two heterogeneous

orders of forces: material and animistic.

Ultimately, however, Kepler could not tolerate this situation;

such a plurality and heterogeneity of causes offended his sense of

scientific explanation. He began then his speculations upon what

might be called, in more modern terms, the mind-matter controversy.

The exigencies of science demanded, as Galileo was to stress in

his turn, that the operations of matter be explained juxta propria

principia, in their own terms. These operations ought not to be

referred to principles of another order. Thus, in a marginal note to

the later printing of the Mysterium Cosmographicum, for the term

anima one should read, in a context of physical forces, vis, i.e. for

soul
, force. Mind, he becomes more and more convinced, can have no

direct effect on matter. In this way he is overcoming the syncretistic

mentality of the Renaissance. Not for this reason, however, is it to

be concluded that the principle of mind, anima, or soul is to be

eliminated. Kepler is still too much an anima naturaliter Platonica

for that. Instead, he lifts the plane of the operation of mind. Its

function now is to provide the ultimate principles of that cosmic

harmony which underlies all physical phenomena.

This is the subject of the work which he published in 1516, Har-

moniae Muncli (The Harmonies of the World). This is a doctrine

difficult to follow, though by no means new in the history of western

thought; one remembers the persistent theme of the “music of the

spheres.” We may indicate simply a few of its salient points.

Harmony is a universal law, observable at all levels in nature;

e.g. the structure of the crystall, etc. Harmony, however, is not a

property of things, but of mind. More precisely, it consists in a

relation, which is actualized only in the presence of mind and

through the agency of mind. Kepler exemplifies this by references

to music and then to all sensible unities. Outside the harmony, the

sensible elements are many, within it, elements are of a unity, which

is added to them by mind. The sensible elements are organized

according to the archetype of harmony which is constitutive of mind.

The mind is active and creative even in the realm of sensible

things; for it creates, on the pattern of its own inner harmonies, the

harmony which prevails among them.

The supreme evidence of this is to be found in the perfect har-

monies of the laws of astronomy; all of his laws, but particularly the

third, are thought of as exemplifications of this principle. This com-
bination of scientific and technical insights with metaphysical Pla-

tonic elements is stated in orderly fashion in the Epitome Astrono-

miae Copernicanae (Epitome of Copernican Astronomy, 1618-1621).

Whatever else may be said of Kepler from the historical point of

view, this would seem to be true: that in his thought the balance is
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tipped definitively in favor of the new scientific attitude of mind,

the new notion of what constitutes an explanation in a matter of

physical science, the study of nature. At the same time, in his

thought, there are discernible the lineaments of a problem which is

to persist through philosophy to the present: that of the relations be-

tween mind and matter. For like Kepler, modern thought, even while

recognizing the necessity of explanation juxta propria principia in

the study of nature, has no inclination to abandon the recognition

of the autonomy of mind or even of its right to a place in nature, not

merely as another phenomenal dimension, but as a regulative prin-

ciple.

C. Galileo Galilei (1564-1642)

Of the three great figures Bacon, Kepler, and Galileo, the last

named achieved the first indubitable expression of the basic attitude

of the modern mind. Moreover, in those areas and aspects of his

thought in which he did not achieve emancipation from the older

views, he managed in almost every case, so to re-construe and rein-

terpret them that they became, in his hands, instruments for

enunciating an orientation, his own, which went beyond the formal

limits within which he first subscribed to them.

A great deal of attention, in almost every account of Galileo, is

devoted to his difficulties with the censorship of the Church. While of

interest and importance in itself, tiffs matter is not of primary rele-

vancy in the present context. Consequently, in these pages we shall

content ourselves as strictly as we may with a concern for his place

in the history of philosophy and shall deal with him under the

three rubrics of his career and works, his reflections on the problems

of method and theory of knowledge, and finally, of the stages and

the theoretical enunciations by which his thought, beginning with

an adherence, more of circumstances, we may suppose, than of even

initial choice, to the current Aristotelian views, gradually disengaged

itself to make those fundamental contributions to the modern view of

nature find its study with which his name is inseparably associated.

1. Life and Writings

Galileo’s career may be considered as falling into a pattern of

three periods: the Pisan, the Paduan and the post-Paduan, Roman

or exilic. The Pisan period extends from his birth in that city in

1564 to his acceptance of an appointment to the obscure chair of

mathematics which he was to bring to great prominence at the Uni-

versity of Padua in 1592. This period is important both for the

first manifestations of his profound genius for naturalistic observa-

tion, experiment and mathematical speculation, and for the first evi-
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dences of his great power as an expounder, even at a rather popular

level, of scientific findings and ideas, and as a university lecturer.

As a student he had already gained a not very enviable reputation

among his fellows and his teachers for his polemical gifts and his

readiness to employ them; and he had already begun, more impor-

tantly, that lifelong observation of nature with which he was to

enrich western thought. Thus it was in 1583, as a student, that he

observed, in the Cathedral of Pisa, the oscillations of a lamp and
drew from these observations the first formulation of the law, which
he was later to perfect, of the isochronism of the oscillations of the

pendulum.

In 1589 he assumed the chair of mathematics at the University or

“Studium” of Pisa, at the age, it may be noted, of twenty-five. At this

time too he made his first experiments with observations upon falling

bodies, on the expanded basis of which he was later to challenge the

peripatetic position that the velocity of falling bodies varies accord-

ing to their weights.

The move to Padua was made, it has been suggested, primarily

for economic reasons, and given his circumstances, there is little

reason to challenge this suggestion. It opened a most fruitful epoch
in his career, one which some have called the period of his full

maturity of which the later writings are but the harvest. It was also,

and above all, a period of exploration of his own interests and poten-
tialities, as the numerous writings of the time attest. These include
treatises on fortifications, studies for a machine to raise water, and
the perfection of the geometric and the military compass experiments
which led to the invention of the thermometer.

He taught Euclidean geometry and the Ptolemaic system of the
physical universe. To this time belongs his lucid exposition of this

system (which he was entirely to reject) in the work, Trattato della

Sfera ovvero Cosmographia ( Treatise on the Sphere or Cosmogra-
phy). At this time too he reconstructed, with numerous improvements,
the telescope, news of which he had received from Holland. By means
of this instrument he completed a series of celestial observations
which initiated a revolution in the field of astronomy.

He observed the mountains of the moon, concluding that it was
a body like the earth, thus impugning the myth of the incorruptibil-
ity of the heavenly bodies. He determined that the nebulae of the
Milky Way are a congeries of fixed stars. He discovered the four
satellites of Jupiter, thus impugning the idea that the earth was the
center of all celestial movements.

The results of this great activity he reported in the Nuncius
Sideieus in 1610. This book immediately aroused the opposition of
the peripatitics, but drew a defensive statement from Kepler whose
great contributions Galileo was not to appreciate. At this time too, he
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initiated the studies in physics and mechanics which were later to

form respectively the bases of his two greatest works, the Dialogues

on the Great Systems (1632) and the Mathematical Discourses and

Demonstrations (1638).

In the same year, 1610, at the appearance of the Nuncius Sidereus,

Galileo left Padua to become First Mathematician to the Grand Duke

of Tuscany. At this time too (1611), his long struggle began with

the censorship of the Church, which was to plague him until liis

death, involving the admonition of Bellarmine of 1616 and his own

adjuration of 1633.

The year 1613 saw the “Letter to Benedetto Castelli,” and 1615 that

to Christina of Lorraine, both in substance scientific and polemical

monographs. These were followed by the Saggiatore in 1623, an essay

which is held by some still to be an exemplar of the manner in

which scientific controversy should be carried on.

Even in the informal imprisonment, in his own villa, to which

he was condemned after 1633, Galileo continued to work despite

blindness, loss of kin and other afflictions. His last astronomical ob-

servations were collected and published by his disciple Viviani.

The results achieved during this life of incessant labor, can, for

the sake of readier comprehension, be considered under two headings,

as we have suggested above: contributions to the problems of scien-

tific method and the theory of knowledge, and contributions to

natural science itself. It should also be underlined that these two

themes are artificially separated here for the purposes of ease of

exposition.

His work, so to say, followed an organic rhythm in which there

was a periodic alternation between intense constructive work and

moments of suspension, as it were, in which the great scientist paused

to reflect on the problems implicit in his procedures, and to general-

ize these into propositions concerning method and theory of knowl-

edge.

It is this quality above all others, as historians have noted, that

gives Galileo’s work its particular character. His method is not an

abstract construct; it is one worked out in the heat, as it were, of

scientific investigation and reflection on the problems it occasioned,—

a method whose value is to be measured by the results it achieves

rather than by any perfection of form it may exhibit. With this

precaution we may turn to a brief consideration of the main aspects

of his reflections on the theory of knowledge and the method to be

followed in investigations of nature.

2. Scientific Method and Theory of Knowledge

Consideration of Galileo’s ideas on method may well begin with

a contrast with the attitude of Kepler, especially since the latter took
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occasion to notice this contrast himself in the course of his work,

Discussion with the Nuncius Sedereus. There Kepler notes his own

preference for speculative questions, the “di hoti” as distinct from

the mere “hoti” with which Copernicus as well as Galileo were

content.

Galileo was quite ready to surrender this quest for “reasons why”

beyond the account of “what” and “how” because he felt that such a

surrender, while in a sense a limit, released his thought for a more

fruitful pattern of investigation. For example, if one demands the

“why” of any order of phenomena, one immediately has recourse

to the elements and the hidden reasons of creation. Investigation is

shut off before it really begins. If, however, one constrains one’s

attention to the “what” and “how” there is no limit to the manner in

which avenues open to invite investigation. One seems to be re-

nouncing something. As a matter of fact, one is turning one’s face to

an infinite area of investigation. This esteem for the entirely positive

value of the method, even as it involves excluding certain kinds of

inquiry, is very modern and marks Galileo as the “first modem,”
a title he has been given more than once.

At the same time, however, as historians have noted, it would be

incorrect to think that Galileo surrenders all metaphysical assump-

tions. On the contrary, he seems to share some of the very ones which

satisfied Kepler, for example, the “geometrizing God.” Even so

however, a difference in his attitude is to be noted. He employs them

as points of reference by which his positive investigation may be

guided or kept within a discernible pattern; but he does not dwell

on them in themselves nor permit them to cut across his direct lines

of investigation.

The most basic and salient feature of his thought under this

aspect is the place he assigns to mathematics. This position is con-

tained in a passage from the Saggiatore which has become classical,

Philosophy is written in this greatest of books which stands always

open to our gaze: I mean the universe; but it cannot be understood

unless one first learns the language and the characters in which it is

written. It is written in the language of mathematics and the characters

are triangles circles and other geometrical figures. . . . Without these,

. . . the investigation of nature is wandering in an obscure labyrinth. 11

Reality is therefore an objective realm of nature which is composed

so to say of pure mathematical quantities.

It is also to be noted that Galileo will permit no subtle questions

to intrude such as the definition of quantity or the manner in which
these mathematical figures are united to nature or present in it. He
posits them as a seamless unity, so to say.

11 Galileo, op. cit., VI, p. 232.
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He permits himself to become involved in certain puzzles which

seem to follow from this position. Such, for example, is the fact

that, from a physical point of view, matter would seem to be com-

posed of discrete parts, while from the mathematical point of view,

it would seem to be infinitely divisible; and another, whether from

the point of view of its quantity, the universe must be thought

to be finite or infinite. He speaks of these, but he refuses to let them

occupy the foreground, so to say, of his canvas. Indeed, it has been

noted, the power of his method seems to lie in the fact that it can

proceed securely and in an orderly fashion, witli immense fruits, even

though its first principles may be wrapped in obscurity. Assuming as

true what he has asserted about nature and mathematics, every-

thing else follows with clarity and order.

This assumption that the world is but a system of matter in

motion, governed by mathematical proportions, seems immediately

to raise another question of importance for the theory of knowl-

edge. It seems to open up a gulf between nature thus conceived and

the qualitative world of nature which we know by the senses: the

problem as it will become more and more known, of primary and

secondary qualities.

Galileo recognizes this problem and resolves it with a discon-

certing directness in a manner which may be called nominalistic, not

for any reason whatsoever, but for the good reason that he himself

uses the term. The words are again from the Saggiatore,

When I speak of a bodily substance, I immediately conceive it in

relation to another, large or small, in this or that place, in this or

another time, as moving or at rest . . . ;
but I do not feel any

compulsion in my mind to think of it as necessarily accompanied by

such things as being white or red, bitter or sweet, sounding or

silent. ... As a consequence I am of the opinion that these tastes,

colors, odors, etc. so far as the subject in which they seem to reside

is concerned, are nothing else than pure names .

12

In addition, Galileo makes the distinction between primary and

secondary qualities quite explicit; for in the same passage he goes on

to say, “Since we have imposed (upon these secondary qualities,

taste, color etc.) particular names different from those which are

given to other first and real accidents,
we would like to believe that

they (the secondary qualities) are truly and really different from

those others (the primary).” Therefore the picture which he pre-

sents would seem to be that of a) substance, b) primary qualities,

principally quantity and extension and movement, and c) secondary

qualities: color, sound, taste, which in his own words, Have their

residence only in the sensitive body in such wise that when this is

removed (lanimale), all these qualities (the secondary) are taken

12 Galileo, op. cit., V, pp. 347-348, 350.
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away and annihilated (annichilite).” His conclusion is clear

“that there are necessary to account for the arousal in us of tastes,

odors, sounds, anything else or other than quality, movement, figure,

this I cannot believe.”

This is the picture of Galileos world, therefore, a world woven
of pure quantity and movement, which, because there are inserted

into it, for reasons for which he can offer no explanation, living

and sensible creatures, takes on for those creatures the most varied

and complex aspects.

Drawing closer to the problem of knowledge in a stricter sense,

Galileo further offers a picture of the process of knowledge which
might be called an epistemological realism. Or again, it might be
called a correspondence theory. For the world as he has depicted it is

the model to which human knowledge must conform and by which
it must be measured. The human mind must conform itself to the
fact, “this and no other is the best of all situations.” But the instru-

ment for this knowledge of the world is complex. It is, in Galileos
view, a “logic of invention.”

He develops this notion of a logic of invention, inevitably, in

contrast to the logic of the schools The latter is useful for testing

the validity of arguments which have already been formulated or con-
structed; it does not, however, enable us to discover arguments and
lines of reason which may lead to conclusions.

The logic of invention proceeds by a two-pronged approach in

its self-coinmensuration with nature. It draws from nature its proper
data by means of observation and experiment. These it develops
through the use of mathematics which, better than any other mode
of discourse, comes close to being able to follow the sinuous dif-

ferences and movements of nature. It is this place which he assigns
to mathematics which gives us a clue to a deeper aspect of what we
have called his realism.

When Galileo speaks of nature being that to which the mind
must conform itself in its understanding, it becomes clear that it is

not nature in any materialistic sense of which he is speaking. For in
what, in the last analysis, does the reality of nature consist for
Galileo? Not, clearly, in the secondary qualities which are adven-
titious; nor, for that matter, in the “other and real” accidents, quan-
tity, etc., the primary qualities; nor, finally, in “substance” which, it

was passingly suggested, would be the term normally complementary
to primary accident.

No, beyond that system of primary qualities, what Galileo is

concerned with pointing out is the intrinsic and constitutive mathe-
matical structure of nature. It is to this mathematical structure of
nature that the mind would conform itself. And in doing so, it

would be doing nothing violent, clearly. The conformity* is be-
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tween two terms of the same order, two homogeneous terms, so to

say: the mathematical structure of nature and the processes of

mathematical reasoning in the human mind.

Immediately, of course, the character and status in being of that

intrinsic mathematical structure of the world of nature imposes itself

as a problem. On the one hand, Galileo, in a familiar idiom, talks

of it as divine, a quality which nature derives from its creative prin-

ciple, the “geometrizing God.” On the other, he is urged to this

position by no absolutely compelling reasons. It is also sufficient to say

that the mathematical principles are simply immanent, constitutive,

and structural principles of the objects of nature. Still further, how-

ever, it is possible to disengage oneself even from this much of

an ontological commitment and simply say that these relations are

but formal properties of the objects and have no status in being other

than the status in being of the objects thus subject to mathematical

measurement, etc.

It is to be concluded that any element of Platonism present in

Galileo’s thought does not point to a deep commitment on his part.

The world of appearance, of becoming, as it has been called, is all to

him. If he speaks of structural properties of that world, he clearly

does not seem to want to give them an independent and autonomous

status in being. They are immanent principles, not to be counter-

distinguished in any way from the world in which they are present.

Consequently, he exhibits no residue of the Platonic tendency to

make of the sensible and mobile world and the knowledge we have

of it a transitive, illusory or inconsequent thing.

On the contrary, this world of sense, primary qualities, move-

ment, is a world of complete certainty and absolute knowledge.

The deliberations of nature (the interesting personification is to be

noted) are the very best possible, the only ones, and possibly even the

only possible ones (forse necessarie); therefore our opinions and

counsels or those of others have no reference to nature; in those

deliberations there is no room for probable reasonings; so that every

discourse or discussion which we construct about them is either the

best possible and the truest, or it is the worst and the falsest possible .
13

Pursuing his first insight, of Platonic derivation, to the effect that

this mathematical structure of nature is divine, Galileo goes on to

distinguish the two forms of knowing of which this structure is the

possible subject. There is, on the one hand, an intuitive knowledge

of the mathematical essences of things; but this intuitive knowledge is

also divine, that is, the process of a divine subject. The other is a

discursive knowledge of that same mathematical essence of things

and this knowledge is attainable by humans. The latter is absolutely

certain in its conclusions, though the range of its movements tlirough

18 Galileo, op. cit., IV, p. 24.
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nature is limited. As the historian Cassirer has suggested, there is no

knowledge of the absolute for Galileo but there is an absolute knowl-

edge of the relative.

There does not seem to be for Galileo, as there will be for other

“empiricists” such as Hume, any room in science for merely probable

opinions or reasons; the demonstrative necessity of science must be
equal to the necessities of real nature.

And Galileo goes even a step further when he writes, “there is so

much of being, as it is possible to understand.” He does not explore

this assertion more fully, but its implications are readily to be dis-

cerned. He is more concerned with indicating the states and the

movements of this discursive knowledge of nature which is certain

in its conclusions, and which is opened to man. Again he repeats that

these stages, or better perhaps, “moments” are two: sensible experi-

ence and experiment and mathematical reasonings and demonstra-
tions. At once, however, it is apparent that Galileo has a highly

individualistic view of these two moments and especially of their

relations.

In the first place, it is not possible to define, a priori
, so to say,

and abstractly, any order between them or any relation of value.

It is impossible, that is, to assign a “first” position to either in time
or in importance. The movement between them is “free”. Or, more
accurately, the demands of the concrete and particular problem
being investigated would decide the order to be followed. He does
not indulge in any elaborate schematicisms such as Bacon spent so

much effort in devising. He felt that a single, pregnant experiment,
from which one could move more directly to a conclusion or to a

fresh and more inclusive insight could be of greater value than any
attempt at an exhaustive catalogue of the interminable possibilities

of nature.

On the other hand, there is great evidence to sustain the view
that, for Galileo, mathematics was the thing, and that the function

of induction is to confirm and to control mathematical reasoning
rather than to establish the generalizations on which mathematics
proceeds. It would seem that for him, science, this discursive knowl-
edge of nature, proceeds deductively in the first place and inductively
only in second place.

The truest view may well be that the essence of science lies in

that “freedom” of movement between the two moments of which
mention was made earlier. Perhaps it might best be said that the
“scientist” will know when to turn to the one or the other.

Since he does show a predilection for the deductive movement,
it is important to indicate the further distinctions which he estab-
lished within this movement. These are two: the “method of resolu-
tion” and the “method of composition,” or analysis and synthesis.
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Galileo oilers, in scattered places throughout his works, indications

as to how he distinguished and characterized these moments.

The members of the Galilean school, and especially Benedetto

Castelli, whose name has already been encountered, developed these

distinctions even more. Especially important in this respect is his

letter to Galileo written in 1637, the same year as the publication ot

the Discourse on Method of Rene Descartes with whose name the

elaboration of these notions of synthesis and analysis are, as will be

seen, most closely associated. Castelli notes, however, that the process

of analysis never gets down to ‘ultimate simples” or "irreducibles;”

similarly, synthesis never begins with such samples. In this, the

Galilean school exhibits an attitude of its master, that of resting con-

tent, so to say, with what can be gotten. The school of Descartes

and its master will of course differ in this respect; for analysis to

the “irreducibles” will be most important to them.

3. Positive Philosophical Contributions

From this brief consideration of Galileo’s reflections and indica-

tions on the problems of method and the theory of knowledge we

may turn to a consideration which will be equally brief, his positive

philosophical doctrines. These philosophical reflections are not to

be found in any distinct and separate writings of Galileo, but are

dispersed through all his writings in which he pursued his positive

scientific investigations and, from time to time, in which he reflected

upon the underlying problems or related considerations. We shall

be concerned only with the generalized views which he took most

often as the consequences of scientific discoveries, and which affect

the total cosmological views.

Finally, in this latter material we shall have a more particular-

ized point of view and preoccupation. This will be to mark, as well

as we may, the steps by which Galileo disengaged himself from the

older world view which formed the original matrix of his thought

and bv which he delineated the first form of the world view which

was destined to replace it, the modern view of the material universe.

All historians agree that in Galileo’s case, as in many another,

there is no sudden transformation. There is only a gradual and

even laborious displacement and replacement. In some thinkers, it is

true, this process is even retarded by a concern to "save” the older

view. Or in cases like that of Kepler, there is a shared pleasure in

the type of speculation which the older view fostered because in

the last analysis it rested on it. Galileo, it is true, shows himself

remarkably free from both these traits. Still the process in his

thought is gradual and laborious, moving forward only by short

and not wholly coordinated steps.

An important point which aids Galileo in this movement is his
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notion that logic ought to be an instrument of inquiry and ought

not to impede it, as it did, in his opinion, in the case of the

peripatetics. At the opening of the Dialogues he remarks that there

is, no doubt, a science of logic which should be known for its own
sake. It ought not to be imagined, however, that the mastery of this

logic as a science will guarantee that one knows how to use it in the

construction of a science, any more than a knowledge of poetics will

insure that one can write poems. The point is that he feels that the

ancient world-view is too much a construction of this kind, that is,

of a purely logical variety resting upon the formation and analysis

of concepts without due attention to observation and experiment.

As a consequence, as he shows in his own writings, the older

cosmology is forever putting itself in the ludicrous position of con-

tradicting the obvious facts of observation.

Such an abstract logical construction is that upon which the

ancient world view rested. This is the distinction between ele-

mentary substances: earth, water, air and fire, and celestial sub-

stances. This distinction, in turn, rests upon a further and more
basic distinction between the kinds of motion and their distribution

and attribution in the cosmos.

Motion is distinguished into rectilinear and circular. The circular

is thought to be the “perfect.” (This notion of “perfection” Galileo

is to criticize, as will presently be seen, to good effect.) because its

beginning and its end coincide; the rectilinear is imperfect, for

obvious and complementary reasons. These types of motion are then
distributed and assigned: rectilinear motion to the elementary sub-
stances, circular motion to the celestial.

Likewise proceeding by this logical process of conceptualization

and the analysis of concepts, this view holds that the circular move-
ment of the celestial elements is eternal; but that of the elementary
substances is predicated upon rest, from which they must be moved
by a principle external to them. This rest is identified as the

natural place of the elementary substance in the universe: lower
for the heavier, higher for the lighter and more volatile. “Upper”
and “lower” are absolute determinations in space. The rectilinear

movement of the elementary substances is due to the fact of their

initial displacement from their natural locations, to which they
seek to return.

Upon this antithesis between the circular movement of the
celestial and the rectilinear movements of the elementary substances
the properties of each class are established. The celestial are in-

generable, incorruptible, impassible, eternal. The elementary are,

by contrast, generable, corruptible, subject to modification. Never-
theless, this corruptible earth stands at the center of the universe,
and upon it are directed, as to their proper ends, the influences of
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the movements and the light of the stars. More importantly, how-

ever, for the consideration of the path of Galileo's thought is the

consideration that the two kinds of movement cannot be attributed

to the same subject.

This is the world view, in its most elementary traits, from which

Galileo takes his point of departure and of which he notes that it is

the construction of an over-confidence in logical conceptualization

and construction, which, unfortunately, can sometimes be upset by

a simple and cogent observation.

Since the whole construction rests on the concept of motion, it

is at this point that the basic opposition between that system and

his own is to be found. This is in nowise, however, to suggest that

Galileo set about the logical construction of a concept of motion

opposed to that of the classical world view. This would be to fall

victim to the same error which he excoriates in others. His own

view of motion is come by only as the result of reflection upon his

own discoveries and experiments, and thus draws its strength pre-

cisely from that source which reveals the weakness of the other

world view: observation and experience.

The Aristotelian world view depended much, as has been noted,

on the notion of perfect motion or, even more accurately, on the

distinction between perfect and imperfect motion. Galileo’s criticism

finds this distinction a weak and unsustainable one. There are not,

he thinks, according to the Saggiatore ,
any motions which are in

themselves any more perfect or “noble” than any others. The “value”

of a motion, “its perfection,” is something quite relative. Figures and

motions are to be judged relative to some end, and relative to

themselves within the context of some end or function. He says,

“I think that all figures are equally ancient and noble or, to speak

more accurately, that in themselves they are to be considered neither

noble nor perfect, nor ignoble nor imperfect, except insofar as 1

believe that to build a wall, the square is more perfect than the

sphere, but to move and conduct wagons, round figures are to be

thought of as better than triangles.”

This does not lead him immediately to deny the Aristotelian-

Ptolemaic analysis of motion, but to challenge rather the manner

in which that theory distributes motion in the material universe.

Circular motion, the more perfect, it will be recalled, was assigned to

the celestial substances, rectilinear to the elemental. By contrast,

Galileo asserts that both kinds of motions are to be found in all

bodies and in all portions of the universe, and rightly so.

But since that distribution of perfect and imperfect motion had

served in that older system to enforce a distinction between the

qualities of the two orders of substances and hence to posit a

qualitative distinction in the parts of the universe, involving all
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that system of opposite qualities which was listed above, this re-

distribution is important. For it means that instead of such a

dualism, Galileo insists that there is but one single nature, equal

and identical qualitatively in all its parts. A sentence in the

Dialogues makes this clear, "once it is denied that circular motion

belongs only to celestial bodies and affirmed that it is to be found in

all mobile natural bodies, it is a necessary, and an inescapable

consequence, to say that the attributes of generable and ungenerable,

alterable and inalterable, etc., belong equally to all the bodies in

the universe, both celestial and elementary.”

It is to be noted that Galileo does not break with that older

theory overtly or suddenly but, working within it, he introduces

alterations of maximum import which cannot fail in the end to

transform it completely. And he continues in this vein by insisting

even that it is his purpose to "ennoble” the earth and make it equal
in dignity to the celestial bodies. Galileo is replacing the older

qualitatively dualistic view of the world with one in which nature

appears single and homogeneous, that is, having the same proper-

ties in all its extent. These results are most important, even though,

strangely enough Galileo, though he knew them, no doubt did not

appreciate the discoveries of Kepler concerning the elliptical move-
ment of planets, etc., which have been noted above.

Another important doctrine or opinion of the older system, it

will be recalled, was that of “natural places” or location. This

doctrine held that the four elements had natural situations, that is,

situations according to their natures in the universe on the absolute

scale of “upper” and “lower” correlated with the distinction between
lighter’ and "heavier.” The movement of the elementary substances,

which was described as rectilinear, was initated by the myth of a

displacement from these natural sites, and accounted for, sub-
sequently, by assigning them a natural appetite to return to their

natural locations.

Galileo proceeds to call this doctrine into serious doubt; again,

however, not by a direct attack on it but by the rather ironic

procedure of pushing it, so to say, to an extreme form, by multi-
plying such natural places almost to infinity and by thus robbing
them of any real meaning or effectiveness in the system. He does this

by a strictly objective study of rectilinear motion, conjoined with
studies in the phenomena of gravitation.

From observations and reflections, Galileo drew the conclusion
that gravity was not to be understood in terms of "natural” locations

in the sense of the older system; but rather as the impulse which
draws the parts of any body toward its principal center and which
can also be observed between limited systems of bodies within the
universe. Hence, every body, is in a sense the "natural location” of
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all its parts; and similarly, any body, under proper circumstances,

can serve as the attractive center of a system of gravitation.

In a sense, then, since such bodies are without number, and eac 1)

is in a sense a natural location, the notion of natural location

cannot be used as a principle of explanation in the manner in which

the older system sought to use it. Gravity is a universal force,

acting everywhere within the universe, in the whole and in its parts.

In this respect Galileo’s thought seems to have a greater affinit\ to

that of his contemporary, Kepler.

These examples or instances obviously do not present a complete

picture of Galileo’s thought or of his vision of the universe. They

are not so intended. What they are intended to show, and what

they do show, is that which makes Galileo really important in the

history of thought. They show him, in possession and exercise of a

new method of procedure, in the process of transforming, almost

from within, the older world view. They also make it clear that the

efficacy of the method which he thus employed is by no menas

limited to this critical function; rather, precisely in the exercise of

this critical function, it is as the same time and by the same process

bringing forth a new vision.

But these examples show something still more important. This

method is not to be judged either by that which it destroys by

criticism, nor by any actual structure it may erect within the frame

of reference in which it is employed. The force of this method goes

beyond either of these limits and depends solely upon the vigor

with which it is applied. It is a method of indefinite fecundity.

And this view of it has been vindicated by the fact that in centuries

after Galileo, other thinkers, pursuing the method in a manner not

too different from that of Galileo, transformed even the doctrinal

structure he was able to erect, while at the same time iemaining

close to the ideal and method of his science.

The image of the science of nature which emerges is a little

different from that depicted by Galileo noted above. There he said

that the reasonings of nature are either the best and most true or

the worst and the most false. The final picture which emerges,

however, is not a science which is certain in these terms of absolute

opposition, but one which, in its method, is capable of self-revision

and hence of indefinite extension.
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CHAPTER II

Rene Descartes’
Introduction

Rarely does it oceur in the history of philosophy that an age or

period takes its name from the work and influence of a single

philosopher Rene Descartes (1596-1650), the flow of its influence as

which saw the emergence and the development of the thought of the

philosopher Rene Descartes (1596-1650), the flow of its influence as

well as the counter-flow of criticism which it evoked, justly deserves

to be marked by his name.

In his thought, philosophy became truly "modern.” By this it is

meant that the particular attitudes and perspectives of the Renais-

sance were finally transcended to give way to a fresh orientation

which opened new avenues even as it projected a whole galaxy oi

fresh problems. In liis thought the ambiguities and complexities

which had invested the Renaissance are resolved with dramatic

suddenness. At the same time, the ambiguities and complexities

which were to perplex subsequent thought for a long time were just

as dramatically projected.

As a result, historians are unanimous in thinking that the

characterization of modern thought in any of its many phases is

impossible without reference to Descartes. For this reason, the des-

ignation by his name of the period in which he lived and worked

and in which his influence was first directly felt seems not so much

an honor as an act of justice.

In a letter to the Princess Elizabeth of the Palatinate written in

1643, Descartes says that there are three basic notions upon which

all of our knowledge is founded: as regards the soul, the notion of

thought; as regards the body, the idea of extension; for the body

and soul together, the idea of their union. This statement is in-

teresting because, on the one hand, it reflects the impression which

he received so strongly from the Renaissance, and on the other hand,

•N.B. All quotations from the works of Descartes, unless otherwise specifically

noted, are from The Philosophical Works of Descartes rendered into English by

Elizabeth S. Haldane and G. R. T. Ross, 2 volumes, Cambridge University Press,

1931.
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it shows the wider pattern of problems which he bequeathed to the
philosophers who followed him. At the same time, this distinction
offers something of a pattern of his own thought.

It has been noted that in its earliest phases his thought was
preoccupied with the world of extension and with the nomothetic
force of mathematics for the study of that world. The dominant
philosophical concern was with the idea of method. In its second
phase, this preoccupation shifted rather to mind and thought, and
the engrossing philosophical problems were metaphysical. In its
third phase the union of body and soul, thought and extension
come to the fore. In science his studies are directed to physiological
problems, while his philosophical interests become psychological,
moral and ethical.

Of course this is just a pattern and does not imply any sharp
divisions between these interests and preoccupations. The validity of
this pattern will, of course, be tested by the pattern of his works
No attempt will be made to follow it rigidly, but it is useful as a
background against which the consideration of his thought may be
projected.

J

Of greater interest and of more literal application is the manner
in which this distinction, made by himself, helps us to see Descartes’
relationship to the thought of the preceding period. It will be
remembered that neither in Bacon, nor in Kepler nor in Galileo
were the two views, the antique animism and the new mechanism,
totally sundered. They remained for these men subtly intricated one
with the other. But not for Descartes. He counter-distinguished them
in a way that could not be mistaken. Body is extension; the world
of physical movement obeys mathematical laws. Soul is thought,
ruled by laws of its own which are not those of matter in motion
under the control of mathematical proportions. The two ideas, the
two orders confront each other over a sharp and profound divide.
What was implicit in the Renaissance was made by Descartes almost
painfully explicit.

By the same stroke, however, it became clear how intolerable
was this unrelieved dualism; and, consequently, how inadequate, if
not simply erroneous, the distinction and counter-characterization
of mind and matter and the worlds proper to each must be Their
radical distinction and counter-position made it at once apparent
that the great imperative of both philosophy and science was to
effect their re-union. This was immediately perceived, not only by
all those influenced by Descartes’ thought, but by Descartes himself
It was, consequently, the problem to which he devoted himself, as
has been suggested, in the most advanced stages of his activity. It
was this same problem, diversely interpreted and applied, which he
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bequeathed to subsequent generations, the matter-mind, the mind-

body, the spirit-matter, ete. problem.

Again, of course, in suggesting this frame of reference, there is

no intention of imposing upon Descartes’ thought or upon its

historical relations an abstract and rigid scheme. The purpose is

only to provide a frame of reference within which the actual out-

lines of his thought, as these emerge from his writings, may be more

readily discerned and associated historically in an intelligable pattern.

A. Descartes
7

TAfe and Writings

Little needs to be said of the external circumstances of Descartes’

life. Of him it is true, as has been many times averred of philosophers,

scholars, and men of letters, that their life is wholly in their work,

and that its true chronology is the chronology of their works.

From 1606 to 1614 he was a student in “one of the most

celebrated schools of Europe,” 14 as he calls it in his Discourse on

Method, the college of La Fleche, founded by Henry IV and con-

ducted by the Jesuits. Here, during the last portions of his course, he

received his initiation into philosophy in the form of expositions,

precis and commentaries on the works of Aristotle: a program which

had its origins in the direction of philosophy to the more important

field of theology. At this same time he studied mathematics under

Pere Clavius.

After taking his legal examinations in 1616, he embarked on a

period of military service first under Maurice of Nassau and later

under Maximilian of Bavaria. During these not too trying cam-

paigns he found time to make the friendship of Issac Beckman, a

medical doctor, with whom he studied mathematics and physico-

mathematical problems.

It was on November 10th, 1619, in a little German village in the

region of Ulm that, as he tells us, “filled with enthusiasm,” he

discovered the bases of “a marvelous science,” the first insight into

the possibility of a “universal method” which would introduce order

and unity among the fragmented sciences. Some historians associate

this episode, at least by indirection, with another side of Descartes’

“enthusiasm,” his association with the Rosicrucians.

Also at this time he saw in a prophetic dream the line from

Ausonius, whom he had read during his classical studies, “Quod

vitae sectabor iter?” luminously projected before him. He inter-

preted this as an invitation to a life of philosophy.

Leaving military service, he spent the years 1619-1628 in travel,

sojourning in Italy between 1623-25, and in Paris from 1625-28,

14 Descartes, Rene, The Philosophical Works of Descartes, Trans. Elizabeth S.

Haldine and G. R. T. Ross (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1931), Vol.

I, p. 83.
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studying mathematics and dioptics and forming the friendship which

was to play a great part in his life with Pere M. Mersenne. At this

time he met Cardinal Berulle of the Oratory who, as an early

biographer Baillet (1691) has it, imposed upon him as an obligation

in conscience the dedication of his life to the reformation of philos-

ophy and the sciences. During this period his editors place the

composition of the Regulae Ad Directionem Ingenii ( Rules for the

Guidance of Talent) which was published only posthumously.

Toward the end of 1628, Descartes, seeking peace and solitude

for uninterrupted study, went to Holland. He spent the rest of his

life there, except for a visit to France in 1644, until in 1649, in

response to a royal invitation he went to Scandinavia where he met
his death in the following year.

Immediately after taking up residence in Holland he tells us

that he is at work on a “little work in metaphysics” dealing with the

existence of God and the human soul. He set this aside, apparently,

for the year 1629 finds him turning his attention to physical studies,

at work on the Traite du Monde ascribed to this time. He is said to

have left off this work on learning of Galileo’s experience with the

Holy Office in Rome. This treatise was not published until 1677
although fragments appeared at Paris in 1664.

In 1637 appeared Discours de la Methode (A Discourse on
Method) destined to be the best known of his works. The form of

this book is of interest. Actually it contains reports of many inves-

tigations, some dating back to 1629, on optics, meteors and geometry,
as the full title records. These are offered as “essais de cette methode,”
examples, essays, ventures in this method.

In 1641 appeared Meditationes de Prima Philosophia
(
Medita-

tions on the First Philosophy) in which the demonstration of the

existence of God and of the immortality (more precisely, distinction

from the body) of the human soul were undertaken. He had taken
the precaution of sending these to the Dutch theologian Caterus
inviting his criticisms. These criticisms along with his own replies

he then sent on to Mersenne in Paris. Mersenne collected the
objections of several other theologians, as well as those of Hobbes,
Amauld, and Gassendi, and of some miscellaneous philosophers and
theologians. These, with Descartes’ replies, appeared as part of the
book on its publication. A French translation of the first edition
revised by Descartes himself appeared in 1647.

In 1644 there appeared Principia Philosophiae ( Principles of
Philosophy), a systematic exposition of his thought in the form of a
scholastic manual. This is the “summa” of which he had spoken
to Huyghens in 1642. A French translation appeared in 1647.

From this time, he turned his attention more to ethical issues.
These were the subject of his last work published during his lifetime,
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Lcs Passions dc I'Ame (The Passions of the Soul, 1649). The work

La Recherche de la Verite par la Lumiere Naturelle published in

1701 is assigned to the last years of his life. The Latin version of the

Treatise on Man appeared in 1662, the French in 1664.

For convenience of consideration, Descartes’ chief ideas may be

treated under the following headings which have received the

sanction of practically all students of his thought: Mathematics and

the Method; The “Cogito ergo Sum;" The Existence of God; Nature;

Soul and Body in Man.

B. Mathematics and the Method

The notions of mathematics and the method wliich will unify

and clarify the sciences are inextricably associated in Descartes’

thought. The relationship between them is by no means simple;

some would suggest that it is not even wholly clear. There are,

however, a number of stages into which an inquiry into mathematics

and the method in Descartes’ thought may be divided, which will,

we believe, make the relation somewhat more orderly if not entirely

transparent.

It may be best to start from a general consideration of the

problem of method as Descartes adverts to it. We may then pass on

to what may be called the paradox of mathematics and method.

This resides in the manner in which Descartes states the relation:

a) the method is best illustrated by mathematics; b) but mathematics

is not the method.

We may then ask, what is the notion of mathematics foremost in

Descartes’ mind when he makes this complex statement about

mathematics and method.

When this has been determined, we may ask a complex and

threefold question about method: what is it in itself, insofar as it

differs from mathematics; why is it best illustrated by mathematics

in the sense determined; what is the basis of its power to extend

beyond mathematics by which it is best illustrated to become a

universal method wliich can clarify and unify all the sciences. If we
can reach a fairly satisfying reply to these queries with reference to

Descartes’ text, some comprehension of this problem will be gained.

The general form and the importance of the problem of method

is indicated by Descartes in a manner both clear and simple at the

very opening of the Discourse. Reason or good sense is something

by nature equal in all men, he says. Indeed, he adds with a certain

ironic note, it would seem to be the one good so well distributed

that every man is content with the share he has of it and does not

desire more. But clearly, the use of reason is not equally sound or

fruitful in all. Since it cannot lie in the intrinsic character of reason,

nor in the basic manner of its distribution, the cause of this in-
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equality must be sought elsewhere. It should be sought, he suggests,

in the manner in which reason is used by different classes of men.

To have good mental powers is not enough. The important thing

is to apply them well.

The science of the ancients seems sterile; the reason cannot be

surely, that they were ill-provided with reason by nature. It lies

rather in the fact that they followed a defective method or procedure

in its application. Their method, the syllogistic, cannot lead the

way to the discovery of new truths and suspends its elaborate systems

of deductions upon premises which are anything but sure. The

science of the scholastic period rested too heavily on authority and

tradition; it put its reliance on memory. But if science is to be

understood, he says in the Regulse as “certain and evident knowl-

edge,” such will not be forthcoming from such procedures.

The notion of method then exhibits certain definite general fea-

tures. Its need is suggested by this unequal and erroneous and

uncertainly fruitful employment of reason by men. Its purpose is,

on the one hand, therapeutic; that is, the method will rectify this

situation. This is, however, only a negative aspect of its purpose.

The positive aspect is that the method should indicate a sure way
for the proper conduct of reason; a way which would validate itself

by a uniform quality in its results.

These general reflections upon method immediately impose the

question: in what procedures can the method be said to reside? It is

at this point that the relation between mathematics and the method

is introduced. Descartes sets up this relation, in the first place, by a

review of all of those kinds of knowledge which heretofore have

passed for science and which have formed the basis of education, in-

cluding his own. (And his own, as he has reminded us in another

place, has been of the best.

)

The passage has become classical:

I knew that the languages which one learns . . . are essential for the

understanding of all ancient literatures ... I deemed eloquence to have
a power and beauty beyond compare; that poesey has the most ravish-

ing delicacy and sweetness . . . that those writings which deal with

morals contain much that is instructive . . . that theology points the

way to heaven . . . that philosophy teaches us to speak with an appear-

ance of truth on all things . . . that medicine and jurisprudence and all

other sciences bring honor and wealth to those who cultivate them.

. . . But . . .

At this point the criterion which lies hidden in his mind is brought

forth.

The relationship is already contained in the notion of science

drawn from the Regulae, “Science is certain and evident knowl-
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edge.”15 Which of these proud disciplines can insure us such

knowledge? Only with mathematics can such even be associated/’

“Most of all I was delighted with mathematics, because of the

certainty of its demonstrations and the evidence of its reasons.

And immediately there follows the suggestion that^ mathematics

should stand in some way as the model of the method, “But I did not

understand as yet its true use, and believing that it was of service

only in the mechanical arts, I was astonished that, seeing how firm

and solid was its basis, no loftier edifice had been reared thereon.

The essential and unchanging link between mathematics and the

method had been established. It remained yet to be clarified.

A slight clarification of this relation is suggested in the very title,

in its fullness, of the Discourse ;
for appended to the discourse are

exercises in optics and geometry which demonstrate the method, 01

better perhaps, exhibit the method for they are essais de cette

methode.” The link is essentially between the particular and the

more nearly universal, the method, whatever it is, shines through

the example. It is not one of simple identification. In order to

appreciate this suggestion to the full, however, it is necessary first

to recognize some distinctions within the area of mathematics which

Descartes suggests.

It is not “ordinary” mathematics which is to serve as exercises,

“essais,” of the method, that is, the mathematics which since Aristotle

had been divided into “pure-mathematics” and “applied” mathe-

matics, having as objects, respectively, number and magnitude and

such areas as astronomy, music and optics. Descartes was not un-

attracted by mathematics in this “ordinary” sense as his work from

1619 onward illustrates.

But the real attraction came from another direction, toward

which he tended more and more to address himself. This attraction

came from the possibility of a “universal mathematics; that is, a

mathematics which concerned itself with none of the classes of

particular objects noted above, for example, but which concerned

itself only with two ideas: order and measure; order, according to

which the knowledge of one term is followed necessarily by the

knowledge of another; measure, according to which objects are

related to one another by means of one same unity. It is this

“universal” mathematics which really exhibits the method, and from

the analysis of which, presumably, the key to the method may be

most readily derived.

The fundamental character of this universal mathematics may

be gathered from a statement toward the close of the Geometry
,

“In the matter of mathematical progressions, when one has two or

three first terms, it is not difficult to find the others.” This notion of

15 Descartes, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 85ff.
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progression contains two important ideas. A progression is in the first

place an order, a sequence, in which the knowledge of the following

term depends on that of the precedent. But this order is not an order

imposed on terms already known; or which springs from the terms

as known. The order and progression here concerned enable us to

find the other terms. It is an inventive order and progression. And
the order here involved is not an order imposed by the mind, but an

order inherent in the terms themselves. It is by reference to this

order that the new terms can be discovered.

Descartes illustrates this by his solution, in the first book of the

Geometry
, of the “problem of Pappus;” but even more so by his

comment on this procedure, “Without considering any difference

between the known and unknown lines, one ought to run through

the difficulty according to the order which shows most naturally of

all in what manner they depend on each other.” The “natural”

order having thus been made clear, the value of the unknown will

be made known. Thus the inventive power of order is made clear.

This universal mathematics thus reveals its power as lying pre-

cisely in this natural order which it, “universal mathematics,” makes
apparent independently of reference to any order of objects. The
link between universal mathematics and the method is this notion

of natural, inventive order.

Yet the link cannot be made immediate. After all, universal

mathematics, though released from reference and dependence on
any of the order of objects addressed by ordinary mathematics, is

still orientated toward an order of objects, the most simple objects

of mathematics. A further movement of release and independence
is still necessary.

The natural order revealed by universal mathematics in the
context of the most simple objects of mathematics must be revealed
as, and then replaced by, the natural order as constitutive of
reason itself. It is this natural order of reason, of intelligence itself,

which is the objective basis, so to say, of the method, and the knowl-
edge and exercise of which will themselves constitute the method.
This is the absolute sovereignty of reason, when, in possession of the
natural order which constitutes it, it surveys all objects, including
itself insofar as it can be an object to itself, from the vantage point
of this order. It is with reason, intelligence itself, that the quest for
the method is concerned; and more specifically, with the discovery
of that natural order of reason itself.

Thus the link between universal mathematics and the method is

revealed. Universal mathematics is not the method. But in its

exeicise it exhibits the method most closely; and in its analysis, it

points beyond itself, to the character of the method itself, through
its placing into relief the notion of natural order, which cannot
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have as its locus, so to say, universal mathematics, but only reason

and intelligence itself.

To seize the method, therefore, it is necessary to turn away from

all orders of objects, even those extremely simple objects of universal

mathematics and address oneself to intelligence itself; but not in

the way philosophers have done heretofore and as some will try

again to do even after Descartes. They have sought to fix, so to say,

the circumstantial aspects of intelligence and reason, such as the

origin of ideas. (And it is true, in his less advertent moments and

under various pressures, Descartes allows himself to be drawn into

concerns of this kind as in his reflections on “innate” ideas.) What

is necessary for the method is to seize this reason and intelligence in

itself, in its pure state, so to say; in Descartes’ own terms, “free from

the vascillating testimony of the senses and the deceiving judgments

of the imagination.” This pure state is its natural order; and this is

the ultimate basis of the method.

In addressing this problem Descartes permits himself to make use

of certain traditional terms. But it is a matter of convenience; little

can be gained from the manufacture of neologisms. He is entirely

free in the manner in which he employs them from any dominance

of the traditional usage. In his own third-person terms from the

Regulae, “He bothers his head but little about the sense given these

expressions in the schools.’ Thus he places the two essential features

of reason and intelligence in “intuition” and “deduction,” and it

should be added, in the relation between them. It is his concern to

fix the meaning of these terms not with reference to their historical

usage, but directly, that is, with reference to his own insights.

The intuition is considered in what it is, as an act or operation,

and in what it renders present. In the first connection, Descartes

writes in the Regulae : “(the intuition) is not a fluctuating sensible

faith, nor an erroneous judgment of a disordered imagination; but

a concept of the pure and attentive mind, so ready and distinct that

it leaves no place for any doubt concerning the object thus con-

ceived.” The intuition is a moment of pure presence.

The qualities of this presence in which intuition resides are

clarity and distinctness. A clear idea, Descartes tells us in the

Principia, is one which is present and manifest to an attentive mind;

a distinct idea is one which is so precise and differentiated from all

others that it embraces in itself only that which appears in a mani-

fest way to one considering it as it ought to be considered. The two,

while essential properties of the integral intuition, do not necessarily

imply the presence of each other; one may be present, the other

absent. The precise relation is that a concept may be clear without

being distinct; but cannot be distinct without being clear. So the

Principia.
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Evidence is, so to say, the manifest presence of such a clear and

distinct conception, or intuition. That is to say, it is the immediate

certification of its truth, without recourse to or need of any demon-

stration.

What is it that the integral intuition, clear, distinct, evident,

renders present, or knows? The simple nature. These form the

elements of all scientific knowledge. By simple nature Descartes

means not only such things as extension, movement, figure; but also

elementary relations, such as the equivalence of two propositions

and their equivalence with a third. Although these simple natures

may sometimes be intuited jointly rather than separately, they are

not to be thought of as abstractions or the product of abstraction.

Descartes opposes the notion that a term or concept is simpler in

direction proportion to its abstraction; the opposite would seem to

be the case; for example, the abstract surface of a body defined as

the limit of the body is since it implies the body, less simple than

the body. Simple natures are, for the intelligence, the last irreducible

terms, which can never be explained or reduced to anything more
distinct.

The intuition is the basis of inference. Every process of inference

develops as a chain of relations, and the links of this chain are

bound together by intuition. Inference, as one historian remarks, is

but a prolonged intuition. Yet the process of inference does not have
the instantaneous character of the intuition. It has a discursive

character which involves or implies some movement, and hence a

kind of logico temporal structure. But the purpose of inference and
discursive thought is to reduce complex objects to the simple natures

and to simple relations of which they are composed.

Deduction is the term which is the complement to intuition,

Descartes tells us; and he relates the two in a number of ways.

Perhaps the clearest insight into Descartes’ notion of deduction,

both in itself and in its relation to intuition (and to other uses of

the same term, as Aristotelian deduction), is provided by the remark
in the Regulae to the effect that deduction is thus left to us as the

only means of putting things together so as to be sure of their truth.

This remark is enlightening because it forces us to place what has
been said about intuition and inference in a better context.

It has already been noted that Descartes tells us that simple
natures are not always best intuited in isolation, but sometimes when
joined together. The intuition is not, therefore, something purely
instantaneous, but is itself at times the term of inference. Intuition is

the constant term which is present in all the other processes. When
presented with a complex object, the movement of the mind is to

reduce it to the simple elements or natures of which it is composed;
this is analysis and is one direction of inference. But analysis does not
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result in knowledge but only in the presence of those simple natures.

The object of knowledge is still the complex. Therefore, another

process is necessary for knowledge. It is that by which the elements of

the complex are related in such a manner as to yield the complex as

the product of that process. But it is incorrect to say that synthesis

in this sense simply puts back together the elements which analysis

has isolated. On the contrary, synthesis goes far beyond analysis

because it discovers the principle of the relatedness of those elements

in the complex. This relatedness will consist in a kind of order and

progression.

The complex in its formal character is the rule of the order in

which the simple natures constitute the complex. Knowledge of the

complex involves the constructive re-establishment of that order,

which can be achieved only by a process in which every step is

known on the basis of that which precedes it, and every element in

the complex becomes known in its order. This process of reconstruc-

tion is deduction; and this is why it can be described by Descartes so

dynamically as the means of putting things together so as to be sure

of their truth.

In another place Descartes relates intuition and deduction in a

different fashion. Heretofore, deduction has been thought of by

him as a process; but he tells us it can also be thought of as that

state of knowledge produced by the process. When thought of in this

way, the deduction, as a totam quantum, is known by intuition.

Intuition and deduction in this complex system of interrelations

are the elements of the method. But are they the method? It would

not seem so. The method is something still beyond these elements.

In Descartes words, "The method explains how our mental vision

(intuition) should be used in order not to fall into error contrary

to truth; and how deduction ought to be discovered in order that we

may arrive at a knowledge of all things (Regulae I\ He

illustrates his meaning by reference to mathematics and mathema-

ticians. These latter, he notes, in order to demonstrate a proposition,

choose from among the propositions which intuition and deduction

have placed at their disposal certain ones which are relevant and

useful in the present case. However, he notes, they do not explain

how they make such a choice or selection; they appear to trust in

happy chance. The real problem of method, and the real character

of method, is to give rules for this kind of choice.

We are thus returned to the notion with which Descartes began

his reflections in one of his earliest writings as noted above: the

notion of rule. Yet the method cannot leside in a rule 01 set of rules

to be followed blindly. It must be, so to say, a rule for the making of

16 Descartes, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 9.
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such rules; this is its formal character. But in its concrete and exis-

tential character, it must consist in a habit of mind of conducting
itself according to the rule for such rules.

The exercise which the mind must practice and to which it must
habituate itself if it is to possess the method as a praxis and activity

in its proper character as the rule for the formulation of rules by
which such choices of relevancy are made, is described by Descartes
(Regulae VI) 17 and includes three phases or moments. First of all,

it must bring together in an unselective manner all the truths which
present themselves; then it must see whether others can be deduced
from them and from these latter, others, in turn. Secondly, it must
reflect attentively on the truths which have been found and must
examine with care why some of them have been easier to find than
others. Example: Proportionate numbers may thus be deduced from
each other by the constant doubling of the preceding. However, in

this progression it is easy to find the successive term by doubling the
preceding; it is more difficult to find the mean proportional between
3 and 12 because it will be necessary first to determine another
proportion from the proportion between 3 and 12 which will permit
us to determine the mean. Thirdly, we shall thus know when we
approach some determined question, by what investigation it will be
necessary to begin. The method will thus place us in possession of a
variety of schemes which will, in the presence of a new problem,
permit us to know on which and how many truths its solution will

depend.

But there is still another caution. The method does not then
enable us to commit those truths or the manner of their determina-
tion, in any case, to memory. Rather it trains the mind in such a
way that in all situations it will straightway discover these truths.

C. The “Cogito”

It was noted from the beginning that Descartes’ ultimate concern
was to find a universal method which, taking its point of departure
in the special characteristics of mathematics as to evidence and
certainty, would extend to all objects.

It is possible now to suggest that the doctrine of the methodic
doubt and the “Cogito ergo sum” (I think therefore I am) is

related to that concern with method on the line of its extension to a
universal range, and especially to the area of physics, or philosophy
of nature, and metaphysics dealing with the existence of God and of
the eternal truths. The establishment of the “Cogito ergo sum”
tt i minutes the quest for one basic universal truth of existence on

17 Descartes, op. cit., Vol. 1, p. 115.
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which (he whole fabric of these two sciences, metaphysics and

physics, may be erected.

Tliis quest leads by way of doubt, methodic and hyperbolic. 1 his

is a descending path, so to say, by which will be reached that one

indubitable truth which will make possible the returning ascent to

the affirmation of all the propositions of the sciences. The com-

parison with the myth of the cave in the Republic of Plato is so

evident and instructive that it has not failed to elicit the attention of

many historians and commentators on Descartes’ thought.

The notion, the possibility, the inevitability of doubt as the

point of departure of certain knowledge concerning existence is

implicit in the program of the method from the beginning. The

whole enterprise of Descartes’ begins with an actual doubt, that

uneasiness before the pretentions of the disciplines in which he had

been formed, and his isolation of mathematics as the only discipline

which could advance these claims with any justification and hold

out the clue to a method which might rescue all science.

This “historical’’ (as he calls it) part of the Discourse contains,

it might be said, the archetype of the whole theoretical process

leading to the “Cogito.” Doubt is the descending path leading to the

encounter with the basic insight from which, as point of departure

and sustaining force, the ascent to truth may begin. And this pattern

is contained in the method, as it has so far been described, through

the “downward” movement of analysis, to the intuition of simple

natures and relations, through the “putting together of things so as

to be certain of their truth” in synthesis.

The doubt with which Descartes begins the treatment of the

“Cogito” is not, however, the same as that which expressed itself

in the review of the sciences and disciplines as they had figured in

his formation. It is something far more deep and radical: it is

tinged, as has been suggested, by a scientific anxiety and for this

reason it is far more insistent and exacting. It takes the form of a

methodical examination of the sources of knowledge and a careful

scrutiny of their claims to truth and the considerations which negate

those claims.

It may be summed up in this fashion: his is a doubt, not for the

sake of doubt, but for the attainment of truth and science. He
doubts, and pushes doubt to the extreme, precisely because he is

looking for a way out of it; and this way out, he is convinced, will

appear only when doubt has been pushed to the extreme, and it

will appear within the moment of doubt itself.

Precisely because the doubt is such a serious matter for him,

Descartes is careful to circumscribe its limits. It concerns only

theoretical matters; these alone are involved and at stake. The

practical truths, on the one hand, and the truths of revealed reli-
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gion, on the other, he carefully removes from the ambit of this

doubt. This results in an opposition in his thought, which many

have censured, between theoretical scepticism (methodical) and a

moral and religious dogmatism. There may be many reasons which

can be adduced to explain this situation; but in Descartes’ intention,

as a thinker, its purpose is to define more clearly the area in which

he is working so as to ensure more definitive results. When this has

been made clear, he begins the process of elimination, as it may be

called, by which he methodically impugns the power of our faculties

to attain to truth.

In this process, it might be said, he applies the principle of the

weakest link; if any error or deception is incurred in the activity of

a faculty, this constitutes a supposition in its disfavor; all of its acts

are called into question. Thus of the senses he says, “from the fact

that they sometimes deceive us it may be supposed that there exists

nothing similar to the things which they cause us to imagine;” of the

intellect, “since men are frequently mistaken in their reasonings, we
may reject as false all the reasons to which formerly demonstrative

force was attributed.” The dream, in the exposition in the Discourse

,

would seem to offer him the most effective instrument in this

process. He says, “Since the same thought we have in waking comes

to us equally while we sleep, is it not right to suppose that the

mental images of our waking state have the same consistency as

the illusions of dreams?”

This supposition about dreams becomes the basis in the Medita-

tions of that projection which is called the hyperbolic doubt. It takes

the form of the projection of a malevolent power whose whole concern

is to deceive us; it is possible to think that, “the heavens, the air,

the earth, colors, figures, sounds and all exterior things are but

illusions and dreams of which that malevolent power makes use.”

This is extended even farther in the Principles where even mathe-

matical demonstrations are called into doubt, although they are

evident per se. Indeed, evidence is no safeguard, for there is reason

to think that that malevolent power finds in evident, rather than

probable appearances his preferred instruments for our deception.

It would seem that Descartes has subjected, not only the knowledge

we can acquire, but the very criterion he has suggested in the method,

evidence, to doubt.

With the hyperbolic doubt, and above all, with its application,

even if only inferentially to the criterion of evidence itself, the nadir

of doubt is reached. This moment is expressed by Descartes in a

passage in the Meditations, in which, however, it is revealed at the

same time that the way out is also at this moment indicated.

I suppose that all the things that I see are false; I persuade myself
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that nothing has ever existed of all that my fallacious memory rep-

resents to me. 1 consider that I possess no senses; 1 imagine that body,

figure, extension, movement and place are but fictions of my mind.

What then can be esteemed as true. Perhaps nothing at all, unless

there is nothing in the world that is certain. 18

At this point, however, the one truth which eludes the doubt

appears; and it appears in the very act, in the very substance, of the

doubt.

But I was persuaded that there was nothing in all the world, that

there was no heaven, no earth, that there were no minds, no bodies;

was I not then likewise persuaded that I did not exist? Not at all.

Of a certainty, 1 myself did exist since I persuaded myself of some-

thing. 19

This insight is proof even against the force of that malevolent

power which the hyperbolic doubt lias evoked.

But there is some deceiver or other, very powerful and very cunning,

who ever employs his ingenuity in deceiving me. Then without doubt

l exist also if he deceives me.

The result is assured.

We must come to the definite conclusion that this proposition: I am,

I exist, is necessarily true each time that I pronounce it. I think, there-

fore I am.20

The path upward may now begin; but not immediately. This

assertion or proposition, so transparent, still conceals within itself a

host of questions. These have occupied historians and critics from

the very contemporaries of Descartes who penned the first “objec-

tions” to the present. Here we may indicate but a few of those

which seem of greatest moment.

To begin, it may be asked with reference to Descartes’ own

distinctions, to what kind of knowledge does this “Cogito” belong,

intuitive or inferential? Descartes is persuaded that it is a truth

immediately apparent to simple inspection of the mind; it would

therefore seem to be an intuition. In illustration of this, he sometimes

substituted for the formulation “Cogito ergo sum” other forms such

as “Sum cogitans,” thus removing even the impression that an

inference is involved. He is supported in this by the fact that when

identifying the simple natures which form the objects of intuition,

elementary relations as well as essences are included among them.

The “Cogito ergo sum” expresses one such, indeed, the most basic of

all such relations.

Some historians are persuaded, however, that in this Descartes

18 Descartes, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 149.

19 Descartes, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 150.

20 Descartes, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 150.
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was mistaken. They believe that the character of an inference

belongs to the “Cogito ergo sum” because it synthesizes the whole

process which, beginning with the doubt, draws from the doubt itself

the affirmation of thought as existing. And still others persist in

seeing in it a disguised syllogism, the major premise of which is

itself far from certain.

A second question may be said to concern content, first of all, in

the sense of the kinds of mental states and processes involved in this

Cogito" or “thinking." Descartes makes it clear that he means to

include in the rubric “Cogito,” the whole range of faculties or

processes which have been distinguished in mans composition:

sensibility, sensation, intelligence, the will; in a word, all of the

psychical and spiritual processes of which he is capable. Thus in the

third of the Meditations he writes, “I am a thing that thinks, that is

to say, that doubts, affirms, denies, that knows a few things, that is

ignorant of many, that loves, that hates, that wills, that desires, that

also imagines and perceives . .
.”21 The “Cogito” is therefore a very

inclusive notion or principle. Furthermore, Descartes indicates,

though he had come to the certainty of the “Cogito” by way of a

theoretical doubt, that the term would with equal assurance be
reached through any of these other avenues included within the

scope of “Cogito.”

A third question which arises involves the meaning of “sum”
in the formula, “Cogito ergo sum.” This question may be taken in

two senses: extensive and intensive. The first concerns the range of

existence which falls under that “sum;” to what does it extend?

At first it would seem to extend only to the existence of the principle

of the act of thinking. I think, therefore I am. It would seem to shut

out the whole range of existence which lies beyond, and would set

the act of thought in opposition to it. Such is not, however, Descartes’

intention.

The existence which is established in the “sum” again is not

exclusive, but inclusive. It includes all existence insofar as it is

thinkable. And what finally will make anything at all existent or

real, is precisely that it can he thought. The existence of the “sum”
is an existence which mediates all existence. This is precisely what
the existence of thought is, or what it means for thought to exist;

that is, that it mediates all things in mediating itself.

At the same time, however, there is in Descartes’ thought what
many have called a strong residue of realism; that is, that the “sum”
of the formula serves to counter-distinguish the existence of thought

from the wide range of existence which falls outside it and which can
at best be represented in it through an idea. The doctrine of ideas

21 Descartes, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 157.
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which will be encountered presently is directed to meet this difficulty

and to establish the manner in which that sum is all inclusive;

that is, through the “innate ideas.”

From the point of view which we have called intensive, the

third question asks what kind of being is it which utters that sum.

Descartes affirms many times that it “is a thing which thinks, etc.

He conceives this “sum” intensively, therefore, in the pattern of a

substance-accident relation in the manner of classical realism. But

this seems to go counter to the force of the “Cogito’ itself as some of

his earliest critics pointed out. For if that thought establishes the

existence wholly through itself, it cannot be conceived as an accident

of another principle. It must be conceived wholly as an act as an

activity. To assign this act to a substantive principle which sustains

it is not included at all in the direct import of the Cogito ergo sum.

His contemporary critic, the philosopher, Thomas Hobbes, pointed

this out; from the “Cogito ergo sum it follows that I am a thought,

not that I am a thinking thing.

Descartes replied to this objection that thought should be taken

in three ways: for the action, for the faculty, and for the thing in

which the faculty resides. This reply, too, it has been pointed out,

draws on the residual realism of his thought; and it would not seem

to meet all of the arguments brought by his critics. However, it

does provide the frame of reference within which Descartes develops

his own line of thought.

Finally, it may be asked, what does the “Cogito ergo sum” do,

what is its function? In Descartes this function would seem to be a

double one. In the first place it gives an exemplar-type of a certain

proposition. The “Cogito is certain because I perceive clearly and

distinctly the bond between my thought and my existence; or of

thinking and existing in me. Therefore, I am able to consider as

true everything that is perceived in the same manner.

This function of the “Cogito” again would seem to be twofold.

It may be carried out by a kind of isomorphism. Since the proposi-

tion, “I think therefore I am,” is the model, every proposition

exhibiting the same or equivalent form will have the same and

equivalent evidence and force. It may also be carried out by a

process of deduction, in Descartes’ own sense. From this proposition

the mind may move through what has been described above as a

concatenation of intuitions, a discursive process to a wide, and

even ever-widening circle of propositions, all of which will be

asserted with the same force as the original, so long as that con-

catenation can be shown to be unbroken.

Second, as has been pointed out, the “Cogito ergo sum within

Descartes: system of thought prepares the way for the distinction

between body and soul which is so important for him. Through
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the “Cogito” I know myself only as thinking. In this way I know
myself independently of any matter, including that of my own body.

I may believe that I have a body, etc.; but this is all subject to

doubt, even to the hyperbolic doubt. Thus he stands in this affirma-

tion at the bifurcations of those two worlds, thought and matter,

‘res extensa et res cogitans,” which will form the two great areas of

his study and which, as noted at the beginning of our treatment, he

will then seek to re-unite.

D. Innate Ideas

Descartes' contention that what the “Cogito ' reveals is not merely

an immediate act of thought but a thing which thinks, that is, a

thinking substance, generates a problem which he solves by way
of the doctrine of “innate ideas.” The act with which I perceive my
own reality as a thinking thing is an intuitive act, according to his

own assertion. That is to say, I do not know myself by means of an

intermediary, such as an image or an idea which represents me to

myself; I do so by an act of knowing which is entirely one with the

object which I know; which is that object and does not represent

it. Descartes might have gone on, presumably, to add that all that

is knowable could be known by the continued analysis of this one

act. But he assumes the existence of external things, though at this

stage of his investigation that is a pure assumption. These are

clearly not known in the manner of the “Cogito;” they are known
through representative principles as images and ideas.

Ideas and intuitions obviously do not have the same value for

Descartes. The latter alone have absolute certitude or convey it;

the ideas are inferences. Yet there is a close bond of unity between
them. Ideas, insofar as they are imputations of existence to things

outside of or other than the mind itself can be called into doubt
and demand demonstration and confirmation; but they are also acts

of the same thinking principle which underlies the intuition. As
such they share some of the character of the intuition, its certitude.

This is an important consideration for Descartes' studies of the

natural world; for he will rely on this point of identity at various

times.

Ideas, therefore, have two aspects: the one relates them with the

thinking subject, of which they are acts; the other with the things

which they represent. Under the first aspect they share the certitude

of the intuition, of the “Cogito;” and from this point of view, they

share this quality equally. Under the second aspect, however, ideas

differ among themselves; and the principle of differentiation is the

adequacy with which they represent what it is they are supposed to

represent. Descartes distinguishes these aspects of the ideas by the

terms “formal reality” and “objective reality.”
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Descartes discovers a host of such ideas within himself; that is,

within the subject, the substantial principle which he discovers

behind the act of intuition by which the “Cogito” is established. I

am convinced,” lie writes, “that I am able to have no knowledge of

anything outside me except through the mediation of the ideas

which 1 have in me; and I am careful not to refer any of my

judgments to things immediately, and not to attribute to them

anything positive which 1 have not already perceived in the ideas

which I have of them; and I believe that everything which is found

in these ideas is also to be found in things/

This passage makes it clear that the ideas do not arise in the

thinking subject from the impress of the things outside that subject

which they represent. If that were the case, it would be meaningless

to speak of perceiving their properties first in their ideas. These

ideas are constitutive principles or dimensions of that subject or

substance which he discerns as supporting the act of intuition by

which the “Cogito” is established. They are not, moreover, generated

by the substance or subject by the process of thought; they are

discovered there as its content, or as its constitutive matter.

These ideas Descartes calls innate ideas. But it is clear that by

this term he did not mean any biological or psychological process of

generation, as some of his critics tried to maintain. It seemed no

part of his concern to assert, as they would have him assert, that

such ideas as those of God, number, etc, are to be found in the

infant. What he means is that the substance which sustains the process

of thought has an ideal content; indeed, is constituted by an ideal

content; that is by a deposit of ideas. These ideas do not derive from

the activity of the subject, but are discovered in it when thought

reflects on that substance which sustains its self-establishing intui-

tion, the “Cogito.”

They are, however, ideas; that is, they can and possibly do

represent things outside the subject. Nor did Descartes seem to

think of these ideas as mere formal elements of the structure of the

mind, molds, as it were, within which all the content of experience

would be cast and which therefore would impose a correlative form

upon external objects. He thought of them as at once form and

content, elements of the mind and of the world. 1 he world is thought

through them. Nothing is to be attributed to the world and objects

in it which have not first been discerned in them. On the other

hand, the assertion that whatever is discovered in them is to be

found in the world is still a mere matter of credence and remains

to be proven in specific cases by lines of argument and demonstra-

tions.

Descartes’ concern is rather to make a kind of inventory of the

ideas which he thus discovers upon inspection of the mind. Its
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ideal furniture, this might be called. But this enumeration need not

be recounted here. The ideas which lie thought of as belonging here

may be mentioned with reference to the specific cases in which they

will be called upon as in his study of nature and his concern with

the existence of God.

E. Metaphysics and the Existence of God

Quite early in the formation of his thought, Descartes made it

clear that he assigned a very special place to that discipline which

he called metaphysics. As early as 1628, before any of his major

positions had been laid down, he is engaged in the composition of a

“small work on metaphysics.” A dialogue, “On the Search of Truth,”

which was never finished and which some of his editors place even

earlier than the “small work,” indicates the basic poles of his

“metaphysics,” namely, the reasonable soul and God its creator.

From these two may be deduced “all that is most certain touching

other creatures.” The major writings, the Discourse, the Meditations,

the Principles all continue and advance this concern.

In itself, metaphysics is the highest kind of knowledge both in

its object and in its certitude. It is the knowledge of God and of

myself. The uses it serves are three; not all of course are on the

same level.

First and highest, in one sense, is its use in enabling the Christian

to fulfill his obligation to use his reason to combat the denial of

God and the soul by freethinkers. This is the way in which Descartes

expresses himself in his letter to Pere Mersenne (April 15, 1630),

and again at the beginning of the Regulae

;

and this is a motive,

historians have noted, which is never absent from Descartes’ thought.

The second, more speculative use it serves is the advance of

other science. It is the first question, the solution of which is

demanded by the methodic order. The knowledge which metaphysics
gives us, including that of God, is for Descartes not an end, but a

means. Upon this knowledge all other knowledge and certitude

depends, including the certitude of mathematics and physics, the

knowledge of nature. Of chief interest in this present treatment will

be, of course, the second use of metaphysics.

The third use, however, which has already been suggested in the

second, will become apparent when the knowledge of nature and of

the human composite, body and soul are considered. For these, as

has already been indicated, rest upon metaphysics.

How then does metaphysics posit the first problem, or better,

order of problems, demanded by the methodic order? This may be
seen in the first instance from the order of inquiry which terminated
in the establishment of the “Cogito ergo sum” itself. It will be
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recalled that the discussion of method proceeded fiist in the cont( xt

of mathematics; and its pattern was first established with relation-

ship to mathematical reasonings. It had then to be asked, could

this method be transferred from the order of those mathematical

abstractions to the order of existents? It could, if a first existent ,

so to say, could be established whose existence would have the same

certitude-generating characteristics as the objects and reasonings of

mathematics.

It was in quest of this first existent, as we may call it, that

Descartes undertook the line of inquiry which led to the
“
Cogito .

The establishment of the “Cogito ergo sum was itself, therefore,

the first step in the metaphysics of Descartes; that is, in the knowl-

edge of God and the self. This first metaphysical enquiry was

dictated, therefore, by the need to extend the force of the method

to existents; or more precisely perhaps, to test whether it could bo

so transferred. What resulted from this inquiry was the knowledge

of the self as contained in the inquiry which, as we have seen,

Descartes thought of as the knowlege of the self as a thinking

substance.

The character of the existent thus established was as yet, 1io\n ever,

not satisfactory. For as it proves, the existence of this thinking

substance, which is the self, itself demands to be established in the

existence of another principle. For that existence of the self is

only relatively self-validating. It implies certain limitations which

will appear in Descartes’ proofs for the existence of God. Conse-

quently, the very discovery of the self in the “Cogito, which

appears as the first existent for a moment at least, in turn opens up

the further metaphysical inquiry, the quest for this absolute first and

perfect existent.

The inquiry into the existence of this perfect, existent, God,

imposes itself as the first problem of the methodic older, the truly

first, that is, because the establishment of the self proved to be

only a relative or specious first. It is for this reason, we believe,

that for Descartes, the whole of metaphysics consists in establishing

the existence of God. We may therefore examine the manner in

which he proceeds in this further quest and the proofs he offers

for that existence.

The manner in which he will proceed is indicated and even

dictated by what he has already concluded about the “Cogito” and

the manner in which he has interpreted that principle. This inquiry

has led him to the interior, so to say, of the thinking substance. The

whole range of existence beyond it can be addressed only on this

ground. The ground within the thinking subject upon which, or

from which this problem may be addressed has already been indi-

cated. For, as it has well been said, for Descartes, the “Cogito” is
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like a lamp suddenly lighted in a dark room which reveals the

whole internal structure and furniture of that room. That furniture

consists, as has already been noted, of that whole complex of innate

ideas which he discovers there. These ideas, while they are the

furniture of the mind, so to say, are also the avenues to the

existence of what lies beyond. For in a passage which we have

already quoted, he asserts the existence of nothing outside the

subject which he has not already perceived in the innate ideas,

while he is assured, to his own satisfaction, that whatever is revealed

in those ideas applies to things outside the mind.

This last assurance, it has been suggested, has the character of a

mere belief. But it would seem to be more than this; for Descartes

supplies a rule according to which this relation between the ideas

and the existent order without ought to be determined. As he

writes in the fourth part of the Discourse, “Having noted, that in

the proposition: I think, therefore I am, that there is nothing that

assures me that I am speaking the truth save the fact that I see most

clearly that in order to think I must exist, I proceed to take it as a

general rule that the things which I conceive in very clear and

distinct manner are true;” i.e., they involve the existence of that

which is conceived in this manner where existence is that which is at

stake in their truth.

This is, however, only a general rule. It demands a specific

application in the various cases of external objects. Yet it is effective

in the sense that to the degree to which that existence is involved in

the clear and distinct perception, or conception rather, of that

object, that existence is to be asserted on this ground. And it

follows, therefore, that if in any case, or in all cases in which to any
degree existence is involved in the idea of an object which is clearly

and distinctly conceived, that object is said to exist in that degree.

And if in any case existence belongs by the rule of clarity and
distinctness to any object absolutely, that object exists absolutelv.

This obviously is the case with God.

To understand this procedure more clearly, it would be well to

recall briefly what has already been indicated by Descartes about
that universe of ideas which constitutes the furniture of the mind.
There exists among those ideas a certain hierarchy, or order of

perfection. This hierarchy turns about their representative value.

This representative value or force, in turn, seems to have two
dimensions, one of which has already been indicated, clarity and
distinctness, the other of which involves that which they represent.

For example, Descartes notes that ideas which represent substance
contain something more than those which represent accidents. The}'

therefore have more objective reality. The assertion of the character

#
of any object outside the mind will involve both these dimensions:
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what is represented and the clarity and distinctness with which it is

represented.

These two dimensions come to perfect and complete convergence

in God. We may therefore look at the arguments which Descartes

offers for the existence of God, all of which involve these basic

principles in differing relations. These arguments are basically three;

although it is held by some that a fourth is also to be found in the

Discourse on Method.

The first proof may be stated in the following manner. I know

myself to be a thinking being, actually existing, insofar as I doubt.

Thought, however, which resides in, and is revealed in doubt (and

this holds also for the existence so involved) is an inferior one to a

thought whose whole character is to know the truth. Obviously, 1

can entertain the idea of such a thought. But if my own thought

which is born in doubt yet involves my existence, then that more

perfect thought, residing in knowledge of truth, entirely involves its

own existence; that is, the existence of its subject.

The second proof has somewhat the character of an inversion of

this first; yet it involves something more, namely, the notion of

causality. It takes its point of departure in the fact that the existence

which is revealed to me in myself as a result of the insight “Cogito

ergo sum,” is a less perfect existence. This imperfection resides in

the fact that it is an existence given in doubt. But the less perfect

depends for its existence on the existence of the more peifect.

This is the law of the hierarchy which has already been noted

as obtaining among the order of existents and among the order of

innate ideas in their representative character. This hierarchy is, as

has already been noted, double: in idea and in actuality. The idea ol

the more perfect is involved in the idea of the less peifect; the

actuality of the more perfect is involved in the actuality of the less

perfect. The line of dependency in actuality is reflected in the line

of perfection in the ideal order.

This is the reason why Descartes can pass over into this line of

actual dependency and express it in causal terms. As a less perfect

existent, the self revealed in the “Cogito” must conclude to the

real existence of a superior principle which is the cause of the

existence it discovers in itself. Of this proof, because of the transition

to the order of causality, it has been noted that it possesses a

cosmological character.

By contrast, the third proof has been called ontological; and it

has been associated with the argument by that name offered cen-

turies before by Anselm, and rejected some century and a half later

by Kant. (Gassendi, however, contemporary with Descartes, also

rejects it, and by an argument, it has been noted, which anticipates

that of Kant, even down to the kind of example used.) It has
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also been called the argument from the idea of the perfect being.

1 can conceive of an absolutely perfect being, which I may call

God. A perfect being cannot reside in an idea alone; it must exist

actually as well. This is demanded by the very notion of its perfec-

tion. For to exist in idea alone and not in reality as well would be
to be less perfect than that which exists both in idea and in

actuality. Hence there must exist in actuality that which is rep-

resented in my conception of a most perfect being, that is, God.
It has been noted also that of all the proofs adduced by Des-

cartes, this would seem to follow most closely the pattern of the

Cogito sublimated, as it has been said, and projected into the order
of absolute perfection and existence. “Cogito ergo sum” is sublimated
into “Cogitatur, ergo est Deus, ens perfectissimum.”

What has been called the fourth proof discovered by some in the

Discourse
,
involves the notion of the truthfulness of our knowledge.

Some of our knowledge, as that resident in the “Cogito,” is in-

dubitably veridical. This character, in its turn, is qualified by the
kind of existence with which it is associated. Therefore, it must be
recognized as dependent for its specific character as truthful on the
actual being and existence of a being which is absolutely truthful.

That this is a truly new proof has been doubted by many on the
grounds that it involves a “hysteron proteron,” that is, a fallacy

which inverts the order of logical movement. This view receives

support from the fact that in the Rleditotions, Descartes himself
makes this proof follow as a mere consequence from the existence of
God after the latter has been demonstrated in other ways.

All of these proofs were subjected to serious criticism by Des-
cartes’ contemporaries, among them Hobbes and Gassendi, men of

great philosophical stature in their own right. It is not our con-
cern to note these objections here, because we are preoccupied only
to exhibit the line of development of Descartes’ metaphysical thought
and not to test its validity. But it may be interesting to note at least,

that all of these objections seem to come to the same point which
has been synthesized into the famous form of the “Cartesian cir-

cularity.”

This circularity was stated very precisely by Gassendi. As he
says, on the one hand, Descartes holds that a clear and distinct idea
is true because there exists a truthful God who guarantees it; on the
othei hand, he holds that there is a truthful God, because we have a
clear and distinct idea of Him. But, Gassendi feels Descartes cannot
have it both ways.

Others, against the objections of Gassendi and those who with
him throw this alleged circularity into relief have sought to exoner-
ate Descartes. They have held that there is no circularity because
recourse is being had to two diverse principles: clarity and distinct-
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ness are criteria in the order of knowledge, truthfulness in the order

of being. But it has been pointed out that if this saves Descartes

from circularity in his argument, it does so in a way in which he

would not want to be saved. For it was never any part ol his intention

to establish or to countenance any such dualism between the order of

knowledge and that of being and existence; on the contrary, the

whole force of the 'Cogito’ is to involve these orders in each other.

But we may leave these interesting problems aside, noting only that

with these twin metaphysical truths, the existence of God and of the

self, Descartes is in position to extend the existential order of

science.

F. Philosophy of Nature and Cosmology

The existence of God, the supreme thesis of metaphysics, is for

Descartes the basis of all further knowledge of particular things,

and therefore, of the natural world. This does not preclude, how-

ever, his adhering to and realizing with unflagging consistency the

ideal of natural philosophy which had already been set down,

namely, that nature must be explained juxta propria principia.

This ideal dominates Descartes and he achieves an amazing success

in realizing it.

In his thought on nature we see the complete disengagement of

modern thought from the trammels of the naturalism of the Ren-

aissance. The principle of animism, which, as we have seen, was

the dominating notion in that earlier period, is completely dis-

placed; so too are the last vestiges of teleology: explanation by

reference to final ends or purposes. These are replaced by a strict

geometrical-mechanistic ideal. And in the entire process, Descartes

is utilizing and realising his own ideal of method; for it is his effoit

to explain the world by constructing it out of its simplest ideal

elements according to the definition of deduction which we have

already quoted from the Regukie.

We may now try to follow him in what would seem to be the

chief steps in this program, in the course of which he achieved posi-

tions which are still recognized as definitive, as in the formulation of

the law of inertia, in all its range and extent.

1. How Nature Is to Be Known
9

Descartes begins with the denial of the primacy of sense knowl-

edge for the mastery of nature. Our first indications of external

objects come to us through the senses; and this sense experience

yields the sensible qualities: color, sound, odors, hardness, etc. These

qualities cannot, however, be taken as telling us anything of those

external objects in themselves; they reflect, rather, subjective dispo-
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sitions of the sensing organism and subject. In them we become
aware of affections of our own consciousness. To transfer these to

objects would be unwarranted, because such subjective affections

have nothing in common with the material things which, presumably,
stimulate them.

He goes further and offers a kind of pragmatic theory of sense-

experience: it does not inform us about the nature of objects, but
simply indicates to us which among them are harmful, which useful

to our organisms; they are a system of signals for self-preservation

of the organism. He rejects, moreover, any distinction such as that

between primary and secondary qualities, which would hold that at

least some such qualities inform us about material bodies.

Knowledge of external bodies comes to us through thought
rather than through the senses. After all sensibilities are denied of

those objects, thought perceives that they possess one quality which
is truly objective in the sense both that it resists all qualitative

change in the objects and is surely no modification of thought itself.

This is extension.

For Descartes, this constitutive principle of material bodies,

extension, has many aspects or characteristics. He understands by it

both the characteristic of occupying a space, and therefore of

having the properties of length, breadth and depth, and also the
matter or quantity of matter which occupies that space. He identifies

place and the object which is in place; they have .the same geo-
metrical properties; or as it may also be said, the geometrical
properties of space are transferred to the bodies which are in and
which comprise the actuality of space. Extension so conceived is

infinitely or indefinitely divisible and also continuous, that is, with-
out gaps. These properties also become for Descartes the properties
of the real physical bodies which are extended. He therefore rejects
any form of atomism; although, as will be seen presently, later he
retains certain aspects of the doctrine for his own use. The other
properties or characteristics of extension which complete its idea are
the power to assume all forms and figures and to receive all motion
which has any duration or extension in time.

All of these constitute for Descartes the essential ingredients of
the world of nature. They eliminate completely any need of sub-
stantial forms or any other element of the animistic physics of the
Middle Ages and the Renaissance. The problem is to explain how,
out of these elements and no others, the whole extensive range of
phenomena of nature may be accounted for. Here his method may be
clearly seen at work. In the fifth Meditation he writes, “And not
only do I know these things with distinctness when I consider them
in general, but, likewise ... I discover an infinitude of particulars
concerning numbers, figures, movements whose truth is manifest .
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and when 1 begin to discover them it seems to me that I learn

nothing new, but rather recollect what 1 formerly knew . . .

2. Motion

The first task in this construction which Descartes undertakes, is

that of a new concept of motion. The problem arises for him in the

following manner. From his characterization of extension and its

properties which are at the same time for him the properties of

actual physical bodies, it is clear that extension is a plenum; it is a

fullness, without intervention or intrusion within it, so to say, of

gaps or empty places. But how then is motion possible:' for the

motion of a body has heretofore been thought of as the transfer of

one body from one place to another. This would seem to imply that

one of the places is unoccupied, obviously that into which the body

moves.

Descartes sees it differently. In movement, or motion, he suggests,

one body occupies or takes over the place of another, while the latter

does the same for another body in a continuous process which

would end with the last body moved occupying the place vacated by

the first. He uses as an example fish in a bowl which displace not

all of the water but only so much as is necessary to fill up again the

place they leave in their constant circlings. He meets the obvious

objection, namely, that this would involve the conclusion that all

movement is successive

,

and the correlative objection that motion

could never start, by recognizing instantaneous motion as in the

case of light. But this recognition plagues him with certain difficul-

ties.

He is, however, in a position to offer a new definition of motion

to replace that older one. He states this redefinition in his Principles

(11,25), “it is the transference of one part of matter or one body

from the vicinity of those bodies that are in immediate contact with

it and which we regard as in repose, into the vicinity of others/’

And he adds a remark which will be of considerable importance

when he comes to speak of the movement of the globes, “By one body

or a part of matter I understand all that which is transported

together, although it may be composed of many parts which in

themselves have other motions.”

As part of this new theory of motion, his conceptions concerning

rectilinear and circular motion ought to be considered also. In the

law of inertia, as he formulates it, (as will presently be seen) all

bodies move in rectilinear motion unless deflected. Therefore, for

Descartes, in contrast to classical physics, and even to Galileo who

in this respect remains faithful to the older view, rectilinear motion

is the natural and basic form of motion; whereas, as will be recalled,

circular motion enjoyed this state in classical physics. A corrollarv
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is that for him, circular motion is composite and not simple. It is

adventitious in nature and needs to be explained. As will be im-

mediately clear, this constitutes an almost exact realignment and
entails many great changes in his cosmology or theory of the

material universe.

3. Cosmology

By these steps Descartes draws closer to his chief enterprise which
is, as we have noted, cosmology; that is, a theory of the material

world which will explain at once and through the same principles,

those entirely proper to it, both its general structure and its partic-

ular features. He is going to do this while making use only of the

elements which he has already enumerated.

At the outset of his address to this task, however, he rejects an
initial problem; he will offer no explanation, in terms of these

elements, of the absolute beginning of the universe. For this, he will

have to go outside the circle of those elements. As he has depicted its

elements, he has indicated no reason for the actual divisions and
specifications which prevail in the material universe; nor can he,

on these bases. Therefore, he makes a twofold assumption: a) that

God, at the beginning, had made and put into effect an arbitrary

choice among the innumerable possible forms of the actual disposi-

tion of the material universe; b) that God had also endowed the
inert mass of the material world with an arbitrary quantity of

motions. If these are admitted, he feels, then the geometric-mecha-
nistic scheme can take over, and there will be no further need to

have recourse to God’s intervention. In a certain sense this recourse
to God for the beginning violates his ideal of explaining the

material world entirely juxta propria principia, on principles wholly
proper to it. In another sense, however, it does not; for he has
already given warning that the whole depends on God and His
existence, which cannot preclude, in principle, His action.

At the same time it should be noted that Descartes draws, by
reference to God’s manner of acting, very important determining
principles of his cosmological theory. The most important of these
are the reflections that God always acts in a consistent, not suddenly
variable manner, and that He acts in the simplest, that is, the most
economical manner. These characteristics are specifically referred to

by Descartes and he transposes them into the realm of nature as

principles for explanation; namely, that in nature the laws of

consistency and simplicity are in effect and must govern any explana-
tion of nature which we give.

These last reflections are the basis for his believing that laws of
nature can be formulated; and this belief would guarantee the laws
which he undertakes to formulate. The most important of these are
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three and they are, as the historian Macauley would say, known

today to every schoolboy.

The first of these is the law of inertia. It states that every

particular tiling persists in its present state unless it is moved from

it by another. This applies both to bodies at rest and to those in

motion. If at rest, they tend to remain so; if in motion, they tend to

persist in their present motion in a straight line until they encounter

something which will retard or arrest that motion. This is, as

historians never fail to note, the first formulation of the law of

inertia in its absolutely universal and inclusive form; that is, as

applying both to bodies at rest and those in motion. Classical

physics understood and formulated the law only as referring to

bodies at rest. In this way it entered into their conceptions of

“natural places.” The effect of this law is very extensive in cosmology.

The second law states that every part of matter in motion tends

to continuate in that motion in a straight line and not in a curve.

Descartes, in a passage from the Principles
,

specifically refers this

law, as to its basis, to the fact that God is immutable, and that He
conserves movement by an operation of the most simple kind.

As we have already indicated above, this view entirely revises the

classical views on motion. What before was natural and simple, i.e.

circular motion, is now considered composite and complex and

exceptional, and therefore needing explanation. What before was

taken as exceptional and complex and demanding explanation,

namely motion in a straight line, is now basic and the point of

reference in explanation.

The third law states that if a body in motion encounters one

which is endowed with a greater quantity of motion, it loses nothing

of its motion, but only its direction. If, on the contrary, it encounters

a body endowed with lesser motion, it will carry this second body

with it in its path and will lose as much of its motion as it transfers

to that second body.

It is at once apparent that this law is a partial indication of

another wider principle; that, namely, of the conservation of motion

which in turn is to be referred to Descartes’ initial statement that

God endowed the cosmos at the beginning with an arbitrary but

definite quantity of motion. It has been noted many times that while

other scientists have criticised this view in its reference to motion,

they have not failed to recognize that in offering the principle of

conservation itself, Descartes was making a most important contri-

bution.

By these considerations Descartes is brought to his chief problem

in his effort to explain the actual patterns of movement in the

universe; the effort which leads him to formulate his famous theory

of “vortices.” The problem may be stated in this way: God has
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impressed in the beginning upon the elements of the heavens such
motion that each rotates about its own center and all together about
a common center. This would seem to be the datum, as available to

observation, which must be explained.

This circular motion would seem, on immediate consideration,

to violate the second law which he has enunciated. For taken by
itself, each part must be endowed with rectilinear motion; this is

the basic and natural kind of motion. The circular motion which
is then to be observed must result from the composition or com-
bination of these rectilinear motions. It is to explain this that

Descartes formulates his theory of the vortices. This form of move-
ment would seem to meet the double condition which has been set

by the problem; for upon analysis, it is reducible to a system of basic
rectilinear movements, while by the direction of the composition of

these movements, the vortex form would emerge. Descartes believes
that there are many such vortices in the heavens; one would be for

example the solar system; another Jupiter and its satellites.

It would of course be both impossible and irrelevant here to

adduce any more of the particulars of Descartes’ physics. From a

philosophical point of view, it is necessary only to emphasize the
consistency of his procedure. His is an unremitting effort to explain
all the phenomena of nature by means of the simplest mechanistic
account. Above all, as has been noted above, he is relentlessly

consistent in his effort to have recourse to no non-material or
animistic reasons. Everything in nature must be explained from
within, on principles constitutive of nature.

The only exception is, of course, in one departure; the recourse
to God as the initiating principle of the whole determinate order of
nature. But Descartes is at once concerned to point out that after
that initial contribution, so to say, there is no need whatever for
any further intervention on God’s part; and therefore, no further
need to have recourse to Him and His action as explanatory factors
in the science and philosophy of nature.

4. Life

This thorough-going mechanism Descartes also seeks to apply to
the phenomenon of life, which he considers, at least at the levels
below man, to be directly continuous with nature. From this effort
results his interesting notion of animal automation. The animals
below the level of man are but a kind of machine, a kind of machine
which moves itself. Physiology must be reduced to mechanism; he
gives an example of this in his interpretation of the phenomenon of
the circulation of the blood, the discovery of which had been
announced by Harvey in 1629.
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This aim cannot, however, be continued in the case of man;
here the intervention of an immaterial principle, the soul, had to be

admitted, though he is at a loss to account for the manner of this

intervention. This consideration leads us, however, to the final

dimension of Descartes’ thought, namely, his conception of the

relations between body and soul, which, as we have seen before, he

has been at such pains to separate and maintain apart.

G. Body and Soul; The Ethical Life

From what has preceded, it is clear that Descartes’ conception of

reality, as a whole, would seem to involve a dualism; that is, he

recognizes in reality two independent principles, different in kind

and mutually irreducible: the mind or soul ( res cog/frms-thinking

substance) and body or matter ( res extensa-extended substance).

Since these are completely heterogeneous, there can be no direct

contact or interaction between them. Yet reality is one. This Descar-

tes would not seem inclined to deny. The relationship between

these heterogeneous principles, consequently, would seem to con-

stitute a parallelism; that is; there is a certain reciprocal propor-

tionality between them, or some basic isomorphism. This would
relate them, make them dimensions of one reality without at the

same time involving the necessity of any direct interaction.

Descartes suggests the reason why reality is one and what, con-

sequently, might be the principle of this parallelism. It resides in

the fact that both members of this dualism are mathematically

constituted. In the order of the “res cogitans,” this is seen in the

method to which mathematical progression is found to be, or to

provide, the first clue. In the order of matter, the “res extensa,” this

is to be seen in his notion of physics as a geometrical-mechanistic

science. Nothing more than a parallelism is suggested, of course;

for it is not to be thought that mathematics constitutes a higher

order of being or reality in which the two orders are subsumed; there

is no “res mathematica” for Descartes.

Were this implied parallelism to be drawn out, it would even-

tually prove to exhibit three dimensions: the psycho-physical, the

metaphysical and the epistemological. The psycho-physical paral-

lelism would consist in the perfect proportional correspondence,

but not interaction, between the body and the soul. The meta-

physical parallelism would reside in the fact that of the two

members of the dualism each merits the predicate real, both in-

dividually, and as constituting the real as a whole. The epistemo-

logical parallelism, finally, consists in the fact that the clear and

distinct ideas are, without qualification, true so that there is a

perfect correspondence between every clear and distinct idea and

some aspect or dimension or instance of the real.
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Descaites did not, however, develop this parallelism as it was to
be developed, for example, by some of those who followed him,
Spinoza and the “occasionalists” to whom attention must presently
be given. He was inhibited from doing so by a number of considera-
tions. Among these was the fact that he recognized that not all

ideas are clear and distinct. This seems to imply that the corre-
spondence between the individual thought and the individual exter-
nal object, for example, is an event

, not a fixed relation. Another
consideration is the fact that in our own experiences of ourselves,
instances suggest that there are some direct transactions between
body and soul. For example, activity from the point of view of
voluntaiy motion would seem to involve the direct power of the
will, a power or function of the “res cogitans” over the body.
Conversely, from the point of view of the soul as passive, certain
movements within it, i.e., certain thoughts, in the wide sense which
Descartes assigns to this term, would seem not to originate wholly
within it but to be caused in it by the body. As a consequence,
Descartes is led, rather than into a development of that perfect
parallelism which seems implied in the “universal mathematics,”
into the confrontation of the problem, as it may be called, of inter-
action between body and soul.

This problem, moreover, is for Descartes, not merely a theoret-
ical one, but a practical one also. He relates it to the moral or
ethical problem, in the form which this problem has taken since
classical times, that of the mastery by man of the “passions.” As a
result, the problem which we have called the interaction of bodv
and soul has two distinct but very closely related and dependent
dimensions: the physiological and the moral and ethical. We must,
consequently, glance briefly at these in turn. The chief source for
this discussion is the Treatise on the Passions which Descartes
composed late in his life.

The discussion begins with a very pertinent distinction con-
cerning action and passion.” These are always the same thing,
Descartes notes, but are differently denominated when viewed from
the point of view of the subject in which it occurs, and from that of
the cause, respectively. (Art.I) He also lays down a criterion for
distinguishing action and passion in man: all that we experience
in ourselves, us and what to observation may exist in wholly in-
animate bodies, must be attributed to body alone; all that which is
in us and which we cannot in any way conceive as pertaining to a
body must be attributed to the soul alone. (Art.III)22

So far as he can, Descartes seeks to retain in regard to the human
body the animal automatism” which, as has been noted above, he
assigned to animals in general; i.e., he tries to conceive it as a

22 Descartes, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 332.
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“machine,” a self-contained configuration of masses in motion

needing no intervention of any animistic principle to explain its

operation. This is the burden of his discussion for some twelve

articles of this treatise in which he advances explanations of the

movements of muscles and of the heart and develops the doctrine

of “animal spirits,” — “a very subtle air or wind,” (Art.VlI) which

originates in the brain and which accounts for the movements of the

muscles and which can be directed to diverse parts of the body by

the impact of external objects.

The delineation of the functions or operations to be assigned

wholly to the soul, by contrast, preoccupy the following articles.

The soul is thought to be “res cogitans.” Thought may be dis-

tinguished into actions and passions, on the basis already indicated

above. Actions he calls desires and these may further be distinguished

into those which terminate wholly within the soul and those which

terminate beyond, in the body. All those kinds of perception or

forms of knowledge which are found in us are passions, because it

is often not our soul which makes them what they are and because it

always receives them from the things which are represented by

them .

23 These perceptions are also of two sorts, those having the

soul and those having the body as cause.

The first he calls perceptions of our desires which are all the

imaginations or other thoughts which depend on them. Thus when the

soul applies itself to imagine something which does not exist, e.g.

“an enchanted palace,” or when it sets itself to attempt to imagine

something which is intelligible only and not properly imaginable,

as our own nature, these are called actions.

The second class comprises perceptions which are caused by the

body; and these he significantly divides into three groups: those

which refer to external objects, those which refer to our own bodies,

and those which refer to the soul. These may depend either on the

nerves or on the fortuitous movements of the animal spirits, spoken

of above. In either case, they are truly passions, and the third class

constitutes the passions of the soul in the strictest sense.

The physiological and speculative importance of the passions of

the soul lies in the fact that they indicate clearly the direct inter-

action of body and soul; and consequently put the question directly

in its theoretical form: how does this interaction take place, how

can it take place? Descartes opens his reply to this question by

indicating in a general way how the soul is united to the body; it is

united diffusedly, as we might say; that is, the soul, as a whole, is

united to the body as a whole. (It does not seem that he would go

further and say, as the scholastics had said before him, that it is

present totum quantum in every part of the body.

)

23 Descartes, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 340.
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On the other hand, there is a certain part of the body in which

the soul functions more particularly and hence may be located in a

more particular way: that is, in the pineal gland. Here spirit and
body meet; thought makes its extensive (time-space) appearance;

“res cogitans” and “res extensa” unite, but do not become identi-

fied. Descartes’ reason for selecting the pineal gland instead of the

heart for this momentous coincidence is as follows: all the organs of

our outward senses are double: two eyes, two ears, etc.; and their

reports must be united; the pineal gland is the logical place for this

union, by reason of its position in the brain.

Descartes’ concern, however, is only with the passions of the soul.

From the careful definition which he gives of these, the reason for

this concentration of concern is clear: they exhibit most clearly the

complex and even ambiguous situation, fraught with both mechan-
ical and ethical problems, which he is trying to illuminate: that

there can be perceptions in the soul which are related to the body
and have their effects in the soul, but which are not caused by the

soul, and which incline the soul to desire those things from which,
on the counsel of its own perceptions, i.e. clear and distinct ideas,

it would be disinclined. This is made clear by the definition of the

passions of the soul given in article twenty-five,

• • • the perceptions which we relate solely to the soul are those whose
effects we feel as though they were in the soul itself and as to which
we usually do not know any proximate cause to which we can relate

them; such are the feelings of joy, anger and other such sensations
which are sometimes excited in us by the objects which move our
nerves and sometimes also by other causes. 24

With respect to these passions of the soul, he puts two orders of

questions; the first, physiological-mechanical, asking how they are

caused; the second, ethical, asking how the soul can master the
passions and retain its own supremacy and calm through conformity
of its desires to the truth.

Ihe reply to the physiological-mechanical questions preoccupy
him through articles thirty-six to thirty-nine. The first of these articles

offers an example of the way in which passions are excited in the
soul,

... if this figure is very strange and frightful (i.e. the figure represented
in the medial image of the pineal gland, cf. preceding article), that is,

if it has a close relationship with the things which had been formerly
hurtful to the body, that excites the passion of apprehension in the
soul, and then that of courage and consternation according to the
particular temperament of the body or the strength of the soul . . .

and he goes on to depict the actual mechanism of this process in

greater detail. In the following article he indicates that as a result

24 Descartes, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 343.
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of the inspection of this mechanism, it is clear that all passions are
caused by the movements of the animal spirits.

A crucial point is established in article thirty-eight, crucial, that
is, from the point of view of the ethical problem as well as from the
point with which he is presently concerned, namely that the passions
may incite movements of the body, correlative to the passion as it is

related to the soul, but which are not in dependence on the soul;

i.e., not related to its actions and desires as these are controlled bv
its true, i.e., clear and distinct perceptions or ideas.

As a step in the direction of solution of the ethical problem,
Descartes considers what, in general, may be the power of the soul
over the passions. Our passions cannot either be excited or removed
by the action of our will; they can, however, be controlled, i.e.

excited, or deleted, by indirect action.

This indirect action takes the form of a substitution process.
Since the essential form of the passion is a unity of representation
and desire, this control can be established by the representation of
things which are usually united to the passions which we desire to

have and which are contrary to those which we would desire to

set aside. Here, at the very heart of the question, the dialectic be-
tween action and passion is thrown into clear relief.

The complete ethical form of the issue involved, however, is

stated clearly in article forty-seven. Although the physiological-

mechanical terminology and context is preserved, the ethical center
is revealed. The ethical conflict has been depicted, Descartes states,

as a conflict between the higher and the lower dimensions of the
soul: the sensuous and the rational, the appetites and the will. This
cannot be the case for there is in us but one soul. There is,

. . . here no strife excepting that the small gland which exists in the mid-
dle of the brain, being capable of being thrust to one side by the soul
and to the other by the animal spirits, which are mere bodies . . .

it often happens that the two impulses are contrary and that the
stronger prevents the other from taking effect.

We may, however, distinguish two sorts of movement excited by the
animal spirits in the gland: the one sort represents to the soul the
objects which move the senses or the impressions which are met with
in the brain, and this sort makes no attempt to affect the will; the
others do make an effort to do so-i.e. . . . those which cause the
passions or movements of the body which accompany the body. And
as to the first, although they often hinder the actions of the soul, or
else are hindered by them, yet, because they are not directly contrary
to them, we do not notice any strife between them. We onlv notice the
strife between the latter and the acts of the will which conflict with
them; e.g. between the effort with which the spirits impel the gland
in order to cause a desire in the soul and that with which the soul
repels it again by the desire which it has to avoid the same thing.

The issue is clear; from this physiological-mechanical account there
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emerges the ancient ethical conflict as St. Paul and Ovid and

numerous others had before depicted it: that which I would not,

I do; and that which I would, I do not. What then is the solution r*

The solution which Descartes offers, as has been noted, rests

upon the principle which we have ventured to call substitution.

He offers it, as he tells us, not as a moralist, telling people what they

must do, or ought to do, but in the character of a physician, a

therapist, indicating to them a line of action which can be taken

and which, so to say, has objective force for the alleviation of the

situation of stress in which the ethical combat lies.

He acknowledges that there are what were once called, in the

language of the “cure of souls,” the “classes of men;” some have

walls strong enough to oppose the passions, as it were instinctively

and easily to overcome. There is another class, however, who fail in

this combat not through innate weakness, but through a kind of

ignorance, for they do not know with what weapons it must be

fought in order to secure the victory. To this class he compas-

sionately addresses himself, for the first class has little need of

counsel. “That which I call the proper arms consists of the firm and

determinate judgments respecting the knowledge of good and evil.”

These must resolutely be placed in the position of the images with

which the passions solicit the soul. “Thus when fear represents

death as an extreme evil, and one which can only be avoided by

flight, ambition on the other hand, sets forth the infamy of this

flight as an evil worse than death.” Such dialectic remains, however,

at the level of mere passion, unless a principle of truth enters to

determine the contest and to transform and elevate it. It is not

enough that one have firm judgments as to good and evil; it is

necessary also to have true ones.

At this point, the avenue is open for the re-entrance of the

entire program of the method. For it is only clear and distinct

ideas which are ipso facto true; and only the clear and untroubled

contemplation and perception of these which can impart stead-

fastness to the will; for then it does not substitute its own fancies,

but these clear and distinct perceptions in the place of the images

by which the passions would solicit it. Therefore, in this area of

evil and good as much as in the area of science, in physics or in

metaphysics, it is necessary to employ the method to secure these

clear and distinct, and therefore true, ideas which lend their strength

to the soul in this struggle. And, he concludes, there is no soul so

weak bv nature that it cannot, through an assiduous cultivation of

this same method in this area, come to a mastery over its passions.

And this mastery will be the stronger for being based not on a

blind thrust of the freedom of the will, but on the power which
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that freedom draws from its deep anchorage in the truth of the

clear and distinct ideas.
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CHAPTER III

Benedict Spinoza
Introduction

The immediate major development of Descartes’ philosophy is

universally recognized to be found in the thought of Benedict

Spinoza (1632-1677). Nevertheless, as more than one historian and

student of Spinoza has noted, Spinoza was looked upon as an

intruder by those who carried on the pro-Cartesian and anti-Carte-

sian controversies immediately following that philosopher’s death.

As has been pointed out, the anti-Cartesians used Spinoza’s thought

as a stick with which to beat the Cartesian position, pointing Spinoza

out as an example of the dangers of atheism and pantheism which

lurked within the Cartesian method and metaphysics. On the other

hand, the Cartesians saw in him an ally who was far more of a

liability, not only because he drew much criticism on a position

which already had considerable difficulty in defending itself, but

also because he developed and applied the Cartesian tenets in a

manner which they had not anticipated and which did not concur

with their own views and to the direction it should have followed.

Criticism has, however, in the long run, rejected the views of

Cartesians and anti-Cartesians alike; under its relentless review of all

aspects of the evidence Spinoza has emerged as the logical devel-

opment of Descartes, his immediate continuator in the establishment

of the bases of modern philosophy. To such criticism the movement
from the God of Descartes to that of Spinoza, from Cartesian dualism

of substances to the Spinozan duality of attributes in unity of

substance, from The Passions of* the Soul to the doctrine of the

Ethics
, and especially to the moving doctrine of the third part of

that work: De Servitudine Humana (Of Human Bondage ), has

appeared both logical in itself and as tending to close the internal

*N.B. All references to the works of Spinoza unless otherwise noted are to the

Opera edition. Van Vloten and Land Nijhoff, The Hague, 1913; and the English
translation by Elwes in the two-volume Dover edition, Dover Publications, 1951.

These will be cited as Opera and Elxves respectively.
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“aporie” or gaps which rent the thought of Descartes. At the same
time, criticism has not tended to underestimate or to becloud the

very great consequences of this movement.
The thought-world of Spinoza, what another period might have

called his “Weltanschauang,” has a very different quality and
structure from that of Cartesianism. For example, Descartes’ God is

still the God of Christianity. Personality, transcendence, liberty are

still ascribed to Ilim almost, we might say, without any serious

tendency to call them into question. The God of Spinoza, by contrast,

is a principle of nature entirely, wholly immanent to nature, without

personality or freedom. Again, the dualism of substances in Des-

cartes did not, at least immediately, seem to involve the abandon-
ment of traditional notions about the immortality of the soul, the

human person, the transcendence of the spiritual over the material.

The thought of Spinoza made necessary, if it was to be accepted

seriously, a careful reconsideration, if not an outright negation of

these cherished tenets.

The final opinion of criticism would seem to be that these

differences stem from a source deeper than anything which might

be revealed by such a process of comparison. The inner ethos, or

ethical quality of Spinoza’s thought derives from and expresses

within the framework of the development of Descartes’ thought an-

other intuition and another tradition of life and culture. This

difference springs readily to view when some attention is given to

Spinoza’s background and life. These are more necessary to under-

stand in his case than in that of any other thinker of this or a later

time.

A. Spinoza's Life and Works

Benedict (Baruch) Spinoza was born November 24, 1632, in

Amsterdam of a Jewish family which had taken refuge in Holland

from persecution in Portugal. He lived but forty-four years, his

death taking place on February 21, 1677. In this short span of life

he produced the works which have established him as one of the

shapers of modern philosophy. His father, Michael, presided over

the rabbinical school of the Jewish community of Amsterdam (the

school was called the Keter-Thora ), and he was consequently a

pillar, not only of Jewish orthodoxy, but also of the learning which

supported it. Baruch Spinoza was naturally enrolled in this school

and showed himself so apt a student that he was under great parental

and community pressure, it would seem, to devote himself to rab-

binical studies and to this office. The entire curriculum of the com-

munity school consisted, it would seem, of Hebrew, the Bible and

the Talmud. To seek further instruction in mathematics, Latin and

the sciences, Spinoza attended another school conducted by one
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Franz van den Enden, who had been a Catholic but had later

gained a reputation, or better, a certain notoriety, as a free thinker.

These circumstances are important, for Van den Enden s in-

fluence is held accountable by Spinoza’s biographers for the first

doubts he experienced concerning his rabbinic training and for the

first entrance of the current free-thought into his consciousness.

Through the humanistic training he received in Van den Enden s

school, Spinoza was enabled to read some of the philosophers of the

Renaissance. He was obviously attracted by their immanentism

which was to prove a decisive influence in his own thought. It is,

however, a little difficult to know with certainty which writers he

had encountered first hand and which exercised their influence only

through a certain currency. Thus it was at first thought that he must

have read Bruno; but it is now held that although very definite

affinities mark their thought, he did not have any direct knowledge

of Bruno’s works. It is certain, however, that he knew Francis Bacon,

and above all, Descartes.

His alienation from the culture and from the actual membership
of the Jewish community continued. Solicitations to remain faithful

were rendered meaningless by the treatment he saw meted out to one

Uriel da Costa, a member of the community who had preached

against some of its tenets and had then retracted; he was nevertheless

visited by the harshest punishments. There was no formal break with

the community, however, so long as Spinoza’s father lived. After his

death in 1654, complete alienation seemed only a matter of time and
was as a matter of fact signalized by Spinoza’s formal excommunica-
tion in 1656.

Although excluded from his own community, Spinoza found

protectors and was able to continue his program of study and work.

The traditional account that he ground lenses in order to make a

living has been proven groundless. Instead, it has been established

that he was supported by a number of considerable endowments of

which he was the beneficiary and which had been established by
friends such as Jelles, De Vries and De Witte, the Grand Pensioner

of the Republic of Holland. The lens-grinding, in fact, referred to

his experiment with and manufacture of optical instruments, a task

demanding great mechanical skill and considerable mathematical

knowledge, both of which Spinoza possessed.

Soon after his excommunication from the community, he com-
posed an Apology. Written in Spanish, this work, now lost, is

supposed to have contained at least an indication of the ideas which
had been forming in his mind concerning the broadest problems of

philosophy. This supposition is supported by the fact that at this

time he began the composition of the Brief Treatise on God, Man
and His Beatitude. This work, unpublished during his lifetime, is
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known only in a Dutch translation which was not discovered until

in the middle of the nineteenth century. In it, his system of thought

has begun to take definitive form, and is to be seen in all the

elements of its ultimately complex structure.

His philosophical work, amid his other occupations and certain

personal trials, continued unabated. His custom was to circulate his

manuscripts among his friends. The Brief Treatise is dated between
1650-1660; it was followed shortly by the De Intellectus Emendationc
(On the Correction of the Intellect). Though incomplete, this work
occupies a position with respect to his thought similar to that of the

Discourse on Method to the thought of Descartes.

The first of his works to be published and the only one which
bears Spinoza’s name is an exposition of the thought of Descartes,

Principia Philosophiae Cartesianae ( Principles of the Cartesian

Philosophy). This has been described as a very accurate, almost

literal, account of Descartes’ ideas; some have held that it was
composed for scholastic purposes. While Spinoza takes pains to state

that these principles are not his own, and that his own thought

takes another direction, it is impossible not to detect even here a

high degree of assimilation on his part of many of Descartes’ chief

ideas.

Immediately thereafter, he is found at work on the greatest

document of his thought, the Ethica More Geometrico Demonstrata

( Ethics Geometrically Demonstrated). This work was to preoccupy

him for many of the remaining years of his life. While it was still in

progress, he began the composition of the Tractatus Theologico-

Politicus
(
Theological-Political Treatise). Begun in 1665, this work

was published anonymously in 1670. Its publication was made pos-

sible by the protection of powerful friends, especially the De Witte

brothers; the work raised a storm of protest because of its pleas for

tolerance.

The death of the De Witte brothers during an insurrection in

1672 left Spinoza bereft of protection; the succeeding regime was
much less tolerant and he was unable to release the Ethics which
had been prepared for publication in 1677. He entrusted the work
to his friends for posthumous publication. His death took place that

same year (1677), and the publication of the works quickly followed:

the Ethics, The Correction of the Intellect, and an unfinished

Political Treatise as well as a small collection of letters which are of

interest for the clarification of points of his doctrine. His death on

February 21, 1677, was ascribed to tuberculosis from which he had

suffered for a long time.

Unlike that of Descartes, the unfolding of Spinoza’s thought

follows very much the order of composition of his work. As a con-

sequence, its course may best be followed and its growth in depth
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and complexity appreciated by an orderly perusal of his writings.

Although the first of these, the Brief Treatise, may be said to contain

the whole in germ, it is only in germ, for Spinoza’s untiring applica-

tion to the development of his ideas brought these small beginnings

to a mighty growth, the Ethics, universally recognized as one of the

most imposing monuments of philosophical speculation in western

culture to which even the thought of Hegel owes a heavy debt.

B. The Brief Treatise: Adumbration of a System

Since no trace of the Apologia remains, the Brief Treatise is the

earliest of Spinoza’s works of which we have any direct knowledge.

The probable date of its completion is 1660; however, there is

internal evidence that it brings together writings which were com-

posed over a number of years previously. Physically, so to say, it is

not a unified whole. Nevertheless, it is generally recognized, there

are fixed in this uneven and somewhat disorganized composition the

“master lines” of Spinoza’s philosophy both as regards the under-

lying general attitudes and orientations, and also as regards its basic

theses.

The manner in which the treatise constitutes an adumbration of

the Ethics is given very well by Apphun in his introduction to the

French translation (1904). He speaks of monism as yet not wholly

articulated, residues of finalism, the attribution of goodness and

wisdom to God, an intermixture of theological expressions such as

“Son of God,” “predestination,” “passivity of the human intellect,”

“a positive valuation of humility,” “a devaluation of pleasure.”

In this melange it is possible to discern the “terminus a quo” of his

thought, as well as the first indications of its “terminus ad quern.”

Yet more positive anticipations are thought by many to be the

stronger. Thus some hold that the fundamental traits of the system,

and not merely its directions, are already established here: the

doctrine of substance, of attributes and modes, divine and human
determinism, metaphysical and psychophysical parallelism, the

theory of the passions and their mastery, the deliverance of man from
their bondage. It is clear that we are here confronted by a difference

of emphasis; the first is anticipatory, the second retrospective.

The Brief Treatise opens with an a priori demonstration of the

existence of God. His existence, it goes on, differs from that of all

other existents in one absolute basic characteristic. The latter all owe
their existence to a cause other than, and outside, themselves. His

existence is identical with His essence. His very “to be,” that is

“to be anything at all,” is at the same time “to exist,” that is, “to be
actual.” The entire system depends and moves out from the develop-

ment of these assertions. What are made clear at once, it would seem,
are the great alternatives concerning the relationship between God
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and the world between which Spinoza’s thought moves, and between
which he feels it is necessary to make a choice.

On die one hand, it God is conceived to be distinct from the
world, and this would seem to be the implication of calling Him a
substance, at least in the classical sense, then it would seem clear
that “existence” can be attributed to Him and to the world only in a
very diverse, if not actually contradictory, manner. His must be an
existence which is infinite, to which nothing can be opposed as its

condition or limit, in which no change can be induced by any
principle, and before which nothing else can offer itself as existing
in the same sense. Further, it would seem that this character of God
would imply no effective passage of causality or of any other kind
between Him and the world, since any such effective relation would
introduce some alteration in that character of complete otherness
which has been assigned Him.

On the other hand, it is possible to conceive of God, indeed
necessary to conceive of Him, as “natura naturans,” the immanent
cause of the world, bringing the world to existence, but not through
a transitive causality which passes over, as it were, from God to the
world. In this case, it is obvious that God cannot be the absolute
other of the world, that He cannot exist “in Himself,” but that He
is His effects, so to say, and does not merely produce them, as effects

outside Himself. The further consequence is that the existence
attributed to the one and the other, God and the World, cannot be of
that completely diverse character noted above, but must have some
intimate relation.

It is in this connection that some interpreters of Spinoza would
place great emphasis on the possible influence of neo-Platonic
thought (of Renaissance or other provenance). They liken this

immanent relation of God to the world to that immanentistic process
characteristic of neo-Platonism and Spinoza’s God to the “One” of

Plotinus.

However, it has immediately been noted in contrast that it is

easily possible to distort his thought by such an emphasis; for he
attributes some characteristics to God which are notably absent in

the “One;” above all, thought and matter. Further, he indicates

that within this thought of God there is the “universal modification”

which makes it possible for God to think particular things, natures,

etc., in their particularity. This is something which the “One” of

Plotinus cannot do. Yet this is not to deny, of course, that such
influence may well be at work here, but subject to the strong re-

direction by Spinoza’s own insights.

What is also made clear by the Treatise, is the profoundly
mystical origin of Spinoza’s whole philosophical concern; this is

something of which he himself is fully aware and which he uses, as
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Leibnitz indicates, to distinguish his own thought from that of

Descartes.

Finally, we may note that the two dialogues, which are physical

parts of the Treatise, possess a very great interest because they are

concerned to place in a certain relief the notion of immanent

cause” which Spinoza clearly senses is the nub of his thought, upon

which the whole structure to a large degree depends. In addition, the

second dialogue introduces a notion of the intellect which will later

be taken up in the Tractatus Theologicus-Politicus, namely, that it

may become the organ of the never-failing and always available

revelation of God, in contrast to the notion of a “special” revelation

through agencies other than the intellect and reason.

C. The Correction of the Intellect: Spinoza on Method

The “Correction of the Intellect” has been assigned a place in

Spinoza's thought analogous to that of the “Discourse on Method”

in the thought of Descartes. The analogy rests on the fact that in

this work Spinoza turns away as Descartes does in the Discourse,

from the direct and substantial construction of his philosophy, to

the more formal and instrumental consideration of the method to be

pursued.

The analogy is reinforced by another consideration. For Spi-

noza, as for Descartes, there is no question merely of an abstract or

impersonal notion of method; both are concerned with a way, an

existential way, toward the truth in which the whole man is en-

gaged. This is brought out in Descartes by the very fact that he

recounts his method as a “history,” and not merely as a technique.

Some interpreters would go even farther and say that while Des-

cartes, after his historical or autobiographical presentation of the

method, proceeds to its abstract analysis, Spinoza remains in the

path of an essentially moral enterprise.

The Correction of the Intellect is a moral enterprise, in which

there is at stake, not merely the truth of abstract propositions, but,

in a certain sense, the well-being of the inquirer, even his salvation

as a man. The perfection of man resides in the knowledge which the

mind may have of its union with the whole of nature. It is necessary

to insure this perfection to all men. To this end it is necessary to

have a perfect understanding of the constitution of nature, and as a

basic dimension of this, of the mind and of its manner of attaining to

that knowledge. This knowledge, he then goes on, must be translated

into social and even, it would seem, institutional terms; it must be

incorporated in a sound moral philosophy and a sound system of

education and expressed in ameliorative sciences such as medicine

and engineering.

From these indications, it may be seen how vast a theme occupied
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liirn; for a model, one might suggest, one has to go back to the
hrpublic of Plato, though of course the Correction possesses none
ol the richness of development of that dialogue.

As to its matter, however, the Correction opens with an intro-

ductory passage in which is described the path of peace and happi-
ness for man: the transference of his love from finite tilings to the
infinite Good. Immediately thereafter it plunges into the problem at

hand by distinguishing four kinds of knowledge. These are: knowl-
edge by hearsay (ex auditu), indeterminate experience, rational

demonstration, and intellectual intuition.

Of these four, the last alone is adequate for the object toward
which the mind of man is orientated. It both assures truth and
precludes error, and Spinoza tells how: it makes clear to us the
difference between the true idea (which we may possess by one of
the other ways without possessing it in its character as true) and all

other thoughts, and it establishes a criterion for the distinction of
adequate and inadequate ideas, this power of intuition can be
converted into the first rule of the method because of its ability to

distinguish true from false, adequate from inadequate. And first, it

enables 11s to distinguish mere imaginings which are not born of the
power ol the intellect, but are caused by the fortuitous impress of
external factors, from the ideas of the intellect themselves.

It is further necessary to distinguish inadequate ideas into their

various classes; they may be false, fictions or dubious. In order to

eliminate fictious and false ideas, it is necessary only to analyze every
bit of knowledge into the absolutely simple and irreducible ele-

ments of which it is composed. When these are made apparent, they
will prove to be either totally known, i.e., by a simple intuition, or

totally without ideal character.

Dubious ideas are to be dealt with in another manner, indicated
to Spinoza by his conception of their origin. They have their origin

in investigations or inquiries which are pursued without due order.

Consequently, when they are subjected to an orderly inquiry, their

doubtful character will be dissipated, for they will then be brought
under a principle such as that of causality.

The preoccupation of the second portion of the “Correction”

may be said to be a problem in the theory of logic: what constitutes

a good and valid definition and how is one constructed or discovered.

An important distinction is introduced; the “causa sui,” that which
is its own cause, in which essense and existence are both actually

and with logical necessity one, is defined on the basis of its own
essence. Things which have their causes outside themselves, by con-

trast, must be defined with relation to the proximate cause in the line

of their production. Further, four characteristics of the good defini-

tion are adduced: a) since the definition turns about the cause
( sui
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or proximate), it must preclude all other causes; b) it must leave no

doubt what the definiendum really is; c) it must exclude all explana-

tion through abstract concepts, which Spinoza interestingly suggests

turn substantives into adjectives; d) all the properties of the defini-

tion, or more precisely, of the thing defined must be deduced from

the definition.

Next, it is necessary to proceed to the manner in which defini-

tions meeting these conditions may be discovered or constructed.

Since all definitions have been related to the notion of cause, in the

sense that definition is by way of causality, it may be held that the

universal form of the definition is genetic; that is, it is attained by

way of the manner in which a thing comes to be. This is clear

enough in the case of particular existences which are causally

related to other particular existences of the same kind. Their defini-

tion will consist precisely in such connections, and even more, in

determining, if this is possible, the determinate law or sequence of

such connection.

This is not the case in all instances. We have already seen one

exception. God, since He is causa sui, cannot be thus defined by

relationship to any thing, but can only be defined by His essence.

A second instance is the case of the mind itself. It cannot be

explained or defined in that genetic way mentioned above. Its

definition must be reached through its idea or essence and must

therefore be self-evident. It then becomes, in a certain sense, the

form which all real definitions, other than that of God, must take.

The self-evident definition of the intellect can be clarified by way

of the analysis of its properties. These he enumerates as follows:

a) the intellect involves the certainty and certitude that things are

as it represents them; b) it forms some ideas absolutely, by its own

power; others relatively; c) of these, the first are the ideas of infinite

things, the second of finite or determinate; d) the intellect conceives

things not in the mode of time but “sub quadam specie aeternitatis,”

under a certain aspect of eternity; e) clear and distinct ideas follow

by necessity from our own nature, and hence depend only on our

own power and not on any adventitious condition.

With respect to the last, however, it becomes necessary to advert

again to a point mentioned earlier with regard to the Brief Treatise.

There it was noted that Spinoza retains a conception of the mind as

passive. In a certain sense, he never abandons this; for in his

definitive view of the human intellect, its dependence on God is

underlined. For this reason it is possible to say that a genetic defini-

tion of the human intellect is also possible; that is, by way of the

dependence it exhibits on the divine.

This matter of definition is of the utmost importance for the
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understanding of the Ethics; and when this work is touched on, it

will become necessary to return to this problem.
1 he third portion of the “Correction” announces the program

to indicate the order among ideas which will make it possible for
the mind to pursue its inquiry with certainty and ease. This program
was not realised; for the work is incomplete. Much speculation has
been advanced as to the reasons for this. It has been held that it

remained unfinished out of fear of theological criticism. Some have
held that it was put aside to take up the Principles of the Cartesian
Philosophy

,

in the hope that this might lend aid to some of its

difficulties. Finally, it has been suggested that Spinoza realised that
the truth of the method would have to be measured by the method;
and thus that the problem of method really is taken up in that
process of demonstration from the self-evident truth which will
pi (occupy the Ethics. All these opinions remain, of course, opinions.

The Principles of the Cartesian Philosophy and the Metaphysical
Reflections

Before proceeding to the consideration of Spinoza’s master work,
the Ethics, it will be profitable to review briefly two shorter works,
each of which contributes, in its own way, to a better understanding
of the form and scope of the Ethics. These are: Renati Descartes
Principiorum Philosophiae Pars I et II More Geometrico Demon-
stratae (Parts I and 11 of the Principles of Philosophy of Rene
Descartes Demonstrated According to the Order of Geometry), and
the Cogitata Metaphysica.

In substance the first is, as we have already noted, an exposition
of certain parts of Descartes’ thought in a very literal manner. It is

generally agreed that the work is dominated by a didactic purpose
which accounts in great part for its literalness and faithfulness. At
the same time it has been noted that this purpose and consequent
fidelity to it did not prevent Spinoza from indicating the areas in
which his own position differed.

The composition of the work is more heterogeneous than the
title would lead one to expect. It consists of a consideration of the
second part of the Principles of Descartes and some points of the
first part. There are reflections on certain parts of the Dioptics
and upon Descartes’ treatment of the arguments of Zeno in some of
his letters. It has been suggested that the first part was composed last

and is relatively free from the didactic tone; it includes references to

the Meditations.

The greatest interest of the work from the point of view of
Spinoza's thought is already indicated by the latter portion of the
title; the “geometrical order” of demonstration is introduced. The
work itself also has references to the example or treatment of this
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procedure which Descartes gives at the end of the second objections.

This is the procedure which will give at least its external structure

to the Ethics; and in the consideration of this work, further notice

will be taken of its character and of the degree to which it actually

controls Spinoza’s thought.

The second of the works mentioned, the Metaphysical Reflections,

is of interest because it constitutes a first sketch of Spinoza’s in-

dependent position. It falls into two parts which are generally

characterized as metaphysical and theological, respectively; although

Spinoza in his title speaks of general and special parts of metaphysics.

The metaphysical part is concerned with showing that many
things believed to be “real” are but “entia rationis,” beings of

thought; and many ideas which are thought to be “ideas of things”

are “pure ideas” or “modes of thought.” In this way, Spinoza

demotes to the status of modes of thought which cannot exist

“outside the mind” a great many characteristics of things; for

example, number, measure, duration, order, correspondence and

some others. Similarly, the concepts which were thought in me-

dieval philosophy to indicate “transcendental” attributes of being,

truth, goodness, etc. were relativised. Nothing can be said to be true

in itself, while goodness is always the utility or convenience which

accrues to someone from something. Most important of all and most

illuminating for his later thought is his negation of contingency.

Nothing is contingent; everything that is, is, just insofar as God
necessarily makes it to be.

This process of denigration of traditional concepts and the

corresponding adumbration of his own ideas is continued in the

theological portion. Spinoza professes to be unable even to under-

stand what can be intended by such an idea as God’s “personality”;

or how in God, it is possible to distinguish intellect and will.

Creation cannot be thought of as a process with any reference to

time, but is eternal and continually self-renewing. The idea of

human freedom seems at first to be admitted, not only in the sense

of indetermination from without, but as auto-determination. How-
ever, Spinoza at once points out that since God is the cause of the

human soul or mind, it is He who actually and effectively determines

situation or choice. A similar treatment is driven to the idea ofO
immortality of the human soul. It is conceded, if the human soul

be thought of as thinking substance. He suggests, however, that it

cannot properly be called this, for it would appear, rather, to be

but a mode of that substance. For this reason, there cannot be

attributed to it that indestructibility which is properly recognized in

a thinking substance.
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E. The Ethics

This work has been called Spinoza’s masterwork. In addition it is

universally held to be one of the truly great speculative creations of

western culture. Some indication has also been given of the labor

which it cost Spinoza; it was truly a life work, for it occupied his

attention during all the years of his adult life, from 1661 at least,

until his death in 1677.

What gives it its commanding position in the speculative litera-

ture of our culture is, even more than its doctrine, the majestic

sweep of its concern, the architectural beauty of its over-all design,

and the delicacy of discernment and sensitivity reflected in its

details, especially in that portion which deals with the human
passions and their mastery, and finally, that lapidary though im-

penetrable ideal under whose aegis Spinoza unites all the powers
of life and of the universe: the Intellectual Love of God.

The present consideration of this great work, necessarily brief

and touching only its surface, will follow this order: the notion of

the geometrical method; the over-all, controlling definitions; God,

or substance; the attributes and modes of substance; the antliro-

pology, or theory of man; human bondage; human liberty or free-

dom; finally, the idea of the Intellectual Love of God.

1. The Geometric Method

With respect to the geometric method we may center our con-

siderations about the following points: what it is; the degree to

which it is really the controlling method of the Ethics; the degree to

which there may be in the Ethics a movement of ideas and arguments

which, while flowing within the method, still exhibits an inde-

pendence of it.

As we have seen above, the geometrical order constitutes a link

between Descartes and Spinoza. In the Principles of Descartes’ Philos-

ophy, reference is made by Spinoza to the sample of this order

given by Descartes at the end of the “Second Objections." He also

uses it in his own exposition of Descartes’ ideas.

In itself, it is nothing new to the student; he is already familiar

with it from his knowledge of Euclid. Departing from definitions,

it proceeds by way of postulates and axioms to the establishment

of theorems and the deduction from these theorems of corollaries.

This is, however, but the external process of the geometrical order.

At a deeper level, the order embraces all of those dimensions of

the method which Descartes found most appealing. It possesses the

analytic phase of Descartes in which everything is reduced, as far as

possible, to its simplest elements. More importantly, however, it has

that constructive stasis which is, as we have seen, for Descartes the
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heart of the deductive method and the source of its real strength.

What tlie geometrical order does is enable us to see the necessity

and inevitability of a theorem or proposition by constructing,

building it, from within, from its component elements and the

necessary order which prevails among them. Necessity is its mode.
This

,
we think, is the real source of its attraction for both Descartes'

and Spinoza’s minds as they were dominated by the idea of the

luminosity, the clarity of thought and being.

The student may himself taste something of this power and the

satisfaction which follows from it in the simple exercise of con-

structing a geometrical diagram in the process of establishing a

proof. Here the inward logical movement of the constructive act is

sensed. When demonstrated more geometrico in all matters, the

clarity and the lucidity of the necessary linkage of parts creates the

complementary certitude of the mind, both of which are symbolized
in the rubric Q.E.D.

This then is the method which, according to Spinoza, controls

the vast matter, the multitudinous propositions of the Ethics. But
does it really do so? To this question scholars and historians can
give no simple answer. It is necessary, rather, to distinguish levels of

control, so to say, and then to ask in what manner they are related.

Two such levels might be distinguished;what we have called above,
though hesitantly, the architectural and the dynamic.

On the architectural level, it may be said that the geometrical
procedure does control the whole of the Ethics; and, as a consequence,
it must be called one of the most beautifully conceived and executed
structures of thought in our speculative literature.

On the dynamic level, the actual level of the movement of

thought, the geometrical procedure would not seem to control the
work. Ihe reason for this is that the geometrical method does not
seem to produce or to generate the argument or the conclusion, and
much less, the quality or intrinsic “ethos” of the work. This would
seem to proceed with a certain independence of the geometrical
order.

The test ol this is that the arguments and proofs can be formu-
lated in othei manners and lose nothing of their force (or weak-
ness) in the process. One could not imagine, for example, Euclid’s
work proceeding in any other way. Even Descartes’ analytical geo-
metry did not impugn Euclid’s method, but merely transposed the
whole undertaking to another order.

Yet it will be noticed that we have spoken above only of a
certain independence; for it is obviously true, that the movement of
the argument still flows to a certain extent from the definitions
which belong principally to the architecture of the work.

It has been observed, as for example, by Wolfson, that Spinoza
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is to a degree tlie victim of his own adherence to the geometrical

method. It makes him unable to see, on the one hand, the dense
structure of the propositions and concepts which he takes as “evident”

and which have, on the contrary, a dense, complex and even obscure
historical and dialectical structure; and on the other, the actual

process of argument, etc., at the dynamic level through which he is

passing.

As a consequence, it must be said that it is a moot question

whether Spinoza is master of the geometrical method or whether it

has not taken possession of and mastered him. In any case, the reply

to the question is complex. The result is that in examining the

work, we cannot trust implicitly to the movement ordine geometrica
,

but while remaining within this order we must try to make contact

with that other, the dynamic dimension.

2. The Over-all Controlling Definitions

The necessity of keeping both levels, which have been distin-

guished, clearly in mind imposes itself at the very outset of our
consideration of the Ethics. For it is generally agreed by students of

Spinoza s thought that the whole of its movement is controlled by
and moves within the scope of eight basic definitions which, as many
have noted, are intricately interrelated and which support each
other. Spinoza claims for these definitions perfect evidence and
'clarity. The one point on which all of his interpreters would seem to

agree, by contrast, is that they are not nearly so clear or evident as

he would have us suppose. Without more ado, however, it would
seem best to give these definitions:

a. By cause of itself I mean that, whose essence involves existence;

or that, whose nature cannot be conceived unless existing.

b. That thing is called finite in its own kind which can be
limited by another thing of the same nature. For example, a

body is called finite because we always conceive another which
is greater. So a thought is limited by a thought; but a body is

not limited by a thought, nor a thought by a body.

c. By substance, I understand that which is in itself and is con-

ceived through itself; in other words, that, the conception of

which does not need the conception of another thing from
which it must be formed.

d. By attribute, I understand that which the intellect perceives

of substance, as if constituting its essence.

e. By mode I understand the affections of substance, or that

which is in another thing through which it is also conceived.

f. By God, I understand Being absolutely infinite, that is to say,
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substance consisting of infinite attributes, each one of which

expresses eternal and infinite essence.

Explanation: I say absolutely infinite and not infinite in its

own kind
;
for of whatever is infinite only in its own kind, we

can deny infinite attributes; but to the essence of that which is

absolutely infinite pertains whatever expresses essence and

involves no negation.

g. That thing is called free which exists from the necessity of its

own nature alone and is determined to action by itself alone.

That thing, on the other hand, is called necessary, or rather

compelled, which is determined to existence and action by

another in a fixed and prescribed manner.

h. By eternity I understand existence itself, so far as it is con-

ceived necessarily to follow from the definition alone of the

eternal thing.

Explanation-For such existence, like the essence of the thing,

is conceived as an eternal truth. It cannot, therefore, be ex-

plained by duration or time, even if the duration be conceived

without beginning or end. 25

A number of considerations may be introduced concerning these

definitions which may be of help to the student. First of all, we may
ask what kind of definitions Spinoza took them to be. It will be

recalled that when listing the characteristics of the intellect it was

noted that the intellect forms some ideas absolutely, that is, of its

own pov/er completely. Definitions formed of such ideas possess, in

turn, the absoluteness of the ideas of which they are formed. It

would seem that the definitions here offered are of this kind. They

are not offered as subject to any conditions, or as deriving in any

manner from any others; but are quite absolute.

Secondly, we may ask how they are related to each other as

Spinoza gives them; that is, whether there is any order among them.

This would surely seem to be the case. The key definition is clearly

number six, the definition of God. It is the key definition in the sense

that all of the others, from number one through number five prepare

for it and are summed up in it. It is, further, the key definition in the

sense that the two subsequent definitions follow from it and specify

it.

It is almost universally stated by historians and commentators

that the basic idea in Spinoza's exposition is that of substance. There

can be no doubt that this is an absolutely fundamental idea. How-
ever, weight must also be given to the fact that he starts with the

definition of “causa sui.” The force of this beginning is to place his

whole argument immediately in the existential order. Substance is

25 opera , Vol. I, pp. 37-38. 46; Elwes

,

Vol. II, p. 45.
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that which is conceived through itself and which is in itself; the

radical principle through which both of these characteristics pertain

to substance is causa sui. ’ Spinoza’s is therefore not a metaphysics
of the abstract; but a metaphysics of the concrete and the existent.

It is not the idea of God which controls the whole, but His actuality.

finally, we may ask of these definitions in general, whether they

do in fact possess that evident character which Spinoza assigns them.

From the vast critique which has grown up about them, it is evident

that this is not the case. They are compacted of many anterior

elements which Spinoza does not take the trouble to distinguish; and
which, had he done so, might have reduced the confidence with

which he conducts his argument.

In a treatment so brief as the present must be, however, we must
content ourselves with taking the definitions as he understood and
employed them. We may therefore turn our attention to the positive

assertions of the Ethics; i.e., to those propositions which Spinoza feels

follow ordine geometrica from the definitions. Since, however, the

movement from the definitions to the propositions is mediated by
the axioms, some attention must first be given these.

The axioms of the first book are seven. As is the nature of the

axiom, they are rules which govern the derivation of propositions

from the definitions. From one aspect, they are the definitions them-

selves transposed from propositions into rules. Thus, it may readily

be seen that the first axiom which reads, “Everything which is, is

either in itself or in another,'’ involves elements of definitions I,

111, IV and V. Others, like the fourth axiom, “the knowledge of an

effect depends on a knowledge of its cause,” refers the mind back to

ideas already encountered in the Correction of the Intellect, es-

pecially to the consideration that all knowledge is genetic, moving
from cause to effect, whether the effect be transitive or immanent to

the cause, or vice versa. It is also clear that the second part of the

third axiom is really the complementary, not of the first part of

that third axiom, but of the fourth axiom taken as a whole; for the

second section of axiom three reads, “if no determinate cause be
given, it is impossible that an effect can follow.”

Both definitions and axioms are, however, tributary to the ef-

fective assertions or propositions. In the first part of the Ethics,

these concern God exclusively.

3. God

The argument of the first book of the Ethics concerns God. The
pattern of the argument is classical and comprises three parts or

phases. The first is the existence of God and itself includes two
moments: a) that lie exists and, b) the principle by which He
exists. These latter two are not distinct. The second phase or part
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concerns God’s nature. In this phase His attributes are examined

and it is noted that in God to be or to exist is to act. Consequently,

the third phase is concerned with God’s action. Spinoza himself

summarizes the argument with reference to these three phases in the

first paragraph of the appendix to the first book of the Ethics

:

I have now explained the nature of God and His properties. I have

shown that He necessarily exists; that He is one God; that from the

necessity alone of His own nature He is and acts; that He is, and in

what way He is, the free cause of all things; that all things are in Him
and so depend upon Him that without Him they can neither be nor

can be conceived; and finally that all things have been predetermined

by Him, not from freedom of will or from absolute good pleasure, but
from His absolute nature of infinite power.26

The proof of God’s existence occupies propositions one to four-

teen of the first book of the Ethics. The proof embraces fact and

reason in one intricate logical net. Spinoza tries to stay strictly

within the framework of his definitions and to proceed strictly

according to the dynamics of his axioms. For our purposes it is

sufficient to attempt to present the line of his argument in as

simple a manner as possible.

This line is basically simple and direct. The point of departure of

the proof is in Definition VI, “By God I understand Being absolutely

infinite, that is to say, substance consisting of infinite attributes,

each one of which expresses eternal and infinite essence.”21 But

substance so conceived necessarily exists. Therefore, God exists.

Q.E.D.

Between the members of this argument, however, there are inter-

mediate stages, by which the logical transition is effected. These must

be traced, if the argument is not to be but a shell.

First, it should be noted that Being, in the definition of God is

used as a noun rather than as a verb. Moreover, it is the concrete,

absolute, infinite of which Spinoza is speaking. It has no relation to

any abstraction or universal. The proof, as he understands it, there-

fore, is strictly metaphysical; that is to say, its logical form is a

warranty for actual existence.

The most basic of the intermediary steps is that linking substance

and existence. This is asserted by Spinoza in Proposition VII; It

pertains to the nature of substance to exist. Spinoza demonstrates

this proposition by reference to Proposition VI and its corollary.

Proposition VI affirms that “one substance cannot be produced by
another substance,” and the corollary affirms, as a consequence, that

20 Opera, Vol. I, p. 66; Elwes, Vol. II, p. 74.

27 Opera, Vol. I, p. 37; Elwes, Vol. II, p. 46.
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“therefore, absolutely, there is nothing by which substance can be

produced.”

One would be justified if he were to express some doubt con-

cerning the necessity of the transition from this affirmation to the

affirmation of the necessity of substance’s actual existence. There

must obviously be an intermediary step here, and there is, although

its presence is concealed by Spinoza’s manner of expression. For

having referred us to Proposition VI and its corollary, he concludes

“therefore it (substance) will be the cause of itself.”

The argument rests upon a concealed definition, which when
brought into the light alters its form. The concealed definition is the

real definition of substance in Spinoza, as distinct from that which he

gives in Definition III. Substance is that which is causa sui. Causa sui

is, according to Definition I “that whose essence involves existence

or that, whose nature cannot be conceived of as otherwise than

existing.”

When these half-concealed, half-revealed ideas are grasped, the

line of his argument for the necessary existence of substance becomes

clear. Substance necessarily exists because it is defined as causa sui
;

this causal nexus necessitates the identity of substance and existence.

From this it also follows why it is absurd to think of substance as not

existing; for non-existence blots out the notion of substance. To

assert the non-existence of substance is to present a pure contra-

diction.

Substance, therefore, necessarily exists, but does it necessarily

exist as absolutely infinite? This is the second of the intermediary

steps in his proof, namely, to show that substance, as necessarily

existing, also involves its being absolutely infinite.

That substance exists as absolutely infinite is the burden of

Propositions X, XI, XII. What is the definition of being as absolutely

infinite? It is being as consisting of infinite attributes each one

of which expresses a certain essence, eternal and infinite. An attri-

bute, moreover, has been defined (Def.IV) as that which the

intellect perceives of substance as if constituting its essence. It is

evident from this definition, according to Proposition IX, that the

more reality or being a thing possesses, the more attributes it pos-

sesses. But it belongs to the nature of substance to exist (Prop.VII).

But of that which exists by its nature, there is no attribute

which can be denied; for to deny any attribute of it would be to

indicate a dimension of being under which it did not exist. Yet

what exists necessarily, that is, of its own nature, cannot be limited

in this way. Therefore if substance exists at all, it must exist as

absolutely infinite.

Finally, there can be but one substance which is absolutely

infinite. This is the contention of Proposition XIV, the way for
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which, however, is prepared by Propositions XII and XIII. These

assert respectively that no attribute can be truly conceived from

which it would follow that substance can be divided, so that sub-

stance absolutely infinite is indivisible. It follows, therefore, (Prop.

XIV; Corol. 1 )
that in nature there is but one substance, and it is

absolutely infinite. And this substance is God. Q.E.D. God has been

defined (Def. VI) in just these terms.

We have, of course, here indicated merely the formal steps of

Spinoza’s proof. The logical net by which it is interwoven is too

delicate and complex to permit us to bring into relief all of its

strands. As a sample of Spinoza’s way of arguing, however, even

this simple and bald schema of propositions and definitions indicates

how, to his mind, a proof is constructed.

From the proof of God’s existence, Spinoza is led to indicate the

chief characteristics of His nature. These are all reaffirmations of

the great “names” of God, which have echoed through western

thought: Greek, Hebrew and Christian for centuries. God is eternal

(Prop.XIX); that is, all His attributes are eternal. And the existence

of God is an eternal truth. The existence of God and His essence

are one and the same thing (Prop.XX); for the same attributes

which manifest His eternal essence manifest likewise His eternal

and necessary existence. That is to say, the very same thing which

constitutes the essence of God, constitutes at the same time His

existence. God is the efficient cause not only of the existence of

things, but also of their essence (Prop.25). All things which follow

from the absolute nature of any attribute of God must forever exist

and must be infinite; that is to say, through the same attribute they

are eternal and infinite.

The nature of God, and the necessity of His existence are the

clues to His action. God acts immanently, and not transitively, not

only in that constitutive action by which He is causa sui, but also

in that efficient agency by which He is the cause both of the existence

and the essence of all things (Prop.CVIII ). The distinction between

immanent action and transitive action has already been made. It is

upon this proposition, it may remarked, as much as it can be said to

rest on any single proposition, that the charge of pantheism is

made to depend.

God acts from the laws of His own nature only, and is compelled

in no wise whatsoever (Prop.XVII); for there is nothing outside

Him which can incite Him to act, save His own nature. From this

it follows that He alone is a “free cause” (Prop.XVII;Corol.2); for

to be free and to act freely is to act without external compulsion,

and only according to the laws of one’s own nature.

The range of His agency is unlimited both intensively and

extensively; for not only is He the cause of all that is caused in
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existence, but He is likewise the cause of the essence of whatever

exists. Such causation is determination. What is so caused cannot

determine itself; and, if it was not so caused by God, it cannot

determine itself. The causality of God, or His action, is therefore

absolutely determining.

This does not permit us to think, however, that God acts freely

in the sense of acting from freedom of the will (Prop.XXXI 1;

Gorol.2); for the freedom which is ascribed to the will turns out, on

inspection, to be rather a kind of necessity, that kind of necessity,

namely, characterizing an infinite series of motions, each of which

must be determined by another in the series. The implication here

is that what has ordinarily been called freedom of the will ^ too

indeterminate to be employed as a valid philosophical concept.

The freedom of God as free cause, noted above, is a freedom of a

much higher order. It is the absolute freedom of the absolutely

necessary and active existent; something no created principle could

possibly enjoy.

Further, the power of God is His essence itself ( Prop.XXXlV )

;

since it is identical with His essence, which necessarily exists. Since

God’s essence is identical with Ilis own existence, that power is

necessarily agent; it is always in act; hence God is always the actual

cause.

There is, in other works, no transitivity in His action, neither

from the act to its effects, nor from the act to a state of inaction.

God is the absolute effective principle of all that is, according to the

manner in which it is, and by which it is determined as what it is,

in the sense that it cannot be other than what it is.

4. The Attributes and Modes of Substance (God)

As a premise to a brief consideration of the attributes and

modes of substance or God, we may recall the definitions which

Spinoza has offered of them. Thus Definition IV states, “By attribute

I understand that which the intellect perceives of substance, as

constituting its essence.” And Definition V states, “By mode, I

understand affections of substance, or that which is in another thing

through which also it (substance) is conceived.”

To indicate the relation between substance, attribute and mode,

an image has been suggested which may prove illuminating; though,

of course, as all images, it must prove ultimately unequal to what

it would represent. Substance may be compared to the sea; the modes

to the individual waves which we think we can distinguish in the

sea. The waves are borne along by themselves and communicate a

movement which is not the separate movement of each wave, but a

common movement running through them all. This is the attribute.

The correlation, therefore, is sea-movement-wave; substance, attri-
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bute, mode. As we shall see, the same image may be useful (but not

adequate) in other contexts as well.

God, as has already been noted, is the subject of infinite attri-

butes. Of these, however, but two are known to us, because they

are the aspects of His essence according to which God is realized in

us. These are thought (II,Prop. I) and extension or matter (II,

Prop.II). Some critics find the attribution of materiality to God
unbecoming, Spinoza notes; but that is because they confuse “body”

and “extension,” and because they think of matter as divisible. In

Scholion I of I. Proposition XV, he offers corrective explanations to

both errors.

In the first instance, at least, these attributes are projected into

what seems a perfect parallelism. It will be remembered that such a

parallelism was described with regard to Descartes’ thought; but

there it was noted that the parallelism was incomplete. Spinoza

seems, by contrast, to establish a rather complete and inescapable

parallelism. In this scheme the first set of opposites would be:

thought-matter (extension). The second set would be: extended

object-idea. The third set would be: relation between extended

objects-relation between ideas. To understand this parallelism better

we may again have recourse to that image mentioned above. Here it

would be: sea-movement-waves; matter-extension (its infinite modi-
fication)—particular modes ( objects-things ) ;

thought-intelligence

(infinite modification )—ideas. The final term of this parallelism is

summed up and fixed, so to say, in the most important proposition,

perhaps, in Book II, Proposition VII: The order and connection of

ideas is the same as the order and connection of things.

It is immediately apparent, however, that this parallelism is not

as complete as it would at first seem. Certain limits or flaws appear in

it. In the first place, it is not, strictly speaking, proper to conceive

this as a parallelism at all; for thought and extension are both but
ways of viewing or conceiving the one substance, God. In the

second place the two points of view involved are not quite equal.

That of thought enjoys a certain irrepressible preferential status in

the whole enterprise of philosophy. Knowledge is fixed in the

viewpoint of thought; it cannot know extension or matter in any
other way than to transpose material data or evidence into terms of

thought (concepts, ideas, etc.). Thought, to use a more modern
terminology, is known directly, it is present. Matter is known in-

directly, it is presented to thought. This seems to affect the relation

of the two even in the divine essence; they are not strictly equal
even there. While thought and extension are both attributes of that

essence, thought is, in addition, the particular and the only attribute

through which and to which all the others are known.
Spinoza seems to give evidence that he is well aware of the limits
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of this parallelism. He recognizes dimensions in the ideas of thought,

for example, which are not present in matter and which emphasize

its preferential status. Thus an idea may have as its object another

idea, as well as a material object (II Prop.XXII). It is this precisely

which, according to the next proposition, characterizes thought: that

it knows body, for example, not directly, but through an awareness

of its own ideas of body. There would seem to be nothing corre-

sponding to this in matter. Matter cannot reflect, so to say; or more

accurately, act immanently; it acts only transitively. Finally, as we
have seen as far back as our considerations of the “Correction of the

Intellect,” there are fictitious ideas, doubtful ideas, abstract universal

ideas to which nothing corresponds in the world of extension, at

least immediately.

Reverting, however, for the moment to this parallelism, even

while recognizing that it is not as complete as it would at first

appear, we may note that the examination of the attribute of

extension leads to what may be called Spinoza’s philosophical physics

or philosophy of matter. This is not highly developed; the whole of

what he has to say on this subject seems limited to Lemma 1-7

which fall between Propositions XIII-XIV, Book II.

This physics is governed by two axioms: a) all bodies are

either in motion or at rest; b) every body moves with varying

acceleration. These axioms indicate how bodies can be distinguished

from one another. They are distinguished by motion and rest, and

both with reference to substance (Lemma I). A body in motion or

at rest must be determined in either respect by another body, and

the latter by another, ad infinitum (Lemma III). A single body is

composed of other bodies related by the fact that they communicate

their motion to one another in a certain fixed proportion; and by

this union is one body distinguished from other bodies (Definition

adjoined to Lemma III). The identity of such a body as one body

of a definite nature may be maintained by substitution (Lemma IV),

proportionate change (Lemma V), whether incremental or dec-

remental, continuity of reciprocal communication of motion, despite

directional change of motion (Lemma VI). All the relations men-

tioned here obtain between the bodies constituting the parts of a

single body. Finally, all such identifiable bodies go to comprise one

nature which is, as it were, a single individual but whose parts, that

is, all bodies, differ in infinite ways without changing the character

of the whole
(
Scholion to Lemma VII).

The incompleteness of this speculative physics is adverted to by

Spinoza; it is incidental to his chief concern, he notes in the same

place. The “other end” he has in view refers no doubt to that

mentioned in the opening statement of the second Book II, “to

consider those things only which may conduct us, as it were, by
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the hand to a knowledge of the human mind and its highest happi-

ness.” This is clearly the basic ethical motif of the Ethics which

commands its speculations in a very evident way; for in another place

which we shall presently encounter, he goes on to say that it is not

merely the knowledge, but the possession of this happiness, (itself a

kind of knowledge: the “amor intellectualis Dei”) which is the aim

of the Ethics.

5. Man: Psychology and Anthropology

As the consideration of the attribute of extension leads to

Spinoza’s speculative theory of nature, or physics, so the considera-

tion of the attribute of thought leads to his psychological and

anthropological study of man, bringing him in this way a step closer

to his end, which has been recorded at the end of the previous

section.

Spinoza’s treatment of man occupies the attention of the re-

mainder of the Ethics; and it is correct to say that all that has gone

before concerning God, is really a preface for the treatment of

man. For Spinoza is not so much directly concerned with the nature

of God as an object of knowledge in itself; he is more directly

concerned with human happiness, with man s attainment of his

salvation. His devouring interest in God is born of the conviction

that only by reaching God and transforming the whole of his life in

the light of God can man be rendered “beatus.” The Ethics is a

treatise, not so much De Deo, as De Vita Beata of man.

The second book of the Ethics, “On the Nature and Origin of

the Human Mind,” is therefore, from the speculative point of view,

the most important part of the work; for it delineates the nature of

man in such a way as to indicate how, in the descending order so

to say, he derives his being from God and possesses that being wholly

in God, though in an inferior and less conscient way; and in the

ascending order, how, by grasping the principles of truth that lie

within him, precisely because his being is in God, he may begin the

laborious ascent back to God, and hence effect that transformation

of his own life.

The second book of the Ethics opens with nine propositions

about God. These are very important in the broad schema, for they

delineate that descending path which was mentioned above, by

which the being of man flows from, but not oat of, the being of

God. We are told that thought is an attribute of God, or that God

is a thinking thing; and that likewise extension is an attribute of

God, or that He is an extended thing (I and II). In God more-

over, there necessarily exist the ideas of His essence and of all

things which necessarily follow from his essence and this idea is one

(III and IV).
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Proposition V indicates a most important step; it gives us, as it

were, the crucial point at which the descending way and the

ascending way, which man must eventually take back to meet God.

the ideas of Gods attributes and of individual things do not recognize

as their efficient cause the objects of the ideas or the things which

are perceived, but God Himself insofar as Pie is a thinking thing.

The force of this will be to turn mans mind, in its search for the

ultima ratio, the species of eternity under which, to attain beatitude,

it must see all things, away from objects and back to God himself.

Proposition VII, in its turn, possesses great importance; for it

gives us the assurance that the descending and ascending paths are

one, “the order and connection of ideas is the same as the order of

things.” This has its effect outward, as it were, in the way in which

we can know the external world of matter; but it has its greater

effect, in the ascent of the mind to God, for it is along this route

of the order of ideas and things that it must make its way.

With Proposition X, the treatment of man himself begins. This

proposition reminds us that substance does not pertain to the essence

of man, nor constitute his form. Mans essence consists rather of

certain modifications of the attributes of God ( Corol.Prop.X); it is

something which exists in God and which without God can neither

be nor be conceived. It expresses the nature of God in a certain and

determinate manner.

In Proposition XI, Spinoza turns his attention from the essence of

the human mind to its actual being; this “is nothing else than the

idea of an individual thing actually existing. An idea, we know from

Definition III of Book II, is a “conception of the mind which the

mind forms because it is a thinking thing. In that same place,

Spinoza takes care to note that conception implies activity of the

mind, and not that which is conceived. In this way, because it is

depicted as activity, the human mind is, as actually thinking, not

causally determined by the object of its thought. At the same time,

that object, since that idea is an idea of an actually existing thing,

is immanent to that idea and not an intrusion into it from without,

a mere content. This is true equally if that object be a body or if it

be another idea.

We may anticipate a moment the line of Spinoza’s thought by

noting that through this axiom he has resolved in principle the

psychophysical parallelism which was encountered in Descartes. lie

has done this because he sees this parallelism, or rather its terms,

thought and extension, not in direct opposition to each other as two

heterogeneous substances, but as attributes of one substance. Fuithcr,

this parallelism is reduced by the priority or preferential status,

which, as was noted above, necessarily belongs to thought and the
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idea. The results of this may be seen in sensation, or rather sense

perception.

Spinoza shares a certain diffidence concerning the reliability of

the senses. He is not, for that reason, cut off from the realm of

external bodies; for there will exist in the human mind an adequate

idea of that which is common and proper to the human body and to

any external bodies by which the human body is generally affected

(II,Prop.XXXIX). Or another way of saying it would be that in this

process there is but one movement to be conceived of which, under

one aspect, that of thought or consciousness, is psychic; under

another aspect, equally immanent, it is matter, the body, which

is known.

To resume the line of development of Book II, however, Spinoza

then informs us (Prop.XIII) that the object of the idea constituting

the human mind is the body, that is, a certain mode of extension

actually existing. This theme, with the exception of the parenthesis

of Lemmas I-VII, which, as noted above, contain his “physics,” and

which are in their own way related to this theme, will occupy him

to Proposition XXXI. We can indicate only the most salient features

of his development, noting first of all its direction. It is toward the

complete overcoming of the Cartesian dualism, its conversion into a

complete, though complex and not simply reductive, monism. This

is achieved through a dual mediation: a) the constitution of the

human mind through the idea of the body; b) the reference of the

ideas both of body and of mind to the unity of substance of which

they constitute but modes.

From the fact noted above, namely, that the object of the idea

which constitutes the human mind is the body, Spinoza concludes

that man is composed of body and soul, and that the human body

exists as we perceive it. Even more, the nature of the union of body

and soul is illuminated. This union follows the pattern in which

the modes of the attributes are united in the substance of God. The

complexity of the body, that is, its capacity to undergo many pas-

sions, the reason for which is explained in the last three of the

Lemmas, is made the reason for the superiority of the human mind,

that is, its capacity to know or perceive many things. Proposition

XXIII carries a statement of the greatest weight: the mind does not

know itself except insofar as it perceives the ideas of the affections

of the body; neither does it perceive any external body as actually

existing unless through the ideas of the affections of its body. The

idea of every way in which the human body is affected by external

bodies must involve the nature of the human body and at the same

time the nature of the external body. At the same time, it becomes

clear that the ideas we have of external bodies indicate the con-

stitution of our own body rather than the nature of external bodies,
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which has still, consequently, to be established by some process of

inference.

Proposition XVI 11 establishes the important principle of memory:

if the human body has at any time been simultaneously affected by

two or more bodies, whenever the mind afterwards imagines one of

them, it will recall the others. This order of memory, so important

for the continuity of knowledge and even for the identity of the

subject, is an order, he notes, of ideas, but according to the order of

the impingement of the affections of the body and not according to

the order of the ideas themselves.

Finally, he insists, this system of transactions by which body and

soul or mind enter into such a concrete and intricate set of relations

through the ideas, transpires in terms not of clear and distinct

ideas, but of confused and hence of inadequate ideas. This in-

adequacy is rectified only when the total system of the interrelations

of body and mind are re-established through God’s ideas, that is,

according to the strict order of ideas and not according to the order

of the affections.

This process of rectification occupies a most important section of

this book, namely, Propositions XXXII through XLVII. Again let

us indicate the general movement of thought through these proposi-

tions; it is to reestablish the knowledge or ideas which constitute

the human mind upon the necessary knowledge of the essence of

God. This is done in three stages.

First, a series of preparatory propositions assure us that all

ideas, insofar as they are related to God, are true. Further, that

there is nothing positive in any idea by virtue of which it can be

called false. Correlatively, it is asserted that every idea in us which

is absolute, that is adequate, is true, while falsity can only consist

in privation, that is, in inadequacy of the ideas.

The second stage of this development lies in the theory of

common notions. Common notions, let it be said at once, form the

link or bridge between the isolated knowledge of the individual thing

by the individual mind and the knowledge of all things by all minds

under the necessitating form of their relation to God’s essence. The

common notion or element is first disengaged from the individual

thing by noting that it cannot constitute the essence of that thing;

such common notions, it is then advanced, can be conceived only

adequately, that is, free from the confusion and inadequacy which

accompanies the conception and perception of individual things.

The next stage is the assertion that there will exist in the human

mind, of necessity, an adequate idea of that which is common and

proper to the human body and to any external bodies by which it is

generally affected. This would seem to be a crucial point. Let it be

supposed that the human body is affected by an external body
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through that which it has in common with the external body,

the principle A. The idea of this affection will involve the property

of A. Therefore, the idea of this affection, insofar as it involves the

property of A, will exist in God insofar as He constitutes the nature

of the human mind, that is, by virtue of the attribute of thought.

The common notion, therefore, by its very constitution, effects

the reorientation of knowledge from the partial and inadequate, to

God as the basis of adequacy and truth. For whatever ideas are

adequately in the mind ot God are also adequately in the human

mind insofar as He constitutes the nature of the human mind. This

He clearly does when the human mind is perceived under the form

of the attribute of substance proper to it, thought. Since a hue idea

in us is that which in God is adequate insofar as He is manifested

by the human mind, the possession of the true idea involves also

the knowledge that it is true, and precludes all doubt as to its truth.

Imagination, following the order of the affections among the

ideas of the human mind, views things under the mode of con-

tingency. But reason, viewing them according to the order proper to

ideas, that is, according to their adequacy in the mind of God, and

consequently in the human mind as He is manifested in it, views all

tilings under the mode of necessity, that is, as involving the essence

of God and all that flows from it necessarily.

Now every idea of any body or actually existing individual tiling,

viewed in this order, necessarily involves the eternal and infinite

essence of God, and is known, therefore, according to necessity. The

knowledge of the eternal and infinite essence of God which each

such idea involves is adequate and perfect because it is common to

all. Therefore, the human mind possesses an adequate knowledge of

the eternal and infinite essence of God, in which it knows all that it

knows under the mode of necessity, sub specie cjuciclcnn cieternitcitis.

The concluding propositions of this book are concerned with

establishing that there is no free will in man. In this argument it is

necessary to understand just what it is that Spinoza is denying, and

why he wants to deny it.

It is correct to say that he is denying a lesser and perhaps

illusory form of freedom to make way for a higher and authentic

one, which he will establish in the last book of this woik. The lesser

freedom is lesser and illusory because it is ostensibly based on the

element of contingency or indeterminacy. Man is fiee because under

some aspect he is undetermined; thus this argument would run.

But Spinoza has a vision of a higher freedom; that based on deter-

minacy, which is nothing else than unity with the absolute essence

of God.

The heart of Spinoza’s argument, or at least its absolute premise,

is advanced in the scholium to Proposition XLVI II. By will, he
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understands a faculty, not of desiring, but of affirming or denying

that which is true or false. The real question of this ostensible

freedom then becomes whether in the mind there exists any affirma-

tion or negation other than that which the idea involves insofar as it

is an idea. Such a volition cannot exist under the form of a “faculty”

of willing, for Spinoza affirms that such faculties are altogether

fictitious, being in fact wholly identical with individual volitions.

When such volitions are examined in themselves, it is clear that

there is no affirmation or negation except that which the idea,

insofar as it is an idea, involves. For the volition proves to be

nothing but an idea; and as such, if it is a true, i.e., adequate and

perfect idea, it involves the affirmation (which is referred to the

volition) as part of itself, the adequate idea. That is why, in the

presence of such an idea, there is no indetermination to affirmation

or negation, but affirmation alone to the degree to which the idea

is an idea, that is, adequate and perfect. At this same time and by

this same argument, Spinoza feels he has dispatched that argument

which would find in the will, as a faculty of indeterminacy, the

origin of falsity.

6. The Ethical Life

At almost regular intervals during the exposition and develop-

ment of Books I and IT, Spinoza has cut short or limited his dis-

cussion of points of obvious interest, because he wished to sub-

ordinate his treatment of them to the primary end of his work. As

a consequence, those first two books have the clear character of a

preparation.

With the opening of the third book, the dominant purpose of

the work as a whole emerges and takes clear precedence; and the

movement of the development changes from one of preparation, so

to say, to one of expansion. Spinoza had announced that dominant

motive very early in the book, and it is reflected in the title: Ethics.

For him the motive of philosophy is still the classic motive of

opening to man the way of the good, the blessed life, vita heata,

and of placing his feet on that way. To this end all of the other

labors of philosophy are directed, and nothing short of this can

adequately define its character and goal.

The books which henceforth comprise the Ethics trace the path

to the blessed life; each book is devoted so to say, to a stage of that

way. In its most general outline, this path leads by way of the passions

to dominance of the passions by the one supreme passion, the

intellectual love of God. In like manner, it may be described as the

path from slavery to the passions to the mastery of life which only

passion can give when it is directed to the all-encompassing good

which is God.
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In the preface to the third book, Spinoza carefully dissociates

himself from those who would despise and thwart the passions. His

purpose, rather, is to come to know their nature clearly and, by

their power, to achieve the highest good. The Ethics

,

consequently,

constitutes not a denunciation, but a hymn to the passions to which

man is a slave, but by which alone he is ultimately liberated to the

full possession of life in God. The development of this theme falls

into three stages: the theory of the passions in which they are viewed

in their own character and as acting, so to say, according to their

own inner logic (Book III); the slavery to which the passions can

reduce man, “Of human bondage” (Book IV); and finally, of the

liberated life in God to which the passion of love can raise him,

“Of human freedom” ( Book V )

.

7. The Passions

The grand commanding line of these books moves from Proposi-

tion I of Book III in an unbroken arch to Proposition III of the

Fifth Book. The former reads: our mind at times acts and at times

suffers; insofar as it has adequate ideas it necessarily acts; and

insofar as it^ has inadequate ideas, it necessarily suffers. The latter

reads: an affection which is a passion ceases to be a passion as soon

as we form a clear and distinct idea of it.

The movement between them is commanded by the basic law

of the good life: the conversion of the inadequate idea into the

adequate. But this is possible only by the ascent of the mind to God,

in which it sees all in His essence, and by the simultaneous

elevation of passion to the sharing of the same vision by which it

desires and loves all things according to the order there revealed,

and hence is delivered from all its partial and wayward attachments.

But the way between these terms is long and arduous, and we can

but indicate the most salient passages which Spinoza most carefully

marks out.

The definitions of Book I are extraordinarily important. The
first two concern adequate and inadequate cause on which is pred-

icated, in turn, the distinction between action and passion. An
adequate cause is one whose effect can be clearly and distinctly

perceived by means of the cause alone; that cause is inadequate and
partial whose effect cannot so be understood. Men are said to act

when anything is done within or without of which they are the

adequate causes; they are said to suffer, to undergo passion, when,
in relation to such effects, they stand only as inadequate or partial

cause.

The affects are affections of the body by which the power of

acting of the body is increased or diminished, helped or hindered;

affects also include in their meaning the ideas of such affections.
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Afiects are, therefore, alike of mind and body to which they are

referred as to diverse aspects of one tiling. An affect is an action,

if we are the adequate cause of it; a passion, if we are the inadequate

or partial cause. Likewise, actions and passions are referred both to

mind and to body, though in different manners.

The key to the manner of reference is the adequate idea; for

insofar as the mind has adequate ideas, it necessarily acts; if it has

inadequate ideas, it suffers. Since, however, the inadequate idea is

such by reason, not of a positive character, but of a negative, it is

clear that action is related to mind positively, in virtue of its relation

to the whole and to God; but passion is related to mind only by
way of the negation implied in the inadequate idea.

Since it is clear that there is no direct determining influence

between body and soul or mind, it is also clear that the order of

action and passions in the body is coincident with the order of

actions and passions of the mind by reason of their being the same
thing conceived under aspects or attributes of God.

These definitions and assertions prepare the way for the formu-

lation of the basic law of life: each thing, insofar as it is in itself,

endeavours to persevere in its being; and the force by which it so

endeavours is nothing but the actuality of its own essence. This is

followed by a second law which might be called the law of coin-

cidence which tells us that if anything increases, diminishes, helps,

or hinders our body’s power of action, the idea of that thing in-

creases, diminishes, helps, or hinders the mind.

The endeavour which is governed by these laws is called will

when it is related to the mind alone, appetite when related to both

body and mind; whereas desire is appetite aware of itself, or man
aware of his appetites.

The law of coincidence, as we have called it, gives rise to the

mode of acting of the mind in the opposite sets of circumstances

which have been distinguished; i.e., it endeavours as much as possible

to imagine those things which increase the body’s power of action,

and to displace the images of things which act in contrary fashion.

Anything can accidentally be the cause of joy, sorrow, or desire

simply by being associated with something which does not of itself

diminish or increase the power of action.

Association thus appears as the supreme law by which passions

are engendered and entertained. For example, if we imagine a

certain tiling to possess some quality which resembles an object

which usually afiects the mind with joy or sorrow, although the

quality in which that thing resembles the object is not the efficient

cause of those effects, we shall, nevertheless, by reason of the re-

semblance alone, love or hate the thing. In and beneath such
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apparently chance associations there can be discerned the overriding

law of perseverance in existence and increment of power.

That it so vacillates, is due to the fact that these laws operate

equally from the presence of adequate and inadequate ideas, so that

the life of man is inextricably compounded of desire which is both

action and passion. This action may actually be passion because of

the inadequacy of the ideas by which its character is deteimined or

governed. The fundamental ambiguity of the life of the passions

even according to the law of preservation and increment is thus

revealed.

The latter portion of this book is concerned with a catalogue of

the affects together with the actions and passions into which they

fall. Thus desire is defined as the essence of man itself insofar as it

is conceived as determined to any action by one of his affections.

Joy is mans passage from a less to a greater perfection; sorrow the

passage in the opposite direction. We are not here confronted with

a mere listing; for there is an order in the exposition.

The affects already mentioned constitute a basic and all-inclusive

triad. Within these fall love and hate. Love is joy in the presence of

an external cause of that joy; hatred is defined in the same way with

reference to sorrow. On these follow hope and fear, whose support

is in uncertainty; which if it be removed, the affects are transformed:

the one into certainty and security, the other into despair. In this

way the structure or edifice of the passions is constructed, each

succeeding diad resting upon the modification and transformation of

the members of the one preceding.

There is no reason, however, to follow this construction in its full

course. With greater profit we may turn to the second stage of the

great way he is tracing, its via descensus,
so to say, which he follows

into the depths of the bondage to which the passions, when un-

illumined by the eternal ray, can bring him.

8. Of Human Bondage

Spinoza opens the Fourth Book of the Ethics with a reference to

a sentiment common to Christian and pagan, to St. Paul and to Ovid:

I see the better, but I follow the worse. This, he tells us simply, is

human bondage, “The importance of man to govern or restrain the

affects I call bondage, for a man who is under their control is not

his own master;” “homo enim affectibus obnoxius, sui juris non est,

sed fortunae.” Why is this so? According to the principle which he

has laid down at the beginning of the Third Book concerning the

study of the passions in general, the answer to the question “why”

can only be given through a heightened understanding of, and thus

demands a prior response to, the query “how.” This is the response
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which he proposes to give in the present book; and the groundwork

for this response has already been laid down in the preceding.

As further preparation for this answer, however, Spinoza is at

pains to clarify two notions, or sets of notions: perfection and im-

perfection, good and evil. God is immediately placed alike beyond

perfection and imperfection, good and evil; He is. Nature is, and

nature is wholly innocent: Nullo alteri ohnoxius. Perfections and

imperfections are modes of thought; they are notions which we form

by comparing individual objects with reference to the supreme

genus of all objects, being or reality. Finding them closer to that

norm, we call them more perfect, more removed, less perfect. Like-

wise within the more limited range of the species, as man, we make

such comparisons, and through them form an idea of man upon

which we look as a model. Good and evil are denominated in turn

by reference to that model. By good, therefore, he understands

everything which we are certain is a means by which we come

nearer to the model thus established; by evil, every thing which

restrains us and hinders us in this movement.

Against this background, the propositions of the Fourth Book

are developed. These are, as usual, preceded by the definitions. The

first and second, concerning good and evil, have already been

substantially encountered. The third and fourth concern possibility

and contingency, and are most important for his exposition. For

his purposes, he notes that these terms may be considered equivalent.

That is contingent in which, by attending to the essence, we discover

nothing which necessarily posits or excludes its existence; that is

possible concerning which, while attending to the causes from which

it must be produced, we cannot determine whether those causes are

determined to this production.

Of equal importance is the definition of virtue; for by virtue and

power he understands the same thing, namely, the essence of man

insofar as it has the power of effecting certain things which can be

understood only through the laws of mans own nature. These

definitions, of course, gain in significance as they enter into the

structure and establishment of the propositions.

The propositions of the Fourth Book, in turn, may be variously

grouped. Spinoza himself tells us that the order first offered facili-

tates deduction; but in an appendix he offers a recapitulation of

their main tenets in the form of a subsumption under principles

heads.

This fact emboldens us to suggest a third arrangement which the

student may find more helpful in mastering the sweeping and yet

infinitely detailed and subtle reasonings. According to this order, it

would be well to consider first, as a kind of bloc, Propositions XIX

through XXXI. Plere we find sketched that model of the good life,
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the life according to man’s nature which is the norm of all, according

to the statements made earlier about perfection and imperfection,

good and evil. Attention may then be turned to the opening Propo-

sitions, I-XVII. Here, it may be said, we find expounded the mechan-

ics, in terms of the theory of the affections and passions, which

answer how it comes about that man sees the better and follows the

worse. In the third place we may consider Propositions XXXII and

the following, which concern, in a general manner, solitude and

society. Finally, we may turn to the majestic closing propositions

of the book which contain the ideal of the free men. This order, it

is felt, while it cannot hope to equal all of the nuances of Spinoza s

thought, will make felt to the student the sweep and movement of

the whole.

9. The Good Life

According to the laws of his own nature, we are informed in

Proposition XIX, each person necessarily desires that which he

considers to be good and avoids that which he considers evil. For

this desire is nothing but the essence or nature of man himself.

It is the direct antithesis of the Ovidian lament: I see the better

and I follow the worse.

What is it then that turns man from his own nature? The more

each person strives and is able to seek his own interest, that is to say,

the preservation of his own being, the more virtue does he possess.

Insofar as he neglects this, he is impotent; and there is no virtue

conceivable prior to this endeavour to be, to act, to live, that is to

say, actually to exist. This endeavour, after self-preservation and

self-fulfillment, is the essence of anything.

A man cannot, however, be said to act conformably with virtue

save to the degree that his action is determined by adequate ideas.

Consequently, to act absolutely in conformity with virtue means

acting, living, preserving our being as reason directs; and this is

basically an immanent action, for no one endeavours to preserve

his own being for the sake of another. Since virtue rests on reason,

and the essence of reason is nothing but our mind insofar as it clearly

and distinctly, and hence adequately, understands, virtue, or the

effort to preserve ourselves in being and existence, is an act of

understanding.

Understanding then becomes the supreme criterion for the iden-

tification and differentiation of good and evil. Given all that has

been said about understanding, God, and reason, it becomes clear

that the highest good, i.e., that by which it preserves itself in being,

of the mind is the knowledge of God, and the highest virtue is the

understanding of God.

Thus Spinoza leads us to the summit, as it were, from which
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alone it is possible to view adequately that struggle between power or

virtue and impotence, perfection and imperfection, in a word, that

bondage to which man is subjected, and to begin the analysis of the

why and how of this bondage. This last is the concern of the second

bloc of propositions which we shall consider, those which open the

First Book, Propositions 1-XVJJ.

10. The Mechanism of Bondage

This section opens with a proposition whose import seems re-

mote at first, but the relevance of which is presently revealed as very

marked. This is the proposition that the presence of the true, as

true, takes away nothing positive from a false idea.

In the Second Proposition, the struggle of the passion becomes

the explicit theme: for we suffer, it is affirmed, insofar as we are a

part of nature, a part which cannot be conceived through itself

without reference to other parts. In this proposition, the tension

between the life of bondage and the life of freedom is set in sharp

relief. It is the tension between the part and the whole; the movement
of the whole to express itself in the part, in every part, in relation-

ship to every other part and to the whole, and the movement of

every part to find and realize itself through union with the whole.

This situation of being a part of nature is inevitable, and hence it

is inevitable that man should suffer, that is, endure changes of

which he is not the adequate cause and which cannot be understood

through his nature alone, i.e. through the passions of the soul.

The power by which individual things, and therefore man, are

kept in being is indeed the actual power of God, but not in its

infinite character, but only insofar as it is manifested in the actual

essence of man. Given this fact, it also becomes clear, and this is an

absolutely basic consideration in this context, that the force by

which man preserves himself in existence is, in itself, limited, and by

comparison with the aggregate powers of nature, it is infinitely

surpassed by them. Therefore, while this internal and constitutive

drive (conatus) of man to maintain and realize himself in being is

absolute and necessary in itself, so to say, and hence knows no limits

from within, it does meet with limits from beyond itself from

“external” causes in nature, which, in the aggregate at least, vastly

outweigh it. This limitation becomes immediately relevant and

apparent in relation to the passions.

The passion, in its essence, cannot be explained by our nature or

essence alone. The passion is, as it were, always an invasion of our

existence from without. Since the conatus of our being is not enough

of itself to prevent this invasion, it is not of itself enough to limit the

force and the increase and continuance in existence of the passions
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by which, to maintain the figure, our being is invaded. This is an

absolutely basic reflection; for here Spinoza puts his finger, as it

were, on the radical incommensuration from which our bondage

springs, the inadequacy of the conatns, by which we maintain our-

selves in being, to control the movement of the passions.

This negative situation is then expressed positively by Spinoza.

This positive expression becomes a basic rule for the movement

from bondage to freedom: an affect, (i.e., passion) can be restrained

or removed only by an opposed and stronger affect. To appreciate the

force of this animadversion, it is necessary to refer to Definition V

where the nature of contrary affects is established. They are affects

which, while of the same kind or nature, draw man in different

directions, as, in his example, voluptuousness and avarice, which

are both forms of love. The principle of the control of, mastery of,

and hence freedom from the passions is a dialectic of the passions

themselves. This is, however, to anticipate too much; for the present

it is better to remain with the direct line of Spinoza’s thought.

A new development in this thought is initated with the assertion

in Proposition VIII that knowledge of good and evil is nothing but

an affect of joy or sorrow insofar as we are conscious of that affect.

It is clear from the elaboration of this assertion, which he imme-

diately supplies, that knowledge here for Spinoza is not an abstract

and conceptual knowledge, but an immediate and concrete state of

the subject of such knowledge.

Joy and sorrow, it will be recalled, were defined with reference to

perfection; the former is a movement from a lesser to a greater, the

latter from a greater to a lesser perfection. Any object, consequently,

is denominated as good or evil as it affects us with joy or sorrow, that

is, as it indicates in us the movement constitutive of one or the other.

Knowledge of good and evil is therefore nothing but an idea of

joy or sorrow which follows from the affect of joy or sorrow. This

idea is not distinguished from the affect itself except in conception

alone. Therefore, this knowledge of good and evil is nothing but

the affect of joy or sorrow.

It is from its status as an affect that the knowledge of good and

evil gains its power over the affects and the passions, and not by

reason of its truth. For an affect can be displaced or restrained, as

was already noted, not by the idea itself, the human mind itself,

but by another affect.

It is at this point that the importance of the First Proposition

becomes apparent. For, Spinoza notes, an affect is an idea by

which the mind affirms a greater or less power of existence for the

body than it possessed before. This is established by the general

definition of the affects. But as Proposition I points out, because this

idea is inadequate, and hence in this measure, false, it has nothing
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positive in it which can be removed by the truth. (For whatever

would be positive in it would be true; and hence it would appear that

the truth drives out the truth, which is absurd.
)
Knowledge of good

and evil, insofar as it is true, consequently, cannot restrain an affect.

Insofar, however, as this knowledge is an affect (and its status as

an affect does not oppose its status, or possible status, as true), it

will or can restrain another affect. The only condition is that it be

the stronger.

The knowledge of good and evil, insofar as it is an affect,

immediately translates itself into a desire. As a desire, however, it

finds itself in competition with, so to say, many other desires which,

though they have not their roots in truth, still can confront that

desire with a force greater than its own. This follows directly from

what has been said in Propositions II, III and IV concerning man
as a part of nature; for these counterdesires are parts and forces of

nature too.

This desire which springs from the true knowledge of good and

evil is weakened further by other circumstances which Spinoza

details, such as when it is connected with things future, than which

the desire of things present is always stronger; and when it is

connected with contingent things, (in the sense which he has de-

fined) which also is readily overcome by desire of things present,

though only illusorily good. To this there is but one counter-

balancing consideration, namely, that in general, the desire which

springs from joy is stronger than that which springs from sorrow.

What then has Spinoza done in these propositions? He has, as we
have indicated, pointed out the mechanics of human bondage, i.e.

that imbalance of forces by which the power of the passions are able

to limit and restrain and check that conatus of man to the full

realization of its nature by closing up the gap between part and

whole in which it finds itself. He has also indicated in a very

general way, the strategy of freedom: to pit affect against affect,

passion against passion, in order to free the drive to being in man.

Man’s ally in this strategy is also indicated: the fact that knowl-

edge of good and evil in man is no abstract or conceptual thing

(though it may take this form too), but is itself an affect, precisely

the affect of joy or of sorrow. Man is therefore provided with a

weapon with which he can descend, so to say, into that contest of

the passions. Finally, he is supported in this strategy by the consider-

ation that, in general, desire springing from joy is stronger than

that springing from sorrow. Joy is thus the great instrument and

avenue (if such diverse images may simultaneously be invoked) to

freedom.
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11. Solitude and Society

The theme of solitude and society is suggested to Spinoza as one

dimension of the life of reason. He has noted that the ideal of man
is an ideal based on reason, culminating in the affirmation of the

knowledge of God as the highest good. Reason is a principle of

nature which all men share. It is a community from which they

are barred, or which is broken among them, only by the force and
sway of the passions. The force of contrary passions makes the same
man changeable and inconstant, and sets man against man. To the

degree, however, that they live in conformity with virtue and reason,

men agree in nature and are in community. But this agreement is

no mere accident. It is part and parcel, so to say, of the demand of

reason and of the notion of life according to reason.

The highest good for those who live according to reason cannot

be a private or exclusive good; it is a good which all may equally

enjoy. Even more, it is a good which, to be enjoyed adequately by
anyone, must be enjoyed by him in the knowledge that it is enjoy-

able by all. Therefore, what good a man seeks for himself, he will

desire and seek for all men. Community and society in the knowledge
of God is the law of the good life; and this community will be the

more intense, the more intense is the love and knowledge of God
on which it rests.

12. The Eulogy of the Free Man

Deliverance from the bondage of passion, if achieved, makes
man free. This freedom is an illusion if one imagines that it can
exist apart from the bondage of passion and the struggle for de-

liverance therefrom; for if men were born free, they would form no
conception of good and evil, so long as they were free. But this

freedom, prior to a knowledge of good and evil, is not a state of

innocence to which Spinoza would have man return. For that free-

dom is illusory, since it would have no ground in the knowledge of

God as supreme good to which man comes only in the movement to

free himself from the bondage of the passions.

1 he law of freedom is life. The free man never thinks of death,

but his wisdom is a meditation upon life. The virtue of the free

man is manifested as much in avoiding danger as in overcoming it;

he is no romantic hero. The free man will accept no favors from
the ignorant among whom he might be forced to live.

Gratitude is a virtue of free men alone, and among them alone
is friendship possible. The free man never acts deceitfully, for his

whole existence is founded on truth, which he can only desire to

possess more fully himself, and to see possessed as fully as possible by
others.
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The freedom of the free man is sustained by life in community

and in a state where lie lives in accordance with laws that are com-

mon to all, while solitude constricts that freedom, since it offers it

no theatre for its deployment and no general rule of reason for its

action.

With this eulogy of the free man Spinoza brings the Fourth Book

of the Ethics to a close. Yet the free man whom he thus eulogizes is

still but a figure of the imagination. For he has not yet indicated in

an unambiguous manner the path from bondage to freedom. This

becomes the theme of the Fifth and last book of the work: Of
Human Liberty.

13. Of Human Liberty

With the Fifth Book of the Ethics, we come then to the final

and positive stage of that way to the vita beata toward which it is

the purpose of the entire work to lead us. In the preface to this

book, Spinoza states with his customary directness:

I pass at last to that other part of Ethics which concerns the manner
or way which leads to liberty. I shall treat of the power of reason

showing how much reason of itself can control the affects, and then

what liberty or freedom of mind or blessedness is.

As to the first of these two themes, he is concerned to make clear

that he will treat of the extent and nature of the authority which

the mind can secure over the passions; for he has made it clear in

the Fourth Book, that this authority is by no means direct and

unlimited. In this he distinguishes his position from that of the

Stoics, whom not logic, but experience of life refuted, and from

Descartes, who inclines to the Stoic view. The subsequent analysis

and evaluation of the doctrine which Descartes had elaborated in

the Treatise on the Passions still remains one of the most direct and

acute on record.

The development of these themes in the propositions of the

book is preceded and governed by two axioms. The first asserts that

if two contrary actions are excited in the same subject, a change

must necessarily take place in one or both until their contrary

character is reduced. This axiom contains the principle of the

entire via which he is about to explain, for this via resides precisely

in bringing about a change of this kind. The second axiom asserts

that the power of an effect is limited by the power of its cause to

the extent that the essence of the effect is explained or limited by

the essence of the cause. The force of this axiom, while not so

immediately evident, will presently reveal itself.

According as it is devoted to these themes, the Fifth Book falls

into two parts: Propositions I-XX, and Propositions XXI to the end,
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respectively. The second portion, however, may, again for clarity

of comprehension, be divided into two sections: of these, the first,

embracing Propositions XXI-XXXI, concerns the formal structure,

so to say, of that blessedness of which Spinoza speaks and which

proves to reside in the intellectual and eternal love of God; the

second, and the concluding portion of the entire book, and without

doubt one of the most exalted passages in the whole literature of

philosophy, may best be conceived as a hymn to this culmination of

human life and substance of its liberty, this same intellectual love of

God.

The principle of the via is stated in Proposition XIV which

states, “The mind can cause all the affections of the body or the

images of things to be related to the idea of God." This is the

principle of the via because it is by the establishment of this relation

that the mind is invested with the authority it does possess over

the passions. This principle, in its turn, gains its force from the

enunciation made in the First Proposition.

This First Proposition asserts that just as thought and the ideas

of things are ordered and related in the mind, just to this degree

and in the same manner are the affections of the body or images of

things ordered in the body. It is necessary, in order to appreciate the

force of tins assertion, to note that in the original text it is expressed

in the present indicative passive. This indicates, obviously, that the

order being considered here is not a given or static order, but an

ordering. In the same way, the relation between the two orders is not

asserted to be a mere isomorphism, but the connection of two

processes of ordering and being ordered. It is necessary to note

this because only when tiffs is clear can it be discerned that Spinoza

is truly concerned with a via, a method, and is not merely describing

a fixed order which he thinks may be discerned.

These two preceding propositions are completed in their mean-

ing by a third, Proposition III. An affect, which is a passion, ceases

to be a passion (but not an affect) so soon as we can form a clear

and distinct idea of it. This proposition follows entirely and directly

from the general definition of the affects; and it indicates the exact

form of the transformation in which, according to the first axiom,

the via will reside: i.e., a transformation of the passions to actions

through the formation of clear and distinct ideas of what before was

known only inadequately, in a confused manner.

Proposition II completes the group of assertions the force of

which must be appreciated before the form of the via may become

clear. If we detach the affect or movement of the soul from the

thought of an external cause and join it instead to other ideas, then

the love and hate toward that external cause, as well as the un-

certainties or vacillations of the soul which are aroused by such love
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and hate, are destroyed. The force of this proposition is, again, not

immediately clear; but it will be appreciated when it is grasped, at

the climax of his argument, that the effect of the way is to redirect

love to God as to the immanent cause of all.

With the establishment of these premises, the procedure of the

way becomes clear and can be described in the following stages.

In the first place, convert all the passions of the soul to actions; this

may be done by forming clear and distinct ideas of them. Proposition

IV assures us that there is no affection of the body which cannot

be so converted; for all have common elements, and of these common

elements clear and distinct ideas can be formed.

Secondly, generate among them the same order that exists among

the order of clear and distinct ideas. This is possible once they

become the object of clear and distinct ideas because the order of

ideas has a principle immanent and proper to itself which is their

deductive relation to each other governed over all by the order of

their derivation from the idea of God, by way of 1 1 is attributes,

modifications and modes.

In the third place, through this order, relate them to the idea of

God himself. This will impart to the realm of the affection, now

become action from passion, because of their grounding in the clear

and distinct idea and ultimately in the idea of God, the quality of

truth, which belongs to the order of ideas. Yet this is not enough, for,

as will be recalled, it is not the presence of truth which of itself can

remove and transform the affect; that principle of transformation

must itself be an affect.

Finally, by the grounding of the order of the affect in God

through the clear and distinct ideas, it is at once transformed into

the love of God. Proposition XV states, “He who clearly and dis-

tinctly understands himself and his affects loves God.” The reason

is clear, for such clarity of understanding immediately generates joy

(Prop.LIII,Book III). When the mind contemplates itself and its

own power of acting, it rejoices; and it rejoices in proportion to the

distinctness with which it knows itself and its power of action. This

joy must be supreme, when, as in the present situation, it perceives

these in their eternal ground, God.

This joy is love, for love is but joy accompanied by the idea of

an external cause. But in this case, even the imperfection of resting

upon an association with an external cause is removed; for what

has been contemplated in Proposition II of the present book has in

fact transpired.

This love is pure, with no possible admixture of hate (Prop.

XVIII ); for all the conditions by which such admixture of hate and

love can be engendered, as described in Book III, have been removed

by the fact that the idea upon which all rests is that of God. And
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finally, this love is free from desire, that last barrier which separates

man from beatitude. For so pure is the action of this love and so

clearly grounded, that it is impossible that one who knows it should

desire that God should love him in return.

Moreover, this love of God is the only solid bond among men

which delivers man from solitude into time society. The love of God

grows stronger as we imagine more people, all people, bound to

Him by the same bond of love. Through Him we feel ourselves

bound to them, not with an attachment subject to the perturbations

of the passions, but with a serene unity which nothing can disturb

because from it are removed all bases of envy, jealousy, which derive,

as we have seen, from the impression that the object of our love is

diminished for us by being the object of the love of others.

Beginning with Proposition XXI, Spinoza takes up the fulfill-

ment of his promise to make clear in what blessedness consists.

These propositions give us the formal structure of the intellectual

love of God in which Spinoza will assert true beatitude resides.

The point of departure for this depiction of beatitude is the

distinction of three kinds of knowledge. This distinction harks

back, it will be remembered, to the “Correction of the Intellect;” but it

is presented again in the form in which it is immediately and directly

relevant here, in Scholion 2 of Proposition XL of Book II. The

concern here is only with the third form of knowledge, which in

that place is called Intuitive Science and which proceeds from an

adequate idea of certain attributes of the formal essence of God to

the adequate knowledge of the essence of things. The highest effort

(conatus), drive, of the mind and its highest virtue is to understand

things by this third kind of knowledge, and this drive increases as the

proficiency in this kind of knowledge is increased.

At this point, Spinoza’s radical overcoming of Descartes’ dualism

of body and mind becomes most clear in itself and exercises its

greatest force in his thought. For he notes in Proposition XXIX
that the perception of things under the form of eternity involves not

a movement away from the body, but an understanding of the body

itself under the form of eternity, i.e. as a mode of an attribute of

God. This knowledge which the mind has or can achieve of itself and

of the body under the form of eternity, endows it with a necessary

knowledge of God which embraces the knowledge that the mind is

in God and is conceived through Him.

In whatever we know by this kind of knowledge we take the

highest delight, that is, the delight wliich is accompanied by, and

founded in the idea of God. This delight is joy and love. It is the

intellectual love of God. And in this intellectual love of God, beati-

tude, man’s good, resides.

This demonstration, intricate and laborious, is the prelude to
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what we have ventured to call Spinoza’s hymn to the intellectual

love of God. This love, residing in the mind of man. is still, in its

innermost character, identical with the very love with which God

loves himself, infinite and intellectual. It is part of the love which

He has for Himself (Props. XXXV, XXXVI). There is nothing in

nature which is contrary to this love or which can negate it. Hence

it delivers man from passion and above all, from fear of death

(Props. XXXVII,XXXVIII ). The blessedness which resides in this in-

tellectual love of God, is not the reward of virtue, but virtue itself

(Prop. XLII).

With this hymn to the intellectual love of God, Spinoza brings

to a close the mighty symphony of the Ethics, a work whose right

to be counted among the greatest of the western tradition of philos-

ophy no one has ever seriously questioned, and whose power has

been attested by the fact that the highest speculative talents of

subsequent periods have unfailingly exhibited the greatest sensitivity

to it.

F. Religion and the Political Order

In treating of Spinoza’s writings it was noted that he had devoted

considerable attention to questions of politics, always in conjunction

with questions of religion and confessional orthodoxy. The docu-

ments of this concern are the unfinished Treatise on Politics and

the longer, more authoritative and complete Theological-Political

Treatise ( Tractatus Theologico-Politicos). In bringing to a close

our consideration of Spinoza’s thought, we may well devote some

pages to these reflections, specifically, those to be encountered in the

second-named work, not only to give a more finished view of Spinoza s

thought, but also because, in several respects, these reflections con-

tribute substantially to the movement of political theory and to

the relations of philosophy and theology, anticipating points of view

which were to gain, rather than lose influence with the passage of

time.

Two general considerations may profitably be kept in mind

when examining Spinoza’s reflections on these topics: his own expe-

rience and the social condition of his times. These are not of course

entirely separate. His youthful struggle with Jewish orthodoxy has

already been reviewed. In addition to its personal meaning, this

struggle received some political and social coloring from the back-

ground of the Jewish community to which he had belonged and

from which he was expelled. That community had, in the country

of its origins, Spain, submitted for political reasons and for reasons

of survival to a forced conversion to Christianity. Because habitual

adherence to Christianity was impossible, the Jewish community

fled that country to the Netherlands in the hope of securing that
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freedom of worship within the protective order of a non-confessional

state which Spinoza treats of at the end of the Tractatus. Beyond

the pale of his personal and group Jewish experience, there was of

course the background of the religio-political struggles which had

rent northern Europe after the Reformation, and which only now

were beginning to recede before the demands of reason for a more

tolerant order; demands which Spinoza’s voice supports.

It is not necessary to ask, as some historians have, whether the

Tractatus represents a direct extension of the thought of the Ethics

to this more concrete and specific domain. It will be remembered

that Spinoza was engaged in both works at once. It would seem

inevitable that traces of the one should appear in the structure and

movement of the other. But it is needless to try to fix the movement,

direction, or impact of such influence. After all, in line with his

own monism worked out, as has been seen, in the doctrine of body

and soul, these are the works of one mind and naturally present the

appearance and the reality of complementarity.

The Tractatus opens with a preface in which Spinoza renews

an oft-voiced lament: the inconsistency of Christianity which, on the

one hand, offers itself as a religion of love, joy, peace, continence,

and faith, while on the other hand, Christians are locked in deadly

strife with each other.

The serious work of the essay begins, however, with an examina-

tion of Scripture and specifically with the problem of Prophecy.

The freshness in his approach lay in its presuppositions as well as

in any views he was to develop concerning particular points. He
insists that Scripture be approached for what it most obviously is,

a document of history expressive of the mind and spirit of the

nation which had produced it.

With considerable agility he skirts the question of revelation,

pointing out that, even if the hypothesis of revelation, whether

natural or supernatural, be admitted, it must still be recognized

that the revealed word must have been heard and interpreted

according to the mentality, temperament, and culture of the Hebrew
people.

His treatment of the Prophets is a direct application of this

principle; Prophecy must be approached from the point of view of

the character of the Prophets. They were men, obviously, of great

imaginative fire, but from whom it would be folly to expect any

serene and reflective considerations. It is impossible, therefore, to

look upon their works either as documents of knowledge and science

concerning either natural or spiritual things, or even as passive tran-

scriptions of a divine word. It was the perception of these limitations

of both Prophets and Prophecy that gave rise to the demand, on the

part of the Hebrews, that both be supported by some visible sign; for
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it is clear that rational knowledge has no such need, carrying within it

the criterion of its own certitude.

These reflections make clear what the task of the interpreter of

Scripture must Vie. He must seek to disengage from tins mass ol

conditioning material the heart and substance of the divine law.

This reflection leads Spinoza to put the question: in what does

law consist? lie replies by distinguishing those which are the expres-

sion of the necessity constitutive of nature and those which are the

product of human decision and legislation. In the first case, laws

are concerned with beatitude and the supreme good, the true knowl-

edge of God and His love; in the second they enunciate rules of life

which make social life viable and profitable.

He discovers that in the face of this distinction, the Biblical

laws have an ambiguous character. Although they are held to be

laws emanating from God, they do not have as their concern a

universal good, but the well-being of a chosen people. God appears in

the guise of a human legislator. Spinoza is led, therefore, to conclude

that that law, including the decalogue, was relevant and binding

only for the Hebrews, and then only for a definite period of their

history from which history itself, with its ceaseless changes, releases

them.

By contrast, Spinoza enters upon a favorable account of the

Christian law. Although Christ did seem to make laws in the name

of God after the manner of a human legislator, this is not actually

the case. He proposed only eternal and divine truths. For this

reason the Christian law makes it possible for us to understand more

clearly the spirit and nature of divine law. Its supreme precept is

love of God and it does not burden men with ritual and other

precepts which concern themselves with things essentially indifferent

in themselves.

The law which Christ reveals, while divine, coincides perfectly

with the law of nature. It draws its binding force from the intrinsic

necessity of that which it prescribes or forbids. It attests to the

perfect and full conformity of the rational principles and the divine

principles of the world in all its aspects.

Nothing is more absurd, therefore than that such a law would

have need of such external witness as miracles which are fit for

nothing more than ad captum vulgi, to amaze the ignorant. The

Hebrews, he notes, were a people for whom miracles would hold an

especial attraction; but this did not prevent him for seeing that

what had appeared as miracle to them must of necessity admit of a

natural and rational explanation.

This concern with miracles is not absolutely central to his

thought, however. Far more important are the positive canons he

would set up for the interpretation of Scripture. To do so, he
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draws a parallel between the interpretation of nature and that of

Scripture. In the first, the argument moves from certain secure

data to general principles; in the latter, it moves from secure docu-

ments to the thought of their authors. Therefore it becomes a

supreme rule that nothing is to be ascribed to Scripture which

does not follow clearly from its history. Hence the necessity for a

substantial erudition concerning that history including philological

and cultural discipline. It is worthy of note that some historians go

so far as to suggest that it is here we are to look for the true origins

of modern Biblical criticism.

It is no part, therefore, of Scripture to convey any information

about scientific or philosophical matters. What then is its concern.^

What is the kind of adherence that it rightly demands? Spinoza

replies: under its veils of images and myths, Scripture teaches certain

basic and all-inclusive precepts of life and belief which are necessary

for everyone; and to these it demands, not rational and scientific

assent, but obedience and faith; in a word, life according to them.

Having placed faith at the heart of religion and Scripture, Spi-

noza is immediately led to the age-old question: what is the relation

to philosophy of this faith. Faith is adherence, without rational

grounds, (but not for that without grounds) to certain elementary

dogmas concerning the conduct of life and reverence toward God.

Their warranty is the fact that should they be removed, obedience

and reverence for God would disappear. The concern of philosophy,

by contrast, is the rational investigation of such problems as the

existence of God, the manner of His relation to the world, whether

He rules the world through free will or by a necessity of nature.

(The echoes of the problems of the Ethics are very clear.) For this

reason it is clear that nothing pertaining to faith could ever become

a matter of contest between persons or peoples, if they but realized

its nature. It follows clearly from what has been advanced con-

cerning faith and philosophy that there can be neither relation nor

affinity between them. The object of philosophy is the true; that of

faith is obedience and reverence.

The bases of philosophy are the “common notions” which are

arrived at only by the study of nature; the bases of faith are history

and language, the documents of revelation, Scripture. By its very

nature, faith leaves a clear field to philosophy to develop its own
character and doctrine. In like manner, philosophy offers no serious

barrier to faith, for him who understands faith’s inner necessity.

Spinoza holds that faith is indeed necessary, so necessary that it

would be necessary to postulate a revelation were there no docu-

ments for one to give moral certitude to the precepts of life. How
closely this can be reconciled to the theses of the Ethics is surely
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open to question. What is not open to question is that Spinoza

envisaged both.

At this point there occurs the transition in the Treatise to the

problem of the state and its nature. The transition is somewhat

abrupt, but not for that reason without motive and even without

adequate preparation. It appears to Spinoza to emerge with a certain

necessity from the distinction he has been laboring to establish

between faith and philosophy.

The nature of this relation is appreciated when it is seen that,

for Spinoza, the state is an entirely "lay" form, in which religion

recedes to the position of a private concern. The state corresponds in

the social order to the necessary demands of reason, which are in

essence public. Religion corresponds to the demands of faith and

obedience and piety which are, equally by nature, private. It would

be too much to claim that this projection is entirely persuasive,

or for that matter, even entirely consistent with all that has preceded

it.

The basic conception of the state may be conjoined with the

fundamental laws of the ethical life which Spinoza had enunciated

in the Ethics, those involving virtue and power. These laws, it will be

recalled, were put forth in Propositions XXI-XXV of the hourth

Book of the Ethics. It is wrong to say, as some have suggested, that

these laws correspond to a passional and pre-rational state of man s

awareness. It is evident that Spinoza considers these laws as dictates

of reason, for he states in the same group of propositions that no

man can realize these laws so long as he is subject to the passions.

It is true, however, that these laws give rise to a conception of

“natural law” or "natural right which presents the aspect of a

pure principle of power.

The fundamental need of man to affirm himself and to preserve

himself in existence is translated into a law of power by which he

seeks whatever he deems necessary to this end, not as a privilege,

but as a right based on reason. Reason and pure power become one.

However, this would seem to place him in a position of natural

enmity toward other men; for they too, impelled by the same force,

will necessarily challenge his access to those goods, especially when

these are of such a nature as not to be increased by being shared.

Therefore, the initial state of man appears to him to be somewhat

analogous to that which Hobbes had depicted a short time before:

war of all against all.

As Spinoza is no utopian, but realizes that the kind of goods which

form the object of political competition are of the kind that are not

increased by sharing, that is, food, shelter, etc., he does not evade

the issue by suggesting that the society of men be based on a concern

for those goods which do increase by being shared, that is, in-
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tellectual values and the love of God. Neither, however, is he con-

tent to leave men in this state of hopeless warfare, this contest of

pure and unrestrained power.

He resolves the problem by recourse to that principle which at

this time was becoming increasingly influential: the social contract.

In this again he bears a resemblance to the doctrine of Hobbes;

however, it is necessary to point out that the rationale of the doctrine

is different in each.

This difference does not consist merely in the fact, as some would

suggest, that Hobbes interprets the contract in absolutistic terms

conformably to the political situation which he supported in Eng-

land, while Spinoza interprets it in a sense conducive to a more

democratic and liberal regime. The difference is more profound

than this.

It resides in the fact that in Spinoza, the approval of the social

contract idea corresponds to what he has already laid down in

certain propositions of the Ethics concerning society and solitude.

There he had noted (Props. XXXVI and XXXVII of Book IV) that

the highest good of those who follow virtue is common to all, and

the good which everyone seeks for himself according to virtue he

will seek for other men. This is the crucial test for those propositions;

namely, whether they can become effective in that realm of com-

petitive goods with which the state is concerned and which form

the objects of power. The social contract is, in his view, the prin-

ciple by which this effectiveness is established.

It is therefore not merely a matter of convenience, but the

rational principle by which an intolerable situation of competition

is reduced by recurrence to the basic principle of the Ethics : that

the good of the whole and the good of the part cannot be set in

opposition to each other. This point is brought out clearly in the

reasons he advances for preferring democratic over more personal

and absolute forms of government. The reason is that democracy
corresponds more clearly and closely to that perception of the

intimate dependence of the parts and the whole.

The state then is wholly the work of the rational reduction of

the competitive drive of power to its basic form of individuation

through inclusion. This reduction reestablishes the individual power
drive in relation to the demands of the whole within which alone

the individual drive can find effective satisfaction. This, it must be
insisted, is for Spinoza wholly a work of reason. This is why his state

is irrevocably “lay,” and cannot by its nature include any religious,

much less, confessional, elements in its structure. This also gives

the basic clue to his conception of the relation between religion

and the state.

The exigency to which religion responds falls outside the pale
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and orbit of those which are served by the state. They are not by
this fact reduced in significance. On the contrary, he recognizes

that the circle of needs to which the state effectively corresponds by
no means exhausts the demands of man’s nature. On the contrary,

it represents a rather restricted range of those demands. Both philos-

ophy and religion respond to needs which outsoar those served by

the state. The need ultimately to find the ground of all things in

God and to love Ilim and all things in Him by that intellectual

love (whose outline has been drawn in the closing propositions of

the Ethics) is served by philosophy. The need to serve, to revere, to

obey God, intrinsic to the individual’s most intimate sense of Ills

status as a part, and the desire to reunite this part to the whole, is

served by religion.

Both religion and philosophy are untouchable by the state.

Toward them the state must take a position, not merely of tolerance,

but of respect. Philosophy cannot be perverted into an ideology of

the state; neither can religion be employed either to give dogmatic

structure to the state or to supply it with psychological principles of

order which it cannot command by its own character.

Philosophy and religion offer natural limits to the political order.

And under this aspect, the profound affinity between them is re-

vealed. They have a common principle, God, reached by philosophy

by the immanent force of its own movement toward unity and by

the harnessing of the passions to the quest for understanding and

the peace which it gives. God is reached by religion by the immanent

force of man’s own perception of his partialness, which, so to say,

brings him to his knees in reverence and piety before the unity

which is not beyond and above him, but within him.

It is needless to point out that these brief outlines of his thought

do scant justice to Spinoza. They will, however, serve to indicate to

the student in a clear way why it is that to Spinoza history and

scholarship have accorded a position of eminence in western thought

from which no voice dissents.
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CHAPTER IV

Cartesianism
Introduction

An “ism” usually indicates a firm adherence to a doctrine; even,

in some interpretations, the elevation of a doctrine to some kind of

absolute. In the present employment of the term “Cartesianism,”

something other than this is intended. By this term we should like

to designate the “career” of Descartes’ thought, so to say, in both its

good and its ill fortunes; in the criticism and rejection which it

aroused and in the positive constructions it underwent at the hands

of men who, while by no means blind to the objections which might

be raised against it or to the intrinsic limits which it might exhibit,

saw the possibility of raising upon it structures either of greater

cultural utility or of greater scientific and philosophical validity.

Under this aspect, “Cartesianism” remains the chief philosophical

phenomenon in European culture for the remainder of the century

in which Descartes lived. In this period, to be culturally alive was

to be either for or against Descartes; it was impossible to ignore him

and remain culturally respectable.

A. The Diffusion of Caiiesianism

The diffusion of Cartesianism began, as we already know, even

during the philosopher’s lifetime. His was the kind of thought and

doctrine which aroused very quickly either adherence or attack.

Geographically speaking, the area of this diffusion centered chiefly

in Holland and in France; in the former, no doubt due to Descartes’

long residence there; in the latter, because, despite his long residence

and activity elsewhere, it remained his intellectual homeland.

Even during the philosopher’s lifetime his thought was intro-

duced into the university atmosphere at Utrecht where it made a

zealous, but not too discerning, and finally, inconstant adherent of

the medical doctor Henri de Roy (Regius). Regius’ championing of

Descartes immediately aroused opposition in the academic environ-

ment, especially in the person of Gijsbert de Voet (Voetius), rector

of the University and a confirmed peripatetic. This contest led to

245
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the public denunciation of the Cartesian philosophy by the univer-

sity community and corporation.

The conflict centered chiefly about the dualism of body and soul,

a Cartesian thesis which Regius tended to interpret in an extreme

manner which laid it open to rather telling criticisms on the part of

the defenders of matter and form. In order to secure the condem-

nation which he felt had to be made, Voetius added a charge of

atheism to his strictures against the philosophical positions in ques-

tion. Descartes made an unfortunate attempt to enter the contest,

only to find himself included in the censure and placed in a position

from which only the influence of the French ambassador could

rescue him. In the end, Regius, who was a man of turbulent temper

and restless mind, turned upon Descartes’ thought. It was no doubt

a severe lesson in human relations for the philosopher.

This was, moreover, by no means the “end of the affair.” The
peripatetic opposition secured in due time, in addition to the banning

from Utrecht in 1642 noted above, a similar condemnation at Leyden,

in 1648, and finally, prescription throughout Holland by an edict in

1656.

These condemnations could hardly, however, be called effective.

There was a current of secular and extra-academic culture to which

the new ideas appealed very strongly and which was able not only to

give them an immediate theatre and hearing, but also eventually to

open the way to the official seats of learning for them; and this in spite

of the ecclesiastical opposition which these ideas encountered, both

from the Reformed Church and from the Catholic Church as witnessed

by the condemnation by the Protestant Synod of Dordrecht in 1656

and by the inclusion of the works of Descartes on the official index of

forbidden books in 1663.

Among the first to evidence the existence of this favorable climate

and current was Johann Clauberg (1622-1655). He was the first to

carry Descartes’ ideas into Germany where he taught at Duisberg,

devoting to its defense and expositions many writings. These touch

upon the fields of psychology, logic and metaphysics. In the first, he

is looked upon as anticipating the position of “occasionalism” to be
developed a short time later by Malebranche. In the second, he
undertook to bring some concord between Descartes and Aristotle.

In the last he exhibited a tendency to monism which orientates his

thought toward Spinoza.

A second, and more imposing figure in the same line of interest

is that of Arnold Geulincx (1624-1669). The outlines of this philos-

opher’s thought and its actual position in the history of philosophy

is a matter of considerable uncertainty even today; for no conclusive

study has been accorded him. However, agreement exists on certain

point which lend his figure considerable interest. Beginning within
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Catholicism and scholasticism, he was led, tlirough a criticism of the

latter on the basis of certain ideas of Descartes, to exchange the for-

mer for adherence to Calvinism. This of course subjected him to

certain practical vicissitudes which gave his life a very melancholy

turn.

In the theoretical area, he is credited with giving a peculiar

interpretation of the
“
Cogito ergo sum” in the direction of its

identification with the proposition:
“
impossible est ut is faciat qui

nescit quomodo fiat” which may be translated as, “it is impossible

that any one should make anything unless lie knows how it is made/’

Some have hastened to understand this to be an anticipation of the

principle associated with the name of Vico: verum factum conver-

tuntur

;

i.e., a thing is recognized as true by retracing the course by

which it has come into being. Knowledge is therefore genetic. What
is grasped in the Cogito is a process of genesis, the genesis of the

subject of thought itself, through the process of thinking.

Accepting the Cartesian dualism of extension and thought, he

introduced interesting variations in each area. For example, with

regard to the “res extensa,” he is credited with an argument which

would be recognized as essential to all idealistic theism, namely, that

the corporeal world demands a mind to explain it; and again, with

demonstrating against the older logic that it is not extension which

is abstract, but individual bodies, which come into being by a

determination or delimitation of concrete matter or extension.

In the psychological area, that is, as concerns the theory of the

“res cogitans,” he is asserted by some to anticipate certain develop-

ments to reach more articulate form later in Spinoza; in particular

with asserting that human minds are but modifications of Gods
mind.

In ethics, he expressed great reservations concerning the reality

of man’s activity and hence of the whole system of categories em-

ployed to qualify it. He tended to see man rather as the locus of

God’s activity.

In France, the influence of Descartes’ thought was more extended

and the discussions attending it more lively than in Holland. It will

be remembered that from the beginning the priest, Marin Mersenne

(1588-1648), had acted as theological consultant and friend to the

philosopher; this was part of Mersenne’s role as “secretary of learned

Europe,” as he has been called. Mersenne was an encyclopedic

writer, though his writings are estimated as having little original or

even erudite value. What he did contribute, however, was a point of

view which was to make entree for Descartes’ thought into many
environments which otherwise would have proven hostile to it. This

view of Mersenne’s was that the new philosophy, resting on scientific

mechanism, would offer a far better instrument for the defense of
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religion. As a consequence, the vast correspondence which he main-

tained with all the learned men of Europe served as the channel for

the diffusion and criticism of Cartesian ideas.

The light in which Mersenne helped to present the new phil-

osophy, that is, as an aid in the apologetic effort of religion, opened

the way to its acceptance and support by the powerful religious

groups. The first to signalize this support were the members of the

recently founded (by Card. Berulle, as noted in the opening of the

foregoing chapter on Descartes) Oratory of St. Philip Neri. This

support was of the greatest importance because it was from among

the Oratorians that the most able developer of the Cartesian philos-

ophy, Malebranche, was to emerge. The no less important, culturally

speaking, but somewhat ambiguous support of the Port-Royale

group was also soon in evidence.

The famous Logic of Port Rotjale (Logique oil TArt de penser ,

1662) incorporating some of the most essential elements of the

methodology, was to become the schoolbook of a large section or

French youth. Even among the erudite and conservative Benedictines,

the learned Dorn Mabillon in his Treatise on Monastic Studies not

only recommended philosophy as proper to the concern of monks,

but took no pains to conceal the fact that by this term he had in

mind not the older scholasticism but the new movement which was

rising to replace it.

Not even the inclusion of Descartes’ works in the Index for the

year 1663 seriously impeded this new interest and support; for the

sentiment of Gallicanism was strong and made the French clergy

less than eager to follow at once all the indications emanating from

Rome.

But Descartes’ influence was not limited to these ecclesiastical

and religious circles with their special sort of interests to be served.

It was just as strong in circles of culture where the ecclesiastical

influence was not only lacking but actively resisted. Thus it is to be

discerned even among literary men, such as Racine, La Fontaine,

La Bruyre and the critic Boileau. (The poems of the latter have

been called the Discourse on Method put to verse.) And it is

impossible, within the limits of the space at our disposal, to do any

more than indicate by name the many lesser figures who took up and

explored, extended and sometimes exploited the Cartesian themes:

Bossuet, Rohault, Cordemoy, Laforge; all of whom receive exhaustive

treatment in Bouillier’s authoritative work Histoire de la Philosophie

Ca tiesienne (1868).

It would be an illusion, however, to create the impression of a

triumphant Cartesianism. Descartes' philosophy had been on the

defensive from the very beginning, as we have had many occasions

to note, and it was far from uniformly triumphant. The most serious
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breaches in its wall, so to say, were made by those with whom it

seemed to have the closest ties, in the area where it seemed most

strongly entrenched, the sciences. The role of the names of those who
took the lists against Descartes, either as a whole, or on certain

points, reads like a register of the most famous scientists of Europe:

Roberval, Fermat, Pascal, the followers of Galileo, Huyghens, Boyle,

Leibnitz, Newton. Perhaps even before all these should be named
Pierre Gassendi (1592-1655) should be inscribed, of whom it has been

remarked that his entire reputation and place in the history of thought

rests on his opposition to Descartes.

Strictly speaking, Gassendi does not belong upon the list of

scientific thinkers given above. He is in many respects still a man of

the Renaissance. His aim, positively stated, was the reconciliation of

the Epicurean philosophy, the new science, and the Christian reli-

gion. These, he was persuaded, could be brought into a single sig-

nificant unity.

The root of his difference with Descartes, it has been noted, lav

ultimately in an identitv of objective; thev shared the desire to

combat free thought by presenting religion with an effective phil-

osophical instrument. To Gassendi’s mind, this was to be done on the

level of a critical naturalism, a tendenev which led Descartes to

stigmatize him as a “carnal” philosopher. But he retorted of Descartes

that he “blushed for humanity” and thought to make man a

disembodied spirit (a charge repeated, with an air of newness, in

our own day by Maritain in his accusation of “angelism”).

Gassendi utilized the opportunity offered bv the correspondence

presided over by Mersenne to make this point of difference very

clear. It has been said that in the objections which he leveled against

Descartes and which are included among the “Objections” which

form part of the collected works of Descartes, all of the points which

were later to be alleged against him, even down to Kant’s criticism

of the ontological argument, are anticipated.

From the point of view of science, some of the characteristics of

Descartes’ philosophy which rendered it most agreeable to many
cultured minds proved the most disturbing and alienating. Thus it

was felt that the scientific basis on which Descartes so confidently

built was over-schematic, simplified, and too readily satisfied with a

simple answer to problems. The so-called light of immediate

evidence was far from being as reassuring as he thought, and his

partisanship for system led him to demand too prompt a reply to

every problem, and as a consequence, to be too readily satisfied with

the one at hand.

The day of microcosms was over; the modern spirit of science

was deliberate, laborious, and detailed. The love of system exposed

the Cartesian foundations to the danger of having the entire struc-
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hire involved in the error of any single point; and errors on

particular points there were in abundance which the scientists did

not hesitate to point out.

Thus Leibnitz took issue with him on the law of the conservation

of movement; Newton on the theory of the vortices; Roemer on

the instantaneous transmission of light. In the same vein, his “subtle

matter” and “animal spirits” began to take on the appearance of

hastily constructed expedients designed to meet an immediate prob-

lem, rather than of considerately constructed hypotheses or theories.

The modern history of science is prepared to spell out these problems

in detail. We have simply to note that this process of attrition on

the part of scientific criticism weighed most seriously on the spread

of the influence of Cartesianism, at least in those circles where the

respect for science was growing and it is not too much to say, this

respect was growing everywhere.

Greater profit, however, will accrue, for our purposes, if we turn

aside from the cursive consideration of such movements and in-

fluence to fix upon the work of a few outstanding figures in whom
the full implications of Cartesianism, both positive and negative,

become articulated. From this point of view, two men especially

present themselves as demanding consideration, Pascal and Male-

branche.

B. Blaise Pascal

The basic themes of the meditations of Blaise Pascal (1623-1662)

appear first in the context of the movement of Port-Royale. It is by

Pascal alone, however, that these themes are raised to truly philo-

sophical levels and dealt with in a manner and by a genius equal to

them. In order to appreciate precisely this elevation, it will be worth-

while to review briefly some of the features of that movement.

The movement receives its name from the convent of Port-

Royale des Champs, an ancient Cistercian foundation which had

been reformed under direction of Angelica Arnauld. From 1633,

this community had come under the influence of the abbot of Saint

Cyran, Jean de Hauranne. The latter was a friend and collaborator

of Cornelius Jansenius (1585-1638), Bishop of Ypres.

In 1640, two years after Jansenius’ death, there appeared the

Augustinus, a treatise the purpose of which was to restate and renew

within the Catholic Church the theological position of Calvin. In

this effort, he was constrained to make certain qualifications on

Calvins position; separating, in the first place, institutional from

doctrinal reform; and in the second place, pressing forward the

latter, seeking to save, on the basis of the doctrine of St. Augustine,

certain elements of human freedom which Calvin was inclined to

deny totally. These latter efforts brought his thought into relation-
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ship, in some aspects favorable, in others unfavorable, with the

philosophical doctrines of his time in which this argument was
being exercised.

Under the influence of the Abbot de Hauranne, Port-Royale

became a center of these discussions and a point from wliich the

influence of Jansen was to radiate. The abbey after 1636 was
comprised of two communities, one of monks, the other of nuns.

It conducted two schools respectively for boys and girls. Although
the monastery was forbidden its instructional and educational activi-

ties after the condemnation of Jansenism in 1653, it had alreadv

numbered among its pupils some who were to become eminent, and
among these the most eminent without doubt was Blaise Pascal.

The chief document of the philosophical activity of the school

or movement of Port-Royale is the Logic to which reference has

already been made. This was the cooperative production of Antoine
Arnauld and Pierre Nicole. The work follows a traditional Aristo-

telian pattern through the first three of its four parts. In the fourth,

on method, it takes up the position of Descartes. (Certain traces of

his influence are also to be seen, however, in certain aspects of the

preceding parts, especially the introduction of the psychogenetic

consideration of concepts and the minimization of the categories.)

In the development of method, the Logic goes beyond Descartes

to raise questions of the limits of reason and of historical method,
which are of clear Jansenist inspiration. This advance movement is

crystallized in the distinction of the three orders of tilings and the

three degrees of certitude which correspond to them. There are

things which can be known clearly and distinctly; others which we do
not know but which are of themselves knowable; finally, those which
it is impossible to know because we lack principles for their knowl-

edge and because they are disproportionate to the powers of our

minds. To the first order there correspond scientific and demon-
strative truths; to the second, philosophical problems; to the third,

all those things which concern God, His power, and the infinite.

Of special interest is the position of the Logic on historical

disciplines. The methodological criterion of such investigations is

reduced to faith. Of faith however, there are two forms: divine,

which is immune to error; and human, which is subject to check

through reason. The credibility of an event depends on the con-

sideration, not of its intrinsic character alone, but of all the circum-

stances, internal and external, which surround it. This brief analysis

of the Logic is present here, not for its value in itself, but for the

background it presents to Pascals thought.

Important for this background are also some attitudes which
appear in the thought of the school as evidenced, for example, in the

Essois de Morale of P. Nicole. Thus we encounter here for the first
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time that weariness with mathematics whose very perfection leads it

to appear as a mere play of the mind, with no reference to reality or

the oondition of man. Similarly, the methodic doubt of Descartes is

interpreted, not as that philosopher intended, but as an indication of

the constitutive weakness of the human mind.

Illusory, likewise, is the autonomy of liberty which man fancies

that he possesses. Man is dependent on innumerable threads of

circumstance which bind him to things which are not dependent

on him. When one of those threads breaks, his dependence is suddenly

revealed. Man boasts of his desire to know himself. But this is false,

for he winces and draws back from the light which would reveal

him to himself. The natural man seeks to conceal himself from

himself. These and other similar thoughts fed the mind of the

young Pascal in the environment at once so rarified and melancholy

of Port-Royale.

It should be made clear that in presenting Port-Royale as the

background for Pascal, it is offered simply as background and

intended in no wise to suggest any intellectual dependence. Pascal is

one of the true geniuses of western thought; that is, one whose

thought is so intensely original, so much his own, that he must be

treated in his own right despite all derived elements one may detect

in it and despite all environmental associations. In fact, the thought

of Pascal, by this association, has lifted Port-Royale to a position of

historical significance which of itself it would never have enjoyed,

for its own productions, while necessary for the integrity of cultural

history are in themselves mediocre.

If we look for actual conditioning forces in the case of Pascal, it

is rather to his father and the intellectual situation provided by him

for his children that we should turn.

Etienne Pascal was a man of considerable independent means,

and he devoted the leisure which this afforded him to an intense

interest in all intellectual matters and especially to the growing

interest in science. His home in Paris became a center where Blaise

in his boyhood and youth was to come into personal contact with

Mersenne, the correspondent of Descartes, Roberval Desargues and

others.

On the whole, as the presence of the name of Roberval will

suggest, this environment was anti-Cartesian, and on scientific

grounds. And this was to remain a constant trait of Pascal’s thought.

However, other aspects of Descartes’ thought did not so repell him;

so that his relationship to Cartesianism must be considered quite

complex and not easily summarized in any single position.

In this environment the genius of Pascal was not so much

nutured as provided simply with the soil it needed; for it at once

flowered with an inward vitality which could be ascribed to nothing
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outside itself, li was to this group of intellectual aristocrats that hr

presented at the age of seventeen (1640) his first scientific work:
Essai sur les Coniques (On Conic Sections ), a subject recognized since

antiquity as one of the most difficult in pure geometry.

His actual contact with Port-Royale and Jansenism came about
through the friendship of his father with Jean Guillebert, a disciple

of the Abbe de Saint Cyran, mentioned above. But from tliis time

onward, the relationship was never broken. One of his sisters entered

the convent there, and in the stress of the condemnations first oi

Rome and then of the Sarbonne, Pascal emerged in the Lettres a

un Provincial ( The Provincial Letters
) as the apologist of Port-

Royale; although it is recognized that the letters are not his alone

but are due to a collaboration with Antoine Arnauld and Pierre

Nicole.

Despite his lofty mathematical genius, Pascal was essentially an

unsystematic thinker. This is proven beyond all doubt bv the

PensSes, the work by which he is justly ranked among the great

aphorists of western culture. Some would say that these are fragments.

Pascal himself dreamed of composing a great systematic “Apology/’

But to call the Pensees fragments would be to call every cut diamond
a fragment of some great metaphysical gem. Each is so perfect in

itself, each has, like a diamond of puritv, so clear a light within itself,

that the appellation refutes itself.

But this unsystematic character of his thought does pose a prob-

lem for the historian. It is impossible to follow the line of his

writings, for they offer no sure guide. A better plan, it would seem,

would be to take certain centers which are discernible, we believe,

in his thought and construct tliis brief exposition about them. These

three centers might be: his scientific thought, the Provincial Letters,

and the Pensees. Pascal’s Scientific Thought. The proper context

for Pascal’s scientific thought is provided by Hall when he notes,

“The generation of Frenchmen which included Descartes, Gassendi,

Fermat, Desargues, Roberval, Pascal and Mersenne was particularly

active, fertile both in new ideas and in new experiments
(
The

Scientific Revolution 1500-1800 p. 101).”

Together with his father and the mathematician Pierre Petit, a

friend, in fact, of Gassendi, Pascal re-conducted Torrecelli’s experi-

ments on the vacuum; the results appeared in the Traite du vide

( Treatise on the Vacuum, 1647). The preface to this work possesses

an added philosophical interest, because it contains a discussion,

very revealing of Pascal’s mind on the relations between reason and

authority. Here the fourth part of the Logic of Port-Royale is re-

flected clearly, although extended to a position concerning antiquity

as the ‘inf, ncy” of mankind because of its dependence on imagina-
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tion and authority which as, some would have it, anticipates the

position of Vico.

The treatise De VEquilibre des Liquers, containing the solution

of “Pascal’s paradox” belongs to the years 1652-54, although it was

published only after his death. This is also the case with De hi

Pesanteur de In Masse de VAire. At the same time he was at work

on the combinatorial analysis and the calculus of probabilites which

are landmarks in the history of mathematics.

For the schools of Port-Royale Pascal composed an Elements de

Geometric. This work was probably never used, and the manuscript

is lost. But there does remain the fragment “De Vesprit de Geome-

tric” probably intended as a preface for that work. It is of interest

in itself, and also as a preliminary document for the distinction

between Esprit de Geometrie and Esprit de Finesses which the

Pensees will make famous.

In this fragment the positive influence of Descartes is apparent;

but Pascal immediately passes beyond his guide. Recognizing the

demonstrative power of the geometrical method, he at once points

out that it still falls short of the ideal of science in the light of

which it proceeds. This ideal would have everything in the system

defined and demonstrated; it would, therefore, be circular. But the

method actually begins with definitions and postulates which are

not demonstrable within the system; and it is open at the other

end, so to say, to an infinity of propositions. It is open, therefore, to

an infinite progress and an infinite regress. But this is not all.

From this characteristic of the geometric method he draws an

insight which anticipates that other term, “the knowledge of the

heart,” which will figure largely. The reason why geometry begins

with the propositions it does, is that “nature has given us an under-

standing of them clearer than any we can secure through our

explanations.” This would seem a definite anticipation of that

other famous aphorism of the Pensees,
“Principles are intuited,

propositions conclude a process of discursive thought ( 282 )

.”

In a revision of this same fragment which appears under the title

Art de Persuader, Pascal takes a further step. It will be remembered

that for Descartes, error stems from the will; but Pascal here makes

a distinction which returns to the will a rational power of its own.

The intellect demonstrates; but there is something further necessary

for actual science and certitude. This is the agreement, the ac-

quiescense of the will. This gives rise to an art of incomparably

greater difficulty than demonstration; that of “Part d’agreer,” the

art, that is, of disposing the will to acquiescence to truth. By these

works and discourses and developments, Pascal belongs most properly

to the history of science. In what follows we see him active in areas
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more properly philosophical, although the separation between these
areas is, as always, somewhat academic.

The Provincial Letters. An entire literature has arisen about
the Provincial Letters. Although the treatment by Saint Beuve in

his Port-Royale is still the most readable, it is not the most scholarly.

Our interest lies, of course, only in the philosophical elements in

them. But these elements are so closely interwoven with the occasion
and argument, that an indication of these, however brief, must be
given.

They were occasioned, as has already been hinted, by the
condemnations of Jansenism of 1653 and 1656, and constitute an
apology for that movement. They were published anonymously and
distributed clandestinely during 1656 and 1657. When published in

1657, they were attributed to one Louis de Montalte, a pseudynonym
of Pascal. The true authorship was revealed only in 1659.

1 hey have the difficult and ambiguous character of an appeal
to public opinion regarding ecclesiastical authority and its censure.

However, it was made clear that this appeal was not intended as an
invitation to public opinion to “judge” the case. This is an attitude

which will be found in Voltaire, with his complete laicisim of

culture, but of which Pascal was incapable.

The intention was to correct an erroneous impression of the
public which the condemnations had created. The condemnation
singled out certain propositions for censure; the Port-Royalists

joined in this condemnation, but denied that these propositions

either properly represented, or could be documented from Jan-
senism. But this ancient form of apology falls far below the genius
of polemic with which Pascal approaches his problem; and does no
justice at all to the principles he will enunciate.

The first three letters have little speculative interest. They are

directed to prove the existence of political motives behind the

condemnation engineered by a political combination between Jesuits

and Dominicans, Molinists and Thomists at the Sorbonne.

The fourth letter, a theological-philosophical contrast, comes to

the position of the scholastics aforementioned called probabilism,

which was humanistic and leaned toward a casuistic which was
somewhat neo-Pelagian. Pascal reaffirms the Calvinist-Jansenist-

Augustinian thesis that man is responsible even for acts which are
not preceded by actual consciousness and intent; i.e., man, the agent
is identical with the principle of original corruption, of which he may
not be at all times aware.

The fifth to the sixteenth letters are devoted to an attack on the

prevalent scholastic moral theology and the philosophical principles

on which it rested, as expounded specifically in the Theologia
Moralis of the Spanish Jesuit, Escobar (who was repudiated, it
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should be noted, by the more sober members of his own order, but

whose influence was, nonetheless, very great).

The major accusations of these letters may be summarized under

the following heads. This moral theology had placed Christianity in

a false position of accommodation to the spirit of the world. For

contrition, that is for remorse for sin founded on the love of God,

it have substituted attrition, the same based on fear of punish-

ment. It has turned religion from a matter of the heart to an

exterior practice of rites and sacraments which operate of their own

power; e.g. the remission of sin without penitence as a true state of

the sinner. For morality, there has been substituted legality; for

duty, which tends to be unconditioned, the notion of the licit is

substituted, which is woven of all the intricacies of circumstances.

In the remaining letters, Pascal takes up more directly the

defense of the orthodoxy of Jansenism. The line of defense here

developed is recognized to be that of Arnauld rather than Pascal s

own. The tactics are to separate Thomism from Molinism and to

show that the Jansenist position is in essential agreement with the

official Thomistic doctrine. To note that this puts a considerable

strain both on Thomism, and on the original attachment of Jan-

senism to Augustine is only just.

The cultural impact of the Letters was very great and has been

asserted to lie in two rather opposed directions. First, it is held to

lead the way to laicism and the illumination with its doctrine of

freedom of conscience. In the second place, it is held to lead to an

interiority which is based on the Christian view of the kingdom of

God within, and hence to a condemnation of the “spirit of the

world” which is the essence of the lay spirit.

From the point of view of philosophy, however, the interest in

the Provincial Letters lies in the fact that at the heart of its argu-

ments there lies hidden a view of man which is typically Pascal’s

and which the particular form of the work does not permit to emerge

clearly. But it is a view which is irrepressible because it is con-

stitutive of the very essence of Pascal’s spirit. In this way, the

Provincial Letters find their complement in the PensSes, for it is

here that this view of man finds moving expression.

The Pensees. It is known that even while engaged in the com-

position of the Provincial Letters, Pascal was engaged also in

collecting a vast material which would serve as the documentation

for a definitive “Apology” for Christianity. The plan of this work

was divulged to the community at Port-Royale in a conference, notes

on which were taken by one of the members, De la Chaise. These

notes formed the basis of the preface by Pascal’s nephew, Etienne

Perier, to the 1670 edition of the Penstes. Thus the link between

them is established documentarily.
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The Pensees are what remain of that project of the Apology
which was itself to be the positive exposition of that view of Chris-

tianity which underlay, but could not find expression in the Letters.

But as we have already noted, it is a mistake to think of these

Pensees as fragments; and an illusion to imagine that, given Pascal’s

genius, the completed “Apology” could have carried more force

than they.

Scholars have tried again and again to establish a pliilological

order among these aphoristic utterances. Where they have failed, it

is still possible to trace a certain ideal line of thought wliich moves
tlirough them, not with the seried advance of a regiment, to be sure,

but with the force of a darting light which, leaping from point to

point according to a pattern impossible to distinguish a priori,

nevertheless succeeds in revealing a world of ideas and of the spirit

which has its own unity.

The point of departure of this ideal movement may be identified

as the distinction between deism and atheism, characterized with his

peculiar genius as knowledge of God without a knowledge of our

own misery (deism), and a knowledge of our own misery without a

knowledge of God (atheism). The first leads to the fatuous and
dangerous illusions of the state of nature and innocence; the latter to

a world of impersonal forces and law in which human life has no

place.

Pascal’s complaint against the classical Christian apologetic stem-

ming from the Middle Ages is that it is a latent form of deism,

wliich must eventually be forced out into the open and its fallacy

made clear. This fallacy is born of the marriage of Christianity and

Aristotelianism. Between them, deism and atheism, Christianity

intervenes with the true path of religion. It is essentially a knowledge

of God and of His ways based on a knowledge of man, of his true

condition.

The most general line of argument may be described in this

manner: Christianity is not contrary to reason; on the contrary, it

is contrary to reason to reject the evidences of Christianity. The
first member involves two themes: Christianity demands our ac-

quiescence and attachment (cf. above concerning “agreement,” etc.)

because it is based on a penetrating knowledge of man; and it is the

object of our affection and attachment as well, because it alone

points out to man his true good.

In what does this penetrating knowledge of man consist? In a

simultaneous grasp upon his misery and his greatness: the misery

that lies in his knowledge, that of his own natural capacities, he

cannot attain to the truth and the happiness toward which his whole

being strains; and the greatness which is rooted precisely in the aware-

ness of this misery.
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The misery of man bars his way to the truth by enmeshing him

in the complexities of his deceiving powers,
or specious powers

(puissances trompeuses). The imagination substitutes its phantasies

for the reality of things. Habit leads us to take as necessary relations

which are only accidental associations. Our self-love brings us to a

hatred of the truth, because that truth lays bare our own defects;

and as a result, human relations are founded on lies.

A like incapacity shuts us off from the true good. The chief

enemy of the good is specious activism: divertissement. This is born

of an obscure uneasiness the basis of which, moments of repose,

reveals the impotence, the void within us. This revelation fills us

with sadness, with nausea, with despair, from which we seek refuge

in trumped-up enterprises. To this false activism corresponds a

drive to dominance. In dominating we get that false sense of

plenitude in which the void within is filled up speciously by the

submission of others. Hence the deceitful mechanisms and dyna-

misms of social life.

The only redeeming point in this conspectus of man is what

Pascal has called his greatness: his awareness of his misery. “He is a

reed, the weakest reed of all, but a thinking reed. Thought overcomes

the nothingness within. The universe through space swallows me

up like a point; but I, by my thought, comprehend it." Here is the

essential disequilibrium, the contradiction which is man. In com-

prehending this, all the great ethical systems have failed. Only

Christianity has shown a capacity to grasp it and render an account

of it through the dogma of original sin, which accounts both for

the misery in which man finds himself and the traces or the intima-

tions of truth and beatitude by which his soul is haunted.

As a consequence, Christianity, by way of the notion of penitence,

directs us away from false goods, while the grace of God, of which

it is the channel, returns us to a state not merely analogous to, but

superior to that from which the fall had carried us. Christianity,

consequently, is the only religion which corresponds to man in his

actual conditions, in its needs, failures and aspirations.

This correspondence of Christianity does not, however, constitute

a demonstration of the truth of Christianity, as many before and

after Pascal have pointed out. But this Pascal sees as clearly as any.

It is not to a geometrical demonstration that he invites us, conse-

quently, but to a wager, to an option, a choice; the wager, the option,

the choice for God.

Philosophy can demonstrate neither the existence nor the non-

existence of God. But life, existence, imposes a decision, a choice.

And it imposes this choice in the sense of an active choice; for to

abstain from a choice, or to seek so to abstain, would in fact be a
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choice, a wager, an option against Cod. The Christian has made the

wager; the problem then is to persuade the non-believer.

By what path can he be lead? Only by the path of his own
interests. Very well, then let the terms of the cast of the dice be set.

Let them be cast. If they turn up that God is the choice, we have

gained celestial goods, infinite in number and in duration. If He is

not, we lose but earthly goods, finite and doomed at any rate to pass

away, deceptive in their promise and their fruition. But the finite,

in the presence of the infinite, is annihilated. Therefore, the com-

mand of reason is clear: cast the dice for God.

So the first portion of his task has been completed. Beason leads

ns to God bv way of the wager. The second remains to be accom-

plished: it is against reason to reject the evidences of Christianity.

Thus will the whole path of apologetics be traversed.

Pascal makes short shrift of the classical arguments of the exist-

ence of God. His answer is clear: we come to God by way of Jesus

Christ; in Him alone we possess the knowledge and actuality of God
through the knowledge of our own misery. The problem, therefore,

becomes the historical one of the validity of Christ’s claims. Here

the influence of Jansen, by way of Port-Royale, is clear. Recollect

the argument of the Augustinus. Yet the argument is again lifted

by Pascal to a level incomparably above that from which he begins.

It rises, finally, to the overwhelming majesty and power of the

Pensees, “The Mystery of Jesus.”

It is here that the distinction is encountered which has become

almost synonymous with the name of Pascal, between esprit cle

geometric and esprit de finesse. The clarity of geometry offers no

model for the apprehension of the historical credentials of Jesus

and Christianity. Neither is it possible to speak of an evidence

which is equally conclusive for all, independently of their state of

heart. The clarity of these evidences is apparent only to the sincere

of heart. This sincerity and directness of motive endow the mind

with that esprit dc finesse, that evidence of the heart, of which the

head knows nothing.

C. Nicholas Malehranche (1638-1715)

It is questionable whether Malebranche should be placed in a

position of dependency such as might be suggested by his association

with “Cartesianism.” His thought achieves a maturity and identity

such that it needs to be denominated only in terms proper to itself.

Nevertheless, the point of departure of his thought is so unmis-

takably in Descartes, that this mode of association has become a

kind of fixed rubric in the history of philosophy. It has the ad-

vantage, at least, of keeping a sense of continuity, even while it may
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run the risk of casting a shadow over Malebranche’s entirely original

character.

Malebranche, a man of great and profound piety, had early

vowed himself to the priesthood. After a perfunctory course of

philosophy which aroused no special interest in him, he entered

the Oratory of St. Philip Neri, an institute devoted to prayer and

good works. It was the discovery of Descartes’ Traite de THommc,

which he read when already twenty-seven years of age, that aroused

the genuine philosophical spark in him.

As a consequence of this reading, he devoted four years to the

study of Descartes’ works and during this period formed the design

of his own first composition, De la Recherche de la VeritS (On the

Quest of Truth), which appeared in 1674-75. This was followed the

next year by the Conversations Chretiennes ( Christian Conversa-

tions) in which the apologetic portions of the preceding work were

set into greater relief for the ready use of the unlearned.

There followed a steady stream of publications on theological

and philosophical themes: Traite de la "Nature et de la Grace

( Treatise on Nature and Grace) in 1680, which involved him in

controversy with the Jansenist, Antoine Arnauld, already encoun-

tered in relation to Pascal; Meditations Chretiennes ( Christian

Meditations 1683), thought by some to be the most limpid exposition

of Malebranche’s thought; in the same year, 1683, the Traite de

Morale ( Treatise of Morality), and in 1688, the Entretiens sur la

Metaphysique ( Conversations of Metaphysics ) . To the third edition

of this work issued in 1696 there were appended the Entretiens sur

la Mort ( Conversations on Death), while the second edition of the

Treatise on Morality is enriched by a short Traite de TAmour de

Dieu (Treatise on the Love of God).

His last published writings were the Entretien (Tun Philosophc

Chretien et d’un Philosophe Chinois sur VExistence et de la Nature

de Dieu (Conversation between a Christian Philosopher and a

Chinese Philosopher on the Existence of God 1708), and the Re-

flexions sur la Premotion Physique (Reflections on Physical Pre-

motion 1715), the latter dealing with the famous controversy over

“Praemotio Physica,” then and before raging among the theolo-

gians.

It is interesting to note that toward the end of his life, Male-

branche conceived a lively interest in Spinoza and Spinozism. The

consideration of Malebranche’s thought may most conveniently be

organized under two heads: The Vision in God and Occasionalism;

and Libertv and Grace.
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1. The Vision in God and Occasionalism

The first question which may be asked of Malebranche is what,

in the Treatise on Man of Descartes, so awakened him philosoph-

ically. To reply to this, it is necessary to recur to the religious,

theological, and apologetic concerns which were exercising Male-

branche in response to the environment in which he moved.

From a philosophical point of view, he was, almost unconsciously,

so to say, seeking a fresh ground from which to assert the spirituality

of the soul and the power of God against free thought. The pos-

sibility of the means of doing so was what attracted him in the work

of Descartes mentioned above.

The line of influence is curiously devious. In that treatise,

Descartes had elaborated his mechanistic explanation both of the

organic functions of the body and also of the activities of the soul in

its union with the body, that is the passions, emotions, sentiments or

sensations, the imagination and memory, as we have seen above. It

is to be noted that the implications of this explanation were by no

means unambiguous. In the following century it was to be devel-

oped in the direction, as we shall see, of an extreme materialism. It

was, therefore, in itself ambivalent.

Descartes himself, however, had not taken this line; on the

contrary this doctrine had been interpreted as a liberating force

which made it possible, for the first time, to assert unambiguously

the spirituality of the soul, that is, its intrinsic independence of

matter in those functions which were proper to it: the pure reason

and the rational will. It is this Cartesian interpretation of this

psycho-physiological mechanism which attracted Malebranche, and

which he proceeded to develop in his own manner.

Not the least of the advantages of Descartes’ mechanism, in

Malebranche’s view, was that it lifted at once from the whole con-

sideration of the spirituality of the soul, the weight of the scholastic

heritage of Aristotelian naturalism, the animal soul and the vegetative

soul, the doctrine of substantial forms and their activity, etc. In

fact, Malebranche went so far as to suggest that the acceptance and

effort to accommodate this vast apparatus was a serious mistake on

the part of Scholasticism indicating a lamentable lack of perception;

for he saw in it but a vestigial form of the old pagan polytheism and

pantheism.

By contrast, to his mind, the Cartesian mechanism lent direct

support to the Christian insight into the spirituality of the soul. On
the one hand, by excluding that whole area of causation associated

with the activity of substantial causes, secondary causes, it permitted

the omnipotence of God to come forth into full relief. As first cause,

He alone is the source of action. Similarly, the Cartesian doctrine
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of the mind, or pure reason and the rational will, made it clear to

Malebranche that, (with a strong bias in the direction of St. Au-

gustine, who was the intellectual patron of the Oratory) God must

be the one and sole illumination of the human mind. The latter

emphasis takes positive form in the doctrine of “vision in God;” the

former, in the doctrine of occasionalism, or occasional causes.

It was St. Augustine who had first suggested to Malebranche the

lineaments of this notion of “vision in God.” The great Father of

the Church, developing a line of thought already present in neo-

platonism, had pointed out that it was impossible that the ideal

objects of knowledge, the necessary and universal idea, the eternal

truths and the immutable orders, in his majestic terms, should be

reduced to or derived from perception, the simple modification of

the knowing subject. They could, therefore, be known only in God,

through God.

But was this not equally true, in the light of Descartes’ develop-

ments, of sensible objects? This doctrine makes it clear to him that

bodies can in no way affect the soul or mind; indeed, it is impossible

for any created substance to act directly upon any other created

substance. God alone can act upon our souls and minds and illumi-

nate them. Bodies are invisible in themselves. When we say that we
see bodies, what is really present to our minds are the ideas of

these bodies, the ideas which we see in the first instance in God and
which are the models or the archetypes according to which the

bodies which exist are created.

Malebranche is not content to assert this in a general way. He
tries to substantiate it by a careful analysis of the process of sensible

knowledge. Every such sensation, he says, has two elements: a clear

idea and a confused sensation. Thus, to see a piece of white paper

means to have the idea of a certain extension, and at the same time,

the sensation or sentiment of whiteness which occupies this extension.

It is the ideal element alone, here, the certain extension, which
brings about knowledge of the object; it alone is “objective,” present

in the object, together with its determinations. All the qualities,

belonging to the confused sensation are simply modifications of

our own subjectivity. These latter are produced in us by the action

of God; and they serve to awaken us to the presence of the objects,

indicating to us their relevance, their importance for the conserva-

tion of our bodies, for example. However, they tell us nothing

about the essence or the properties of the objects themselves. Sensa-

tion takes on for him a certain biological value; it has a “providen-

tial” function, that is, warning us of the presence of objects which
may be either helpful of harmful to us. It should not, however, be
endowed with a cognitive character.

Our knowledge of the external world rests on a single idea, that
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of extension, which is intelligible, infinite, differentiated in a thou-

sand ways in the form of sensible qualities. These qualities do not

belong to objects, but are modes of our perception. These modes of

perception correspond, in turn, to the different ways in which our
mind is modified by the idea of extension. This idea endows us

with a constant and uniform illumination. God, however, through
His direct action, applies this constant illumination to our minds in

different ways corresponding to the variety of relations which prevail

between our bodies and other bodies.

This analysis raises immediately the question of the existence of

external bodies. On this point Malebranche occupies a complex
position. It is indeed true that to speak of a demonstration of their

existence is meaningless and impossible; there is nothing intrinsically

necessary about them and their existence depends entirely on the

free action of God. On the other hand, the absence of this possibility

of demonstration does not entirely justify us in denying their exist-

ence. It might be true that, even if bodies were assumed not to exist,

we would still be able to form the ideas of them. However, how
then would we explain the order, system of sensible perceptions and
sentiments which make us aware of their presence? The question

does not permit of the kind of ready solution which has led to the

facile distinctions of realism and idealism.

The argument about vision in God leads directly to the theory

of occasionalism, or occasional causes. For if it be true, as true it is

for Malebranche, that bodies exist only by God’s free will, it follows

that it can be only by that will that they possess movement or are at

rest. Extension, which is the essence of bodies, contains within itself

the possibility of an infinitude of movements. It does not, however,

indicate the existence of a moving power. Only God himself, by His

direct action can be the mover of those movements. God alone has

the power of action in general; for only in an infinitely perfect

being does reason glimpse any necessary connection between will

and its effects.

This position, too, is supported in Malebranche by a careful

analysis of motion. There is no principle of motion in bodies.

Neither does the soul have any power to move our body. The
sensation of power and movement does not carry with it any guaran-

tee of efficacy; indeed, it is but the indication of our impotence.

When I experience the desire to move my arm, it is a movement
or action of God, acting on the occasion of that desire, which effec-

tively moves the arm, and not I or my desire. But this is but an

instance or example of the general process of motion in the world.

All motion is the action of God.

This motion appears in the world under the form, or according

to the form, of laws which reflect God’s wisdom. This wisdom
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demands that He act to achieve His ends by simple means in

general and uniform modes of action. This principle becomes the

rule for the manner in which his action appears distributed among

bodies, and as formulatable under general laws there etc.

This, in turn, makes science possible, which investigates, on the

one hand, the laws of the communication of movement among

bodies, and on the other, the laws which govern the union of body

and soul, in virtue of which laws, the two substances, body and souk

exhibit in their movements a constant mode of “reciprocity.”

But what is it that “natural causes” do? They do no more than

determine according to constant laws the actual efficacy of the

divine will. They are only occasional causes.

2. Freedom and Grace

The tendency in modern rationalism, as exemplified by Des-

cartes, had been to introduce a distinct and irreparable separation

between the realms of faith and reason. One has only to recall for a

moment the remarks in the Discourse on Method. This position was

not acceptable to Malebranche, because he saw, as we have noted,

this rationalism as a support and not as the antithesis, of the Chris-

tian notion of man. Therefore, for him, it became imperative to

rethink this problem, in a manner which would sustain, and not

oppose, the traditional view that reason and faith cooperate. To

understand, it is necessary to believe; this is the point of view to

which he wishes to remain faithful. But the reciprocal action is also

imperative. Reason must and can, to a certain extent at least, explore

the mysteries of faith; for example, the mystery which preoccupies

him, the manner in which grace operates for man’s salvation. It is

necessary to emphasize, however, that it is the philosophical con-

siderations, regarding this penetration of faith by reason, to the

limits that it can, which concern us here.

The connection is made clear at once; for to Malebranche, any

comprehension of the mystery of grace and its operations involves

at once the problem of the human will and the manner of its opera-

tion. The human will, he writes, is that natural movement of the

soul which inclines us toward the good, in general and indeterminate

form. Nevertheless, the concrete action of the will does not transpire

at this general level. The will operates in particular choices, follow-

ing the operation of the mind which represents to us some concrete

good either by an idea or by a sensation or sentiment. In other

words, what determines the will and our desire positively are the

light of reason and the quality of sentiment. But this process would

seem to leave no area for the freedom of the will; concretely, it

would will what is so proposed. But this is not the conclusion to

which Malebranche seems compelled.
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The area ol freedom does appear discernible to him. It is to be

defined by the capacity to control those factors which determine

our volitions; that is, our ideas and our sentiments. But this power is

rooted, in turn, in that indeterminacy of the will toward the good;

i.e. it is directed to the good in general. The intermediary principle

is that our ideas and our sentiments are dependent on our attention,

which is directed by the will. Hence the interesting formulation:

Our volitions are the occasional causes of our illuminations. Even

though it be true that our sentiments are indeliberate movements,

we are nevertheless, always able to withhold our consent to them by

this diversion of attention.

More positively still, through tliis power of attention and by

advertence to what has been established first of all about the will,

namely, that it is directed toward the good in general, the attraction

of any particular good can be diminished and controlled by relating

it, through attention, to the infinite good which is the constant

object of the will. This attention will reveal that the particular good

can in no wise be identified with that infinite good, and hence, its

determining power is sharply diminished. This intricate inner econ-

omy of the will and its conditioning factors defines the area in which

man may be said to have liberty and the capacity to exercise it and

the mechanisms involved.

On this basis, Malebranche constructs his theory of grace which

fulfills and does not diminish freedom. Strictly speaking, tliis con-

cern falls into the field of theology and hence beyond our concern.

Even in this strictly theological field he applies the philosophical

schema which he has outlined with considerable rigor. Grace, he

remarks, seems to be distributed by God like the rain which falls

alike on fertile and infertile fields. But tliis is evidence not of the

irrationality, but of the rationality of His action. For even in the

order of grace, God maintains the basic principles of action which

become His nature. Hence, He does not act through particular

volitions, but acts according to general laws which He has prescribed

to Himself; this is the law of His wisdom. Therefore, He has in-

stituted, here, as in the natural order, occasional causes which

regulate the efficacy of His will in the distribution of grace.

These occasional causes in this case are the desires of Jesus

Christ Who, by His redemption, has merited grace for us in the

first place. He, in order to bring to fulfillment the plan of redemp-

tion for which He came into the world, makes use of an infinite

variety of conclusive forces, that is, human subjects. And God

distributes grace to these subjects according to the desires of His

Son, and indifferently to their individual disposition for its reception.

Thus it may be seen how Malebranche labors to give an essentially

philosophical explanation to this mystery of how grace is distributed
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among men by transposing to tliis area of mystery the same prin-

ciples which govern God s action in the world of nature.

Malebranche’s philosophy, may, in conclusion, be described as

the effort to think Christianity and its teachings, especially about

man, in relation to a rationalistic philosophy of complex origins and

influences. Among these origins and influences may be counted,

first of all, Descartes; but it is necessary not to forget the strong

influence of the Platonic tradition as mediated by St. Augustine. In

addition, he wished to see Christianity in relationship to the funda-

mental principles of modern science, again as represented for him by

the achievements and theories of Descartes.

D. Spinozism

The philosophy of Spinoza had nothing like the immediate and

diffused impact on culture of the philosophy of Descartes. On the

contrary, it is essentially correct to say that this mighty system fell

still-born, as it were, from the mind of its author, and for a century

remained without influence, almost forgotten.

The merit for having restored it to the place it deserves in the

current of western thought belongs, as is generally admitted, to the

pre-Romantics; and when in these pages, we come to deal with the

philosophy of the Romantic Age, his name and thought will take

on new stature and significance.

There can be no doubt, also, that the scandal attending its first

appearances, the charges of atheism, etc. did this philosophy no little

harm. Instead of an intelligent reception and interpretation, Spi-

noza’s philosophy was met with an eager reception by a small but

uncomprehending band of disciples, and at the same time, the

strong opposition of an equally strong, but unreasoning opposition.

Only in the correspondence which Spinoza carried on are there

traces of a higher comprehension involving an acute and tenacious

discussion of the basic problems involved in it. Outstanding in this

respect, no doubt, is the attention which Leibnitz devoted to Spinoza’s

monism; his monadology, while intrinsically opposed to the monism,

shows clear evidence of its influence nevertheless. Another admirer

of Spinoza at an elevated level was Bayle, who composed the article

on Spinoza for the Dictionaire Historique et Critique.

It is with Jacobi that a more profound interpretation and a

deeper appreciation of Spinoza begins to appear. But as Jacobi

belongs precisely to that pre-Romanticism with which we shall have

to deal in our discussion of the philosophy of the Romantic

Age, the economy of this work suggests that this matter be postponed

to that place.
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Introduction

The Enlightenment and History of Culture

Like the term “Renaissance/’ the term “Enlightenment” belongs

in the first instance to the history of culture. Again, like the earlier

term, it indicates a fairly basic change, not in one aspect or another

of the cultural patterns of Europe, but in the controlling disposition

of mind and spirit from which such patterns flow and which they

express and realize.

The basic importance of such alterations is obvious. It is also

necessary to keep in mind, however, that they are never complete

and radical, so that a period designated by such a change never

displays solely those traits which the name projects: nor is it a mere

matter of novelty versus residues, the old persisting, the new over-

coming. The interaction between old and new is much more subtle

than that. The old and the new interpenetrate and exercise a

mutually transforming and conditioning influence on each other.

Again, it is obvious that such transformations are not sudden or

manifest. Their outlines are blurred in time, their geographical

movement follows no simple geometry. And finally, such movements,

and transformations are not always entirely self-conscious or self-

conscious in the same terms in which history will come to charac-

terize them on the basis of its assessment of their achievements.

These observations and cautions are rehearsed because, in the case of

the Enlightenment, they are especially necessary for a balanced

appreciation.

When we speak of the philosophy of the Enlightenment, the

relationship must be understood in two ways. The first, and more

important from the point of view of the history of culture, is that

of philosophy as a dimension of the complex cultural pattern of

the period. Obviously, since the range of cultural concern is far

wider than philosophy, and since it would be a mistake to try to

make the entire cultural movement or period a mere background

for philosophy, we must ask what part philosophical concern plays

in this cultural period. This part is not always an important one,

though human nature being what it is, philosophy will never be
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absent from any period of history. That is why it is possible to

speak truly of the philosophy of an unphilosophical age.

The second way in which the phrase “philosophy of the En-

lightenment” must be understood, is that in which it designates

the quality of the product, so to say, of that periods concern with

philosophy; the ideas, doctrines, the problems which it formulated

and espoused.

From each of these points of view, the period of the Enlighten-

ment has an especial interest. In the first sense, it cannot be spoken

of as a great philosophical age, although it must be recognized that

in the pattern of its culture, philosophy occupied an enormous,

almost a dominant place; so that, in a certain sense, the age sought

to “philosophize” everything, even poetry. It was an age enamoured
of philosophy, though not profoundly philosophical.

This seeming paradox becomes clearer or less puzzling when we
glance at the second concern noted above. Though enamoured of

philosophy, the age did not espouse a profound conception of

philosophy in comparison, for example, with the age which preceded

it and the age which followed. The Enlightenment had neither a

Spinoza nor a Hegel. Despite this fact, however, the end product,

so to say, of its philosophizing, the ideas to which it gave expression

and which it labored to make effective were extraordinary and
possessed and continued to exercise an influence which many would
say is quite beyond their intrinsic strength. As a single example of

this we may cite David Hume whose thought, neither profound nor

especially philosophical, still exercises an influence today so that

modem linguistic and positivistic thinkers are happy to recognize

him among their forebears.

In the widest terms, the Enlightenment may be designated as

that movement in European culture which is characterized by a

complete confidence in the power of “reason” to dispel the ob-

scuring clouds of ignorance and mystery which had weighed upon
the human spirit; and precisely by doing so, to render men at once
happier, and morally and spiritually better. The especial object of

its aversion might be said to be authority. It would accept no idea

or value simply because it had been accepted by others and handed
down by them, whether in doctrinal or institutional form. It was
obsessed by the notion that all men’s ills came from ignorance,

superstition, prejudice. It was essentially didactic in mood and
purpose; it had not so much the scientist’s passion to know

, as the
schoolmaster’s passion to teach. And what it wanted to teach above
all, was not so much a matter, but a habit of mind: the habit of

demanding a reason and a proof for everything. Only that which
could be so accounted for and proven had any binding power in its
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eyes, because it constituted the nature of things, the norm and pattern

of all.

Like all periods and movements in the history of culture, the

Enlightenment is difficult to place with any precision in time. Its

characteristics were being prepared in the periods and movements

which preceded it. Those which were to follow it were already taking

shape within it, even when it was at its height. It thus appears, so to

say, within ideal brackets. For the Enlightenment these were, on the

one hand, the Renaissance, and the Age of Descartes; on the other,

the Age of Romanticism.

The Renaissance had already initiated the struggle against

authority in the philosophical and scientific fields. It had turned its

attention to the study of nature, opening the way to the achieve-

ments of a Galileo. It had initiated a new spirit of realism in

politics and the study of society. The Reformation also contributed

to this preparation, for it had extended the struggle against authority

to the area of religion, both in doctrinal and in institutional forms.

Likewise, the debt of the Enlightenment to Descartes was im-

mense; for his ideal of the clear and distinct idea was to remain

central in its notion of “reason." And this is true despite the

strictures which it was to pass on his scientific and philosophical

views.

The most important factor, however, was clearly the emergence

and the great achievements of science during the seventeenth cen-

tury. These triumphs in the field of science transformed the cultural

climate from literary to scientific.

The point at which this transformation was complete would be

the true birth-date of the Enlightenment. Since that moment is

impossible to fix, however, it is correct to say that with the appear-

ance of Newton’s Principia Mathematica in 1687, the Enlightenment

was, in fact, in existence, and needed only to work out its pattern in

history. For with that work the true mission of the Enlightenment

was clear: to carry the method of science into all the areas of

experience and reality; and not the natural merely, but the social,

the psychological and the historical as well.

In addition, this mandate included the extension of this infor-

mation and this habit of mind to as many persons and social classes

as possible. Science became, as it were, “popular,” especially in

France. It is recorded that Dagoumer, professor of chemistry and

physics at the University of Paris in 1701 lectured and conducted

his experiments before heterogeneous audiences numbering more

than a thousand. The ‘“public” was thus admitted into the laboratory

and the lecture room began to form an attitude toward science which

was little short of veneration.

At the very height of its movement and achievement, however,
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the first premonitions of the age which would succeed it had already

begun to appear. Dagoumer’s lectures took place in 1701. But

twenty-five years later, when the First New Science of Gian Battista

Vico appeared (1725), Romanticism was already conceived. It would,

however, be yet a long time defining itself against the principles of

the Enlightenment. Meanwhile, the career of the latter continued,

bringing forth its most important documents and events, among

them the works of Voltaire, Montesquieu and Rousseau, and in the

political order, the great revolutions in France and in America.

With these, and in the philosophical field specifically, with the

appearance of the first of Kant’s critiques (1781), the life-span of

the Enlightenment, though not of course, as has been noted, the

career of its influence, was over. For Kant, in the “synthesis a

priori” had laid down the basic principle for the philosophical for-

mation of Romanticism.

Between these dates, then, the appearance of Principia Mathe-

matica (1787), to that of the Critique of Pure Reason in 1781, the

Enlightenment was in full career, not unchallenged, to be sure, for

possession of the European spirit, but able effectively to silence and

defeat all challengers.

The geographical pattern is at least as important for the under-

standing of a cultural movement as the span of its life in time. In

this respect, the Enlightenment had a most diffuse configuration,

embracing England, France, Germany and, to a lesser degree, Italy.

Its place of origin in this geographical sense is England, the

homeland of Newton. Here its philosophical expression had already

begun to take form with Hobbes and Locke and was to continue

unabated through the work of the moralists, Shaftesbury and Hute-

cheson, the psychoepistomologists, Hume and Berkeley, and the

deists, Collins, Tolland and others.

From England, the pattern of the Enlightenment passes over into

France. An instrument of its diffusion of particular importance is

recognized in the Lettres Philosophiques of Voltaire
(
Philosophical

Letters, 1734). In France, its most important exponents were to

prove to be Voltaire himself, Diderot d’Alembert, Montesquieu

and, in his own inimitable way, Rousseau, together with the more
systematically inclined Condillac, d’Holbach and Helvetius. In

France, the Enlightenment exhibited most clearly its tendency and
power to become a popular and didactic movement.

In Germany, by contrast, it developed characteristics which have

since that time come to be recognized as somewhat typical of the

German mind: it was more serious, erudite, academic. It found its

real genius in Leibnitz, although, as we shall have occasion to note,

it is not possible to constrain Leibnitz within the limits of the men-
tality of the Enlightenment; his was a more widely ranging genius by
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far. Wolff and Baumgarten, Reimarus, Lessing and others of this

stamp may be said to typify the Enlightenment in Germany more
accurately, both in its power and in its limitations. With Kant, as

we have already noted in passing, the Enlightenment in Germany
is both fulfilled and surpassed or transformed.

In Italy, the Enlightenment seemed at first to have made a

singular conquest in Vico, who in his earliest period showed marked
indications of its influence; but the lecture, to which reference has

been made, on the “State of Studies in Our Times” shows that he
had begun to react against it almost immediately in favor of those

views which were to carry him to the composition of the New
Science. More typical were such man as Genovesi, Galiani both

Ferdinando and Celestino, and Filangieri.

Finally, it might be noted that a careful consideration of the

culture of the New World, especially in those areas which were to

form the United States, would surely document the dominant in-

fluence of the Enlightenment. Jefferson, Franklin, Hamilton bear

its stamp.

In the definition of Enlightenment, the word “reason” was given

an especially important place, and at the same time was placed in

quotation marks. Justification for both these particulars lies in the

fact that “reason” had a very characteristic meaning for the Enlight-

enment, even while it tended to define itself precisely in this term.

This special meaning of the term proceeds at two levels which

supplement each other, but must not be confused. The first level

may be designated as “popular;” it has to do with the specific

tone of culture in this period. The second is more technical and has

to do with the conception of method in the pursuit of science and
truth in general.

At the first or popular level, reason involved what might be

called the transparency and self-explanatoriness of experience and

reality to direct and candid and unprejudiced inspection. The basis

of this transparency was twofold. On the one hand, it was the

homogeneity of reality itself which had no levels, no depths and
heights, so to say, but a one-ordered system of relations which once

grasped could be followed out in all directions. On the other hand,

the basic faculty or power for the apprehension of this transparent

reality was one and the same and equal (mutatis mutandis) in all

men.

The conjunction of these two factors yield the state of conscious-

ness, so to say, which was intended by the Enlightenment. All men
could become enlightened on any matter whatsoever by the simple

application of their basic apprehensive powers to the “facts” and
reasons of the case, that is, the transparent order of the real. In

this conjunction, there was no room for mystery, miracle, or ob-
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scurity. All such elements entered there only by some intrusion

motivated by some principle other than that which motivated the

Enlightenment.

The basic pattern, finally, of this transparent system of the real

was derived from the mechanism which had been developed earlier

with respect to the system of nature. The precise force of such a

mechanism lay in the fact that it offered a configuration of forces in

which the laws of economy rule, and in which there is no room for

anything occult, hidden, or interventive.

In terms of cultural effect, the ideal which emerged is that of a

universally enlightened mankind dealing with the whole of reality,

whether this be nature or social relations, or art or any other area,

in this direct, bland, and essentially uncomplicated manner. To be

“enlightened” meant, at this popular level, precisely to move in

this atmosphere, to put one’s questions, so to say, and seek one’s

answers in this realm.

At what we have called the more technical level, “reason” in-

volved something more. What it meant here may most readily be
described in terms of an opposition, not too rigid or literal, however,

between the method of Descartes and that of Newton; between the

Discourse on Method and the Rules for Philosophizing; or again,

between the spirit of “system” and that of “investigation” or “ex-

perience.”

The earlier drinkers, Descartes, Spinoza, had, as we have seen,

viewed the task of philosophy as the elaboration of a pliilosophical

system. This meant more concretely, it will be recalled, that to be
certain and ordered and unified, knowledge must seek out and begin

from the point of highest being and highest certitude in some in-

tuitively grasped principle; such, for example, as Descartes “Cogito”

or Spinoza’s definition of substance. Then the task became that of

bringing all lesser truths, so to say, within the magic circle of this

first certitude.

The method for doing so was called, by preference, “geometrical”;

it consisted in rigorous deduction and inference. In the order of

deduction, every element drew its light from its place in the whole
system of inferences; none could be understood of itself, save, of

course, the first and intuitive basis of all. The principle of intelli-

gibility for any element lay precisely in the relations of this in-

ference.

The Enlightenment brought this conception of truth under
criticism in the light of the reflections of Newton as he had expounded
them in the “Rules of Philosophizing,” and exemplified them in a

stupendous manner in the Principia Mathematical

The spirit of system had, as we have seen, already been brought
under criticism by Pascal, who had opposed to it the “spirit of in-
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sight ( finesse )” and the “wisdom of the heart/' But the path he
took seemed to lead in the direction of a kind of “mystique” as

exemplified in the wager.

Newton's criticism of the spirit of system, however, lay in an
exactly opposite direction; toward the method which has been called

that of “analysis.” In many ways it is the precise opposite of the

method of deduction and inference from definitions and axioms; but
it is not without some antecedents, even in Descartes, as the fifth

of his “Rules” would suggest. The great difference lies in the relation

to experience. In a certain sense, system tried to get beyond and to

anticipate experience, to approach it from the ground of the “a

priori.” The ideal of reason in Newton is not to transcend expe-

rience, but to make us at home in it. It begins with the data of

experience and moves toward the principles in the light of which
these data become comprehensible. But these principles are to be
derived from no other source than from those data. The order of

such principles appear in mathematical determinations and in ar-

rangements according to number and measure. But such arrange-

ments cannot be constructed a priori
, by the simple inspection of

concepts. They must be derived from the facts themselves, or more
precisely, perhaps, they must be shown to constitute an all-pervading

form which is immanent to the order of facts itself.

The total picture which presents itself in this method is a stage

of analysis by which the facts are brought under scrutiny so as to

yield this form, and the stage of synthesis, by which the facts are, as

it were, “ideally” reconstructed or synthesized in the light of these

principles. Thus reason is seen to consist not in the first possession of

a body of knowledge, principles, etc., but in an activity, an operation.

The presence of reason is evidenced only by this operation or

function.

Its understanding of this characteristic of reason accounts for

the particular preoccupation of the Enlightenment with reason, the

human mind as an operation, an agency. Instead of seeking out

those first truths, etc., it tended to investigate this agency and power
itself; i.e., to ask questions concerning the character, the limits, and

the proper objects of this activity. This may be called the birth of the

epistemological problem, insofar as epistemology is conceived as that

branch of philosophy which concerns itself precisely with determining

the operation and the range of the human understanding.

These two levels of the meaning of “reason” proceed together in

the culture of the Enlightenment. They are not opposed to each

other, but on the contrary, they supplement and support each other.

But perhaps the real clue to the spirit of the Enlightenment is

finally its optimism in answering the question, what is the range of

reason. It saw no area, in fact, to which reason, properlv conducted.
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could not attain. The method of reason was applied everywhere. In

the first instance, it guided reason in determining the character

and range of its own powers, in the psychological and epistemological

investigations which the period undertook. Reason entered with

great assurance the complex and forbidding area of religion and

history. It brought under particular scrutiny nature and the science

which man could attain concerning it, and found in the customs of

mankind, in laws, morals, state and society, a matter particularly

congenial to its interests.

But one final point remains to be emphasized concerning the

culture of the Enlightenment. This is its laicist or secularist char-

acter. In order to understand this trait, one must recollect and

recognize that western civilization has, on the whole, been a religious

culture. The essential note of this religious character has been its

readiness to recognize some principle beyond the immediate order of

experience and life to which this order must be referred in some way

or other; either as an explanatory principle, or a principle of agency,

or as a terminal principle. The transcendent explains what imme-

diately appears, or it brings it into being, or it is the end to which

it moves. This trait manifests itself most strongly, and certainly

appears as most relevant to the mentality of the Enlightenment in

the structure of human institutions as these control human behaviour

both individual and collective. For these institutions reflect this

transcendent reference by claiming ultimately to represent some

transcendent principle and to draw their power from it, and hence

to demand toward their injunctions etc., the kind of attitude which

is spontaneously given to the transcendent, and properly recognized

as religious.

When the period of the Enlightenment is called secular or laicist,

what is meant is that it tends to remove this transcendent order of

reference from the foreground, at least, of attention. This is the

simple force of reason which, as we have noted above, tends to

reduce all to one transparent homogeneous order.

This tendency does not, however, mean that the mind of the

Enlightenment looses its basic attitude of reverence and respect.

What it means is that it transfers the attitude from a transcendent

principle to an immanent one. Not God, but humanity; not the

eternal truths, but immanent reason itself; not the sanction of the

law, but the intrinsic reasonableness of the law are made the objects

of esteem.

It is important to understand this in order not to be puzzled by
one complex characteristic of the period: it is at once the most

iconoclastic, the most fervent, and ingenously enthusiastic of all

periods. But iconoclasm and enthusiasm are but reverse sides of

the same coin, reason.
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What then of philosophy in the Enlightenment? What place does

it hold there? The answer would seem to be that it holds no “place”

in particular, because it is everywhere. In the words of one of the

great figures of the Enlightenment, D’Alembert, “Our century is

the century of philosophy par excellence.” The paradigm of the

age was the “philosophe.” Yet it would be incorrect to permit to

pass unnoticed that this very diffusion of the spirit of philosophy

led to a certain awakening of it in practice. Not that the age lacked

great figures; the following pages will certainly quickly disabuse

anyone of this notion. But the age becomes clearly less philosophical

than it imagines itself to be precisely because it conceives philosophy

as it does.

In treating of the philosophy of the Enlightenment, the following

pages will exhibit a pattern which is at first strange. It will follow'

what has above been indicated as the geographical pattern of the

Enlightenment: moving, therefore, from England to France to Ger-

many and finally, and briefly, to Italy. This, it should be understood,

is merely a device of exposition and does not involve at all the

notion that philosophy has ever been or can be a matter of geo-

graphy. The antidote to any such notion has already been provided

in our very definition of the Enlightenment: a movement of “Euro-

pean” culture. This pattern merely allows for a certain grouping

which, it is hoped, will facilitate the student’s comprehension. It

will be supplemented by a constant system of cross reference which

will keep him always aware of the non-geographical lines of ideal

communication and influence.

Some general surveys of the Enlightenment which will help to orientate

the student:

Cassirer, E. The Philosophy of the Enlightenment. Translated by F. Koelln

and
J.

Petlegrove. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1951.

Rousseau ,
Kant and Goethe. Princeton, N.J. Princeton Univer-

sity Press 1945.
J

Crocker, L. An Age of Crisis: Man and World in Eighteenth Century
French Thought. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1959.

Frankel, Chas. The Age of Reason: The Idea of Progress in the French
Enlightenment. New York: Oxford University Press, 1948.

Havens, G. The Age of Ideas. New York: Holt, 1955.

Lovejoy, A. O. Essays in the History of Ideas. Baltimore: The Johns

Hopkins Press, 1948.

The Great Chain of Reing. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Uni-

versity Press, 1936.

Palmer, R. R. Catholics and Unbelievers in Eighteenth Century France.

Princeton, N.J.: The Princeton University Press, 1939.

Sampson, R. V. Progress in the Age of Reason. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1956.

Vyverburg, H. Historical Pessimism in the French Enlightenment. Cam-
bridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1958.
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Wasserman, E. The Subtler Language. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins

Press, 1959.

Willey, B. The Eighteenth Century Background: Studies in the Idea of

Nature of the Period. New York: Columbia University Press, 1941.

The philosophy of Thomas Hobbes is illuminated under its various

aspects in the following books and articles:

James, D. G. The Life of Reason. London, New York: Longmans, Green,

1949 (treats of the “English Augustans” — Hobbes, Locke, Boling-

broke, etc. )

.

Peters, R. Hobbes. London: Penguin Books Pelican, Philosophy Series,

1956 (a concise statement of all aspects of Hobbes’ thought).

Strauss, L. The Political Philosophy of Thomas Hobbes. Translated by

E. M. Sinclair. Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1936.

Taylor, A. E. “The Ethical Doctrines of Hobbes,” Philosophy, XIII (1938)

pp. 404-424 (analysis and evaluation by a great moral philosopher).

Willey, B. The Seventeenth Century Background (London: Chatto and
Windus, 1934), Chapter VI.



CHAPTER I

The Enlightenment

tn

In describing above the geographical pattern of the Enlighten-

ment as a cultural movement, its place of origin was said to be in

England. This is entirely correct, if only one is careful to remember
that in history there are no absolute beginnings. In this case, this

means that the earlier influence of French thinkers such as Descartes

is not discounted, but simply placed in perspective.

England is conceived as the homeland of the Enlightenment
principally by reason of Newton and Locke. The former, as has

been seen, provided the key to the Enlightenment notion of “reason”

in its most scientific sense. The latter has been called a philosopher

who wrote his philosophical works almost as a guide for the En-
lightenment, principally, of course, because of his exhaustive con-

cern with that central problem of the movement, the power and
limits of human understanding.

Yet it would not be entirely correct to begin our consideration

of the Enlightenment with these dominant images of the movement.
Attention should also be given to those figures in whom the first

appearances of the characteristic traits of the movement are to be
noted, and who also at the same time provide a clear link with the

preceding period. In the case of the Enlightenment in England, the

figure preeminently important in this connection is Thomas Hobbes.

A. Thomas Elobbes ( 1588-1679

)

Hobbes has been called the “great solitarv” of the history of

philosophy, because of the difficulty of placing him unambiguously
in any group or school. He was, in philosophy, what the French call

“un esprit perpendiculair,” an angular person, as the English idiom

might put it. The very extent of his life-span, however, well indicates

the great function he performs. In addition to the intrinsic interest

and importance of his own thought, he is the great bridge from the
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Renaissance, where some would place him without more ado, to the

Enlightenment.

During this long and laborious lifetime, he not only worked

unceasingly at the formulation of his own point of view, but also

entered into relationship, by correspondence and personal contact,

with a large segment of the learned and philosophical world. In

England he knew some of the outstanding cultural figures of his

time such as the playwright Ben Jonson, the philosopher Lord Herbert

of Cherbury, and more intimately than any, perhaps, Francis Bacon.

A large portion of his life was spent on the Continent where he

knew Mersenne and his circle in Paris, and in Italy where he made

the acquaintance of Galileo. He registered his reactions to the

philosophy of Descartes through the observations on the Medita-

tions which now appear as the third set of “Objections.” His real

concern, however, was not the acquaintance of the learned world,

but the excogitation of his own massive system.

The first important document of this body of thought is the

Elements of Law, Natural and Political; composed about 1640. It

appeared in 1650 in two parts: Human Nature and De Corpore

Politico. Meanwhile, he had formed the project (one is always

reminded in this connection of the model of Bacon) of a vast trilogy,

the parts of which were to be De Corpore, De Homine, De Civi.

Its ideal movement was to be from a materialistic metaphysics to a

deterministic political absolutism. The order of its publication did

not follow this ideal order, however; for the third portion appeared

first, in Paris in 1642; the others respectively in 1655 and 1658 in

London. Meanwhile, however, he had published in London in 1651

his Leviathan : The Matter Form and Power of a Commonwealth,

Ecclesiastical and Civil. This series of publications constitutes the

high point of his activity. He was to continue active, however, to the

very year of his death. His last days were occupied with the transla-

tion of the Iliad and the Odyssey of Homer.

No better plan for the consideration of Hobbes’ thought can be

suggested, we believe, than that which he proposed to himself in his

great trilogy. We shall follow that plan considering first his material-

ism, his view of man: his composition, and both his cognitive and

his practical activities, and finally, the state.

1. Hobbes’ Materialism

Some historians, a bit too glibly perhaps, would link up Hobbes’

materialism with the thought of Descartes, calling him the great

exponent of the res extensa, to which he would reduce all else. Cer-

tain it is that Hobbes admits to existence nothing but bodies, even

to the point of joining Spinoza, though in a somewhat different

sense than the latter, in attributing materiality to God.
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lie then distinguishes bodies into two classes: natural and artifi-

cial. Natural bodies are those which are given in nature; artificial

those which come into being through some human operation. An
example of the latter is the state: the artificial man.

Philosophy is subjected to a similar distinction; it is either natural,

dealing with natural bodies, or civil, dealing with artificial. The

study of man is the jointure of these two divisions of philosophy; for

man must be considered both as the most perfect and complex of

natural bodies, and as the artificer of the state, the artificial body

par excellence.

This somewhat bland procedure does not, however, reveal the

effective motive power of Hobbes’ thought; nowhere does the

rationale of such distinctions and divisions appear. These are to be

found, rather, at a deeper level of his thought. He felt a theoretical

need in the first place (although it is also connected with practical

consequences in the political order) of clarifying the relationship

between the scientific thought of his day and political theory. Those

new principles, he says, made the older medieval and Aristotelian

framework of political theory obsolete. That medieval view had

been metaphysical and theological, and had been supported in the

practical order by the ideal of the “Sacrum Imperium,” the Holy

Empire.

In view of the rapid development of European political life in

the direction of national monarchies, it was clear that a new

theoretical framework was needed. This was to be found, obviously,

in the new developments in science and philosophy, which invited

the investigation and explanation of all reality juxta propria prin-

ciple, according to the principles proper to it, and not with reference

to transcendent principles. (This constitutes a direct link with the

Enlightenment.

)

What he did was to respond to the new physical mechanism far

more strongly than did even the men who had formulated it. He
turned it into a metaphysics in its own right, in the sense of finding

in it, that is, in matter, extension, and movement, the sole explanatory

principles of all reality.

Matter is then for him the only substance. All existents are

reduced to matter as to the transcendental principle of their exist-

ence. The basic characteristic of matter, and absolutely identical

with it, is extension. Motion is the cause of the coming to be and

the passing of phenomena in the world of matter.

Space and time have no ontological and objective status in

themselves; they are imaginary entites, subjective reflections of the

sole substance, matter, and motion. Space is the image of an existent

thing insofar as it is existent; time is the image of motion. Therefore,

matter and movement, time and space as imaginary, are the primor-
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dial elements of Hobbes’ metaphysical system or of the metaphysical
system which he constructs out of the insights of the new science.

The unit) 7 of these concepts yields a further idea, that of conatus
(the term has already been encountered in Spinoza), that is, the

constitutive tendency in matter to motion. This conatus is the

property not of matter or extension generally, but of the minimal
spatio-temporal particles of matter which are, for Hobbes, not
susceptible to any kind of empirical qualification or description.

This structure is not an otiose and inoperative scheme in Hobbes.
It is for him the scheme within which all reality must be explained.

He does not, therefore, hesitate to carry its application into all of

the areas of research and inquiry which engage him; and principally,

of course, into the study of man and of that great artificial body,
the state, of which man is the artificer.

2. Man

Hobbes accepted in its widest biological implications the Car-
tesian notion of animal automatism which has been considered
earlier in these pages; and he hailed Harvey’s theory of the circula-

tion of the blood as a strong confirmation of his own materialism.
He did not, however, pursue such studies, but turned his attention

to a matter of greater interest, the broad problems of human
knowledge: of sensation, of the passions and of rational thought.

All knowledge has its basis in sensation, and sensation itself is

susceptible of explanation, like all other phenomena, in terms of
the causal principle of motion. The stimuli, or movements, im-
pinging upon the organism from the objects in the external world,
are prolonged, so to say, in the sensory organs, creating in them a
kind of pressure and counter-movement. His own words express the
matter best.” Such stimulus, by means of the nerves and other
filaments and membranes of the body which terminate in the brain
and the heart, there cause to be a certain resistance or counter-
stimulus of effort of the heart to free itself of it.” This effort

(conatus), because directed toward the outside, appears itself to be
something external.

This appearance or imagination is what men call sense and it

consists, for the eye, in light or colored shape, for the ear, in sound,
for the nose, in odor, for the tongue and palate in taste and for the
rest of the body in heat, cold, hard, soft and other qualitites which we
perceive by touch. All the qualities which are called sensible are in

the object which generates them; but are very different kinds of
movement of matter, through which matter acts differently on our
organs. In ourselves, who are stimulated by them, they are nothing
other than movements, because motion produces only motion; but
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to us they appear as imaginations both when we are awake and

when we are asleep.

Hobbes was a scrupulously honest thinker; and it did not escape

him that the nature of this internal appearance or imagination

contained certain difficulties for his project. How could the external

objectivity of the physiological motions involved in sensation as an

organic process account fully for this subjective form, the appearance

or imagination? Motion causes only motion; but could the imagina-

tion thus generated be explained entirely in terms of motion?

Though an honest thinker, as we have noted, Hobbes also shared

that protective device which shields philosophers from the force of

difficulties which might, if pressed, force them to call their basic

suppositions or projects into question. And as it would, this device

operates here. He does little to relieve this troubling problem

except to assure the reader that the imagination is indeed the most

astonishing of the phenomena of motion. He does not offer any

explanation of how it could arise from the mechanical operation of

the laws of motion. Instead, he presses on to the consistent explana-

tion, in mechanistic terms, of the imagination, of the power of

mental discourse of language and of reason.

When the objects winch have originally aroused them are re-

moved or displaced by others, the sensations become weakened and

attentuated. This attentuation or weakening changes the original

corporeal character of the sensible image; it becomes a dim repro-

duction of the image; sensation becomes memory.

Within the memory, images arrange themselves, associate them-

selves in a series. The order of this series is the same as the order

and arrangement of the sensations which originally occasioned them.

Again Hobbes’ own words are important, for the process of associa-

tion which lie is advancing here will have great influence in subse-

quent thought of the empirical tradition. He says,

Those motions which succeed each other in sensation continue to

follow each other in the same manner after sensation, in such wise

that, if the first is reconstituted and is predominant, the other follows

it, by the adherence of matter. (Leviathan Ch.3)

The association of images through this process here described,

becomes for Hobbes, mental discourse, intellect. This process Hobbes

holds to be common to men and animals, because the identical laws

of motion are operative in either case.

Animals do not, however, share with man verbal or symbolic

discourse tlirough language in which reason resides. Through reason

and language, or rather reason in, or as, language, the immediate

experience of facts in sensation is transformed into the logical

structures and processes of science. Through the employment of
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expressive and communicative signs and names, the connections

between images are transposed into propositions which may be

either affirmative or negative. Rational thought and language are

identical.

This identification becomes the basis of Hobbes’ logic which,

because of the crucial importance in it of the sign or name, has

frequently been called a form of nominalism. More important than

this label, however, is its function in his thought. It would seem that

his logic is devised, in part at least, to correct the difficulties inherent

in his vast materialistic presuppositions. One such difficulty had
cropped up, it will be recalled, at the point of determining the

relation between the external stimulus and the counter-stimulus,

finding expression in the image in the subject.

Reasoning becomes for Hobbes a process of computation; it

consists in the addition and subtraction of notions or signs. This is

done through the instrumentality of language, which is constituted

by names and signs which are general and, therefore, applicable to a

plurality of singular tilings. This applicability does not, for Hobbes,

involve a reference to supposed metaphysical entities ( universals )

.

The extensive relations between names is worked out in the

proposition which is a unification of two names, and in the syllogism

which is the unification of two propositions, by means of a term

which they have in common. Propositions and syllogisms constitute

the elements of the processes of demonstration in science. This

demonstration is, as Hobbes describes it, a pure arithmetic calculus

of signs. In such a logic, truth is no longer defined as the adequation

of thought with tiling; it becomes a characteristic of discourse itself;

“veritas in dicto non in re consistit.”

From the cognitive, Hobbes passes to the consideration of the

practical operations of man, the life of the passions and the realm of

ethics. In this area, too, he seeks to apply with uniform directness

the mechanistic principles he employed at the earlier level of

cognition. The cognitive processes were resolved, in the last analysis,

into an organic motion proceeding from within outward, as reactions

to the stimuli of objects. Similarly, the life of the passions and the

acts of the will are reduced to processes of motion; this time from

without inward, leading not to cognitive processes, but to action.

For Hobbes, the vital principle finds its residence in the heart;

as a consequence, he understands the workings of the passions in

terms of the exciting or depressing effects which external stimuli

have on the vital motion of the heart. Pleasure and pain, which
draw in their wake desire and aversion, love and hate, etc., as thus

explained, become the elements of the passions. These, as they enter

into complex configurations with the images of the objects from

which they take their origin, provide the other forms and attitudes
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of the life of action and passion, such as hope, fear, faithfulness,

loyalty, courage, and so forth.

This mode of procedure obviously demands some revision of the

notion of human freedom. For Hobbes, again in line with his

basic mechanistic principles, such liberty resides simply in the

absence of external impediments to action.

With equal consistence, he goes on to offer a consonant criterion

of good and evil. This can only be utility; the good is that which

gives pleasure and hence is desired and loved; evil is its opposite.

The most basic law of all is that of self-conservation. The individ-

ual is endowed by nature with an expansive power of affirmation of

his own being. This, in the social context, will become the basis of

the status he enjoys as antecedent to any social form into which he

can be led and to which he can be committed only in these same

basic terms of his own utility, the conservation and increment of his

own being. But this reflection leads us to the consideration of what

is surely the heart and substance of Hobbes’ thought: his political

3. Society and the Political Order

The study of the political order, according to the original plan

of the trilogy in which Hobbes projected his “system,” is the study

of the “artificial body,” the state. All bodies, it will be recalled, were

divided among natural, those given in nature, and artificial, those

brought into being by man. Of the latter, the state is the supreme

example.

Some doubt may be raised as to the basic importance of Hobbes’

thought in other areas. In this concern for the body politic, the

artificial man, however, there can be no question of the historical

importance and influence of his ideas. This importance flows from

a double font: the first, the vigor and powerful presentation of the

ideas themselves, and second, the sense of historical relevance and

urgency which envelopes them due to the fact that Hobbes, in

working out his political ideas, was responding to the very acute

awareness that an entirely new analysis of the social and political

bonds had to be made in order to meet the historical transformations

which had and were taking place.

Hobbes places himself in immediate opposition to the classical

and Aristotelian view that man is “by nature” social, a “political

animal.” He takes as his model, rather, the saying of Plautus, “Homo

homini lupus”: man is a wolf toward other men. He projects this

notion backward into the “state of nature” as an ideal conceptual

limit from which to approach the reality of social and political life.

That state of nature is ruled by the universal principle of self-

conservation; and in this state, that law or instinct endows man with
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the “natural right,” the freedom to use what power he has as he

wishes for the preservation of his own life, and therefore, to do what-

ever may, in his judgment, be necessary to that end (Leviathan,

c.14). (Of course, in this context, one should keep in mind the

meaning which Hobbes has already given to such terms as freedom

and power, as noted above.) This state of nature, however, is an

instable and untenable one; and the natural right with which it

endows man is somewhat specious.

There is a complete lack of commensuration between the pre-

tended range of the individual’s use of his power in the satisfaction

of his needs and the goods which might satisfy those needs. That

range was stated to be without limit, these goods are essentially

limited. The state of nature, therefore, is in intimate contradiction

to the law of self-conservation. That “bellum omnium contra omnes”
which is the state of nature, if persisted in, must destroy rather

than preserve the individual by bringing him into immedicable
conflict with all others for the limited goods available for the

satisfaction of needs.

Hence this same law of conservation issues in an imperative

which is counter to the state of nature, namely, the imperative of

entering into association with others for the mutual satisfaction of

mutual needs. Individuals enter into a social compact, through
which they acquiesce to a partial alienation of their “natural right”

by transferring it into the hands of an authority, the State, whose
office is to preserve and protect the life of the contesting and
contracting parties. The social compact, thus understand, explains

why the individual enters into social life and justifies him in doing so.

The social compact, however, has no power in itself to mitigate

the essential egotistic drives of the contracting individuals; it has no
magic to transform these into altruistic motives. The motive for the

conservation of the original compact is wholly egotistical. Yet even
this calculus of interests is not enough to insure that the individuals

involved will consistently modify their egotistic drives even to this

extent. Therefore, when the pool of power which has been created

by the alienation of a portion of the “natural right” (which has
been defined, it will be recalled, in terms of power) and made the

endowment of the state, the “artificial body or man” appears, with
respect to the very wills which have created it, as a coercive and
restrictive power, not as a power of communication, mutuality and
enlargement. The state does not represent, as it has in the past,

and as it will again in the future, the historical realization of an
ethical ideal of sociality; it represents the projection of a dire

necessity to which only constraint can insure a continuous assent.

Moreover, the power of the state must, in addition to being
constrictive and coercive, also be absolute; for limits would rather
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it incapable ol fulfilling the intrinsic reason lor its being. Subjected

to limits, it would become but one among the contending (and

contracting) wills between which it is supposed to mediate. The
state represents a bitter act of renunciation by which the individual,

in order to persevere in life, must yield up a part of it.

The state issues forth in a code of action and a system of

sanctions. But since the state does not represent any ethical ideal

projected into society and history, its norms have only a legal and

not an ethical force. That is, they have an obligating power which
is strictly equal to the power of the state to enforce them. It is a

conventional and legalistic system of norms and sanctions. This is

the very opposite of that “ethical state” yet to be brought forth in

history by such philosophers as Hegel, in which the norms of the

state bind ethically, because the state represents not a mere principle

of necessity, but the effective ethical will of its members.

As a result, too, the members of Hobbes’ state can only be

“subjects,” because the power of the state is alien, coercive and

constrictive. They cannot, as in the ethical state, be “citizens,” for

the citizen differs in this from the subject that he obeys a power

which is an enlargement and release of himself and not an alienation

and constriction.

The further question arises: what is the form of government

which will best express and realize the nature of the state? Verbally,

Hobbes accepts the classical three-way division of the forms of govern-

ment into monarchy, aristocracy and democracy; but tills is only to

provide a frame of reference for his own reflections. As a matter of

fact, it is the monarchical form alone which offers any correspondence

to the intimate character of the state as he has drawn it; and what is

more, the monarchical form in an accentuated and even perhaps

exasperated form. Just as there can be but one state within the

range of any instance of the compact, so there can be but one

agency of power within the state which so emerges.

Moreover, that single state is subject to a dire necessity: that of

constantly increasing its power. That power is, as we have seen,

in principle absolute and without intrinsic limit. To recognize any

limit in principle, would be to reduce the state to one among the

contestants whose interests it is supposed to mediate. At the same

time, there is, due to the fact that the social compact by no means

works a transformation of the constitutive egotism of men, a constant

pattern of centrifugal forces, individuals seeking to evade the power

of the state. To realize the absoluteness which is proper to it in

principle, the state must constantly seek to bring that centrifugal

pattern firmly within the orbit of its actual power. Similarly, the

monarch, who stands at the center of the governmental structure of

the state and embodies it must constantly seek the actual extension
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and insure the actual inclusiveness of his power. It must have the

sole power to resolve all contests between subjects; it cannot tolerate

any contest of interest between itself and its subjects, individually or

in any pattern of collectivity. The state, in its idea, and the absolute

monarch are completely and organically related and expressive of

each other.

The state and the monarch cannot, obviously, tolerate any center

of authority other than their own. It cannot above all tolerate a

church with political pretenses; that is, pretenses to mediate the

interests of subjects as subjects of the state. For Hobbes, the power

of the church is reduced to the simple one of instruction and solicita-

tion to the faith. It can have no exterior apparatus of power which

might permit it in any way to enter into competition with the state

in the mediation of interests, or which might offer itself as a center

about which a concentration of counter-authority might be formed.

At the same time, Hobbes does not wish to bring the church under

any direct jurisdiction of the state and government. He would

conceive them as a strict dualism, with no crossing of interests,

because they occupy such completely diverse spheres: the one, the

contests of interests, the other, the area of faith.

He even goes so far as to subscribe to an open profession of

faith for purposes of social cohesion, even when the individuals’

internal assent may be lacking; indeed, it is within the power of the

state to prescribe such a profession. His own words again are more

imposing than any account, “A profession of faith by voice is simply

an external act, identical with any other gesture by which we
exhibit our obedience” (Leviathan c.14). It has nothing to do

with any internal assent. Religious faith as the object of individual

assent is a matter of private conscience alone.

The full import of this attitude can be appeciated only when

it is explicitly recognized that Hobbes’ dualism must be said to be

either false or misplaced (strictly in his own terms, of course). He
places this dualism as between church and state. In fact it would not

seem to lie there. What he has actually done is to introduce a

dualism into religion itself. There is that religion which can become

the object of such a profession as that which he recognizes the state

has a right to demand of its subject. But such a religion is, by this

very fact, simply another dimension of the power structure and

concern of the state; and hence is a completely lay interest. The
other religion is the one which he makes the object of the private

conscience; but this too, one cannot but feel, is not religion, since it

has no social form of expression.

B. The Cambridge Platonists

Hobbes, it has been suggested, constitutes a preparation for many
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of the ideas which will become vigent in the Enlightenment, and

what is more important, perhaps, for many of the attitudes. The

Enlightenment, however, was a complex movement. The influence

which Hobbes’ ideas was to have upon it was not direct. It was

mediated, in some cases like that of Isaac Newton, very clearly

mediated by a current of thought which set itself in direct opposition

to many of Hobbes’ basic attitudes and ideas, the Platonism of the

Cambridge school. For this reason, however little affinity there will

ultimately be found between the spirit of this movement and that

of the Enlightenment in its full flood, an account of it belongs

properly in this place in which the emergence of the Enlightenment

is being indicated.

A caution should at once be issued concerning the degree to

which this movement should be referred to as a school or even as a

movement. What held its members together was not so much a

common body of ideas or a common method as a common polemical

concern: to fight the invading forces of modern thought which

threatened to shake the foundations of the Christian ethical-religious

world view. And the most prominent object of that polemical

attitude was Hobbes and his doctrine. Platonism numbers among

its adherents and exponents both theologians such as Whichcote,

Smith and Culverwell, and philosophers of profession and great

attainments such as Henry More and Ralph Cudworth.

The movement is openly and avowedly religious in tone and

inspiration and concern. This religious preoccupation is important

for the understanding of its strictly philosophical position. In the

religious contests of the day between the Puritans and the Lati-

tudinarians, its members sought to define and occupy a middle

ground.

It sympathized with Latitudinarianism in its championing of

reason and in its advocacy of tolerance; but it differed sharply from

the motives which inspired these sentiments and attitudes. Tolerance

in Latitudinarianism was rooted in doctrinal and religious indiffer-

ence. For the Cambridge Platonists, it was rooted in religion itself,

in the belief and conviction that the sincerely religious soul had

open before it a plurality of ways to God. The advocacy of reason

in Latitudinarianism was tainted with political motives and ex-

pressed itself in doctrinal compromises. Its advocacy among the

Cambridge Platonists was rooted in the conviction that reason, of its

own force and by way of no worldly compromise, led to testimony to

the truths of Christianity.

With Puritanism it shared an unambiguous religious commit-

ment; some of the doctrinal assertions of that sect, however, ap-

peared to the Platonists both atrocious in themselves and without
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Christian warrant. Among these the doctrine of predestination was
singularly marked for rejection.

Interestingly enough, this aversion to the Puritan doctrine of

predestination is also the link between Platonism and Hobbes and

the source of its undying and relentless opposition to him. For it

saw in his doctrine of absolute causal determinism, nothing but an

expression in “lay” or non-religious terms, of that detested doctrine

of predestination.

Likewise, it saw in his purely legalistic and positivistic conception

of ethics, in his political doctrine (cf. above), a parallel to the

Calvinist doctrine of absolute and arbitrary divine decrees by
which the world and the destiny of man was governed. The objective

affinity between these terms may indeed be opened to question; but

not the fact of their association in the minds of the Platonists. What
then, in the way of positive ideas, did they offer in contrast?

From the philosophical point of view, this question can best

be answered by reference to the thought of Cudworth and More.
Ralph Cudworth (1617-1688) was professor of theology at Christ

Church, Cambridge, of which he was also master. His fundamental

work is the True Intellectual System of the Universe (1678) which
offers, in its subtitle: the confutation of all the reasons and philosophy

of atheism by the demonstration of their impossibility. In it the

opposition to Hobbes finds expression amid of mass of other material

drawn from Cudworth’s vast but somewhat antiquated learning.

This opposition rests for its main strength on one point: the effort

to restate and rehabilitate the classical Platonic doctrine of innate

ideas universal in form and prior in derivation to all particular facts

of experience. But from this epistemological priority Cudworth
concludes immediately to the metaphysical and existential priority

of the spirit over matter and the body. Thus he offers on the basis

of his revived Platonism a direct opposite principle to Hobbes’
universal materialism and his nominalism and empiricism.

In a second work, A Treatise Concerning Eternal and Immutable
Morality (1731), originally conceived as a second part of the chief

work named above, he opposes an equally direct opposite to Hobbes’
conventionalistic ethics and moral determinism (determinism of the

will). He speaks of a free rational will, which is endowed with
innate principles of morality, antecedent to all empirical law's and
having their sanction in that free rational will itself (and not in any
system of external sanctions); and the obligating force of which,
deriving precisely from the free and rational character of that will,

has a universal form anticipating the whole possible field of human
activity. Some critics, struck above all by this last doctrine, saw' in

Cudw'orth a dim anticipation of Kant’s moral formalism.

Among the Cambridge Platonists, Henry More (1614-ia87) has
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enjoyed a greater influence than might have first have been pre-

dicted. In the twentieth century, for example, so eminent an historian

of science as Alexander Koyre has given his thought considerable

emphasis in his interpretation of the great cosmological changes

effected in Mores period. More, at the beginning of his career,

professed himself an enthusiastic follower of Descartes’ philosophy.

Gradually, however, as his own reflection matured, he disengaged

himself from this first commitment to form a position entirely his

own and opposed to that of Descartes on important points. And it

is through More’s thought that Platonism touched the reflection of

the greatest genius of the Enlightenment, Newton.

The crucial point of difference between More and Descartes

concerned the relations between the notions of matter and space.

Descartes, as will be recalled, identified the two notions without

residue. To this identification, More at first assented; under closer

scrutiny, however, it revealed a contradiction at its core. Matter is

divisible into parts which may actually be distinguished from each

other. Space, however, exhibits no such character. The divisibility

of space is only apparent, not effective; any part of space, however

divided, can be thought of only in relation to space taken as a

whole. Space, therefore, is one, indivisible, and a whole; its parts do

not precede the whole but are comprehensible only in and through

the whole.

A similar consideration had presented itself to Spinoza, though

there is no evidence of dependence between them. And the con-

sequences which they drew from this common perception were

considerably diverse. Spinoza, it will be recalled, resolved this appar-

ent contradiction by raising matter, as extension, to the status of

one of the attributes of God. More also attributes extension to God;

but only after he had made clear that it must be conceived of as an

immaterial entity. He attributes, that is to say, extension, but not

materiality to God. Space is something which subsists, eternal and

unchangeable, even if every body were removed. It permeates every

body, and this would not be possible if it were itself material. It

must, therefore, be thought of as an incorporeal essence, eternal and

necessary, with the same necessity as that which characterizes the

existence of God.

These ideas were developed by More in the two works by which

he is best remembered: Enchiridion Ethicum (1695) and Enchir-

idion Metaphysician (1671). The point of contact between More

and Newton is thought to lie in the concept of the latter in which

space is said to be the “sensorium Dei”; this point will be touched

on presently again.
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C. Newton

Although indubitable traits of the mentality of the Enlightenment

are to be discerned in Hobbes, and elements of his doctrine which

will be sustained and developed like his materialism and his notion

of social compact, still with Hobbes, we are on the threshold and not

in the actual structure of this movement and age. This is even more

the case with the Cambridge Platonists, as has already been re-

marked; the relationship between them and the Enlightenment is

oblique and tangential, while their spirit would seem to differ

profoundly. The real masters of the Enlightenment, as already

noted, are Newton and Locke. But they are related to the age in

different ways.

Newton is related to the Enlightenment by the fact that he

provided it, in his natural philosophy as expounded in the Principia

Mathematica
,
with the paradigm upon the model of which that age

would try to spell out the whole of reality. It would be a mistake,

however, to say that Newton shared the ethos of the age. It is not

possible to call him unequivocally a man of the Enlightenment. In

fact, his temper is quite different; when the personal quality of his

thought is savored, it recalls rather Pascal than Voltaire. There is in

the personal thought of Newton a quality of anxiety, a real concern

for issues most analogous to those which gripped Pascal. Newton
belongs properly, of course, to the history of science; it is there that

this thought deserves and has received the most ample treatment.

From the point of view of the history of philosophy, his im-

portance lies in the manner in which his thought was interpreted to

have philosophical force over and above that which it might have in

restricted scientific terms. While the Enlightenment assiduously

studied and disseminated Newton’s strictly scientific doctrine, it did

more than this. It raised his thought to a certain elevation at which
it became the model for the exhaustive conduct of the intellect. It is

in this fact that his importance lies in this context of the history of

philosophy. As a consequence, in dealing with Newton here, his

strictly scientific positions will not engage our attention; this will be
centered on that more extensive influence which he exercised.

It was, as the eminent historian Brehier has noted, a change in

spirit, in tone of intellectual life, which was effected by the celestial

mechanics of Newton; a change in spirit wliich affected an entire

age and many persons to whom the instricacies of his physics must
forever have remained a secret.

Under the impact of this influence, the hegemony which Carte-

sianism had enjoyed was to disappear within the relatively short span
of four decades; that is, between the appearance of the Principia

Mathematica in 1689 and 1730. The latter date is suggested by no
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less an authority than Voltaire who worked most assiduously for

the spread and acceptance of Newton’s views in France; for he

writes, “It was not until 1730 that thought in France began to shake

off the influence of that philosophy of chimeras ( Cartesianism ).”

What were the traits of the celestial mechanics of Newton which

account for this cultural phenomenon? Two such traits have been

singled out by historians as especially effective; and these are, and

not by chance, the very traits which place it in direct opposition to

the physics of Descartes. The first trait is an extreme precision in

the application of mathematics to natural phenomena. This made

possible the exact calculation of great cosmic phenomena such as

the movements, weights and attractions of the planets, once the

necessary conditions were given. Since, however, those necessary

conditions could not be mathematically deduced, but only given in

experience, a vast marginal area was established which must wait

on experience for its eventual explanation. Thus was eliminated

entirely that juxtaposition, to be found in Descartes, of a mechanics

which was in principle complete and integral, with qualitative

descriptions which resisted mathematical treatment, and hence pre-

diction. These two traits of Newton’s thought are very closely

related. The first was made possible by the discovery of the ‘calculus

of fluxion”; the second by the fact that this calculus did not contain

within itself the conditions of its applicability to reality.

These two traits are inseparable; celestial mechanics demands

data which cannot be deduced from its method, and which may

remain mechanically inexplicable. Another way of saying this is to

say with Brehier that Newton has no cosmogony. He had no

exhaustive scientific system to account for the conditions which

actually prevail in the universe; nor any which would account for

its coming to be or for its being as it is and not otherwise.

But how to account for precisely this state of affairs, i.e. the

conditions to which mathematical explanation could be applied?

Chance is one such possibility. Yet it did not attract Newton. For,

he observed, if one were to suppose that the planets were hurled by

chance into the gravitational field of the sun, there is great reason

to think that they would not, in all probability, have assumed the

positions they actually occupy, or would not have described the

movements which can actually be observed and measured. Far

more appealing to him was the hypothesis of an intelligence which

gave the first and original impulse to the planet and fixed the

celestial bodies in the fields they occupy.

The implication of this is clear. Newton’s celestial mechanics

is closely bound up with a theology. His God is not, obviously, at

least in the traits which appear immediately in the foreground, the

God of Christianity. He is a geometrician; an architect. It is He who
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has combined the elements of the system in such wise that a state

of equilibrium and of continuous and periodic movement would

result. Yet it is also possible to see that this combination of mechan-

ics and theology does not enjoy the stability and equilibrium of the

universe which the geometrizing God is supposed to have arranged.

For those who, like Voltaire, accepted it and made it the first premise

of natural theology, it defined the great basic lines of deism.

Many others who followed Newtons mechanics found this un-

stable combination difficult to accept. As a consequence, they tried

to reduce this area of the mechanically inexplicable. That is to say,

they tried to extend the mechanical principles to cover also that

area of conditions which, according to Newton, could not be

derived from the calculus itself. Another way of saying this would be

to suggest that they sought to construct Newtonian cosmogonies to

account by his method for the actual state of affairs in the universe;

as this has been called, a Newtonian solution to a non-Newtonian

problem.

Nor were they mere amateurs who put their hands to this task,

who might be accused of failing to comprehend Newton’s import.

For among them must be counted such minds as Kant and LaPlace.

The form in which they put the question to themselves might be

stated thus: how does it come about that the particles of matter

should necessarily group themselves in such a manner that they

could be explained by, and only by, a mechanics of this kind?

Obviously, they are demanding an explanation uniform in character

between the coming to be of the state of affairs in the material

universe and the transactions which go on in and make up that

state of affairs. Thus Kant writes, “I cannot resist observing how
many times Newton has failed on this point (the arrangements of

the planets) in the application of a method which in so many other

matters proved so happy. Might it not be that the arrangement of

the planets is itself a result of the laws of motion?’’ Reflections such

as these led many to accept Newton’s physics, but to reject his

“metaphysics” or natural theology; that is, his tendency to excogitate

an intelligence to account for the actual state of affairs within which

his mechanic explanations might hold.

We have already noted, the difference in method between New-
ton and Descartes. For the latter, as we have seen, the explanation

of phenomena is achieved by forming an image of the mechanical

structure of which those phenomena would be the outcome. This

manner of proceeding possessed many flaws, chief among which was
its indeterminacy. The same results might be obtained by means of

very different mechanisms; while a single mechanism, if sufficiently

generalized, might account for very different sets of results. Newton
himself perceived this, and again and again asserted that all of the
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hypotheses of the Cartesians, that is, all the imagined mechanical

structures called up to explain phenomena should be eliminated in

experimental philosophy. His aphorism is classical, “Non fingo hypoth-

eses:” I do not imagine hypotheses (in this Cartesian sense). Newton
admits explanations and causes alone which can be deduced from the

phenomena themselves. This difference in method had a vast appeal

and was to transform the mentality of the succeeding age.

But what, it may be asked, is the ultimate force of this method-

ological distinction. It would seem to be this: that the philosophy

of nature is in this way freed from the philosophy of mind; or more

properly, from a certain philosophy of mind, namely, that involved

in Descartes’ procedure. For it is clear that Descartes’ method in-

volved the prior enunication of certain characteristics of mind itself;

and upon these characteristics, the procedures and validity of the

philosophy of nature were dependent. However, as the history of

empiricism was to make clear, Newton’s method, while freeing the

philosophy of nature from this philosophy of mind, was preparing

the way for another such philosophy, namely, that to be introduced

by Locke and developed into the position to be called subjective or

psychological idealism. Newton, of course, never followed out this

path of development; he was entirely free from such concerns as

his “Rules for Philosophizing” attest. But what he did say about

his method and its results became a constant subject of interpreta-

tion and a guide for the succeeding age. And from the point of view

of the history of this age, it is important above all to know the

manner in which it understood and sought to emulate Newton’s

method.

On the whole, it should be noted that Newton was more modest

and also more realistic with regard to what his procedure had

achieved and could achieve than were many “Newtonians” in suc-

ceeding decades. This may be illustrated and a norm established for

the evaluation of his subsequent positions, by his enunciation of the

law of universal gravitation. He was, in the first place, under no

illusion and made no pretense of having arrived at the ultimate

cause of the phenomena to which this law referred. He is merely

pointing out that one and the same law rules the attraction of the

earth for heavy bodies, of the moon for liquid masses, the tides, the

earth for the moon itself, and the sun for all the planets of the solar

system. The proof that the law is one and the same is entirely

empirical in basis, that is, rests on experimental evidence.

Newton’s thesis is proved if, calculated according to the laws of

Galileo, the movement, with which a heavy body placed at the

distance of the moon, would be endowed would be found to be

precisely that of the moon. (The length of the meridian of the

earth enters into these calculations. Newton, as is well known, had
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accepted a false estimation of this measurement; as a result, he

thought it necessary to abandon his theory. Subsequently, however,

his theory was completely vindicated when this measurement was

more exactly determined.) Newton called tliis “unknown” cause of

all phenomena of this order, “gravitation” or “attraction” on the

basis of an anlogy with the phenomenon of weight on the earth.

He was, however, so far from seeing in this law the cause of

phenomena that he laid down the opposite proposition to the effect

that, “Action without contact is impossible as a principle which

could not be impugned.” He applied tins principle to God Himself,

and was, as a consequence, led to hold that God is present at every

point in space, and that since His presence must be that of an active

and intelligent being, space must be Gods “sensorium.” Gravity, in

its turn, could be explained only by an action of shock or contact.

Our knowledge of phenomena, however, is too limited to permit

us to deduce this action or characterize it further. His postulation

or supposition of an ether “bathing” matter, whose properties, by

impulsion, would account for the phenomena of gravitation, is not

central to his experimental philosophy. At best it could only be cited

as a suggestion of the kind of explanatory cause which might satisfy

his problem.

His followers were not inclined to follow up tliis suggestion, if

such it truly was. D’Alembert, in his “Discours sur l’Encyclopedie”

interpreted it as a suggestion but went on to say that it had not been

fulfilled and would not, for a long time at least. The general

tendency was to consider Newton’s work complete; to conceive of

gravity as an irreducible and basic property of matter, such as

extension and impenetrability.

The Cartesian philosophy had accustomed many minds to believe,

however, that such new properties of matter could not be so dis-

covered; for in Descartes’ method, moving from the intuitive grasp

of an essence to which nothing could be added, such discovery

would be impossible. Therefore, some alleged against Newton that

he had retrogressed, introducing occult forces or qualities into matter.

D’Alembert, in the same article cited above, defended him, “What
harm can he be accused of having done to philosophy by revealing

properties of matter which we had not previously suspected? He
has but diabused us of our false confidence that we had exhausted

its properties.”

Newton offered his disciples a very different rule than that of

Descartes for determining the universal properties of matter. It is

given in the fourth of the Rules for Philosophizing, “The qualities of

bodies which can neither increase nor diminish and which belong to

all bodies of wliicli we have experience ought to be held to be the

qualities of all bodies.” The question can be decided, therefore, only
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by experiment and induction. (Locke will show himself in complete

accord with this rule, when he discusses, for example, the concept of

substance.
)
Gravity is to be attributed to matter, according to New-

ton, as one of its basic properties because, as he has shown, its

co-efficients are identical in all the bodies considered. It is measure-

ment alone which assures us of this identity of a quality in all

examples of matter, it is not necessary to give an “a priori” deduc-

tive account of attraction in order to recognize it as an incontestable

property of matter.

Voltaire sums up a view of what Newton meant and what he

had accomplished and what path was indicated and shared by many
of his contemporaries when he wrote, “Physics consists in the

progressive discovery through reason taking its point of departure in

the few properties of matter attested to us by the senses, of new
properties, such as attraction.” And he goes on, “The more I reflect

upon it, the more I am surprised that anyone should be afraid to

recognize a new property or principle in matter. Matter may well

possess such new properties in infinity. Nothing is like anything else

in nature.” ( Philosophic de Newton.)

The philosophical import of Newton’s science is, consequently,

not unambiguous. Its mechanism can orientate thought with equal

plausibility toward theology or toward a complete immanentistic

materialism. As we have seen, Newton himself took the first of these

courses. The point at which explanation stops is not clearly indi-

cated; nor is there any assurance that the mind can go beyond the

qualities evidenced by experience and which are more or less opaque.

This ambiguity or bivalency is all the more surprising when

the precision of his results is considered. Quite the opposite would

be expected: precision of results would seem to follow only from an

equal precision in principles. This contrast or ambiguity will not

escape the age of Newton’s great influence; on the contrary, it will

become the spur of much of the reflection and speculation of that

period. Of this, even Locke giv^s direct evidence.

1). John Locke (1632-1704)

Of John Locke it has been said that he philosophized as though

intending to provide the intellectual and programmatic basis for the

Enlightenment. He stands as the genius of the agr. He was a man of

sober and judicious mind and limited enthusiasms. He possessed a

sense of economy in all things which led him to resist any kind of

extravagance of claim or argument. All of these characteristics are

reflected in his thought, which on the whole, when contrasted with

the background of splendor and aspiration in western philosophy, is

modest and mundane in its objectives and restrained in its arguments

and procedures.
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His earliest writings deal with topical issues occasioned by the

religio-political strife in which England was at that time embroiled;

he writes of the necessity of a priesthood in religion, on the nature of

tolerance. These essays all date from the period 1660-1667.

The most arresting of them, dated 1664, is entitled Essay on the

Law of Nature. Its value lies in the fact that it reveals for the first

time his philosophical orientation. This has been described as oc-

cupying a position midway between that of Hobbes and that of the

Cambridge Platonists. This middle way is illustrated from the very

first section of the work which deals with knowledge. While holding

that the basis of all knowledge is “sense” understood as the act of

all men, he goes on to say that this world of sense experience is

given its character of unity by a “natural light,” the “candle of the

Lord” of the Cambridge Platonists. Also of great interest is the

chapter of this work devoted to the refutation of the doctrine of

“innate ideas
;
an argument which will continue to play an im-

portant part in the whole structure of his thought. But philosophy

did not preoccupy his mind; he pursued medical studies and collab-

orated in the work of the scientists Bayle and Sydenham. He was

elected a member of the Royal Society of London in 1668.

As regards Locke’s philosophical career, the year 1671 is the

annus mirabilis. It was in this year, while he was living in the

household of Count Shaftesbury in London, that the famous conver-

sation took place which became the origin of the masterwork, Essay

on the Human Understanding. It is at this point, many historians

agree, that a point of view peculiar to modern thought was born:

the persuasion that “the problem of knowledge” how and what, that

is to say, man can know, must precede, in the logical order, all other

considerations of philosophy. It was the dawn of the “epistemological

age” of philosophy. Locke’s own statement is of course classical:

“before we set ourselves upon inquiries of that nature, it was nec-

essary to examine our own abilities and see what objects our

understandings were, or were not, fitted to deal with.”28

Locke was entrusted by the interlocutors to prepare a short

treatment of this issue to serve as the basis of the discussion of then-

next meeting. He did so thus bringing into being the germ of the

Essay. And it is important to note that in this very first sketch there

is apparent that entangled skein of arguments which modern thought

has since sought to unravel: the problem of knowledge as such, that

of the psychological coordinates of knowledge, and that of the

objects and limits of knowledge.

Scholarship has revealed the existence of a revised form of this

first essay, which constitutes, in fact, a first projection of the final

28 Locke, John, Philosophical Works, ed. J. A. St. John (London: G. Bell and
Sons, 1883), Vol. II, p. 118.
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Essay, dating from 1 672 and entitled “An Essay Concerning Intel-

ligence, Knowledge, Opinion and Assent.” In it it is possible to recog-

nize clearly the major lines of the problems and arguments of the

final Essay. Twenty years of reflection were to intervene between the

composition of this first form and the final Essay.

During an extended stay in France, Locke became very familiar

with the thought of Descartes and acknowledged his debt to this

thinker in his exchange of letters with Stillingfleet the theologian.

But he was equally clear in his expressions of indebtedness to Bacon.

Mis career followed to a considerable extent the political fortunes

of his patron, Lord Shaftesbury; even to the point of following the

latter into exile in Holland. Here Locke came to know many of the

savants of the Continent. All this time he must have been working

on the Essay, for a first sketch of it in French was published by Le

Clerc in his journal “Biblioteque Universelle.” He returned from

this period of exile to engage in the most intense literary activity of

his career. The apogee of this activity was, of course, the publication

in 1690 of the Essay Concerning Human Understanding which was to

see a number of editions even while Locke lived.

Since Locke’s philosophical position is practically identical with

the position of this book, a careful scrutiny of its form and content

is essential. Jt will be recalled that Locke had studied and practiced

medicine; and it is a physiological simile at the opening of this

work which gives us the basic clue to his whole approach and

conduct of his inquiry. “The understanding, like the eye, whilst it

makes us see and perceive all other things, takes no notice of itself;

and it requires art and pains to set it at a distance and make it its

own object.” 29 This simile gives us several important hints.

Locke’s attitude is not, in the first place, at all sceptical. He

begins with the positivity of knowledge, by affirming this and not

denying it. His object then becomes that of turning this same power

upon itself. His position is, in fine, that which will become known

later as “Critical.”

In the second place, this simile tells us something of his basic

insights in this area. The basic act for him is perception. Perception

he is prepared to counter-distinguish, on the one hand, from the

abstract “intellect” of classical and scholastic thought, and on the

other hand, from mere sense or sensation. Perception is an act

which is at once compounded of both these elements; it is their

compact and concrete unity. He is concerned to disengage the

intelligence thus given in perception; and through this process,

again to synthesize that concrete act of perception.

The affinity to the method of analysis and synthesis, as noted in

the introduction to this section, will be clear. The elements of per-

29 Locke, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 128.
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ception which are revealed by analysis and which will then enter

into the (ideal) synthesis of perception are what Locke understands

by “ideas.” The basic assertion of his whole position emerges from

this procedure: since the act of perception is the basic and original

act of knowledge, we have no ideas save those which appear as

elements of actual perception, that is, in our experience. This is the

basic principle of Locke’s “empiricism.”

Locke states the purpose of the Essay at the opening: it is to

inquire into “the origin, the certainty and the extension of human

knowledge, the foundations and degrees of belief, of opinion and of

assent.” The similarity of this statement of purpose to the title of the

earlier work cited above cannot escape attention.

In the manner in which he conducts this inquiry, it proves to

have a dual character; logico-epistemological and psychological. This

is to say that he keeps in view in one line of inquiry two distinct

lines of concern: the psychological structure and genesis or forma-

tion of ideas is studied together with the problems of the “objective

value” of those ideas and their formal or logical relations, as for

example in procedures of inference. Later thought will tend to

separate these issues actually into three: formal logic, gnosiology,

and psychology of knowledge. Locke, however, sees them as forming

one complex inquiry and as being dependent on each other. It may
be due to the difficulties he encountered in this inquiry that later

thought felt the necessity of distinguishing these dimensions, and of

reexamining their inter-relation and dependencies. It is Kant who
will make this distinction forthrightly.

The first book of the Essay is preparatory in character. It is

devoted for the most part to a rejection of the theory of innate

ideas. Locke does not single out for special attention any specific

form of this doctrine, but tries to include in his critique all the

forms it might take whether the Cartesian or that of the Cambridge
Platonists or any other. Against this theory he alleges two arguments,

the one speculative the other empirical.

The speculative arguments run in the following manner: ideas

are mental objects, the end products of the process of perception;

but there is nothing in the mind which is not actually perceived or

understood. Consequently, there can be no innate ideas, for if there

were, we would be actually conscious of them. (N.B. This actuality

of consciousness will become a crucial point in the exchange with

Leibnitz.) This formulation is not Locke’s very own, but it is a

synthesis of the line of argument which occurs again and again in

his writing.

The empirical argument against innate ideas takes several forms.

The first is that it can be clearly established that all ideas are

acquired. To support this view, Locke has recourse to the child’s
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psychology of learning and even to reports of missionaries and

explorers on the mental equipment of primitive peoples. In another

form, Locke anticipates the argument for what may be called, and

will by Leibnitz be called, virtual innatism. He does not deny that

there is an innate (it ought rather to be called a constitutive )

capacity of the mind to acquire ideas; he does, however, deny that

any actual ideas are constitutive of this capacity. It has been noted

that at this point the necessity for some of the distinctions which

later thought, for example in Kant, will make in his complex

inquiry becomes very clear indeed.

Finally, it is to be noted that Locke does not deny the existence

merely of speculative ideas innate to the mind; he extends this

denial to practical ideas as well, i.e., those which govern human

actions. This elaborate criticism of the theory of innate ideas con-

firms. Locke in the necessity of the inquiry he is about to undertake

and the necessity of undertaking it in this precise manner.

The second book initiates the positive inquiry; and it may at

this point be noted, in order to indicate the rationale of our own

procedure, that the main line of the Essay runs from the second to

the fourth book. The third book forms a kind of parenthesis. For

this reason, we shall consider books two and four in succession, and

then revert to book three. Locke lays down the principle which

governs his entire inquiry with a rhetorical flourish which is some-

what unusual for him.

Whence comes it (the mind) by that vast store which the busy and

boundless fancy of man has painted on it with an almost endless

variety. Whence has it all the materials of reason and knowledge?

To this I answer in one word, from experience; in that all our knowl-

edge is founded and from that it ultimately derives itself.30

Immediately he goes on to say, experience has two sources,

external sensation and reflection. The latter, in turn, may also be

called internal sense. External sense introduces into the mind the

perceptions of objects existing outside the mind. (The independent

existence of such objects is here presupposed, and, as will be noted

again and again, Locke always retains this basic realism.) This

description of external sense of course implies a dual dimension in it.

On the one hand, it may be considered as the act of perceiving; on

the other, under the aspect of that which is perceived. His own

image of the eye is relevant here; Locke, however, places no great

emphasis on this duality.

Reflection is defined as the perception of the internal operations

of the mind when the mind occupies itself with the ideas which it

has received through perception. These operations furnish the mind

a0 Locke, op. cit.y Vol. I, p. 205.
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with a second set of ideas which cannot be obtained from external

objects.

It is important to note here that Locke is speaking of the ideas

of these operations. It is also to be noted that Locke, although aware

of the important differences which characterize them, continues to

treat external sense and internal, on an equal plane, so to say.

This will be one of the points on which subsequent criticism will

pick him up. Above all, it will be noted and critized that he

continually confuses the operations of the mind with the ideas

formed of these operations. Such confusions will not escape the

critical eyes of Berkeley, Leibnitz and Hume, to say nothing of Kant.

From this identification of the sources of ideas, Locke passes to

their classification. It must be noted at once that the basis of this

classification is the genesis of ideas, and that genesis is conceived to

move from the simple to the complex, from simple elements, that

is, to their composition. The manner of such complication is

conceived mechanistically
, not organically. Later critics will find a

serious confusion at this point too. Locke speaks of following a

‘plain historical method”; his critics will suggest that he follows a

method of logical analysis and mistakes it for a genetic procedure.

However this may be, he classifies ideas, first of all, into simple and
complex.

Simple ideas are first elements. They may come either from
external sense or from reflection; therefore, we must speak of simple

ideas of external sense and simple ideas of reflection. All such simple

ideas are given and original; none can be invented, neither can any
ideas once acquired be destroyed. Once given them, however, he
can repeat, compare, unify them with an unlimited variety, in this

manner forming the complex ideas. Of simple ideas of sense, Locke
distinguishes those which involve one sense: color, sound, odor; and
those which involve a number of senses: space, movement, form.

The simple ideas of reflection fall into two groups: thought or per-

ception and will. Each of these has modes proper to itself. Finally,

Locke notes a third class of simple ideas: those which involve both
external sense and reflection: pleasure and pain, power, existence,

unity.

The attention ought now, naturally, to be directed to complex
ideas; but Locke introduces first a consideration of quality and
the distinction between primary and secondary qualities. Many
critics have found this introduction a bit disconcerting. By quality

Locke means the power of an object to arouse or occasion an idea in

us. He thus conceives of a quality as a power. This, too, has oc-

casioned criticism, for it has been objected that a quality is of its

nature inert and static.

Primary qualities are those which are inseparable from bodies,
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in the sense that whatever alterations these may undergo, the quality

remains unaltered under its specific aspect. Thus if a body is divided,

each part so produced retains the basic properties: solidity, exten-

sion, figure, mobility. Secondary qualities do not, by contrast, reside

in the body or object and vary with the conditions of our sensibility,

such as colors, sounds, odors, etc.

Primary qualities are produced in us by impulse from the object;

they involve a prolongation of the action of the object on our

organs, and consequently, a similarity between the objects and the

qualities so produced. Secondary qualities, are produced by a con-

vergence of the effects of primary qualities and our organs; they

possess nothing in common with the objects.

When asked how this might conceivably come about, Locke gives

an answer which has something of the flavor of occasionalism as we

saw this doctrine in Malebranche. It is no more impossible for God

to annex certain ideas to certain movements with which they have

nothing in common, than to connect the idea of pain with the

movement of a piece of steel cutting into our flesh. There certainly

is nothing similar between the steel and the flesh.

After this excursus on primary and secondary qualities, Locke

takes up again the former line of thought to consider complex ideas.

In the classification of these complex ideas, Locke has recourse to

two criteria which he does not always distinguish clearly but which

are evident in the results. These ideas, it will be recalled, arise by

the mind’s relating simple ideas and composing them into the

complex. Therefore, the complex idea may be considered from the

point of view of the activity of the mind in this operation or from

the point of view of the elements which are combined and the

resultant composition.

Under the first aspect, three activities of the mind are to be

distinguished: to combine simple elements into a complex; to con-

front two or more simple ideas without at the same time uniting

them into one, but simply establishing a relation between them;

to abstract by which an idea is separated from all the others by

which it might be accompanied in real experience. Only the resultant

of the first operation ought, strictly speaking, to be called complex

ideas.

From the point of view of the elements of which they are

composed, complex ideas are classified according as they have as

object either modes, substances or relations. Complex ideas of sub-

stances are ideas combined of simple ideas taken as representing

distinct particular things subsisting in themselves. The ideas of

modes are ideas of things which do not subsist in themselves, but

which are affections of substances. The ideas of relations reflect

dispositions of ideas among themselves. The force of this classification
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falls principally not on the ideas classified, but on the objects of

them, substances, modes relations.

Locke considers first the complex idea of substance or more
precisely, that class of complex ideas which have for their objects,

substances. (At this point he is not talking about the idea of sub-

stance.) The elements which go to make up ideas of substances are

as follows: ideas of primary qualities, ideas of the dependent sec-

ondary qualities, the dispositions of substances to receive changes in

their primary qualities and finally, “the obscure substratum,” the

ghost of the idea of substance as such.

Substances may be divided into two classes: material and spiritual.

Extension does not, for Locke, constitute the essence of material

substance. Such substances possess a primary quality, solidity, where-

by each such body occupies a certain portion of space to the

exclusion of every other body. The essence of spiritual substances is

thought and will, which is the capacity to initiate spontaneous

motion.

Created spirits cannot exist entirely independently of matter.

The only pure spirit, entirely independent of matter, is God. God is

the universal and infinite spirit; He is the object of a unique idea.

The components of this idea are these: the idea of every desirable

quality raised to the infinite power and attributed to one single and
supreme principle (11,23).

Modes, it will be recalled, depend on and characterize substances.

It is logical, therefore, to consider them after the idea of substance

has been examined. All modes are the objects of complex ideas; the

modes themselves, however, are distinguished into simple and mixed.

Simple modes are achieved by the composition of homogeneous
modifications or qualities; e.g. a dozen consists of number and unity.

Mixed modes consist of combinations of diverse qualities; e.g., “five

miles” combines number and space or unit of distance. Mixed modes
are infinite in variety and hence not subject to classification; simple

modes follow the classification of substances into material and
spiritual.

Among the modes of material substances are to be placed exten-

sion, movement, quantity, etc. Among those of spiritual substances,

all of which are powers, (movements within us which, for their

explanation, demand causes operating from within) thought and
will are to be numbered principally. Simple modes of thought are

perception, memory, etc. Mixed modes of thought are the affections

and the passions. Modes of the will are the human acts, i.e., inten-

tional and free.

The final group of complex ideas to be examined is that of

relations. Relations, it has already been seen, arise by the confronta-

tion of two or more objects (or their ideas) without at the same
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lime uniting them into a single complex. Two such relations, be-

cause they are of primary inportance, may be singled out for con-

sideration: cause and identity. Locke has two notions of cause, 1 he

first makes it consist in the operation of some entity upon some

quality or substance; the second makes it consist or reside between

ideas. This may be seen from the classical passages in which he

describes the origin of the idea of cause.

Locke treats the relation of identity in such a manner that it

comes to involve the notion of individuation. Whereas in the rela-

tion of causality two things were confronted in such wise that the

dependence of one on the other for its existence comes into focus,

in that of relation, it is the same object in two different states of its

own existence that is confronted. I might ask, for example, whether

this is the same stone that was here yesterday. Thus the problem

becomes: in virtue of what principle does an individual being

remain identical with itself in different moments of its existence?

This may not seem very important when it is only a stone that is in

question, but its importance does become clear when it is a living

thing or a spiritual substance that is under consideration; e.g., a

self. Locke places this principle in existence itself with all its concrete

specifications. In material things like stones, the identity is con-

stituted and assured by the perdurance in existence of the com-

ponents, e.g., atoms: in living things, by a life-principle, an internal

force which presides, so to say, over the order of change in the parts.

In spiritual substances, even created spiritual substances, this prin-

ciple is consciousness.

The line of development of the second book of the Essay is taken

up directly, we have already noted, not by the third but by the

fourth book. The purpose of the fourth book is to inquire how

ideas, which have already been analyzed out into their elements, are

organized and articulated in concrete or actual knowledge. Locke

is speaking here not of knowledge in a general sense, but of that

kind of knowledge in which ideas are related and organized on

logical grounds; that is, with respect to their form and not to their

content. He does not, however, sufficiently differentiate these two to

the point of giving his line of inquiry a clean unvascillating line.

Locke begins by stating that knowledge, in a true and proper

sense, is present when we perceive not only ideas, whether simple or

complex, but also their congruence or discongruence. This kind of

knowledge may take four forms, involving the degrees or varieties

of such congruence: identity or diversity, relation, coexistence, and

real existence. With respect to the first two kinds of knowledge,

Locke maintains that the most secure and evident is that which is

intuitive; i.e., in which we perceive immediately the relationship

between two ideas. The second most secure type is that which is
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demonstrative, i.e., in which the establishment of that relationship

is reached by the way of intermediary relations. This second proce-

dure is conceived of by Locke as a complication of that of intuition,

however; for between the first and the middle, and the middle and

the third terms, the relation is perceived intuitively. So far, he has

been speaking about knowledge as involving the relations between
ideas.

In the third kind of knowledge, a further step is taken. Now the

relation is conceived to he between the idea and the object of that

idea. The question is, therefore, of knowledge, and that scientific

and organized knowledge of what really exists.

At this point it is necessary to consider Lockes view of the kind

of knowledge exemplified by mathematics. It will be recalled that the

so-called rationalist tradition held firmly to the nomothetic status of

mathematics; i.e. the kind of knowledge it exemplifed was taken as

the model of what knowledge in general ought to be in order to be
scientific.

In general, it may be said that Locke shares this attitude of

admiration toward mathematics. It represents for him, in a certain

way, the ideal of what knowledge ought to be. But he has, with

regard to it, a serious reserve. Is it able to give us knowledge of what
really exists? He does not feel this to be the case.

On the contrary, it is his essential conception of mathematics

and the mathematical sciences that they are not concerned directly

with sensible and concrete existences; they are concerned with ideal

constructions. That is to say, they are concerned only with the rela-

tions bewteen ideas. This is also the source of their greater de-

monstrative force; but it seriously limits the range of their applica-

bility.

But it also should be noted, he does not deny that there is any
relationship between mathematics and the realm of real existences.

He holds that these truths of mathematics are applicable in the

world of real existences and that we know that they are so applicable.

However, we do not know this from mathematics; he assumes we
have this knowledge from some other source.

The important thing to note is that the truth of the mathe-
matical proposition in no way depends on there being in existence

anything corresponding to those truths. If mathematics can, there-

fore, give precision to our knowledge about really existent things,

it is because there happen to exist things which correspond to those

truths of mathematics. True science, however, must be of things

which exist, of real existences. Therefore, it is necessary, in seeking

the sources and characteristics of this latter kind of knowledge, to

look elsewhere than to mathematics.

Locke’s discussion of this latter problem moves between two
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basic propositions or points of view. The first draws a very sharp

antithesis between the order of ideas and that of real existences, and

emphasizes the impossibility of any direct or easy passage between

them. “The having the idea of anything in our mind no more proves

the existence of that tiling than the picture of a man evidences his

being in the world or the visions of a dream make thereby a true

history (IV,11,1).”

The second lays down a basic principle for our knowledge of

the world of existents, “Real existence can be proved only by real

existence. Since this is the case, the whole problem of our knowledge

of the realm of real existents turns upon the question of whether we
have any direct apprehension or perception of such a real existent,

an apprehension which does not need to be mediated or supported

by any other.

Locke believes that we do possess such an apprehension or

perception. It is the perception which the conscious subject has of

itself. This perception renders the subject present to itself as a real

existent, and may therefore, presumably form the point of departure

of the kind of knowledge and proof we are seeking. “As for our own
existence, we perceive it so plainly and so certainly that it neither

needs nor is capable of any proof. For nothing can be more evident

than our own existence (IV,9,3).” The judgment which is involved

in this perception of our own existence possess the same absolute

force and certainty as that by which we apprehend the relations

which are involved in our ideas; both are intuitive.

The judgment of existence, however, has certain features of its

own. As a matter of fact, this judgment, in the case of the subjects

own existence, is unique. The only other judgment having any

similarity to it is that concerning the existence of God. The unique-

ness of this judgment resides in the fact that in it not only the

ideas, but the mind itself, is present to the understanding. No idea or

sign of any kind is needed to represent the mind. It is there not as a

“tertium quid,” but as the very substance and actuality of the entire

process. This unique knowledge of the subjects own existence

becomes, however, the basis and the model for the knowledge of

other orders of existences. We may consider first of all what knowl-

edge we may have of the existence of material things.

The existence of material things cannot be derived or assured

from the content of our ideas of material things; neither can it be

directly deduced from the existence of the thinking subject, even

though the latter is the model and basis, in some way, for our

knowledge of the existence of material things. The way lies, there-

fore, for Locke, by way of an isomorphism; that is to say, we must

seek some instance of the idea of a material thing which contains
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the existence of that thing in the same manner as the knowledge or

tlie self contains its existence.

Locke finds this isomorphic relation in certain aspects of sense

perception. The matter is of such importance that it is best to let

him speak for himself, “I ask anyone whether he is not invincibly

conscious to himself of a different perception when he looks on the

sun by day and thinks on it by night; when he actually tastes worm-

wood or smells a rose or only thinks on that savour or odor (IV,

2,14).” Locke does not try to analyze or characterize this difference;

nevertheless, he asserts it is as clear as the distinction between any
7 J

two distinct ideas.

This particular “tang of reality,” as one commentator has called

it, is at once identified by Locke with a perception and consciousness

of the actual entrance of ideas from particular external objects

(IV,2,14). We are by this fact assured of their existence. These ideas

of actual sensation of existence are coercive; in this they differ from

memory and imagination, and point inevitably and assuredly to an

external cause in existence.

The reader has, no doubt, been led to expect much more than

this by Locke’s whole line of treatment; he must inevitably expe-

rience some disappointment. Locke, too, is aware that this line of

argument lacks something of the force which we have been led to

expect. The conviction of the existence of material things which is

secured in this way falls short of the requirements of knowledge
which he has been outlining. It does go beyond bare probability and
does put us past doubting; however, it is not so certain as our

intuitive knowledge or the deductions of reason when it is employed
about the clear abstract ideas of our minds (IV,3,3). It lacks

theoretical completeness; but it does possess a practical sufficiency.

Moreover, he limits its validity to the existence of particular material

things while they are present in an actual perception; e.g. the sun
while we are actually looking at it. When we pass to the assertion of

the continued existence of such an object after it has ceased to be
the actual object of an actual perception, we enter the realm of

probability.

Since Locke has divided substances into material and spiritual,

it might be expected that he would now consider the question of the

existence of other spiritual substances, i.e. other subjects. He does
not, however, pass on to this problem. He confines himself to saying

that of the existence of finite spirits, we can have but faith, and this

he says in a context which seems to make it clear that he is not
thinking of other subjects or selves, but rather of some order of non-
human spirits. He does not consider directly the question of the
existence of other minds.

In conclusion then, it may be said that Locke s inquiry ends bv
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recognizing two distinct and mutually exclusive orders of knowledge.

The first is that of existence which we have been discussing imme-

diately above. This is obviously very limited; it is obtained by actual

contact with real existence at selected points so to say: the self, God,

the actual perception of an actually present material object. The

second is the universal knowledge of science. This knowledge is due

to the consideration and analysis of our own abstract ideas, and there-

fore cannot assert or concern anything about existence. The classifi-

cation of knowledge given at the opening of the fourth book, while

more articulated in form, is actually in principle subordinate to

this twofold division of knowledge.

This dualism becomes very important throughout the discussions

of knowledge in the Enlightenment. Its articulation is one of the

basic factors which makes Locke, in this area, the master of the

period. But Locke himself is not unaware that this distinction is

actually unsatisfactory. Others after him will perceive this too; and

while working within the framework of this distinction, they will

labor at the same time to close up this fractious dualism and to

restore an integrity of some kind to man’s knowledge of reality.

The discussion of book three of the Essay, it was noted above,

forms something of a parenthesis in the line of argument of the

whole. Nevertheless, Locke, as some commentators have noted, placed

great value on this book and considered that in it he had advanced

something quite new. In fact, this is indeed the case; but the fact

is also true that he does not make any integrated use of what

is new here in the development of his argument. This is the reason

why the book remains something of a parenthesis. Later philosophers,

it should be noted, will appreciate the novelty of the contents of the

book, and will make greater use of it than Locke did himself.

The subject of the book is language. Locke is at once deeply

impressed and puzzled by the function which language plays in

thought and knowledge. He realizes that this role is certainly not

extrinsic; that is, language is not just a tool, it enters in some way

into the very fabric of thought and into its very processes.

Locke’s analysis of linguistic processes is not profound enough

to enable him to exploit to any great extent this very sure insight.

His discussion remains at the more conventional level of universals

and nominalism.

Since things which exist are all particulars, he noted, it would

seem that the names referring to them ought also to be particular.

Obviously, this is not the case. In our own language, on the contrary,

most words are general words. Certainly this cannot be a matter of

chance; some necessity must govern this situation. It first occurs to

him that economy or utility dictates it; the cumbersomeness of a

language made up entirely of proper names is apparent. We, there-
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fore, group a number of tilings under a single term which stands

for the entire group, species, or genus and which renders expression

and communication easier (also, of course, much less accurate, more
open to ambiguity and misinterpretation).

Such terms obviously do not belong to the nature of the things

so referred to; they are artificial products of our minds, created by
the process of abstraction. Nevertheless, this is not a merely arbitrary

process. Abstraction takes account of certain real properties of

objects, though it disregards others; therefore, these general terms

have a basis in the things themselves. But this basis is not the same
in all cases. It is most adequate in simple ideas, i.e. the names of

simple ideas; less so in the case of complex ideas, because here, so

to say, the process of abstraction is redoubled.

Still, Locke remains essentially innocent of any penetration of the

mediatorial process which language plays in thought and hence in

our knowledge. Had he so penetrated this process, there can be little

doubt that the line of argument of the Essay would have been
profoundly influenced by the argument of Book III, and this would
not have remaind a parenthesis.

If Locke is established as the dominant influence in the En-
lightenment by the inquiry conducted in the Essay

,
this position is

exteneded and fortified by the doctrine of the Two Treatises on
Government which appeared without the authors name in 1690.

Indeed, it ought to be said, that while the first influence may be
thought to be deeper, because of the nature of its argument, the

second is the more extensive for the same reason.

The first of the treatises is directed against Robert Filmer, who
had developed a “patriarchal” conception of government and of the

state. The second is an original and personal inquiry, and charac-

teristically takes the form of an inquiry into the “origin, extension,

and end” of civil government. The similarity of the form of the

staement of the purpose to that of the purpose of the Essay is clear.

This second treatise has more than once been called the charter of

modern “liberalism” in the theory of the state and of government;
and as such, it is absolutely a basic document for the whole history

of modern political thought.

The first treatise may be dealt with briefly. Although dominantly
negative in tone, it does contain positive insights of value for the

understanding of Locke. Chief among these is the distinction be-

tween public and private authority; a distinction, it should be noted,

which all political thought having a theological bias is apt to over-

look.

Filmer had offered a view of the state and of Government in

which these would proceed directly from God as a prolongation of

the absolute and paternal authority given to Adam by God over Eve
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and over all the human race to come. Such an authority must be

essentially paternal, making the state indistinguishable from the

family or any other kin-group, and obstructing the emergence of the

notion of law as mediating a relation freed from these characteristics

and raised to a higher level. The state must remain a private

domain; authority purely paternal.

Locke points out that paternal authority contains its own limits

which impede it from transforming itself into a public authority.

It extends of its very nature only to the point at which the offspring

becomes mature and able to fend for itself. At this point, the off-

spring becomes, so far as the father is concerned, a rule to himself,

and only the persistence of certain attitudes such as that of piety

can continue a mode of subjection which is no longer objectively

coercive.

The state enters at the point of relation between a plurality of

such autonomous persons as mature sons are recognized to be. It

corresponds to a public situation; that is, one in which they confront

each other as persons, each sui juris. The relation and confrontation

are unmediated by other such relations as blood and paternity. The

state, therefore, bears indelibly the marks of publicity and legality.

But these insights receive no further positive development.

As Filmer was the polemical object of the first treatise, so Hobbes

is of the second, though he is unnamed in the work. The point of

contact between them is the supposition of a state of nature prior to

the formation of political society, in which men are all free and

equal. It will be recognized at once that this state corresponds for all

logical purposes to the point at which the argument with Filmer had

left off, that is, the point at which the son inevitably becomes the

person.

The state of nature is simply the coexistence of a plurality of

persons of this kind. In contrast to that of Hobbes, which, it will be

remembered, presented man as in a state of warfare with his fel-

lows, Locke depicts this state of nature as pacific. That state of

nature is in fact a state of law: the law of nature, which is accesible

to all by reason of their rational character. Peace ensues simply by

the spontaneous conformity to this law implanted in the rational

nature of each human person.

This law embraces a system of rights. It prescribes that each

shall have full and free disposition of himself, subject to no other

will; that he shall have proprietary rights to the fruit of his labor and

to that portion of the earth which he renders fruitful by his labor.

Since Locke thinks of work as wholly individual and not as social,

the property thus conceived is private property.

A weakness in the peace of the state of nature is that there exists

no guarantee or sanctions against the aggressor. So long as an initial
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state of abundance prevails, there will be little occasion of such

aggression. With demographic and other pressures, however, conflict

becomes inevitable. It is the necessity of providing against this situa-

tion and of securing adequate guarantees for rights that men are

induced to leave the state of nature and the rule of the law of

nature to enter into society and subject themselves to positive and

coercive legislation.

Obviously, in bringing such a state into being, men do not

entirely alienate their natural rights; they yield up only those whose

exercise is incompatible with the need for a common defense and

system of sanction against invasion of natural right. These other

rights remain intact and subject to the law of nature, which thus

opposes a natural limit to the law of the state. The rights of the

individual person in no way derive from the state; he has previous

title bv nature to them all. Here we are in the presence of one of the

most important concepts of modern political and legal theory.

Since the state, as thus called into being, is the creature of men
and instituted for the benefit of individuals, it is by nature a limited

structure. Its area of power and its mode of exercising power are

restricted by the limited necessity which it serves. Absolute monarchy,

consequently, cannot be considered a civil form of government. A
civil government is by nature limited and temperate; its officers do

not exercise an arbitrary dominion, but serve the public interest

which circumscribes the orbit of their power and activity.

For the same reason, Locke can form no clear notion of sover-

eignty. What sovereignty he does recognize, he places in the people.

The people originally call the state and government into being. They
are its ultimate judges; they can resist it and even overthrow it by
revolutionary means when it seems to violate its original character

and purpose. Neither is this popular sovereignty, however, absolute,

in the manner in which Rousseau will conceive it. Locke emphasizes

instead the distinction and division of powers in the state: the

legislative, the executive, and the judicial; to which he adds the

federative, which concerns the external affairs of the community.
An important aspect of Locke’s social thought is contained in

his Letter on Tolerance written while he was in exile in Holland in

1685 and addressed to his acquaintance Limborch. As has many
times been noted, the theme is not tolerance at all; it is a theory

of religious liberty, a notion much more positive. The basic principle

is the inviolability of the private and personal conscience by the

state and its immunity to any kind of invasion. Its second principle,

less secure than the first, is that religion belongs to that sphere and
that sphere alone. Therefore, the individual cannot yield up this

right of freedom of conscience, neither can the state invade it. It

is an absolute and inalienable ri^ht Guaranteed bv the law of nature.O O J
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In its exercise, however, the individual, as he is inviolate from

invasion, is forbidden himself to invade the private conscience of

others, either directly or through the state. Likewise, the state finds

an absolute limit in the conscience of the individual; and at the

same time, it is committed to insure the inviolability of every

conscience from invasion either by itself or from any other.

The theme of education, as might be expected, is one of the

greatest interest in the age of the Enlightenment. Indeed, enlighten-

ment and education are, under certain aspects, interchangeable

terms. In this area, too, Locke, through his work Some Thoughts on

Education (1693), exercised considerable influence. He understands

education in a very broad sense and not merely in the sense of

instruction; it is the formation of the whole man. As such he assigns

it four duties or offices: virtue, prudence, manners and instruction.

Its aim is clearly not the scholar, the savant, or the learned man,

but the gcnteleman. Locke certainly would not have denied this.

The process of education should move by counsel rather than by

precept; it should create an environment which will release the

latent rational character of the subject of education. Education

should prepare the individual for free activity and self-rule. Locke

assigns an important place to physical education; and in addition

draws up a rather minute curriculum of instruction for the ideal

program. In these aspects he recalls definitely aspects of the Greek

ideal as depicted for example in the Republic. It is liberal education

that he has in mind, free from pedantry and over-specialization.

Locke closes his great career with some minor works on Govern-

ment and the Reasonableness of Christianity. It would be an exag-

geration to assign any individual importance to these works. They

do, however, preserve the spirit of Locke: at once urbane, pene-

trating, and yet on the whole, not profound; diffident toward all

extremes, and guided sometimes, by this very diffidence into middle

positions in which a great deal of the truth proves to rest.

E. George Berkeley (1685-1753)

Of George Berkeley, it has been said that few philosophers have

been more precocious, or have more quickly reached a fixed and

final position. It should be added that his precocity was joined to

very original speculative powers. It would be a mistake to consider

him the developer of another’s position; although the order of history

frequently suggests that he might stand in this position to Locke.

Actually, his was by far the more truly speculative mind, as very

acute critics, such as the philosopher Giovanni Gentile in our own

day, points out.

He was an Irishman of a family of English origin. After his

education at Trinity College, Dublin, he became Master of Arts and
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a fellow there in 1707. His Inquiry into the Principles of the Human
Understanding appeared soon afterward in 1710; and is recognized

as containing the chief lineaments of his final position. But scholars

have successively shown that one aspect of this position had already

made its appearance in the New Theory of Vision, which had been

published in 1709, while in the Commonplace Book, which he had
kept with great care during the years 1705-1708, they have discovered

the system in process of construction. And the Dialogues Between
Hylas and Philanous, published in 1713, is recognized as a restate-

ment of it for a wider audience. The remainder of his long career

saw the constant refurbishing and refinement of what he had, in his

opinion, firmly established.

The constant motive of Berkeley’s labors was as straightforward

as the man himself: to revive the moral and religious tone of the day
through the defeat of free-thought by the correction of its philo-

sophical errors. This motive remained the lamp of his fife during the

rather unusual career that was his.

While in London, in 1713, he attacked Arthur Collins, one of

the foremost of the free-thinkers; in the pages of the “Guardian.”

Between 1713 and 1720 he spent a great deal of time on the Con-
tinent, and in 1720, at Lyon in France, composed his work De Motu
directed against the physics of Newton. The following year he was
installed as dean of Derry.

The year 1723 opened a remarkable phase of his life. He had
fallen heir to a substantial fortune and was determined to make use
of it for the founding of a college in the Bermudas in order to

advance the cause of the Christian religion in the American posses-

sions of Great Britain. He was given a grant for this purpose by the

English government and set sail for America. In Rhode Island he
spent a period of futile waiting; the money never came from the

government. Meanwhile, the project of the college had begun to

pall on him. He spent the time until his return to England in 1732
on the study of Plotinus and Proclus, an occupation to be reflected in

his later writings; in cultivating the acquaintance of Jonathan
Edwards, the celebrated American preacher who became the advocate
of Berkeley’s ideas in America; and in the composition of Alciphon:
or The Minute Philosopher which was published on his return to

England.

At this time, he brought out a third edition of the New Theory
of Vision. The controversy occasioned by this, together with the
publication of Alciphon, led to the composition of the Defense of
The New Theory of Vision (1733); and of the Analyst in 1734. The
latter year also saw new editions of the Principles and the Dialogues.

As Bishop of Cloyne, he engaged in discussions on various aspects
of the state of Ireland. The year 1744 saw the publication of his
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last work Siris in which, in the course of expounding the curative

powers of tar-qater, he also examined aspects of neo-Platonic meta-

physics. He left Ireland for Oxford with his family; and there he

died unexpectedly on January 14, 1753.

The composition of the Principles had already formed itself as a

serious project in Berkeley’s mind in 1702 and the entries of the

Commonplace Book consequently constitute a first introduction to

liis principal work. There, for example, he writes, “It is not my
intention to construct a ready-made metaphysics in the scholastic

manner, but rather one whose usefulness in the sciences: of optics

and geometry, etc., could be shown.” There is also an indication of

what the full form of the Principles might have been. In addition

to the Introduction and the First Book (all of the works actually do

appear under that title), mention is made of a second which ap-

parently would have taken up the application of his theories to

optics and geometry, and of a third book which would ostensibly

have been devoted to morals.

The De Motu presumably supplies a portion of the matter which

would have occupied the second book; and it is possible that the

Alciphon stands in a similar relation to the third. Very important is

the statement in which Berkeley outlines the end of the entire work,

“The whole is directed toward practice and morality as these flow

above all from the demonstrations of the nearness and presence of

God, . . . and secondly to reject superfluous effort in the sciences.”

Some of the dicta of the Commonplace Book serve to give an

excellent sampler of Berkeley’s clarity of expression, his constant

direction of thought, and his basic theoretical commitments. Thus

in number 328 he writes, “It is folly for men to underestimate the

senses; without their help, the mind can attain neither knowledge

nor thought.” The Cartesian “Cogito” is either absurd (731), or

simply contrary to truth (537). Some of the pretensions of mathe-

matics offend him: The folly of the mathematician is to judge sense

perceptions without relationship to the senses . . . (370). The com-

plexity of time attracts him: If time has that fixed measure which

the physicists assign to it, why does it flow more slowly in sorrow

than in joy? The relativity of space suggests itself to him: a line

changes with our position; this should, he thinks, embarrass the

mathematicians somewhat (521). Locke comes in for censure on a

number of points: The distinction affirmed by Locke between the

material and the spiritual worlds is vain (528); “Is there any real

distinction between the ideas of reflection and those of sensation

(575)?” Finally, “Only persons, properly speaking, exist; that is to

say, conscious things; all other things are less existences than they

are modes of existence of persons (24).” The whole of the quality

of Berkeley is in these expressions; and his is obviously a philo-
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sophical mind which fully deserves the tribute which Hume accords

it in his Treatise of Human Nature 1,1,7).

The sentiment restricting existence properly so called, noted

above, serves to introduce the problem and the doctrine of the

New Theory of Vision. Is not the existence of the material world

constituted of material objects, 1 laving determinate magnitudes,

separated by measurable distances, attested to us directly by sight?

Berkeley does not think so. We err in thinking that we see distances,

magnitudes, etc.; we see none of these things.

Berkeley is, in fact, as has many times been pointed out, deleting

the traditional distinction between proper sensibles and common
sensibles, as these have been defined since Aristotle. He retains only

proper sensibles. The common sensibles such as are studied by geom-

etry, are referred to touch, and the object of that science becomes

tactile extension. The proper sensibles are then taken up entirely

into the subject, like the secondary qualities of Locke; they are as

intimate to the subject as pleasure and sorrow or joy.

But how does it come about that we think that we see these

features? It is because we learn by experience that the infinite

variability of light and colors corresponds to variability in distance.

To test this view, he suggests that we try to imagine our condition

antecedently to experience. As in the case of the man born blind,

now made to see, “The objects of sight would appear to him only

as fresh sequences of thoughts or sensations, each of which is as

intimate to himself as his perceptions of pain or pleasure.”

In our own case, we have learned by repeated experience that a

certain adaptation of the eye is correlated to a certain distance;

that objetcs differ in clarity of outline as they differ in distance etc.

Such adjustments become signs in which we read those properties

which touch would enable us to perceive directly. It is not vision,

therefore, which leads us to conclude to the actual existence of

external objects opaque to thought.

Furthermore, between these adaptive states which serve as signs,

and the properties they are taken to signify, there is no resemblance

or necessary connection. The relation is like that which would exist

in a world language; since such relations are not determinable a

priori, they have to be learned. The image or metaphor is pressed to

an extreme conclusion. All language is instituted by mind; this

universal language learned from experience must have been estab-

lished by a universal mind, by a decree of a providence which rules

over all.

The analysis of vision does not impel us toward the existence of

material things, but turns our minds rather first upon ourselves as

subjects and then upon the supreme and universal mind. The basic

motive appears very clearly. However, Berkeley seems to have for-
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gotten for the moment that lie has held that touch does put us into

direct contact with material objects. This seeming nod of Horner

serves as a leader into the consideration of the doctrine of the

“Treatise*' and the “Dialogues.”

The New Theory of Vision had placed in sharp relief the

notion of a “visual language.” Our understanding of this language

and its signs is of the greatest importance for our comprehension of

the process of knowledge. If we limit ourselves to considering them

as signs lor tactile qualities, placing emphasis on the mind which

constructs and interprets the language, we shall be on the right

road. Serious confusion must arise, however, if the signs are taken

for realities. Berkeley appreciates the fact that this is the situation

with all language: it tends to interpose itself like a veil between

ourselves and our ideas, and our minds and the world.

He notes, with great acumen, in the Commonplace Book (710)

that Locke would have done better to have begun his inquiry with

the third book, i.e. that on words which, as we have seen, stood as

something of a parenthesis in the main line of Locke’s argument.

A better consideration of this problem of language would have

altered and no doubt improved the argument of both the preceding

and succeeding book.

He himself puts the problem in the fanciful manner for which

he shows a rather strong leaning: what would be the case of the

solitary, alone in the world, who would have knowledge without

words (555)? The Treatise, as its first step, tries to bring this

situation about. Berkeley proposes to represent to himself the ideas

which he must consider as entirely stripped of linguistic association,

in their purity, and to banish from his thought the words to which

usage has associated them. He invites the reader to do the same,

i.e. to make Berkeley’s own words the occasion for the reader’s

personal thought which he hopes will be the same as that he,

Berkeley, followed in composing them.

Berkeley points out unambiguously the danger to which language

<nvcs rise. It is the source of our belief in abstract ideas. This beliefO
is the source of the principal philosophical error: the belief in the

reality independent of the mind. From this belief stems all error

both in science and in conduct.

Locke, among the philosophers, offers the best example of the

doctrine of abstract ideas which Berkeley is concerned to confute.

For Locke, as has been noted, held the abstract idea to be a con-

struction of the understanding, employed by the human reason as a

substitute for the real but unknown essences of things in order to

give meaning to words and to be able to communicate ideas and

reason upon them.

In Berkeley’s opinion, this construction is not possible; and if
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possible, it would be without utility. The impossibility resides in the

fact that the idea of a movement, for example, which would be

neither rapid nor slow, straight or curved, is a contradiction; both

contraries cannot be excluded. Nor would it be of any use. In order

to reason and to effect demonstrations, all that is necessary is a

particular idea which may stand as the sign of other particular

ideas. The importance of this observation can hardly be overesti-

mated in Berkeley’s system; it indicates what thinking is for him.

To think is not to seize upon an abstract essence, real or nominal;

it is to pass from one idea to another by means of the sign.

Abstractionism arises from a misinterpretation of the nature of

language and how it functions. He returns to the solitary theme

mentioned before; he would never think of genera nor of species

nor of general ideas. It is an error to think that each word in a

language must signify an abstract thing if the language is to have

meaning. Language is the impulse to a complicated movement of

thought which is not governed by a rigid etiquette, but is always

supple and able to develop in a variety of directions.

It is belief in abstract ideas which leads to the belief in the

existence of things independently of the mind. The modern philos-

ophers, like Descartes, Malebranche, and Locke, had resolved all

tilings into modalities of the mind; at the same time, they clung to a

physics which asserted the existence of matter as a substance distinct

from mind. And they did not seem to be aware of this conflict;

witness, Locke and his theory of primary and secondary qualities.

Berkeley favors the first member of this dichotomy. Why then not

pursue its internal logic and bring the second within its scope as

well?

This internal logic indicates that from the nature of the idea, it

can exist only if it is perceived by a mind. As soon as it is no longer

perceived, it must cease to exist. “Esse est percipi.” To exist is to be

perceived. An existence not subject to this norm is simply one of

those abstract ideas against which he has been inveighing. It is

impossible. Further, it is clear that the only thing which can be

said properly to exist is the mind as perceiving and that which in

the act of perceiving, it perceives. “Esse est percipere et percipi.”

Finally, the active and the passive are but dimensions of the same

act or reality. They are not members of a dualism which is capable

of any kind of resolution, into, for example, a mind which does not

perceive, or a thing which exists but is not perceived.

This observation has axiomatic force for Berkeley; nor does he

offer it as anything original. It is simply what the modern philos-

ophers thought and said but what they did not pursue to its term.

Instead, they proceed to make and defend distinctions which destroy

the force of their doctrine. Locke and Descartes clung to the notion
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that ideas are representative; that is, eopies or images of an external

reality. Berkeley, however, points ont that this is absurd, since an
idea can only be like another idea.

He confronts these philosophers with a dilemma: these “rep-

resentative ideas are either perceived or not perceived. If per-

ceived, they are ideas; if not, what is there to say about them?
Locke concedes as much with reference to secondary qualities; he
draws back from its admission with respect to primary. This re-

luctance cannot be admitted. The reasons which are persuasive

against the external status of secondary qualities apply with equal
force to primary qualities.

He has recourse to the tactics of the sceptics: sweetness cannot
inhere in the wine, since the wine is bitter to an ailing palate. In

the same manner, magnitude cannot reside in bodies, since it varies

with distance; and so, too, for solidity which varies with force

applied. He will admit that qualities can be distinguished from a

psychological point of view on the basis of their difference of affective

tone; sweetness may be pleasant, while magnitude may be neither

pleasant nor unpleasant. But the absence of such affective tone is no
ground for assigning external status to the qualities from which it is

absent.

A final argument enlists the aid of Lockes critique of substance;

such external qualities must have a subject in which to inhere.

Lockes critique of substance has already revealed the inconsequence

of such a condition.

Berkeley’s position places him in conflict with the achievement

of modern science. Modern philosophy had made the idea the

immediate object of knowledge. With this he was in accord. At the

same time, modern science had brillantly developed a mechanistic

physics. And it had done so under the persuasion that such a physics

was not only in accord with, but was both supported and demanded
by the modern view of knowledge and its object. In this second

persuasion, Berkeley does not share.

The living link was the theory of the distinction between the

confused and the clear idea. The clear idea, it will be remembered,

was thought to have necessarily as its object a true and immutable

objective nature. Berkeley’s line of thought, however, dispenses

with this distinction and hence dissolves that link. That distinction

is the product of a fallacy long ago recognized: the vicious circle.

Ideas like extension, movement, and number, are abstract ideas,

and hence, in his view, without existence. Their clarity does not

establish the basis for mathematics and mechanistic physics; on the

contrary, these disciplines support themselves by endowing those

ideas with special force.

By these contentions he placed himself in a conflicting position.
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He seemed, on the one hand, to be denying and undermining all

that modern mathematics and physics had gained. From another

point of view, however, it could be made to appear that he was

suggesting a basis for these achievements which was both strong and

original and not subject to the limits he had pointed out in the

earlier attitude. Obviously, objections were not slow in coming; the

first were advanced in the name of common sense. Berkeley, how-

ever, was both ready and agile in meeting them, and the manner in

which he does so contributes much to an understanding of his ideas.

If being and existence consist only in being perceived, common

sense objected, how is any distinction possible between reality and

the fictions of our imagination? Berkeley rises quickly to this one;

the distinction is easily established. Some ideas arise in me in-

dependently of any movement of the will. Such are possessed of

special strength or intensity and vividness. Moreover, they appear

according to regular laws or sequences: the appearance of one

arousing the expectancy of the appearance of another. The realm of

such ideas is what we call nature; and it is adequate to satisfy the

most exacting demands of common sense. All common sense demands,

in demanding the reality of body, is the regular combination of

ideas of this kind. If, in addition, it be argued that common sense

demands the permanence of such things, i.e. their perdurance even

when not perceived by the act of perception of a given subject, this

demand may be adequately satisfied by pointing out that those ideas

possess being not in one mind only, but in many minds and in the

universal mind.

The objections from the part of science, that is, mathematics

and mechanistic physics, demand a more careful approach; but

Berkeley rises to it. The argument centers about two ideas, the

mathematical infinite and force or cause. Each is the basis of a

solid achievement of modern science, i.e. the infinitesimal calculus

and the Newtonian dynamics respectively.

According to Berkeley, mathematics has a sensible object; num-

ber, magnitude etc. If these are understood without reference to

sensibles, they are abstract and false ideas. The space, however, which

can be perceived by the senses is not subject to infinite division.

There is both a tactile and a visual minimum beyond which nothing

either exists or is perceptible. Infinite divisibility would seem to

imply an extension which exists unperceived. But Berkeley insists,

every magnitude is composed of a finite number of visible minima.

It is not possible to have the idea of a space which is greater than

any given, i.e. perceived space; since an idea is an idea of some-

thing given, it cannot be greater than itself. That which is perceived

cannot be greater than that which is perceived. Esse est percipi.
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Obviously, this did not satisfy the mathematecian, and did nothing

to advance mathematics.

Against the objections advanced in the name of Newtonian

physics and dynamics, Berkeley advances the notion that physics is a

science of laws and not of causes. Newton, of course, was persuaded

to the contrary; the notion of cause in the realm of matter was
essential.

Berkeley inititates an analysis of cause which leads him not to

nature, but in a direction similar to that already taken by Male-

branche, i.e., to the attribution of causality only to God. In Berkeley’s

view, the ideas or perceived beings into which the external world

dissolves upon analysis are completely passive. It is a fiction to

assign to them active, constitutive powers, for these do not appear

in perception.

What does appear in experience is that such power, force, or

causality belongs to the perceiving agent; we perceive ourselves, in

the very act of perception, as agencies, active principles, free in the

sense of undetermined from without. All causality involves ideas; to

be a cause is to be a cause of ideas. Such causes bring about definite

patterns of succession of ideas in the mind. Thus to say that we are

free to move ourselves is the same as to say that our mind can

produce in us certain successions of ideas which are, for us, for

example, the movement of our limbs.

Ideas and patterns of ideas which are produced in us without

our willing, are to be assigned to other minds, not to things. Certain

movement we experience, certain sights and sounds which we see

and hear are signs of the existence of other minds, signs which cannot

reasonably be doubted.

Finally there is a third class of such ideas and patterns or succes-

sions of ideas, other than those which we produce in ourselves and

which are produced in us by other, finite minds. This third class or

group is made up of the ideas we call “nature.” The characteristic of

these is that the groups and series in which they appear are so

regular that the perception of any single idea becomes, through

experience, a sure sign of another idea. These ideas, however, cannot

be attributed either to ourselves or to other finite minds; they must,

on the contrary be assigned, to an omnipotent mind, the creator of

nature, whose volition is constant, acting according to unfailing

rules. These rules become for 11s the laws of nature.

Science is concerned to discern and formulate these rules. That

is why he calls it legalistic and not causal. Nature may be said to be

not a system of “causes,” but the language in which God speaks to

us. Laws are the concern of science; causes are the concern of

metaphysics. For metaphysics speaks to us of minds, and ultimately

of the divine omnipotent mind, whose language nature is. Science is
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concerned merely to spell out these laws. But science is not an end in

itself. It is directed not merely to the fomulation of these laws; it

serves rather to prepare for the insight into what those laws mean.

These laws, since they are dictated by a free agency, the divine

will, are guided by wisdom not by necessity. Properly interpreted,

they speak to us of His wisdom, providence, and benevolence. Thus

the basic motive of Berkeley’s thought star.ds revealed again: to

reject and refute free thought; to bring, by way of true philosophy,

the mind back to the attestment of God and His works and wisdom.

In the light of these principles, Berkeley intrepidly undertakes a

critique of mechanistic physics, and in particular, the physics of

Newton. He is not concerned to deny the solid and splendid achieve-

ments of this physics; but these, he feels, must be dissociated from

certain prejudgments which cloud their interpretation. The force of

his criticism, which we cannot follow in detail, lies in the charge

that the physicists have the tendency to hypostatize; to substitute

things for relations. Thus, where he perceives laws, in Berkeley’s

sense, he tends to posit forces and causes and to describe what he has

discovered in these terms; creating thus the fiction of this realm of

external causes. Thus he asserts that the terminology of the New-

tonian dynamics: solicitio, nisiis, conatus, vis, designates acts of the

mind; it is a mere metaphor to attribute them to bodies.

It is necessary, however, to understand just what it is that

Berkeley opposes to the Newtonian absolutes: number, extension,

movement. He does not oppose to absolute movement, for example,

a relative movement. He introduces, rather, the presence of the

motive principle, and this can be for him only mind and spirit.

Relative motion can be distinguished from absolute motion still in

the realm of “tilings”; Berkeley is suggesting that this entire realm

must be referred to mind and spirit.

In the Alciphon especially, Berkeley is concerned to relate all

these reflections to his original purpose; the preservation of religion.

Mechanistic physics, when interpreted as supporting the independent

existence of matter, inevitably leads men to atheism. It gives rise to

the “minute” philosophy, the philosophy which is so concerned with

the minutiae of the universe that it overlooks the greatness of the

divine works. His efforts have been to show that nature, properly

interpreted, leads to the affirmation of God, not to His negation.

On the other hand, he is not at one with the customary apologetic

of his day, which would make “natural religion” the preamble to the

acceptance of revealed religion, that is, Christianity. Natural religion

is rather consequent upon the acceptance of revealed religion. With-

out the latter, only minds of rare speculative power (notoriously

infrequent), could come to a knowledge of natural religion.

The basic elements of his philosophy thus present themselves in
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the following pattern: a universal mind, God, which communicates
itself to other minds in an order and fixed language; a physics which
spells out the laws ol this language; and a metaphysics which
discerns their significance, i.e. the manner in which they lead back

to that universal mind. This pattern, as many historians have noted,

leaves the reader somewhat unprepared for the doctrine of the

Siris, the work of Berkeley s old age.

The image of the universe presented in the Siris is drawn from

the neo-Platonic and neo-Pythagorean writings which the Renais-

sance had rediscovered and upon which it had expended so much
of its speculative effort. It will be recalled that Berkeley had become
engaged with these writings during his American sojourn. But these

opinions and doctrines had fallen out of favor; the seventeenth

century did not share the tastes of the sixteenth for occult and

marginal wisdom, bordering on the mystical. Even the so-called

Cambridge Platonists showed scant sympathy with very basic aspects

of the doctrine as it had been cultivated in the Renaissance. There-

fore, in taking up this strain of speculation, Berkeley presents himself

as the renewer of the Renaissance tradition.

But to what purpose? The answer is constant: the better to refute

free thought and to return men’s minds to the knowledge and rev-

erence of God. Moreover, it must be noted that in his re-presenta-

tion of this neo-Platonic doctrine, Berkeley places emphasis upon

it which makes it out to be corroborative and extensive of his own
immaterialism. Therefore, for him at least, this doctrine constitutes

no new departure, no radical break with what he had sustained all

along.

F. David Hume (1711-1776)

It was remarked of Locke that he was the philosopher par

excellence of the Enlightenment; the philosopher who might have

written with this movement expressly in mind. It is David Hume,
however, who remains, in the English speaking world, and beyond

it (as witness the contemporary school of Logical Positivism which

had its beginnings in Vienna), as the most influential figure of the

age.

He was born in Edinburgh; for a time he studied law, and then

essayed commerce. From 1734-37 he lived at La Fleche in France, a

place associated with the name of Des Cartes, and in 1739-40

published A Treatise of Human Nature, which he considered un-

successful, for it brought him no literary renown. In contrast to

Descartes, to Locke, to Spinoza, Hume, it should be noted, was a

self-conscious “man of letters” conscious of the public eye and

desirous both of influencing opinion and of receiving its approval.
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In this, it should be added, he had much in common with the

representatives of the Enlightenment in France.

The first two volumes of his Political and Moral Essays appeared

in 1741-42; the third volume in 1748. These brought him a gratifying

measure of reputation. This success encouraged him to undertake

the revision of the Treatise in the same essay form. Thus there

appeared in 1748, the Philosophical Essay Concerning the PIuman

Understanding (after 1758, the term Inquiry began to replace

Philosophical Essay in the title). The year 1751 saw An Inquiry

Concerning the Principles of Morals

;

1752, the Political Discourses;

1754-59, the History of England; 1757, the Natural History of Reli-

gion.

He spent the years 1763-65 in a diplomatic post at Paris and was

intensely gratified to learn of the influence of his writings and the

public light in which they placed him. He made the acquaintance of

many figures of the French philosophical and literary worlds, and

when in 1766 he returned to England, it was in the company of

Rousseau who was seeking asylum. He continued his diplomatic

career in England until his retirement to Scotland in 1769. The
appearance of his Dialogues on Natural Religion is posthumous,

1778.

It has been remarked by a number of historians that certain

irony accompanies the transition from the age of Descartes, the age of

the constructive speculative reason, to that of Hume and the En-

lightenment. The former had found in the imagination the source

of most error; that portion of error, at least, which did not have its

origin in the will. To the emerging mind of the Enlightenment,

however, those vast constructive efforts of reason begin to appear as

works of the imagination.

In contrast, the Enlightenment envisages a most modest faculty

of reason, one closely allied to experience and willing to be guided

by it. Reason was to be more “critical” than speculative and con-

structive. Hume, it has been noticed, pressed this criticism even

farther, to the point of suggesting that even reason is, to some degree

and in some manner, subject to imagination; and that the unity of

mankind rests more on imagination than on reason. This is to say,

that much that is upset in human opinions by criticism is returned to

force by Hume through belief, in which no little element of will and
imagination are present and active. Thus there seems to have been
a full turn of the wheel.

In its critical aspect, Hume’s philosophy must be seen as the

natural and inevitable development of the philosophies of Locke and
Berkeley. Locke had subjected to corrosive criticism the notion of

substance; Berkeley had in turn reduced the pretensions of physical

causality, asserting only the actual existence of minds as beyond
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doubt. In doing so, he set up, so to say, the targets for Humes re-

sumption of the critical operation: the notion of spiritual substance

(mind) and the general notion of cause, for it was evident that

Berkeley’s criticism of this notion, if valid, could not remain at the

point at which he left it.

In a further sense, moreover, Hume is their legitimate successor;

he carried the critical attitude beyond the point to which they had
advanced it. For even in the practice of criticism they had been
content to place it at the service of a cause, as was noted so many
times, in relation to Berkeley especially. But Hume made criticism a

self-justifying activity. It is not subservient to any practical concern;

nor does it have any interspeculative purpose, but is free simply to

follow where inquiry and reflection lead. This Humean attitude

will prove to have great influence especially in the English-speaking

world and will come to be accepted as the very hallmark of the true

philosopher and man of science.

This ultra-criticism is the hallmark, at least, of Hume and the

badge of his originality. In the manner in which he conceives its

conduct, he reflects Newton and the success of his method in physics.

Philosophy is a critique of the understanding, of morals, of literature,

of art and even, as his own volumes attest by their spirit, of history.

It takes its point of departure in what men believe and in what

they value. It seeks by analysis and a kind of induction, the prin-

ciples of these beliefs and appreciations taking care, as Newton did

with gravitation, for example, not to confuse the principle with that

which is explained by it.

The purpose of criticism is the justification (on the contrary) of

the principles on which our judgments in every area are based. The
natural form, consequently, of the consideration of Hume’s thought

is to follow thim in this critical program, turning first to that

criticism of major concern to him, the critique of knowledge.

This was the subject, it will be recalled, of Hume’s first work, in

his eyes unsuccessful: the Treatise of Human Nature. It has been

held that the lack of success of this work was due to the manner in

which its originality and freshness were obscured by a somewhat too

sedulous conformity to the order of treatment in Locke. In the first

part of the work, the ideas of relations, modes, and substances and

the association of ideas are considered and Berkeley’s critique of

abstract ideas subscribed to. In the second, the ideas of time, space,

and existence are similarly reviewed and analyzed. The third takes up

knowledge and probability. Hume was aware of this himself; this

fact is proven by the composition of the Essay ( Inquiry )
which, with

a sure hand, disengages what is proper to his own thought, from the

burdensome material in which he had first imbedded it. But it

should not be concluded from this that the Treatise is without
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importance in the presentation of Hume’s thought; on the contrary,

it does a great deal to define the ground on which his own original

contributions will be developed.

The link which binds all of these men is the concern with the

idea; the rather barbarous term “ideism” has even been suggested as

a general name for their preoccupation. But the movement of

thought has gradually worked an alteration, or rather a series of

alterations, in the force and meaning of this term. For Descartes, the

idea had been the image or representation of a reality. Locke clings

to this meaning, but the representation now becomes for him an

intermediary between mind and object. Berkeley brought up the

forceful objection that the idea could not be even as representative

as Locke would be prepared to concede, since an idea can resemble

and hence represent only another idea and not an object or reality

beyond it.

It is at this point that Hume exhibits his indubitable originality,

by introducing distinctions which at once seem satisfactorily to meet

Berkeley’s objections, while retaining the representative character of

the idea. The distinction involves impressions and ideas. It is the

former of which the ideas are copies or representations. They are

strong and vivid; the ideas are weak and feeble. Every idea is repre-

sentative, but it is representative of an impression, not of some

hypostatic object. Thus Berkeley’s objection is met.

Hume does not make this distinction and restatement to no

purpose, however; out of it he constructs a rule or criterion by which

ideas may be evaluated and measured. Ideas are valid and exist

only to the degree to which it is possible to point out the impres-

sion of which it is the representation. It would seem that he has in

mind that this rule should serve principally for simple ideas; for

he does not suggest that there must correspond to complex ideas

strictly correlative groupings of impressions.

In this regard, it would seem that Hume is indicating that he

understands that there is some active element in the mind still which

prevents it from being, in the last analysis, merely a pattern of

impressions. The pattern of the complex idea is in some slight

degree at least due to the mind. He illustrates this by an interesting

example: if the eye were to follow a series of curves one of which

was omitted, the eye would supply or perceive the omitted curve,

while having no impression of it. The active element in the mind,

whatever it may be, preserves it from complete passivity and seems to

project it toward fresh impressions, almost, one might be tempted to

say, to generating impressions where they seem called for.

The point to be made beyond all others, however, is that, by this

distinction and this criterion of ideas, Hume transfers the inquiry

into the domain of the mind itself, to which the realm of ideas is
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entirely immanent. The impression replaces the object; but the

impression, too, is immanent to the subject. But it is no concern of

Hume’s; inquiry into the impression belongs, for him, not to philos-

ophy, but to physiology and anatomy, for the body is its locus. The
domain which philosophical criticism is to explore is that of ideas

proper.

in this domain, Hume singles out, with sureness of critical

acumen, a central problem of consideration and analysis. It has
been established that the idea is a representation of an impression;
and the rule for the validation of the idea has been established, that

is, relation to an identifiable impression. But the manner in which
complex ideas arise out of the simple ideas with which the mind is

filled: this presents itself to him as the problem demanding clarifica-

tion.

Perhaps, this problem or its urgency had been indicated to him
by the fact that Locke had dealt with this problem rather clusmily,

as many critics have pointed out. More reasonably, however, it must
have occurred to Hume that here in fact was the central area of the

activity of knowledge. For by his own account, the realm of im-
pressions and ideas could not properly merit that name. True to

his manner of procedure, noted above, Hume wants to find out the

spontaneous and natural principles according to which ideas tend
to group themselves into complex ideas; he does not wish to set

up abstract and a priori rides for such combinations.

He discovers three such principles; and although these had been
pointed out before him, they had never been given the original and
ultimate status and force which he assigns to them. Two ideas enter

into the formation of a complex idea (there may of course be
more, with a commingling of the principles, in any particular

idea) because they resemble each other, because the impressions of

which they are the representations were contiguous, or because one
represents the cause of which the other represents the effect.

These laws, Hume would wish to hold, with reference to the

analogy to Newton mentioned above, operate in the mind just as

the law of gravity, for example, operates among bodies. They es-

tablish and maintain order in the universe of ideas as that law, and
others like it, maintain order in the physical world, and in the

process of doing so, give rise to all the complex ideas which we may
have occasion to note.

The agency of this union is the imagination; this faculty or

operation supplies the bridge between simple ideas and complex
ideas. Thus the complex idea of substance (the idea of a collection

of simple ideas designated by a common name) arises when these

simple ideas have, through the imagination, been associated on the

basis of contiguity. The complex idea of relation arises through the
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comparison, by the same agency, of ideas united by resemblance.

Although they are compared to the laws of Newtonian physics,

these principles of the formation of complex ideas do not have the

universal force of those Newtonian laws. And this is due to the

fragility or instability of the imagination itself. Hume always speaks

of imagination when the formation of the complex idea is, so to say,

successful. But complex ideas arise which are purely aribitrary,

without any real basis in the principles noted; these are fantasies

and lead to error. Consequently, while these principles are sound

when they are actually operative, caution yet must be exercised con-

cerning the authenticity of that operation. Criticism must be alert

even within the orbit of these principles. The importance of this

caution is brought out with great force in Hume’s further critiques.

The second major problem which Hume addresses also bears

the impress of having been suggested by a certain lack in Locke s

treatment. This is the problem of knowledge, and how we get from

ideas, which are, after all, mere presences, to knowledge proper,

which involves affirmation, negation, etc. The character of Hume’s

approach to this problem will be better appreciated if some reference

is made to Locke’s manner of treating it.

Locke had suggested that authentic knowledge resides either in

the perception, whether mediate or immediate, of a relation be-

tween two ideas or in the intuition of an existence. In either case,

knowledge is always certain.

Hume points out, first of all, the vast area of knowledge which

Locke leaves out of account. This area would include inferences from

one fact or order of facts to another, and all processes of reasoning

which are, to one degree or another, probable, which, in turn, en-

ables us to make statements about facts which are outside our

experience. Such might be the employment of human testimony

and evidence to determine past facts (one recalls that Hume was a

practicing historian), or the employment of present or past expe-

rience as the basis of a prediction.

Locke’s conception of knowledge provides for none of these cases;

for the reasoning employed in them does not fall within either of

the moments he indicates as yielding knowledge. To exclude this

area from the area of knowledge appears very arbitrary. For while

the certitude which can be secured here may indeed fall short of

other kinds or degrees of certitude, such for example as that yielded

by mathematics, it is genuinely certitude. In general, this kind of

inference has cause and effect as its terms, and moves between these

terms in either direction. Its great importance suggested to Hume
that examination of its principles was imperative to the critique of

knowledge.

How is movement between these terms effected? Can we discern
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from the simple inspection of a cause what will be its actual effects?

Or can we do the same with respect to effects? Obviously this is not

the case. Experience must intervene in this process. The causal

force of any fact is not immediately given by the consideration of

that fact. How then, Hume asks, do we come to believe that this

fact will perhaps inevitably be followed by another fact? It is not

the (act that such a fact does follow. The belief that it will or must
follow is antecedent to that actual transaction. It is the motive of

this belief, its ground or principle, which must be disengaged by
criticism. And the inquiry of criticism must begin with the character
of this belief itself, as a state of the subject.

1 he belief does indeed include in its character the object, or

more accurately, the idea of the object; but this is not the whole of

it. Belief is something added to the idea, in virtue of which the idea

becomes knowledge of something real, and is therefore to be dis-

tinguished from a fiction. What is this additive factor? It is the

quality of vivacity raised to a certain degree. Belief is the idea itself

as possessing a certain degree of vivacity. The belief adds nothing to

what may be called the content of the idea; this is attested by the

fact that both the one who believes and he who does not believe

have the same object in mind. For the believer, however, the idea

has greater force, greater vivacity, firmness, stability.

Whence does this quality, for it is one quality which is indicated

by all these terms, accrue to the idea? The clue lies in something
which Hume has already observed: the impression always has

greater force, vivacity, etc., than the idea, and present impressions

are the most richly endowed of all. And this quality of the impression

is, as it were, infectious; it has the power of transmitting itself to the

idea in contact with it. The vivacity of the idea in which belief

resides comes to the idea from its association with present impression.

This bond between impression and idea may be the pure immediaev
of the presence of the impression; but it may also be extended to

include anything which strengthens the connection between an

impression and an idea. All such forces will increase the belief

attaching to that idea, even to the point of placing it beyond doubt.

Let these observations then be applied to the case of a cause and
its effect. This belief is, in the first place, limited to successive and
contiguous facts, the succession or contiguity of which has been

observed in a great many instances. This repetition in no wise

alters the relation between the facts themselves; it does, however,

generate in our minds a habit or custom of association. This habit

gives added strength to the connection established by the imagina-

tion between the idea of the one and the idea of the other. Constant

reenforcement, by observation or otherwise, brings about a persua-

sion which is invincible.
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Necessary connection, therefore, is nothing but the tendency

engendered by custom of passing from one object to the idea of its

companion. The idea of a cause, embracing that of necessary con-

nection with an effect, is an idea like any othei idea of the mind, it

is the copy and representation of an impression, not of a power which

is to be located in things as they are in themselves. The impression

to which it is attached in this way is the presence of the habit.

An objection immediately occurs which generations of critics

have not failed to register. Does not this theory of cause destroy it,

expose it as an illusion to which the human subject is bound, rather

than explain it, Hume does not think so.

The origin of this difficulty lies, in his opinion, in a mistaken

view of the human subject. The human subject is not brought into

being by critical reflection; it is not the result or product of a line of

argument. If it were, this difficulty would have force. An argument

of reasoning would destroy the subject and its operations. But the

subject is something more primitive than the critical, reflective, and

reasoning operation. It does believe.

Criticism can explain how this comes about; but it has no power

to legislate that it should come about or not. Thus Hume’s point

is directly counter to that advanced by this difficulty. His explanation

does explain, and nothing more. It has no pretension to establish

whether one will believe or not; nor what one will believe. It can

only indicate what transpires when one believes. And men believe

by a movement deeper than any critical and reflective process; so

much deeper that when any contest arises between the two, Hume is

confident that, save in the rare instance of the philosopher acting

purely as philosopher, it is belief which will actually prevail; and it

will prevail in the case of the philosopher, too, when he operates

simply as a man.

Belief, due to the imagination, which has the power to endow

ideas with the force and vivacity even of immediate and present

impressions, is an ultimate reality. Nor is the operation of this

faculty of the imagination unwarranted in the weaving of habit.

For we do experience the repetition of identical or very similar

phenomena; and it is here that imagination takes its point of

departure.

From the consideration of the nature of belief in general as

presented in the case of cause and effect, Hume passes to the

consideration of other structures of belief, as we may call them:

the external world, the immateriality of the soul, personal identity.

What is it that produces in us the belief in the existence of the

external world, that is, bodies distinct from our own which persist

in existence, identical with themselves, independently of our actual

impressions of them?
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Neither sense nor reason give us this assurance. The former gives

us objects which do not persist but, on the contrary, are constantly

passing away; which, when analyzed, resolve themselves into im-

pressions, which, in turn, in their immediacy, are in no way “ex-

terior but as intimate to us as any affection, pleasure, or pain.

Reason does not give us this belief, as the testimony of reason in

respect of causation has shown. If we followed reason, we would
come, as the objection raised above would have it, to a negation of

belief (but such negation, as Hume has maintained, is not within

the power of reason).

This belief, in turn, is the work of the imagination. A body as

perceived is identical with itself so long as the act of perception

transpires. But this is not the basic condition which underlies the

belief. This condition is rather the intermittent appearance of com-
plexes of impressions. Persistence involves identity among these

intermittent presences. It can be accounted for only by the proper-

ties of the imagination. The easy movement from one appearance to

another through this operation is expressed as continued existence.

“Dogmatic” philosophy does little service to thought when it

tries to defend this belief on grounds of sense-analysis or reason.

All it does is cast obloquy on itself and on the process of philosophy

as a whole. All that is necessary, here too, is to recognize how this

belief comes about. Philosophy is not called upon to legitimize it or

condemn it, for the simple reason that it has power to do neither.

Hume’s consideration of the immateriality of the soul and of

personal identity, in order to be understood justly, should be placed

in the context of the critique of religion, and not restricted merelv

to that of the critique of knowledge. Here Hume shares a point in

common with Berkeley: i.e. his aversion to natural religion.

This held that certain propositions, among those the two men-
tioned, can and must be established by reason as the preliminary to

acceptance of a revealed religion. The concern to do so and the bodv
of doctrines or propositions so established constituted the natural

religion which is the necessary prelude to belief in Christianity.

Hume does not feel that this is at all the case. Natural religion

appears to him to be very much like dogmatic philosophy: engaged
in an unnecessary and useless task: i.e. that of establishing spon-

taneous belief on the artificial basis of reason. These propositions, or

notions, the immateriality of the soul and personal identity, are

objects of belief. Reason can neither legislate for or against them.

The task is to understand how they come to be believed, not

whether they will be believed or not, or whether they ought to be
believed or not. The arguments of reason which natural religion

advances to establish these beliefs on the artificial grounds of reason

appear to him, therefore, as spurious.
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It is against these arguments or demonstrations that he is reacting

as he develops his consideration of these notions; and not against

what they signify nor their status as beliefs. These are beyond the

reach of critical philosophy to fortify or abolish. Let us review his

consideration of each notion in turn.

The demonstration of the immateriality of the soul by reason

turns about the proposition that impressions or ideas must of their

very nature inhere in a spiritual substance. If, therefore, we have

impressions and ideas, as we do, their presence argues to the existence

of the spiritual substance in which they inhere. Hume takes a dim

view of this line of argument. Both this inherence and this substance,

he submits, elude our knowledge. Locke has already made clear

what status must be given to the idea of substance. Hume elaborates:

we can know only impressions and ideas which are the copies of

impressions; the impression, being a mode, cannot represent a sub-

stance.

The other argument advanced by the “theologian” (the reference

would seem to be to Berkeley) states that the soul is immaterial

because it is indivisible. But indivisibility in no wise involves the

positing of a spiritual substance. To think that it does is simply to

repeat on this level the dogmatism of the materialist. The crux of

the argument escapes both. What the theologian has not proven

is that the system of perceptions (esse est percipere et perdpi) in

any way demands or implies either inherence or the spiritual sub-

stance in which that system is said to inhere. The simple fact is that

the argument carries the theologian no further than the system of

perceptions itself; here reason encounters its limit.

But Hume again is not concerned to deny that men do believe in

the immateriality of the soul; on the contrary, he recognizes that

they do. And if his analysis followed exactly the course it had taken

in regard to cause, etc., he would not have presented us with an

account of the basis of this belief. The fact is that his attention and

effort is drained off in the polemical enterprise of showing that the

demonstrations of the natural theologians do not hold. He does not,

regrettably, provide us with a positive account of that belief. But

deny it, either as to its actuality or its legitimacy, he does not.

The case is much the same with the problem of personal identity.

Its status as an object or proposition of belief is not at stake. Men
do believe it; and, Hume would assure, will continue to believe it

and even must continue to believe it, given the nature of the proc-

esses involved. But the arguments or demonstrations advanced in its

favor by the exponents of natural religion and dogmatic philosophy

alike, miss the mark.

There are in the mind only impressions and ideas, distinct from

each other. Between them there is no real connection which can be
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perceived. The notion of the identity of the self, as it arises in belief,

forms the complement to the belief in external bodies and thru

identity. The successive states of the self arc reawakened in the

memory by the force of their resemblances, and above all bv the

causal connection which unites them. In this way the imagination

creates a fiction of the permanence of our subjectivity, and hence
our identity as subjects, agents, etc.

The analogy is attractive, but not entirely persuasive, not even
to Hume himself. The identity of the self does not constitute an

exact parallel to the persistence of external bodies, and he feels

this. In the appendix to the Treatise he states as much. But even
falling short in this way, it is, Hume still feels, nearer to the true

state of things than the pretentious demonstrations of the natural

theologians and the dogmatic philosophers.

The involvement with natural theology inevitably leads Hume
to the central problem, that of the existence of God; for in the

scheme of natural theology, this proposition is far more central than

either of the two mentioned and considered above. Hume has an

original approach in this area too. These demonstrations fail, he

suggests, because they make an incorrect application of a mode or

manner of reasoning which serves us very well in other contexts.

He takes up the prevalent arguments in turn: the cosmological

argument, the argument from final causes, and the moral argument.

The first of these, which had one of its greatest exponents (or

at least its most insistent) in Voltaire, rests upon an analogy between
a constructed mechanism and the universe. The structure of the

machine is such that it irresistibly impells the mind to posit an

intelligent artificer, from whose purposes the machine takes its

structural and its dynamics characteristics. The universe, taken as a

whole and examined in detail, so far as either of these is possible

offers a likeness to the machine sufficient to demand, in its turn, the

positing of a like intelligent author or artificer.

As Hume examines this argument, it tends to arouse two dif-

ferent types of opposition. The first form of opposition is based on

its conclusion: that is, what it makes God out to be. He takes the

form of a human operative. The second form of opposition rests on

the basic analogy which purports to support the entire argument,

that is, the likeness between a machine of human contrivance and

the universe. This analogy is open to the most severe kind of

criticism; it is impossible to construct any such semblance between
a very restricted part, which the machine is because it springs from

a very limited cause, and the immense whole of the universe, of

which we have no assurance that it offers any constancy throughout

its parts.

If, however, this analogy be permitted to control the argument
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for a moment, the results prove no less objectionable. The analogy

gives play to the most improbable vagaries of the imagination; God

would have to be finite, just as the human fabricator is finite; of

this God, it could be demanded in turn what might be His cause.

He would appear as a laboring demiurge, who, like the human

artisan, encounters and struggles with the resistances of the matter

out of which lie presumably fashions the universe. Not even the

possibility of a pluraity of Gods is excluded; for what is there to

make it impossible to suppose that the universe might not be the

product of such a collaboration? Certainly, the analogy with the

machine does not exclude this possibility. But what is there to com-

pel the imagination to establish this analogy in terms of the universe

and the machine? Why not between the universe and the organism?

The verisimilitude in this instance would be at least as persuasive,

and the image of God evoked even more attractive; for He might

then appear as the soul of the world, whether vegetative or other.

The second argument turns upon the possibility and the necessity

of thinking a necessarily existing being. Its form is that of an

argument from causality. Everything which actually exists has a

cause, for it is impossible that anything could produce itself. In

tracing the pattern from effects to causes, two paths are open to us:

either an infinite regress in the order of causes, or the positing of a

first cause which exists necessarily. The first of these is manifestly

unacceptable, for it makes the whole chain of causality subsist in the

void. The second offers but little more in its favor, however, for such

a necessarily existing being is not thinkable or demonstrable. For it is

absurd to pretend to demonstrate a matter of fact by an argument

a priori.

Nothing is demonstrable, if its contrary does not imply a con-

tradiction. Nothing which can be distinctly conceived involves a

contradiction. But anything which we can conceive as existing we

can also conceive as non-existing. The concept of a being whose

non-existence would involve a contradiction is not possible. There

is, consequently, no being whose existence is demonstrable.

The argument is pressed even further. What is to exclude the

possibility that the material universe itself might be this one neces-

sarily existing being? We do not know the properties of matter

sufficiently well to exclude the possibility that one of its properties

might be such as to justify this status of its being.

Finally, the argument from cause is subject to a serious flaw.

In the chain of causality, every part must have a cause. It is also

affirmed in this argument that, in addition, the whole must have a

cause which would be, of course, the cause of the whole as a whole,

and of the parts as the parts of the whole. But is this demand valid?

The unification of these parts into a whole is an arbitrary act of the
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mind and has no effect on the status of the parts. If the singular

causes of each particle of matter in a collection of twenty such parti-

cles is provided, it is unreasonable to demand further a cause of

the twenty as a collectivity. The explanation is complete when the

explanation of the parts is given.

Finally, then, the moral reasons. These rest upon an unwarranted

optimism regarding nature’s concern for man’s good. So far as it

may be grasped, the whole of nature leaves rather the impression of

a blind process, through which there moves a living and lifegiving

power, but one which is without concern for the individuals which

it brings into being. Three possibilities suggest themselves concern-

ing the disposition of any ostensible first cause: it is either benevolent

or malicious; it is both one and the other; it is neither. Of these,

only the last is in any degree plausible.

It would be false, however, to leave Hume at this point. In

matters of religion, as in all other matters to which his critique is

addressed, his positive concern must be placed in the foreground.

This concern, as has been noted many times, is not to negate, but

to explain. Man inevitably exhibits religious attitudes; the concern

of critical philosophy, as it has been in the case of belief in

causality, etc., is to account for the manner in which such attitudes

thus arise, and not to legitimize or denigrate them.

The religious experience, Hume believes, has its basis in an

instinct or in an original impression furnished by nature, in the

same manner that self-love, affection between the sexes, love of

offspring, gratitude, resentment, etc. arise. The idea of the divine

has its origin in sentiments and subjective impulses; and those which

incline to this idea are more the sorrowful than the joyful; it is the

former which most frequently and most readily brings man to his

knees. Joy tends to make us self-confident, careless of the future.

By contrast, sorrow fills us with apprehensions and causes us to

have recourse to all means which might placate and sway the secret

powers which we suppose have dominion over our fate. The natural

history of religion, rather than tell against positive religions, gives

them a rationale of their permanence, and of the irrepressible man-

ner in which they appear in the human record. Against this rationale,

the abstract arguments of the deists have little force.

For his own part, it is evident, Hume has little taste for such

positive doctrines. But he is far from being unable to recognize

their originative principle. On the contrary, the part of the critical

philosopher is precisely to determine the positive rationale of what

is; not to concern himself with either its legitimization or denigra-

tion. On the other hand, his criticism, of itself, does not dispose

him either for or against any particular phenomenon the principle
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of which he has determined. Such disposition has its origin elsewhere

than in the philosophical activity.

Hume’s critical philosophy, of its nature and design, must address

every area of human concern with equal discernment. His own

speculations on morality are of great interest and importance be-

cause they develop in this basic area the same principles he has

been developing in the areas of knowledge and religion. Again, in

opposition to the claims of rationalism, he involves the primitive

power of belief and sentiment. The rationalism he had in mind in

this polemic was that so widespread in England at the time: the

position that there must be moral relationships which could be

defined as clearly and as objectively as the concepts and relations

of mathematics. Virtue consists in the cultivation of these relation-

ships as formulated by reason.

The point of Hume’s critique is not entirely new; it has been

heard many times before in the history of western thought. Reason

can indeed indicate whether an act is conformable to a rule and

conducive to an end. But the indications of reason cannot engender

any attachment to such actions or any will to execute them, if the

heart does not add to the adminitions of reason its measure of

praise or blame.

Just as beauty is not the symmetry and proportion perceived in

mathematical form by the intellect, but the pleasure, which in some

way difficult to define, accompanies that perception, so the approba-

tion or reprobation with which a particular act is so regarded as to

become the term of an effective process of the person’s activity

depends not on objective relations which the intellect can identify,

but upon the internal constitution of human nature and its

responses.

For all this, however, it would be incorrect to conclude that

Hume leaves the moral life entirely to the domain of sentiment.

Moral judgments exhibit a universal character which must be ex-

plained; just as judgments of causality do and hence must be

explained. The principle of this explanation is found by Hume in

the social context of action, that is, in the approval or disapproval

with which actions are met bv others. “Virtue is any action or

quality of the soul which excites a sentiment of pleasure and of

approbation in those who are its witnesses.” The moral sentiment

gains its strength by being referred to society which judges the

action which sentiment inspires by criteria proper to itself.

Hume is not disturbed in this persuasion by historical or an-

thropological data which indicate the wide relativities which charac-

terize societies in their moral codes. Careful investigation, he suggests

by contrast, will indicate substantial agreement on all major elements.

There proves to be little real discrepancy of the virtues and their
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essential nature; freedom, courage, friendship are universally valued.

All the deviations are such that circumstances adequately explain

them within the wider context of the accepted values. Thus, in-

fanticide, a crime, which on first inspection, might seem especially

horrendous, proves to be a form which paternal affection takes on

in every economically poor country. Patriotism will inevitably assume

different aspects in different political contexts. The bravery of the

warrior is not that of the pacific peoples. Moreover, certain sen-

timents can grow and expand only at the expense of others, so that

any given society will present a different configuration of moral

patterns. But through all these variations, the primitive and basic

sentiments remain constant.

The person for whom Hume seems to hold a particular disregard

is the eccentric; the person whose patterns of values differ because

his life is not orientated toward these basic sentiments, but toward

some fringe attitude. He cites Diogenes who sought the rule of life

in philosophy, and Pascal, who placed it in religious superstition or

philosophical delirium.

In the political order, Hume’s insights are appreciated best if

kept within the practical perspectives within which he developed

them. He sought to steer a middle course between the extremes of

“toryism” and “whigism.” He differs with Locke on the point oi

the legitimacy of any government which rests on contract; for con-

tract, by its nature, must be revocable, and this in turn implies the

right of revolt. This line of thought would seem to orientate him

toward the tory position of absolutism and divine right; but he

draws back from this extreme also. Instead, he would suggest for the

solution of the problem of the legitimacy of government, a fresh

criterion.

Both contractualism and absolutism put too much weight and

emphasis on origins (and, it might be added, without sufficiently

distinguishing between historical and logical or ideal origin). Actual

origins of government, Hume opines, lies almost universally in

violence. This note of violence certainly makes the notion of con-

tract dubious; it also militates against any ready acceptance of

absolutist and divine right concepts, at least in any conjunction.

Instead, he would suggest the criterion of actual utility to society.

By this alone, he suggests, the legitimacy of a government ought to

be measured. But in the interpretation of this norm, he exhibits a

very high degree of caution. While in principle this criterion would

seem to justify opposition and resistance to an existing government

which proves noxious, Hume would lean, it would seem, not to a

revolutionary but to a diplomatic and combinatory frame of mind.

In him, it would appear, government must always be a practical art

from which all extremes are necessarily absent.
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The final point which must be made about Hume aims to place

his thought in proper focus. He has been thought of and presented

for the most part as a sceptic. It has been noted that while scepticism

is present in Hume, it is not his central characteristic. From the

point of view of philosophy itself, he must be associated most closely

with the notion of philosophy as criticism. Involved in this notion

of philosophy is of course the denial to it of an absolute centrality in

life.

The direct and positive movement of life draws its strength from

another source. Sentiment and imagination thus are brought into

the center of the picture. These play a central part in man’s actual

processes of life; and even more importantly, they are powers which

possess the capacity of reaching truth. They are not for him powers

which disturb and disrupt the ideal unity of life as the rationalists

claimed. On the contrary, it is from sentiment and imagination that

life draws movement and form, for Hume.
In this point, Hume has advanced a step in the direction of

Romanticism, thought it would be incorrect to call him in any sense

a Romantic. But the re-evaluation of the inner economy of human
powers which is to be the chief speculative work of Romanticism has

already a small beginning in his evaluation of the powers of imagina-

tion and sentiment.

This point also aids us in understanding the strange emphasis

placed on Hume in contemporary movements of philosophy such as

logical positivism. These movements in their way also fail to place

Hume’s thought in focus. By making him the precursor of their

own theories, they distend his thought in another direction, that of

his concern with the basic character of statements of fact. But when
the central position of sentiment and imagination in his thought is

appreciated, it is difficult to see him in this role. For imagination

and sentiment possess an altogether different relation to matters of

fact than do the semantics and logical analyses of these contemporary

movements which are, on the whole, closer to the rationalism which

Hume restricts, than to his own evaluation of the inner economy of

man’s powers.

G. The English Moralists

Locke is recognized as the true initiator of the new direction in

moral reflection which characterizes the English Enlightenment

because he introduced into this area of inquiry the same spirit of

investigation, reflective of the new orientation in natural philosophy,

which he introduced into the area of human knowledge. That is to

say, he replaced the elaborate speculative systems of moral philos-

ophy which had characterized philosophy in the past, by a direct

inspection of and reflection upon the motives, the ends, and the
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outcome of human action, independent of metaphysical and theo-

logical presuppositions.

This greater concern with the actual processes of moral life is

directed, like the concern with man’s knowledge, at laying bare the

principles which underlie and give form to his actual moral life,

rather than with the construction of abstract norms or systems of

norms for human action. These principles then become, in turn, the

basis for what direction can be given to life which, it must be ad-

mitted, was not over-emphasized by these thinkers. It is also im-

portant to point out that in this new pattern of speculation, the

re-evaluation of the inner economy of human powers which was
spoken of above will also show itself with greatly marked influence.

Since some consideration has already been given to the moral

opinions of Locke and Hume, this section will touch briefly on a

number of other figures in which this fresh direction of moral re-

flection finds development.

Among these, Anthony Ashley Cooper, Lord Shaftesbury ( 1617-

1713), holds an important position. Shaftesbury is known to a wider

circle for his wit, which possessed many of the specifically eighteenth

century characteristics. In the area of moral philosophy he is

associated principally with an ideal of urbanity which rests on the

cultivation of humanitarian sentiments. He was a student of Locke’s,

as his uncle had been Locke’s protector and friend. His most famous

work is his Characteristics of Men, Manners, Opinions and Times,

a title which Leibnitz protested, since it concealed, in his opinion,

the freshness and the value of the insights it contained. His other

writings include an inevitable Enquiry Concerning Virtue and Sen-

sus Communis: An Essay on the Freedom of Wit and Humour.

Shaftesbury states the problem of the independence of morality

in the Enquiry. In summary form he asks: must the inevitable re-

nunciation of the older theological guarantees for moral values

involve an ethical relativism which would upset any idea of the

absoluteness and universality of moral values? His answer is, no. It

has been supposed that the moral conscience presupposed, as its

principle and ground, the religious consciousness. Not only is this

not the case, Shaftesbury suggests, but the precise opposite is the

truth: the religious consciousness presupposes the moral. Conse-

quently, it must be concluded that there exists an immanent prin-

ciple of the moral life, which must become the concern of moral

reflection to discover and formulate.

What is this principle? Shaftesbury replies: “The moral sense.”

The equivocal character of this term has not escaped criticism; but

precisely in laying bare this equivocation, it has also discovered the

fresh and positive element of Shaftesbury’s thought. The moral sense

represents for Shaftesbury a kind of interior intuition which per-
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ceives the harmony or disharmony, the congruence or contrast,

between the affections which inspire human actions and which, as a

consequence, offers itself as a criterion of evaluation for such actions.

Shaftesbury does not deny that it is always possible to express and

to justify moral value in rational and abstract terms. But, like Hume,

he considers this a reflective, a posteriori operation, a criticism. But

it must not be thought that such reflection is itself the animating

principle of the moral life and of human action. It is this principle,

which actually operates in this area that he is looking for. The moral

sense is the principle of the moral life in its immediacy and con-

creteness; and, like Hume, Shaftesbury certainly thought that it was

no part of philosophical criticism to impugn such principles, but

simply to identify and characterize them.

What is the concrete vision of the moral life which the moral

sense projects? It is, in Shaftesbury’s view, basically an optimistic,

though not an exalted vision. He has no touch either of Calvin or

Hobbes, nor of the loftiness of the neo-Platonic philosophers (though

a link has been discovered between his moral sense and their “inner

light”). He dislikes the antinomies between which the older specula-

tions tended to move: altruism versus egotism, individual and

society, etc. These are, in his view, by no means as radically opposed

as they would have us believe.

There is a deeper movement, precisely that of the moral sense,

by which these opposites tend to converge toward a happy medium.

But this is not a mechanical process; it is rather a process of insight,

which rests upon the inner equilibrium of the soul or mind or

person, and in which, in turn, this equilibrium actually resides. This

inner balance makes it readily possible for the agent to assign a just

position, value, and efficacy to each of the factors involved in the

tensions of action, to self and others, to instinct and ideal.

By this standard, the notions alike of a totally evil or a wholly

just person are unthinkable. The ideal is the man who moves with

sureness of insight among the counter-demanding tensions of life

toward and along a line of interior harmony and proportion. He is

immune to none of the demands of life, he gives them all a just and

due satisfaction and finds in this way a quality of life which other-

wise is impossible.

This autonomy of the moral life, does not, however, in Shaftes-

bury’s view, alienate it from the religious concerns from which he

has freed it. On the contrary, he sees the religious life as a just and

important dimension and area of the moral life itself. For the

divine represents in itself a kind of hypostasis of moral ideas and

the quality of the moral life. As such, it cannot fail to corroborate

and sustain the movements of that life, and to constitute a con-

siderable portion of its substance.
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The actual theologian or man of religious temperament will not

he overenthusiastic about this apparent re-evaluation of the religious

dimension of life; he will sec that in the process of re-evaluating it,

Shaftesbury is already assigning it a position which makes it an

instrument of the moral life, and hence robs it of that autonomy

which he is assigning to the moral life itself. In this he is initiating a

point of view which will become rather constant in the Enlighten-

ment. His attitude, as characteristic of his age as well as of the man,

is reflected in his opinion of Christianity; he finds its original ethical

purity most elevating, but he rejects both its conceptions of per-

sonal salvation and of a personal Judge.

The notion of the “moral sense” is associated as much, if not

more, with the name of Francis Hutcheson (1694-1746) as with that

of Shaftesbury. His chief writins are: An Inquiry into the Origin oj

Our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue (1725) in which he defends

Shaftesbury’s opinions against the satire of Mandeville in the Fable

of the Bees, An Essay on the Nature and Conduct of the Passions and

Affections with Illustrations of the Moral Sense and the System of

Moral Philosophy (1755), composed in 1735-37.

Hutcheson bases his thought and takes his point of departure in

the thought of Shaftesbury. There is a theological aspect to his

thought which comes from his religious commitment to Presbyterian-

ism, a sect in which he was an ordained minister. He held deistic

views, and in general was culpable of that notion, which Hume
criticized, that a rational knowledge of the existence of God must be

the ground both of belief and of such a notion as imputability.

Hutcheson held that we have an innate idea of God, and the notion

of imputability finds its basis in this idea.

This notion of innate idea also offers the model according to

which he interpreted the conception of Shaftesbury’s “moral sense.”

This model aided Hutcheson in expressing Shaftesbury’s conviction

concerning the primitive status of the “moral sense”; i.e. its irre-

ducibility either to physical pleasure or to motives of utility. This

quality, it should also be noted, is the link between the ideas of the

good and the beautiful and gives to the theory of the “moral sense”

its undeniable aesthetic dimension.

In fact, for Shaftesburg, the two are inseparably fused into one

problem and one concept: aesthetics and morality, beauty and good-

ness. Goodness is the derivative concept, while beauty is the “orig-

inal.” As essential dimension of the moral state allies it with

easthetic pleasure. This dimension can best be described, in negative

terms, as freedom from such engaging factors as pleasure or utility.

Some see here an anticipation of Kant’s “disinterestedness” and even

of his notion of “duty.”

Hutcheson, by contrast, makes an effort to distinguish these two
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elements or dimensions, and to assign to the “moral sense” the

approval of the virtuous action independently of aesthetic con-

siderations. To the degree to which his thought remains faithful to

that of Shaftesbury, however, this separation is never free from

latent difficulties which Hutcheson does not clearly perceive.

It has been noted that Hutcheson’s “moral sense” exhibits greater

strength as a polemical instrument. It enables him to disengage

himself both from moral rationalism which deduces morality from

the objective nature of ends and goods, and from hedonism, which

places the egotistic self at the center of the universe and deduces

from this basis the rules which govern conduct and relations with

others.

But in itself, the theory of the “moral sense” proves less con-

structive than might have been expected or hoped. In order to

rectify this apparent sterility of the notion of “moral sense,” to

supply it with some motive power, Hutcheson introduces the concept

of benevolence. This has the added quality of actively inclining the

agent toward the approved action and toward others as objects;

but it also has the tendency to diminish the central importance of

the “moral sense” and to take over the function it was first thought

to serve.

Finally, Hutcheson engages in an elaborate anatomy of the moral
sense, into a number of primitive senses which have specific dimen-
sions of the good as their proper objects, such as the “sensus

communis” which inclines one to take pleasure in the good or

happiness of another. While great sensitivity is reflected in these

distinctions and dissections, they add little to the speculative value

of the theory.

In this same orbit of Shaftesbury’s thought moved that of Joseph
Butler (1692-1752), in his work, Sermons and Dissertations upon
Virtus (1726). Butler sympathizes and is yet critical both of

Shaftesbury and Hutcheson. The basis of his criticism is his own
notion of the authority of the “moral sense,” i.e. its power to com-
mand; even more, its right to command. This authority, in his view,

is implicit in the approval and disapproval which the “moral sense”

enunciates. For to disapprove is to turn away from; to approve is to

incline toward. Both are taken in an active and not merely an
easthetic, contemplative or disinterested sense. The distinctive char-

acter of moral action, therefore, is not disinterestedness, but obliga-

toriness, involving the approbation or disapprobation of the moral
conscience.

Butler is also concerned to point out that the moral conscience is

not merely one faculty of the soul among others; those others are but
powers. The sign of conscience is that it possesses not power merely,

but authority, which is a matter of right and not of fact alone. Con-
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sequently, when one of the other powers or faculties, as, for instance,

of the passions, prevails over conscience, there is not merely a

displacement, but a usurpation.

The criticism of Shaftesbury’s position is continued by other

thinkers, such as John Balguy and Thomas Wollaston; but these

critics, even while positing limits to, still do not leave the circle of

his influence. In the Foundation of Moral Goodness (1727), the

former protests against assigning to sense and sentiment the estab-

lishment of the indubitable benevolence of human nature. That

benevolence is indeed evident, but it cannot rest upon these infirm

bases. It must have as its principle the higher powers of the soul,

namely, reason. The latter, in The Religion of Nature Delineated,

develops the suggestion already noted in Hume’s criticism, that it is

not natural religion which establishes morality; but rather the

contrary, it is morality which offers the basic support to the religion

of nature.

Adam Smith (1723-1790), while belonging in the large sense to

this same circle of thought, yet offers such a distinctive profile as to

demand some independence of treatment. He was a student of

Hutcheson at the University of Glasgow, and in 1759 published his

Theory of the Moral Sentiments. Although his wider fame rests upon

the Wealth of Nations, which appeared in 1776, the character of the

earlier work has a proportionate distinction.

The polemical point of departure of the Theory of the Moral

Sentiments is again the shortcomings of intellectualism in moral

reflection. Smith exhibits immediately a certain direction of his own

thought by identifying this intellectualism with casuistry. Its weakness

lies in the fact that it seeks to determine in an abstract and dialectical

manner that which can only be determined immediately and by

sentiment.

The moral life is made up of delicate shades of discernment

which easily slip through the nets of abstract logic. These can only

be seized by the immediate sympathies and repulsions which we
experience and which we translate into judgments of approbation

and disapprobation.

This process is not controlled by any principle of interest, since

it extends approbation to actions which are either useless or even

perhaps harmful to us. Nor is it controlled by abstract reason, as the

Cambridge Platonists and Cudworth thought. These men simply

mistook the character of the generality or universality of these

approbations, confusing it with the generality of logic and abstract

reason. Smith notes that we never approve or disapprove any single

or particular action because it conforms to a general rule; on the

contrary, general rules are established by experience, in which we
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come to recognize that certain actions in certain circumstances are

generally approved or disapproved.

But Smith sees great difficulty, at the same time, in the notion of

a “moral sense.” For a sense, like that of sight, remains constant no

matter what variations its range of objects presents. But the moral

sentiments which attach to actions differ with the action in question.

What then is approbation in its essence? It is a sentiment of

communion, or a communion of sentiment, namely, sympathy. Into

this notion of sentiment, Smith re-introduces the note of disinter-

estedness alone which makes sympathy essentially and distinctively

moral.

At the same time, the fallacy of intentionality intervenes to

disturb this notion of sympathy. Would not the principle of sympathy

dictate that in estimating an action we look to the intention of the

agent rather than to some abstract quality of the action, since the

concreteness of the action involves its being posited by this particular

agent in these particular circumstances? Smith is inclined to answer

this question affirmatively. The fact, however, is that we look not to

intentions but to consequences. It is the success or unsuccess of an

action which tends to dominate our estimation of it.

The sympathy involved tends, therefore, to direct itself toward a

sentiment associated with the action and revealed by it rather than

with the sentiment which informs the action from the point of view

of the agent.

The net result is that the sympathy which constitutes the basis

of the moral life restricts us to the surface of action. It does not

offer any avenue into the “penetralia” of action. It tends, therefore,

to become a morality of appearances, with the consequent danger

of creating a dualism between the outer theatre of action and the

inner theatre of the conscience. Thus it prepares the ground for a

form of moral hypocrisy, the spectre of which has haunted western

speculation since the Platonic myth of Gyges’ ring.
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CHAPTER II

The Enlightenment

in France
A. Characteristics of the Enlightenment in France

The geographical movement of the Enlightenment, it has been

noted, was from England to the continent, and first of all to France.

Yet the relationship was not one of simple assimilation. Although

the entire speculative content of the Enlightenment in England

recurs in the French Enlightenment, the latter is marked by a tone

or accent proper to itself which sets it in clear contrast to the

movement in England. It has been noted many times by historians

that all of the philosophical problems which occupied the attention

of the thinkers of the French Enlightenment during the eighteenth

century had their proximate or immediate origin in England.

Voltaire, in his Philosophical Letters draws a contrasting picture

of the situation in the two countries which has become famous. He
wrote that when a Frenchman arrived in England (as he himself

had done but a short time before penning these lines), he finds

everything different, in philosophy as in every other dimension of

culture. Leaving the world of the “plenum/’ he finds himself in the

world of the “void” (the reference is to the physics of Descartes

contrasted to that of Newton). 31
/ The world of “vortices” and of

“subtle matter” finds no echo. In Paris it is the pressure of the moon
which accounts for the tides; in London it is the sea which is

drawn by the moon. For the Cartesians, everything is explained by

an impetus which itself is not to be understood; for the Newtonians,

all is made clear by an attraction whose cause cannot be known.

For Descartes, the very essence of the soul is thought, while Locke

has clearly demonstrated the contrary. And so the contrast continues.

Within a very few years, however, the terms of the comparison

might have been reversed. All of the problems and positions which

31 Voltaire, Lettres Philosophiques ed. Lasson ( 1909) lettre XIV.
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had characterized English thought, now found a new home in

France. This was due, in no small part, to Voltaire s own efforts.

He became the apostle of Newton and Locke in France.

What not even Voltaire could transpose to France, however, was

the tone and accent of the English Enlightenment. On the contrary,

to him, again in great part, must be ascribed the very alteration in

tone which the preoccupations of the English Enlightenment under-

went when they were transferred to France.

Sobriety and succinctness have been recognized as the marks of the

English temper. The French, by contrast, was both oratorical and

polemical. Men of the temper of Voltaire turned the whole of

France into one vast area of culture in which the most learned and

abstruse questions were debated in a journalistic atmosphere; as it

were, before the bar of public opinion.

Such problems as the nature of the human understanding were,

for the English, matter of quiet and personal rumination or restricted

converse among friends to be committed to paper in a modest and

tentative style. In France they became matters to be aired and

struggled over before the whole court of the public, with all the

vehemence of a cause to be defended, an opponent to be vanquished.

Both the psychological differences of the two peoples and the

diversity of cultural circumstances in the two countries have been

adduced as causes of this difference. However that may be, the

difference heretofore noted was but superficial compared to the

deeper difference still to be noted.

The contrast which Voltaire set up, it will be remarked, had

Descartes and Cartesianism as the central point of contrast. As a

matter of fact, however, the influence of Descartes was too deep to

be sloughed off easily. Indeed, the deepest difference between the

French and the English Enlightenment resides precisely in the

triumph of the spirit of Descartes even as it was being repudiated;

for in effect, the French mind Cartesianized the English Enlighten-

ment, endowing it with that “spirit of system” so alien to the

English temperament. The French never succeeded in practicing

that “empirical method” which they admired so enormously in the

English; instead, they taught the English ideas to take the form so

congenial to the French mind of which Descartes was so pure an

expression.

At the same time, it must be recognized that there was ascertain

element in the thought of the English Enlightenment which provided

a basis for this transformation. It has been called the latent rational-

ism of the English mind of the period. A simple example of what is

meant may be found in the tenacity with which Locke, despite all

his other positions, held to the normative character of mathematics.

It is sometime said that what the French did was popularize the
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matter and the reflections of the English Enlightenment; but this

is clearly less than the truth. What they did was to search out and

set in relief, the nexus of relations which connected the strands of

English speculation and which had, more or less, escaped the British

mind.

The process by which the matter of the English Enlightenment

passed over to France may best be seen in the movement by which

the thought of Newton came to displace that of Descartes. And this

process in turn, it has been pointed out many times, can best be

traced in the thought of two men, Fontanelle and Voltaire himself.

The former expresses the first tentative and gradual steps by which

this transformation took place; the latter, the full flood of the

movement.

Fontanelle lived exactly a century (1657-1757) and remained to

the end of his life alert to all the intellectual problems of the times.

In the work for which he is most celebrated, the Entretiens sur la

Pluralite des Mondes (Conversations of the Plurality of Worlds,

1686), Fontanelle is still entirely Cartesian. In the Eulogy , however,

which, in his role as permanent secretary of the French Academy, he

was called upon to pronounce on the occasion of Newton’s death, a

significant change occurs.

It cannot be said that he was in any way converted to the

position of Newton. lie did something, however, almost as great for

a Cartesian. He placed Newton on the same plane as Descartes, and

spoke of them as the two leaders of modern science. Starting from

opposite points of departure, he declares, they arrive, each by a

method proper to himself, at a common point and ground which

established them with equal title as the guides of modern science.

Voltaire, however, passes very quickly this point of assigning an

equal status to the two great figures. His purpose, and he succeeded

in it, was to elevate Newton at the expense of Descartes. He takes up

the parallel of Fontanelle’s Eulogy, but in his case, it is Descartes

who suffers, Newton who carries of an easy palm. He concludes with

a masterpiece of overstatement, even for him. He does not believe

that the philosophy of Descartes can be seriously compared to that

of Newton. The former is but a first effort, a sketch, while the latter

is a finished masterpiece. By way of consolation, however, he con-

cedes to Descartes a certain greatness even in his errors, “he deceived

himself, but with method and a spirit of consistency.” This contrast,

reversing the terms of Fontanelle’s Eulogy
,

is to be found in

Voltaire’s Philosophical Letters already referred to. He followed this

rather superficial treatment with the Elements de la Philosophie de

Newton ( Elements of the Philosophy of Newton) in 1738, a work of

decisive cultural influence. This was not all, however.

What Voltaire accomplished for Newton, he was also determined
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to do for Locke, the other great luminary of the English Enlighten-

ment. Descartes, he affirms in the thirteenth of the Philosophical

Letters, had written the romance of the human mind; Locke had

written its history. Locke had destroyed the myth of innate ideas

and had established that all of our ideas come from the senses. He
had made clear the limits of the human understanding, and had

exhibited a becoming modesty on such problems as the immortality

of the soul which the Cartesians were prepared to demonstrate with

a formidable array of arguments. It is also to be noted that the ideas

and positions which Locke advanced with deference and even a kind

of timidity, Voltaire restates in a bold and almost peremstory manner.

In this too, he was carrying forward the transformation of the

spirit of the English Enlightenment, even as he was transporting its

preoccupations and speculative positions to France. From this it

may be seen that the penetration of the English Enlightenment into

France in both its aspects noted above, continuity of content, diver-

sity of tone and accent, was almost wholly the work of Voltaire.

B. Voltaire (Francois Marie Arouet) 1694-1778

Since this is the case, it is inevitable that a consideration of the

figure and work of Voltaire in its completeness should preface and

open any consideration of the French Enlightenment.

Francois Marie Arouet (he assumed the appellation “Monsieur

de Voltaire” when he was about twenty-four years of age) was born

in Paris on the 24th of November, 1694, and died in that city on

May 3rd, 1778. He was educated by the Jesuits at their college,

Louis-le-Grand. Soon after entering the world of the salons, into

which he was introduced by the great Abbe De Chateauneuf, he

had gained a reputation for his sharpness of wit and his clarity,

though not profundity, of mind. He was imprisoned in the Bastille

twice and was released the second time, only upon agreeing to

self-exile in England.

The years he spent there, 1726-1729, were decisive for his intel-

lectual formation. It was at this time that he was to come into

contact with the ideas of Newton and Locke and of the English

Enlightenment in general, the apostle of which he was to become
in his own country.

The results of these years find their first important expression in

the Lettres sur les Anglais or Lettres Philosophiques ( Letters on the

English or Philosophical Letters; Amsterdam, 1734). The significant

passage comparing what he found in England with what he had left

in France has already been referred to.

On his return to France his reputation grew swiftly, both in the

realm of letters and in that of ideas. In 1746, he was admitted into

the Academy and soon after left France to enter the service of
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Frederick the Great. This relationship lasted only tliree years due
both to the lack of temperamental sympathy between Voltaire and
the King and to the enmity of the philosopher, Nlaupertius. Against
the latter Voltaire penned the Diatribe du Docteur Akakia (1752),
a masterpiece of invective, the full effect of which was lost, however,
on the stolid Maupertius. Voltaire retired to the estates he had
acquired at Ferney on the border of Switzerland and France. He
returned only once to Paris. After a triumphal reception there, he
died in May of 1778.

It is difficult to evaluate the importance of Voltaire’s work from
the point of view of philosophy. If we use a criterion of new ideas

or that of a real penetration of one problem or another of philos-

ophy, the judgment is bound to be adverse. He is almost devoid of

philosophical originality. All of his ideas are derived from various

sources: Locke, Neyton, Bayle, Shaftesbury. To them he contributed

only an inimitable power of clarification and over-simplification.

At the same time, it must be realized that this evaluation is not

entirely just to Voltaire. The conception of philosophy, prevalent in

his day, was somewhat different. According to that conception, he
was a philosopher par excellence.

For philosophy was then held to be, by many of its most assiduous

cultivators, not a purely speculative enterprise, but the undertaking

of spreading abroad the science which mankind had already secured

to a wider circle than could ever be involved in the discovery of

truth (hence Enlightenment).

From this point of view, Voltaire is the Enlightenment personi-

fied, and his work, consequently, is of the very greatest importance.

Again, however, it is only just to remark that precisely because it

served this notion of philosophy, Voltaire’s influence was greatest not

on professional philosophers, but on society in general and especially

that part of it, the rising “middle classes,” which was gradually

acquiring the wealth necessary for the learned and enlightened life,

and the social influence and status to enjoy it.

The hete noir of this Enlightenment, of which Voltaire was the

archangel, was “fanaticism” and “superstition.” To combat what he

understood by these terms, Voltaire took as a personal calling or

mission. It was a duty he felt incumbent upon him in the name of

the “dignity of man.” Although his habitual manner of expression

was both sceptical and light, this dominant passion was most sincere.

Ultimately, it must be concluded that the work he undertook in this

mission could only be sustained by a view of mankind which had a

good deal of the religious character about it.

At the same time, Voltaire had acquired the reputation, and

justly, of being the most intransigent enemy of religion. The key

to his mind, perhaps, lies in the fact he was entirely devoid of that
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sense of mystery which is most intimately associated with the idea

and the actuality of religion. He was at home only in a world of

"light,” i.e. “rational explanation.

So far as these ideas could be accommodated to that world, he

was ready to receive God, creation, providence, final causes and all.

But of Revelation, of dogma, of grace, he could make neither head noi

tail. They seemed to him simply and purely absurd. These absurdities

he saw incorporated and entrenched in positive religion, in the

churches and in their creeds and in the social institutions by which,

in his view, these religious held mankind in bondage to their massive

inconsequences and superstitions.

As a result, he painted the now classical and still effective picture

of religion as an instrument of power in the hands of a priesthood

bent on its own enrichment and entrenchment in power and prestige

using intellectual suppression as a normal means of seeming the only

conditions: ignorance, poverty, intolerance, fanaticism, superstition,

which could sustain their position. And despite the fact that Voltaire

was endowed with a high degree of historical insight, he could not

penetrate beyond this myth which he had himself to a great extent

created. For him, consequently, the spreading of the “light” and the

combating of the institutions of postive religions became one, iden-

tical mission.

To this mission, the entire body of his vast writings is committed.

These fall into a number of classes or groups. Only the philo-

sophical, however, have direct interest in the present context. Of

these, the chief have already been mentioned, namely, the Philo-

sophical Letters and the Elements of Newtons Philosophy. To these

should be added the Parallele des Sentiments de Newton et de

Leibnitz ( Comparison of the Opinions of Newton and Leibnitz
,

1740), the Remarques sur les Pensees de Pascal ( Remarks on the

Pensees of Pascal) published as an addition to the Philosophical

Letters, and the Traite de Metaphysique ( Treatise on Metaphysics,

1734). In addition, there were a number of lesser works.

More interesting, however, is it to note that Voltaire spread his

ideas most effectively through a form of which he must be accounted

one of the originators: the “conte philosophique” or philosophical

novel, or novel of ideas. Such are: Zadig: on la Destinee (1748),

Candide, ou VOptimisme (1759), TEngenu (1767), THomme aux

Quarants Ecus (1767) and many others. This form engaged at their

best all of Voltaire’s various talents: real interest in ideas, a clear but

not profound comprehension of them, the ability to embody them in

persons and situations and events, and above all, the gift of ridicule

and a sense of the incongruous which has seldom been equaled.

Equally effective must be the articles he wrote for the Diction-

naire Portatif (an adjunct for the great Encyclopedic which will be
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discussed presently) for that encyclopedia itself and other media of

diffusion. Indeed, the last form of expression seemed to be the one

most perfectly suited to his hand of all, even more so, perhaps that

the “contes philosophiques.” In these articles he showed himself a

voracious reader, a tireless writer of footnotes, an agile polemicist,

with an instinct for the weakest points of his opponents’ arguments,

a matchless coiner of apt phrases and epigrams.

Before this kaleidioscopic display of talent, one cannot fail to

ask, in what field did Voltaire take himself most seriously? It was

not philosophy, but history, and history subordinated to a moral

and didactic purpose. Of these, the Essai sur les Moeurs ( History of

Morals

,

1740-69), is surely the most famous, though the Siecle (le

Louis XIV (1751) is hardly less so. These works show a true

narrative power, a sense of the movement of history superior to

most, and only an occasional tendency to confuse the superficial

with the basically important, or to let passion and prejudice place a

veil over his tremendously acute critical sense.

To expect that a talent or genius like that of Voltaire should

find its place in history as the founder of a school of philosophy is,

of course, absurd. Rather, in his role as diffuser of light, he became

the teacher, almost the school master of a entire class, the emergent

middle classes or bougeoisie. To this class, his works became a biblc.

His attitudes stereo-typed the opponents against whom he leveled his

lance. Their enemies were his words which exhibited the common-

places of their thought and language.

In this effect, however, it would seem that Voltaire was defeating

his own avowed purpose. For this purpose was to spread everywhere

that same sense of criticism which he enjoyed so richly. Instead,

however, his very dominance tended to lull the class, upon which

he was most effective, into a comatose quiescence, for its attitudes

were furnished for it, its ideas were ready made, and its power of

criticism, above all of self-criticism, was blunted by its very wealth of

inheritance. The Voltairian humanist, or better, humanitarian be-

came a figure too readily open to the very kind of ridicule which he

had leveled against others. Nevertheless, no one spoke more truly,

more fully in character, for the Enlightenment in France. As we

have suggested, he not so much expressed, as was, the French

Enlightenment.

C. The Encyclopedia and the Encyclopedists : D’Alembert, Diderot,

the
“
Economists

”

The fact noted above, namely, that some of Voltaire’s surest

philosophical compositions were the articles which he contributed

to the Encyclopedie, leads us, naturally, to the consideration of this

great monument of the spirit, erudition, laboriousness and devotion
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of the Enlightenment and of the men who conceived it and carried

it, amid great hardships, to its conclusion, chiefly, Denis Diderot

and Jean le Rond d’Alembert.

1. The Encyclopedie

Every age, it has been said, deserves its monument, and fortunate

is the age which is mindful enough to construct its own. This is

surely the case with the age of the Enlightenment, and that monu-

ment, beyond question, is the Encyclopedie.

The present remarks will concern themselves briefly with what

may be called the material history of the work and with its spirit,

before passing on to consider the work of its greatest collaborators,

Diderot and D’Alembert, in somewhat more detail, as they surely

deserve. For both these men deserve better of history than to be

concealed forever in the anonymity of their editorship of the

Encyclopedie.

a. The Material History of the Encyclopedie

The Encyclopedie, or Dictionaire Raisonne des Sciences, des

Arts et des Metiers (Paris 28 vols. 1751-1772; supplement in 5 vols.

Amsterdam, 1776-77; analytical tables 2 vols. Amsterdam, 1780-81),

the greatest publication in conception and in achievement of the

exponents of the French Enlightenment, had a relatively humble
beginning. It was first planned as a translation into French and an

improvement on the Encyclopedia or Universal Dictionary of Art

and Science edited by E. Chambers (London, 1728, 2 vols.) It had a

more remote antecedent in the Dictionaire Historique et Critique

of P. Bayle (Paris, 1695-97), a fifth edition of which appeared as

late as 1737.

After a number of disappointments, the editors and publishers

who had initially conceived the project entrusted its editorial direc-

tion to Denis Diderot who had already achieved a certain reputation

for this kind of enterprise. The editorial direction was further

enhanced by the addition of Jean le Rond d’Alembert, whose repu-

tation as a member of the Royal Academy of Sciences of Paris

assured for the work the collaboration of all the important acade-

mies of France.

It began to appear in 1751. The next year, after the appearance

of the second volume, it was suppressed by the royal censor. This

suppression was repeated in 1759 when the seventh volume had seen

the light. D’Alembert left the editorial direction in 1758. It was
natural that, in the pattern of collaboration of so vast a number of

gifted men, dissensions should arise.

But the Encyclopedie found its real genius in Diderot, whose
endurance and tireless labors carried it through to completion in
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the face of both dissension and opposition coming especially from

the Jesuits who had undertaken a kind of counter-Encyclopedie in

their Memoirs des Travatix. Indeed this last form of opposition

proved a kind of boon to the Encyclopedic and Diderot for it won

for them the support of the anti-Jesuit coterie which included such

powerful figures as Madame de Pompadour and the ministers

Choiseul and Malherbes. Nevertheless, these visissitudes took their

toll of the work and account for many of the imperfections which

distinguish the finished work from its initial conception.

Diderot’s known atheism lay at the center of much of the opposi-

tion. In order to meet the demands of the theological censors, the

editors adopted an overcautious attitude in the articles which dealt

with religious matters, a strategy which drew the criticism of Voltaire

upon them. To this criticism d’Alembert replied, rather cynically,

that an observant reader would find these concessions to orthodoxy

effectively nullified in many other articles, adding that time would

distinguish between what the Encyclopedists thought and what they

wrote.

In the “Discours Preliminaire” which d’Alembert composed for

the work, he outlined the bold inclusiveness of the design. It had a

double purpose, he declared. The first was to expound the order

and concatenation of the human sciences, and the second was to

individuate in each science and each art, whether liberal or mechan-

ical, the general principles which constitute their bases and the

most essential elements which constitute their corpus. Diderot

supported this view in the article “Encyclopedic” enlarging on the

difficulty of the enterprise and asserting that it must of necessity be

the achievement of a philosophical century or age.

To say that so grand a project must, of necessity, be uneven in

the accomplishment of its several parts is hardly to denigrate it.

No historian or defender of the undertaking has ever maintained

that its high standards were universally observed and adhered to. It

is usually recognized that the articles dealing with scientific topics

achieve a greater degree of coherence, perhaps because they were

less subject to the stresses of criticism, being for the most part the

work of and of interest to experts.

Buffon sustained the level of the articles on the life sciences;

D’Holbach those on chemistry and geology; D’Alembert, with the

collaboration of Helvetius and Condillac, those on mathematics,

psychology, and physics. (All these names will recur, and greater

individual attention will be paid to them in the pages which follow.

)

By contrast, it is recognized that the moral sciences exhibit least

coherence. This is attributed, for the most part, to the discontinuity

of editors.

The articles dealing with theoretical and philosophical matters,
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properly speaking, are among the most prominent and the most

striking even though i( is true that they arc of uneven value. Diderots

article, “Raison,” has been called a hymn to the universal immanent

rationality of nature and of man. Quesnay’s article, “Evidence,”

proved a pioneering effort to distinguish the Enlightenment position

from that of Locke offering a first sketch of that sensim which

Condillac will make into a system. The articles in moral philosophy

exhibit that humanitarian-utilitarian bias characteristic of the move-

ment, while those in the area of politics and law are most derivative.

The tract on sovereignty, for example, was taken from Pufendorf’s

Droit de la Nature, while that on the “State of Nature” is almost a

textual reproduction from the second chapter of Locke’s essay on

civil government.

These points make it impossible to assign to the work that high

scientific value which D’Alembert, in the advertisement appended to

the third volume, had hoped it would attain. On the other hand, it

must be recognized that, as a most stupendous effort at synthesis

and at popularization, it became eventually an effective instrument

for the cultural education of France, especially of the middle classes.

In the final evaluation, however, and especially from the historical

point of view, this scientific achievement, whatever one thinks of it,

recedes before the interest inspired by the spirit of the work. It is

this spirit, which, from the historical point of view, makes it the true

monument of its age.

b. The Spirit of the Encyclopedic

If Voltaire is the man who most closely personifies the essential

spirit of the Enlightenment, it is the Encyclopedie which gives that

spirit its documentary incorporation. What then is the spirit of

the Encyclopedie, which, at the same time, is most surely that of the

Enlightenment itself? An eminent historian of philosophy and cul-

ture, De Ruggiero, has fixed this spirit in the drive toward system

which inspires the work.

The ideal of the unity of the sciences or various areas of human
knowledge has been one of the constant guiding stars of western

culture. But the movement and the growth of the sciences, by
which they readily break, from age to age, the systematic order

which any great vision is able to impose upon them, make this ideal

one which must constantly be renewed and constantly striven for.

At the juncture at which the Encyclopedie appeared, the culture

of Europe, as a result of the diffraction and fragmentation which
had begun with the Renaissance as the new learnings burst the

bonds of the great medieval syntheses, presented a bewildering com-
plexity and disunity. The Enlightenment, especially in France and
especially in this document, gave expression to the need that such a
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synthesis or systematization be undertaken anew; almost, as it were,

as a mnemonic necessity of the human spirit. This the Encyclopedic

undertook to do. And in this lies its essential spirit and value, what-

ever one may think of the principles on which it sought to establish

this unity.

Indeed, today, we do not hesitate to say that the principle which

it selected is hardly the surest which can be imagined or hoped for.

This was that Cartesian-Lockian vision of the world which, during

the preceding centuries, had found expression in the specialized

treatises in which the thought of those centuries had expressed itself.

Now this vision was to be made the central pole to which all matters

treated in the vast plan of the Encyclopedic were to be referred.

What the Cartesian-Lockian vision offered was the idea of a nature

which is identical in all beings, and the idea of a human reason

which is capable of grasping this nature. The problem was to make

this vision effective in the varities of learned disciplines.

So far, only the physico-mathematical disciplines had submitted

to an ordering along the lines of this vision. In all the other areas,

those of the biological, psychological, social, economic, moral and

economic sciences or disciplines, what prevailed and obtained was

a vast admixture of the old and the new. Descartes, in the famous

passage of the Discourse on Method could airily disengage himself

from this historical burden and address himself directly to what was

clear and evident.

Actually the task was by no means so easy. There existed the task

of critically re-examining and re-interpreting the entire nomen-

clature of the sciences. It is the vision of the task and the ardor

(which is difficult to distinguish from ingenuousness) with which it

was undertaken which constitute the true spirit of the Encyclopedic ,

and make it, despite whatever criticism may be leveled against it, a

basic document of our culture.

Even deeper, however, than this spirit of system, is the humanistic,

or perhaps more precisely, humanitarian afflatus of the work. What

has already been encountered in Voltaire, that desire to enlighten in

the somewhat naive conviction that this enlightenment constituted

some kind of salvation, a worldly and mundane salvation to be sure,

for mankind, this is the deeper spirit which breathes through the

vast work. The sense of mission, noted in the sceptical and witty

Voltaire, is here too, in a manner even more sustained than it could

possibly be in the career of one man. It is the “gospel” of knowledge

which is to be spread abroad; and the purpose is to deliver mankind

from the slavery of ignorance and superstition, to bring it to the

promised land of rationality. Nothing less than such a sense of

mission could have sustained the encyclopedists in this work; espe-
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cially when we reflect on the limited and clumsy means at their

disposal.

Today we are inclined to smile at their optimism. We have

become disillusioned with the gospel of knowledge, especially scien-

tific knowledge. We have seen that is enormous increment has done

relatively little to assuage the basic ills of our culture and has even,

according to some estimations, contributed to their aggravation.

But this very contrast makes it possible for us the more easily to

comprehend an enthusiasm and an optimism which we cannot

share, and to admire a vast labor in which that enthusiasm concretely

expressed and spent itself.

2. Denis Diderot (1713-1784)

If Voltaire is correctly recognized as the most representative

figure of the French Enlightenment, Denis Diderot, by equal title,

deserves to be called its most seminal thinker. Not only was he

endowed with great fertility of imagination and intellect and great

energy, but he was also very prodigal with these. Thus historians

have traced to him that famous figure of the “living statue” which

Condillac was later to develop with great ingenuity and results. It

is thought that Rousseau owed to him the basic insight which gives

form to the Discourse on the Arts and Sciences which first brought

Rousseau to notice. Rousseau expressly acknowledges Diderot’s col-

laboration on the Discourse on Inequality. He is thought to be the

inspiration, if not the author in fact, of many pages from the Systeme

de la Nature of D’Holbach as well as of pages in the writings of

Helvetius. Finally, as has already been noted, he was the animating

spirit and sustaining energy of the whole enterprise of the Encty-

clopedie.

Beneath and within this complex pattern of external activity,

however, Diderot, much to the surprise of many historians, did not

fail to articulate a personal point of view and doctrine which
exhibits many arresting features.

His earliest impulse in philosophy was toward the establishment

of a firm moralism independently of all religious relationships. This

tendency is reflected in his selection for translation in 1745 of the

Essay on Merit and Virtue of Shaftesbury.

The essay of 1754, Pensees sur VInterpretation de la Nature,

expresses his views on determinism in science. The relationship to

D’Alembert is apparent in the work, as well as their mutual de-

pendence on English sources. He makes a distinction between three

sources of knowledge: observation, reflection, experience; the first

collects facts, the second combines them, the third verifies them. A
parallel distinction in philosophy and science is asserted to obtain.

At the same time, there is evident in this work a certain dissat-
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isfaction with the physical-mathematical tendencies of the science of

the time. He undertook to predict the end of the dominance of the

physicists, the advent of a new status to chemistry and natural

history. The unreality of geometrical being is offered as the reason

why modern experimentalism would find it increasingly difficult

to rest its case upon that science and would seek concepts closer to

the reality of nature. Some historians aver that they see in these

observations an anticipation of the orientation which nineteenth

century science would take toward biological naturalism.

In line with these thoughts, he offers a notion of matter which

differs alike from that of the Cartesians and that of the Newtonians.

It is a concept of matter as animated, organic and highly differen-

tiated in its elements.

There is even to be observed a certain anticipation of evolu-

tionary ideas in his suggestion that just as individuals in the vegetable

and animal kingdoms are born, grow, endure, decline and die, so too,

whole species may be thought of as undergoing a similar process,

passing from one phase to another in proportionate periods of time;

that is, there are centuries and millenia for the species as there are

days and years for the individuals.

Two essays which remained unpublished during his life time, and

only saw the light of day in 1875, throw further light on his own
reflections. These are the Entretien entre D’Alembert et Diderot

and the Reve de D’Alembert ( Conversation between D’Alembert

and Diderot and the Dream of D’Alembert )

.

The second of these, especially, reveals a certain flavor antic-

ipatory of the romantic era to come in the fervor with which it

developes the imaginative implications of biologico-organistic view

of the universe. The world, he rhapsodizes, becomes and passes

away without ceasing. At every instant, it is both beginning and at

the end. “Rerum novus nascitur ordo,” a new order of things comes

to be, is the eternal inscription of the universe.

Personal immortality, like all forms of permanence, are illusions;

rather, all beings circulate in each other ... all is in perpetual flux . . .

nothing in nature is fixed and precise . . . the notion of essence is a

delusion ... a being is but the sum of a certain number of

tendencies; species are but tendencies toward a common end . . .

Life is a series of actions and reactions ... To be born, to live and to

die is but to change forms . . . and every form is equal in value to

every other, for each has its proper felicity, its proper and irreplacable

quality.32

Diderot is not content, however, to let this reverie run on

unchecked. He does try to bring some kind of reasoned and even

scientific order into it. To say that he is eminently successful would,

32 Diderot, Reve d’Alembert, Oeuvres ed. 1875, Vol. II, p. 131.
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however, be saying much too much. If it is the case that life and

sensibility is diffused through all molecules which compose the

universe, what is it which gives unity and consistency, (to the degree

to which they possess these) to the individual and to the species?

It is here that he brings forth his famous, but not entirely felicitous

image of the cluster of bees clinging so tightly together that, of them,

one body is formed. He is himself, however, sensible of the weakness

of the image.

Within the context of these speculations, Diderot passed from

his initial uncritical religio-cultural attitude, to an extreme atheism

which was to become the indelible mark of his character to many
for a long time. Finally he arrived at a kind of vitalistic pantheism,

resembling in some of its features the positions assumed by the

romantics of the succeeding age.

It is not suggested by these observations that Diderot was pos-

sessed of any penetrating or consistent philosophical vision. Quite

the contrary emerges even from the most sympathetic consideration

of his personal reflections. But the ideas he did formulate and foster

did have an effect and influence quite beyond their intrinsic force

and merit and they do characterize him in that more personal

dimension of his existence and activity than that of the towering

figure of the organizer and presiding genius of the Encyclopedic.

3. Jean le Rond d’Alembert (1717-1783)

Of D’Alembert it has been noted many times that he had the

typical mentality of the Newtonian scientist in which penetrating

observational powers are united to a mathematical habit of mind. In

addition, and again like Newton himself, he had a certain taste for,

in a measure less that outstanding, philosophical reflection and

speculation. Finally, in his personality were united a vast array of

interests, from literature to religion, which he pursued with dis-

cernment and taste, and with the essential eclecticism of his time.

In his character as a scientist, he produced his Treatise on

Dynamics, a work of first importance in the area. Its principles found

a wide file of elaboration in the articles which he prepared for the

Encyclopedic.

His preliminary discourse to the Encyclopedic presents his view

of the order and nature of the sciences and the state of their progress

at the moment of that undertaking. It is in a very real sense the

testament of the mind of the Enlightenment in France, with all its

strengths and weaknesses, organized, so to say, into one impressive

statement. The notions here put forth are also elaborated in his

Elements of Philosophy (1759).

4. The “Economists”

There can be no doubt that the project of the Encyclopedic
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drew to itself the best talents of the age in every field; and that by

the unity (though far from perfect) of its design, it brought to the

surface with great clarity the underlying rationalistic spirit which

sustained it. Of particular historical importance were the men who
enjoyed this association and exhibited this forma mentis while

engaged in the new, and destined to become ever more important,

field of economics. Among these the most important names are

Quesnay, Mirabeau, Dupont de Nemours, Condillac and Turgot all

of whom actively collaborated with the work of the Encyclopedic.

What all these men have in the study of economic relations is the

insight that, beyond the mere flux of needs and interests which

regulate the market place, or at least manifest themselves there, there

are to be discerned elemental forces which, in some rational manner,

inform and give order to those activities and which, consequently,

both derive from and are susceptible to statement according to

principles of reason.

Given the immediate data on which they had to work, they

came to a conclusion, more or less widely agreed on, that there

forces are resident in the productive powers of the earth as these are

realized and apportioned by means of human labor. In the situation

of their times, the transactions of industry and commerce seemed

secondary to these, and to derive in some way from them. Since for

them the land and its productivity was the basic fact in economics,

the problem of greatest importance seemed to be the manner in

which, and the conditions under which land was acquired; for this,

they reasoned, would have the very greatest effect on the actualization

of its productivity.

It was their view that private property was the most natural

institution for this appropriation because it insured to the worker

the fruits of his labor and hence provided the surest incentive. This

institution, therefore, becomes the basic institution of any economic

system.

In addition, they were, consonantly with their basic rationalism,

persuaded that the three elements in the total economic situation,

that is, productivity of the earth, individual interests and the col-

lective good, were in essential harmony despite all appearances to

the contrary.

At the same time, this persuasion concerning the relation of all

wealth to the productivity of the soil led them, at a very crucial

time in history, to serious errors concerning the nature and condi-

tions of commerce and industry. They showed an inclination to

consider these activities as not genuinely productive. These errors

were not immediately important, however, because the situation of

the times concealed them, and at the same time contained the

forces which would correct them.
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Of greater interest, rather, is the reformist line of thought by

which they came to their greatest and most influential achievement,

the formulation of the principle of Laissez faire. This principle

emerged from the critique of existing institutions in the light of

their basic persuasion of the harmony between the basic elements

noted above: productivity of the earth, individual interest and

collective good. Lacking perception of this basic harmony, men had

erected all kinds of institutions which impeded the operation of

this basic harmony. It was necessary, above all, as a consequence,

to release these forces so that this basic harmony could appear and

freely operate.

In pursuit of this line of thought the economists became the

advocate of free individual and group initiative and exponents of

the theory of state limitations. Despotism, especially benevolent

despotism, had established as one of its claims its unique power to

intervene to maintain some harmony among these three elements.

But it was apparent that, far from acting in this way, the despotic

state entered the field as one of the limiting institutions, acting

against the free operation of this basic harmony. It became clear,

therefore, that the function of the state must be limited to inter-

vention merely at those points at which the free operation had

encountered some definite impediment, while the intrinsic harmony

of these elements was made directly apparent by the free agency of

individuals and private groups.

D. Montesquieu and Political Philosophy

It has been suggested many times that the area in which the spirit

of the French Enlightenment, and, considering the influence of

Locke, the English Enlightenment as well, achieved their greatest

work is that of political thought. Applying to the infinitely complex

matter of political and social life its basic insight into the constancy

of a common human nature, it exhibited a capacity of cutting across

the accepted and traditional analyses of the social and political

bonds and of revealing within that common nature, and on the

basis of it, whole new complexes of relations binding man to man.

In time, romantic philosophy, filled with a new sense of history

and tradition and scandalized by the excesses to which a purely

rationalized approach to human social and political institutions

could lead, would accuse the thought of the Enlightenment of an

inconscionable spirit of simplification; and the charge would appear

very plausible to many critics.

In the meanwhile, however, the political thinkers of the Enlight-

enment showed anything but a simplicist attitude and perception

in their capacity of analysing the complex relations which induce

coherence in social life. Among the most important thinkers of the
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period in this most central of all fields of philosophical reflection

stands the figure of Montesquieu, who, in this area, like Voltaire

and Diderot in others, stands as a representative of the spirit and the

achievement of the entire epoch.

Montesquieu ( Charles-Louis se Secondat, Baron De la Brede

et De Montesquieu) 1689-1755, was educated by the Oratorians at

Juilly, and early in life fell heir to the barony of Montesquieu and

to certain offices of the magistrature which appertained to it in his

native province of Bordeaux. He was more attracted, however, to

study than to public life and its tasks, and at first dedicated himself to

scientific studies. These are exemplified by such works as his Obser-

vations sur niistoire Naturalle ( Observations on Natural History
,

1721). While he exhibits in them an admirable attachment to the

experimental method (in idea at least, if not in practice), it would

be too much to say that he attained to any distinction in them.

His real genius reveals itself rather with the composition of his

Lettres Persanes (Persian Letters) published anonymously in Am-

sterdam in 1721. In these letters he reveals himself as the keenest of

observers of social and political life and as one able to subject what

he observed to trenchant and coherent criticism. The form of the

work is deceptive, tending to conceal in its narrative and rather

highly coloured incidental material the serious social observation

and criticism which it encloses.

In the letters, two travelers from far off Persia recount the fruits of

their voyage through Europe. Beneath their dispassionate and some-

times amused contemplation, the society of Regency France is made

to yield up to notice its most intimate contradictions. Social customs,

religious beliefs, political institutions are analyzed so as to lay bare

the core of irrationality which their polished surfaces conceal. The

dominant tone is satire; but it is not the aimless satire of the mere

essayist, though Montesquieu shows an admirable competence in this

form. It is rather the first efforts of a serious critical and analytical

mind searching out the form and limits of the material upon which

it will presently exercise itself.

In these Letters, Montesquieu gives the first indications of his

speculative position, showing himself a Deist in religion by his

insistence upon the transcendence of God and of the order of justice.

He is opposed to the Hobbesian view of social life by his insistence

upon the naturalness, that is the constitutive character, of social

and political organization.

Ine success of the Letters led Montesquieu into the mistake

which is so often made by authors who find success in their first

work: the imitation of himself; e.g. in the Temple de Guide (1724).

However, his basic good sense quickly drew him back from this

path as his next works indicate.
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These were a study in the political economy of Spain and a

Traite des Devoirs (1724), recalling the classical De Officiis of

Cicero. In a chapter of this last work (which remains to history only

in an incomplete form) entitle De la Politique, there are to be

seen the first lineaments of his anti-Machiavellianism as it will be

developed more fully in his chief work.

A long voyage of observation throughout Europe resulted in a

series of important works. The first of these was his Voyages, in

turn quickly followed by the Reflections sur la Monarchic Univer-

sally (1731), in which great emphasis is placed on the notion of

Europe as a spiritual unity.

The year 1734 saw the publication of his Considerations sur les

Causes de la Grandeur des Romains et de Leur Decedence (
Con-

siderations of the Causes of the Greatness of the Romans and of

their Decline). This work is most important in the area of historical-

political studies, for it defines a new line of investigation and a new

method. Earlier efforts had been divided between providentialists’

views, like that of Bossuet, which studied historical events for the

signs of the intervention in them of Divine Providence, and didactic

views which turned to the study of history as the school for the

statesmen who must learn from the example of the great. But

Montesquieu conducts, rather, what might be called an “empirical

study, seeking to move from the observation of events to the laws

which govern their occurrence, recurrence and other patterns, em-

ploying the case of Rome as, so to say, the crucial example.

This work finds its complement in the Essai sur Les Esprits

(1736-41), which is an attempt to fix, on a physiological basis, the

physical and spiritual external causes of human actions and disposi-

tions.

These two lines of investigation will be unified in the great

work, his masterpiece and one of the classics of political philosophy,

upon which he was already engaged, the 1’Esprit des Lois which

appeared at Geneva in 1748. In this work Montesquieu’s vast reading,

his very considerable personal experience, and the partial efforts of

his earlier writings are brought together into a masterly synthesis.

The vastness of the material it covers and the diversity of its learning

for some time led many critics to assert that it lacked any central

unifying scheme or principle. Closer study, however, disproves this

assertion. Upon examination, the controlling principles and the order

of development by which the vast materials are rendered not only

coherent, but expressive and persuasive as well, are gradually

brought to light. These principles and this expressive order may be

described in the following manner.

Montesquieu assumes, or rather, recognizes as established the

metaphysical principle of a God who is the creator and the principle
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or order in the universe, both on I he physical and on the spiritual

plane. The problem then becomes: to discover the natural laws of

social life. But he immediately ascribes to the phrase “natural law”

a meaning proper to himself. No longer does it signify an abstract,

rational, and ideal principle from which an entire system of norms

of social and political life might be deduced. Rather, it means the

relationships or the nets of relationships which run between sets of

empirically verifiable facts or phenomena.

His manner of proceeding, consequently, recalls to mind the

methods of modem sociology. The investigation falls into a number

of clearly articulated phases.

First of all, Montesquieu is concerned to determine the various

types of political association. This inquiry seeks to penetrate both to

their structure and to their spirit, that is, to the psychological laws

on which they rest. In the line of this inquiry, and calling upon a

vast body of historical material and evidence, he distinguishes de-

mocracy, monarchy, and despotism as the basic sociological types of

political organization, or states.

He then proceeds to determine the constitutive laws of each of

these types as these laws appear in the various dimensions of

social life. It is in the development of this inquiry that he enun-

ciates the doctrine for which he is most famous, that of the separation

of powers (Book XI, chapter 6). The purpose of this separation is

to stabilize the institutional conditions of liberty in the political

order by establishing a division of functions between the organs of

the state which would so balance power among them, that no one

could gain despotic dominance.

From the point of view of its influence in history, the enunciation

of this doctrine of the separation of powers marks the high point of

the work. It was not so, however, in Montesquieu’s own intention, as

the subsequent developments of his inquiry illustrate.

In the succeeding books, he passes on to the analysis of the effect

of environmental physical forces on the various forms of associative

life, seeking to establish fixed relations between such factors as cli-

mate, character and extent of territory and the kinds of social

groups they can sustain.

In the nineteenth book, he undertakes to make clear the very

import concept “esprit” or “spirit” which is so dominant in his

thought. By it he means the synthesis and harmony between all the

physical and spiritual factors which he has labored to distinguish

and characterise. As these factors enter into various proportional

combinations, they define the esprit general, the specific character

and individuality of a people, a principle which, in turn, will deter-

mine the line of development which such a group will take.

In turn, certain problems of an economic character are taken up,
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such as the laws and the development of commerce and finance, and

others of a demographic character, such as the relation of population

growth, etc., to various sets of natural and social conditions of life.

The vexed problem of church and state is examined, and a strong

expression of the necessity of religious tolerance on social and politi-

cal rounds is enunciated.

The work pursues its majestic course through a study of juridical

problems and finally through an historical treatment of the general

evolution of political and juridical institutions and the influence of

social forces.

The force of the work and its greatness were immediately felt

and attested, not by a wide acclaim only, but by a vigorous attack

from many sectors. Many among the “philosophes” and “ency-

clopedists” protested that his historical investigations led him to

give uncritical support to traditional institutions solely on the basis

of their capacity for historical survival, thus setting himself against

the principle of progress. Jansenists and Jesuits, for once united in

sentiment, joined in accusing him of treating religion as a merely

human phenomenon.

In defense of Montesquieu (although it is clear he stood in

need of no such defense) it must be recognized that these attacks

and accusations, whatever their provenance, showed little compre-

hension of the types of distinction in procedure and explanation he

was trying to make. Thus it is clear that neither jansenists nor

Jesuits understood his distinction between the theological and the

social explanation of religious phenomena.

It is clear that Montesquieu felt that all such diverse modes of

analyzing and treating the same order of phenomena were finally

harmonized through his acceptance, at the very outset of his inquiry,

of the principle of God as creator and legislator over the natural

and human world. This is made clear both in the Defense de

I’Esprit des Lois, which he published at Geneva in 1750, and in works

posthumously made public such as his Pensees. In this last mentioned

work he clearly recognized not only the prominent civilizing force of

Christianity, but its supernatural character as well.

As a consequence of these intellectual labors, Montesquieu lives

in the history of thought, not merely as a representative of the very

best of his age, but as the protagonist of definitive advances in the

area of the study of human society. Thus, he occupies a secure

position as the father of modern liberal constitutionalism; and even

more so, as the founder of a naturalistic science of society. Perhaps

the best thing that can be said of Montesquieu is that he drew an

enthusiastic eulogy from Hegel, who had set his face resolutely

against much, if not all, in the century in which Montesquieu had

labored.
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E. Materialism in the Enlightenment

The materialism which forms so important an element in the

historical image of the Enlightenment was occasioned by a variety of

cultural factors. Chief among these, perhaps, were the physical and

astronomical discoveries of the period. These seemed to suggest that

matter, which had steadily yielded to investigation new aspects and

powers, might be the repository of still further powers, even of those

formerly considered to be “spiritual,” such as thought, and that these

too would be revealed presently to persistent research.

In the second place, the progress achieved in anatomical and

physiological studies, which tended to exhibit the close dependence

of psychological processes, such as sensation, memory, etc. on their

organic bases, suggested the simple reduction and identification of

the psychological with the organic, and by a further extension of the

reductive process, of the organic to the physical.

Further, the anti-religious attitude, so closely allied with the

spirit of the Enlightenment, tended to reject the spiritual as too

closely identified with the religious, and to proffer materialism as

the natural position of one freed from the trammels of religious

belief and, according to a favorite word of the time, superstition.

Supporting the above adduced cultural factors is the circumstance

that the advocates of materialism of the period were, for the most

part, physicians and physiologists whose speculations were the

orchestration, so to say, of their constant professional concern.

Such for example, was Jules de Lametrie (1709-1751), author of

the Traite de TAme ( Treatise on the Soul, 1745), of l Homme

Machine (Man the Machine), and THomme Plante ( Man the

Plant) in which materialist theses were developed with relentess

persistence. In the first of these works, beginning with a criticism of

the Cartesian identification of matter and extension, he proceeds to

discover in matter a large number of other properties and capaci-

ties formerly assigned to mind and spirit, such as thought, sensation

and volition. By this process, he came to the conclusion expressed in

the title of the second of the works named, to the effect that man is

but a material machine. The animal mechanism, which Descartes

had arbitrarily fixed at the threshold of human consciousness and

thought, was now extended beyond that artificial barrier.

A persistent difficulty which plagued de Lammettrie (and other

materialists after him) was the passage from organized matter to

sensation or sensibility. Could it be established that there was a

gradual and uninterrupted passage from the one to the other, or must

it be admitted, as the Cartesian dualism seemed to suggest, that there

must be an impassable gulf between them? In the investigation of

this problem, de Lammettrie was followed by all of the great material-
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ists of the period such as Buffon, Robinet, Diderot, Condillac. In this

investigation, moreover, these scholars became convinced that the

older “dogmatic” and “speculative” methods would have to be

replaced by the procedures of careful analysis.

Charles Bonnet (1720-1793) illustrates both the new emphasis

on the analytic procedure and the difficulties inherent in the in-

vestigations themselves. His Essai Analytique stir les Faculte’s de

TAvne sought to carry to a further limit of application the reduction-

ism of Condillac’s Traite des Sensations. Condillac had arbitrarily

arrested his process of analysis and reduction at the limits of sensa-

tion. Bonnet undertook to exhibit the roots of sensibility in the

physiological endowment of man, specifically in the movements of

the nervous system. What this led him to presently was a hopeless

and endless duplication in physiological terms of the sensible quali-

ties, a procedure whose pointlessness was apparent even to him as

the investigation proceeded. As a result, he was led in successive

works to relax his initially rigid materialism and to recognize sen-

sibility as, in some sense, a primitive phenomenon, irreducible to

any other.

In this he was followed by Diderot as well as by Robinet who
tried to establish man at the end of a long process of evolution in

which all the levels of his activity were ordered by a rigid finality

whose progress, however, was infinite. As a result, it became clear

that the original materialist insight could not long command the

adherence of the more refined and perceptive spirits of the age.

It did, however, find an uncompromising and even somewhat

bellicose exponent in Paul H. D. d’Holbach (1723-1789), whose

Systeme de la Nature (1770) quickly won recognition as the last

word on the question. Unfortunately, D’Holbach seemed devoid of

all those endowments of the finer and more perceptive minds of the

period which prevented them from granting a wholehearted assent

to the materialist thesis. Instead, he had been stigmatized as a

dilletante, acquainted in all fields of science but expert in none,

and hence unaware of the inner problems which had a sobering

effect on minds more intimately versed in them. This gave him the

confidence necessary to formulate a rigid, dogmatic and all-inclusivc

materialism which reduced to the absurd even as it relentlessly

worked out all of the implications of the point of view.

The structure of the universe, as it appears in D’Holbach’s work,

is simple and uniform. It consists only of matter and motion and of

the various combinations into which these enter. Matter is constant;

it is neither created nor destroyed. Motion, by contrast, is produced,

increases and undergoes acceleration without the intervention of any

external force or agency.

Natural beings result from the combination of these two con-
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stituents of the universe. The general tendency of their movement is

the conservation of each in its own existence, while existence means

but to experience the movements proper to each essence, or the

nature of each separate kind of natural being. This tendency is

intrinsic to each natural being, for it is obvious that the universe ol

matter as a whole can have no finality or tendency, for there is no

state outside itself toward which it can tend.

In this complex, man enjoys no real position of privilege. He is

led into the illusion that such a position is indeed his, only by the

fact that he is at the same time both part and spectator of the

great process of nature by virtue of thought which enables him to

elevate himself above his immediate position in natuie to survey the

whole. This elevation itself, in turn, proves to be but a particular

strategy of nature, directed to the common end of all natural beings,

that is, mans continuation in his own existence, of which this

capacity to grasp the whole is a condition.

In line with this general view, D’Holbach suggests, or rather

asserts, that all the so called spiritual activities of man are but

particular transformations and modifications of the motion common

to all. Sensation is a movement produced in the organs of sense by a

physical stimulus. Perception is but this same movement prolonged

until it reaches the brain. The idea is but the image of the object,

source of the stimulus, projected upon the brain. Ihe will, in its

turn, is but a modification of the brain by which the organism dis-

poses itself to action.

The passions are internal states of the organism as it finds itself

attracted or repelled by the variety of object which impinge upon

it. This process of attraction and repulsion follows regular and

determined inner laws of the organism. This fact reveals the confu-

sion which lies at the heart of the contested problem of man’s free-

dom.

Freedom is confused, for the most part, with constriction, which,

in its turn, is not properly distinguished from necessity. Man is not

constricted, D’Holbach recognizes; not for this reason, however, is

it legitimate to conclude that he is also free. Man is not an inert

mass moved by impulsive forces to which he is utterly passive.

Rather, he embraces within himself causes proper to his own being

which move him through an internal organ governed by particular

laws. Immune from external constriction, he is nevertheless inwardly

determined. Any attempt to deliver him from this internal and

constitutive necessity must not only be illusory, but must also be

considered a violation of his own nature; since by passing beyond

the orbit of this necessity, he would be leaving the field of his own

nature and would lose his character as a natural being.

The second volume of the Systeme is devoted to drawing out, in
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great detail, the religious, or better, the anti-religious conclusions

of the doctrine put forth in the first volume. D’Holbach advocates

an extreme and even somewhat belligerent form of atheism.

Atheism is the mark of the truly enlightened mind; but it will never

be professed by the masses which lack both the intelligence to

understand and the courage to profess its principles and tenets.

To his thinking, the word “God” can have no place in intelligent

and communicative language; for it signifies no positive ideas, but

only a series of sterile negations or vague phantasies.

Not only does he reject, in great detail, what appear to be the

pretensions of the great theological orthodoxies, including deism, to

which so many men of the Enlightenment were favorable, but he

goes on to reject the notion that religion offers any true support or

guide in morality. What is necessary for man is a human morality,

based on nature, utilizing experience and reason in its elaboration.

What might be the lineaments of the “human ethics” to which

reference is made is developed by D’Holbach in the Morale Univer-

selle
;
while a similar development of a social doctrine on the bases of

the ideas of the Systeme cle la Nature is the concern of the Systeme

Social.

There is no doubt that D’Holbach’s purpose in writing was to

influence the elite spirits of his day and to draw them to his mode of

thought. In fact, however, the effect of his writings was precisely

opposite to his intention, for they succeeded only in alienating and

drawing the criticism of the best talents of the time. Thus Voltaire,

not without leanings of his own in the direction both of a kind of

materialism and a strong criticism of religion, wrote a work explicitly

directed against D’Holbach’s thought which he found gross beyond

endurance. Many others among the men of the Enlightenment,

despite personal indebtedness to D’Holbach, took various ways of

dissociating themselves from his thought, pointing out especially

that it fell far short of the ideals of scientific thought which guided

their efforts.

A work bearing some affinities to that of D’Holbach is the

De I’Esprit of Claude Helvetius (1715-1771). The term “spirit” is

understood by Helvetius in many senses; the most basic, however,

is that in which he counter-distinguishes “spirit” from “soul.” The
latter is a principle and a product of nature and has consequently

the fixed character of natural beings. The former, however, is the

product of education. It is the qualitative and attitudinal aura with

which individual or group life can be invested.

The vast diversity of the qualitative states and attitudes which
spirit can assume is studied in exhaustive detail, with a constant

attempt to give a causal explanation of each. But the culmination of

this analysis lies in his development of a morality of self-interest,
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which, it must be recognized, is without adequate foundation in the

analysis which precedes it.

Ilis own contemporaries, and those, like Voltaire, who otherwise

shared with him many interests and persuasions, were quick to

stigmatize as either artificial or trivial the distinctions which lie

labored to establish and the modes of spirit which he sought to

depict. A document of this criticism is the article on “Man” which

Voltaire contributed to the Dictionaire de Philosophie and in which

he singles out Helvetius for special reprobation.

It has been surmised by some that the motive of Helvetius w oik

was to emulate that already accomplished by Montesquieu and by

Voltaire himself in the Ilistorie des Aloeurs. To establish such

comparisons, however, is only to throw into greater relief the

heavy-handed character of his analysis and the forced conclusions to

which these lead him.

Some of the most effective work was carried out, however, by

certain writers who, without committing themselves to any such

abstract and inclusive materialist doctrine, concentrated on certain

limited problems such as that of sensation and sensibility and

exhibited in this concentration a “practical” materialism which was

far more arresting. Following the lead of Locke, Berkeley, Molyneux

and others, they put to themselves such questions as the following:

how do our intuitions of space arise? How do our tactile and visual

experiences coincide to form a world of common i( fere ncc

.

These studies may be considered to have their origin in I ranee

in the famous Lettre sur les Aveugles of Diderot (1749). He espoused

the position of his English predecessors, like Locke, to the effect that

our sense knowledge and our image of the world depends especially

on the concurrence of the powers of sight and touch. Thus he argues,

a man born blind would have the world, so to say, in his finger tips,

it would be for him the result of a combination not of points of

color, but of tactile points.

About two years later, in another epistle Lettre sur les Sourds ct

Muets, Diderot returns to this same theme of the separate and

cooperative action of the senses and the kind of worlds which emerge

from its varieties. More interestingly, this letter is the document for

the introduction of a famous figure destined to have a considerable

fortune; it is the famous figure of the “animated statue.” Diderot

expresses it in the following manner.

It would be my idea, to decompose, so to say, a man, and to consider

what he receives from each of his senses. I remember that on one

occasion when I occupied myself with this kind of metaphysica

anatomy, I discovered that, of all the senses the eye is the most

superficial, the ear the proudest, smell the most voluptuous, taste the
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most superstitious and inconstant, touch the most profound and

philosophical.33

The figure emerges not so much from the decomposition, as from

the correlative process through which the denuded man gradually,

through the operation of the senses and their interaction, acquires

life and a world.

Condillac, as will presently be seen, makes a systematic use of this

image and process of decomposition and reconstruction in his work

Traite des Sensations. Buffon, in his Histoire Naturalle de VHomme,
gives a more elaborate and imaginative rendition of it. This current

of Enlightenment thought reaches its fullest expression in the work

of Condillac.

The Abbe Etienne Bonnot de Condillac (1715-1780) has been

called the only one of the numerous French followers of Locke

really to advance along the path of that philosopher’s empiricism.

His first work, the Essai sur VOrigine des Connaissances Humaines

(1746), was published through the influence of Rousseau and

Diderot. It was followed by his Traite des Systemes (1749) and,

most important of all, the Traite des Sensations (1754), the solid

basis of his reputation. The Essay and the Treatise on Sensations

form the pivotal documents of his thought and exhibit its two basic

phases.

The first is very much under the direct influence of Locke. It

does not propose the entire reduction of the life of the mind to

sensibility, though it does undertake to integrate the typically

Lockian problem of the origins of knowledge with that of its

development. In the Treatise, however, Condillac effects his advance

along the rigid line of empiricism. In it reflection ceases to be an

autonomous source of knowledge, but is rather immanent to and

implicit in sensation and developes out of it through the comparison

and contrast of sensible data.

The great strength and the novelty of the Essay lies in its effort

to achieve a truly genetic view of the life of the mind. Descartes’

methodic doubt does not serve any real purpose in this enterprise.

He believes that it is enough to call the ideas into doubt to lay

bare the roots from which they spring, but this is clearly mistaken.

The process of doubt leaves the ideas intact and, as to their origins,

opaque. The most that the doubt can achieve is a temporary sus-

pension of judgment, with no clear indication of the good which
such a suspension will serve.

Condillac’s project is more radical. He would, so to say, annihilate

the ideas themselves, but with the positive purpose of reconstructing

and reconstituting them from their bases in sensation. The program

33 Diderot, “Lettre sur les sourds et les muets in Oeuvres, ed. 1772, Vol. II, p. 12.
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is to isolate ihe most simple among our ideas, namely those which

arise from sensation and from reflection upon (and within) it, to

explain their genesis and development, and to explore all the systems

of relations which can obtain among them.

At the outset, however, Condillac confronts a question which

would eventually arise to plague him, were it not settled at once:

can one begin with sensation as an irreducible fact? Is it not

necessary, on the same logic of method, to press the investigation to

the organic and physical bases of sensation. He decides against this

necessity, on the grounds that it is not important to grasp the

ultimate nature of matter in order to decide whether or not it be of

the same nature as thought. The irredueibility of psychical expe-

rience, of sensation, is established by the sole consideration that the

subject of thought is one and unified, while any mass of matter is

many.

Every sensible expression given in this irreducible psychic

experience exhibits two aspects and a dual reference: the first to the

subject of the experience, the second to the object to whose presence

that experience attests. Reference to the subject constitutes con-

sciousness; to the object, perception. Perception and consciousness

are not, clearly, distinct entities, but merely modes of one identical

reality, the sensation itself.

To these are to be added other modes or dimensions of sensation:

attention, which is but the actuality of a sensibile impression so

strong as to exclude the impress of others; imagination, which is but

the re-awakening of a sensible impression in consciousness; memory,

which is this same re-evocation when it embraces the circumstances

and the meaning of the re-awakened impression; recollection, which

is the concatenation of memories according to some association.

Condillac leaves in the shadow, however, in the course of this

discussion, a rather important point. He consistently uses the term

“soul/’ as the locus in which the sensations are received, where they

are organized and ordered. He leaves it uncertain, however, whether

lie is prepared to recognize this soul as an autonomous power working

upon the sense life from beyond it, or whether it is but another term

for the fact of this aggregation and organization of its elements.

This ambiguity will be somewhat relieved in the Traite, where all

autonomy is given to the sensible process itself, and “soul” is thus

drained of any proper significance or power.

The Essay offers also a treatment of the problem of language

which some have accounted as the best thought of the period on this

most difficult problem. Condillac recognizes the close dependence

of thought upon the system of signs in which it is expressed and

retained.

He makes a comparison between signs and objects. Just as quali-
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ties would not exist in the external world without the objeets in

which they inhere, so ideas would not be present in the mind save in

and through and with the signs in which they are expressed and

related. Thus it does not seem possible to recall an idea without

reference to a particular sign. This complex system of ideas and signs

and their interpretations constitute the basic element of language.

The specific problem of language is the origin and organization

of this system of signs. From Condillac’s earlier expressions, one

might be led to expect an analytic theory of language; one in which

its elements are brought together by a reflective process. Such is not

the case, however; instead, he offers a genetic theory of language,

by which its development is traced through a number of phases.

The first, and original, of these phases he calls a language of action.

Enunciated language in its earliest phases resembled song. With re-

spect to style, the earliest phases of language, being completely under

the dominion of the imagination, employed every kind of figure the

better to project and communicate the language of action. In a word,

language was, at its beginnings, poetical and musical and included

as basic dimensions gesture and dance, the immediate transforma-

tions of action.

This earliest phase gave way with time, and under the weight of

the continuous complication of the linguistic process it yielded to

prose language in which the features of action, metaphor and figure,

music and gesture receded to make way for the language of prose.

They also became more analytic, their processes becoming more and

more closely identical with the thought processes themselves. As

thought becomes more articulate, as it becomes more and more

abstract and mediate by signs, the two processes, thought and

language, become inseparable and follow the same inner dynamic.

It is these considerations which lead Condillac to the formulation of

his famous description of the process of thought and reasoning as

“well-made language.”

This ideal genetic theory of language is reflected and exhibited

in the history of natural languages. It has been noted that this

genetic theory of language stands in rather sharp contrast with his

great emphasis on analysis as the basic process of thought. Had he

taken greater account of the implications of his own reflections on

language, he might have been lead to view the process of thought in

a more synthetic manner, and viewed it, consequently, as a creative

process.

The basic structure of the Treatise on Sensation, it has been

noted, is supplied by Diderot’s figure of the animated statue or better,

by the statue brought to life by gradual endowment with the proc-

esses of sense life. The purpose is to study the process of its anima-
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tion and thus to come to that knowledge from within of the life of

the senses toward which Condillac strove.

Condillac endows the statue, in the first place, with smell, the

power he felt to be least informative among the senses. His reason

for doing so is to point out that even this impoverished power

immediately endows the statue with a multitude of relations. The
distinction between the subject of sensation and the object does not

appear at the moment of the complete endowment of the soul with

a single sense impression; this distinction comes only much later. At

this point, the single sensation is accompanied only by an elementary

feeling of pleasure and/or pain, which involve, in turn attraction or

repulsion toward what is presented in sensation. Memory arises in the

statue from the fact that a sensation, once entertained, does not

recede entirely even when the object whence it is stirred is with-

drawn.

The statue entertains the distinction between the content of

memory and that of actual sensation only as a distinction between

weak and vivid impressions. To this is added presently, the distinction

that it finds itself active toward the content of memory, and passive

before actual impressions. In this way a new criterion of reality or of

actuality is established.

The pleasure and pain which accompany the presence of even

the simplest impression brings it about that the statue enjoys a more

complex life of the emotions as well. Need, desire, passion spring

from the pleasure taken in or associated with past and present

impressions. Along with these and the motions they arouse in the

soul, spring love, hate, hope, and fear. Will is but the inclusive

aspect of desire and passion; it is but the global movement to

reduce what is desired to the orbit of our own power.

Likewise, through its possession of actual and remembered im-

pressions, the statue is able to institute comparisons and contrasts

between them; that is, to bring them at one time within the span of

its attention. Such comparison inevitably involves judgment. It is

clear therefore that even if supposed as endowed with a single

sensation, the statue is already able to perform what has been called

an intellectual operation, that is, judgment.

With this pattern before us, there is no need to linger over the

successive phases of this process of animation whereby the statue

becomes successively endowed with all that the senses of hearing,

taste, vision, etc. can bring to it. It is enough to note simply that

these progressively extend and intensify the range of its world,

strengthening the power of the soul to establish relationships within

this world of sensation.

It has not as yet, however, reached the point at which it can

distinguish itself from objects and hence to distinguish the two
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realms of the inner, self-contained world of sensation, and the world

of objects, the external world. The existence of the external world,

the world of physical objects is attested and ascertained only by the

sense of touch. Through touch the statue forms contact, in the first

place, with its own body, not as its own specifically, but as body and

hence therefore as other. The specific form under which it received

the first impress of its body is weight. With motion, however, it

touches and takes hold of other objects, in this way, sensing both

resistance and solidity. It is upon these that the distinction between

its own and other bodies rests.

Through touch, the statue also acquires the sense of shape, in-

cluding, in the form of a body, all of the dimensions which to the

eye seem uniform and undifferentiated, but which touch reveals

both in their diversity and their compact unity in the body.

Touch, in Condillacs view, becomes the instructor of the other

senses, through which the subject comes to see outside itself the

objects which draw its attention through the pleasure and the pain

which they arouse in it.

It is through touch, finally, that the operation formerly called

reflection, and conceived as transcending the life of the senses,

arises. This reflection is the faculty of combining sensations and

forming of them self-existing and subsisting “wholes” or entities.

As objects are thus distinguished and constituted, the subject

itself is constituted, for its proper existence is determinable only

to the degree to which both independence and dependence, with

respect to the external world, are established. The subject, through

this process of distinction, appears as the object and, at the same

time, the actuality of the “fundamental sentiment” which is intended

by the term “self,” “I.”

Condillac’s thought aroused considerable interest among his con-

temporaries; but it cannot be said to have persuaded or convinced

many of them. Although the figure of the animated statue was to

exercise an extended hold over the imagination, its essential weak-

ness were immediately perceived. Indeed, Condillac’s very persistence

and coherence in developing the figure made these weaknesses the

more inescapably evident. This is clear from the remarks of his

contemporary Grimm, who pointed out that the solution of the

problem of sensible knowledge must proceed not in the artificial

manner of Condillac and the figure of the animated statue, but as

nature proceeds.

In nature, man is encountered, or encounters himself, as at once

endowed with all the senses in complex relations. The task is to

understand and penetrate this actual complexity, and not to construct

an artificially simple fabric of elements separated in a manner alien

to their real character. Condillac offers a study in post-mortem
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anatomy as though it were an immediate study of the living processes

of nature; but the distinction, and the impossibility of passing from

the one to the other, is too clear to escape the most naive observer.

F. Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778)

The Enlightenment in France, and in England and Germany as

well, presents, on first impression, a unified and seamless surface

which the terms “Enlightenment” and “Reason” were fashioned and

refashioned to exhibit. Even a slight penetration beneath this surface

reveals, however, that, like every other movement of the human spirit

throughout history, the Enlightenment is structured by very basic

tensions, which are held in balance only by constant effort and

which even a slight redistribution of pressures and emphases will

disturb. An intimation of these pressures has already been given us

in the form of a cultivation of the ethics of sentiment in the midst

of an intellectual rationalism in the philosophy of nature.

This tension, in its turn, projects a deeper tension involving the

structure and dynamics of human presence, the human subject itself.

In other words, the Enlightenment already carries within itself the

seeds of the Romantic movement and philosophy which strive first

for expression within the framework of the Enlightenment and then,

when the inflexibility of this framework reveals itself, it strives to

escape from it, to establish itself on its own terms and eventually

to subjugate that prior movement to itself.

This entire tension-ridden structure of the Enlightenment re-

ceives embodiment and personification in the life and thought of

one man, apparently beyond all others, and thus endows him with a

particular historical value and importance which is not, of course,

to be confused with the intrinsic value of any one or all of his

opinions or action. This man is Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who has

been called, not inaptly, the spirit of Romanticism moving in the

very bosom of the Enlightenment.

The record of Rousseau’s life is of unusual importance for the

understanding of his thought; not that he lived his thought, but

rather, because the contrast between them is so great that they set

each other in strong relief. He was born in Geneva in 1712. He
early left his father’s house to lead a life of vagabondage through

northerm Italy and southern France from which he was rescued by a

benefactress, Madame de Warrens.

In 1741 he went to Paris driven by obscure desires and ambitions

which reflected the vital but unformed talents of his mind and

personality. He was a competent musician and gained his livelihood

through music for the first years of his sojourn there. He soon

formed relations with members of the Enlightenment; in the first

place with Diderot, with whom he enjoyed certain affinities in
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temperament, and through him, with other figures of the same

current, such as D’Holbach and D’Epinay. He enjoyed a certain

acceptance in the salons of the Enlightenment, even though he

early gained a reputation as an eccentric.

He was already forty years of age before his literary and philo-

sophical talents manifested themselves. The first document of this

activity is the Discours sur les Sciences et les Arts, awarded the prize

of the Academy of Dyon for the year 1750. This initial success led to

the composition of a second treatise, the Discours sur YOrigine et les

Fondements de Ylnegalite parmi les Hommes.

These two treatise, it has been said, already contained in germ

all the essential elements of Rousseau’s thought. A radically romantic

sentiment of nature in them took the form of a contrast or antithesis

between nature and culture or civilization; and the spiritual task

assigned to man was that of freeing himself from a culture and

civilization which corrupted him, in order to find the basic and

uncontaminated essence of his life.

The fact that this thesis was expounded with a wealth of erudi-

tion and illusion, and with an art which exhibited the high culture of

its author concealed for a time the other fact that it enclosed an

anti-illuminist manifesto; but this fact could not be concealed for

long. The basic irony of the situation did not escape Voltaire, whom,

as a matter of fact, little escaped. He wrote that never had greater

culture and spirit been expended in an effort to return man to the

condition of a beast than was thus expended in the Discourse on

Equality.

In 1761, Rousseau published the Nouvelle Heloise; in 1762,

Du Contrat Social ou Principles de Droit Politique
;

in the same

year the Emile ou sur YEducation. His Confessions, one of the most

famous documents of the century, date from 1764. He died in 1778.

1. The Rousseauian Sentiment of Nature

When it was suggested above that the whole of Rousseau’s

thought is contained in his two Discourses, it was also noted that

the root of that thought is the Rousseauian sentiment of nature.

This sentiment, moreover, was said to be the basic justification for

the assertion that he represents the presence of the spirit of Roman-

ticism in the bosom of the Enlightenment. The examination of his

thought must inevitably begin, therefore, with some attempt to

characterize this sentiment.

To understand this sentiment, it is necessary first to modify

somewhat the conventional picture of the spirit of the Enlightenment

itself. This has been represented as, above all, the spirit of rational-

ism. “Raison,” above all, rules the spirit of man and provides him
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with the norm by which lie measures all, the world and his own life,

even his own feelings as well.

Though essentially true, this assertion does not preclude from

the spirit of the Enlightenment some favoring attitude toward the

principle opposite to reason, namely sentiment. Indeed, as a matter

of fact, the Enlightenment had in different contexts given an explicit

recognition, though never an undisputed sway, to this principle.

Thus in its famous doctrine of “taste” it had granted a certain

recognition to sentiment, as distinct from reason. For taste, in the

realm both of morality and of ethics, was a power certainly not

contrary to, but as certainly not subject to or derivative from reason

by which the very objects of sentiment were evaluated and judged.

Similarly in its recognition of the principle of “genius” the

Enlightenment had recognized the movement of a power within

man, a creative power which is one of the originative sources of all

the values of his life and culture, which is again, not contrary to, but

clearly above and beyond the control of reason.

Finally, in its analysis of the passions it had recognized that the

most basic of these, love of self, is but the projection forward, upon

the plan of thought and action, of the obscure and constitute powers

of generation and conservation which provide the very basis of

human life.

Ample documentation of this presence of the cult of sentiment

in the heart of the rationalism of the Enlightenment is provided by

the works for example of a man like Vauvenargues (1715-1747),

studded with such aphoristic utterances as the following, “There is

no man in whom judgment is superior to passion”; “Reason blushes

for inclinations for which it cannot account”; “Great thoughts are

born in the heart.”

These documents attest the presence in the Enlightenment,

despite its apotheosis of reason, of a recognition of a pre-logical or

alogical dimension of the human spirit, the source of a vast amount

of the most valuable of its achievements and aspirations. The essence

of Romanticism will be to challenge this apotheosis, or at least to

limit it and to grant to those alogical and pre-logical forces a larger

and more creative role in the total structure of value and con-

sciousness.

Rousseau begins his testimony to the reality of sentiment and to

his own particular sentiment of nature by the recognition of this

contrast as dominant within his own consciousness. The passage in

the Confessions in which this testimony is given has become classical:

Two irreconcilable forces are at work in me, but in a manner I cannot

divine: a most ardent temperament, lively and impetuous passions,

and ideas which are slow to take form, which encounter obstacles,
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and which present themselves only ‘apres coup’. It might be said that

my heart and mv intellect do not belong to the same individual.

What Rousseau does not call attention to is the relation between

these two dimensions and forces. For with him, the passional is

always dominant, the intellectual always subsequent. As a conse-

quence, the works of the latter always seem to have the character of a

rationalization of positions already assumed under the force of the

former.

This distinction also offers a clue to a certain dualism in his

work. The pervasive sentiment of nature flows from the passional

side of personality. His speculations on political, pedogogical and

scientific themes are the work of reflection and are, as a consequence,

never whollv free of that character of rationalizations.

The essence of this sentiment of nature is the immediate “rapport”

which obtains between the human spirit and physical nature. Rous-

seau gives personal testimony of this in another famous auto-

biographical passage which occurs in a letter to Malesherbes,

With my spirit lost in immensity, I neither thought, nor reasoned nor

philosophized; with a kind of voluptuousness I felt myself weighed
down by the weight of the universe; I loved to lose myself in imagina-

tion in space; my heart, moving among finite creatures, felt itself con-

strained; j’etouffais dans Tunivers .
34

This sentiment inspires many of the most beautiful passages of his

works, making him, as had been noted a number of times, the true

creator of the romantic love of landscape.

As a result of this intense and rapturous relation, physical nature

takes on the moral qualities of the spirit which contemplates. Or

more accurately, the human spirit and physical nature begin to

exchange attributes, each taking on the qualities of the other. An
idyllic interchange moves between them. In nature, the human spirit

finds its home free from the artificial encumbrances with which

society and convention among men burden it. Nature finds in the

human spirit, thus freely and spontaneously self-expressive, its perfect

enunciation and fulfillment, the conscient realization of all its

powers and virtues.

Like all idylls, however, this too comes suddenly to an end with

the irruption of an alien force. The force is reflection. Reflection is

above all the faculty of distinction and opposition; and these it

introduces into this mystical and idyllic union both as between

diverse entities and within the human spirit itself.

To exemplify this operation of reflection, Rousseau offers the

most fundamental of human passions: love of self. Love of self, as a

primitive and native disposition, spontaneously in conformity with

34 Rousseau, Correspondence Generate Paris 1924-34 suh nomine; and cf. de
Ruggiero, op. cit., Pt. IV, Vol. II, p. 269.
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nature, is both vital and sane. It is but a principle of self-conservation

which all creatures share.

The emergence of reflection, however, transforms this native and
spontaneous love of self into something perverted: amour propre,

not a healthy love of self, but self-love. The principle of this perver-

sity and of the fatal difference between love of self and “amour
propre” is the principle of the latter.

Love of self has self as its object without reference to another,

that is, only with reference to the preservation of the life within it.

But amour propre does not see its own life in this simple, autono-

mous, unambiguous fashion. It sees it only with reference to another,

so that the drive for the preservation of one’s own life, becomes
instead a parisitism on the life of another.

It issues in the absurd notion that the preservation of one’s being

depends not on the proper disposition of one toward oneself but
upon the disposition of another toward oneself. It leads us to live

by the force of another, and issues finally in the absurd demand
that the other expend its life in support and sustenance of our

own, that the other love us more than it loves itself: a manifest

impossibility.

All of the values of life, all of its passions and undertakings or

enterprises which arise directly from love of self in its native purity,

are benevolent and good. It is amour propre with its special kind

of perverting force which stirs up all the odious and irrascible passions

of the soul. When the latter become the principle of the relations

among men, it displaces the simple and direct values which spring

from nature with the artificial values of culture which are in fact

not values at all but disvalues. As with history, this burden of the

disvalues of culture grows, that minimal and original endowment of

the spirit of the simple values of nature and love of self are gradually

choked out.

The path of salvation for the individual and for the human
spirit in its historical generality is obviously to escape from this

artificial armour of culture back to the simple and primitive posture

and values of the spirit in direct contact with nature. This is the

essence of the gospel of Rousseau: to escape back to the simplicity

of nature.

For the individual, the path of this escape and this return mav
appear to be withdrawal from society and culture; and in the case

of the individual, this may be feasible. The image of the monastic,

the solitary, is essential to the picture, and Rousseau again and

again affirms that he feels that this path is open to him personally

both in a physical and in a psychic sense. But it is not open for the

philosopher, who thinks, not in his own name alone, but in the

name of all; he must therefore confront this contrast between
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sentiment and reflection in principle, and offer some remedy foi it

in principle.

This suggests a strategy which has something of the sophisticate

about it. It is the strategy of seeking in reason and reflection itself,

the source of the dualism, the principle of re-integration, the path

back to the simple values of nature. If this were to prove possible,

the poison would become the cure. And it is possible, in Rousseau s

view, to the degree to which reflection can assume as its own proper

ideal the original sentiment of the state of nature, of immediate

communion with nature, and to use this sentiment as a criterion by

which to measure the actual conditions of human society, to correct

and modify them so as to render them once more conformable to

that state of nature and its proper sentiment.

To the degree to which any single idea can give us the clue to

Rousseau’s intellectual effort, this insight does so. His works, both

in their over-all motivation and intent, and in their single and

complex doctrines are an effort to realize the work of reason and

reflection in this sense.

Thus in the Emile, it is maintained that a false intellectualistic

education has alienated man, separated him from the native sources

of value and virtue in contact with nature, and has made it impossible

for him to strive for and achieve that natural harmony of his facul-

ties in which his sanity and felicity reside. Therefore, a saner educa-

tion, having as its ideal the restoration of that state of nature and its

spontaneous harmonies will provide against the destruction of those

intellectualistic artificalities and will insure a re-training of the spirit

in its native and spontaneous movements.

In like manner, in the Social Contract, the premise is that a

society of inequality and injustice has converted men from their

native freedom to a state of actual slavery. The new effort of reason,

as embodied in the book, will be to convert this slavery of individuals

toward individuals into a mutual dependence of each on all and all

on each in the service of a common good of the community. The

fruit will be a state of liberty in conformity with social bonds

compatible with the dignity of the human person.

To be sure, the remedies thus proposed, being the work of

reflection and reason, can never attain in fact to the native simplicity

and purity of the initial contact with nature toward which they

aspire; the most that they can be expected to achieve will be some

approximation to that nostalgic state. But the real force of the

position is that the gulf between that state of nature and the artificial

state of culture will be closed in principle; and the efforts of reflec-

tion, though destined always to fall short of the goal, will be efforts

in the right direction.
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2. The Two Discourses

385

I he preceding paragraphs have indicated the guiding principle

which may properly control the interpretation of Rousseau’s writings

of philosophical consequence. The actual process of interpretation

may well begin with the two discourses which have been mentioned

above; for the reason that these discourses, as has already been

noted, actually contain the essential traits and elements of Rous-

seau’s thought.

Moreover, when it is noted that the entire purpose of his thought

is to plot that return of the human spirit to its native integrity, a

relation is established between the discourses and the more mature

works which follow them, the Social Contract and the Emile. The
discourses posit, so to say, the negative premises of the latter treatises;

that is to say, they place in relief the state of alienation which

prevails in diverse aspects of culture between nature and culture

and native and society, though barely hinting at any positive prin-

ciple of reintegration. The treatises, in turn, take up in more positive

vein this program of reintegration and supply the positive foil to the

negative analyses of the discourses. Nor is this relation simply a

generic one; it may be specified in such a way as to relate the

Discourse on the Sciences (the Dijon Discourse) directly to the

Emile; the Discourse on Inequality, to the Social Contract.

The fundamental thesis of the Discourse on the Sciences presents

us with a paradox, the old and classical contest between wisdom
and virtue. The sciences and the arts represent man’s historical

striving toward a wisdom which would be the ground and the very

substance of virtue. In fact, however, man has become corrupt, that

is, deflected from the original and spontaneous virtue of the state of

nature, to the degree to which he has achieved some kind of perfec-

tion in the arts and sciences. Thus the ostensible instrument of his

perfection becomes in fact the instrument of his life’s perversion

from its true good.

Rousseau invests this paradoxical thesis with a rich and eloquent

historical dress. Beginning with most ancient times, he seeks to

demonstrate that an age of intellectual and cultural florescence has

inevitably and invariably preceded a decline in the life of nations

and empires. Egypt, Greece, Rome, in turn, offer him documenta-

tion for this arresting thesis. And he draws from this forced testimony

this exhortation to the nations: know that it has been nature’s

intention to preserve us from science, in the same way that a mother

would seize a dangerous weapon from the hands of her child, and

the secrets which nature hides from us are in reality evils from

which she seeks to preserve us. And a sure sign of this, he notes, is

the pain which inevitably accompanies all efforts of culture.
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The extravagance of this statement of the case did not escape

Rousseau himself, who possessed, in fact, a basic fund of good sense

and sound judgment which must never be discounted, and he

modifies it in a number of ways. In an introduction, he explains that

his true purpose is not to denigrate science but to defend virtue.

In a letter addressed to the King of Poland he explains further,

first, that the fault is not in science and culture, but in mans

passional nature which cannot fail to make evil use of them, and

second, and more importantly, he asserts that the desired union of

virtue and wisdom is, in fact, really possible under certain condi-

tions. It will be the concern of the Emile to delineate these

conditions.

The enterprise of the Discourse on Inequality opens with a

striking figure. That enterprise is, of course, to discern the true

lineaments of human nature beneath the heavy disfigurements with

which culture and society and convention have burdened it. To

do so, the figure tells us, is as difficult as to discern in the features of

a statue of Glaucus disfigured by the sea, the lineaments of the

divinity which dwelt in him.

The argument itself opens with a distinction between two kinds

of inequality. The first is natural and physical and is to be seen in

differences of age, health, prowess of body, and strength of mind.

The second is, by contrast, moral and political. It depends on

ventions which, if not directly instituted, have at least been legitimized

by human consent. While not pretending that the former is no

evil, Rousseau at the same time refuses to take the extreme view of

it that Hobbes, for instance, has taken; and above all, he refuses to

base upon it the social differences and inequalities. Compared to

the inequalities encountered in the social state, these, which could

have existed among men in the state of nature, must have been of

little consequence.

The crucial fact is that society creates the very conditions for

the inequalities which are most galling. These very conditions must

have been absent in the state of nature. Concepts like domination

and oppression have no real meaning until one confronts the condi-

tions of social life. In the state of nature, men could hardly have

understood what it might mean either to dominate or to serve.

Within the context of social life, he looks for the root-principle

of all of the inequalities and injustices which afflict man in that state.

He professes it to be not hard to find. It is in property. The passage

is classical: the first man to enclose a bit of land and to declare

this is mine, and found others so simple-minded as to believe him
,

was the true founder of civil society and the initiator of all its ills.

This single act transformed the state of nature radically, in-

vesting the whole man with a fresh set of relationships, committing
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his entire physical and spiritual endowment to the new enterprise of

social life. His faculties became involved and stimulated. Memory,
imagination, self love, reason all constrained to an effort beyond
their native state. Human actions became invested with moral
dimensions. Sanctions and penalties appear ever greater as the occa-

sions of offense and retaliation multiply through the heightened

activity of the human agents.

The art of deception is born; for it is necessary for man to

disguise himself and his true nature first from his fellows, and thence
inevitably from himself. His former self-sufficiency and liberty is

rudely exchanged for a host of new obligations and needs, which,
being artificial, he is constrained to find artificial means of meeting
and satisfying.

Strange new relations as between master and slave, patron and
“famulus” arrive. The breast of man is stirred by strange new
necessities of improving his status, of meeting artificial and arduous

norms the rationale of which not only escapes him but which actually

offend the profound native simplicitv which still lurks within him.

The logical (sic) culmination of this fantastic and scarcely toler-

able state of affairs is the state which is the crystallization of all the

woes which afflict civilized and social man.

It is interesting to note that Rousseau assigns economic advantage

as the principle of the origin of the state, for he tells us that it was
the rich who first grasped the disadvantages which might accrue to

themselves from a state of perpetual war in society.

Their remedy for this situation was little less than genial: it was
to attract to their own defense the forces of those who attacked them,

to make of their adversaries their defenders. This they effected by
a system of laws whose enforcement by the public power entrenched

their own position further, reduced the power at the disposal of

their enemies, the poor, and abolished forever the vestiges of natural

liberty and fixed the law of property and the condition of inequality

as the permanent form of society.

Their comsummate art lay in making their private advantage

appear as the common good, in making the fruit of the labor of

all the disposal property of the few, and in engaging the common
power of the many in securing the safety of those who ruled.

This universal principle of the origin and character of the state

is reflected in the form and history of particular states, which live

through, in terms of a particular history, the common history of

strife and war, oppression and enslavement. And these particular

states surround themselves each with its own particular myth, which

draws to itself in blind devotion the unreflecting partisan passions

which erect the barriers among states as these divide the world and

plunge them into bloody and fruitless wars.
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The history of man’s disengagement from the state of nature

follows the pattern of the establishment of the right of property, the

institution of the magistrature and finally the substitution of arbitrary

for legitimate power. The fruit of the first of these steps is the

opposition of rich and poor, of the second, that of weak and strong,

of the third, master and slave.

From the tremendous and horrifying impasse Rousseau sees no

path of escape save that of revolution, which by destroying govern-

ment and society as we know it, may open a way to a fresh approach

to that state of nature from which all this is a terrible deflection.

And as the preoccupation of the Emile will be to show the path

back to the unity of wisdom and virtue, so the Social Contract will

indicate, or seek to indicate, the way of return to legitimate institu-

tions, that is, to institutions warranted by nature, not by force and

greed.

3. The Doctrine of the Emile

A common purpose, therefore, controls Rousseau s major works,

the Social Contract and the Emile : the return, so far as this may be

possible, to a condition within society and within the individual,

approaching that lost and ideal condition of the state of nature.

It is of no importance whether that state of nature, as Rousseau

himself recognized, has never existed, never could exist and never

will exist. The important thing is that it becomes the norm, the

pattern and the model fey which the great work of human reforma-

tion guides itself, the term to which it seeks ever to approach.

The Social Contract will indicate the path to institutions legi-

timized by nature. The Emile will show the way by which the

individual will be delivered from the imprisoning trammels of a

false education and culture, which distort the free play and develop-

ment of his natural endowment and converts himself into a

caricature of his natural self through an educational experience in

which the spontaneous and harmonious development of these facul-

ties will be given full play.

The first phase of this liberating education must, of necessity,

be negative. Man finds himself imprisoned and impeded by a false

culture, a false education. It is necessary, therefore, before any

positive and forward step can be taken, to remove and dissolve these

impediments which society places in the path of the individual s

free and spontaneous development.

These impediments cannot be removed by any purely destructive

process; for the human personality is not a material tabula from

which character can be expunged. What is involved is a delicate

process of replacement and compensation, by which the impeding

elements, ideas, practices, attitudes, sciences, etc., are displaced by
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the active substitution of correlative elements closer to the ideal of

nature.

The essence of this process is not, therefore, nature itself. It is

rather the sage educator who is possessed necessarily of two kinds

of knowledge: the first, an intimate knowledge of the ideals and

ways of nature, and second, an artful knowledge of the manner of

releasing these ways and powers of nature in the presence of the

impeding elements of maleducation.

This delicate and complex situation is revealed in the first

concrete formula of the Emile. This is to the effect that true educa-

tion consists not in precepts but in activities; and the activities,

needless to say, of the pupil and not of the teacher. This does not,

however, imply the simple absenteeism of the teacher, nor any free

rein given to nature to follow her own paths un-aided.

Rather, it implies the constant and guiding presence of the

teacher. He will be present in the very pattern of the activities to

which he invites and incites the student. For this pattern must be

such that the activities reflect the true pattern of nature, even while

the spontaneous forces of nature not free to take this pattern of

themselves. The teacher is a second and a wiser nature. And by the

necessity of the task he has undertaken in the Emile, Rousseau be-

comes or well-neigh becomes, the teacher of teachers, offering them a

generic pattern for the re-education of the young through the release

of their natural endowment.

The first stage in this pattern is the education of the body. The
basic principle is that the condition and constitution of the body

conditions the facility and authenticity of the activity of the spirit.

A simple, almost Spartan regime for the infant is indicated, with

simple food, life in the open air end free of all weakening influences

and luxuries.

Intimately associated with the education of the body is that of

the fundamental character; indeed, so close is this relationship, that

the one appears but the interior dimension of the other. The
greatest danger in this respect comes from parents already immersed

in corrupting society. They are invariably over-eager to introduce

their offspring into the same imprisoning and trammeling patterns,

burdening them with a vast apparatus of needs and accomplishments

which bears little resemblance to the simple demands and formations

of nature. The result is that the metal loses its temper even before

it is shaped.

This danger, or rather the preoccupation with avoiding this

danger, can, in its turn, lead to another form of excess; that of

reducing the demands, desires and incentives of the soul to a number
and a level really incompatible with its native endowment and hence

debauching it in the opposite direction.
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The wisdom in the matter lies rather in finding the just pro-

portion between desire, capacity and will. Desire should reflect and

realize the capacities of the soul to the full, neither above nor

below it. When this balance is reached, desire will act as a spur to

will, neither over-exciting it in a vain pursuit of objects not truly

desired, nor dissipating and weakening it through lack of exercise.

Harmony between these elements, is the key to character.

The most devastating danger to which life in society exposes the

character is to substitute a natural contact with, and dependence on,

things by an unnatural dependence upon others. Immediate contact

with things, with the real subjects of natural existence, inclucates

into the character a calm patience and tolerance of its own limits.

Above all, this kind of confrontation, and the dependence it en-

genders do not exasperate the human subject, for it finds itself

opposed and confronted not by another will which must always have

something of the appearance of the arbitrary about it, but by a

natural reality and presence.

That quiet acquiescence before the inevitable, which is but the

actual nature of things, is the great principle of peace and repose in

the soul, and as well, the great principle of confident and meaningful

activity. Such activity may best be described as free and spontaneous

within the limits of natural (not artificial and confected) necessity.

Such activity must be free of the forms of obedience and com-

mand, of punishment and blame. Liberty, in itself and in others, is

the atmosphere in which the character is most surely formed, and in

which the human spirit walks upright. This liberty takes the concrete

form of personal experience, even of experimentation. Time ex-

pended in such personal exploration is never “lost”; it is the only

true path of the self to the self, that is to nature, in its most

intimate and concrete form. One must guard against the great

bugaboo of pedantry, the loss of time which leads to the subjection

of the student to a rigid pattern dictated by the preoccupations of

the teacher.

The cognitive life, too, must be liberated from the artificial

patterns and demands of society and convention to follow the path

of nature. The first phase of the cognitive education is the formation

of the senses. To form the senses to perceive precisely and with

justice and balance: this is the object. It is but another form of

placing man in contact with the reality of things. Since in perception

touch is the most secure of the senses, and it is active, rather than

passive touch which is most formative, Rousseau counsels early and

active pursuit of drawing and design. Its power is to render the eye

exact and secure. The matter of nature thus perceived becomes the

content of the orderly and enriched memory and the matter upon

which the growing life of reason may confidently draw.
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The object of education, in the final analysis, must of course be to

form the reasonable man. But this concept must, according to

Rousseau, be formed with the same reserve, the same concern to

consult nature as previously exhibited with respect to the senses.

The great mistake is to misconceive reason and the life of reason

as the life of mere abstract reasoning and the amassing of abstract

ideas and formulae. Reason, as an activity, is something much more
concrete. It is a power not of learning, but of invention, of the

gradual and direct discovery of the deeper order of nature which
underlies and unites the simple presences of the things of nature.

Locke had been of the impression that it was possible and advisable

to reason with children, but Rousseau is sceptical of this. The task is

to lead the child to reason for himself, in the manner indicated

above, that is, the exploration of the deeper underlving patterns and
unities of nature.

To this end, rather than be burdened with a mass of information

and abstract ideas, he is to be kept free from such impediments.

Above all, he is to be left free from the imposition of the already

established reasonings of his elders, to discover the living unities

through his own effort and activity. The approach to the ratio-

cinative sciences should be gradual and even late in the formation

of the child.

Especially in the matter of religion is Rousseau concerned to

avoid a premature committment to abstract, theological and rational

arguments concerning the deity and his relations to man. Better no

ideas of God than the debased ones which society is so eager, through

its orthodoxies, to impose upon the tender minds of the young. Such

matters may best wait the maturing moment; and what ideas of the

divinity may then securely be imparted, or what ideas “Emile” may
then be led to discover or re-discover for himself, Rousseau will

presently offer in his Profession of Faith of a Savoyard Vicar.

The state of soul of “Emile,” at the term of such an educational

process, must be thought to be one as close to the state of nature

as man can approach from the point of departure in the distortions

of society, convention and culture. Even the small glimpse of what
that state must be, here afforded us, justifies Rousseau, in his own
eyes, in the persuasion which he had set out to establish, namely,

that it is possible to be, according to nature, both wise and virtuous.

The term of this process of education is clearlv no formal posses-

sion of an abstract body of ideas or propositions; nor the competence

in any set of skills which society may value or approve. It is clearlv

a state of soul, the basic element of which is attunement to nature,

the dynamic principle of which is interior action according to nature,

and the full fruit of which is a quiet wisdom rooted in the knowledge,
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by affinity, and not by rote or abstraction, of nature herself, the

reality of things and of the self.

4. The Social Contract

As the Emile offers the development of the insights of the

Dyon Discourse on the arts and sciences, so it has been noted, the

Social Contract offers the continuation and development of those of

the Discourse on Inequality. There is some evidence to show that

the Social Contract
,
as it now exists, is a fragment of a larger work

in which, presumably, the dogmatic and assertive terms in which it

is couched would be counterbalanced by a more sober development

of some of its theses. What this larger work might actually have

been like, however, we have no idea; but this lack is not impoitant

for, granted its tone, the Social Contract is complete in itself and

bears careful analysis without dependence on any other document.

The controlling motive of the work is again, as was the case in

the Emile, to trace some way back to that state of natuie from

which man has been alienated by the growth of historical institu-

tions and conventions—in this case, political institutions.

It will be recalled with profit from the consideration of the

Emile that Rousseau was aware that any simple return to that state

was out of the question; that even now the task was a complex one,

for it remained the work of the corrupting force, reason, to trace

the path back to a condition which might to some degree approximate

the ideal state which reason itself had destroyed. And any ameliora-

tion of the present condition of man in the direction of that ideal

must, he was also aware, be but an approximation.

The movement of the essay lies between two poles which are,

at the opening, depicted in forceful terms: the ideal and the actual

condition of man. Man is horn free-everywhere he is in chains.

In seeking a reason for this condition, some. writers invoke force.

But force, in Rousseaus opinion, offers but limited clarification. It

may indeed explain how this condition may have come about. But

this is not enough. For force, being but a mere physical principle,

justifies nothing, and it is the injustice of this situation, not its mere

factualness, which inflames his indignation. Obedience to force must

always be a necessitated act, and not a voluntary one. One may

absolve oneself from such submission legitimately, as soon as one can

do so with impunity.

The positive basic principle of Rousseau’s thought is, however,

more radical than all these considerations. It is that no man, by

nature, or in the state of nature, has authority over his own kind.

Since force has been eliminated as a possible source of legitimate

authority over others, there remains only mutual consent, contract,
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agreement, as the possible basis for legitimate' authority and govern

merit among men.

Therefore, the chief problem of his essay takes the following

form: to find and define a form of association in which the person

and the goods of eaeli individual would be defended with the entire

authority or force of the whole community and in which, every

individual, through the act by which he unites himself with all the

others in the community, would still be obeying only himself and
would therefore retain in substance his original freedom or liberty.

Such would be the true social contract, the only one whose action

would be legitimizing and not merely extrinsical
ly necessitating.

Rousseau finds a compact formula under which the emergence
of a form of association possessing these characteristics would be
guaranteed. In a certain sense, the entire matter of the Social Con-
tract reduces itself to this formula. Every associate alienates all of

his natural endowment of right, the entire form and content of his

natural liberty, to the whole of the community or association. Since

the conditions of alienation are such that all is alienated, and since

they are the same for all, it follows that the authority of the com-
munity, as exercised over its members, together and singly, is in fact

the will of each over himself.

In obeying this common will, every associate is clearly conscious

of obeying only himself, and hence of retaining his native libertv

in a heightened form. In their concrete form, he receives from the

community guaranteed equality and liberty. These, in Rousseau’s

view, amply compensate him for the corresponding, but not wholly

identical characteristics, belonging to the state of nature, which he

surrenders: his natural liberty and his natural equality. As a matter

of fact, this process of alienation and unification generates a system

of guarantee which the state of nature lacks entirely; and of which

Rousseau, though he does not expatiate upon it, amply values.

Rousseau takes occasion to reject another form of the theory of

contract which, in his opinion, serves to confirm and not to amelio-

rate the state of slavery of man. This is the notion that the contract

is concluded between the people and their rulers, and that its chief

result is to confirm the latter in the condition of absolute rule and

Control, and the former in that of inescapable servitude. It is not

difficult to see that he has in mind here the kind of contract which

Hobbes had depicted. In Rousseau’s view, such a contract would be

invalid; it would have no more legitimizing force that physical

compulsion.

The only effective form of contract can be that between the

associates of society themselves. It is this contract which gives rise to

the state as a legitimate and liberating principle and not as an

oppressing and alien one.

In the state which emerges from this effective form of contract,
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the functions ot command and obedience are reciprocal, lhe acts

by which the magistrature is formed are acts of the sovereign people,

who, in submitting themselves to this institution, realize their own

inalienable freedom concretely through self-obedience. In this situa-

tion, those who govern are in no sense the masters of the governed,

but their agents and officials; and the governed may disendow them,

in case of their failure, in the same manner as they at first endowed

them with power.

At the same time, it is necessary to point out that Rousseau does

not minimize the entire effect of the basic act of contract. Above all,

he does not leave it destitute of actual effects in its own order, that is,

in community. That act calls into being effectively the body politic,

which, while realizing itself through the actuality of each of its

members and having a liberating force upon them, still constitutes

a unity within which alone that free status of the individual is

guaranteed.

This body politic is likened then to the living organism; and,

just as the latter possesses an absolute power over each of its organs,

so too does the body politic. This absolute power of the whole over

the whole is what Rousseau understands as sovereignty.

At the same time, this body politic is no Leviathan, because it

does have a principle of limitation and this principle of limitation

is not something extrinsic, but intrinsic to it. It is nothing less than

the initial contracting act through which it originated. This act

defines the form and limits of the body politic and its powers. Over-

stepping these, it becomes indistinguishable from sheer force in its

principle of operation and hence loses its character of legitimacy, of

obligation which is not mere physical necessity.

At this point, it would seem necessary to suggest that Rousseau’s

thought falters somewhat on the line which it has marked out for

itself. Since the sovereignty of the state has its own limiting principle

within it, it is necessary to mark off in some manner the range of

these principles. Rousseau proceeds to do so, but in a manner which

must be called material.

He would distinguish the respective rights of the citizen and the

sovereign. Those rights, he notes, which do not pertain to the com-

munity and do not envisage the community, are withdrawn from the

power or range of power of the sovereign. This gives rise to the

notion that there are two orders of right, public and private in a

material sense; that is in the sense that some rights are private and

some are public.

This position would seem to go against the principles he has set

up in the delineation of the social contract. There he noted that

the act of donation and alienation included all of the rights which

the citizen enjoyed in the state of nature. It is, in consequence,
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difficult to see how any subsequent distinction between private and
public could be determined in this fasliion.

Ihe root of the difficulty in fact, however, is that Rousseau
confuses a material and a purely formal principle. Privacy and
publicity are not material characteristics of acts or rights in the

sense above that some rights are of the one, some of the other kind.

Ihis is made clear by the very basic supposition of Rousseaus
thought, namely, that all rights have need of the public power to

guarantee them, even when, from a material point of view, they
may seem to concern only the private aspects of the citizens life.

Even private rights, to be effective, must be publicly guaranteed.
Ihis and this alone is the only rationale of the state in general.

Privacy and publicity are not, therefore, material properties of

rights and acts, but formal properties of the same rights and acts,

which can be effectively distinguished only within the context of the
contract.

Rousseau compounds this initial error or confusion by going on
to say that it is the function of the sovereign to distinguish these

areas of private and public. The fact would seem to be that this

distinction can be no determination of the sovereign as such, but
a prior condition which the sovereign can only recognize and enforce.

A more precise statement would seem to find it necessary to say
that publicity and privacy are formal aspects of all rights; and the

preservation of both aspects of such rights is the concern of all

governmental action with respect to those rights. Even the most
“private right needs a public effectuation; even public action has

its ultimate repercussion in the sphere of the private, since all rights

have as their ultimate seat the individual in liis character as citizen,

that is, as agent and beneficiary of the contract.

A similar confusion creeps into Rousseaus conseration of the

general will as distinct from the will of all. A material principle of

distinction is introduced between them, when a formal principle

alone is necessary and meaningful. The first he says, concerns the

common interests and is the collective force which sustains the

sovereign; the latter concerns private interests and is the sum of

particular wills. But the very first conditions he has laid down about
society indicate the confusion of this distinction; for he has said

clearly that the conditions of the good society demand that the

good of each be sustained by the collective force of all. The general

will is the effective agent even of the sanctity of “private” rights.

Again, it must be pointed out that a material distinction is

introduced where a formal distinction alone is valid and effective.

There is but one will in the society which Rousseau depicts; and
it is both general and particular in its mode of operation and in the

range of its effectiveness.
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Rousseau takes his stand, in consequence of what lie has said up

to this point, against two principles normally associated with the

democratic idea with which his own social contract theory is also

apparented. These are the principles of the division of powers and

of “representation.”

The first, he would hold, is based on a false and violent scission

of sovereignty. There can be, and is, but one soveieign and its

power and state are indivisible. In the face of this substantive in-

divisibility, a subsidiary division is introduced in virtue of the objects

of this power or the concerns on which it expends itself of which

three are chiefly distinguished: legislation, executive action and

judiciary function. The error of the division of power is to endow

each of these functions or operations, thus materially specified, with

a formal status of authority in such wise that they can confront

each other will equal claim. They are not parts of the original and

indivisible sovereignty, but emanations of it, or specifications of it

in response to a diversity of concrete demands and objects and kinds

of action necessary.

Just as sovereignty cannot be divided, so, in his view, it cannot

be represented. It always resides in its own proper source, and it is

present in its own proper character in any agent in which it becomes

effective. Therefore, the deputies of the people are not their rep-

resentatives but their agents or commissioners. These enjoy no

definitive action, but are subject in all their actions to the ratifica-

tion of the people, which may, by the same token, unconditionally

renounce them and their actions. He goes on to say that the idea of

representation is but the continuation of a concept present in

ancient feudal law and as such alien in spirit both to the form of the

classic republics and to modern ideas of government.

Perhaps the most striking characteristic of the political formation

which Rousseau envisions in the Social Contract is the assimilation

into its constitution of a kind of civil religion. This characteristic is

the more arresting in that Rousseau has many times averred that

nothing could be imagined more removed from the public realm

(and hence subject to the state) than religion, which is, in fine, a

matter wholly of the heart and of the sentiments.

The premise of this civil religion is a distinction which he

adduces between three kinds of religion. The first is the religion of

man, a religion without reference to times or places, without visible

expressions or social forms, consisting wholly and solely in the

interior worship of God and the observance of the eternal laws of

morality. This religion is identified with the religion of the Gospels.

Secondly, civil religion, which is proper to a specific country or

group, and which has its proper tutelary gods, dogmas and an

external ritual defined and sanctioned by law. The third, which he
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finds illustrated in the churches of Llamaism of Japanese society

and, above all, in the Roman Catholic Church, is that which, taking

the form of an articulated society, confronts the state or political

society at its own level and by doing so rends the loyalty of the

citizen by imposing upon him a twofold and frequently contra-

dictory set of demands, laws and duties. Frankly, Rousseau is en-

thusiastic for none of these, without qualification.

Given the structure of the political order and the need for a

system of sanctions, he finds it necessary to include within its con-

stitution a religion of the second type. This religion would be

purely civil; its function would be to establish a bond of commit-

ment between the citizen and his civil duties stronger than any

mere sanction of force. It belongs to the sovereign to define the

articles of this creed; but he does so not as dogmas but rather as

social sentiments without an adherence to which no one can con-

ceivably prove a good citizen.

But these dogmas are the centers of a series of most amazing

contradictions. Although no-one is bound to believe them, whoever

does not believe them may be banished from the state. After one

has submitted to these beliefs, should he act in such wise as to

evidence unbelief, he may be put to death, for he should then be

guilty of the most heinous of crimes: perjury before the law.

The line of argument by which Rousseau is led into this strange

position vis-a-vis religion and the state is filled with strange em-

barrassments of logic. And it is impossible to disagree with the

historian who wrote that in a state so constituted, Rousseau would

be the first to fall beneath the knife.

5. Rousseaus Lesser Writings

Rousseau possessed a most prolific pen and the list of his com-

positions extends far beyond those mentioned above. Not all of his

writings, however, possess philosophical interest, and those discussed

above are singled out because they represent the major documents of

his philosophical effort. Among the other writings, some are not

without a certain interest for philosophy and the history of philos-

ophy, and among these one would surely single out that very

arresting document, The Profession of Faith of a Savoyard Vicar.

In many ways, this is the most typical of all of the writings of

Rousseau because it expresses in its theme and argument the inti-

mate complexity of his mind and temperament, the complex manner

in which the fading Enlightenment and the nascent spirit of Roman-

ticism were intertwined in his mind and consciousness.

It is not at all what its title might leads us to expect: the state-

ment of a creed. It is rather a subtle and complex argument,

developed in accents most clearly those of the rationalism of the
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Enlightenment, as to why man should embrace a religion wholly of

the heart, rather than of the intellect or will. But the complexity

resides precisely here in his own words, The rule according to

which I am lead to surrender myself to sentiment rather than to

reason is a rule confirmed by reason itself. It is the Enlightenment

testifying in its own terms to the inner movements of Romanticism.

What, according to this line of argument, is the religion worthy

alike of God and of man? Surely not the positive religions which

history parades before us, with their particular revelations, rites,

churches, mysteries. There is but one path of communication

between God and man, one way only in which God can reveal

Himself to man: that is the path of nature and conscience.

But the acts of conscience are not judgments; they are sentiments.

Thus, he argues, to know the good is not to love it, nor is such

knowledge innate. But once reason has indicated the good to

conscience, the latter is moved by an innate and irresistible impulse

to love it and embrace it, and this impulse, this sentiment, is innate

and basically constitutive of our nature.

It is reason which recognizes it as such and it is reason which

counsels us, consequently, to surrender ourselves to it as to a guide

sure beyond all others in leading us to true communion with God.

Then of what kind is this God toward which conscience urges us

and where is He to be found? In the whole of nature and in the

heart of man. God is present and visible in the order of the world,

not as a direction of that order but simply as its presence. And He is

present in the heart of man as the irresistible movement of the most

basic sentiments of our nature toward all this is good. He is not the

God of revelations, nor of wonders, nor of sacrifices, nor of prayers.

He is a simple presence everywhere, ordering all to good and

soliciting all to the goodness which He constitutes and represents.

Though the intellect can prefigure Him and delineate His

nature, it is the deepest sentiments of our nature which testify to

his actuality, to His living, immediate, and immutable presence.

And hence, it is that at the behest of the reason that we rightly

submit and surrender ourselves to these sentiments. For in so

counseling, reason is but recognizing at one and the same time its

own limitations and the actuality of a power beyond it. But this act

of recognition of reason, of intellect is not an abdication; it is the

supreme act of reason by which the supremacy of reason within us is

established more securely that ever. By this act, our nature is not

put asunder, into irreconcilable forces of reason and of sentiment,

but is established in the most perfect of harmonies.

Throughout, the dominant figure of the French Enlightenment as a

cultural movement was Voltaire; and his thought and character have
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CHAPTER III

The Enlightenment

in Germany
A. General Characteristics of the Enlightenment in Germany

The most important characteristic of the Enlightenment in Ger-

many is that its entire career, which may be dated from the first to

the last decade of the eighteenth century, is enclosed, as in a great

parenthesis, by two of the greatest names in the history of philosophy

Leibnitz and Kant.

Leibnitz, who died in 1716, does not really belong to the German
Enlightenment in the sense either that he expresses it or was created,

as a thinker, by it. He was a cosmopolitan genius whose theatre was
the whole of Europe as his concern was the whole domain of knowl-

edge. His relationship to the German Enlightenment is none the less

real, however, and is even a more potent bond: he is its master. The
entire speculative content of the German Enlightenment moves in

his shadow and derives from him.

Kant, on the other hand, though under one aspect (which will be

duly noted) he must be recognized as the real master of the specula-

tive dimension of the Romantic movement, must even more im-

portantly be recognized as the fullest expression, even perhaps, the

greatest product, of the German Enlightenment. He is the thinker in

whom all the diverse strains of that period are gathered up and

related; in whom its deepest problems are given their most radical

and trenchant expression and who raises its insights to the highest

point of efficacy, the point at which they become cardinal principles

of a whole stage in the history of philosophy, simultaneously closing

one period and initiating another.

For this reason, the present chapter will begin with a treatment

of Leibnitz’s thought and close with a consideration of that of Kant;

indicating between these terms, the subsidiary phases of the move-

ment and period. Before embarking on this program, however, it
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will be profitable to indicate some general characteristics of the

period which naturally apply more to that intervening space, em-

braced by that parenthesis, than to the towering figures which define

it.

The first of these worthy of note, is the discernible national flavor

of German thought. The tendency of the Enlightenment, on the

whole, had been toward cosmopolitanism; and this is clearly indi-

cated in the man we have called the master of the German Enlighten-

ment, Leibnitz. The nationalistic characteristic of the German En-

lightenment appears precisely in its consistent and actually successful

effort to Germanize this cosmopolitan genius, not in any trivial or

chauvinistic sense, but in the very serious sense of making his thought

the architectonic principle of a speculative culture which would

characterize German thinkers and even filter down to become the

basis for certain national cultural traits.

The process by which this was achieved appears, from one point

of view, a desecrating and intolerable constriction; for example, the

manner in which Leibnitz’s ideas will be formalized and narrowed by

Wolff. It was through this process, however, that Leibnitz’s thought

became the premises ultimately for that of Kant and the sustaining

principle of much in between, a consideration which redeems the

process somewhat. And it may be added that while giving German

thought a remarkably strong basis and form, this process did little

or no harm to Leibnitz himself; for the history of philosophy has

never been tempted to treat his thought from any narrower basis

than the cosmopolitan culture on which it rests, and which constitutes

its proper interpretative frame of reference.

The second characteristic to be noted is that, again contrary to

the general trend of the Enlightenment elsewhere, philosophy in

Germany at this period tended to become anew a scholastic

discipline, a “philosophy of the schools.” Not that the non-academic

character of philosophy, so characteristic of the Enlightenment, was

entirely lost in Germany; on the contrary, a strong philosophic

current outside the schools courses through the period, so that

historians correctly distinguish between a “scholastic” current and a

“worldly” current in philosophy at the time. The scholastic reconver-

sion of philosophy is the more striking at first, however, (though

not intrinsically the more important) because it marks the departure

from the common tendency of the Enlightenment as a European

movement.

A dual source of this scholastic tendency is usually assigned. The

first account offers a psychological explanation: formalism and system

are a characteristic of the German “mind.” However this may be,

a strong and more recognizable explanation is offered in the con-
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tinuation of the scholastic tradition of the philosophy and theology

of the Reformation.

It will be recalled that Reformation thought, in order to artic-

ulate itself before, and because it offered itself as an alternative to,

the formally articulated theology of Catholicism based on medieval

scholasticism, itself adopted and developed a scholastic method and
doctrine of its own exemplified in the thought of Melanchthon. This

habit of mind was continued and became the basis of teaching in the

German universities which enjoyed an undiminished tradition of

authority and influence.

It is to be noted at once, however, that wliile diis scholastic ten-

dency imposed a rigidity of form upon philosophical speculation in

the German universities, it did not close them to the innovations of

content This fact is demonstrated precisely by that process of the

domestication of Leibnitz to which reference has been made. The
old bottles proved able to contain the new wine, even though in the

process its quality was somewhat impoverished.

Scholasticism in the German Enlightenment founds its chief

embodiment and expression in the thought of Christian Wolff

(1679-1754), who came to be known as the “Praeceptor Germaniae,”

the teacher of Germany. Through his systematic manuals which be-

came the teaching instruments in many institutions (Kant used the

Metaphysics of Baumgarten, a student of Wolff, as the basis of his

university lectures), he imposed the over-arching form upon the

current of scholastic Enlightenment, in the process domesticating

the doctrine of Leibnitz.

Inevitably, Wolff found many imitators and continuators. Manuals

multiplied, and it must be added, were not simply repetitions of

his expositions, but were refinements upon them. The best example

of this movement is the ‘Baumgartner’’ mentioned above.

At the same time, Wolff, by the very process which constituted

his strength and which became the basis of his authority, inevitably

aroused opposition, especially among those who were sensible to

the way in which his formalism tended to constrict and even to

distort the new matter which provided its content. Among the protest-

ing voices were such as Andrea Rudiger (1673-1731) and August

Crusius (1715-1775). These men, and others like them, are hardly

imposing as speculative minds, but they do turn up shortcomings

in Wolff which were later to bear fruit. Crusius, for example, had

considerable influence on the thinking of Kant.

But Wolff, while he dominated, did not entirely preclude other

more or less independent formulations within the current of scho-

lastic or school Enlightenment. Men like Johannes Lambert (1728-

1777) and Johannes Tetens (1736-1807) achieved independent

expression still within the school tradition and in their own right
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exercised influence on later thought. Kant recognized them as

precursors in defining the bases of the “critical” philosophy which he

would develope.

The epithet “worldly,” as applied to the other dimension of the

Enlightenment in Germany, is not an arbitrary imposition of histo-

rians. It was chosen by the representatives of this current themselves.

They spoke of their own thought as “Philosophic fur die Welt/ and

did not resist the appellation of “Popularphilosophen,” popular

philosophers. Though many of them occupied university chairs, their

main characteristic is that, by design or by simple temperament, they

maintained the freer, more worldly, less academic temper of the

Enlightenment as it had developed in other lands. Philosophy

appeared to them as it always did to the thinkers of the Enlighten-

ment, not as a doctrine to be propounded, but as an activity for the

clarification of troubling doubts and as an instrument for the eleva-

tion of the general tone of culture.

This tendency exposed them to a certain dilletantism; it did not

however prevent them from making very solid and important con-

tributions even to scholarship in the narrower sense of the term. To

them, for example, must be attributed the re-discovery of Spinoza

and his importance, as well as the first adequate appreciation of the

New Essays of Leibnitz, which the scholastic thinkers tended to ignore

in favor of the Monaclology and the Theodicy. They were even

among the first to set up the contrast between a “true Leibnitz” and

Leibnitz as he appeared constricted and distored in the school

manuals of the scholastics.

Moreover, their cosmopolitanism led them to seek acquaintance

with and to diffuse at home the writings of the Enlightenment

abroad. Through them Shaftesbury, Diderot, Rousseau and others

first found entry into Germany with consequences which only time

would reveal.

Among the most important of these “worldly philosophers” must

be accounted Moses Mendelsohn (1729-1786) and Gotthold Lessing

(1729-1781). But with them must at once be associated others such

as Reimarus Garve, the first reviewer of the Critique of Pure Reason

of Kant, and Herder and Jacobi who were to take an important part

in the crucial critical process known as the “dissolution of the thing

in itself,” of which notice will be taken later. In this way the

mundane current of the philosophy of the Enlightenment converges

on the great terminus of the entire movement, namely, the philosophy

of Kant.

B. The Philosophy of Leibnitz (1646-1716)

As we have already noted. Leibnitz cannot strictly be included

within the framework of the Enlightenment in Germany, for his was
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a cosmopolitan, not a national orientation of thought, and his ideal
affinities and speculative preoccupations align him rather with the
movements of thought in England and France. Nevertheless, it would
seem best to treat his thought as the great precedent for the German
Enlightenment, for it is within Germany, in its struggle to achieve
an intellectual culture, that this thought had its greatest influence,
though not its most perceptive interpretation and development.

Leibnitz, born at Leipzig in 1646, completed the first phase of his
formal education by becoming “doctor utriusque juris” at a very
early age. Simultaneously, he had begun his course of philosophical
studies under Thomasius at Leipzig and a certain Wrigel at Jena.
T hese latter studies attracted him much more powerfully than the
law, though he never abandoned his interest and activity in the
lattei field. History finds him at the age of fifteen already agitated by
the conflicting attractions of the ancients (the Aristotelians) and the
moderns ( the Cartesians

) and meditating the problem of retaining
or rejecting this theory of “substantial forms.” In the Systeme
Nouveau de la Nature, of 1695, he records some recollections of this

conflict and his resolution of it which was to make a choice in

neither direction unilaterally, but to undertake their synthesis; an
effort which was to become a distinguishing characteristic of the
mature thought of Leibnitz.

One must allow somewhat for the kind of nostalgia characteristic
of autobiographical statements, for his earliest writings hardly hint
at so vast an undertaking. In his first phase he was under the spell of
a kind of Lullism; the evidence for this lies in the De Arte Com-
hinatoria, written in 1666, though published only much later. In
this work he undertakes to renew and carry forward the logic of
invention put forward by Lull some time before.

In 1672 he journeyed to France in the suite of a German
diplomat, the Baron Boineburg. He remained four years, absorbing
ideas and forming intellectual friendships and acquaintances which
were deeply to influence his subsequent development. Among those
he came to know at this time were Arnauld, Malebranche and
Huygens, who interested him in the study of higher mathematics.
During this period he acquired a confident mastery of the physical
and mathematical sciences of the day and had, in addition, begun to

make contributions of his own; for 1676 would seem to be the date
of his discovery of the infinitisimal calculus.

On his return to Germany he became dynastic historian to the
dukes of Hanover and devoted much time to the compilation of the
history of the dynasty, published between 1707 and 1711. He also

became interested in political, cultural, and religious problems,
giving great attention to the possibility of reunion between the
Protestant and the Catholic churches.
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Despite these distractions, however, he continued his activity in

the field of purely philosophical research and speculation. His many

preoccupations certainly account for the fact that his philosophical

reflections found expression for the most part in short works and

works of occasion and did not take form in any major and systematic

exposition. This shortcoming in style, however, did not prevent

these documents from becoming the basis for the major and irre-

placable position he occupies in the history of philosophy. The fact

is that even the slightest of his philosophical writings are controlled

by a unifying and over-arching insight which makes them all the

living members of a whole much greater than themselves.

Students of Leibnitz’s thought find its first major and unified

expression in an untitled essay to which his editors gave the title

Discours de Metaphysique ( Discourse on Metaphysics) which dates

from 1686. A second such unified statement is to be found in the

work already mentioned, Systeme Nouveau de la Nature (A New
System of Nature ) ,

which is assigned to 1695 and which gives evidence

that in the intervening years Leibnitz had not ceased to refine his

speculations at every point. The Monadologie ( Monadology )
which

is looked upon as the third such organized statement dates from

shortly before his death, 1714. These three more or less systematic

expositions of his speculations draw into focus the ideas expressed

in many essays published in numerous reviews and Acts of learned

societies, and each served as the basis for an extensive correspondence

in which their teachings were minutely discussed with many of the

best minds of the age, such as Arnauld, Bayle, Clarke, Malebranche.

These systematic statements are presently extended and strength-

ened in the Nouveaux Essais sur VEntendement Humain and the

Theodicee (New Essays on the Human Understanding) and

( Theodicy

)

. The first, which is in fact a long series of annotations

and criticisms of Locke, was ready for printing in 1705, though it

remained unpublished until some sixty years later. The Theodicy,

similarly, was in fact a long polemical composition centering upon

the thought of Bayle; it appeared in 1710. The occasional and

polemical character of these writings must not persuade one to

underevaluate their philosophical importance; both are filled with

insight which were to have lasting influence.

In addition to these publications, Leibnitz left, upon his death,

a vast body of unpublished material which scholars in succeeding

generations have continued to explore. This process has resulted in

the posthumous publication of successive collections and selections of

writings drawn from these sources such as those published by Erd-

mann in 1839-40, by de Careil in 1859 and 1875 by Gerliardt in

1848-63 ( scientific and mathematical works ) ,
and 1875 (

philosophical

works); from Couturat (1903) down to that of Schrecker (1934),
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These volumes did a great deal to enhance Leibnitz’ already very
solid reputation and gave rise, as shall be noted presently, to various
currents of Leibnitzian interpretation and various inodes of evalua-
ting his thought, as emphasis was placed now on one and now upon
another aspect of his thought.

Leibnitz did not achieve in his lifetime the reputation which his

thought merited. In his last years (though these saw the publication
ol some of his best works), he saw European opinion orientate itself

ever more firmly about the two poles of Newton and Locke, as has
been noted. At the time of his death in 1716, he was practically a
forgotten man. 1 he event brought forth but a single eulogy pro-
nounced by Fontanelle at Paris.

At the same time, however, his influence in the circles of

academic philosophy in the German universities began to take form
through, as has been noted, the systematic, though not verv profound
or perceptive, expositions of Wolff. His reputation was given a great
boost by the publication of the Nouveaux Essais in 1765 and scholar-

ship lias not ceased to exercise itself about his thought since that

time. Thus Kantian criticism discovered in him an important and
immediate precursor, as did the later nineteenth century develop-
ments ol the same movement. In France, his influence has been
discovered in the movements of “Ideology" and of “Spiritualism”

signalized respectively by the writings of such men as Maine de Biran

(1766-1824) and Ravisson (1813-1900). Finally, through the efforts

of Russell and Couturat, he has exercised an important influence on
modern and contemporary developments in Logic and scientific

philosophy.

As a matter of fact, the influence of Leibnitz may be said to

follow two great patterns, depending upon the relative importance
assigned to his various works and especially to the logical works.
1 hese patterns may be called respectively, for convenience, that of

Leibnitz metaphysicus and that of Leibnitz logicus. During the

period of German Enlightenment, it was Leibnitz metaphysicus
who, through the instrumentality of Wolff, became the master of that

cultural and philosophical movement. Leibnitz logicus is the creation

rather of later scholarship, placing greater and perhaps, according to

some scholars, an exaggerated importance on his logical writings.

It is the Leibnitz logicus who is hailed by Couturat and Russell the

latter of whom is even prepared to make the metaphysical thought
of Leibnitz the outgrowth of his logical thought and wholly de-

pendent upon it for comprehension. There is, of course, no manner
of resolving such differences and indeed no profit to be secured from
the attempt to do so. The one and the other Leibnitz are both in

the documents and both in history.
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1. Leibnitz’ Contributions to Logic and Philosophical Method

A sound reason for beginning any consideration of Leibnitz s

thought with his contributions to logic and philosophical method-

ology is to be found not in any later fashion of interpretation, but

in a characteristic of his thought and writings themselves. For as we

have already seen, Leibnitz’s earliest efforts, as in the Do Arte

Combinatoria
,
lay in this direction and this early interest persisted

all through his career finding expression in unnumerable essays,

monographs and other compositions. Logic and method, therefore,

constitute one of the main sustaining preoccupations of Leibnitz’s

thought and must loom large in any consideration of it. This is the

case whether with Russell, one tends to evaluate the logic so highly

as to make the whole of Leibnitz’s thought dependent upon it and

of Leibnitz himself one of the major precursors of the modern

logistic, or with Heimsoth, one simply recognizes it as indeed an

important, but by no means the commanding and moving principle

of his philosophy.

Leibnitz’ interest in logic found its first expression in the earliest

of his works, noted above, De Arte Combinatoria. In this work he

expressly states that he is following in the pathway already traced

out by earlier thinkers such as Lull and Kirchner. His exposition

begins with a consideration of their work and certain criticisms of

it.

The basic underlying insight of the project is that all complex

concepts can, by analysis, be reduced to a small, or at least manage-

able number of primitive concepts. Through a recomposition from

these elements all complex ideas may then be reconstituted, and

fresh complexes discovered. Analysis and synthesis thus become the

gateway to a logic of invention or discovery.

The title of this work actually contains but a sketch of such a

project. It is at first supposed that the class of primitive concepts

is already determined and that a sign has been assigned to each.

When those signs are combined by two’s, a second class of concepts

is obtained; and so forth for the rest of the procedure. Leibnitz was

immediately aware of the clumsiness of this procedure and of its

aridity; but he felt that this was due to the imperfection of the

instruments he was using.

It therefore occurred to him that this failing might be remedied

through the construction of a universal characteristic. This would
be a system of signs, or characters, which represented, not words or

letters or syllables, but ideas and their relations directly. In this

manner, and through such a characteristic, it would become possible

to determine all the steps in the process of deduction; and logical

laws would find their exact complements in rules for the transforma-
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tions of formulas, as in algebra. The process of reasoning would
become that of combining signs, that is, a calculus.

Although Leibnitz met constant frustration in the realization of

this project, lie never gave it up or stopped believing in it. One
reason which has been assigned for his constancy of attachment is

the fact that, in the process of these investigations, he hit upon the
ideas which led to the discovery of the infinitesimal calculus.

lo complete the idea of the ars comhinatoria and the universal

characteristic, Leibnitz advanced the notion of an ideographic
scripture. This would be composed of as many signs as there would
be primitive concepts; these signs would express these elements
directly. As a consequence, it would become possible through such
an ideologic scripture to express the most complex concept in the

form of a combination of the elements of the ideographic scripture.

But the project could not rest here.

Such a scripture could only be useful if there were composed at

the same time an encyclopedia in which the definitions of concepts
would be worked out; and such an encyclopedia could only be the

work of the most closely coordinated activities of many scholars,

which, it occurred to Leibnitz, could be effected through the organi-

zation of academies throughout Europe. From this movement within

the project of the ars comhinatoria an idea can be formed of the

sweep and drive of Leibnitz’s mind.

In his more mature phase of logical investigations, Leibnitz

established the distinction between a formal logic and a theory of

knowledge. In a very traditional manner, formal logic is conceived
as concerned with the objective, or the transcendental, as Kant will

call it. It may be called a structure of scientific thought, with no
reference and no dependence on the manner or the psychological

process by which we arrive at a knowledge of such structures and
laws. The theory of knowledge, such as he considered it in his

Nouveaux Essais, critical of Locke, is concerned precisely with this

second order of problems.

In making this distinction, Leibnitz is departing from the pro-

posals of Descartes and Spinoza, who thought, apparently, in their

notions of method, to reduce these two dimensions to one; for the

whole force of the idea of a method is that by one procedure it will

guarantee the acquisition of a knowledge of, as well as the objective

structure of, scientific thought. In place of this method, Leibnitz

tended to restore to a place of importance the ars demonstrandi

of traditional Aristotelian thought, which provided basically a cri-

terion not of certitude, but of objective truth.

The entire process of logic and method is governed, in Leibnitz’s

view, by two principles: the principle of identity or of non-contra-

diction and the principle of sufficient reason. The important thing
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to note is that these principles are ontological in their import as

well as logical. That is to say, they function as criteria of objective

truth, and not only of the consistency of thought and its processes.

The principle of identity is the basis for necessary truths. These

are such that their opposites involve a contradiction. The necessity,

which he assigns to these is metaphysical. Examples of such truths

are those of mathematics.

The second principle, that of sufficient reason, is the basis, by

contrast, of contingent propositions; that is, propositions whose

oppositieS do not involve contradictions. Since their opposites do not

involve a contradiction, the truth of these propositions, which he

also calls truths of fact, can only be assured if some sufficient

reason, or cause, be assigned why the situation of fact which they

denote should be rather than not be, and should be such and not

otherwise. It is to be noted that these propositions embrace two

dimensions: a strictly logical one, as propositions, and an existential

one, in that they are taken to refer basically to situations of fact, of

existence; whereas the truths of reason, such as the propositions of

mathematics, are independent of, and indifferent to statements of

fact.

The precise difference between these classes of propositions and

truths, and the application of these principles, is fixed in terms of the

typical structure of the proposition: i.e. the joining of a predicate

to a subject. In the case of necessary truths, governed by the principle

of non-contradiction, this juncture is justified by the fact that the

predicate is contained in the subject. The act of predication is

therefore but an act of making explicit what is implicit in the

subject.

In the case of contingent truths, this conjunction does not rest on

such inclusion. A sufficient reason must, therefore, intervene to justify

the predication. Leibnitz conceives the relation of the two classes of

propositions in a dynamic way however. Propositions of fact, or

contingent truths, tend toward and approximate the form of the

necessary truths. But this is only a limit of approximation, for to

realize that approximate there would be necessary an infinite series

of intervening reasons, which ultimately and ideally would establish

the predicate as included in the subject. Only an infinite mind,

however, could construct or comprehend such an infinite series.

The analogy with mathematical surds does not escape Leibnitz,

but he points out that it is a limited analogy, because in the case of

surds, it can be shown that the intervening value proves in the

last analysis to be negligible, while in the case of matters of fact and

contingent truths, it always remains substantial.

But the force of this notion of approximation makes it clear that

in Leibnitz’s mind, there is really only one basic principle which
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ideally governs all propositions and all classes of truths: that of

noncontradiction. This consideration is also very important for his

conception of the order of being, which, clearly, despite whatever

play of contingent forces may be discovered there, at least tends to

an absolute unity and necessity.

From the consideration of these two principles, and more
precisely, from their tendency to reduce themselves to one, that of

identity, certain conclusions follow concerning procedure or method.

Since predication is explication, and since contingent truths tend to

approximate the necessary, it is clear that the whole movement of

thought is embraced within two processes, that of analysis, by
which the presence of the predicate in the subject is discovered and

rendered explicit, and synthesis that by which, conceivably, through

the series of approximations, such a conjunction can be constructed.

Leibnitz was convinced that the use of these procedures, and es-

pecially that of synthesis, could lead not only to the reconstitution of

truths already known implicitly in more explicit form, but to the

discovery of new truths, i.e. implicit dimensions of a subject which

simple analysis could not reveal.

He was not unaware, however, of the difficulties which must be

encountered in this process of invention and discovery. These

considerations lead naturally to Leibnitz’s theory of definition. Defi-

nitions are formulations of basic identities. In these formulae, or

definitions, when perfect, there is complete equation between subject

and predicate so that unlimited substitution between them, and

between equal but different values is possible.

But since the process of approximation, by which the contingent

truths verge toward the necessary, is limited, Leibnitz sees the

necessity for another kind of definition, corresponding to the ap-

proximate formulations, based on the principle of sufficient reason.

These latter he calls nominal. They express contingent truths,

presuppose the existence of their objects and do not gc beyond this

existence to probe its possibility; the former he calls real definitions,

for they presuppose nothing about their objects, but indicate their

possibility, which is clearly the ground of their existence, should it

be found that they do indeed exist.

The ideal expressed in the theory of real definitions becomes the

norm or model for a truly apodictic or demonstrative science. Only

a science, however, like mathematics, which, he thinks, is a texture

of necessary truths, independent of all considerations of existence, can

meet this idea.

Other sciences, which draw their data from experience, can take

the form only of “mixed conclusions.” These consist in some mode
of the application of the principle of sufficient reason to the data of

experience. An example of this procedure is to be found in the
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principle of causality which makes it possible to establish valid, but

not necessary, conjunctions among empirical and existent data. Such

also are the principles of convenience or finalism, according to which

there is realized in the world the maximal multiplicity with the

maximum of order. Such is the law of equivalence, according to

which, in natural change, the absolute quantity of force is held

constant, and every effect is equivalent to the total causation of

which it is the result.

In this conjunction, Leibnitz advances two other principles

which he feels, however, do not follow with equal rigor from logical

principles alone. These are the laws of continuity and indiscernibles.

The law of continuity holds that nature does not proceed by leaps,

but by gradations, even though these be beyond the reach of any

sensibility. The law of indiscernibles holds that these gradations in

the process of nature must each differ, in however minimal a man-

ner, from every other. While it seems to him impossible to formulate

these laws simply by a process of analysis, they nevertheless serve

very usefully in the investigation of nature.

Relative to Leibnitz’s logical writings, an interesting discussion

arose in the last decade of the nineteenth century and has continued

to the present. The theme of this discussion has been the relation-

ship between his logical theories and his metaphysical speculations;

above all, the theory of the monads.

The more conservative type of criticism, which is very ably

represented by such writers as Heimsoeth in Die Methode der

Erkenntniss hei Descartes und Leibnitz (The Method of Science in

Descartes and Leibnitz, 1914), holds for a complete separation

between the two, in such wise that, as Heimsoeth asserts, the meta-

physical doctrine of Leibnitz does not depend, either in its mode of

exposition, or in its content, on the doctrine of logic and method.

Such eminent commentators on Leibnitz’s thought as Bertrand

Russell and Louis Couturat, on the other hand, have held that all

of the basic molding principles of Leibnitz’s metaphysical doctrine

are to be found in the logic and flow from it. When, in this assertion,

they are confronted by discrepancies deriving from the notion of indi-

vidual substances and their contingency and liberty, these are treated,

by Russell, simply as internal contradictions to be eliminated and,

by Couturat, as residual elements of Leibnitz’s ethical and religious

views.

Still others, however, as the historian of philosophy, de Ruggiero,

holds that the logical doctrines are such that, with some skill, not

one, but at least two, not wholly reducible, metaphysical systems

can be derived from them. As a support for his theory, he cites the

prior example of Aristotle and the fact that Leibnitz treats the

relationship between logic and metaphysics in precisely the same
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manner as Aristotle had done. As there were implied in Aristotle’s

logic two metaphysical systems, the doctrine of substances and that of

the Platonic ideas against which the former labors to define itself:

so, De Ruggiero suggests, there are present in Leibnitz’s logic an
immanent metaphysics against which the more explicit metaphysics
of the monadology labors to define itself.

1 his immanent metaphysics begins by defining a realm of es-

sences which are expressed in the real definitions, as these have
been noted above. Over and against this realm, is the realm of

existences, finding expression, correlatively, in the judgments or

propositions of fact. In the logic, as was noted, Leibnitz seeks to

construct a system of approximation whereby the truths of fact,

governed by the principle of sufficient reason, approach, though they

never reach it, the status of the truths of reason. In like fashion, in

the metaphysics implicit in the logic, the texture of existence is such

that it seeks to realize a maximum of essence, which has been
defined as the ground of existence. These theories are such that a

clear cut determination in favor of one as against the other is

manifestly impossible. Nevertheless, they define the path of an

interesting line of speculation.

2. The Theory of Knowledge

The distinction between the problem and project of logic and
that of the theory of knowledge has become progressively clearer in

modern thought and this is due, in a not inconsiderable degree, to

the attention which Leibnitz has given to the matter. The first

concerns the structure of objectively valid knowledge, the other, the

conditions under which and the processes, psychic and symbolic, by
wliich man attains to and expresses so much of this truth as he may
attain to.

Leibnitz became interested in the latter problem explicitly,

through the interest aroused by the publication of Locke’s Essay

in 1690. The manner in which he would treat it, however, lies ready-

to-hand in the conclusions he had already reached in the theory of

the monads and precisely in his notion of their representative value

and force. Leibnitz undertook a series of animadversions on Locke’s

Essay which presently grew into the volume mentioned above,

Nouveaux Essais.

The chief line of argument which he would take against Locke is

indicated by Leibnitz very succinctly in a letter of 1703 in which he

writes,

I am in favor of innate lights as against his (Locke’s) tabula rasa.

There is in our souls not only a faculty, but even more, a disposition

to knowledge from which innate ideas may be derived. As a matter
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of fact, all necessary truths draw their proof from this internal light

and not from the experiences of the senses, which do nothing but

provide the occasion of thinking about those necessary truths and
which could never furnish the proof of universal necessity.35

The line of argument as elaborated in the New Essays actually

shows a remarkable parallelism to the line of thought so sketchily

projected in this extract from a letter addressed to the scholar

Burnet.

The first impulse for the rejection of Lockes version of the

argument against innate ideas is drawn by Leibnitz from Locke’s

distinction between two sources of knowledge: sensation and reflec-

tion. What can this latter be, Leibnitz asks, if it is not a certain

attention within us toward all that is widiin the mind which is not

produced by the senses? If there is anything corresponding to Locke’s

reflection, it must have its own form, and, as a consequence, offers a

first and irrefutable example of innatism. This is the insight which

Leibnitz formulated in his famous aphorism: there is nothing in the

intellect which was not previously in the senses, except, that is, the

intellect itself.

By tliis position, Leibnitz not only offers a refutation of Locke,

but gives the idea of innatism, which he is defending, a new direction

of development. He is no longer concerned with tire notion that there

are in the mind, pre-existent to all experience, ideas which are

actual, or fully formed and established; but rather, he is concerned

with the establishment of latent virtualities, which wait on the

occasion of experience to realize themselves.

By this latter, it has been suggested by various authorities that

Leibnitz has taken the first step upon the road between traditional

innatism and Kantian transcendentalism. He advances beyond the

first position, namely, that innate ideas are actual and preformed,

not virtual; but he does not reach the transcendental position,

because he is not yet prepared to make a clearcut distinction between
content and form in knowledge, nor to assign to the intellect a purely

formal character.

Leibnitz clearly relates the notion of virtual innatism to his

distinction between necessary truths and truths of fact, or of existence.

The character of the innate belongs properly, only to the first,

absolutely necessary truths, which are derived from, or are dependent
on the principle of identity or non-contradiction. Truths of fact, or

of existence, are not innate in this sense. Further, the quality of

innateness is directly related to the purely analytic character of

those necessary truths; while the character of being acquired, proper

to truths of fact or of existence, is allied to the synthetic or factitive

30 Letter to Burnett of December 3, 1703 in Die philosophischen von G. W.
Leibnitz, ed. von Gerhardt, Berlin 1875-90, Vol. Ill, p. 291.
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character of truths of fact, so that these may be rightly assigned to

the realm of empiricism in Locke’s sense.

Leibnitz’s innatism cannot, however, be fully appreciated so long

as it is considered only with relation to Locke’s doctrine and his

refutation of it, or with his own distinction between truths of fact

and truths of reason. It is also related to his doctrine of the monad,
as will presently be seen more clearly. At this point it is sufficient to

note that the monad, “has no windows.” It cannot, therefore, derive

any of its contents from beyond itself, but must generate all from
within itself. Therefore, the earlier restriction of the quality of

innateness to universal and necessary truths alone proves too limited;

and Leibnitz expressly says that in fact, all our ideas, even those of

sensible things, “come forth from our own minds.”

Closely related to this doctrine of virtual innatism is Leibnitz’s

theory of “petites perceptions.” Locke, in seeking to refute the theory

of innate ideas, had argued, following Descartes, that the soul must
be conscious of everything that can be said to be present in it.

Since, therefore, we have no consciousness of such a reservoir of

innate ideas, on the one hand, and, on the other, are actually

conscious of the acquired character of our ideas, innatism is readily

dispensed with.

But Leibnitz does not accept this ready equation between thought

and consciousness of thought. With Descartes, he holds, indeed, that

it is necessary to say that the soul thinks always, but not that it is

always conscious of its thinking. Between the state of virtual in-

nateness, therefore, and that of actual and full presence of the ideas

to consciousness falls the range of the “minute perceptions.” These

the mind brings forward into consciousness on various occasions by a

process which recalls the Platonic doctrine of reminiscence.

But it is important not to make any distinction in kind between

these minimal perceptions and the clear and distinct ideas of the

mind. Rather they form a continuum along a line of clarity and

distinctness. As the determinant of this continuum, there enters the

notion of the “distance” of the object. The ideas of more distant

objects will be less clear and distinct; those of the more proximate,

clearer and more distinct. For example, the soul has a clearer and

more distinct idea of its own body than it can have of bodies external

to it. Obviously, the most clear and distinct idea which the soul can

have will be that of its own existence, for in that case all “distance”

is closed up, and the affective power of the object, i.e. the soul itself,

is complete through its identity. In this way, it becomes possible to

understand the place and just force of Descartes’ famous “Cogito

ergo sum.”
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3. The Monadology

a. Physics and the Problem of Individual Substance

Leibnitz’s earliest philosophical experience was in the study of the

scholastic tradition. Thence, he drew, in the first instance, his

acquaintance with the notion of the individual substance as the

type of being and existence. Thence, consequently, it must also be

concluded that he drew, though remotely, his monadology, which is,

in his own particular fashion, the reconstitution of that classical

doctrine. But Leibnitz comes to this reconstruction and the formula-

tion of his doctrine of the monad by a rather circuitous route: by

way of contact and dialogue with the natural philosophy of his

time.

As a consequence of his studies in the new physics, Leibnitz

developed a critical attitude toward both of the most representative

doctrines of the time: Cartesian mechanism and Gassendi’s atomism.

Against the latter doctrine, he was prepared to allege, first, that

it violated the principle of the infinite divisibility of matter, which

seemed to him to be beyond dispute; and secondly, that it could not

explain differences, since the atoms, by definition, are themselves

uniform, and hence, indifferent to all specific determination; and

finally, that the atoms could not logically be offered as ultimates

since they exhibited no genuine unity, a characteristic which any

claimant to that status must possess.

Against the Cartesian mechanism, similarly, he was prepared to

allege that through its identification of the essence of matter with

extension, that is, with a complex of spatial data, it rendered itself

incapable of explaining certain basic phenomena. Such, for example,

was natural inertia, the property by which a body resists movement
in such wise that it is necessary to postulate a motion or force to set

it in motion; for if a body or matter were extension alone, it would
surely be indifferent to movement. Hence, it is necessary against

the Cartesians to recognize the presence in matter of something

other than the merely geometrical, but of something metaphysical,

a substance, an action, a force. Thus Leibnitz argues in a famous

letter of the year 1691: Sur la Question si VEssence du Corps

Consiste dans TEntendue (Whether the essence of body resides in

extension )

.

It must not be supposed, however, that Leibnitz, as a result of

these criticisms, was in any way minded to abandon the efforts of

modern physical speculation. Rather, his effort was to meet these

shortcomings with an excogitation of his own, namely, the notion

of the monad, a notion clearly of complex provenance.

As a first step in this direction, Leibnitz toyed with the idea of

identifying the essence of matter with movement itself. He put this
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aside, however, with the reflection that movement could not respond
to his legitimate demand for some substantive principle, since move-
ment exists as a whole, one and entire, but is of its nature successive

and extended in time. Only through an ideal operation can it be
brought into unity.

Recognizing the just demand to which atomism responded,
namely, that at the basis of physics there must be assumed an infinite

multiplicity of real and indivisible unities, he suggested that this

demand is met, not by the notion of atoms, but by that of meta-
physical points, which must be thought of as real and possessing

real unity. This notion of metaphysical points lies at the basis of the

concept of the monad.

Recognizing, in a similar manner, the limits of Cartesianism,

and looking for that force which, he had intuited, must lie at the

basis of matter, he was responsive to the suggestion put forward by
Hobbes in the notion of conatus, or force.

Bringing together this notion of conatus and that earlier notion

of the metaphysical point, he created the notion of an actuality both
punctual, that is, located at a point of space, and instantaneous, that

is, located at an instant of time and mental in quality. This principle

could then be postulated as the principle of motion to which it

gives rise by extending itself through space, while, through a similar

distension through time, it generates the actuality of spirit.

He sums up all of these reflections in the famous definition of

matter which has puzzled so many lesser minds: body is momen-
taneous mind, that is, mind lacking recollection.

But the idea of conatus
,

in its turn, is refined by Leibnitz into

the notion of force, which though immaterial, is the source of

materiality, that is, of movement and of extension. At this point we
find ourselves with the seminal notion of the monad.

To this notion, however, other important properties must accrue

before the concept of the monad is complete and viable. Leibnitz’s

interests in physiological studies suggests the manner in which this

refinement and enrichment of the basic notion may be achieved.

Where, it may be asked, better than in the living organism, can the

notion of a multiplicity of individual centers of force be demon-
strated, each of which animates from within a material apparatus or

mechanism (such as the body) in such a manner as to make of the

two one complete, self-enclosed whole and unity.

In this process, he became involved, as he had with Cartesian

mechanism and Gassendian atomism, in the conflict between the two
dominant physiological theories of his day, that of preformation and

that of epigenesis. The first was advanced by Harvey; the second,

already possessed of a long history, found new support in the re-

earches of such men as Malpighi and Leuwenhoek. The first held
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that living organisms are generated from a matter which has the

potency to generate them, but does not itself possess their form.

The second held that the actual forms of living organisms are

already present in their seeds, so that their life as free individuals is

really only development and not generation.

Leibnitz, as he states in the New System of Nature, finds in the

second support for his own conviction that the living monad or

substantial individual is without generation, in the sense in which

generation seems apparent, but persistent, both in itself and in its

material apparatus. It is a permanent, ultimate center of force

which can become contracted, indeed, so as to fall below certain

levels of observation, but which conserves its proper character within

all such processes of constriction. The unity between the metaphysical

points, which is all force, is thus raised by a power to become the

principle of the entire phenomena of the organic order.

Leibnitz concludes that the difference between organic and in-

organic is one of degree. In the former, the centers of force are

more evident. At this point, he involves the principle of continuity,

which has been noted above, to hold that no clear-cut line of

demarcation can be drawn between living and non living.

The most forceful arguments for the formation of the concept

of the monad, however, and the most decisive, are drawn from the

realm of psychology. In organic bodies he had recognized the “en-

telechy” which is the principle of their organization and movement.

In the human psyche, this entelechy becomes the self, consciousness,

which, from within, moves and dominates an outer world, that is, the

life of its own body, its will, ideas, sensations. The self, or con-

sciousness, is, as it were, an entelechy grasped or possessed from

within, not looked upon from without. The self is present as a basic

unity which finds expression in two orders of activities, the rep-

resentative and the appetitive.

In the theory of representation, we see a refinement on the

virtual-innatism which Leibnitz had defended against Locke. By

representation, the self, or the living and self-conscious monad, forms

within itself an image of all that presents itself in the outer world.

Appetition, in its turn, is a dynamic principle which makes it

impossible for the self ever to remain in one “state of soul,” that is,

adhering to one fixed complex of images, but moves it constantly to

alter its pattern of representation. But this alteration cannot be the

result of external action, for the monad is immune to external in-

fluences. This change, therefore, must take place according to

some principle or law of movement proper to the monad itself.

The particular pattern according to which this alteration takes

place constitutes the individuality of every particular substance. As a

consequence, Leibnitz speaks of the soul or self as a living mirror of
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the universe; but it is to be noted even more carefully, that each is a

mirror of the universe according to a pattern proper to itself; each

mirrors the world in its own way, with a movement all its own.

To put it another way, every particular living substance mirrors

the entire universe, but from a particular point of view. These

points of view, or perspectives, are infinite, but they complement

each other at the same time that each presents a representation of

the whole. At the same time, Leibnitz notes, these perspectives never

cross each other or merge, so that each total representation remains

self-contained.

This doctrine of representation of the monad is clearly the most

important aspect of Leibnitz’s doctrine, for through it, he overcomes

the isolation of the monad, and solves in this particular pluralistic

fashion the ancient problem of the many. For the monads are many,

each one of which is the whole, or the one.

Since he has reached this doctrine of representation only at the

psychological level, that is, in man, the force of the argument or

notion is lost, or severely restricted, unless he can show that this

representative process pervades the whole universe of monads and is

not restricted to the human monad alone. To develop this point,

Leibnitz finds it necessary again to take issue with the Cartesians.

They, it will be recalled, had held that animals are but living ma-

chines. This statement, Leibnitz holds, rests on the failure of the

Cartesians to recognize a very important distinction, that, namely,

between perception and apperception.

Apperception is the particular power of averting to one’s own

perceptions and of placing them in relation to the self (not as

something external to the self, as accidents, but as constituting the

self). This is restricted by Leibnitz to the human subjects.

Perception, however, is correctly assigned to all forms of the

monad. This argument is supported by advertence to a doctrine we
have already had occasion to notice, that is, the doctrine of “petites

perceptions.” Even in man, there are perceptions which fall below

the threshold of apperception.

Hence, it is entirely reasonable that such perceptions should also

enter into the composition of at least other organic monads. Thus

the principle of representation is made universal and assigned to

the whole range of monads as their particular character.

The entire doctrine of the monad is given a logical expression by

Leibnitz; a fact which Russell has thrown into great relief. The

notion of the monad as a center of activity which is distilled, so to

say, into representation is translated by Leibnitz into the language of

logic by saying that every such monad is equivalent to a proposition

in which a complex of predicates is assigned to a subject which,

itself, of course, cannot be predicated of any other subject. This
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amounts to saying that every monad is equivalent or expressible in

an analytic proposition or judgment in which the predicates are

contained in the subject.

However, at this point, Leibnitz also takes note of the earlier

distinction between truths of fact and truths of reason. We have

already seen how he sought to reduce the one order to the other.

In this case too, something similar is attempted. Although all the

predicates are in this case also contained in the subject, the degree

of apperception open to the human subject is not equal to the

analysis of this relation. Only to God are the analytic relations of all

the predicates which can be assigned to any individual monad know

clearly. The most the individual can aspire to is a kind of ap-

proximation to this knowledge, and hence to the state of the divine

consciousness.

In this way Leibnitz moved from his interests in physics, physiol-

ogy and psychology into the metaphysical realm (recognized by him

as such) to the theory of the monad which is his own solution to the

complex problems of the one and the many, and of being and

knowing, of action and passion.

b. Pre-established Harmony

By the doctrine of the monads, Leibnitz had achieved a notable

speculative work. He had established, on bases which seemed

consonant with the advancements of modern science and philos-

ophy, the doctrine of individual substance. This he had conceived

in the form of the monad, which was, in his own terms, a closed

reality “without windows” to the world about it, but endowed with

that representative power bv which each monad represented a par-

ticular perspective of the whole. Almost immediately, however, it

became evident that this doctrine involved as many problems as it

seemed at first to resolve.

The first of these problems appeared when Leibnitz addressed

himself to the urgent issue of the relation of body and mind or soul

and the manner of the interaction possible between them. For if the

monad was a closed representative system, how could its internal

states, and the ordered succession of those states which constituted its

identity and continuitv, be related to, and coordinated with the

physical modifications of the organic body?
It is in the solution of this problem that Leibnitz first broaches

the doctrine for which he is perhaps most celebrated in the history

of thought, that of “pre-established harmony.” But it should also be
noted immediately that the development of this doctrine of pre-

established harmony at once involved a correlative modification and
development of the notion of the monad itself. Indeed, it might be
said that the very fact that he felt compelled to confront the problem
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of the relation of body and mind was to be traced to the imperfection

of the mode in which the monad had first been conceived.

Although by the year 1696 Leibnitz had already, as lias been
noted, come to a first formulation of the notion of the monad, he

had conceived it in a manner which still exhibited residues of the

Cartesian dualism between body and soul. That is to say, the first

notion of the monad had appeared as the “res cogitans” of Descartes

multiplied to infinity and therefore still opposed to the “res extensa.”

This dictated the form of the problem which Leibnitz thought at

first he had to solve: since there could be no physical transaction or

influence between these, how could their interaction be conceived?

Descartes had tried to solve this problem by introducing a dis-

tinguished form of physical interaction, but Leibnitz rejected it.

The inadequacy of Descartes’ solution, apparent to others beside

Leibnitz, had suggested the position of “occasionalism.” This was the

doctrine which, denying any physical interaction between mind or

soul and body, held that God, through His direct action, brought

about a modification of the mind corresponding to every movement
of matter, and vice versa. Leibnitz had little patience with this

notion and alleged against it the satirical comment that it made God
out to be a poor watchmaker, who, since He could not make two per-

fectly synchronized watches, was forever adjusting them to each

other.

Still, his own solution, that of pre-established harmony, sprang,

more or less directly, precisely from the suggestion of occasionalism.

He postulated, instead of the constant adjusting of the two imper-

fectly synchronized watches, an anticipatory correlation between the

two substances imposed by God at the very moment of creation.

According to this anticipatory correlation, each substance, while

remaining entirely within its own sphere or area, would pass through

an ordered set of stages or states which would have a perfect corre-

spondence to a similar series of states in the other. The result

would be the same as though effective communication reigned be-

tween them. The first name by which Leibnitz called this notion

was not pre-established harmony, but concomitance.

With time, however, Leibnitz became convinced that he was now
in possession of a principle of far wider scope than that in which

it had originally found effectiveness. This new area of application

would be nothing less than the universal relations between the

monads. That is to say, the doctrine of pre-established harmony

could now become the universal principle for solving all the prob-

lems involved in the conception of the world of monads as closed

realities. In this new sense, the principle is now to be understood

with limitless inclusiveness. There is a pre-established harmony

between all of the monads.
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This may be stated in the following manner. Each of the monads

is a closed reality, but each represents the universe from a particular

point of view. They constitute, so to say, a realm of private worlds.

How is it possible, then, that all of these private worlds express a

public or common world, or in reality, an objective world which

would be the real world of the sciences? Leibnitz’s answer is at

hand: via the notion of pre-established harmony.

God, from the beginning, had so disposed matters that the internal

modifications of every monad must correspond exactly with those

of every other monad. Thus, the doctrine of pre-established harmony

exercised, so to say, a centripetal force: it held together in one

universe the monads which, left to themselves, in their plurality,

tended to disperse themselves into innumerable private worlds.

It is important to note that at the node of this universe, stands

God. To Him, all of the monads are penetrable, in the manner in

which before, they had been shown to be impenetrable to each

other. He stands as the great central point of the whole harmonized

universe, through which all the monads achieve mediated communi-

cation and constitute a world.

The maimer in which God thus mediates the entire universe of

the monads establishes Him, in principle, as the supreme monad;

for, he Himself is, in the first place, not immanent to the monads

which He thus mediates. He is still a transcendent God. And He
does establish this inter-communication between them not by a

physical operation but by a representative one. That is to say, if

every monad in its representative character represents the whole of

the universe from a particular point of view, God is, so to say, that

universal focal center from which all particular perspectives radiate

and in which they all converge, and from which, most importantly of

all, the passage from one to the other is possible. It is through His

supreme mediating and representative power that God harmonizes

the world of the monads, and not through any physical imposition of

an external harmony. Yet in doing so, He is not intruding into their

several realities as monads. His mediation is wholly representative

and not one of blind causal force. Hence it is entirely free from all

aspects of force or chance.

c. The Existence of God

With the construction of the doctrine of pre-established harmony

on this wholly inclusive and all mediating basis, the problem of

God’s existence immediately comes to the fore for Leibnitz. For the

value of this doctrine of pre-established harmony clearly rests upon
the possibility of establishing this existence, because God, as supreme

monad and mediator of all, is still conceived by Leibniz as trans-

cendent: that is, not acting immanently within the particular being
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of the monads, but mediating the closed world of the individual

monads from an ideally and really transcendent point. God has not

yet become merely a transcendental principle, but remains a trans-

cendent being, in the very same sense in which autonomous and
particular being is ascribed to the monads.

Leibnitz, with his characteristic method, proceeds to review the

various proofs for the existence of God which are at hand, before

finally coming to the formulation of that which fits most securely

into his own schema. Of these, four must be listed and briefly con-

sidered: that from contingency, the ontological argument, the physi-

cal-teleological argument which seems to be in greatest rapport with

his doctrine of pre-established harmony, and finally, that derived

from one of the primitive notions of all this thought, the eternal

truths.

The argument for the existence of God from the contingency of

the world rests, of course, on the principle of sufficient reason as

Leibnitz had developed this theory. This principle makes it possible

to ask: why is there something rather than nothing? Further, it

makes it possible and necessary to ask: why, granting that some
things must exist, must they exist in this manner rather than in

another? The reply to these questions cannot be found, clearly, in the

order of contingent facts. It must be found outside the series of

contingent things, that is, in a necessary existent. This is the manner
in wliich, in general, the argument is conducted in the work,

On the Principles of Nature and of Grace.

Leibnitz presents his version of the ontological argument against

the background of the manner in which the same argument had
been presented by Descartes. He finds an imperfection in the manner
in which the latter had formulated this argument, though recognizing

that, in itself, it has demonstrative force. For Descartes had left the

argument suspended in the air, so to say. He had made it depend

on whether or not it could be demonstrated that necessary being is

possible. But this, Leibnitz believes, throws the entire line of argu-

ment into a shadow. For the argument is then made to follow this

pattern: if that necessary being is impossible, then all other con-

tingent beings are a fortiori impossible. But the real force of the

ontological argument should not be to call into question the exist-

ence of the contingent which is not at stake, but to give them

sufficient ground in God according to the principle of sufficient

reason.

With regard to the proof resting upon the principle of pre-

established harmony, it is impossible to escape the conclusion that a

certain circularity invades Leibnitzs thought. For he has thought

himself into a position where it is necessary to find some explanation

for the perfect correspondence among the monads which, on prin-
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ciple, had been depicted as closed to each other. On this ground

of necessity, he concludes to the existence of a supreme monad in

which the representative function, which is the essence of the monad,

will be universalized in such manner as to generate a public universe

out of the private perspectives of the monads. But, it must be asked

immediately, is this not begging the question? That such a supreme

monad is indeed the ideal answer to the question as posited cannot

be doubted. But that this is a sufficient demonstration would seem

dubious. The only way out of this circularity is to assume that

Leibnitz meant the notion of the supreme monad to stand for the

actualization of that complete harmony which is the essence of his

world of monads. If this is assumed, then God is both the proof for,

and His existence is proven by, the principle of pre-established

harmony.

d. Creation

The proofs for the existence of God carry Leibnitz inevitably

into the problem of creation, and thence, in turn, into his greatest

speculative effort contained in the Theodicy, that is, the reconcilia-

tion of good and evil in the world.

It is in association with the problem of creation that the notion

of God and his existence, associated with the theory of eternal truths,

comes to the fore. The preliminary to the notion and problem of

creation may correctly be said to be the notion of God as the ideal

locus of the eternal truths. It is possible, in the first instance, to

conceive of the eternal truths after the manner of Plato as timeless

and without locus. This is no longer possible, however, when God is

thought of as the supreme monad. For as supreme monad, He must

exhibit those same characteristics as the monads themselves, namely

mind and will. The eternal truths in this way lose their status of

simply being in themselves, and become, necessarily, beings for

another; that is, for God, Whose mind is their ideal locus.

It is as thus localized in the mind of God that the eternal truths

become the great patterns for the range of possible worlds waiting,

so to say, on the creative action of God for realization. For in the

range of eternal ideas and truths, He contains all possible worlds

and their combinations; but these remain indeterminate as to their

existence, which existence becomes rather the object of His will.

But of all these possible worlds, of all these compossible worlds, to

speak more exactly, which elicits that creative act, and why?
Now it must be noted that the notion of compossibility itself

imposes the notion of a choice in the order of creation. Com-
possibility is not co-existence; existence or realization reduces the

compossibility. On what ground, then, does God reduce this com-
possibility so as to realize the actual existence of the world and of
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this world and not another? Leibnitz gives two answers which cannot

be said to be entirely consistent with each other; or in another way,

he may be said to give one answer which rests on two principles

which are not entirely in accord with each other.

1 he first of these principles is that which holds that every

possible or series of possibles contains within itself a degree of

essence or perfection and tends to existence with a force proportionate

to the degree of essence which it contains. The struggle for existence

among the possible worlds will therefore be decided in favor of

that series of possibles which contains the greatest degree of essence

or perfection, and hence, in favor of the most irresistible drive to

existence.

This explanation seems to impose a certain metaphysical deter-

mination on the freedom of God since He seems to have no choice

but to realize that order which contains the greatest degree of

perfection. This situation has certain attractions for Leibnitz. How-
ever, the impairment of the liberty of God is not to be taken lightly.

To compensate for this, Leibnitz transforms that degree of perfection

of essence, or perfection from an objective property of the orders

of possibles, to a value discernment on the part of God. His freedom

and liberty is such that its internal norm is value. The order of

possibles possessed of the highest degree of perfection appears to

Him, therefore, not merely as an objective state, but as a value

which truly can become, without impairment, a determinate of his

own voluntary action.

The result is the same. It is the best of all possible worlds which,

as a matter of fact, comes into existence; but it comes into existence

not merely as an objective order, but as a teleological order as well,

intimately related to the value-creative, free agency of God. The
structure of the argument is not, as has already been noted, entirely

consistent; but it does have a cumulative consonance which possesses

a high degree of satisfaction and persuasiveness.

The conditions for the free activity of God in creating the best

possible world are thus satisfied; but in the process, the liberty of

man seems brought into jeopardy. What can possibly be its status

in a world thus fixed in value on the double ground of metaphysical

perfection and axiological preference? This is the problem which

Leibnitz addresses in the Theodicy.

4. The Theodicy

It is necessary in the first place to form an adequate notion of

the kind of freedom attributable to the will and action of man. In

these reflections, it has been noted many times, Leibnitz reflects the

impress of the thought of Spinoza.

Leibnitz begins with the affirmation that the spontaneity of our
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actions cannot be called into doubt, in the sense laid down by

Aristotle, that an action is spontaneous when the principle of the

action is in the agent. Even more, since according to the doctrine

of the monads, he has denied the possibility of direct interaction, it

follows that all action must be of this kind, that is, deriving from the

agent as principle. This does not, however, imply any kind of

indetermination; for the same doctrine of the monadology makes it

clear that every substance, that is, every monad, contains within

itself, in a virtual state, its entire life history and future. The human

soul is a kind of “spiritual automation,” in his own words.

He discovers a single distinction between free actions and pas-

sions, that is, actions to which a principle is subjected. The former

are marked by a clear and distinct idea, in the intellect, of the motives

involved in the action, while in the latter, this is not the case. It is

clear that this distinction has its basis in his theory of matter and

passivity as obscure consciousness, constituted of “petites percep-

tions” to which allusion has already been made.

This situation would at first seem to imply that the will is not

free to follow or not to follow the indications of the intellect; but

only that in some cases it might follow the lesser perceptions and

thus depart from the norm of goodness. In fact, however, Leibnitz

seems to hold that the will enjoys a much greater independence with

respect to the indications of the intellect than this would imply.

It is true that in many cases the will which affects men’s actions

is indeed traceable to the wills following the lesser indication, but

in any case, it is free to follow the one or the other with no

determining force between them. In his own words, this is how it

comes about that the soul has within its power so many means of

resisting the truths which it knows, especially when the intellect

offers it only the “petites perceptions” as its guides.

But the freedom of man, even conceived in this imperfect manner,

is necessary for a reason higher than itself; it is necessary to justify

the whole of God’s creation. Hence the very title of his treatise,

“Theodicy,” or justification of the ways of God. God has created

the best of all possible worlds according to the dialectic of the

compossibles noted above.

Still this best of all possible worlds is not free from evil. The

kinds of evil which infect it Leibnitz distinguished as three: meta-

physical, physical, and moral. From the first two, the theory of the

possibles and compossibles has rendered God inculpable. It is man’s

freedom which, in similar manner, renders unimputable to Him the

obvious moral evil of the world. Moral evil is entirely imputable

to man precisely because he is free. It cannot be assigned to God as

creator, for as creator, God is author only of all that which is

positive being. Evil in all its aspects, and most precisely in its moral
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aspect, is not being, but the absence of being, and traceable wholly

(o the incommensurability of being in man.

C. Contemporaries of Leibnitz

As has been noted above, among the contemporaries of Leibnitz,

three would seem to be worthy of note, as representing the effort

of the Enlightenment in Germany and as preparing, at least re-

motely, the emergence of Kants philosophy. These are Walter von
Tsehirnhaus, Samual Pufendorf, and Christian Thomasius.

1. Walter von Tsehirnhaus (1650-1708)

Of these three, Tsehirnhaus possesses the greatest interest from the

point of view of speculative thought. His major work was entitled

Medicine Mentis
,
published in 1687. As the title immediately sug-

gests, this is a work on the method of scientific knowledge. In its

central character it reaffirms even more strongly, perhaps, the

dominance of mathematics and the exemplaristic status which
mathematics must have for philosophical thought. In this affirmation

Tsehirnhaus places himself in the tradition of Descartes and Leibnitz.

In his exposition, Tsehirnhaus distinguished three classes of

objects which may be known: sensible objects, rational objects and
natural objects. The second class of objects is made identical with

the class of mathematical entities which alone are subject to rational

cognition. By this means, the realm of philosophy and that of

mathematics are rendered practically identical.

In contrast to this area of “pure” philosophy, Tsehirnhaus

recognizes an area of “applied” philosophy. This deals with the world

of nature, and in its construction, pure philosophy must use the aid

of experimental knowledge. When this union is successful, it brings

knowledge of mathematical entities with direct experience of natural

objects. Tins real philosophy is set over and against the verbal

philosophy of the schools which preoccupies itself merely with the

analysis of concepts.

Tsehirnhaus finds this kind of real philosophy exemplified in the

work of Spinoza with whom he carried on an extended correspond-

ence. The Ethics seemed completely to fill the conditions of “real”

philosophical thought precisely in virtue of its union of the “geo-

metric method” with the varied content of physics, psychology and
ethics.

2. Samuel Pufendorf (1632-1694)

Pufendorf enjoyed a diverse career as jurist, philosopher and
historian. His name has come down in history principally in the

area of the philosophy of law, in which area he exemplifies the

position of “jus naturalism.” The work on which his fame and
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influence rests is the Do Jure Naturae et Gentium
,
published in

1672. This work has been characterized as having little originality,

but considerable utility, and as a consequence, it enjoys considerable

influence historically.

His doctrine of the natural law exemplifies in all particulars the

salient features of jus naturalism: that is, the theoretical tendency

which sought to establish the theory of natural law and with it

legal, political and ethical theory, on grounds independent of the

theological and transcendental. In this, he follows, of course, in the

first place the example of Grotius. At the same time, he reflects in

many aspects the influence of Hobbes.

In his exposition the classic positions of jus naturalism are

reviewed. The “state of nature” is conceived as anterior to social

and political organization. The notion of “contract” is conceived by

means of which, men insecure in the state of nature (even though

this state is conceived by Pufendorf as pacific and not as one of

natural warfare as Hobbes conceived it) establish the state to

guarantee their proper rights. The state, in turn, is conceived as a

person capable of moral action because its will, deriving as it does

from the confluence of the wills of many subjects, must be considered

as the will of all. The over-arching purpose of this common will is to

secure peace and the common security.

What characterizes this exposition is not, however, its content,

but its systematic treatment and the ideal it sets before itself of

constructing a theory of jurisprudence which would have the rigor

of a system of physics.

3. Christian Thomasius (Thomas) (1655-1728)

The most important contributions of Thomasius lie in the field

of the theory of law, or as it was called at that time, natural law.

In this area he was the continuator of the work of Pufendorf. His

first work, Institutionum Jurisprudentiae Divinae (1688), is in fact

simply an exposition of the thought of his master, while his own

elaborations and speculations are to be found in a second work

entitled Fundamenta Juris Naturae et Gentium ( 1705).

At the basis of his thought is a certain phenomenology of human

motivation: man is moved by the desire of happiness, the fear of

pain and death and the avidity for possessions. So long as these are

not brought under the control of a rational principle, man remains

in the state of nature which is one of war, for the most part, in the

sense of a state of competition.

The only thing which can lead man out of this state of nature is

a rational ordinance promulgated by some person sufficiently en-

dowed with a perception to see the balance which is necessary. Law
thus promulgated will give man some guarantee of a happy life if
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he can be habituated to observe the norms of justice, decency and

honesty. Thomasius does take an independent position with respect

to Pufendorf by insisting that the law of nature is independent of a

divine legislator.

4. Christian Wolff ( 1679-1754)

The master of the Enlightenment in Germany, or better, its

praeceptor
,
was Christian Wolff. Early in his career as professor at

Halle, Wolff incurred the displeasure of the pietists who strongly

opposed his scholastic rationalization, even of religion. As a result,

he was forced to resign his chair, but was restored to it in 1740

and continued in it until his death fourteen years later. In his

capacity as professor, through his lectures, and above all, through

his textbooks, he became the teacher of Germany; and the codifier

of Leibnitz’s thought.

His relationship to Leibnitz must always be the center of any

discussion of Wolff. There is no doubt that Wolff’s whole concern

was to perpetuate and extend the influence of Leibnitz’s thought.

In the process, by virtue of his own mind and temperament, he

imposed upon it a systematic and formalistic cast which, in large

part, robbed it of all its basic elan, and deposed it from the high,

speculative and exploratory level on which Leibnitz’ thought always

moved, to one of didactic dogmatism. In the process, by the skill he

displayed in endless distinction, definitions, classifications, etc., he

earned himself such various titles as the “king of pedants’’ and the

true “baroque genius” in philosophy.

It proves too easy, however, to vilify Wolff’s pedantry and to

overlook the service which his philosophical teaching and textbooks

rendered. They went a long way in disciplining the German spirit

always so prone to the mystical and the sentimental, to the riggors of

speculative thought. Although thoroughly lacking in genius and

novelty of insight himself, it is not an exaggeration to recognize in

Wolff the necessary preparation for the great era of speculative

achievement which was to flower after him in Kant, in the great

romantics and even in Hegel. All of these had learned something, at

least remotely from Wolff; and this alone suffices to establish him

firmly in the history of thought.

Somewhat in Wolff’s own spirit, it may be well to begin the

consideration of his thought with a definitions, his own definition of

philosophy. He defined philosophy as the science of the possibles in

their character as possible.

This definition, to be properly understood, ought to be taken

against the background of his prior distinction of three kinds of

knowledge: historical, which deals with actual existents in their

being and becoming; mathematics, which is concerned with the
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basic category of quantity; and rational knowledge, which is con-

cerned with the same matter as the first, historical, but under the

precise aspect of its antecedent status to its actual existence. This

antecedence is not mere determinability to existence, however, nor

the mere capacity to be represented in any mode, but simply the

totality of all that can be thought about any object or about being

in general.

In other words, the order of possibility is an objective, on-

tological and logical order. What is thinkable in this form is the

real, to which all other dimensions of experience must be referred as

to its norm. And since that possibility is the antecedent condition of

all existence, what actually exists must share in that same rational

character, must itself be subject to conceptualization. Thus Wolff’s

basic insight appears as a radical ontologism; that is, a view which

holds that truth and thought are not related to our modes of

apprehension, but are properties of being itself.

Further, the inner form of this ontological truth is analytic; that

is to say, nothing new can emerge in the order of existence and of

experience which is not already present analytically in the order of

essences and concepts. To think the real is therefore effectively to

realize it. Reference to experience, the sense of the novelty of

existence and its unfathomed possibilities are irrelevant and can add

nothing to our knowledge of the real.

The antecedency in history for this type of analytic ontologism,

as it has been called, is recognized to lie in Leibnitz’s logic, especially

in that effort so characteristic of his early thought, to reduce the

truths of fact to truths of reason; the principle of sufficient reason

to the principle of contradiction. Leibnitz, however, never pressed

this tendency so far. For in the monadology, as we have seen, he

held a place open for irreducible individuality for the subject which

could not become the predicate of anything else. Wolff carried this

tendency as far as it might be pressed; to the point at which causal

connections became indistinguishable from logical connections.

Wolff also introduced a partition of philosophy which was to

hold sway for a long time and has not, even today, entirely lost its

fascination. The principle of division is that each part of philosophy

preempts for itself the study of a certain dimension or region of

being.

Introductory and preparatory to the entire philosophical under-

taking is the science of logic; the proper study of logic is the three

fundamental operations of the mind: notion, (or concept) judgment,

and ratiocination ( discursus )

.

There follows then the “first philosophy” or ontology in the

formal sense. This is concerned with the first principles of things in

their common character of being and intelligibility. This science
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concerns itself with the definition of the concept of being and its

analytic properties: the principles of identity and of sufficient reason

which determine the internal form of being: essence and existence,

possible and impossible, determinate and indeterminate, all of which
depend on those principles. Then this science passes to the considera-

tion of the modalities of being, which are also the modalities of

thought which is thought of being: namely, identity and difference,

necessity and contingency, singlarity and universality. Finally, it

passes in review the types of beings and the relations between them:
simple and composite being, extension, continuity, time, space, rela-

tion and so forth. What is here related is simply, in a diluted form,

the table of contents of Wolff’s work.

Second only to ontology in Wolff’s scheme of the philosophical

sciences, or divisions of philosophy, is cosmology. In substance, what
is presented in Wolff’s own work of this title is Leibnitz’s monadology.
But Wolff does not conceive himself in the simple mode of repeater

of Leibnitz’s doctrine. It is his purpose, as he tells the reader in the

preface to that work, to so treat the principles of this science that

they will prove persuasive to one who accepted the monadology
and to one who rejected it. To achieve this purpose Wolff, by
general consent, works considerable violence on the monadology as

Leibnitz had expounded it.

Leibnitz had not really forged an entirely coherent system in the

monadology. On the one hand, he had given it a very formal and
logical expression. In that form, the predicate is already situated in

the subject as the equivalent, in logical terms, of the real structure

of the monad. On the other hand, he had laid considerable stress on
the fact that the monad, even as the subject of that analytic proposi-

tion, contributed to the proposition something absolutely irreducible,

since as subject, it could never be predicated of anything else. For

Leibnitz, the individual remains a given
;

it cannot be reduced to or

from any kind of premise, logical or real.

Wolff chose to ignore this second aspect of Leibnitz’s monadology
and to place the full emphasis on the former. His interpretation of

Leibnitz therefore tends to reduce that doctrine to a logically rigid

reformulation of an atomism; a logical atomism, as Russell was to

re-christen it long after, in which the real elements of the world

correspond exactly to the logical elements of thought; and the real

movement repeats or parallels the logical without lapse.

By doing this Wolff radically changed the character of the monad.
The representative character of the monad is reduced in status from

an active and quasi-spiritual attribute to a quasi-mechanical function.

The correlation between the logical order and the ontological order

is conceived in an automatic fashion, as his own phrase has it: the

world is structured ut horologium automaton.
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Since the internal structure of the world is conceived by Wolfl

in this quasi-mechanical fashion, the Leibnitzian doctrine of “pre-

established harmony” is rendered superfluous; or at least its range of

reference is strictly curtailed. What had been for Leibnitz the basic

metaphysical principle, becomes for Wolff in his Psychologic

Rationalis, simply a theory or law of psychophysical parellelism.

By the same token, Wolff tends to reverse the movement by

which Leibnitz sought to extend the basic identifying properties of

the monad, which he had discovered most clearly in the orbit of

consciousness in the human subject, to all realms of being. Wolff,

instead, clearly limits these properties, i.e. consciousness, perception,

apperception.

The architecture of his psychology, however, within these limits

remains rather faithful to the outlines of Leibnitz’s thought. The
soul consists essentially in the power of representing the universe

and in the appetitive power. The former, representative power,

moves through a series of stages from sensation to reason; the latter,

as in Leibnitz, moves the soul to alter the order of its perceptions.

At its point of highest element, the appetitive faculty, as detennined

by a clear and distinct idea of the good, receives the denomination

of “will.” Wolff does not anticipate the introduction, later to be
effected by certain of his own followers, of a specific faculty of

sentiment; an introduction, it is to be noted, of considerable im-

portance at the very least because of its influence on Kant, and
further for its anticipations of Romanticism.

In determining the question of the inter-relation of these two
orders of faculties, Wolff again exhibits his basic intellectualistic

bias; for it is the idea of the good, as formulated or articulated by the

intellect, which determines the will. In like fashion, the end of

ethical action is conceived by him to be the realization through the

will of an ideal previously formulated by the intellect or reason.

Just as the philosophy of Leibnitz, in a very true sense, reaches

its culmination in the natural theology which forms the argument
and the achievement of the Theodicy

, so the philosophical work of

Wolff receives its coping stone in a treatise of natural theology which
orders and systematizes the thought of Leibnitz, even while, as in all

other areas, it represses its basic spontaneity and venturesomeness
within the limits of a rigid formalism.

5. Continuators of the Scholastic Enlightenment

Wolff has been identified above as the master of the movement of

“scholastic Enlightenment’" in Germany, the founder of the school

philosophy. In this movement he had numerous followers, teachers

of Germany, who had been trained by the texts and the example of

the Teacher of Germany. Their thought proliferated into numerous
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textbooks which, while hardly notable for originality, did exercise

the beneficial influence of creating and sustaining a disciplined

atmosphere of philosophical discussion.

They are not all slavish followers of Wolff, but on many points

they show both independence and even sharp and trenchant criti-

cism. They have the added interest of providing the ground from

which would spring later movements of much greater value; for

example, the Metaphysics of Baumgarten, the textbook on which

Kant based his lectures and which consequently marks the point

of departure of his own “critical” philosophy. It will be profitable here,

consequently, to review the names and salient doctrinal features of

the most important of these men.

a. Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten (1714-1762)

Between 1730 and his early death in 1762, Baumgarten published

a number of works all noted for seriousness of thought and con-

siderable systematic power. The first of these was the Meditationes

Philosophicae which had been offered as his doctoral dissertation

published in 1735. His Aesthetics,
his most ambitious, and in the

long run, his most influential work appeared in 1750-58. Meanwhile

he had published the Metaphysica in 1740, and posthumously,

Ethica Philosophica (1765), and his Philosophia Generalis (1769)

were to appear.

Of these, the Metaphysica ,
though very important because of the

service to which Kant put it and the influence it thus exercised on

him, is perhaps the least spirited and arresting. It is in fact a

systematic digest of Wolff, in which the already highly systematized

doctrines of that thinker are subjected to even more precise re-

formulation.

The chief interest of the Meditationes lies in the fact that it

introduced for the first time, the term “aesthetics” as designating

the general study and doctrine of art. For this alone, Baumgarten’s

name cannot easily be forgotten.

The process by which he came to the determination of the term

cannot fail to have some interest. He writes,

The Greek philosophers and the Fathers always carefully distinguished

ala^rjrd from vorjrd; and it is clear that alcr^rjTa was meant to indicate

not only sensible objects but also things which had been sensed but are

still retained, though absent, that is, images. The vo^ra therefore are

knowable through a higher faculty which is studied in Logic, while the

ala^rjTa are the objects of orumjp/s ala^rjTuc'qs, that is aesthetics

.

3e

Baumgarten went on both here and in the Aesthetica to develop

this insight into a more generalized doctrine, the essential gist of

30 Baumgartner, Meditationes ( Bari, 1936, a reprint of the Halle edition of 1735

together with the Aesthetica of 1750-58).
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which may be stated as followed. There are two kinds of knowledge,

sensible and intellective. The first is given by obscure, the second

by clear and distinct representations. Between these two there are

representations which are clear but not distinct, which he calls

confused. This last is the sphere of aesthetics, of art. The end of art

is the perfection of sensitive knowledge as such, and poetry is perfect

sensitive discourse (oratio). The perfection of sensitive knowledge

toward which art strives is beauty, absence of this perfection is

deformity, ugliness. Representations which are distinct and belong

to the intellect are not poetic and hence cannot be either beautiful

or ugly.

Although many historians and commentators have thought to see

in this doctrine anticipations of the more modern theory of art as

expression, it is right to call attention to the fact that Baumgarten
remains a rigid intellectualist. The “oratio sensitiva perfecta” of

which he speaks is but a transitive moment in the mind’s journey

to the clear and distinct, and at the same time, unpoetic representa-

tions of the intellect.

b. Christian August Crusius (1715-1775)

The influence he exercised on Kant would alone win Crusius a

context of Wolff’s schools of philosophy in the role of dissenter. His

first concern was to give a scientific and rationalist philosophy a

place in the history of philosophy, even though he appears in the

form which would reconcile it with orthodox theology, and he
accused Wolff principally of failing in this point.

For Crusius, philosophy is the system of rational truths whose
object remains unchangeable. This philosophy, in his view, falls into

certain major disciplines, namely, logic, metaphysics and ethics. To
each of these he devoted a tome. In addition, he published numerous
works on particular problems in philosophy.

The fundamental principle of his logic is stated in the following

manner: that which cannot be thought save as true, is true. The
basis of all objective certitude is the divine reason of which the

human reason is the reflection. While we possess certitude concerning
the existence of the external world, still, since it is possible to think

of this world as not existing, it is necessary to conclude that it was
created. The nature of the soul and the tendency established in it by
God for an endless existence are proof of the soul’s immortality.

Duty, the expression of the divine will in the human reason, is the
unconditioned law of human conduct; and morality, as Kant was to

agree, is, above all, submission to this law.

c. Martin Knutzen ( 1713-1751

)

Knutzen, the teacher of Kant, was essentially a follower of Wolff.
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He was professor of philosophy at Konigsburg from 1734, and it was
there that Kant fell under his tutelage. He imparted to his student,

whose fame would so outshine his own small light, his fundamental

philosophical orientation and, above all, his interest in the mathe-

matical-physical form of thought. He also seems to have given to

Kant that particular mixture of Enlightenment rationalism and
pietism which Kant was never to lose. For all tills, it must be made
clear that from the speculative point of view, the critical philosophy

owes little in any explicit manner to Knutzen.

In his own writings, Knutzen showed himself a critic of the

Leibnitzian theory of pre-established harmony, favoring, rather, a

theory of physical influence among substances. For the most part,

however, he remains a faithful repeater of Wolff s principal theses,

while showing a marked interest in problems of religious philosophy.

He also wrote many smaller treatises on particular problems in the

realm of natural philosophy. These bear very close resemblance in

form and interest to the writings of Kant’s so called pre-critical

period over which his direct interest is most apparent.

d. Johann Heinrich Lambert (1728-1777)

All of the tendencies of the immediate post-Wolffian era of the

scholastic Enlightenment, both those developing and those criticising

the stand of Wolff, are thought by many historians to be best

reflected in the thought of Lambert. He was both a mathematician

of note and a philosopher, and the two interests are clearly not

unrelated. His chief interests in philosophy arose from the problems

posed by his mathematical preoccupations.

Following Leibnitz from afar, as reflected in Wolff, he felt that

all simple concepts must have existence, or must denote existence;

otherwise, all definitions would be empty, with no metaphysical

reference. As a consequence, the problem of knowledge and its

method appeared for him that of finding these simple concepts and

of establishing a logical schematization within which it would become
possible to draw from them every conceivable consequence of which

they might prove the grounds. At this point, he reaches across the

Wolffian formulations to make contact with Leibnitz’s earlier concern

with symbolism and mathematical calculus. In pursuance of this line

of reasoning, and interest, he was led to the formation of an algebraic

calculus which became a permanent contribution to formal logic.

The historian of philosophy, Ernst Cassirer, has seen in Lambert

the precursor of what was to become in late nineteenth century

thought, the “theory of objects.” This, in turn, is associated with the

cultivation of a kind of primitive phenomenological inspection of

ideas, in order to establish the order of simple concepts and the

essences to which they are related. This can be done without ad-
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vertence to any of the psychological conditions wliich may be present

in the actual conscious formation of these ideas. The inspection of

the simple concepts and the inference of their relations provides the

only valid basis for experience.

e. Johann Nikolaus Tetans (1736-1807)

Some remarks on Tetans may rightly bring to a close this brief

consideration of the thinkers of the scholastic Enlightenment who

followed in the wake of Wolff. A man of wide ranging interest, the

chief work of Tetans is recognized to be his Philosophical Investiga-

tions into the Nature of Man and its Development; a work which

also exercised a certain influence on Kant. In this investigation, he

rejected all forms of rationalistic and dogmatic psychology but was

equally suspicious of tendencies which claimed to be empirical and

materialistic.

He held that the study of the life of the human principle must

proceed by way of the inspection of its manifestations. He sought,

therefore, to classify its “powers’ which, he held, in their multi-

plicity also indicate the basic unity of the soul. The chief directions

in which the soul manifests these diverse powers he identifies as

sentiment, which is for the most part passive and receptive, the

intellect which has an active and productive function in the order

of representation and thought, and will, which induces alterations in

the order of simple representations. He concludes that on this

psychological plane one encounters a kind of freedom which is not

capable of rational demonstration; that the soul cannot be thought

of as unchanging but, on the contrary, is capable of movement and

perfection; and finally that it is this capacity for self-perfection that

distinguishes man from the animal.

Of some interest both in itself and in its anticipations of Kant,

is Tetans’ criticism of Hume and his associationism. This criticism

is the basis for his own theory of the “Denkarten” typical and

directive concepts of the mind which are not derived from experience

but which are not, for all that, subjective. They are master forms

according to which experience arises and takes form. The projective

affinity with Kant is clear; and extends even to the point where

Tetans speaks of the possibility of deducing the categories, which will

be forms both of thought and of being determining the possible char-

acteristics of all classes of objects. These categories, finally, might

become the object of a Grundwissenshaft, a science of foundations.

6. Figures of the “Worldly” Enlightenment

The distinction has been made before between the “scholastic”

current of the German Enlightenment and a more liberal, or at least

less academic and systematic, form of that same movement to which
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the term “worldly” has been appended by a number of historians.

In supplying this adjective, the historians have simply followed the

example of these philosophers themselves, for they did not hesitate

to speak of themselves in the same vein and even to apply the term

in the titles of their own works, speaking of it as “philosophy for the

world” or “popular philosophy.”

The difference between these currents is deeper than might at

first meet the eye; for it lies in the basic motive for philosophizing.

Reading Wolff, one is aware of the sense of “distance” between

him and the thought he is expounding; the motive which drives

him is impersonal, so to say, objective. With the worldly philosophers,

on the other hand, philosophy has its origin in a profound and

personally felt need for clarification of internal problems. As a

result, there is an “immediacy,” and “urgency” about their thought,

which is its true mark. And moved by this urgency, they are less

concerned with systematic and architectonic matters and are more

ready to follow out lines of interest and to explore more of

expression and communication which promise to contribute to this

clarification, even though they might be far from the procedures of

the schools.

These qualities must not, however, lead one to think of them as

dilletantes in any sense of the term. They are serious thinkers, and

even serious researchers into the history of philosophy. Thus it is to

them that must be traced the “rediscovery” of Spinoza, so important

for the development of Romantic philosophy. It was they who
showed the most immediate and discerning appreciation of the

Nouveaux Essais of Leibnitz when they were published in 1765.

They saw in them the possibility of releasing the true Leibnitz from

the heavy academic armour with which he had been encased by the

followers of Wolff. And finally, it is to their efforts that must be

traced the penetration into Germany of the writers of the Enlighten-

ment in western Europe, Burke, Shaftesbury, Hume, Diderot, Rous-

seau.

In an earlier paragraph the most eminent names among these

men of the world Enlightenment have already been recorded. Here

we may restrict our more detailed attention to but two of them,

Lessing and Mendelssohn.

a. Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729-1781)

The basic inspiration of Lessing’s thought is clearly religious.

His, however, is a religion wholly of an illuministic strain, one

suspicious of all “positive” religions, and eager to go beyond them

to some “pure” form. His point of view is succinctly expressed in the

saying, “The best positive religion is that which contains the fewest
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additions to natural religions,” which he penned in his work on

revealed relations.

The corollary of this is equally clear: the corollaries and adjuncts

are accretions; and the critical mind must labor to detach them

from the body of pure religion which they encumber. To do so

becomes the effort of his work, Das Christentum der Vernumft

( The Christianity of Pure Reason , 1753). Here he undertakes to

rationalize the entire dogmatic content of Christianity. This same

problem is given a more concrete form in a second work, Die

Religion Christi, in which he establishes a distinction between the

religion of the Christian tradition and the true Christ, the living

Christ of history; and it is to the latter that he accords his entire

adherence.

Lessing’s religious reflections reach their highest expression in

the work, The Education of the Human Race ( Die Erziehung des

Menschengeschlectes)
,
published in 1780. In this work he establishes

a striking parallel: revelation represents for the whole of humanity

what education represents for the individual man. Revelation, he

says, gives nothing to the human race which it could not arrive at

by reason alone; but it anticipates reason in making these benefits

available to man.

Like education, revelation is progressive. It needs time for its

effectiveness and its unfolding. This he tries to illustrate from the

documents of the Judaeo-Christian tradition.

To the Hebrews, a rude, uncultured people, God could announce

Himself only as the God of their Fathers and the Lawgiver. He sees

in the Hebrew people a tremendous heroism; for it is heroic to

obey the laws of God simply because they are the laws of God.

The Old testament was to him like a work of elementary instruction.

Its figures, its allegories, its narratives, its prophetic tropes all tell him
this.

Christ comes, however, at a moment of maturity, to take the

elementary textbook from the hands of an advancing human aware-

ness; to replace it with his own instructions, teaching, instead of the

ways of blind obedience to the laws, a way of interior enlightenment

interiorization of religion. This interiorization is characterized as a

liberation from all the juridical and institutional and dogmatic

impediments which hindered its full blossoming into the flower of

natural religion: a religion of the mature man, retaining all of

revelation but in a mode proper to the mature human agent and
subject, the mode of reason.

Although it is religion that stands at the heart of his philosophy,

it is through the Laokoon (1766) that Lessing is best known in the

history of ideas. This is an essay on aesthetics destined to have a

continuing influence. Its discussion takes its point of departure in a
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problem which, at the time, was causing considerable discussion

among aestheticians: why, in the statue of that name, did Laokoon,

though expressing the most intense pain, still not have his mouth
open to cry out.

Using this problem as a springboard, Lessing makes a basic

distinction between the categories of art: poetry and painting. The
latter, since it lacks succession, can depict only bodies; but the for-

mer expresses action. Poetry employes action even to render present

the bodies from which the actions derive. But painting, when con-

fronted with the task of expressing an action seeks out the most

and wisdom. Christ opens the way by his own teaching to the entire

intense moment of that action, it supreme moment. This it seizes

upon to express in one fixed bodily situation. This situation, when
thus taken, may on the surface appear to be the exact contradictory

to the action as poetry, disposing of succession, might project it. In

fact, however, it renders a great truth of the entire process, the

concentration in a single moment of an entire process of time. The
dumb Laokoon, fixed in unutterable horror, is crying out not with

his lips alone, which are frozen, but with the entire moment of terror

caught up and field fixed in that one gesture.

b. Moses Mendelssohn (1729-1786)

Mendelssohn, even more than Lessing, belongs to the worldly or

popular philosophy because he made it part of his explicit intention

to spread abroad among those who had little taste for philosophical

technicalities, the basic ideas of philosophical and religious enlight-

enment.

His first design is presented in the Philosophische Gesprache

( Philosophical Conversations
;
Berlin, 1755) In this work he sets out

to determine what it is that the common, unaided intelligence of

men can come to know with rational certitude through its own
efforts. lie carries this enterprise into the discussion of two basic

problems heretofore reserved for the philosophical initiate: the

immortality of the soul and the existence of God. To the first, he

dedicates the Phadon with obvious recurrence to Plato’s great dia-

logue on the same theme. This work appeared in 1767. To the second

argument he dedicates the Morgenstunden,
which appeared in 1785.

In the former, he takes his point of departure in the common
persuasion of men that immortality is the soul’s lot. By what argu-

ments, available to that same common intelligence, can this persua-

sion be ratified? His discourse centers about two: that it is not

possible to conceive of an instantaneous annihilation of the soul, and

that a progressive annihilation is equally unthinkable. The first is

inconceivable because it would involve or represent an immediate

passage from being to nothingness, which passage seemed to Men-
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delssohn impossible, for all change demands a mediation, and a

medium. The second is unthinkable because it would suppose parts

in the composition of the sold, whereas the soul is manifestly simple.

The argument for the existence of God in the Morgenstunden

is in its general procedure, i.e. in the ontological argument then so

much in vogue. Mendelssohn gives it a particular formulation,

however, arguing that the most perfect being, from which that

argument takes its point of departure, cannot remain in a state of

pure possibility because such a continuance would contradict its

notion as most perfect.

In the area of psychology, Mendelssohn, under the influence of

the English writers such as Shaftesbury, introduces sensibility as a

third autonomous faculty of the soul, on an equal footing with

intellect and will. In venturing this tripartite division of the soul,

Mendelssohn, in the name of the Enlightenment, is doing much, as

is clear, to advance what Romanticism will carry to its logical

conclusion.

It was almost inevitable that this third autonomous faculty

should become the basis of a treatment of esthetics and the general

theory of values. Sensibility is made the ground of beaty and the

other forms of value, and art is analyzed in terms of sensibility.

In the order of political-religious thought, Mendelssohn shows

the influence of Spinoza’s discussion in the Tractatus Theologico-

Politicus. On the one hand, he is prepared to assign to the state, or

to recognize in it the right to regulate the external conduct of its

members. At the same time, he holds that inner freedom cannot be

touched by this system of controls. This division into areas of external

conformity and internal liberty will hold a central place in discussion

for a long time.

The best study of the Enlightenment as a philosophical movement as a

whole is unfortunately not available in English:

De Ruggiero, G. Storia della Filosofia: Parte Quarta: La Filosofia Modema.
4th ed. (Da Vico a Kant , Vol. Ill) Bari: Laterza e Figli (1947)

pp. 105-155.

Excellent studies of its principle figures are however available; for

instance, for Leibnitz, the following:

Barber, W. H. Leibnitz in France. Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1956.

Carr, H. W. Leibnitz. London: Benn, 1929.

Joseph, H. W. B. Lectures on the Philosophy of Leibnitz. Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1949.

Lovejoy, A. O. The Great Chain of Being (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1936), Chapter 5.

Meyer, R. W. Leibnitz and the Seventeenth Century Revolution. Translated

by
J.

Stem. Chicago: The Henry Regnery Co., 1952.

Russell, B. A Critical Exposition of the Philosophy of Leibnitz. 2nd ed.

London: Allen and Unwin, 1937.
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On Christian Wolff confer:

Collins,
J.
God in Modem Philosophy (Chicago: The Henry Regnery Co.,

1959) pp. 133-143.

Gilson, E. Being and Some Philosophers. Toronto: Pontificial Institute of

Mediaeval Studies (1949) pp. 112-146.

On Lessing, the following items are to be found:

Coleridge, S. T. Confessions of an Enquiring Spirit , ed. H. St.
J.

Hart.

Stanford, Cal: Stanford University Press, 1957.

Nolte, F. O. Lessings ‘Laokoon.' Lancaster, Pa.: Lancaster Press, 1940.

Robertson,
J.

G. Lessings Dramatic Theory. Cambridge, Eng.: The Univer-

sity Press, 1939.

Schmitz, F.
J.

Individualism in Lessing and Hamann. Los Angeles: Univer-

sity of California Press, 1944.

The vast literature of the thought of Kant covers every aspect of his

work; the student may draw profit from the following items on the pre-

critical phase, the three “Critiques” and aspects of the “post-critical”

thought:

A few general studies of Kant’s thought:

Caird, E. The Critical Philosophy of 1. Kant. 2 vols. 2nd ed. New York:

Macmillan, 1909.

Heidigger, M. Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics. Translated by

]. Churchill. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1962.

Lindsey, A. D. Kant. London: Benn, 1934.

The following works deal with the activity of the “pre-critical” period

under various aspects:

England, F. E. Kant's Conception of God. London: Allen and Unwin, 1929.

Garnett, C. B. Jr. The Kantian Philosophy of Space. New York: Columbia

University Press, 1939.

“Kant’s Theory of the ‘intuitus intellectualis’ ” in the Inaugural

Dissertation of 1770, Philosophical Review, XLVI (1937) pp. 424-432.

Schlipp, P. A. Kant's Pre-Critical Ethics. Evanston and Chicago: North-

western University Press, 1938.

On the Critique of Pure Reason :

Bird, G. Kant's Theory of Knowledge. New York: Humanities Press, 1962.

Ewing, A. C. A Short Commentary on Kant's Critique of Pure Reason.

London: Methuen, 1938.

Martin, G. Kant's Metaphysics and Theory of Science. Translated by

P. G. Lucas. Manchester: The University Press, 1955.

Paton, H.
J.

Kant's Metaphysics of Experience. 2 vols. New York: Mac-

millan, 1936.

Weldon, T. D. Introduction to Kant's Critique of Pure Reason. Oxford:

The Clarendon Press, 1945.

On the Critique of Practical Reason

:

Jones, W. T. Morality and Freedom in the Philosophy of Kant. New York:

Oxford University Press, 1940.

Paton, H.
J.

The Categorial Imperative. Chicago: The University of

Chicago Press, 1948.

Teale, A. E. Kantian Ethics. New York: Oxford University Press, 1951.
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N. B. Duncan and Paton center their study on the Foundation of the Meta-

physics of Morals but are entirely relevant to the Critique of Practical

Reason.

The following articles may have special interest for the student:

Beck, L. W. “Apodictic Imperatives,” Kant-Studien
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CHAPTER IV

Kantian Criticism
A. Kant's TAfe and Works

The active career of Immanuel Kant as teacher and writer

extended over half a century, from 1749 to 1799. He was born in

1724, in Koenigsburg in East Prussia, of a family in very modest

social and economic circumstances. In 1732 he was entered as a pupil

at the local College of Frederic the Great. The period spent here is

of importance because the pietistic atmosphere of the school deeply

affected his own view of life and had obvious repercussions on his

philosophical speculations. In 1740 he entered the local University,

which was thenceforth to be the center of his whole life and the

theatre of his activity as student, tutor and finally professor.

His first philosophical instruction was received at the hands of

Martin Knutzen, a pietist, by whom Kant was introduced to the

thought of Christian Wolff. Between 1746 and 1/54, he acted as

tutor. In 1755 he received his first academic advancement. In 1770

he was made ordinary professor, the position in which he was to

spend his mature years. He became emeritus in 1796, but continued

to be active in writing. He died in 1804.

The great interior event of Kants life as a philosopher was his

discovery of the “critical problem,” to the resolution of which he

devoted the effort of his maturity. This discovery had something of

the character of a conversion, so that from the historical point of

view, his life as a philosopher is rightly divided between a pre-critical

and a critical period, that is to say, the period before he came to

full consciousness of this problem and that in which it dominated

and gave form to all his speculation. That Kant himself recognized

the force of his discovery is proven by his famous remark that he

had effected a Copernican revolution in philosophy.

There was, however, nothing sudden or revolatory about this

discovery; it had, as a matter of fact, been long in preparation, so

that any date assigned to it must be as conventional as the assignment

of the fall of Constantinople to mark the beginning of modem
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history. Nevertheless, it is correct to say that the publication of the

Dissertation of 1770,
with which Kant inaugurated his career as

ordinary professor, marks a clear line of demarcation between the

periods.

In this discourse, Kant first displays a full consciousness of the

form of the critical problem and some premonitions of its revolu-

tionary and far-reaching implications. Precisely because the discovery

of the critical problem was gradual and cumulative, some account of

the pre-critical period is necessary for the understanding of that

problem and the character of Kantian criticism itself.

B. Characteristics of the Pre-Critical Period

During the pre-critical period, Kant was a cultivator of "Natural

Philosophy,” a composite discipline which later thought, and es-

pecially his own, was to resolve into its components: philosophy

of spirit and philosophical or theoretical physics. The compositions

of this period, consequently, can be regarded as essays in physics or

philosophy as one element is emphasized or the other. The earliest

philosophical committments of Kant, as indicated above, were to

Leibnitz through the mediation of Wolff, that is, to an abstract and

deductive rationalism.

In the writings of the pre-critical period, the process is evident

by which he detaches himself from this committment to enter more

closely into the current of the "rationalistic empiricism,” more

empirical than rationalistic, which had its roots in Newton. This

process was to culminate in the Dissertation of 1770 and was thus

directly to prepare for the decade 1770-80 during which the critical

problem and doctrine were formed.

In the True Evaluation of Living Forces (1749), Kant assigns

to each body an active force independent of extension. In the

Monadologia Phtjsica (1756), he formulates a dynamism which falls

between the positions of Leibnitz and Newton. The representative

monad of Leibnitz becomes a center of attractive and repulsive

forces which fill a space which is infinite. This dynamism, which

imputes substantiality only to force, remains a constant trait of this

thought.

A discussion of the fundamental conceptions of the rationalism

of Wolff occupies the treatises which are dominantly philosophical;

here the process of alienation is especially clear. Leibnitz, and with

him Wolff, had emphasized the conception of "hypothetical neces-

sity” in the discussion of contingency. In A New Explanation of the

First Principles of Metaphysical Knowledge, Kant stigmatizes the

distinction between hypothetical necessity and absolute necessity as

without meaning.

In the essay, The Only Possible Basis for the Demonstration of
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the Existence of Cod (1763), Kant strikes rationalism at its most

vulnerable point, its inability to demonstrate an existence rationally.

Returning, in a sense, to the ontological argument, which seeks to

prove the existence of God from His possibility, Kant reverses the

movement of rationalism. He does not descend from the possible or

the essence as principle to the existence as consequence, but mounts

from the possible as consequence to the existence of God as principle.

The possible can be conceived as such only with relation to an

existing principle which is necessary.

Leibnitz had distinguished “Truths of Reason from Truths of

Fact," and had rested more or less content with this dualism. Wolff,

by reducing the principle of sufficient reason, which ruled the order

of “truths of fact,” to the principle of contradiction, which governed

the order of the “truths of reason,” sought to close this dualism.

Kant, in the essay On the Introduction of the Concept of Negative

Quantity into Philosophy, asserts that there are two kinds of oppo-

sition, logical and real. He believes that the assertion of one fact

either implies or excludes logically the assertion of another fact.

Logically, Kant asserts, one may conclude, from an affirmation, to the

negation of the negation; but if two terms are positive, that is, il a

real opposition exists, “How then, because some things exist, am 1

able to comprehend that something else comes into being or ceases

to exist?” Yet this is the force of the rationalist employment of

such terms as cause and effect, force and action.

The opposition to rationalism is still more precise in the essay

which bears the satirical title Dreams of a Ghost-Seer Explained by

the Dreams of a Metaphysician (1766). The “ghost-seer’ who

occasions the title is Swedenborg with his claims to direct access to the

realm of spirits. He is no worse, however, in Kant’s view than the

metaphysicians; these, too, talk of spiritual realities. To do so, they

must either have direct experience of those realities, or content

themselves with pronouncing negative predicates of them. If the

metaphysician claims the first, he differs not at all from the

“ghost-seer”; if he is content with the second, metaphysics becomes

that which it ought to be, the science of the limits of the human

mind. Rationalism, in a word, must be either visionary or critical.

The critical attitude, retrospectively, is already apparent.

Apparent also is the difficulty which Kant will later address in

the Critique of Practical Reason. Those who feel that moral values

are wedded to a spiritualistic metaphysics need not be disturbed by

the fraility of pure reason to establish such a metaphysics; he had

instead, the evidence of the virtuous soul to guarantee the existence

of such a world. Kant says, “It would seem more in conformity with

human nature and the purity of morals to base the assertion of a

world to come on the sentiments of a virtuous soul than to found
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one’s virtue on the hope of another world. Such is moral faith,

whose simplicity dispenses us from the subtlety of reason in the

conduct of life.”

Finally, in the essay. On the Evidences of the Principles of

Natural Theology and of Morality (1764), Kant insists upon the

danger of the use of the methods of mathematics in philosophy,

aiming his remarks clearly at the rationalists. The mathematician

argues simply from definitions which he knows to be exhaustive

and complete, since, as Vico had said earlier, he is their author. The
philosopher, on the contrary, has his point of departure in the data

of experience which are vague and confused. Mathematics, as a

consequence, can follow a synthetic and constructive method, but

philosophical analysis cannot attain to such a method.

Thus, step by step, the initial allegiance to rationalism is under-

mined, and the adumbrations of the critical method are visible.

Two influences are at work in this process, Hume and Rousseau.

Their effect, however, is purely catalytic. Kant, in the last analysis,

is neither Humean nor Rousseauist. Warned by them of the dangers

of the rationalist procedures and doctrines, he strikes out for himself

on a path they did not and could not tread, the difficult path of

“Criticism.”

C. The Dissertation of 1770

The original line which Kant strikes out for himself is, as we
have already suggested, first indicated clearly in the Dissertation of

1770 the proper title of which reads, On the Form and Principles of

the Sensible and Intelligible World. In this essay, Kant indicates the

departure and independence of his view from the empirical and the

rationalistic attitude alike, and the manner in which he would
mediate and dissolve their seemingly immedicable opposition.

The discussion turns, properly enough, about the applicability of

the concepts of the reason or understanding to the objects of

sensible experience. On this issue, the opposition between, and the

common ineffectualness of rationalism and empiricism appears in

sharpest relief. Both founder on the rocks of scepticism; that is,

neither can effect the relationship between these terms, concept and
sensible intuition, with convincing logic.

For this reason, empiricism, from Locke through Berkeley, but
above all in Hume, had sought to reduce the concept to the passive

impression of sense by its investigation into the “origin” of ideas.

Rationalism, in its turn, in order to bring the sensible intuitions

within the circle of the concept, had characterized it as a confused
concept. The fundamental idea of Kant’s essay is the unconditional
rejection of the one and the other.

Ihis is, however, but the negative principle of this essay.
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Positively, it may be said that Kants effort is to overcome the

dualism which had hitherto dominated the analysis of the faculties

of sense and reason, or understanding. According to this analysis,

to sensibility there were assigned particularity, contingency, obscurity,

and ‘truth of fact/ in Leibnitz’s phrase. To the intellect, reason or

understanding were assigned the universal, the necessary, the distinct,

the ‘truth of reason/ and the dynamics of the two elements were in

opposite directions.

Kant suggests that this dualism is unwarranted, and, more pre-

cisely, that the element of universality and of necessity is un-

warrantedly denied the operations of sensibility. Only by sensibility

are we affected by the presence of an object. Since sensibility is an

affection of our natures, however, there is no reason to deny it the

dimensions of universality, necessity or distinctness.

Our capacity or power to receive the affections of the objects of

sense must have a determinate form or structure. This form or

structure must appear as a law or rule internal to the mind according

to which it organizes its impressions of sense. As concrete examples

of such “forms,” Kant suggests time and space in which all sensible

objects appear. These are not, as Leibnitz held, an order of succession

and of coexistence, but “forms of sensibility,” that is, modes of

being affected by sensible objects.

It is perfectly possible, therefore, Kant argues, to have sciences

which refer to sensible objects and which have still the characteristics

classically assigned to genuine science: universality and necessity.

The scepticism implicit alike in rationalism and empiricism seem

to have been overcome in principle, the principle, that is to say, of

an authentic esthetic, or science of sensible knowledge.

In the same context, Kant establishes a further distinction which

is to remain constant in the critical doctrine. This is the distinction

between understanding and sensibility. For the form of the sensibility

accounts for objects only as they appear, not as they are in themselves.

Kant holds that the understanding, as diverse from sensibility, must

grasp things as they are in themselves and thus give us the principles

of a science of noumena, as distinct from a .
science of phenomena,

of things as they appear.

How, the question arises, can the concept of the understanding

have an object? How, that is, can we speak of the real existence of

substances, of causes, and, in general, of objects which correspond

to our concepts and which are not apparent to sensibility? Thus it is

seen that even as the Dissertation enunciates the first form of the prin-

ciples of criticism in the theory of the forms of sensibility, it is

also redolent of that climate of antinomy in which all Kant’s thought

moves. Yet the ground covered by this essay is so vast and so

distinctive of Kant and of criticism, that it makes it possible to state
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the critical problem or point of view in its essential lineaments as

it was to dominate the whole Kantian critical enterprise.

D. The Critical Problem

The Dissertation of 1770, while far from a definitive statement

of the critical philosophy, nevertheless, makes it possible to discern

the critical problem in its essential features as it dominated Kants

speculation for the remainder of his life. This problem, as has

already been suggested, has both an historical and a formal dimen-

sion. That is to say, Kant was, at the same time and by the same

speculative procedure, seeking to resolve the historical antithesis

between rationalism and empiricism, which had dominated the

thought of the two centuries preceding him, and to resolve the

formal problem upon which that antithesis rested. Neither of these

dimensions of the critical problem and of the critical philosophy

should be forgotten.

How is it possible to have a science of objects which correspond

to the concepts of the understanding? This is the problem of

criticism as it emerges from the Dissertation of 1770. As we have

seen, in that treatise, Kant had, by the doctrine of the synthesis,

established the possibility of objects of the intuitions of sense. But

he had not applied a like synthesis to the concepts of the under-

standing which still seemed to remain purely abstract and formal,

without reference to objects. Nevertheless, there are sciences or

philosophical disciplines which proceed by the use of the concepts of

the understanding, independently of all sensible impressions. Such

sciences number among them mathematics, ethics, metaphysics and

esthetics. These sciences possess “a priori” knowledge of their objects,

knowledge, that is, which is not dependent upon sensible impres-

sions.

The rationalism current in Kant’s day seemed to explain this

“a priori’’ character readily enough. These sciences, to the degree to

which they were really independent of the data of the sense, proceed

entirely by analysis of given concepts, as Descartes had first defined

that procedure. In this analysis they employ no other principle but

the principle of contradiction.

In this procedure, mathematics is the normative science, as both

rationalists and empiricists, Locke and Hume, as well as Descartes

and Leibnitz recognize. The rationalists’ tendency is to assimilate

all philosophical sciences to the analysis of mathematics. When this

seems impossible, the empiricists, like Hume, tend simply to deny to

them any “a priori” or genuine philosophical character and to

identify them with psychological structures of habit, an attitude, as

Kant recognizes, whose inevitable consequence is scepticism.

This is really no solution at all, Kant believes, and does not
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establish the genuine character of these sciences. Analysis, by its

dissection of the concepts of the understanding, adds nothing to

knowledge. Jt simply rearranges the concepts with which the intellect

plays; it does not demonstrate that these sciences are sciences of

objects, but simply lays bare their inner consistency and structure.

Finally, such analysis is sterile, for it generates no new knowledge,

such as every genuine science claims to generate and produce. To

state what a concept “means” is not to give that concept an object.

Kant was completely persuaded that Hume had amply demon-

strated that such basic principles of all science as the principle of

causality, “All that comes into being or existence has a cause of its

being or existence,” cannot be demonstrated analytically; it can only

be derived from experience and becomes, as such, simply the rule

of a subjective habit. Rationalism and empiricism are at one in

radically denying that concepts can have objects; they are at one,

consequently, in dissolving the philosophical disciplines and in

generating a radical philosophical scepticism.

The critical problem has at its base the desire of Kant to evade

such scepticism, by raising and resolving the basic issue: how is it

possible for objects to correspond to the concepts of the understand-

ing. This is equivalent to the question, how are the philosophical

disciplines, that is, sciences which reach their objects independently

of experience of the senses, possible. The clue to his resolution

of that problem has already been suggested in the manner in which,

in the Dissertation

,

he had solved the problem of the objects of the

senses.

The formal statement of this problem is made by Kant in logical

terms, more precisely, in terms of the logic of propositions. The

typical statement of the sciences which proceed by analysis is an

analytical proposition. The character of such propositions is that all

that is explicated in the predicate is already contained implicitly in

the concept of the subject (logical subject and logical predicate).

Synthetic propositions are those in which the predicates affirmed of

the subject are not to be discovered by the analysis of its concept.

Such synthetic propositions would, according to the prevailing view,

have all to be derived from experience and have a value as knowl-

edge which is wholly a function of that experience.

We are confronted, therefore, Kant believes, by the unhappy

alternative of believing that there are sciences of experience, which

proceed by a method of synthesis “a posteriori,” which have genuine

objects in existence and which are dynamic and expansive in that

they are always open to the novelty of the content of experience, but

which can never have that character of universality and necessity

which is the classical attribute of science. On the other hand, there

are sciences which proceed by a method of “a priori” analysis, which
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have, indeed, an indisputable character of universality and necessity

within the limits of their terms and methods, but which have no

objects in the order of existence.

Consequently, between the wings of these alternatives, Kant

introduces a third possibility which alone, he believes, could corre-

spond to the concept of science. That is to say, an order of sciences

which should indeed proceed by a method “a priori,” but by a

method at the same time synthetic, a method which would, con-

sequently, assure them both of universality and necessity, and at the

same time, of an order of objects in existence and a dynamism which

is the quality of existence itself.

Such sciences, consequently, would consist of propositions, in

their positive aspects, which would be neither analytical “a priori”

nor synthetical “a posteriori,” but rather synthetic a priori. The

most formal way, consequently, in which this critical problem can

be put is this: how are propositions synthetical a priori possible?

E. The Three Critiques

The sciences which presume to have philosophical character, that

is, which presume to possess both absolute universality and necessity

in their principles and a real order of objects in existence as their

reference, Kant notes, cover all dimensions of human experience.

In the first place, there would seem to be a philosophical science of

nature, that is to say, a science of the objects of sensible experience,

whose principles are philosophical. In the second place, there would

seem to be the normative science of ethics, which would seek to lay

down, with universality and necessity, the norms of human action

and the order of the affections. Finally, there would seem to be

that science which would rule the order of taste, which would with

universality and necessity, define the laws of human judgment, or

taste, in esthetic matters.

But all of these sciences have one character in common: their

claim to philosophical status. This means, for Kant, that they all

depend for their validity, on the solution of the one, same, critical

problem, the possibility of synthetic judgments a priori. Therefore,

the broad strategy of the critical program, as Kant worked it out in

the last decades of the eighteenth century, was the systematic

investigation of this one common and basic problem in each of these

areas.

This strategy expressed itself, or took form, in the three great

“Critiques” which constitute his mature philosophical production.

The Critique of Pure Reason investigates the possibility of a philo-

sophical science of nature. The Critique of Practical Reason, inves-

tigates the possibility of a philosophical science of ethics, or morals.

Finally, the Critique of Judgment examines the bases and possibility
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of a science of taste, or esthetics, in the classical sense of that term.

But through them all runs the common thread of the critical

problem finding constant expression in both its historical and its

formal dimensions.

1\ The Critique of Pure Reason

This work, the first and pioneering undertaking of criticism in

its mature form, concerns immediately the possibility of a philo-

sophical science of nature. Such a science had, to Kants mind, been

de facto achieved in the Newtonian physics. What was at stake for

him was the possibility of explaining the rational basis of such a

science. Now the essential characteristic of such a philosophical

science of nature is that it has universal and absolute knowledge of

the objects of sensible experience.

The rationalism and the empiricism of the preceding period had
alike made such knowledge impossible to understand in principle.

This was due to the fact that they had, between them, partitioned

off the area of knowledge between a priori analysis, on the one
hand, which, beginning with concepts, was unable, by the pure

analysis of those concepts, ever to reach the objects of experience

and subjects of existence, and the synthesis a posteriori, on the

other, which, taking its point of departure in the fluid and the

contingent reports of the senses and constructing unities, that is,

synthesizing such reports, coidd never reach the universality and
absolute necessity of philosophical principles.

Kant resolves this apparently hopeless alternative by the sugges-

tion that the real operation of reason, of the pure reason, was
neither the first nor the second of these, but a synthesis a priori,

that is to say, a unification of the reports or data of the senses on

principles which, in the first place, are not themselves derived from

such experience, and secondly, have no reality or validity save in

the actual operation of that synthesis. This synthesizing activity is

the reality, the ontological and existential reality and the intrinsic

form, of reason.

What this operation does is achieve the unification of the data

of sensible experience in terms which are immanent to that expe-

rience but which are not derived from that experience and there-

fore cannot be reduced to it. Such is the nature of an “a priori”

principle, or form, in Kantian criticism, that it is a principle of the

unity of the manifold or multiple, immanent to that multiplicity, and

having no transcendent status or validity.

The synthesis in which the reality of pure reason consists, and

which makes possible a genuinely philosophical science of nature,

takes place in three stages: in the esthetic, in which sensations are

combined into unitary perceptions; in the analytic, in which the
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perceptions of the esthetic level are combined by the understanding

according to concepts; finally, the dialectic, in which the judgments

of experience, achieved by means of the concepts of the under-

standing, are united into metaphysical knowledge by means of the

ideas, or most general principles, of the understanding.

It will be noted that these stages, to be best understood, should

be conceived to lie along a continuum whose terms are unity and

multiplicity. Each stage marks an advance, by means of the synthetic

a priori process in which the pure reason consists, from the pure

multiplicity of sensation to the unity of a metaphysical principle.

This movement, however, is continuous, each step presupposing the

previous and building upon it, with no real breaks in the process.

By the unity or continuity of movement of the synthetic process

alone is there insured that unity of objective reference which it is

Kant’s chief purpose to establish; that is to say, that knowledge even

at the point of highest unification, the metaphysical, is still knowl-

edge of the objects of sensible experience, though according to a

higher principle of unification or synthesis, and therefore, with a

higher degree of universality and necessity.

It is also very important to note that the purpose of the Critique

of Pure Reason is not to compose a philosophical science of nature

in its substance. This had already been achieved, at least in its

main outlines, to Kant’s satisfaction, by the Newtonian natural

philosophy. The purpose of the critique is rather more formal and
in a sense analytical. It is to disengage and to identify the formal

principles according to which unification or synthesis is achieved at

each level.

These formal principles, or forms, as Kant calls them, are not,

it must be noted with great care, abstract. They are concrete, which
is to say, they are the formal principles of a content, i.e., of the

matter of sensation.

Therefore, the aim of the critique, which is to disengage these

principles, and to identify them in their purely formal character, is

itself abstractive and analytical. It is, in a sense, doing violence to

the actual process by which the philosophical science of nature

would proceed. In this effort the precise character of the critique,

its critical, character consists.

What then is the principle, or the principles, according to which
synthesis a priori proceeds, or is achieved, at the first level, that of

perception? These principles Kant calls the forms of sensibility.

The forms of sensibility are thus: simply the principles according to

which synthesis or unification of the manifold or multiplicity of

sensibility is achieved at the first level, that of perception, considered
as it were, formally and abstractly. They are not “subjective” forms,

arbitrarily imposed upon the world of sensibility by a subject which
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has transcendent existence and form independently of this operation.

They are principles of ihe concrete process of a science conceived

abstractly.

These forms of sensibility Kant identifies as two: time and space.

Time and space are therefore the principles, or forms, under which

die manifold of sensation of sensibility is first unified. The objects of

sensibility appear first of all as objects in space and time.

It must not be supposed, with the empiricists of the Humean
type, that sensibility is ever without these forms, that there exists a

moment of consciousness or awareness in the subject which would
be “pure sensation.” It must be remembered, as it was pointed out

above, that the forms, as they are thus identified by Kant, are

abstracted. Objects of the senses are perceived in time and space.

They are thus perceived because the forms of time and space are

the universal and necessary principles of the perception of natural

objects.

The principles of sensibility, time and space, are differentiated

from each other by Kant as forms of the internal and the external

sense respectively. Objects appear in space as juxtaposed; that is to

say, as occupying mutually exclusive segments of a continuous ex-

tension which is infinitely divisible. The application of the term

“external” to space is very likely a residue in Kant of the empirical

distinction between objective and subjective qualities; it also, how-

ever, has another meaning, which is that the subject, when it comes

to consider itself purely as subject, grasps its unity as a unity in

succession of moments, not as juxtaposed elements in space.

Since, also, the form of the subject, that is, the form under

which the subject perceives itself as subject, is, in its turn, a priori

to the perception of objects, simply as objects, time is the condition

or the principle of the perceptions even of objects in space. There-

fore, Kant calls it internal, as constituting the form of sensibility of

the presence of the subject to itself as subject, and the ground or

basis of the perception of objects as objects. Time and space are thus

the dual, but not the twin principles, or forms of sensibility. There is

an order and hierarchy between them, which is an order of unifica-

tion, and which is signified by Kant by calling the one internal and

the other external.

The world of perceptions is still, however, a world of multiplicity.

With respect to the hypothetical world of pure sensation, it posses-

ses, indeed, a high degree of unity. But with respect to the conditions

of universality and necessity which characterize science, this unity is

scarcely differentiated from multiplicity, and the necessity and

universality of time and space are scarcely distinguished from

contingency and multiplicity.
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The unification of perceptions according to the concepts, or

categories, of the understanding, represents, as we have suggested,

a higher unification or synthesis, entailing a more elevated degree

of universality and necessity. Here again, however, it is necessary to

keep clearly in mind both Kant’s purpose and the nature of the

synthetic principle.

His purpose is to lay bare the concepts, or categories of the

understanding in their purity, that is to say, as free from any specific

perceptual content.

The concepts themselves, however, as it was remarked of the

forms of sensibility, are not such abstractions, but are concrete

principles of the synthetic operation in which reason, or rational

and philosophical knowledge consists. Since the concept, like the

form of sensibility, is a principle of synthesis, its nature is exhausted

in being a principle according to which unity is given to the manifold

of the perceptions, as the forms of sensibility were principles ac-

cording to which unity was given to the manifold of sensibility itself.

Kant’s purpose is to identify these categories or concepts of the

understanding, according to which perceptions are unified, as he has

identified the forms of sensibility. What then are they?

The identification is not as direct or unambiguous as was that of

the forms of sensibility, time and space. Kant proceeds first by stating

that every category or concept of the understanding is a mode of

connecting the subject and predicate of a judgment. There must,

therefore, be as many concepts of the understanding, according to

which perceptions are unified, as there are kinds of judgments.

Kant, therefore, thinks that the proper way of identifying the

concepts of the understanding is to deduce them from the table of

judgments according to the modality of their copula. The scheme of

concepts or categories which he thus discovers is both complex and

somewhat labored and artificial.

What is more important to understand, perhaps, is the manner
in which the unity produced by the understanding operating with

concepts or categories elevates that with which the forms of sen-

sibility endow the realm of sensations. Kant makes clear his con-

ception of this process by distinguishing judgments of perception

and judgments of experience. In the first, the relation between
sensations in time and space, he thinks, exists only for the individual

consciousness. It is thus subjective in the objectionable, empirical

and psychological sense of the term. This same relation is made
objective, that is, universal and necessary, as related to all possible

subjects, when it is shown to rest upon a category or concept, such,

for example, as the concept or category of cause.

Thus the categories generate rules of the understanding according
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to which all the temporal and spatial combinations or constructions

of sensations are transformed from subjective or perceptual to ob-

jective, and the world reported by sense is constituted in its

objectivity.

The logical step forward in the exposition of the work of the

Critique of Pure Reason would be to inquire what might be the

ideas of the understanding, as we have inquired what were the

forms of sensibility and the concepts of the understanding. These
ideas, by rigid analogy, should be the third and Hnal form of the

synthesis a piiori, conducting the stages of perception and conception

to a final perfection of universality and necessity. Such is not,

however, actually the case.

A consideration here interjects itself which radically alters the

first notion of the idea and transforms the idea, in Kant’s thought,

from a projective mode of synthesis, analogous to and continuous

with those of perception and conception, into a principle of illusion.

This consideration is the phenomenalism which adheres, in Kant’s

view, to the world of objects established by the forms of sensibility,

and even more properly, by the concepts or categories of the

understanding operative in the diverse modes of judgment.

The world established by the process of the synthesis a priori

at the perceptual and conceptual levels is, on Kant’s own testimony,

purely phenomenal. The term “phenomenal,” in his employment, is

reminiscent of certain terminological pecularities both of rationalism

and empiricism, and has two fundamental dimensions.

In the first place, the positive sense of phenomenal is presence to

a subject. The objects of nature, the whole realm of natural objects

as established by the process of the synthesis a priori at the per-

ceptual and the conceptual levels, stands in function to a subject.

These objects cannot, on these principles of synthesis, be conceived

as they are or might be in themselves, that is, as hypothetically

existing without relationship to a subject of knowledge or science

for which they exist and into the presence of which they enter as

constitutive elements.

This leads to the second and negative dimension of the term

“phenomenal.” It is the denial of any reference to this hypothetical

order of objects in themselves, such as they might be were it possible

to conceive them in absolute independence of their presence to

a subject. The objects of pure reason, Kant points out, are only

phenomenal.

The pecularity of the ideas in the critical system is that they

represent for Kant modes of synthesis whose reference would fall

outside the range of possible experience; whose objects, that is to

say, would be trans-phenomenal, beyond experience. But an object

which is beyond experience is intrinsically self-contradictory. For this
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reason, the ideas which, according to the original scheme of the

synthetic process a priori,
would proceed upward to ever greater

unity, universality and necessity, and should have been the highest

principles for the constitution of the order of objects, now become

principles of illusion in that they lead the understanding to set up

an order of objects in a mode in which objects manifestly cannot

exist, that is, as trans-phenomenal and beyond experience, or as

existing in themselves.

The first reasonable step, in view of this conjunction of circum-

stances, would seem to be to abandon the idea altogether. The solu-

tion is not, however, so simple for Kant. The fact is, he points out,

that although the ideas lead to this contradictory or antinomic

situation, they are, nevertheless, necessary modes of synthesis. This

means that the understanding, according to its internal synthetic

drive, is led to think its objects according to the absolute totality of

conditions which limit and define each separate object and phenom-

enon. This is manifestly impossible, but it is, nevertheless, absolutely

implicit in the structure and dynamism of reason.

Reason, pure reason, is thus led by its own natural drive, so to

say, to its own negation and self-limitation by the positing of

unsolvable problems and the creations of the antinomies in which

it is suspended. The ideas are the formal aspects of these unsolvable

problems or antinomies, and hence are principles, not of a true,

but of an illusory synthesis a priori.

The concrete examples of the ideas or of the antinomies of pure

reason are drawn by Kant from his critique of the classical meta-

physics represented for him by the Leibnitz-Wolffian ‘school’ philos-

ophy. From the critique of rational psychology, he draws the “idea”

of the “soul”; from the critique of cosmology, the “idea” of the

“world”; from the critique of natural theology, the “idea” of “God.”

Each of these ideas represents for Kant an antinomy of pure reason,

or a specious mode of the synthesis a priori

,

as it is operative in the

order of pure reason.

The real force of these ideas is not to enable pure reason to

reach an ultimate stage of synthesis, but to reveal to it its intrinsic

limitations, which is the pale or orbit of phenomena or experience.

The march of pure reason is brought up short, so to say, before

an impassable barrier which is not, however, something external to

itself, but its own intrinsic limit.

G. The Critique of Practical Reason

The Critique of Pure Reason took its point of departure in the

fact of a presumptive philosophical science of nature which could

achieve universal and necessary propositions concerning the objects

of sense experience. There exists also, Kant notes, an analogous
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science of human conduct; that is to say, a science which would
presume to indicate necessary and universally valid objects of the

human will and action.

Such a science obviously could not be, in its turn, the creation of

the pure, speculative or theoretical use of reason. That use ex-

hausted itself in the combination of mental presentations into

perceptions, judgments and ideas; such was the synthetic function of

reason in its theoretical activity.

Ihis second science, if it really exists, must, on the contrary, be
the creation of an activity of reason which sets ends for human
action. I his fresh synthetic a priori activity Kant calls the practical

use of reason, or simply the practical reason. With respect to this

operation, however, the same question or problem presents itself

as with respect to the theoretical use of reason; that is, how are

synthetic a priori propositions of the practical reason possible?

Just as the synthesis a priori of the theoretical reason took place
within experience, but was not derived from experience, so, it must
be clear, the practical reason must indicate ends and present its

demands to the will without empirical motives. If this were not so,

its propositions would no more possess universal and necessary validity

than would theoretical propositions which were, like the propositions

of the empiricists, derived from psychological habit.

The form of the propositions of the practical reason must be
that of a command, or as Kant says, an imperative, as distinct

from empirical motives of action and decision. The will, when
directed upon the content of experience, will be determined by it;

but the practical reason, or pure rational will, must be determined
only through itself. Far from being governed by natural impulse or

inclination, the rational will is necessarily directed against them. It is

directed toward duty, which is the pure form of the imperative of

the practical reason, undetermined by any specific empirical content.

For this reason, the predicates good and evil, etc., by which the

ethical judgment or the practical reason characterizes its subject,

refers only to the disposition of the will itself, as it is inclined or

conformed to duty, and not to the psychological act or the possible

consequences of the act. Morality is simply the quality of being

disposed toward duty, or the pure imperative of the practical reason.

The central and determining place given to the disposition of the

pure rational will itself characterizes Kant’s ethics as formalistic- The
whole concern of the Critique of Practical Reason is to determine

whether there really is such an a priori imperative of pure rational

will, enunciating pure duty.

This notion of the unconditional, or categorical imperative of

the pure rational will, or practical reason, is developed by Kant in
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contrast to the idea of the hypothetical imperative. Such hypothetical

imperatives arise from reflection upon the natural causal relations

which unite and unify experience.

These imperatives are concerned with ends and means, and

they take tire form, not of direct commands, but of conditioned

directives: if you would achieve such and such a result or objective,

you must take such and such means, or proceed in this or that way.

Such hypothetical imperatives cannot, in Kant’s view, express a

morally binding command; they indicate only conditioned directives,

dependent upon a given content of experience, specifically, upon a

given act of the will, expressed in the stasis of the hypothesis, upon

which the second act of the will, which is expressed as the command,

depends. Such hypothetical imperatives can support only a system

of utilitarian action, an economic and not a moral disposition of the

will.

By contrast, the genuine moral command must be independent

of, and unconditioned by, any such empirical element, even another

act of the will. It must issue in a pure command, which is valid

independently of all conditions such as that expressed in the stasis,

or “if clause” of the hypothetical imperative. For this reason, he

calls the genuine imperative of the pure rational will a categorical,

or unconditioned imperative, or command. Its validity depends

upon nothing but itself, and it holds, formally, under all conditions

or circumstances because it is determined by none.

What the categorical imperative really expresses is the absolute

autonomy or self-determination of the pure rational will or practical

reason. For this reason, it does not concern the content of actions

but only the form of the will itself. And just as the validity of the

forms of the theoretical reason was guaranteed by the characteristics

of universality and necessity, so the validity of the categorical im-

perative is guaranteed by its form as a universally self-imposing law.

The only real imperative, consequently, must be expressed in this

extremely formal universal fashion; Kant’s own formulation has

become famous, “Act as if the maxim upon which you act were

through your will to become a universal law.” This imperative,

obviously, abstracts from all content and from all consequences; it

stresses only the form, that is the universality and necessity, of the

command or rule of conduct.

But is the categorical imperative wholly without content of its

own? The Kantian answer is negative. It is possible to determine a

purely a priori, non-empirical content or system of values for the

categorical imperative. This can be done by reflection, purely a

priori, upon the possible kinds of values.

It is clear that in the economic order, that order which is governed

by the hypothetical imperative, there can be no genuine value, but
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ouly price. The end desired has a price, the action upon which it

depends, but it lias no intrinsic value.

Value, by contrast, belongs only to that which is absolutely

desirable, that is, according to the strict notion of the moral law
and of duty.

The first of such values, obviously, is the moral law itself. This,

then, is the highest value and the pure a priori content of the

categorical imperative, reverence for the moral law itself. Insofar as a

man acts purely on the motive of the moral law itself, and does not

obey it for any external or alien reason, the value of the moral law
transfers itself to him, as its agent.

The second, consequently, of the a priori elements of the

categorical imperative is reverence for man as the agent, actual or

potential, of the moral law. This reverence for man bifurcated itself

into reverence for oneself, and reverence for the personality, i.e.,

the moral agency, of others. Man reverences himself as the agent of

the moral law when he fulfills the law, not for advantage, but out

of reverence for himself as the agent of the law. He reverences the

personality of others when he sees in them the free agents of the

law, such as he senses himself to be. This is summed up by Kant in

the famous maxim, that man is to be considered always as an end,

and never as a means.

It is clear that man, acting according to the moral law and on

the pure motives which the law affords, is determined by nothing

but the law itself, which in its turn is the pure form of the practical

reason, or rational will. The chief property of the rational will, in

its ontological and moral character, is, consequently, freedom. The
meaning of freedom here is unambiguous, it is pure self-determina-

tion, immunity from the determining force of alien principles, the

power, so to say, of initiating, and of not being determined by, a

series.

This freedom must be distinguished above all from the pervasive

determined and determinate structure of the realm of nature, wliich

is the object of the theoretical reason. Nature is the realm of deter-

mination, of causality. But freedom places man above and beyond

nature, as a self-determining and initiating principle.

The freedom here asserted is itself, however, purely the postulate

of the rational will itself, and not a conclusion of the theoretical

reason. So far as man is included within the realm of nature, and is

therefore the object of the theoretical reason, this freedom would

remain an enigma, if not a pure contradiction. For in the order of

nature, a self-determining principle is not thinkable; it falls neces-

sarily outside the structure of nature as constituted by the theoret-

ical reason.

This consideration reveals an important dimension of the prac-
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tica] reason: it lias the power to guarantee the reality of noumena,

of'things-in-iherriselves, before which, as lias been seen, the theoretical

reason was brought up short as by its natural and necessary limit.

This power is proper to the rational will or the practical reason

because freedom itself, which the rational will postulates as the pure

a priori form of the moral agent, is itself a noumenon, a property of

a thing-in-itself, the moral agent which is incomprehensible by the

theoretical reason.

It is clear that if demonstration is the especial function of the

pure or theoretical reason, the noumena cannot be said to be

demonstrated. Rather they are postulated or commanded, just as the

moral law is commanded.

By this power, the rational will or practical reason achieves

within the Kantian criticism a primacy or priority over the pure or

theoretical reason which distinguishes the Kantian point of view

from the classical point of view of western thought. This primacy of

the rational will is not, however, to be conceived as a form of irra-

tionalism or voluntarism. To do so would be to reiterate the fallacy

of intellectualism which assigns an abstract normative character to

the pure reason. The rational will is reason in its practical use; it

can never, therefore, be set over against reason, but illustrates or

exemplifies, rather, a higher operation of reason itself.

H. The Critique of Judgment

The completion of the two critiques, of Pure Reason and of

Practical Reason, left Kantian criticism divided between two worlds,

the world of freedom, established by the Practical Reason and the

world of natural necessity, of pure interrelated determinacy, estab-

lished by the Pure Reason. At the point of division of these worlds

stood man himself belonging to one and the other. He is divided

against himself in his innermost character and being, as they are

divided from each other.

The question could not but arise for Kant, consequently, of the

possibility of healing this division, of uniting these worlds, and

thus, of uniting the spheres of man’s own spirit. This is the problem

with which the Critique of Judgment

,

the last and perhaps the

greatest of the critiques, in its widest significance, is concerned.

What, within the Kantian purview, could possibly be the widest

principle for the unification of these two areas or worlds? Obviously,

it is the inclusion of the one in the pure a priori form of the other.

But this inclusion could not be the reduction of the realm of free-

dom to that of natural necessity. Such a reduction would manifestly

destroy the compensating equilibrium which Kant had set up be-

tween the world of phenomena and the world of noumena. The
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inclusion of the free world of morality within the framework of

natural necessity would be to accept the implied scepticism of the

limits of the pure reason as the final a priori form of the world, and

the entire battle with the implicit scepticism of empiricism and

rationalism would have been fought and won in vain.

The only alternative, therefore, is to bring the world of natural

necessity within the form of pure freedom. The particular formula-

tion of this project might take the form of the question, it is possible

to judge nature, the realm of necessity, as adapted to, or permeated

with, an end? if this question may be answered affirmatively, the

category of the practical reason, finality or purposiveness, would

have been applied to the object of the theoretical reason, and the

divided worlds of the first two critiques, and man himself, would

have been reunited.

It is Kant’s opinion that this question can be answered affirma-

tively and that this unification can, therefore, be achieved. Con-

formably to the logical form in which he has all along tended to cast

the problems of the critical philosophy, Kant poses the possibility of

this unification as essentially the possibility of a certain kind of

logical act, the judgment.

The judgment had been recognized in the Critique of Pure

Reason as the specific faculty or operation of subsuming the par-

ticular under the general. This operation was there conceived as

purely analytical.

In the Critique of Judgment, Kant now distinguishes a second

form of the judgment, the judgment of reflection. Bv contrast to the

analytical judgment of the theoretical reason, the specific operation

of the reflecting judgment consists in the subordination of a content

to an end. But it is clear that such a judgment, if possible, is

neither theoretical nor practical in either of the senses already

established. It constitutes, rather, a fresh synthetic act of the spirit,

mind or reason, and not the unity specifically characteristic of the

world or moral law, nor the unity characteristic of the world of

natural necessity, but a fresh unity which transcends the terms of

one and the other alike.

To find the germinal principle of this new unity, so to say,

Kant turns to a third dimension of human consciousness which he

assigns to a place par inter pares with the theoretical and the

practical dimensions. This is the faculty of feeling or approval.

This faculty mediates, as it were, between pure theoretical ideation

and desire or will.

Feeling presupposes, on the one hand, the complete object gener-

ated by the theoretical reason, and it has a synthetic relation to this

object, precisely the pleasure or pain, the approval or disapproval

which it feels toward it. This pleasure or pain, in its turn, involves the
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dimension of the practical reason, for it always involves the judgment

of the object to be adapted or unadapted to some end or purpose.

The judgment of approval or disapproval, consequently, would

seem to do precisely what the unification of the two worlds of the

pure and practical reason would seem to demand, namely, the

application to the one, the object of the theoretical reason, of the

category of the other, end or purposiveness.

This operation of the reflective judgment, grasped typically in

the judgment of approval or disapproval, is capable, Kant believes,

of being viewed from two aspects. The first is the relationship of

the purposiveness involved in the judgment to the subject making

the judgment. The second is the conception of that purposiveness as

belonging properly to the object, or more accurately, to the realm

of nature and natural necessity in itself. The first of these aspects

Kant calls the esthetic, the second the teleological.

If the esthetic judgment is indeed a synthesis in its own right,

its a priori principle must be discovered and this will be unam-

biguously distinguished from all other principles of like origin, or

character. Kant distinguished two such a priori principles of the

esthetic judgment, the beautiful and the sublime. These are dis-

tinguished from the a priori principle of the practical reason, which

also involves purposiveness, bv the fact that the approval involved

is neither hedonic nor ethical.

The characteristic of esthetic approval is pure delight of the

subject in the purposive structure of the object as simply presented

by the imagination, independently of its existential determination

by the theoretical or the practical reason. The esthetic feeling is pure

delight or play, a pure free activity of synthesis and approval, inde-

pendent of all determination save the mere presence and form of the

image.

It follows from this that the purposiveness involved in the

esthetic judgment cannot refer to any economic or ethical purpose.

It can have reference only to the form of the presence of the object

to the subject.

The feeling or judgment of beauty arises, consequently, only

with relation to objects in the apprehension of which the forms of

presence, imagination and reason, cooperate in an harmonious man-

ner. Esthetic approval is purely formal.

The beautiful expands the subject, releasing it in a pure elan

of delightful activity; the sublime, on the contrary, makes known its

presence by awakening a feeling of inadequacy, which is akin to

pain. This inadequacy, preciselv like the delight in the beautiful,

involves the relationship of the modes of presence of the object to

the subject, namely, imagination and reason. In the case of the
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beautiful, these faculties or modes of presence were felt to be in

harmony; the understanding presenter! the ideality of the image, the

image the concreteness and sensuous form of the idea, with complete

adequacy and proportion. In the case of the sublime, the imagination

is painfully inadequate to crystalize in an image the fullness of the

object of the sensuous impression. The supersensuous power of

reason, however, supplies the want of the imagination; if the in-

adequacy of the imagination is felt only with respect to extensive

magnitudes, such as a mathematical series, the theoretical or pure

reason supplies the margin of difference and superiority; if, however,

this inadequacy is felt before the powers of nature, the dynamical,

as distinct from the static, sublime, then it is the practical reason,

revealing the transcendency of moral power over all forms of

natural power, which triumphs. In either case, the inadequacy of

the sensuous is outweighed by the power of the supersensuous.

Are these categories of beauty and sublimity applicable to nature?

Their application is achieved in two forms, in art conceived as the

work or object of art, and in art conceived as the creative activity of

which the work of art is the expression and embodiment. The pure

work of art, of fine art, as it is called, achieves the synthesis of the

categories of esthetic judgment when it presents the object of nature

so as to exemplify either that perfect cooperation of image and idea

which is the beautiful in its innermost essence, or as exemplifying

the moral superiority of man to nature, in the form of the sublime.

The categories of esthetic judgment find dynamic application to

nature in artistic creation; for here nature is, as it were, immanen-

tized and transfused with the esthetic consciousness. The true mark

of artistic creation, whose name in the language of Romanticism is

genius, is the free, undetermined play of its creative force. Like

nature, genius does not follow rules, it creates rules and laws and

objects by the pure elan of its power.

Here freedom and necessity are most intimately united. The

artistic genius creates with the absolute freedom of the moral agent

and with the absolute inevitability and necessity of determinate

nature so that in the genuine work of art the absolute spontaneity

and the absolute necessity of its total being and its every detail are

equally manifest.

The critique of the teleological operation of judgment takes the

form of the conflict between the mechanistic and a teleological or

purposeful view of nature in itself. Obviously, there can be no

question here of that “lazy” teleogy, as it has been called, which

reads into natural process ends which are alien to it. The real

point of departure, in Kant’s view, must be the inadequacy of the

mechanical explanation of nature itself. This explanation would be

adequate only if it permitted us to explain within the terms of the
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concepts of pure reason the whole and entire system of experience. It

will be adequate and will justify a critical teleological interpretation',

if it reveals internal limits, that is, inadequacies within its principles

to cope with a given material. Are such internal limits, expressible in

limiting conceptions on the mechanistic explanation, really dis-

cernible?

Two such limiting conceptions suggest themselves to Kant. The

first is life. Life eludes comprehension within the structure of a pure

mechanism. Anticipating a classical argument against evolutionism,

Kant points out that, while in the organism much may be explained

by reference of organ to organ and organism to environment, there

is always present the peculiar character of organized matter and its

ability to react to environment, facts which do not allow of further

reduction.

A second such limiting conception Kant calls the specification of

nature. He points out that pure reason generates the general forms

of the uniformity of nature, such as causality. It cannot, however,

give rise to specific laws which must, from this point of view, appear

contingent and must be derived from experience. Nevertheless,

there exists a general purposeful relation between the actual content

of the specific laws of nature and those general laws of the pure

reason, since the material of experience lends itself to synthesis

under the forms of the pure reason, and since nature, in its concrete

existential reality, constitutes an objective unity.

These limiting conceptions afford reasons for regarding nature,

as a whole, as purposiveness. Such a view can never, obviously, be

demonstrable from the point of view of pure reason; nor, for that

matter, established from the point of view of practical reason. The

purposiveness which we can perceive or attribute to nature as a

whole is neither theoretical nor moral but ultimately esthetic. The

content of the one world, that of nature and necessity, and of the

other, that of freedom and the creative subject, are seen to comple-

ment and to fulfill each other either in the mode of the beautiful

or the sublime. Nature is either or both of these at once, and the

power to grasp this ultimate unity and harmony deserves a special

name, which Kant supplies, intellectual perception of intuitive

understanding, in which the formal bases of this unity are reflected.

I. Kant’s Later Writings

While the three Critiques remain absolutely fundamental to the

understanding of Kant’s thought since they contain its abiding

essence, that thought did not terminate with their composition. Kant

was never wholly satisfied with them and where he was satisfied,

he sought to extend the lines of reasoning on which they had been
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conducted to further areas of interest. This effort gave rise to

important works which can be called minor only in a restricted sense

of the term. Their themes are never trivial, the treatment is always
the severe procedure to which the Critiques have accustomed us.

Of prii ne importance among these “minor” works is the Meta-
physics of Morals published in 1797. This work falls into two parts:

the Doctrine of Law and the Doctrine of Virtue. In the widest sense it

continues the thought of the Critique of Practical Reason; however,
it advances beyond this in the fact that it seeks to bring those

principles to bear on the empirical, ethical and social spheres.

By doing so, the discussion loses the abstract and purely philo-

sophical interest or character it had before, but it gains immeasurably
in concreteness, and as a consequence, it reveals both Kant and his

doctrine in an important new light. His most important contribution

in this form is the insistence on the notion of the human person and
its status as the basis of all social relations.

Conduct is analyzed first in its exterior aspects, that is, as con-

formed to law. In this, the juridical order, the law becomes the

norm and establishes the conditions under which wills can co-exist

in a unified world of action. When, however, actions are considered

in their interior character, that is, in terms of the motives which
inspire them and sustain relations with others, we pass from the

juridical order to the purely moral. Here the norm of conformity

breaks down, and is replaced by the principle of duty.

The area of law is further distinguished into the lesser areas of

private and public law. The former, in turn, is distinguished into

real law which concerns things, or objects; personal, which concerns

obligation to certain actions; and finally, personal, as a real basis

for matrimony and the family. The area of public law is subdivided,

in its turn, into the law of the state, the law of peoples and cosmopol-

itan or international law.

The Essay on Perpetual Peace (Zum ewigcn Frieden, 1795)

contains a project for the establishment of an abiding peace, the

basis of which would be respect for sovereignty, for mutual liberties,

and for mutual compacts. But in this essay Kant is careful to defend

himself beforehand, so to say, against the almost inevitable accusa-

tions of utopianism. For he writes,

The concern is not to determine whether the notion of perpetual

peace expresses a real value or nonsense; our effort is to work out from
it as a basis, assuming it to be possible. If it be that we can never-

reach such a state, if it should remain forever but a pious desire, at

least we shall not deceive ourselves by putting forth all of the effort

we can toward its attainment, for that is clearlv our duty.37

37 Kant, Immanuel, Perpetual Peace (New York: Columbia University Press,

1932) English translation of 1796 ad finem.
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The doctrine of virtue concerns, in the first place, one’s generic

duties toward oneself and one’s duties toward others. Under the

first heading comes the great precept of Kantian ethics: to strive

for self-perfection under all of the aspects of our life, for perfection

is both a possibility and a duty for us.

In the second area, that is, in duties toward others, Kant permits

the idea of happiness to enter, but in a somewhat different and

surprising form. In hedonic theories, the happiness considered had

always been that of the subject of action. For Kant, however, it is

the happiness of others which becomes the obligation of the individ-

ual agent, to be procured even at the cost of sacrifice to himself.

Among the virtues in the order of relations to others, Kant exalts

friendship above all others. It is the union of two persons through

love and respect.

The essay, Religion Considered Within the Limits of Pure Reason ,

provides the answer to what would naturally have been the third

part of the discussion of virtue, namely, our duties toward God. It

possesses an even wider interest, for it contains one of the most

influential discussions of religion in literature.

According to this work, religion, in its formal aspect, is to be

wholly identified with morality, for the will of God simply expresses

the obligatoriness of the moral law. From its material side, however,

religion presents itself under the particular form of the historical

revelation, which rests upon testimonies and evidences which cannot

be brought wholly within the area of philosophical speculation.

The point of departure of religion in this latter sense is in the

notion of radical evil (original sin). This, since it can be remedied

by no human means, sets into motion all the transcendent or super-

natural means of justification and salvation. Here the specific task

of the essay comes into play.

What account of this radical evil can be given in terms of pure

reason? It cannot be explained in terms of sensibility, for that would

make of radical evil but a state of pure animality. To place it in

reason as a radical deviation of reason from its end, truth, would

seem to make it diabolical as Descartes had hinted somewhat in his

hyperbolic doubt. It can be explained only as a deviation of sen-

sibility from pure reason; specifically, as the debasement by sen-

sibility of moral values to the level of its own impulses.

In coming to such a conclusion, however, Kant seems to come
into violent conflict with the moral imperative which he had

established in the Critique of Practical Reason. There it had been

determined that man’s freedom lay in self-determination; that his

role as moral agent was that of legislator and not merely that of

observer of an imposed moral law.

In this view, it is impossible to see in what sense he could be
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deemed to be radically evil. Tliis would be as much as to say that

he stands in contradiction to the constitutive law of his own moral

agency, that is, the categorical imperative. Or in another manner ol

expression, it is impossible to see how the categorical imperative

could be, in the sense in which Kant had developed it, the con-

stitutive principle of a moral agent which is radically depraved.

Kant runs into further difficulties when he tries, as he does in this

essay, to bring the aecepted dogmas of Christianity into some sort of

relation to pure reason. For example, the notion of inherited original

sin, or transmitted original sin, causes him considerable embarrass-

ment, for it does not seem to be at all reconcilable with the self-deter-

mining freedom of human moral action. Yet if he finds it impossible to

accept the notion of a transmitted original sin, then he finds it

equally impossible to give a rational meaning to the notion of

redemption, for tliis doctrine clearly implies the moral impotence of

the human agent and its need for some aid from beyond itself.

To get around this difficulty, Kant has recourse to an explanation

of original sin which is hardly in accord with his notion of pure

reason and which some have not hesitated to call mystical. He speaks

of Adam as being not an historical and originative figure, but as a

principle incarnated in each human agent, the symbol of a con-

stitutive flaw, while in like manner, Christ becomes merely the symbol

of a purification which each human subject undergoes in his own

person.

In this manner, almost all of the dogmas of Christianity are

re-interpreted in a manner which gives them a universal validity

through the range of human persons but robs them of all historical

character. Christianity in its historical aspect becomes an allegory of

the moral struggle in every human agent. It is not possible here to

run through the entire catalogue of the dogmas with which Kant

seeks to deal in tliis way. Suffice it to say that his manner of treating

them was sufficiently ambiguous as to arouse the common and

simultaneous opposition both of the men of the Enlightenment and

the leaders of the nascent spirit of Romanticism.

The men of the Enlightenment see in Ills symbolic interpretation

of the dogmas of Christianity a return to the kind of mentality

which they had been combating from the beginning. Protestants

and Catholics alike saw in it a form of veiled incredulity. Humanists

like Goethe and Herder could find no sympathy at all with the

notion of an inborn flaw in man. Nevertheless, there did not fail

to arise a school of scriptural interpretation which sought to carry

out Kant’s program, the outstanding figure of which was to be the

theologian Ritschl whose influence was anything but negligible in

subsequent decades.

Another “minor” writing of Kant which possesses considerable
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interest is the Streit dor Fakultaten ( The Quarrel of the Faculties)

.

This is far more than a treatment of the competition among faculties

which its title suggests. It seriously treats of the relations between

philosophy and theology, of the status of juridical studies, and of the

medical. Finally, to this list might well be added the Pedagogik

(Philosophy of Education), in which he shows, strangely enough, a

simultaneous affinity both for Rousseau and for Locke. The real

mark of Kant, however, is the moralistic tone. Moral education is

supreme. To it are to be subordinated alike the intellectual and the

technical. The formation of moral character is the scope of education.

Some interesting general treatments of romanticism as a whole and

with respect to its specifically philosophical character:

Babbitt, I. Rousseau and Romanticism. Boston and New York: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1919.

Barzun,
J.

Romanticism and the Modern Ego. Boston: Little Brown and
Co., 1943.

Boas, G. French Philosophy of the Romantic Period. Baltimore: The
Johns Hopkins Press, 1925.

Croce, B. History of Europe in the Nineteenth Century. Translated by
H. Furst. New York: Harcourt Brace, 1933.

Lucas, F. L. Decline and Fall of the Romantic Ideal Cambridge, Eng.:

The University Press, 1936.

Praz, M. The Romantic Agony. Translated by A. Davidson. London,
Oxford: H. Milford, 1933.

Robertson,
J.

Studies in the Genesis of Romantic Theory. Cambridge:
The University Press, 1923.

Willoughby, The Romantic Movement in Germany. Oxford: H. Milford,

1930.

Shorter, but very pertinent:

Goodman, P. “Neo-classicism, Platonism and Romanticism,” Journal of
Philosophy (1934) pp. 148-163.

Lovejoy, A. O. The Great Chain of Being (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1936) Chapters 10 and 11.





PART IV

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE
ROMANTIC AGE



Introduction

The Romantic Age

A. Romanticism

As an historical movement, romanticism took its rise simulta-

neously, and with some interplay of influence, in Germany and

England in the latter decades of the eighteenth century. Retrospec-

tive analysis has been able to find premonitions and adumbrations

of the movement decades earlier. The movement became self-

conscious and culturally effective, however, only with the last decade

of that century. Gathering force, it emerged in the first decades of the

nineteenth century as the dominant “forma mentis et animi,” the

dominant disposition of mind and soul of most of western Europe,

awakening reverberations first in France and then in Italy and

finally touching even Spain and America. The events which are

usually said to fix the initial and the terminal dates of the self-

conscious movement of romanticism are the foundation in 1798 by

Frederic and William Schelegel of the review “The Atheneum” and

the death, in 1831, at the height of his philosophical powers and of

his public influence, of the philosopher and educator Georg Hegel.

The latter date and figure are of special importance, from the point

of view of our present concern, since it was Hegel who discovered

and realized to the full the essentially philosophical character of

romanticism, and the inward career of the movement may be said

to have consisted precisely in this process, personalized in Hegel,

whereby its initial and rather ambiguous form was overcome and

its philosophical stature revealed.

In its initial form, romanticism was a movement, or better

perhaps, a ferment, co-extensive with the culture life of the period.

It manifested itself as a restlessness, a desire for change, and radical

change, in every area of cultural awareness. The most immediate and

apparent manifestation was perhaps in the area of literature and

the arts, with the consequence that many historians and critics con-

tinue to think of it as primarily a literary and artistic movement.

Here, romanticism appeared as a discontent with the expressive

forms which had dominated the literary and artistic culture of the

471
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eighteenth century: with the cult of '‘reason' and with the belief in

the aesthetic efficacy of rules; with the cult of "esprit” and the

frigid subordination of the immediate and impulsive movements of

the passions to an ideal of reflection and balance; with the pitilessly

“public’’ character of art and as a retreat to the sphere of the

individual consciousness, passion and meditation. The most pro-

found expression of this attitude was the formation of the cult of

the “genius,” the creative spirit in whom life achieved a new unity

of expression: not the abstract unity of the idea or concept, but the

living organic unity of the work of art.

Romanticism also appeared in the area of politics. Here it

appeared first of all as a disgust with the French Revolution and

with the type of mentality, (the Jacobine mentality, it has been

called) which produced it. This Jacobine mentality, trusting blindly

to abstract reason and spurning history and its limiting and sobering

force, had plunged Western Europe into a maelstrom of revolution

from which there eventually emerged only the ambiguities of Napo-
leonic caesarism. By contrast, romanticism appeared as a return to

history in its most immediate and effective forms, those of the con-

tinuity and identity of the immediate group, so much more con-

crete than the abstract “humanity” of the Enlightenment, which had
translated itself so readily into the cosmopolitan imperialism of

Napoleon’s conquests. Against this “humanity” romanticism set, for

example, the nation as a restricted unity having its basis not in such

abstractions as the idea of humanity or the rights of man, or liberty

equality and fraternity, but in the concrete continuities of history

such as ethnic, linguistic, institutional and generally cultural factors

and finding expression in political and juridical institutions which
would reflect these continuities.

Again, romanticism appeared as an opposition to the eighteenth

century conception of nature. That conception had been mechanistic

and quantitative, illustrated in its extreme forms by the laborious

and mechanical constructions of Helvetius and Condillac. To it,

romanticism opposed the intuition of a nature which was, above all,

life, spirit
; a nature moved, not by cold impersonal forces according

to laws which likened it to a great machine, but by profound and
mysterious life-forces which enclosed in themselves an element of

divinity. Beneath all these limited oppositions, however, there is

discernible a deeper movement of unrest which was the more inti-

mate motive principle of romanticism. This is a rejection in prin-

ciple of the conception of man himself which had dominated the

eighteenth century and the Enlightenment. This was, of course, the

conception of “man the machine” first projected by the Cartesian

philosophy and gradually refined and elaborated until it found com-
plete expression in the mechanistic psychologies of the Enlighten-
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ment. In these latter, the entire mechanistic scheme of the Enlighten-

ment was distilled, so to say, in this vision of man as a closed system

of forces whose character and interrelations could be quantitatively

determined, predicted and controlled; in whom there could be

nothing profound, unlimited, open on the infinite, but in whom, on

the contrary, all was limited, closed, turning back upon itself; in

whom passion and poetry stood for nothing but illusion or adornment,

and in whom the only light dwelt in the abstract and analytic reason.

Against this conception of man romanticism appeared as the

intuition of that more profound dimension of man, that dimension

by which that closed world of mechanistic psychology is opened to

the infinite, the unlimited. According to this intuition man must be

seen, not as a closed system of forces, balanced against each other as

in a delicately constructed mechanism, but as a vital activity whose

being is wholly in this activity, and whose most constitutive aspect

is the tendency of this activity toward the infinite, that is, toward

the transcendence of any ascribable limits to its movement which

might be imposed upon it from without or generated within it by

the attrition of its historical movement. According to this intuition

man was essentially a free process, moving from concretion to

ideality, and consisting essentially not in any assignable existential

form but in the vital power to transcend any limited and particular

form and move beyond it. This was the intuition of man which

stirred the romantics and which they celebrated in art and poetry,

man who was all activity and aspiration, whose home was with the

spirit of the infinite, who was the companion of all the unlimited

forms and forces of nature, with the spirit of all wild and lonely

places, as the poet Wordsworth sang, because in those wild and

lonely places he felt the presence of that infinite life and power

toward which he aspired and tended and in which aspiration he

felt his inmost, constitutive being to reside.

B. Philosophical Romanticism

This basic intuition of romanticism concerning man took two

forms, the one sentimental and practical, as it has been called, the

other philosophical. This distinction has come to be accounted of the

utmost importance, not only because these diverse forms or expres-

sions of romanticism gave rise to entirely different series of cultural

phenomena, but because their independent development rests upon

a profound divorcement within the intuition of man itself, involving

the valuative judgment to be passed on those cultural phenomena.

When this distinction is not held in view, as one famous critic,

Croce, has written, it is inevitable that certain spiritual manifesta-

tions of a positive character should fall under a certain cloud of

disapproval, while others of a negative character are illuminated in
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a favorable light. This is precisely what has happened in the cultural

history of the nineteenth century. Philosophical romanticism, which

is the positive development of the basic romantic intuition and

constitutes its positive contribution to culture has been censured and

disapproved while the sentimental development of romanticism,

which has informed a vast body of literature, of poetry and art and

even the politics and ethics of vast groups during this period, always

with negative effect, has come to be looked upon as the central

development of romanticism, so that romanticism has come to

signify a movement of negative spiritual import. From the point of

view of the history of philosophy it is both necessary to retain the

concept of romanticism as noted above through the intuition of

man and to emphasize that its philosophical development is its

genuine and positive movement.

Theoretical or speculative or philosophical romanticism is the

revolt against and criticism of the philosophical intellectualism which

had dominated the age of the Enlightenment. This criticism and

revolt was expressed in the manner in which it set in relief, against

the abstract intellect and its analytic method which had been lifted

to a metaphysical and normative status by the Enlightenment, the

imagination, the senses and the passions; in which it praised, over

against the thorough-going mechanism of the Enlightenment, the

principle of spontaneity and, finally, the manner in which, over

against the worship of analysis it set the synthetic conception of the

speculative operation of the mind with consequent repercussion on

the whole concept of philosophy and its procedure. It thrust back

into their normal limits the natural and mathematical sciences,

which rationalism had tended to make the measure of science itself

and even of the highest form of science, philosophy. Finally, it

rescued history and the concept of history from speculative oblivion

and with history all of the sciences and disciplines which depend on

historical data.

Sentimental romanticism, by contrast, is something quite different.

It embraces and exhibits all those extravagances and contradictions

which the romantic intuition of man, when not developed with

philosophical rigor, is prone to. The openness of man’s nature to

the infinite, when it is not fortified with clear philosophical concepts,

gives rise to that utopianism and nostalgis, that vanity and despair

with which romantic literature is replete. The importance assigned

to the imagination in the romantic intuition, when not clearly

understood and related to the intellect by a sound aesthetical doc-

trine, leads easily to the rejection of the intellect with its difficult

inner dynamics in favor of the free and passive deployment of the

imagination or fancy. The importance assigned to the passions, to

spontaneity, to the individual and his personality, easily gives rise
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to the extravagances of indulgence in passion for its own sake, as

figured for example in the romantic heroes Childe Iferold and

Manfred who become but battlegrounds for the senseless storms of

passion, to the cult of personality, spontaneity and the individual

which rejects all law and society and becomes the prefigured anar-

chist, a law to himself and an outlaw from all forms of community.

All these extravagances and others which cannot be enumerated,

actually characterize the literature and art in which this sentimental

romanticism finds expression as well as the moral attitudes of real

historical actors of the period and find a kind of pseudo-speculative

expression in utilitarian and hedonic theories of ethics and in

anarchistic theories of society and the state.

From these considerations, it becomes clear, as noted above, that

philosophical and sentimental, or theoretical and practical, roman-

ticism are the reverse sides of a single coin; that they are the

positive and the negative aspects of the development of a single

intuition and that, consequently, to identify sentimental romanticism

as the central form of romanticism is fundamentally erroneous. The

positive development of romanticism and of the romantic intuition

is in its philosophical development. This philosophical development

of romanticism constitutes one of the main currents and one of the

most positive values in the entire conspectus of modem philosophy,

an element without which any picture of what philosophy has been

in the modern world would be seriously compromised.

C. The Unity of Philosophical Romanticism

Philosophical romanticism is a diffused cultural and scientific

phenomenon in a number of senses. It is diffused through time,

extending, as will be seen more precisely, over the better part of a

century and still in our own day not without its resonances and

repercussions; it is diffused in the number and the diversity, the

preoccupations and temperaments, of its exponents; it is diffused

geographically, arising, as has been noted, with practical simulta-

neity, in Germany and England, and spreading in every direction

throughout Europe and even to the shores of America; diffused

finally, in the diversitv of the national cultures it involved and

From this character of diffusion it is not to be concluded, how-

ever, that the movement is without unity. Its unity is of an ideal

order, of course, but is readily discernible when sought for in the

proper quarters. The proper terms in which it is possible to indicate

the unity of philosophical romanticism are four: thematic, problem-

atic, methodological and doctrinal. These are not, of course,

separable elements, even though they may and must be distin-

guished, for all involve the others in an ideal complex. Romanticism
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appears first, in the logical order, as the introduction of fresh themes

into philosophical speculation and discourse. It appears secondly,

and in response to the first manner indicated, as a fresh manner of

formulating philosophical problems within the new thematics and

in the context of old and new themes in contact and conflict.

Again, it appears as a fresh formulation of the proper method of

philosophizing, a fresh conception of the nature of speculative

thought. Finally, the positions it reaches by its methods and upon its

problems and themes, can be and are expressed in certain proposi-

tional sets. The only manner in which the ideal unity of philosophical

romanticism can be established is, of course, upon the basis of the

examination of the documents of the movements. In this place,

however, it may be helpful to indicate it in a rather schematic

manner.

The basic element of the ideal unity of philosophical roman-

ticism is the fresh thematic which it introduces. The notion of a

“theme” in philosophy is somewhat vague, but it need not be so.

A theme may be defined, (not rigorously of course) as a dimension

of experience which lifts itself from the common stream by the form

of the problems which it potentially contains and, it might be added,

because of those problems. Thus problem is seen to be the basic

element in the notion of theme. A dimension of experience does

not present itself for philosophical reflection so long as it reveals no

element of problem. Neither however does it reveal its problematic

form immediately or definitively. It takes form as a theme only

when the hint of problem within it draws it into a particular focus

of attention; then it appears as distinguished from other dimensions

of experience, but not as yet resolved into its problems. Thus death

it is said seldom suggests itself as a theme for reflection to the

young; their meditation is, as Spinoza suggests it should be for

everyone, on life and not death. When, however even the individual

man reaches a certain point in his temporal career, death appears

as a theme of his reflection, how he mav escape it, or postpone it,

or how he may meet it. In this sense romanticism drew into the focus

of attention certain dimensions of human experience because it felt

that they were heavy with problems.

Of the themes we may note but a few: art is given fresh thematic

status, because philosophical romanticism senses in it a whole range

of problems which thought had traditionally ignored or considered

disposed of; in like manner, history became for it a basic theme.

At a more metaphysical level, there emerges the processive theme,

involving becoming as the mediatorial principle between being and
non-being; finally, time is given a thematic position which it had
only rarely achieved in western thought up to this period.

The problematic element of the unity of philosophical roman-
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licism arises from the effort to disengage those problems with which

it felt its basic thematic to be heavy. Thus for example, the dis-

engagement of the problems latent in the theme of art leads, on the

one hand, to the effort of romanticism to state anew the problem of

the structure of mans presence and to reconstruct that presence with

new emphasis on the autonomous character and the positive value of

the passions, the imagination and the will. The theme of history, by
yielding up its problematic, raised again the problems of human
action and its value, of the nature of institutions and their relation

to human action and existence. The theme of time led to a problem-

atic reformulation and re-evaluation of the very structure of human
consciousness itself, of the acceptance of life-process as the basic

paradigm on which explanation should be built. This unity of

romanticism resting upon its common problematic could be extended

indefinitely, but the few indications possible here should serve to

signalize the importance of this basis of unity.

The third element of this unity was say to be methodological.

By contrast to the philosophy which preceded it, it may be said

that philosophical romanticism is characterized by the methodo-

logical principle of synthesis. That is, in the basic sense, it sought to

formulate problems and to resolve them, not by a process of breaking

down apparent wholes into elements which then can be re-related,

but by looking for basic patterns of unification of movement toward

wholeness in apparently or obviously dispersed or fractured elements.

Thus romanticism begins with the fractured character of human
consciousness and seeks to find its principles of wholeness or syn-

thesis. This is the root of its predilection for the “dialectical method”;

for this procedure seems to make it possible to retain all that is

important and valid in the method of analysis while assigned the

principle efficacy to the dialectic or synthesis.

Finally, it may be noted that philosophical romanticism achieves

a certain substantive unity in the sense that it reaches a recognizable

common doctrinal position upon many of the problems with which

it is concerned. Thus with regard to man, it reaches a position

which may be called “spiritualism” or “actualism” in the sense that

it makes his essence consist in a kind of activity which is creative of

forms of being and of value and not merely imitative or reproductive

of them. Thus also it reaches, with respect to art, a very common
doctrine as to its expressive character and as to its truth value. These

doctrinal elements in their turn might be enumerated at consider-

able length; but it is not necessary at this point since they will

dominate to a great extent the actual treatment of philosophical

romanticism in the pages to follow.

The important point to be stressed is that these elements of

ideal unity characterize philosophical romanticism in and through
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the forms of its diffusion noted above. They appear in and through

linguistic, cultural, geographical and even time barriers, so that

when in the welter of documents one looks for die evidences of the

presence or absence of philosophical romanticism, these elements

become the surest indices. And it is as such that they will be referred

to frequently in the following treatment.

D. The Pattern of Philosophical Romanticism as a Movement

As a movement it may be said that philosophical romanticism,

(without imputing to it an organic unity which it does not possess)

follows a pattern, common to movements, of adumbration, of

maturity, of self-criticism and of decline. The first of these, the period

of adumbration may be called proto-romanticism. The first evidences

of proto-romanticism are to be discerned in Italy, in the period of

the baroque and Arcadia; in the interest, for example, in history

and institutions of men like Lodovico Muratori (1672-1750) and

Galiani, Ferdinando and Celestino (1728-1787) (1681-1753). Above

all it is to be seen in the figure of Gian-Battista Vico (1678-1744)

who, although engaging much of his philosophical effort in the

refutation of Cartesianism, exhibits in his masterwork, The New
Science, an anticipation not only of the full range of the thematic

and problematic of romanticism, but a substantial portion of its

doctrinal positions. In France, elements of this proto-romanticism

are to be discerned in certain aspects of the thought of the Enlighten-

ment; for examples, those elements of the thought of Rousseau, as

in the Emile, which make it difficult to consider him without residue

a man of his own time. Similarly proto-romantic elements are to be

found in the Stum und Drang movement in Germany, in thinkers

like Lessing and others who, while belonging to the German Enlight-

enment in their main orientation, exhibit inquietudes and criticism

which are best interpreted as anticipations of what will become

explicit in the philosophy of romanticism.

The point of departure of philosophical romanticism in its

mature articulation, however, is to be found in the inner crisis and

self-exploration of its own implications by Kantian criticism and its

adherents. This makes of Kant the direct progenitor of philosophical

romanticism although it does not justify one in placing him ex-

plicitly among the romantics. Rather, it must be said that in his

effort to resolve the philosophical ambiguities of Enlightenment

philosophy, Kant laid bare the exigences which the romantic philos-

ophy would rise up to meet. The inner problematic of the Kantian

criticism, which Kant in the analysis of pure reason had sensed and

which he had sought to remedy in the critique of practical reason

and in the critique of judgment but which he never addressed

frontally centered about the thing-in-itself. This had appeared as the
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logical complement of the phenomenal character of the synthesis of

pure reason and at the level of the forms of sensibility. The manifold

which was here synthesized was the manifold of sense experience.

This manifold was phenomenol for Kant in a sense closely analogous

to that of the Humean analysis of sensory process. As a result, the

“thing-in-itself” appeared as the hypothetical, ontological and sub-

sisted ground of the phenomenal order, a ground which did not

and could not by definition appear or manifest itself at the level of

phenomenon. So much from the part of the object of sense-knowl-

edge. In the second place, however, the thing-in-itself appeared also

from the point of view of the subject of knowledge. The synthesis

a priori was transacted wholly in terms of the forms of synthesis;

it is not a transaction of the subject as agent. The thing in itself

appears, consequently, as the hypothetical, ontological and subsisted

ground of these forms, as the subject, therefore, which is their locus

of existence. But the subject-in-itself no more than the object-in-itself

could appear at the level of phenomenal synthesis. The phenomenol

order thus appears suspended between two invisible poles, the object

in-itself and the subject-in-itself neither of which could appear in

the phenomenol order which they were thought to support. As such,

the thing-in-itself under both these aspects constituted a contradic-

tion within the structure of Kantianism itself and demanded to be

removed. The first stage of the romantic philosophy, in the period

of its maturity, in its development out of the inner crisis and

implication of the Kantian philosophy, lay by way of the critical

dissolution of the thing-in-itself under both these aspects.

This, however, was but the “via negativa” or negative procedure

of the romantic philosophy. Its positive dynamic is released rather

in the development of the positive implications of the Kantian

philosophy. These implication in their turn rest precisely on the

problematic created by the dilemma of the thing-on-itself. When the

untenability of the thing-in-itself is made clear, the positive implica-

tions of the critical philosophy appear. This concerns the possibility

and nature of a self-sustaining process such as that which appears

once the thing-in-itself has been dissolved. When it has been made

clear that the actual dialectic of being and knowing takes place

without reference to the hypothesis implied in the thing-in-itself

whether as subject or as object, it is the process of that dialectic itself

which occupies the center of concern. The process of reason, whether

pure, or practical, or evaluative, released from the presumptive

relation to the thing-in-itself, appears as the only “reality” and

suggests the possibility that the real must be this self-sustaining

process of reason in which both being and thought are implied and

mutually related. This then constitutes the positive program of the

romantic philosophy; the development of the idea and the actuality
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of the “system of reason,” in its mutually inclusive dimensions of

thought and being. To trace this course, in both its negative and

its positive phases, the dissolution of the thing in itself and the

construction of the system of reason in possibility or idea and in

actuality is to trace the path of philosophical romanticism in its

mature period and carries us from the work of such men as Heinrich

Jacobi (1743-1819) which is mainly negative to the tremendous

constructive system of Hegel, in which it must be recognized that

the program of philosophical romanticism is both realized and

transcended.

With the achievement of Hegel, the ebb-tide of philosophical

romanticism sets in. The dissolution of the Hegelian system begins

at the hands both of those within and those without his following.

Not that the career and the influence of Hegelianism and in it

philosophical romanticism ceases; it has a long history before it.

But that history is one of its progressive dilution and transformation,

rather than of its authentic development. Finally, it is to be noted,

that while the negative and positive phases of the movement here

indicated constituted the central line of development in philosoph-

ical romanticism, it is not to be taken as excluding many other

subordinate developments which must be taken into account if an

adequate picture of the movement is to be entertained. Among these

subordinate movements must be placed such developments as tradi-

tionalism in France. To this and others of the same order a propor-

tionate amount of attention must be devoted.



CHAPTER I

The Pattern of Proto-

Tomanticism
Introduction

In tracing the pattern of proto-romanticism briefly above, its

earliest manifestations were associated with Italy and more precisely

with the name of Giambattista Vico. The importance of Vico lies,

from this point of view, in the completeness of the manner in

which his thought anticipates all those aspects which, as has been

noted, endow the movement of philosophical romanticism with its

intrinsic unity. Had the movement of philosophical romanticism

never appeared and developed in history (though of course such

an hypothesis is invalid) the entire configuration of its themes,

problems and methods, and much of its actual doctrine would still

be encountered, in an integral, though unexplicated, form in Vicos

thought. Even more, the struggle through which Vico passed in

attaining the position which he finally achieved has further historical

importance, because it recapitulates in its chief steps the entire

process through which European thought and culture emancipated

itself from the fascination of classical rationalism stemming ulti-

mately from Descartes. For these reasons as well as for the intrinsic

interest of his doctrines, Vico, though neglected for a long time,

now occupies an important and secure place in the informed history

of philosophy.

A. Giam Battista Vico (1688-1744)

Vico was a native of the city of Naples in southern Italy, where

he passed the whole of his outwardly uneventful, modest and even,

in view of his great genius, tragic career. The son of a modest book

seller in the oldest quarter of the city, his early education was

interrupted by a serious accident and frequent illnesses but he

became an ardent student in all available areas and in time one of

481
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the most formidable "auto-didacts,” self-taught scholars, in the history

of thought, with all the concentrated achievement and obvious

limitations of such self-formed geniuses. He early engaged in literary

activity and gained membership in a number of the literary academies

which then flourished in the city. He worked first as a private tutor

in a princely family which was to befriend him all during his life

and then became successively professor of rhetoric and of jurispru-

dence in the faculties of the University of Naples. Although ex-

pending himself in prodigious labors in teaching and writing, he

never rose above poverty in his material life, which embraced a

series of disappointments, failures and reverses which would have

broken many a spirit. Vico however was endowed with tremendous

spiritual force and character; and though somewhat austere in

personal manner, gained a universal reputation for learning, rectitude

and basic faith and optimism.

Vico was the author of numerous works alike literary, historical

and philosophical. Only those works belonging to the last category

are of direct interest here. Among these the first to be mentioned

must be the Orazioni Inaugurali ( Inaugural Orations); these were

presented at the opening of the academic terms during the years

1699-1707. The most important of the entitled De nostri temporis

studiorum ratione (On the State of Studies in Our Times) which

marks his first assault on the Cartesian tradition in culture and

philosophy, was published in 1708; the collected Orations did not

appear until 1869. In 1710 there appeared his De antiquissima

Italorum Sapientia (On the Most Ancient Wisdom of the Italian

Peoples). Projected in three parts, physical, moral and metaphysical,

the book comes down to us only in its third part, the metaphysical.

This work possesses basic importance for Vico's thought from at

least two points of view: it advances his disengagement from Car-

tesianism at the epistemological level and it illustrates the method

which will become specifically his, the historical or philological

method in philosophy; the latter in turn a clear adumbration of the

historical bias of romanticism. The Autobiography
,

published in

1716, is fragmentary, but of great interest for his early formation.

1720-23 saw the publication of the work in jurisprudence entitled

in its ensemble Diritto Universale (System of Universal Law). This

was followed in 1725 by the first form of the work which was to

become Vico’s enduring monument Scienza Nuova (The New
Science). (The full title is characteristic of the baroque age in

which it appeared: Principi di una scienza nuova d’intomo alia

commune nature delle nazioni: Principles of a New Science concern-

ing the Common Nature of the Nations). This first form of the

work is ordinarily referred to as the First New Science. Dining the

next two decades this work was subjected by Vico to numerous
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emendations until it appeared in its definitive form the Scienza

Nuova Seconda ( The Second New Science). It is to this edition of

the work that reference is made when the New Science ,
without

qualification, is spoken of and upon it the analysis of Vico’s thought

is commonly based. The date of publication of this form of the

New Science is 1744, the same year that saw the author’s death; the

work was in fact some months posthumous.

Of other works of Vico there is not need to make mention here,

save to note that his writings in the area of history especially

deserve consideration; although, under certain exterior aspects, the

continue they Renaissance tradition of the lives of great men in the

heroic vein, in fact they illustrate intrinsically certain of the new

principles which Vico was advancing concerning history and the

method of historiography. The present exposition will of course

follow the works of direct philosophical import noted above and

will trace the following pattern: a) the criticism of the Cartesian

tradition under two aspects, cultural and strictly epistemological;

b) the discovery of the “great principle,” that of “poetic wisdom”;

and c) the application of this principle in the development of

human civility. In the exposition reference will be made to the works

noted above especially important in connection with each item.

1. Vico’s Detachment from Cartesianism

The basic document for this aspect of Vico s thought is to be

found in the Inaugural Orations and especially that On the State of

Studies in Our Time. The corresponding document in Descartes

writings is of course the Discourse on Method and more especially

the first portion of that work, beginning with the sixth paragraph.

Here it will be recalled Descartes takes up the account of his own

intellectual formation and in the course of this account makes

certain evaluations concerning the various disciplines especially from

the point of view of their certainty or evidence. Highest among the

disciplines he ranks mathematics, while the great humanistic disci-

plines literature, languages and history are reduced in status almost

to mere adornments or diversions. The pattern of culture and of

educational formation which emerges may be called the mathematico-

scientific; (Descartes is quite free of the technological element

emerging from Bacon and destined to become so important). It is

against this ideal, and in defense of the great humanistic tradition

of culture and education, that Vico takes up the cudgel; and it is in

the course of this argument, it must be added, that he takes the

first steps in the formation of his own position, to find its complete

expression in the New Science.

In strict justice to Vico, it must be said that this argument is

not in the classical form; pro domo sua. He is not merely defending
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his own proper culture against one he considers alien. It is rather a

process of self-criticism and self-liberation, for Vico himself had

passed through a phase in which the Cartesian philosophy and its

cultural attitude had held great attraction for him. In fact some

historians do not hesitate to say simply that he was at first a

Cartesian. For this reason, his argument has greater weight; for he

knew intimately the two terms between which the struggle moves.

It has been noted that Cartesianism as a cultural attitude, gives

exclusive importance to physical mathematical disciplines which are

completely controlled by abstract reason. In his effort to vindicate

humanistic and classical culture, comprising poetry, art, literature,

history, Vico accuses the Cartesian attitude of one-sidedness. It has

a stulifying effect upon the human spirit; for the human spirit, taken

in the entire range of its powers and values, cannot be reduced to

this abstract reason; it is sentiment, intuition, imagination and

passion as well. Moreover, even in its rational dimension, it is not

abstract reason alone, but concrete reason, which embraces a much
wider range of interests than the geometry and the mechanics to

which Cartesianism would restrict it. The criticism then passes on

to embrace Cartesianism as a philosophy in its two basic ideas which

have already been noted: the “cogito ergo sum” and the notion of

the clear and distinct idea. Vico affirms that the principle “cogito

ergo sum ’

is completely subjectivistic, in the pejorative sense of the

term, i.e. as reducing all to the condition of the psychological subject;

it cannot be offered as a principle or basis for the edifice of science.

Science always rests upon and consists in reflective and mediated

knowledge and awareness; the cogito, on the other hand, is mere
immediate presence. It may be an indubitable sign of my existence,

but it in no wise induces in me any science of the being to which it

testifies. The principle of the clear and distinct idea is likewise wholly

subjective and of itself can sustain nothing but a most radical and

inclusive scepticism.

The full weight of Vico’s argument is not felt, however, until he

turns to the positive task of formulating his own principles con-

cerning human knowledge, which he proceeds to do in the work
noted above the De Antiquissima Italorum Sapienta. The basis of

his criticism of Cartesianism is made clearer: it lies in the fact that

Cartesianism treats intellectual knowledge on the analogy of sensa-

tion, that is as a positing of pure presence. The mark of intellec-

tuality or intellectual knowledge, however, is not presence but

explanation; this differentiates the intellect properly. For example,

if it be said that to explain is to know the cause of that which is to

be explained, perfect explanation and critical possession of the

truth would be had when I know not only the actual cause but the

very process of the causality involved in such wise that I could
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reproduce that process. We have science of anything in so far as we
can explain it; we can explain it, in so far as we can produce it or

reproduce it. The basic principle then which he opposes to the

Cartesian principles is: verum ipsum factum: the hue is that which

is made. In this principle, productivity, the factivity or efficacy

principle, is transposed from the merely existential plane to the

cognitive. The object is known by making it. To make the object

means so to possess its elements in the mind as to be able to

reconstitute the structure of the object. In this act of reconstruction,

there is acquired that critical certitude, that truth in which science

consists and in which the identity of truth and the process of making

is revealed. This principle, verum ipsum factum is therefore the

principle, the positive principle which Vico opposes to Cartesianism

and upon which he seeks to reconstruct the system of science in

such wise that it would make clear the scientific value of the

humanistic disciplines, in contradistinction to the truth value

assigned by Cartesianism exclusively to the physico-mathematical

disciplines.

Vico’s application of this principle to the various sciences is

most interesting. In the first place, the central concern of Carte-

sianism, physics, is denied scientific character in so far, as least, as it

is a science applicable to and of the real physical and sensible

world; for the elements of that world can never be possessed in the

requisite manner. Mathematics, on the other hand, is, in the De
Antiquissima, assigned the status of science indeed, Vico speaks of

it as a science akin to the science of the divine mind, at least with

respect to its internal operativity, for mathemathetics possesses per-

fectly all the elements of that which it would construct. Presently,

however, the limit of this affirmation appears. The operativity of

mathematics is seen to be perfect intrinsically, but to be constructive

merely of a structure of pure presence, without reflective and

mediated character. It offers no other reason for that which it does

and that which it makes save the axiomatic bases on which it

proceeds; hence its constructs lack that dimension absolutely re-

quired for perfect science, i.e. a thoroughly reflective and mediated

character. The mediatorial principle here would be obviously exis-

tence; but mathematics yields no existential constructs, but only

constructs of pure ideal presense, such as its triangle, etc.

On the basis of the principle of verum factum convertuntur the

scientific character of mathematics is only imperfectly validated. Not

so however, of the other areas to which the principle is applied,

poetry, and history. These, it will be remembered, were banished

from the realm of science completely by Descartes. By Vico, in

contrast, the note or character of science is discovered in them most

completely; and on the precise ground on which it is denied to
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mathematics; that is, these disciplines are seen by Vico as being in

effective possession of the elements of their objects, so that what

they construct, and in constructing, know, are not mere structures

of presence but effective and effectively grounded structures of being

and existence. In order, however, to appreciate this line of develop-

ment in his thought, it is necessary to approach the more positive

problems which engrossed him and in the context of which these

theories become more relevant and clear.

2. Poetic Wisdom and the Problem of History

The full meaning and importance of the criterion of truth and

knowledge: verum factum convertuntur did not appear in Vicos

thought until he had entered upon the central speculative problem

which was to absorb his mature effort and finds its document in

The New Science. This was the problem of history and the central

discovery of its solution and the basic principle of that “reconstruc-

tion of human presence” which makes him the clear-cut fore-runner

and anticipator of romanticism, “poetic wisdom.” In this brief

treatment we may put to ourselves the following questions: how was

Vico led to these problems and discoveries and what is the positive

form that they take? Finally we may indicate the specific manner in

which they anticipate romanticism.

Several strands of the narrative concerning Vicos career lead to

the response to the first question. The first of these may be called

the disposing factor in the discovery of the principle of poetic wis-

dom, although its force is felt and its form made clear only when
taken in conjunction with other elements of his thought. It has been

noted that integral to Vico’s criticism of Descartes and Cartesianism

was the humanistic defense of art and poetry, or in general, of

“poesis” the creative act of the human imagination. Specifically, it

is the truth value of art, of poesis which Vico is concerned to defend.

By the rationalist mentality and the “neo-classicism” which attended

it in the fields of aesthetics, art had been reduced to the status of

an adornment with no power of its own to discern truth or express

it. When it was endowed with any degree of discernment of truth

this was assigned to it only to the degree to which art and poetry

might be made to assume or mimic the form of logical expression.

A case in point might be Pope’s poetry, such pieces as his “Essay on

Man,” which in some views, might have been written as well in

prose. The humanist view of art is that it is a necessary moment of

human presence in which truth is discerned and expressed as surely

as in any logical expression, mathematical or otherwise. At the same
time humanism had been somewhat confused in the manner in

which it set about establishing this claim for poetry and art and
this ambiguity made the triumph of such charges as that of Des-
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cartes seem assured. Vico, in his earlier excursions into the area of

these problems did not completely overcome this ambiguity and

confusion of humanism. Presently, however, in his doctrine of

“poetic wisdom” he was to take a large step forward. This step

became possible for him, however, only when another problem had

arisen to preoccupy him and when it became possible for him to

put this new problem into some kind of conjunction with that central

humanist concern with the truth power of poetry. 1 his further

problem was the problem of history.

It is important to note that Vico did not come to his pre-

occupation with history in the classical manner of the philosophy

of history”; that is, in response to the quest for some general over-all

meaning or movement in historical process. He came to it in a

precise and concrete, almost pedestrian form. This form was in

conjunction with the lectureship in jurisprudence to w7hich, as was

noted above, he eventually rose in the academic profession. In this

lectureship it was his task to comment on the great digests of Roman

law. In line with his humanistic concern he was not content with

the ordinary abstract, and verbal, commentary. It became readily

clear that the highly formalized and abstracted character of the

digest formulation concealed, rather than revealed, the full meaning

of the historical process of Roman law, that is the real historical

exigencies both of thought and action, of ideas and social life, which

gave it birth and were the key to its meaning and to the degree and

manner in which its principles could be formulated in a universally

valid and significant manner. It became his purpose to cut through

this hard, outer, abstract shell of the digest formulae to get at and

express this living historical process of a people in the throes of

formulating the living law according to which its life was governed

and in this very process reaching basic principles which have validity

for all men in all times.

In this process, Vico comes to the basic observation of his New

Science. The formulae of the digests, it has been noted, were abstract,

logical. Not so, however, the mentality which had initially given

expression to that great system of living law of which the digests

preserve the fossil remains, so to say. That living law had its springs,

not in any abstract process of reasoning, similar to that of mathemat-

ics, but in the needs and passions of civic life. The great principles

and forms of that life, and of the law which expressed and governed

it, were forged in the imagination and passions, more precisely, in

the poetic faculty of the men involved in that process. Therefore,

Vico concluded, it was not a “rational' or “speculative” reason or

wisdom out of which that law was born, but a “poetic” wisdom.

This is to say, precisely, a discernment of truth, in this case in the

area of law and civic life, not through the reflective and analysing
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reason, but through the poetic faculties, passion and imagination.

These faculties possess a power of truth-discernment which is not

only autonomous with respect to reason, but seminal to it, in the

sense that these faculties produce the very soil out of which reflective

reason may emerge and within which and upon which it exercises

its powers. This discernment is then immediately, in this context of

Roman law, converted by Vico into a methodological problem and

principle. That is, the problem becomes that of reaching to those

hidden patterns of poetic wisdom which underlie the abstract for-

mulations of the digests, to grasp the principles of that poetic

wisdom; and then to use these principles to spell out the actual

meaning in historical depth of those laws; that is the social processes

of which they are born, which they express and which it is necessary

to know before their meaning, in its universally valid form, can be

understood.

Before this principle of poetic wisdom and the Vichian form of

the problem of history can be grasped, however, another important

note must be added. The abstract form of the digest formulae, the

work of reason, cannot be entirely dismissed; it too must be accounted

for. And Vico always remains enough of a rationalist to assure a

preferred place to the works and expressions of logic and reason.

He discovers within the structure of Roman law the very important

principle that the poetic faculties and their wisdom and the rational

faculties and their wisdom, not in any abstract sense, but in the

concrete and documentary sense alluded to above, stand in a time-

dialectical relation to each other. That is to say, that they are

distributed, in the documentary sense, in a time sequence. The
documents of poetic wisdom precede those of rational wisdom in

time
;
even in the sense that they have to be reconstructed out of

these latter. Further, that the time relation between them is not one

of mere succession, so that one passes away and the other succeeds

it, but in the further sense that the succeeding phase is born out of

a critical operation upon the preceding, the rational process

working itself out within the context and upon the materials of the

poetic and projecting the truth discernment of the latter onto its

broader screen. In other words, Vico discovers encapsulated within

the structure of the formulae of the legal digests of Roman law an

entire process of thought, action, passion and expression which is

deployed in a complex pattern of temporal and significant movement:
history.

The notions of poetic wisdom and of history then may be
summarised in this fashion: The principle of poetic wisdom lays it

down that the poetic faculties of man, imagination and passion, have
an autonomous capacity to discern and express truth and construct

structures ol meaning in which that truth is represented. This auton-
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omy is not merely independent of rational and abstractive processes;

it functions to provide the conditions and the grounds for the latter.

The latter in turn, work within those grounds and upon the materials

supplied by the former to disengage the universal principles of

meaning and validity involved in those structures of poetic meaning.

This is why, in a great image, Vico says, the whole of Roman law is a

“heroic poem.” The notion of history, in the Vichian sense, is born

when it is seen that these two orders of faculties or operations are

ordered in turn not abstractly, but in time. And in time, they are

ordered in a dialectical fashion, in the sense that the one, reason

or the wisdom of reason, is born of the immanent process of the

criticism or perhaps corrosion of the former, poetic reason. This

inner critical process is to be thought of as dialectical, since in this

process all that is valid in the former is not only preserved but at

the same time lifted to a plane of higher, i.e. more universal and

unconditioned reference and meaning. This time-ordering gives a

further specific note of historical process; it has direction. This

direction would seem to be temporal and ideal; that is, time sequence

and the movement from poetical to rational wisdom are strictly

correlated. But Vico is presently to qualify this exact correlation by

the doctrine of the eternal history. History then under these aspects

might be looked at from a dual point of view; i.e., as an “objective”

process, “independent” of the historian, such as, for example, Vico

trying to expound the Digests; or as the set of rules which the

historian must be prepared to use in his task. But this dualism, Vico

immediately points out, is illusory. There are only two elements, the

documents and the methodology according to which the historian

is prepared to address and interpret them. That “objective” process

is illusory if thought of as a “thing-in-itself” existing prior to the

historians activity. On the contrary, it arises, as history (i.e. not as

unmediated action, passion, feeling and thought) out of the histo-

rians activity. And these principles, Vico sees, while in his case they

were discerned within the context of the matter of law and civility,

actually are universal and apply without restriction to all the ele-

ments of culture and civility. They are principles of universal history,

not in an abstract and holistic sense, but in this concrete and precise

sense, that they serve in all areas of human documentation.

From these general considerations we may pass to a brief con-

crete account of Vicos doctrine of poetic wisdom, i.e. its internal

structure, etc.; and his concrete reading of history, that is the

development of human civility.

a. The Structure of Poetic Wisdom

Poetic wisdom is determined by a double setting and correlation.

In the first place, the setting is on the classical psychological contin-
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mim from the sensible-imaginative to the rational: poetic wisdom,

considered from this point of view is the work and product of the

sensitive-imaginativc-passional complex of mans psychological facul-

ties. In the second place, the setting is chronological and temporal,

stretching from primitive and pre-historical culture to the present.

Finally a correlation is established between these, as has been noted:

earliest man was a creature of sense, imagination and passion and

not of reason. The key to all the documents of those past time which

we are heirs is this fact and this fact alone. The chief methodological

principle of historiography is contained in this insight, which bids us

read those documents in the light of the principles under which there

were composed. By documents, it is unnecessary to note, Vico intends

all the remains, and not merely written records; though of course

he speaks chiefly of these. But this methodological principle loses

all its force if we do not keep in mind at the same time the notion

of “wisdom.” The product of that form of consciousness dominated

by sense and imagination is still “wisdom”; that is, truth. The

rationalistic prejudice that the sense-phantasy complex of operations

is without truth-value must be set aside. Truth is indeed present in

the expressions of that consciousness, though not in the same manner

as it is present in the documents of reason “tutta spiegata” fully

expressed, as Vico calls it. This is the very essence of Vicos method-

ology of history and the basic principle of his aesthetics: i.e. that the

products of the phantasy are truth-laden. Still, as we have already

noted in passing, he retains enough of the rationalist bias of his

time to maintain that the truth which is here present is an “im-

perfect” truth when compared to that of reason. This bias too is

important for his doctrine, for it gives direction to history in his

view: liistory moves, progresses, from those sensuous-imaginative

modes of expression to the clarity and higher or more perfect truth

of the expressions of reason. The specific name which Vico

gives to the quality of truth, imperfect truth, which is contained in

the documents of poetic wisdom is “common sense”; the mode of

its expression is imaginative, figurative, metaphorical.

Vico analyzes this common sense further; it is for him a judgment

without any element of reflection, grasped in common by an entire

order, an entire “nation” or indeed the whole race of mankind. The

effect of this pre-reflective judgment is to endow primitive, pre-

critical or pre-reflective man, as he may be called, with a criterion

of truth, which though unreflective, is absolutely secure. Poetic

wisdom is the product of the application of this criterion of truth,

to the various domains of experience. Thus Vico speaks of a “poetic

physics” etc.; but the pre-eminent domain for the deployment of

poetic wisdom is the domain of social and civil life. Important too is

the emphasis which Vico places on the social operation of common
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sense; poetic wisdom is die product of social thought, so to say; and

lie compares it with the thought of those “monastic and solitary

thinkers” who think that they can reach truth and its criterion by

their efforts, in isolation from common sense and the civil concourse

with other men. ( Little doubt that Vico was thinking of Descartes

and his meditation beside the tile stove in winter quarters.)

The typical mode in which poetic wisdom finds expression,

whatever the area of experience to which it addresses itself, is the

myth. The myth is the central structural and expressive unit of poetic

wisdom. To be appreciated, Vico’s doctrine of myth must be taken

in contrast to the doctrine of myth prevalent in his age. Myth was

looked upon as the domain of useless inventions, of idle story. When
the desire arose of endowing the myth with some value, it was

conceived as a form of concealed philosophical wisdom, as the

vehicle of philosophemes. In Vico’s view, both are erroneous evalua-

tions of the myth. The myth, in his view, is neither an idle construct

not a vehicle of a hidden philosophical wisdom. The myth is a

natural expression of a spontaneous and unreflective truth, in garb

of phantasy; and characteristic, it must be added, in view of his

chronological distribution of the psychological phantasies of man, of

primitive races and nations. To this he immediately adds a further

note, revelatory of the inner structure of every myth: it is a true and

serious history. This is to say that, relative to its inner structure and

hence also to its meaning, as this may become interpretable, every

myth holds compressed or crystalized within itself an entire phase

or period of eventual history, a moment of the career in thought and

time of some segment of mankind and, in that segment, of mankind

as a whole. In the light of these considerations, it is possible to

understand why he spoke of the Roman law in its actuality and in

its documentation as an heroic poem. The myth, therefore, is a true

document and testament of the time in which it was born or brought

forth. Crystalized in every myth is some element of truth of some

area of experience, physical, civil, theological, even metaphysical.

Since tire essence of every myth is a true history, the inner structural

elements of the myth include the agent and his story; the history is

enacted. These enactors of poetic truth are the “poetic characters,’

who are at the same time “poetic universals.” Such are Hercules,

Solon, Lycurgus, Romulus. In there persons and in their deeds,

are compressed whole segments of the history and experience of the

nations which they represent: Solon of the tedious discovery and

formation of law, Romulus of the hazardous foundation of cities.

The entire doctrine of myth is strengthened by Vico’s conception

of its inerrancy. The myth, precisely because it is the product of an

entirely spontaneous and unreflective mode of consciousness, is

immune from the sources of error which will appear with reflective
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thought: neither irony, nor the lie, can infect it. For this reason all

myth is ‘severe,’' in his term and must be interpreted literally, that

is without any reference to the “tropes” which help us to decipher

the truth intent of the expressions of reflection. This fact not only

indicates the mode in which the myth must be interpreted, but also

indicates that the myth, in the effort of historiography, stands as a

rectifying principle with respect to the constructions of reason; these

are both later and subject to deviation. With respect to them, there-

fore, the myths are “authorities.” The elaborations of reason cannot

depart from the norm of these originals, even though they may

achieve greater penetration of reality. For this reason, the myth is

the ground principle of sound history; for the latter must be estab-

lished on these authorities, in their concreteness, and cannot be

involved in the constructions of reason directly. Thus, for example,

to come back to the concrete documents with which Vico began this

entire line of inquiry, the truth of the highly sophisticated and

abstract expressions of the digests of Roman Law must be determined

with respect to the myths in which they have their origin and to

the experience which those myths imaginatively project in the form

of truth histories enacted by poetic characters. The penetration of

this realm of myth is not by any means therefore an antiquarian

passtime for Vico; it is the necessary point of departure for all

sound history and even for philosophy itself.

b. The Development of Human Civility

These principles became Vico s guide in the enterprise to which

he turned his attention and which was to become central to the

effort of all romantic thought: the enterprise of tracing, through

the double line of psychological and chronological movement and

development the course of human civility or culture.

The first rude form of culture and civility was a religion founded

on the representation of divinity as the heavens, a superior being who
expresses his will for men through tilings and physical events. This

representation finds expression in the first myth, that of Jove the

Thunderer, the provident father of Gods and men. This religion

found its actual expression in auspices, in divinization, the purpose

of which was to interpret the auspices, in sacrifice, to render the

auspices favorable. Connected with this is the myth of Juno, which

represents the first modest sexual conjunctions and through them the

founding of the family, the basic civil institution. Intimately

connected with both these is burial, through which testimony is

given to the belief in immortality. Together, religion, marriage, and

burial offer the three great, basic principles and forms of man’s

first movements to a state of civility.

As noted, the first social form is the family; Vico calls the first
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form of the family a Cyclopic monarchy; in it the father is the Wise
One (for he interprets the auspices) the Priest (for he intercedes to

render them favorable), and the King (because lie legislates for the

family). This society of the Golden Age (a point which anthropol-

ogists were later to confirm concerning primitive peoples in general)

was a tightly controlled unit)7
,
under strict religious and parental

guidance. These families tended to take up their abodes near some
spring of water (whence the myth of Diana); thev began to burn

(he forests to clear the land for tillage (whence that of Vulcan); and

then to plant their fields (whence those of Saturn and Cvbele);

from this last, the sowing of the fields, comes the true gold of the

Golden Age: grain. The family structure was increased by the

addition of the “famuli”, i.e. those who sought the fathers protection

and bought it with their service: hence the great principles of

Feudal society and law.

The admission of the "famuli” gave entrance also to the primary

distinction between "nobles” and "plebs.” This distinction rests upon

marriage, the connuhium, which was proper to the fathers and denied

to the “famuli” who practiced only natural conjunction. Hence the

great principle of social identity, legitimacy in descendence. The
nobles carried the full burden of the encivilment of mankind. With

the increase, however, in the number of the “plebs” or “famuli”

there arose the “heroic contests” that is the challenge given bv the

plebs to the superiority of the fathers or nobles, the “revolt of the

famuli.” The objects of this revolt were preciselv those marks which

gave status to the nobles, connuhium
,

or religious marriage, and

control of the auspices: divination and sacrifice. The nobles, in order

to protect themselves, banded together, thus giving rise to the heroic

senates; in these, since all were equal, appeared the form of the

aristocratic republics. These were the first political structures, (based

on the discernment of a common good) and since they were essential-

ly councils of prudence and war, their correlative myth was that of

Minerva. The informing mentality of this entire process was

spontaneous, sensitive and imaginative.

Vico undertakes the analysis of the two principal institutions of

this age: the origin of language and of law. As a result of life in

groups men rose to the level of mutism, in which they expressed

themselves through gestures and signs (emblems, insignia, coats of

arms, hieroglyphics; from mutism, they moved to the stage of

articulated speech. Contrarv to the prevalent doctrine of his time,

and in anticipation of the analysis of language in romanticism, Vico

held that its origin must be in poetry, since it was the natural

expression of the sensitive-imaginative mentality. From this poetic

origin, Vico believes that it is possible to account for the appearance
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and formation of the parts of speech, of the movement from ono-

matopoetic monosyllables to polysyllabic words, to verbs, etc.

The legal institutions of these “heroic times were entirely in

the hands of the nobles; this was due to the fact that the laws were

based on the reading of the auspices which was the prerogative of

the nobles. The jurisprudence of this period was rigid and brutal.

The mark of law is its certitude (rather than its truth); by certitude

of the law Vico meant the unequivocal interpretation to be given to

the formulae in which it was fixed. Ancient law was formal and

literal. It had no room for interpretations, or for symbolic acts;

occupation, meant physical occupation, use was literal use, etc.

These acts, with the passage of time, became symbolic; but not so

in the law of heroic times.

Through the success of the heroic contests, the revolts of the

“famuli” the “plebs” gradually gained possession of the privileges

of the nobles. The republics ceased to be entirely aristocratic and

became democratic and popular. This marks the passage from the

heroic age, dominated by the sensitive-imaginative mentality, to the

age of men, dominated by reflective rational thought. This change

in mentality is reflected throughout the pattern of institutions; not

however, in their destruction and re-constitution, but in their gradual

inward transformation. The whole of life becomes more refined,

because reason, penetrating into the inward meaning of institutions

etc. which the heroic mind could interpret only literally, adapted

that meaning to the infinite variety of actual occasions in which

they must be operative. Jurisprudence becomes less formal and

severe, more benign and compassionate; political dominion is no

longer in the hands of the nobles to whom it was thought to belong

by right of a distinction in nature and achieves a new distribution

on the basis of merit. This benign atmosphere gave encouragement

to the rise of arts and letter, to the sciences, to poetry, rhetoric and

philosophy.

In his analysis of the movement of the development of civility

Vico devotes the greater part of his attention to that of heroic

times. This is onlv natural, because it was in this area that his

positive contributions were made. But he points the direction of

this development toward an age which comes close to the ideals of

the period of reason in which he lived. In this way, he forms an

interesting bridge between the Enlightenment and the Romantic

Age. The full force of his thought lies, however, not with his

allegiance to the Enlightenment, but with the basic manner in

which he anticipates the Romantic mentality. Nor must he be

thought of as merely an anticipation. His thought stands quite by

itself, so that, ex impossihili,
were there no Romantic Age, all of
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the basic theses which it was to propound would already be present

in western thought.

B. The Crisis of Kantianism and the Formation of Philosophical

Romanticism

The remote, though unmistakable, anticipation of philosophical

romanticism has been discovered in Vico. The more proximate

context for its formation, however, is provided by the crisis of the

Kantian philosophy. Romanticism first takes definitive philosophical

form in the country of its greatest development, Germany, in the

penetration and resolution of this crisis and in the working out of

the positive implications of Kant’s thought.

The inner problematic of the Kantian criticism, which Kant had

sensed in the analysis of pure reason and which he had sought to

remedy in the critiques of practical reason and of judgment, but

which he never addressed frontally, centered about the “thing-in-

itself.” This had appeared, it will be remembered, in the first place,

as the logical complement of the phenomenal character of the

synthesis of pure reason at the level of the forms of sensibility. The

manifold which was here synthesized was the manifold of sense-

experience; this manifold was phenomenal for Kant in a sense

closelv analogous to the Humean analysis of the process of sense

knowledge. As a result the “thing-in-itself” appeared as the hypo-

thetical. ontological and subsistent ground of the phenomenal order,

a ground which did not and could not, by definition, appear or

manifest itself at the phenomenal level. In the second place, how-

ever, the thing-in-itself appeared also from the part of the subject.

For the synthesis a priori was transacted wholly in terms of the

forms of synthesis; the thing-in-itself appears, consequently, as the

hypothetical, and ontological and subsistent ground of these forms,

as the subject, therefore; but the subject-in-itself, no more than the

object-in-itself, could appear at the level of phenomena. The phe-

nomenal world, with its two dimensions of the manifold and of the

synthesizing forms appears suspended between two invisible poles,

the object-in-itself and the subject-in-itself. The first stage, conse-

quently, of the development of the romantic philosophy out of the

inner crisis and implications of the Kantian critique lay by way of

the critical dissolution of the thing-in-itself under both these aspects.

This obviously was but a “via negativa,” or negative procedure,

of the romantic philosophv. Its positive dynamic is released rather

in the development of the implications of the Kantian criticism.

These implications rest in turn precisely on the problematic created

by the dilemma of the thing-in-itself. For when the illogical character

and the untenability of the thing-in-itself and its irrelevance to the

main effort of the critique is made clear, the positive implications of
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the critical position appear. These concern directly the nature and

possibility of a self-sustaining process such as that which appears once

the thing-in-itself has been dissolved. When, that is to say, it has

been made clear that the actual dialectic of being and knowing

transpires without reference to the hypothesis implied in the thing-

in-itself whether as subject or as object, it is the metaphysics of that

process which comes to the fore. The process of reason, whether

pure or practical, released from the assumptive relation to the thing-

in-itself appears as the only reality and suggests the possibility of the

self-sustaining process of reason, in which both being and thought

are implied and mutually related. This then constitutes the positive

program of the romantic philosophy, the development of the idea

of a system of reason, in its mutually inclusive dimensions of thought

and being as this possibility emerges from the critique of the thing-

in-itself. To trace the course of philosopliical romanticism is to

follow its efforts through both these stages.

C. The Dissolution of the Thing-in-itself

1. JACOBI

It was Heinrich Jacobi (1743-1819) who first clearly pointed out

the dilemma in which the concept of the thing-in-itself involved the

Kantian criticism. This dilemma arose, he indicated, from the realistic

assumption or presupposition upon which the critical effort rests; the

only possible logical point of departure for the understanding of

Kant’s analysis is the realitv of an external world, a world which is

in-and for-itself and not essentially for another, that is phenomenal.

But this assumption is destroyed, Jacobi proceeds, as the critical

doctrine develops the real world, at first assumed, appears finally

as the “surd’’ in the system, an irreducible, illogical element. More-

over, Jacobi also notes, this dilemma involves both poles of reference

to which the notion of the thing-in-itself applies, that is, both to the

real object of knowledge and to the real subject; of these the one

and the other fall equally under the form of the thing-in-itself and

its contradiction.

The positive alternative with which Jacobi supplements this

acute analysis of the inner contradiction of the critical philosophy

is perhaps less impressive. He undertakes to establish in what manner

the thing-in-itself, essentially unknowable in the Kantian analysis,

might be rendered knowable. His answer is an “epistemologv of

faith” (glaube) or feeling (gefuhl); this doctrine in turn rests upon

a distinction between mediate and immediate knowing; mediate

knowing is that achieved through the system of the sciences through

the theoretical reason, but it is an order of knowing over which

the dilemma of Kantianism must ever hold sway; i.e. an order of
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knowing whicli can never attain to reality. Actuality is given rather

to immediate knowing and the form of this immediate knowing is

feeling (sentiment); in this feeling the object is attained and pos-

sessed in a certainty of faith which is beyond proof. This faith or

feeling is two fold with respect to its objects; the reality of the

sensuous is revealed in perception; that of the supersensuous in

reason. Reason, therefore, signifies for Jacobi, the immediate pos-

session by feeling and faith of the actuality of the supersensuous

world, that is, of God, freedom and the moral law. The analogy to

the Kantian dualism of pure and practical reason is here too obvious

to need underlining.

2. FRIES

The criticism of Johann F. Fries (1773-1843) is at once similar

to and diverse from that of Jacobi, as is also the positive position

he advances as an alternative. In order to avoid the dilemma of the

thing-in-itself from the point of view of the subject of knowledge

Fries suggests that the a priori forms, which to him appear to have

been simply postulated by Kant, must themselves be derived a

j)osteriori through an inner experience. Therefore he suggests further

that these a priori forms which are the proper forms of rational

knowdedge are given first in an obscure and undeveloped form

through feeling, and that they are transformed into the principles of

intellectual knowledge by the process of reflection. What immediately

suggests itself is a return to the doctrine of Leibnitz, which had

sought to close the irreducible gulf between the order of the “truths

of reason” and that of the “truths of fact” by the idea of the petites

percept io ns, that is, a gradation of the orders of consciousness or

awareness between sensation and intellection. The similarity is ren-

dered deceptive, however, by Fries’ further assertion that the intel-

lectual forms thus achieved by reflection still reveal only the phe-

nomenal mode in which the real or actual appears. This actuality

itself is still for him given, as it w^as for Jacobi, in feeling, especially

the moral sentiments. At the same time, to the aesthetic and religious

feelings which Kant had analyzed in the Critique of Judgment he

assigned a power of presage, or divination, by which it is divined

that the reality which lies at the basis of the phenomenal world

known bv the forms of intellectual consciousness is the same as that

to which the practical reason and the moral sentiments refer.

3. REINHOLD

The direct purpose of K. L. Reinhold (1758-1834) was not, in

the first instance, to criticize either the Kantian doctrine of the

thing-in-itself or the critical pliilosophy as a whole. As a confirmed

Kantian his purpose was rather to give systematic form and exposi-
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lion to the master’s doctrine. In this very eliort, however, the logical

untenabiiity of the thing-in-itself became apparent to him, and with

it the untenabiiity of the systematization which he had attempted.

This systematization was really Cartesian in its inspiration; system

meant for Reinhold the discovery of a simple, fundamental principle

from which all of the particular insights and doctrines of the critical

philosophy might be deduced. This principle he discovered in the

principle of consciousness, namely, that in consciousness itself every

idea is to be distinguished into consciousness of subject and that of

object; in every idea, therefore, there is a dimension which refers

unambiguously to the object and another which refers similarly to

the subject. The object supplies the manifold of the material of

science, the subject the synthetic principles of unity, or the forms of

knowledge. Neither the subject nor the object, consequently, con-

stitutes knowledge; this belongs rather to the world of consciousness

suspended from these poles. Thus he reaches a position not unlike

that to be assumed a century later by the critical realist school, in

which the irreducibly objective orientation of consciousness is made

to substitute for the real world as given to the subject.

4. HAMANN AND HERDER

The criticism which J. G. Hamann in his authoritative review

of Kants Critique of Pure Reason and which G. Herder in his

influential Metakritik advanced was directed principally against the

strong and indeed almost absolute separation which Kant had

introduced between the forms of cognition, that is between sensation,

reason, understanding and judgment, and in this they tend to occupy

a common ground with Reinhold who had also sought to supply the

critical philosophy with a unitary principle. It is from this separa-

tion, which resolves the structure of human consciousness into a

number of watertight and unrelated compartments, that all of the

dilemmas and inner contradictions of the critical philosophy seem

to flow, including that ultimate dilemma of the thing-in-itself which

infects the human consciousness in all its forms and at every level.

It is ultimately Kants dissectation of the soul against which they

protest. Against this dissection they undertook, on the one hand, to

restore to sensibility the rights and powers of which Kant had

roughly shorn it, rights and powers, that is to say, of access to the

object; and, on the other, they advocated the position that a return

to the Leibnizian insight into the possibility of a gradual transition

or transformation of sensibility in the direction of ideality or intel-

lectual form was not only possible but necessary. In this again it is

clear they occupy common ground with Reinhold; but their criticism

is more sophisticated than his, because they raised clearly and for

the first time, perhaps, a new idea dimension of the problem, namely,
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that of the unity of the forms of consciousness, their synthetic

structure, as against the analytic plurality which Kant had forced

upon the human mind or spirit; it is this idea and ideal of the

fundamental unity which will be taken up in the more positive efforts

of the romantics who sought to develop the system of reason; and

it is this unity which gives the term “system” its precise meaning in

their speculations.

5. SCHULZE

The embarrassment in which the ghost of the thing-in-itself in-

volves the critical philosophy is underscored with especial force and

with sceptical intentions by the author of the Aenesidemus,
Gottlob

Schulze. The appearance of the thing-in-itself on the horizon of the

critical philosophy, Schulze suggests, points to the impossibility of

the task which the critical philosophy had undertaken. The Critique

of Pure Reason, he points out, undertakes to determine the condi-

tions which lie at the basis of experience, which literally make

experience logically possible; yet it must hold that these conditions

cannot themselves be objects of experience. The critical procedure,

therefore, demands that philosophical knowledge go beyond expe-

rience, i.e., reach out to the thing-in-itself whether as subject or as

object, while at the same time asserting that precisely this extension

of its sphere is impossible and illegitimate. In fact, reason, and in-

deed all of the forms or faculties of knowing, appear to him to

exhibit, each in the context of its activity, the character of a thing-

in-itself, that is to say of an imperceptible and unknowable ground

of some dimension of empirical knowledge. The Kantian philosophy

is thus, in his opinion, led to a faculty mythology, to the positing

of an unknowable and transcendent principle for every form of

empirical knowledge into which it chooses to divide the total and

essentially infinite or unlimited area of experience. In this way, the

critical philosophy exhibits itself as hardly superior to that faculty

theorv which the enlightenment philosophy had employed so freely

and so uncritically; with the added disadvantage that every effort

in this direction by the critical philosophy is pre-judged by its own

principles and program as impossible and illegitimate. Schulze seeks

to develope no alternative to the critical method but rests content

with an analysis which establishes, in his view, its essentially scep-

tical direction.

6. MAIMON

A more positive effort with respect to the thing-in-itself is under-

taken by the Kantian Salomon Maimon. The thing-in-itself, he

conceded, is an impossible notion; for the assumption of a reality to

be placed outside of consciousness involves a clear contradiction;
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what Is thought is in consciousness, or for consciousness; an alter-

native, in his own example, would be as absurd as to demand that

the square root of minus-a be considered a real quantity. But what,

he asks, is the inducement to form this radically absurd idea? It is

simply the necessity of giving an explanation for the given in

consciousness. Consciousness seems to be involved in the anti-thesis

of the form of consciousness, which we are fully conscious of gener-

ating and sustaining, and the material of consciousness, which we
find simply presented to our thought and experience, contingently.

Of the forms of knowledge, he goes on, we obviously possess a

complete consciousness, as objects of our creation; of the material,

however, we as clearly possess but an incomplete consciousness, for

that material is something which is in consciousness, but is not

produced by consciousness. But the axiom that nothing outside of

consciousness is knowablc or thinkable cannot be assailed; it must,

consequently, be concluded, he believes, the given can be conceived

only as the minimal form of the completeness or plentitude of

consciousness. Consciousness itself, therefore, must be conceived as

occupying an infinite number of points, so to say, on a continuum

between the plenitude of consciousness and its annihilation. The

thing-in-itself is nothing but the idea of this nether limit of con-

sciousness, the limit of this infinite series of moments of consciousness

between plenitude and the merely given. Things-in-themselves are

but differentials of consciousness, and consciousness itself is made
subject to a process not unlike that of a differential calculus.

7. BECK

The conclusion which Maimon drew from his own analysis was

that complete knowledge or consciousness is limited to the forms of

consciousness itself; and he thereby effects a return to the abstract

rationalism of the Cartesian tradition, from which it must be noted,

Kant had sought to escape. Another inference from this analysis,

and one of far greater importance, is drawn by Sigismund Beck;

the inference that what is demanded by the Critique of Pure Reason

and the thing-in-itself which it generates is a fresh conception of the

relation between being and consciousness. To Beck it appears that

being is to be thought only in and for consciousness, ultimately as a

kind of consciousness. The kind of consciousness for which being is

given in its plenitude and with which it coincides completely is, he

believes, that supra-individual consciousness which corresponds to

Kant’s consciousness in general. For the consciousness in general the

thing-in-itself disappears, at least at the level of the pure concepts

and the categories; it tended to persist, however, for Beck too at the

level of the sensuous manifold; and his dissolution of the thing-in-

itself must, consequently, be considered incomplete.
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CHAPTER II

Early Constructions oj the

System oj Reason
Introduction

The project which constitutes the central effort of philosophical

romanticism and which gives unity to all of its diverse forms, was, as

has been noted, the construction of the system of reason. The system

of reason was no mere structural analysis of the real as given; it

was to be the ideal construction of the generative and constitutive

process of thought, the process by which thought generates both

itself and the realms of being and existence. This effort, in its

intention, places the philosophy of romanticism, in its highest

reaches, beyond the dichotomy of idealism and realism, and beyond

that of subjectivity and objectivity, because it visualizes the synthesis

of thought and being in one inscindible process. Empiricism and

rationalism are to be overcome in one gesture, and bv the same

token, the full fruit of Kants criticism, out of which the idea of

the system or reason was born, is to be realized. Every attempt of

philosophical romanticism, it has been noted, has this common
character, namely, that it is the effort to construct the system of

reason. The difference among these various efforts springs from the

character of the ultimate unity which they recognize in this process

and the principle of consciousness by which that unity is effected.

By some this unity is thought to be ethical, by others, aesthetic, bv
the greatest of them, Hegel, it is conceived as logical. The task of the

present chapter will be to follow the earlier constructions of the

system of reason as they lead up to the apogee of the system of reason

and of philosophical romanticism in the philosophy of Hegel.

A. Johann Gottlieb Fichte (1762-1814)

Born of a poor peasant family, Fichte was enabled to pursue a

life of study through the generosity of a local landowner who had

502
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been imposed by bis precociousness. Il<; studied theology and

philosophy at Leipzig and Jena, the two most active centers of

learning in Germany at the time. It was not until 1790 during a

second stay at Leipzig that he came to know the thought of Kant,

which, in his own words, opened 'a new world” to him. He presented

to Kant, the following year, the first important work he composed

the Versuch einer Kritik aller Offenbarung ( Essay Toward a Critique

of Revelation in General ), which was published in 1792. In 1794 he

succeeded Reinhold, whose name has been encountered in connec-

tion with the criticism of the “thing-in-itself,” in the chair of

philosophy at Jena. Here he composed the most celebrated of his

works. He was dismissed from this chair on the grounds of atheism,

charges which were impossible to sustain, and went thence to Berlin.

His later career took him to Konigsburg where Kant had taught and

finally to Copenhagen. Fichte’s writings are very numerous. Among
the most important are the two already mentioned above and the

Transzendentale Logik of 1812; though all, of course, would be

relevant to a thorough exposition of his thought. ^His career, ac-

cording to most historians, is said to fall into two large periods, so

that they speak of the earlier and the later Fichte. If this division

be accepted, that the basic document of the first period might well

be said to be the Erste Einleitung in die Wissenschaftlehre ( First

Introduction to the Theory of Science
)

of 1797, while that of the

second period would be the Logik.

It has been noted of Fichte that he united in his person aspects

of both sentimental and philosophical romanticism; he carried over

into the life of speculation and philosophy something of the spirit of

“Sturm und Drang.” In the area of philosophy, however, it is very

clear that he brings forth the first positive fruits of the laborious

criticism of Kant which has been traced through such men as

Reinhold, Jacobi, Schulze and Maimon. From Reinhold, he received

the impulse to establish the first principle of the system of reason.

Since this must be an absolutely first principle, it can be neither

demonstrated nor determined; it must rather express that activity

which does not present itself, in the form of an object, among the

empirical determinations of consciousness, but which lies at the basis

of all consciousness, making it possible. Thus he puts his hand to

the first construction of the svstem of reason.
J

This construction of the system of reason, as Fichte develops it in

his “first period” fully illustrates the workings of the dialectical

method. The original act of “thesis” (it must be an act, and not a

given) which is primitive and undetermined, is the act by which the

“Ego” or self posits itself in counterdistinction to a “non-ego'* or

“non-self,” an object, that is, which is the content of experience.

The “ego” is here understood not as something more primitive than
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that object, which actively posits both itself and the object; it is

rather the fundamental act of position, or positing, taken in itself.

This is absolutely primitive and the distinction between ‘ ego’’ and

“non-ego,” between “subject” and “object/’ arises within this act,

while the act itself has no reality beyond that very position of subject

and object. This must be clearly held in mind if it is to be seen in

what manner Fichte overcomes the lurking phantom of the “thing-

in-itself, i.e., by making the ultimate or primitive element the act

of positing, and not an hypostatized agent. From what has been said

earlier, however, concerning the relation of the subjective or ideal

and the objective orders, namely, that the latter is given to con-

sciousness only in and through the former, it follows that subject

and object must reciprocally determine each other within the origi-

nal and primitive act of self-consciousness, the act of positing. From
this mutual or reciprocal determination there arise two series of

self-conscious activities, the theoretical and the practical, according

as the “ego” or the “non-ego,” subject or object, is in the ascendency

or exercises the greater determining activity.

What then are the functions of the theoretical reason, that is,

the series of acts within self-consciousness in which the “ego” is the

dominant factor? It is clear that in the first place diis series, this

activity of theoretical reason, has no limits in the object, since it is

not determined by that object in this series. The Kantian forms of

synthesis are treated by Fichte as the forms of the self-determination

of the self. In place, however, of the antithesis or opposition which

Kant places among these forms, Fichte lays down the wider principle

of synthesis, namely, that each higher form assumes and apprehends

the lower, by a dialectical process of position, negation and synthesis

within the theoretical reason itself. Thus science becomes a process

of self knowledge by reason which, beginning with sense perception,

ascends by an inner dialectic to complete knowledge or self-presence,

in the understanding. The ultimate basis of this process, sensation,

he conceives, not as Kant had done, by a disguised or unconscious

realistic assumption, as the “thing-in-itself,” a given, but simply as

the unreHective, or unconscious, self-limitation of the self or “ego.”

This ground is, therefore, wholly active, though it falls within

consciousness simply as its nether limit. Sensation, under this aspect,

Fichte (in order to remove from it all suggestion and taint of

passivity), calls the active or productive imagination and it is this

principle, which, by its free activity, generates the world which reason

knows.

This conception of the productive imagination and its activity

leads Fichte directly to his conception of the activity of the practical

reason. Since sensation, understood, of course, as the productive

imagination and the world of images which it generates, has no
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ground or basis and is completely undetermined, it cannot be com-
prehended theoretically at all, but only through a knowledge of its

end or puq^ose. That word cannot be understood by way of that

which determines it, by way of its cause, but only by way of its end,

since it is a free and undetermined activity. It is precisely this char-

acter of being apprehensible only by way of a teleological movement
which brings the world generated bv the productive imagination

within the range of practical reason. And its end becomes apparent

by this same apprehension. The end or purpose or dynamism of the

productive imagination can only be to produce a world, or material,

upon which and within which the activity of the practical reason

or rational will may deploy itself. What is the self, therefore, or the

whole structure of self-consciousness and reason, but a pure activity

determined only by itself and directed only toward itself? That is

to say, the self is but the pure autonomy of ethical activity. The
whole structure or system of reason is finallv synthesized in the

categorical imperative, that is, in the form of the pure rational will.

The world becomes simply the matter of duty, that is, the content of

the categorical imperative in a sensuous form. The world is there

in order to be the theatre of human moral and ethical activity.

Being, existence is generated for the sake of doing and exists for

that end. The ought (duty) is the pure and the ultimate form of

reason, the principle of unity and intelligibility of the world.

The highest form of self conscious reason, consequently, and the

chief discipline of philosophy is, for Fichte, moral philosophy. Taking
its point of departure in the categorical imperative, the object of

this science, moral philosophy, is to construct completely the world

or order of human duties. Beginning, as Kant had begun, with the

appearance at the level of the empirical self of the opposition

between natural impulse and moral impulse, Fichte attempts to

synthesize all the range of human activity finally under the pure

form of the moral consciousness, the categorical imperative. In that

form, life and the world upon which it acts and which is called into

being for its activity, is possessed of full consciousness, in fact, and
in principle.

The notion that Fichte’s thought is divided into two periods

stems primarily from a claim by his contemporary Schelling to the

effect that his own influence on Fichte had produced a major

transformation in the latter's opinions. Fichte always stoutly denied

such influence and such transformation and insisted upon the basic

continuity of his thought. Without taking sides in this rather uneven
contest, it is still necessary to recognize that Fichte’s later thought

presents a significantly diverse aspect, impressive enough to merit for

it direct consideration. It is also necessary to recognize, in support of

Fichte’s own contention concerning the continuity of his thought,
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that these later developments correspond to certain inward problems

of the first form of his thought. These inward problems of the

system of reason as first constructed by Fichte may be said to be,

basically, two: the dialectical processes, in which he had made the

dynamic unity of that system of reason reside, were two schematic

and formal, lacking, that is, a specific content; in the second place,

there was an inward tention between the principle of unity, the

Absolute, taken in itself, and its deployment or dispersion into the

multiplicity of the level of the empirical Ego. In general, therefore

it may also be said that the significant differences of his later thought

spring from the effort to meet these problems and take the foim of

an enrichment of the content of those dialectical schemata and a

resolution of that tension between the Absolute and the realm of the

empirical “Ego” by a greater insistence on the Absolute. At the

same time, it must also be recognized that the influence of Schelling,

while not determinative, is present at every point in Fichte’s devel-

oping system.

The problem of the tension between the Absolute and the deploy-

ment through the realm of the empirical “ego” is already present

in the entire concept of the system of reason. The intent of that

system, it has already been noted a number of times, is to realize the

identity between thought and being as concepts entirely exhaustive

of each other, yet in no wise tending to annihilate each other by a

process of reduction. This identity was not, however, in the system

of reason, to be seized as a mere fact, as it had, for example, been

seized in Berkeley’s dictum, for this fact explains nothing, but rather

indicates that which is to be explained philosophically. That identity

is to be seized in its principle, that which makes every instance of

this unity and identity, as in science, and the specific propositions

of science, possible. It is this basis as principle which introduced the

note of the Absolute; for the Absolute is not a thing, not itself a

specific act, but the ground alike of act and thing. The essential

problem lies in preventing the principle, the absolute from escaping,

so to sav, from the complexity and multiplicity of fact and thing in

which it appears and from which alone its own reality can be

scientifically arrived at, and from becoming in its turn a “thing-in-

itself” raised to an absolute power. This danger exists both on the

part of the subject, the “Ego” and on the part of the object the

“non-ego.” The absolute tends to escape in either direction and to

become, on the one hand, the Absolute subject, or “Ego” transcendent

to all the range of empirical the “ego” in which the basic identity

at stake is first to be discerned, though only as a problem; on the

other, the non-ego tends to escape from the manifold of concrete

“non-ego” elements in which the other pole of the duality is first

discovered, to become an absolute object, obviously unknowable,
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since science, (though it is in science in vertue of the principles)

is not science of the principles but of objects. Finally, the absolute

tends to escape into a transcendence above and over that identity

of Ego and nan-ego in the concrete order which is the actuality of

science, the act of science and not its mere product. In a word,

Fichte's speculative task was to keep his principle (which as we have

already seen is for him a principle of the moral order) immanent

to that complex fabric of immediacy, and concreteness, ego, non-

ego, subject and object, concrete science and not vague and amor-

phous metaphysical maunderings about the absolute. Immanence

becomes the key to his entire “second philosophy." In a retrospective

sense, the key to this entire puzzle, as it is a problem for Fichte and

as it may become such for anyone engaged in the same kind of

inquiry, lies in the clarification of the notion of principle or ground.

Hegel will presently clarify it in a significant manner, in a manner,

that is to say, which will make his own construction of the system

of reason significantlv superior to that of Fichte, in the same order

of effort. But Fichte does not reach that clarification. Instead, it

must be said that his thought constructs a series of concrete bridges

between the openings to the absolute, through which that is to

say, the principle of the Absolute constantly threatens to escape to

re-establish itself as the dreaded and exorcized thing-in-itself. Here

it is possible only to indicate in the briefest manner what these

“bridges" or perhaps better “dikes" are.

The great principle of construction for all of these dikes is that

of immanence. In the first place, the effort is to show that the

absolute as “ego,” as absolute Ego, corresponds to an inward exigency

of knowledge and being when viewed from the point of vantage of

the subject, the ego which is the principle of actual science or

knowledge. All such science is obviously (to Fichte) the transaction

of an empirical “ego”; but its character as science, i.e. the aspect

under which that knowledge is not merely a subjective and restricted

state of that ego as empirical but normative for all such subjects

(as for example the truth of a proposition in mathematics or

physics), does not derive from that empirical “ego” or subjectivity,

but must be referred to the absolute subjective principle which is

operative in the scientifically valid act of every empirical “ego.” If

the absolute ego as principle is excluded the possibility of science

from the subjective point of view is negated; however, if that absolute

is made transcendant to the empirical ego in which alone the con-

crete operation of science takes place it is not possible to explain

the authenticity of that empirical “ego,” i.e., its necessity, the reason

why the structure of science should pass through the form of the

subjectivity of the empirical ego. Fichte resolute asserts that this

absolute ego has meaning and existence and being only as it is
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operative within the range of the empirical ego and cannot be
productive of science outside of or beyond that range; he leaves

unclarified, however, just what the status of that absolute might be
or of the manner of its immanence in the multiplicity of the world
of tile empirical ego or the reason for its defraction, so to say,

through the multiplicity of the world of the empirical "ego.”

In the second place, a like situation of half-clarification, half-

obscurement, prevails in the realm of the non-ego, of objectivity.

Science is always concrete, in the sense that as it is the operation of

the empirical ego it also has its term in a specific object, from the

real of the non-ego, by which that science is specified and made
concrete and actual. The problem yet remains, however, at the level

of the non-ego, as it had remained at that of the “ego” of the latent

absolute. For no concrete object in any concrete structure of science
is grasped as scientifically known simply in its character as this object
(it may be a delusion) but in virtue of its principle as an object,

which must be absolute and constitutive of all objects. Again, Fichte
insists that this absolute principle is immanent to the manifold of

the realm of the non-ego and objectivity. There is no object beyond
the realm of manifold and concrete objects to be known, or to be
positived as the unknown and unknowable ground of the concrete
objects which are known. At the same time, the principle of intel-

ligibility, so to say, of the concrete realm of objects, lies not in their

mere concreteness, but precisely in that immanent principle of

objectivity, which informs them all and is known in them all and
through which all of them are known and knowable. But again,
having made this assertion forcibly and unequivocally, Fichte leaves
unclarified the manner of this immanence or the character of the
principle which is thus immanent and operative.

The common problem reaches its highest complexity when it

reappears on the level of subjectivity and objectivity viewed as op-
posing immanent principles, the one of the realm of the empirical
ego the other of the realm of the non-ego, of objects. On this level
Fichtes thought is again unequivocal, but not unequivocally clear,
for him, subjective and objective, thought and being constitute one
unified order, and compenetrate completely, so that there is nothing
of either which stands independently of, and impenetrable to, the
other. This compenetration, moreover, is not a mere fact or a given;
it is itself both an act and a principle, that is a fact which is its own
justification and explanation, its own actuality and its own ground.
It is this which yields the absolute unity of the real. At the same
time, this unity is not an extrinsic unity but an inward immanent
and dynamic unity. So much for the unequivocal assertion. As for
the clarity of this assertion, of the grounds on which it rests, much
remains to be desired. Fichte makes clear neither the nature of
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I he principle of this unity nor the manner of its immanent being

and operation. It would seem that the most that can he said for him

is that he felt the exigency for responses of this order and sought to

give them, without at the same time reaching the ground from

which such clarifications might be effectively given. His effort, how-

ever, was not to remain in the context of history, without fruit; for

his perceptions and his efforts to meet them, furnish to a great

extent the preparation for the work of Hegel; even while, in his

own activity, they gave impetus and direction to the very body of

thought to which he owed so much influence, that of Schelling.

B. Friedrich Wilhelm Schelling (1770-1854)

Schelling received his first intellectual formation in the Protestant

faculty of theology at Tubingen, and in the academic centers of

Leipzig, Dresden and Jena where he came into contact and formed

lasting relations with all of the major figures of the romantic

movement: Goethe, Fichte, Schleimacher and Hegel. It was at the

suggestion of Goethe that he was appointed to a chair of philosophy

at Jena on 1798. He made his philosophical debut as a apologist for

the philosophy of Fichte, and with a first sketch of his own original

thought concerning the philosophy of nature Ideen zur einer Philo-

sophic dev Natur (Ideas toward a Philosophy of Nature) 1797.

What is considered to be his chief work System des transzendentalen

Idealismus ( System of Transcendental Idealism) was published in

1800. Shortly after this time he began his study of Spinoza, a pre-

occupation which was to have considerable effect on his own thought

as well as on the whole romantic point of view. It was the ideal of

Spinoza’s method which led him to undertake in the following

years a rigid “geometric” exposition of his basic idea of the Absolute

as the undifferentiated unity of opposites. (This was the idea of the

Absolute which Hegel was to criticize in the Phenomenology of

Mind of 1807.) Presently he fell under the influence of the mystical

philosophy of Jacob Boehme, whose traces are to be seen in the

Philosophische Untersuchungen uher das Wesen der menschlichen

Freiheit (Philosophical Investigations concerning the Nature of Mans
Freedom) (1809). After this Schelling passed through a long period,

not of inactivity, but of decline of speculative power. He expe-

rienced a renewal of this power and of motivation when he was

called to the chair of philosophy at Berlin in 1841. At this time he

developed his philosophy of religion and mythology, published

posthumously in the form of lectures. He withdrew from teaching

after a short time, however, leaving the field clear for the rising

generation of ‘Young Hegelians.’

In the process of the construction of Fichte’s system, it has been

noted, that order or series within the structure of consciousness which
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arises under the dominating and determining influence of the object,

as set over against the subject, is wellnigh lost sight of. This series

would obviously correspond within the terms of the system of reason

to the notion of "nature'; that is to say, it would appear as a

limiting force upon the self or "ego/' not as something "external’'

or simply other to the "ego/ but rather as united to it dialectically

through the ground of that "consciousness-in-general” within which
both move and which lives and is wholly within the subject and the

object and their mutually determining activities. Yet it was obviously

no part of Fichte’s intention to negate that order of nature, or with

it the possibility of a philosophy of nature, a discipline which would
have for its concern precisely this series or order: its originative and
generative principles and its mode of activity with respect to that

series which derived from the dominating activity of the subject.

The development of the system of reason which was undertaken by
Schelling appears as the complement of Fichte’s efforts and their

completion, for Schelling's concern is directed precisely toward this

natural or objective series. This complementariness led presently to

the characterization of their respective systems as subjective and
objective idealism.

In the widest sense, the object of Schelling’s speculative activity

may be stated as the task of deducing nature, as the objective

dimension of the system of reason. This meant, more concretely, the

task of determining under what aspect that whole order of objectivity

could be brought within the range of the self-generating and self-

determining activity of reason. Or, in another manner, it might be
stated as seeking the reason why the self-conscious process of reason

generates the order of objects, in which its own intrinsic character of

self-consciousness, of self-presence seems, at first glance at least, to

be negated or cancelled. That it must generate this order of objects

follows from all that has been reviewed on the character of rational

activity, especially from the consideration that it is essentially and
constitutively autonomous; that is to say, that it does not arise in

the presence of and response to, a given , as Kant had held, but that

the given is but a dimension of its own activity. But this process, by
which it posits itself to and for itself as a given or as other to itself

must itself be brought within the system of reason, if that system is

to be truly self-contained and autonomous. This, consequently, was
the problem and the question which Schelling sought to answer
and to resolve.

His answer to this question was unambiguous, even though it

may not be at once transparently clear. Nature is the self, or the

ego in the process of becoming; in the process of becoming, that

which, in principle, it must be: wholly self-present to itself. This
reply can be most readily understood if reference is made imme-
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diatcly, though a little prematurely, perhaps, to the concept of the

dialect, and to that concept in the final terms in which Hegel was

later to treat it, those of being and nothing, of becoming as the

mediating process between them. To say that nature is the self, or

the ego, in the process of becoming, is to point out at once that the

self is fundamentally tendency, as it has been suggested that romanti-

cism had discerned from the beginning. Its extreme terms must

always be, on the one hand, the limited existential position in

which it finds itself and the infinite, that is the absolute mode of

self-consciousness or presence toward which it senses itself theoret-

ically attracted and dynamically moved. The self is intimately, there-

fore, compounded of being and non-being, of that which exist-

entially it is here and now in its position and of that which it is not

and would become. Between these terms the process of nature is

distended. For only two possibilities are open to the self, with

respect to that absolute term toward which it seems to tend and

yearn: either it might reach that term by one gigantic effort of

self-transcendence or by a process of gradual transformation and

self-transcendence in the course of which it must successively posit

and transcend itself in an infinite number of stages. The first course

is, obviously, closed to it; existence is its own limiting principle. It

is only by the second, consequently, that it can move toward that

goal of being and pure presence. In the second process, it lies under

the necessity of reaching and transcending successively a number of

existential positions and the process by which it does so is intimately

dialectical. For each existential phase of this process is posited as

the self; but it is immediately recognized as at the same time not the

self under its infinite aspect, and is therefore, in this act of recogni-

tion, immediately negated. In this very negation, however, the fresh

existential position, in which that negation is resolved and itself

negated, is recognized. The order of nature, consequently, or the self

in the process of becoming, is for Schelling simply the order of those

existential positions which the self posits and then rejects in its

movement as tendency from finite to infinite, relative to absolute,

contingent to necessary. The objectivity of these successive positions

consists precisely in the fact that they are recognized successively by

dynamic spirit or consciousness as something other to itself while at

the same time intimately constitutive moments of its own process.

Taken in otherness, the order of those positions constitutes nature;

seen in their relation to the dynamic of self-consciousness they are

recognized to be not other in an absolute and limiting sense, but

self-consciousness itself in the dialectical process by which it moves

from its limited to its absolute existential term. Nature them, in

both these aspects, is recognized to be nothing but self-consciousness

or reason in its very process of becoming, or that process in itself
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taken in its objectivity, that is, in its limiting activity within the

process of self-consciousness. Thus Schelling vindicates the reality of

the order of nature within the terms of the system of reason.

The construction of this system of objective reason, i.e. the

philosophy of nature, did not exhaust the speculative effort of

Schelling. On the contrary, it constitutes the preface to what must be

considered his central philosophical enterprise, namely, the philos-

ophy of identity. Tins latter effort had its root in that same dichotomy

of subjective and objective series out of which the philosophy of

nature had arisen. In the philosophy of nature he had succeeded, he

believed, in establishing nature firmly within the orbit of reason.

But a further problem emerged at this point. It was not possible,

within the concept of the system of reason, to rest content with such

a dichotomy, even though both its members had been established on

the basis of reason itself. For reason is above all a unitary and
mediatorial process; dualisms provide it with its point of departure,

never with its term of arrival. The search for the common root of

these orders, the subjective and the objective, consequently, imposes

itself as the imperative of the system of reason. It is this quest which
Schelling addresses in his philosophy of identity.

The principle for the solution of this problem is already at hand
in the thought of Fichte, to which Schelling adheres. That principle

is the Absolute, as that notion has been expounded with respect to

the thought of Fichte: the unconditioned ground and term of all

process of reason. The specific manner in which Schelling interprets

the Absolute, in order to employ it as the principle for the solution

of this problem, comes, however, not from Fichte, but from Spinoza.

He interprets it, conformably to Spinoza’s designation of his one

substance, as indifferentiation. The differentiated orders of the sub-

jective and the objective series, derive from the absolute as from
their undifferentiated ground, or as processes of differentiation within

that ground. Indetermination, indifferentiation, is the character of

the Absolute as it is the common root and source of the two series

which Fichte distinguished. This indifferentiation is one alike of

form and of content; it is an absolute indifferentation. The Absolute

as indifferentiation, however, exhibits a double aspect in Schelling’s

thought. Differentiation is the essence of the dialectical movement.
All within the dialectical process is same and other, other and same,

that is the differentiated. The undifferentiated, however, stands both

at the inception, so to sav, and at the terminus of the dialectical

process. It is only on the ground of indifferentiation that differentia-

tion can be established; the same is the ground of the other. Identity,

therefore, is the absolute as ground. But equally, identity or indeter-

mination is the term of the dialectical process; for the resolution of

difference can have only the same form as its ground, that is.
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identity or indetermination. The entire process of the system of

reason in its dialectical movement in enclosed within these two

moments of identity. All differentiations lie on the dialectical con-

tinuum between them, but Identity brackets the entire process. This

is a point, as we have already noticed in passing, on which Hegel

will take serious issue with Schelling, principally, it will appear, on

two bases: first, that Schelling gives no adequate reason why differen-

tiation should arise on the ground of the Absolute as initial Identity

and second because he makes no adequate account of the differen-

tiation between initial and terminative Identity.

But yet a third phase of Schelling’s thought arises on the basis of

the philosophy of Identity, the phase in virtue of which he is

sometimes claimed by existentialism as its altvater. The basic docu-

ment for this phase is the Philosophical Jnvestions into the Nature

of Human Freedom. In this work, or as a result of the conclusions

lie reached in it, Schelling seems prepared to retrench somewhat

upon the basic principle of philosophical romanticism, that is the

system of reason, the premiss, ultimately, that the real is the rational

and the rational the real. Instead he is prepared, or seems prepared,

to admit a distinction between reason and experience
,
between

essence and existence. Reason and experience proceed, according to

his thought in this phase, on two distinct historical and speculative

levels; the one, reason, concerns itself with essence, the other, expe-

rience, with existence. Even further, he enunciates a distinction

between negative and positive philosophy. His own philosophy, he

avers, has up to this point been negative; it has been preoccupied

with and founded upon the “was” the “whatness,” the essence of

things. The fresh necessity is to construct a positive philosophy,

which would find its preoccupation in existence. In this manner

Schelling seems to anticipate clearly the pre-existentialistic thought

of Kierkegaard. He does not, however, even in this phase, entirely

abandon the dominant ideal of philosophical romanticism. He still

conceives as possible a reconcilation and a higher synthesis between

the elements he has thus distinguished, reason and experience,

essence and existence. His effort to effect this reconcilation takes the

form of a speculative theology, or better theogony, the principle of

which is still the supreme principle of philosophical romanticism:

immanence. In this theogonv, God is depicted as essentially process

in which He realizes himself in the world, in a historical pattern.

The first phase of this pattern is nature, the second and fulfilling

phase, personality and freedom. This theogony finds a correlation

in the concern with mythology and revelation which he displays in

this last phase of his thought. Mythology concerns itself with the

process whereby God realizes himself in nature. Revelation, by con-
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trast, interprets the divine life as freedom and personality and finds

its resonance in the freedom and personality of man.

C. Schleicrmacher, Friedrich Daniel Ernst (1768-1834)

Friedrich Schliermacher, a very influential teacher and preacher,

was responsible for re-introducing the religious dimension anew into

the whole enterprise of the “system of reason/’ He was a pietist by

upbringing, as was Kant. He made contact with the romantic move-

ment in the person of Friedrich Schlegel during his stay in Berlin

1796-1802. The result of this contact was his first important work

Uher die Religion (On Religion, 1799). He broke with Schlegel on

the ground of the latter’s attraction to Catholicism. In 1804 he

became professor at the University of Halle. In 1806 he went to

Berlin where he was to enjoy a position of leadership for more than

twenty years, as head of the faculty of theology and as secretary of

the Academy of Sciences. His production was immense, but uneven;

among the most important are the Dialektik; the Aesthetik; the

influential Predigten ( Sermons ) and Der Christliche Glaube, his

most basic theological work.

There had been from the first, as we have seen, the tendency to

make the ultimate unity of the word, that is of the phenomenal and

the noumenal orders, the object of faith. For the most part, however,

this tendency had appeared in opposition to the system of reason.

The profoundly religious dimension of romanticism, however, made
such an opposition profoundly intolerable, and necessitated the

effort, eventually, to bring the order of faith within the system of

reason itself. This is most distinctively (though not exclusively) the

work of Schliermacher. The unitv of the svstem of reason had been
J

secured, to a certain degree, by Fichte through the subsumption of

the objective order under the teleological movement of the practical

reason, thus making the unity of the two orders essentially moral.

Schelling had secured a similar unity at a high, abstract, meta-

physical level through the principle of identity, in the first place,

and later, through the theogony which has been described. Schlier-

macher now declares, however, that that unity can only be ap-

prehended by religious faith.

What Schliermacher intended by “religion” seems to fall neither

within the scope of the theoretical reason nor within that of the

practical reason. Its affinities are, rather, with that synthetic activity

which Kant had discussed under the rubric of the critique of

judgment. It was an aesthetic relation of man to the world unity

and it manifested itself concretelv within man’s consciousness as a
J

feeling of dependence upon the ultimate reality and unity. As man’s

consciousness becomes permeated with this sense of dependence, so

does he grow in religious understanding which surpasses both the
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theoretical and the practical operations o{ reason. Faith, the name
he appended to this state ol consciousness is the fulfillment ol

reason in a dialectical sense; cancelling out, while at the same time

preserving and elevating, its lesser moments. This line of thought

provides the constant theme which binds together his diverse and
enormous literary output.

The doctrine expounded in the early work uber die Religion

provides the basic structure and contains the premisses from which

all his later thought flows. The speculative task of this work is to

fix the essence of the religious activity, that in which religion

basically consists. To do so, it must be distinguished, on the one

hand, from the theoretical, on the other hand, from the moral act.

The function of metaphysics, the product of the theoretical activity,

is to distinguish the universe in its diverse essential principles, to

search out the reasons of that which exists and to deduce the

necessity of the real. Its operation is interpretative and theoretical.

Morality, on the other hand, deduces from the nature of man and

from his relation to the universe a system of duties, according to

which it commands or forbids certain classes of actions with cate-

gorical authority. Its function is normative and regulative. Religion

differs from both, essentially. It neither looses itself in an infinite

maze of reasons and deductions, nor does it impose on man any

system of duties. Rather, it provides the basis which both meta-

physica and morals need for their activities and pretentions. For both

the one and the other of these need and presuppose the unity of the

world and of the real. Neither, however, succeeds in establishing

that unity. The reason they cannot do so is that both are inextricably

involved in a process which is constituted of altemeity and is

structurally discursive. Religion, by contrast, is the unifying principle

which underlies the activity of both. The religious experience guaran-

tees, through the evidence of life and living, that unit)- which they

can only presuppose. The essence of the religious experience is

neither thought nor action. It is rather wholly intuition and senti-

ment. "Religion is the sentiment and the taste for the Infinite."

Metaphysics takes into consideration the finite character of man and

asks what kind of reality the world can be for him; in this way it

establishes and maintains, rather than overcomes, the gulf between

finite and infinite. In like manner, morality, taking its point of

departure in man’s freedom, seeks to extend the domain of this

freedom beyond all assignable limits; in its turn, therefore, it em-

phasizes the same gulf. Religion, on the other hand, sees man as

the seat of the infinite, the point at which, precisely in his religious

consciousness, the gulf between finite and infinite is closed. It acts

precisely to take every particular thing as part of the Whole, that is,

every finite thing as an expression of the Infinite.
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It must not lx; supposed, however, according to Schliermacher,

that to hold this concerning man is to annihilate his particular

being in that of the Infinite, to dissolve his self-consciousness in

an obscure Nirvana-like unity. Rather, the religious sentiment, by

reason of the form which it characteristically takes, emphasizes and

validates this particularity, this self-consciousness. This form of the

authentic religious consciousness is that of a sense of dependence

before the Whole. The particular does not lose its identity in this

sentiment; rather it realizes it anew, for it senses its absolute rela-

tion to the absolute whole. The entire condition which has been the

constant search of the system of reason is here realized, according to

Schliermacher, in a manner which precludes all of the limitations of

the other forms of the same effort. Finally, it should be remarked,

the religious activity is not for Schliermacher, passive; it does not

reduce man to a state of quietism. It is an affirmation: hence positive

and active.

For the thought of Fichte, the following works are available in English:

Engelbrecht, H. C. Joluinn Gottlieb Fichte: A Study of His Political

Writings with Special Reference to PI is Nationalism. New York:

Columbia University Press, 1933.

Stine, R. W. The Doctrine of God in the Philosophy of Fichte. Unpub-
lished Ph. D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1945.

The following, though an old work, is still considered bv some the

best English introduction:

Adamson, F. Fichte. Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1881.

The following recent articles will be of great help to the student:

Kohn, H. “The Paradox of Fichte’s Nationalism,” Journal of the History

of Ideas , X (1949) pp. 319-343.

Kroner, R. “The Year 1800 in the Development of German Idealism,” The
Review of Metaphysics, I (1948) pp. 1-31 (also of interest for

Schelling)

.

For Schelling, the following will reward perusal:

Bolman, F., Jr. (trans.). The Ages of the World of F. W. J. Schelling

(New York: Columbia University Press, 1942), Introduction.

Gutmann,
J.

(trans.). Of Human Freedom of F. W. J. Schelling (Chicago:
Open Court, 1936), Introduction.

Gray-Smith, R. God in the Philosophy of Schelling. Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania, 1933.

Boyce, J. Lectures on Modern Idealism (New Haven: Yale University

Press, 1919) Lectures 4 and 5.

An older, and two more recent articles add to the available English
material on Schelling:

Copleston, F. “Pantheism in Spinoza and in German Idealism,” Philosophy,
XXI (1946) pp. 42-56.
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Lindsey, I. “The Philosophy of Schelling,” Philosophical Review, XIX
(1910) pp. 259-275.

Tillich, P. “Existential Philosophy,” Journal of the History of Ideas, V
(1944) pp. 44-70.

Two fairly recent and substantial works enrich the English material

on Sclileiennacher:

Brandt, K. B. The Philosophy of Schleicrmacher. New York: Harper and
Bros., 1941.

Osborn, A. B. Schleicrmacher and Religions Education. Oxford: The
Uniyersity Press, 1934.



CHAPTER III

The Apogee of

Philosophical

Romanticism: Hegel
Introduction

The movement of philosophical romanticism reaches its apogee

in the speculation of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831).

Hegel’s pre-eminence derives not only from his material accomplish-

ment but also from the manner in which he endowed the romantic

consciousness with the sense of its intimately philosophical character.

He demonstrated conclusively that the insight which was the well-

spring of romanticism, of man as finite principle which tends to the

infinite, could find its true and full realization and fulfillment only

at the level of speculative thought and could only be dissipated in

the sands of religious feeling, moralism or aesthetic contemplation.

His great achievement was to fructify that distinction between

theoretic and sentimental or practical romanticism by demonstrating

that the pathway to the infinite lay for man through reason, self-

consciousness and presence and not through some self-annihilating

act of the human spirit by which it must lose its identity in a

formless unity with the “absolute.” Hegel achieved this speculative

vindication of romanticism not in any extrinsic or accidental manner
but by way of a painstaking and profound rethinking of the whole

content of the romantic movement. For this reason his thought

retains the closest relations with all that preceded him, from Kant

to Schelling, Fichte and Schleiermacher; and even beyond these,

with the classical sources of western thought which provided him
with the insights by means of which he proved able to rectify and
thus bring to fulfillment the basic principle of romanticism. In the

518
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following pages his thought will be dealt with under the following

headings: career and chief writings; relationship to the chief figures

of the romantic movement in philosophy; statement of his fundamen-

tal philosophical enterprise; examination of the stages by which he

realized this enterprise with reference to the appropriate documen-

tation from his writings.

A. Hegel's Career and Chief Works

The son of a civil servant of modest professional status, Hegel

was brought up in an atmosphere deeply imbued with the ideals ol

the Enlightenment. His first intellectual interest seems to have been

history, as evidenced by the remains of a boyish History of the Turks
,

never published but to be found among the documents of his

development (cf. J. Hoffmeister Dokumente zu H.s Entwicklung

1936, pp. 9-10). His career actually begins, however, with his

inscription in 1788 in the faculty of theology at the University of

Tubingen, for by this move he was brought into immediate contact

with representatives of romanticism. The first he encountered was

the poet Holderlin (1770-1843). Even more important for his devel-

opment was his encounter, two years later with Schelling. The inter-

change of ideas between them was to remain active until the

publication of HegeTs Phenomenology of Spirit. The criticism there

leveled against him led Schelling to break off their friendship and

collaboration. The importance of this period for Hegel’s formation

and for the interpretation of his thought was not fully appreciated

until its documents were collected and published by Nohl (
Theolo -

gische Jugendscriften Tubingen 1907; English Translation: Hegel's

Early Theological Writings by T. M. Knox, Chicago 1948).

Practical necessitv forced Hegel to undertake the tedious work

of private instruction during the years 1793-1800; this work did not

impede his own intellectual endeavours, however, for this period

saw the composition of his first complete work Das Leben Jesu

( The Life of Jesus). Composed in 1795, he showed him to be very

much under the influence of the Kantian approach to religion; the

work is a history in the spirit of the Enlightenment, concerned to

eliminate all miraculous elements from the Gospel narrative, to

subordinate all to a rationalistic interpretation. The following year

saw the composition of Der Geist des Christentums (The Spirit of

Christianity ); in this work appear for the first time some of the

controlling ideas of all Hegel's thought, such as “alienation”

(Scheidung, Trennung), of destiny (Schicksal) as well as the first

employment of the triadic movement of the dialectic in the opposi-

tion of Judaism to Hellenism and the synthesis in Christianity. In a

letter to Schelling in 1800 Hegel speaks of a “system” on which he

is at work; this would be the Systemfragment now included among
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his works of that year. Some commentators speak of the “mysticism”

of this work; but its basic concern would seem to be the establish-

ment of the note of “positivity,” upon which his mature thought will

rest heavily. The same preoccupation is reflected in the work of the

same year The Positivity of Christianity.

In 1801, Hegel was delivered from the tedium of tutorial work

by an appointment to the philosophical faculty of Jena. This ap-

pointment opened the important “Jena period” of his thought, upon

which great emphasis is placed. At Jena he had as colleagues

Sehelling, Krause and Fries, names closely associated with the devel-

opment of romantic thought. In joint editorship with Sehelling he

established the “Kritische Journal der Philosophie” (The Critical

Journal of Philosophy). Although shortlived, this journal is im-

portant because in its pages there appeared five articles by Hegel in

which the first firm outline of his system is traced. At the same time

Hegel was initiating that critical activity by which he was to effect

that rectification and fructification of romanticism mentioned above.

The first document of this activity dates from 1801: Differenz des

Fichteschcn and Schellingschen Systems der Philosophie ( The Dif-

ference Between Fichte's and Sehelling s System of Philosophy ); this

document shows him defending Schelling’s position against Fichte’s

“doctrine of science.” Jacobi comes under his stricture in the article

“Glauben und Wisen” (Faith and Science), while Schulze is the

object of “Verhaltniss de Skeptizismus zur Philosophie” (Relevance

of Scepticism for Philosophy). This critical writing was but the

negative side of his activity, however; at the same time he was
engaged in the composition of the manuscripts which were to form
the documentation for the “Jena System” (cf. Hegels Erstes System
ed. Ehrenberg and Link Heidelberg 1945 and the collected works
edition Lasson—Hoffmeister Leipzig 1920-volumes XIX, XX, and
XXI). Most commentators agree that in these manuscripts the basic

outlines of his mature system and some of the most genial insights

he was ever to achieve make their appearance despite the main-
tenance of the distinction between logic and metaphysics which
eventually would disappear from the system. The highwater mark of

the Jena period is reached, however, in the composition of the

Phanomenolgie des Geistcs ( Phenomenology of the Spirit
)
published

in 1807 and composed, as has many times been noted, while Napo-
leon’s seige guns resounded in his ears. According to many scholars,

this still remains the most fascinating and the most widely discussed
of all his writings. Also as noted above, its publication brought to an
end his collaboration and even his friendship with Sehelling. At
the same time, this work signalized the beginning of Hegel’s reputa-

tion, for hereafter he was to be read throughout Germany.
Despite the initiation into a national renown, Hegel, because of
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practical concerns, had to leave Jena and seek his living as editor of

a provincial journal in the city of Bamburg. This uncongenial work
lasted about a year and a half, until he was invited to teach in the

high-school at Nuremburg. Although the institution in which he

worked was an excellent one, it clearly offered no adequate scope

for Hegel’s interests and powers; he did not fail, however, to turn

even the meagre advantages it offered to his own profit. This period

at Nuremburg saw the preparation of the complex of writings which
is known as the Propadeutik ( Preparations

)

published as volume
XXI of the collected works cited above. In this complex, which

served as the basis of his courses in the high-school, Hegel reworked

the logical schema he had prepared at Jena and sketched the plan of

the Wissenschaft der Logik ( Science of Logic
)
which appeared in

two volumes between the years 1812 and 1816. In this latter year,

Hegel was relieved from the work of the high-school level and

reintroduced into the university life by a call to the University of

Heidelburg. Here he finally found true scope for his power. He had

a very competent and attentive audience; he began to form about

himself a school of followers among whom were numbered those who
later were to spread his fame and his doctrines. The most important

work of his Heidelburg period is the Enzyklopadie der philosophi-

schen Wissenschaften ( Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences,

1817); in addition to presenting the most ordered survey of his

thought, this work contains many polemical passages, one of especial

interest, in which he analyzes and evaluates Kantian criticism.

In the year 1818 Hegel reached the summit of his career; he was

called to Berlin, the center of German intellectual and political life,

as ordinary professor of philosophy. From this position he was able

to make his influence felt throughout Germany and his philosophy

became something of a “mode of the time.” Here he prepared the

last of the important complete works which he was to publish

Grundlinien der Philosophic des Rechts ( Foundations of the Philos-

ophy of Right) published in 1821. The lectures of the period were,

however, of the greatest importance. Hegel never gave himself the

luxury of extemporization; all of his lectures were carefully written

out. On the basis of these lectures, with the further aid of notes

taken by his hearers, it was possible later to establish the text of the

lectures on the history of philosophy (volumes XV-XVII of the

collected works noted above) those on the philosophy of religion

(volumes XII-X1V), on the philosophy of art (volumes X-XI) and

finally on the philosophy of history (Vol. VII-1X). Hegel attached

especial importance to these last lectures winch he delivered during

the academic sessions beginning with the year 1822-23; the preface

which he prepared in view of their publication formed a kind of
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philosophical testament and stands as one of the most-read of all

his writings.

Hegel died on the fifteenth of November 1831, unexpectedly, a

victim of cholera, at the height of his fame and influence as a

philosopher and teacher. It has been said that he was accorded

funeral rites such as had never been given a philosopher before,

marked by recognition on the part of every segment of society.

B. Hegel and the Romantic Movement in Philosophy

It has been suggested above that in the thought of Hegel roman-

ticism reached its full stature as a philosophical movement; that

here the authentically philosophical character of romanticism was

vindicated and its limitations overcome. This vindication of philo-

sophical romanticism was achieved by Hegel in virtue of a single,

basic and powerful insight, which it was his central speculative

effort to realize systematically. This basic insight of the Hegelian

philosophy was that the unity of the system of reason is established

by a logical principle. The force of this insight may be estimated

and Hegel’s philosophical achievement in this line of development,

measured if it be contrasted with the alternatives suggested by other

philosophers in the same movement, Kant, Fichte, Schelling and

Schliermarcher. In doing so, we shall be following in Hegel’s own

footsteps; for he was constantly concerned to establish his own

position with respect to the work of these predecessors, both as the

criticism and the fulfillment of what they had attempted and achieved.

Hegel was no philosophical solitary; he developed his thought always

in close and frequently polemical relation to that of others. An
understanding of these relations, as he viewed them, consequently,

offers the best frame of reference for the approach to the positive

analysis of his thought.

1. Hegel and Kant

The locus classicus of Hegel’s examination of Kant’s philosophy,

as has been noted, is the introduction to the Encyclopedia; an

extensive treatment is also given Kant in the lectures on the history

of philosophy, while less exhaustive references are scattered in other

places in his works. Hegel saw at once the important discovery which

Kant had made and the insuperable limitations under which he

labored in proposing it; the latter he sought to remove, in order to

bring the former to realization.

Hegel, it is at once apparent, really stands closer to Kant in the

enterprise of the system of reason than to Fiehte or to Schelling or

any of the other romantics. The bond between them is clearly

this: that for both the construction of the system of reason is the work

of a logical principle and not as in the other instances noted of any
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uon-logical faculty. In the discovery of the synthesis a priori, Hegel
recognizes at once, Kant has come upon the authentic principle of

the system of the real. At the same time, however, Hegel recognizes

that Kant has misprised the true operative principle of that synthesis;

Kant remains imprisoned at the level of the psychological subject

and at that of the abstractive or divisive intellect or understanding.

He never achieves the level of reason or of true objectivity. This

criticism of Kant by Hegel comes to a head as many commentators

have noted in the question of the status of the categories. These
categories are indeed true principles of explanation, for they perform

the unifying operation which explanation must perform. They
generate the system. But the system thus generated is wholly a

system in which being is “for another ”; they yield only knowledge of

a phenomenal world, the principle of whose unity is simply the

subjective operations of an empirical subject, the self. In Kant, as

Hegel remarks in the Lectures on the History of Philosophy , the

moments of absolute form, of synthesis and unity, i.e. the categories,

the synthestic a priori forms, “fall asunder ”; as a consequence, our

understanding, our knowledge forms an antithesis to being in itself

and involves thought in an immedicable dualism. Still Kant is on

the right road; the task is not to abandon, but to press on in, the

path he has taken. The forms of synthesis a priori must embrace all

its aspects, being-in-itself, being for another, being in and for itself.

If this is achieved, that dualism between being-in-itself, the un-

knowable, and being for another, the pure phenomenon, will be

closed. The system of reason will establish the principles according

to which the being which is in itself appears for another and hence

is established in and for itself: i.e. as completely rational and com-

pletely intelligible. For the intelligibility of the world, and true

explanation, demands that it be shown that the phenomenon, that

which appears, is in actuality the being in itself which, in the very

process of appearing, in and through being for another, actualizes

itself completely. The entire dualism between subject and object,

appearance and reality, phenomenon and noumenon would be closed

in a system in which each of these moments, while remaining what
it is, will be seen to have reality only in relation to the other and

to the system of being and reason as a whole.

2. Hegel and Fichte

This ulterior process must be characterized not as the elimination

of the subject, but as its legitimate extension. The process of the

system of reason is the process of the self-determination of the subject

through the successive positing and transcendence of the thing in

itself and the intervening phenomenal order. Fichte saw this and

this insight constitutes a close bond between him and Hegel. Fichte,
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however, assigns this process of self-determination to the practical

reason, as distinguished from the pure or theoretical reason of Kant.

The unity of the system of reason had been achieved by the sub-

sumption of the world of pure reason under that of the practical

reason or the rational will by way of the activity of the productive

imagination. The latter produces a world to be the theatre of the

activity of the practical reason or rational will; the system of reason is

established with reference to this principle and must remain opaque

to theoretical reason. The result is a pan-moralism, so to say, in

which the reality of the world and its unity in a system is identified

with the moral action of man and the categorical imperatives. Since,

moreover, the practical reason enacts its own imperatives without

reference to the theoretical reason the unity of the world must

remain opposed to the unity of the idea, the organ of the theoretical

reason, or at least not subordinated to it. This Hegel could not

concede; the unity of the world and of the system of reason must for

him be an act of the theoretical reason, to which even the imperatives

of the rational will or practical reason must be related and sub-

ordinated. He wishes to overcome this lingering opposition between

pure and practical reason completely. This can be done only through

an act of the subject which is at once theoretical and practical. This

act, as must presently appear, is the idea, the concept whose office

is precisely to synthesize the theoretical and practical realms and

thus establish the subject in a complete, though of course, dialec-

tical, unity. From this unity the system of the will, of the moral

order, and that of the pure or speculative reason, may then be

derived with equal security.

3. Hegel and Schelling

Schelling, as the result of his early speculative efforts, had

achieved the system of identity. In this system, the problem of the

unity of the realm was resolved by the positing of a radical in-

differentiation as the term of the entire process of reason. Unity and

presumably intelligibility was to be secured by the progressive re-

duction and elimination of the differentiations and gradations which

plagued alike sense experience and all the levels of consciousness.

Such unity was clearly, to Hegel, the very opposite of the kind of

unity which must mark the system of reason. In his own words

Schelling achieves only a night in which all cows are black. By

contrast, Hegel points out, the only unity which could satisfy the

demands of the system of reason must be a unity of consciousness

achieved by way of distinctions rather than by way of their oblitera-

tion. Only a logical operation, and a reflective and complex logical

structure, can achieve this unity. It cannot be realized in an form of

immediate presence such as that associated with the notion of an
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intellectual intuition. The unity of the system of reason is a unity-in-

distinction, in which the distinctions are explicitly posited and then

resolved, a unity which has place for all distinctions and which

unifies them in a higher synthesis.

4. Hegel and Schliermacher

Schliermacher, taking up the position of Jacobi, had re-intro-

duced into the system of reason the principle of faith or belief.

Toward this position Hegel assumes a position more conciliatory

than one might at first expect, though eventually he rejects it too.

Philosophy, he notes, can never assume or presume to contradict the

propositions of faith with its immediate certitude. In his final con-

struction of the system of reason he will recognize that faith and

religion constitute a genuine moment in the life of spirit. Faith

and religion, however, cannot constitute the ultimate and estab-

lishing moment of that unity, because, in the immediate knowledge

of faith, there is still lacking an intimate unity between subject and

its world; the object of faith is still a given, other to spirit, involving

the subject in a basic opposition. Faith, far from realizing the unity

of the subject imposes a final distinction and opposition to be over-

come. The later philosophy or “gnosticism” of Schelling, which

that philosopher had advanced in his declining years, appears simply

as the converse of the principle of faith and hence open to a similar

objection and criticism. In this phase Schelling maintained that the

ultimate unity of the subject, of the world and of the system of

reason could only be the content and form of a revelation and

could therefore be grasped only by a passive disposition of the subject.

It seemed immediately clear to Hegel, who indeed anticipates in his

criticism the position which Schelling advances, that the unity

achieved by the passice acceptance of a revelation could not corre-

spond to or substitute for the kind of unity demanded by the notion

of the system of reason. This latter unity must be a unity of distincts

and opposites in which all “givenness” is overcome and transmuted

into reflective presence. This reflective mode of presence revelation

and faith could not achieve. They could establish only a material

equation, so to say, with the system of reason. In fact, they respond

to very different demands or needs of consciousness.

The common position which Hegel assumed toward all of these

attempts at the construction of the system of reason is this: all of

them are part partial and hence inadequate constructions. They are

all partical because in each there is still a residue of the given, of an

opposition which is not overcome and transmuted into a mode of

presence. This common critique of all earlier efforts gives a clear

indication of the path which his own effort must take. He must

establish the unity of the system of reason in terms of the subject,
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the self-determining subject; further this unity must be established as

a mode of total presence of the subject to itself. This total presence

demands the passage of the subject, ideally, through all the stages

of opposition and distinction which are latent between the terms of

simple absence and total presence. This total presence therefore

will be complex, residing in a unity of oppositions and distinctions,

in which these are not annihilated but dialectically synthesied into

higher unities. Since that presence must be complex, its principle

must be a logical reflective principle and no immediate form of

presence such as faith or intuition. Finally, Hegel will advance the

position that the passage of the subject through the stages of these

distinctions and oppositions must be temporal as well as ideal and

that the ideal and the temporal rhythms of this passage are com-

pletely correlated. In this manner was born the notion of history as

the form of the unity of the subject.

C. IlegeTs Fundamental Philosophical Enterprise

Against this background of his relationship to and criticism of

his immediate predecessors, it is possible to state more positively

Hegel’s own enterprise. For while Hegel’s thought stands in close

relation both to his immediate predecessors and indeed to the entire

tradition of western philosophy, it is, strictly speaking, not derivative

from either, but a fresh re-thinking of the entire undertaking of

philosophy.

The philosopher Benedetto Croce, in his important work on

Hegel, states that Hegel’s enterprise is essentially to construct the

“logic of philosophy,’’ to answer the question, that is to say, “what

is philosophy, how does it proceed?” This is an important insight,

but it is only part of the picture. For Hegel replies that it is not

possible to say what philosophy is or how it proceeds without ac-

tually philosophizing. Therefore, Croce’s observation needs to be

complemented by another aspect of Hegel’s thought. The quest for

the logic of philosophy may be called the formal aspect of his

thought; this second aspect may be called its substantive aspect. Both

aspects must be dealt with, in a general characterization of what
he was about; and if they are dealt with in any manner which seems

to separate them, it is immediately to be called to mind, that this

is merely a convenience of procedure. What then does Hegel conceive

philosophy to be?

The reply to this question is contained in sum in his theory of

speculative knowledge, or “pure thought.” A danger of misunder-

standing lies concealed in these very phrases, because of the am-
biguities and associations which cling to them. They tend to suggest

knowledge, thought which is abstract and detached from action and
from concrete existence. This suggestion is reflected for example in
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Stares statement that what Hegel is seeking above all is explanation.

Hegel is indeed seeking explanation, but in his view explanation is

anything but abstract and separated from existence. Explanation is

but one stage in a much more complex process which lies at the

heart of Hegel’s conception of philosophy: mediation. Philosophy

seeks explanation because explanation contributes to mediation. To
understand the notion of mediation, however, one has to recur to a

very ancient notion of philosophy: the notion of philosophy as

therapy. The most ancient notion of philosophy, and the most

persistent, is that of philosophy not as mere knowing, but as a

knowing which heals, which makes whole. This notion of philosophy

is correlative to another insight, that the condition of man is one

which needs healing
,
which needs being made whole. Hegel expresses

this condition by the term alienation; the condition of man which
shows him to be in need of healing, of being made whole, is aliena-

tion. Philosophy is mediation, i.e. it is the process by which man is

healed, and made whole. The essence of this healing process is a

kind of knowing, a healing knowing. This healing knowledge is

for Hegel speculative knowledge, pure thought. By this kind of

knowledge man is healed, his alienation mediated and remedied.

A further step must be taken. Man’s alienation is not something

which is peculiar to him; as though all being were whole, and only

man were in a state of alienation. All being is in a condition of

alienation, and the alienation which man discovers in himself is the

reflection within him of this constitutive alienation in being. It is

in man, in the operations of spirit in man, that being becomes aware

of this alienation and can take the steps, which philosophy contem-

plates, to bring about its healing. Therefore, philosophy, in this

sense, is not a narrowly humanistic enterprise; that is, one limited

to man. It is an operation which man performs but which has its

effect on the whole of being. The whole of being achieves this

mediation through the effort of man. Philosophy, in this sense, is a

“cosmic” enterprise. Through philosophy as speculative knowledge

man heals his own condition and in principle closes the alienation

of the entire realm of being. Man is thus, in Hegel’s philosophy, the

mediator of being, that is the healer of its alienation; and he achieves

this through the operation of his rational principles, through specu-

lative knowledge or philosophy. Thus the heart of Hegel’s philosophv

is the identification of and the substantive realization of speculative

knowledge. This is what he is doing at every step of his thought; and

nothing that he does can be understood unless it is referred to this

effort.

The key to the character of speculative knowledge is supplied

Hegel by the very notion of philosophy as therapy. Therapy is

making whole. The alienation from which being, and man at the
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heart and center of being, suffers, is the separation of the part

from the whole. This separation may take many forms and may be

experienced in many ways. It lies at the heart of all romanticism as

the yearning of the finite for the infinite; the finite, which is partial,

for the infinite which is the whole in a dynamic sense. Hegel’s

writings show that he is sensitive to the many ways in which this

separation may be felt and experienced; he anticipates even the

famous delineations of the existentialists of the partialness of man.

As a philosopher, however, he is looking for the form of this

alienation which most directly lends itself to effective mediation,

and may be the point of departure of effective mediation. This must

be a point at which this alienation as it infects all being comes to a

head, so to say, and is, at this same point, available to the action of

speculative thought. This point is ably suggested by Kant’s philosophy

(though it has, of course, also been suggested by many others, like

Spinoza). It is the Kantian distinction of phenomenon and nou-

menon, being for another (for the human subject when the a priori

forms are interpreted or valued, as limited to man’s subjectivity)

and being in itself. In the widest context of application of the process

of mediation, these are the extreme terms of alienation: being in

itself (which is not for another, does not appear) and being for

another, (being which appears to a subject, but in appearing does

not manifest its own reality). And this is the form of alienation

which philosophy takes it upon itself to mediate; for if it proves

possible to mediate this alienation at this point, it seems clear that

mediation will have been achieved in principle throughout the

realm of being. The constitutive alienation of being, as being in

itself and being for another, will be healed; and being will be

whole (being in and for itself). The kind of thought which can

achieve this therapy is speculative thought. The existential locus

of this thought is man in his diffused numerical differentiation. The
operation by which it is achieved is philosophy.

How does speculative philosophy as an operation proceed? In

the widest sense it proceeds by showing that on the one hand neither

being for another nor being in itself can really be identified as

realitv; that both are forms of irreality, or, from the subjective

point of view, illusion; on the other hand, that both are necessary

to the integral notion of being and therefore cannot be eliminated

either singly or together. The authentic form of being, reality will

be that in which these partial modes of being are at once negated in

their partiality and affirmed and realized in the totality. The form of

this totality received various names from Hegel, according to the

level at which he is operating: idea, becoming, spirit, history, exist-

ence. Philosophy thus gains the ground from which mediation is

possible at whatever point of experience alienation may present
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itself: i.e. whether at the point of personal existence, or at the point

of social relations, or at that of nature, or at that of God; and it is

the substantive work of philosophy to effect this mediation at these

points; and as a cultural achievement to place the individual or the

group in possession of the principles by which it may be effected with

specific reference to the concrete manner in which the alienation

erupts.

Tiffs conception of Hegel’s philosophical enterprise (or more

precisely the enterprise of philosophy as he conceived it and pursued

it) offers the proper key to the interpretation of his own writings

and to the ordering of the progression of his thought and career.

With this insight as a guide his works can be grouped in four periods;

and the works of each period illustrate and constitute various stages

in his execution of this enterprise. These four periods and their

corresponding works are the theological writings of the earlier,

Tubingen period; the Jena period with especial emphasis on the

Phenomenology of Spirit; the Heidelburg period with the Science

of Logic and the Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences; and

finally, the Berlin period with substantive fullfillments of all the

earlier work, realized in the Philosophy of Right, the Philosophy of

History
,

of Art, of Religion and of the History of Philosophy.

Needless to say, these periods or stages do not succeed each other

without joinings and overlappings; in the succeeding pages we shall

take a brief glance at the works of each period, following the

guiding insight given above, but with no pretense of establishing

any rigid progress from one to the other. The progress we shall be

reviewing is that of a living body of thought, not a mechanical

construction.

D. HcgcTs Early Theological Period

During this period Hegel discovered his basic insights into philo-

sophical thought in the context of theology. This has led some to

think that he proceeded by abandoning theology for philosophy.

Such is not the case, however; it would be more accurate to say

that he came to appreciate religion, Christianity and theology as

limited cases of that alienation which philosophy will identify and

present in its entirety, as it infects the whole of being. In this way,

his study of Christian theology constitutes his entry into philosophy.

From one point of view, it may be said that his philosophy is the

logical extension of the premises of Christianity to the whole of

being. As a consequence, there can be no possibility of separating,

opposing or abandoning religion and theology for philosophy. On

the contrary, theology constitutes the royal road to philosophy,

because it reveals in an especially poignant manner that alienation

which infects all being.
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In the Christian and theological context alienation reveals itself

as sin. Sin is scission, rupture of the part from the whole. The

religious process of mediation has many aspects. It is above all the

overcoming of sin. This overcoming, in its turn, has many aspects.

Its objective aspect is the soteriological work of Christ. Its subjective

aspect is faith and belief through which that work of Christ is made
available to the individual. At the same time, Hegel comes to the

conclusion that religion, the Christian religion specifically, rep-

resents but a positive moment, in the life of spirit. By positive Hegel

means a finite mode of the presentation of the entire process of

alienation and mediation; its presentation under certain specified

and limited conditions. The danger here lies in the tendency to take

these limited conditions as defining the whole situation of alienation

and mediation. This is a danger, because thought, moving toward

mediation, creates a new situation of alienation. The positivity of

Christianity is ineliminable; but it needs to be placed in the context

of the whole, lest it become a new form of alienation. On the one

hand, the whole drama of alienation and mediation is religion, and

Christianity is undeniably true and irrefutable because it presents

this drama in an immediate and incontrovertible form; on the

other, alienation and mediation must be transposed from these

positive, limited terms, to the entire fabric of being, if the real

meaning of religion is to be appreciated. Positive religion leads to

theology, theology to philosophy. This would seem to be the move-
ment and clearly while no step of it can be eliminated, neither can

one come to rest prematurely at an earlier or more positive stage.

Thus it is entirely true, according to the documents, that Hegel’s

philosophy has its origin and birth in his early theological medita-

tions; it is not true, however, that the emergence of the philosophical

interest negates or eliminates the theological. On the contrary both

remain as integral moments or stages in the total process. To
eliminate either would be to destroy that process, or at least impair

its integrity.

E. The Jena Period and Its Works

1. The "Jena System”

The area of thought into which Hegel moved with his transfer

from Tubingen to Jena does not constitute, therefore, a break with
his theological past, but an extension of the insights gained in the

theological context to the entirety of the realm of being. This

extensive effort is reflected in the so-called "Jena system,” Hegel’s

first great philosophical effort, that is, effort at total speculative

mediation with reference to an alienation constitutive to the whole
of being.
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lu the Jena system there appear for the first time the elements
of the basic structure of speculative thought according to Iiegel:

logic, philosophy of nature and philosophy of spirit. The basic germ
of the notion of logic is here present, as it will persist in Hegel’s

thought: logic is the quest of the categories, the forms of mediation
in which, lrom the part of the subject, the pure contingency of the

forms of being for another (the phenomena) may be rescued from
the state of alienation. Here the influence of Kant is very clearly to

be seen, bearing on the notion of logic itself; for the mediation here
assigned to it is only partial, i.e. from the point of view of the

subject. This form of mediation yields a unified and necessary world,

but only of being for another; phenomena are unified and established

necessarily, but only with relation to the subject. In order to escape
from pure psychological subjectivity, Hegel posits a world soul; this

world soul would be the loeus of the meditorial operation. As
though sensible to the limitations of this notion of logic, Hegel in

the works of this period, speaks of metaphysics. Knowledge would
seem to be the basic idea of the realm of metaphysics; and this

knowledge revealing the opposition of subject (psychological) and
object, leads to the positing of the world-soul mentioned above, as

the basis of the synthesis of subject and object. An interesting point is

that in the world soul there transpires a dialectic in which the pure
order of phenomena, as pure contingency, or simply as given, and
the a priori forms of subjective synthesis are reconciled. There are

certain analogies here with the manner in which God’s knowledge
was treated in classical theological metaphysics. But this entire stage

is transitory in Hegel’s thought; for this distinction between logic

and metaphysics is destined to disappear while the very notion of

logic will presently be subject to enlarging modifications.

There appears in the Jena system also the first lineaments of a

philosophy of nature. The philosophy of nature addresses itself to

being in its pure form of alienation, its pure otherness, the pure
order of the given. But its concern is to discover the forms of unity

and necessity in that realm of pure otherness. Examples of these are

the laws of mechanics, which belong to the realm of being simply
as given and other or as pure phenomena, not brought under the

forms of synthesis from the point of view of the subject. The parts

of this first philosophy of nature illustrate the meaning of this effort.

They comprise first a mechanics, a chemistry, a physics and a theorv

of organism. These are not only delineated in themselves, but they
are placed in a dialectical order, whereby the organic order is made to

appear as the highest synthesis of the three lower orders. The whole
is summed up in the dialectic of existence of the individual organic

unity: its birth, its maturation, its death.

As it presents a first sketch of a philosophy of nature, so the
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system of the Jena period defines the first outlines of a philosophy

of spirit. Spirit may be described as the unification of the two spheres

already defined: that of logic, with its abstract categories of synthesis,

and that of life, the organism, as the highest point of nature and

the pure form of natural existence. The life of spirit is the emergence

within the structure of the organism of the abstract forms of the

intellect, of logic, as tire inner laws of the movement of the organism

in its highest reaches, intelligent, conscious life. Spirit is concrete,

living logical thought, breaking from the animal life of the organism

into the world of language, art, science, etc. Hegel gives a first sketch

of the career of spirit. It first creates a world of images; this rescues

the subject ( man
)
from the mere movements of animal life. Through

this world of images, the subject becomes a form of being for itself

has true subjectivity; this is demonstrated in language which arises

first at this point. This the world of “names,” which is ordered by

the operation of memory. Through the use of the name, man confers

autonomous being on appearances, which now stand before him as

things (Dingen) and not mere as brute given (Sachen). The thing

in turn becomes the basis for man’s first realization of his autonomy:

upon the thing he first exercises both thought and will. In the realm

of things man comes to distinguish things which are other persons,

other centers of autonomy like himself; hence the act of recognition

which is the basis of all social relations. These forms of recognition

among persons may be subjective, based that is merely on immediate

responses to this act of recognition, such as love. They may also be

objective, that is based, not on such immediate responses in recogni-

tion, but on the identification of the objective basis of that recogni-

tion, that is the idea of person and its logical consequences. This

objective form of recognition gives rise to the realms of law and

society.

In the context of Hegel’s thought, the Jena system can be treated

only as an initial phase, since in the process of his thought he

thoroughly revises its entire content and form. However, scholars

have come to appreciate this early work both for the light it throws

on his later development and for the acumen displayed in its own

treatment. It has been remarked that this early system alone might

well have earned Hegel a place in the history of philosophy; though

by no means the place he eventually came to occupy.

2. The Phenomenology of Mind

A discussion has persisted among students of Hegel as to the

precise place of the Phenomenology of Mind in his thought. Some

have noted that it constitutes a work in itself in which Hegel, rather

than undertaking to construct his own version of the system of

reason, is disengaging himself from earlier efforts in order to estab-
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Iish his own point of view. This is true, but it does not do justice

to the work, which has in fact a vital relation to the system of reason.

The point of its attachment to the system has already been noted,

in principle, above: Hegel’s system is a concrete system, not an

abstract logical construct. The system is a process of consciousness,

as consciousness arises in the context of organic life. From these

humble origins, consciousness undertakes a career, so to say, of suc-

cessive phases of self-transcendence, until it achieves the stage of

pure thought or unity with the idea. In these stages it divests itself

successively of all the limiting factors which impede its approach to

the idea: such as sensation, imagination, etc. This incarnation in

the actual processes of conscious life is absolutely necessary to the

system, if it is not to remain an abstract and hence alienating

construction. The relationship between the Phenomenology and the

system is therefore very intimate. The only qualification which

might be offered is that, retrospectively, it might seem that Hegel

would have been in a better position to compose the Phenomenology

after the System of Logic in which he actually works out the categorial

scheme according to which the successive stages of self-transcendence

of spirit or mind are executed.

a. The Preface

The Preface to the Phenomenology is justly famous. In it Hegel

“settles his accounts,” as it were, with the romantic philosophers

who had preceded him. As we have noted, his affirmation against

them is that the system of reason must be a logical system, the

realization of the concept. Those like Jacobi who think that intuition

penetrates into the substance of things refute themselves by the

phantasies to which this conviction gives rise. Equally fallacious is

the procedure of those who, like Schelling in his philosophy of

identity, construct but empty and abstract schemata based on the

principle of the unity of all distinctions. The principle of the system

must be concrete and concretely active, it must be actual subjectivity

moving to the possession of the idea. This is the key to the subsequent

treatment in the Phenomenology. This concrete actuality and sub-

jectivity is the exact converse of Schelling’s Absolute, which is abstract

and immobile. This actuality is the Absolute as Spirit (Mind), an

active principle in process of coming into its possession or self-

consciousness of the idea which is its essence. This process deploys

itself through a number of logico-temporal, hence historical, stages

which are the stages of self-transcendence. This is the history of

Spirit in process of realizing the idea as the inner form of its own

consciousness. The Phenomenology undertakes to give a descriptive

account of these logical-temporal stages, descriptive in the sense that

the reason why Spirit must run through these and no other stages
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is not yet established. Hegel dwells at some length on the relation-

ship between the stages of this process of self-transcendence. The

succeeding stages do not render those which have been transcended

false; they are shown rather simply to be inadequate to the idea.

In a striking passage Hegel reserves the term false for such con-

structions as those of mathematics. A heavy attack is delivered on

the illusion, vigent since the time of Descartes, if not long before,

that mathematics can offer a clue to the nature of philosophical and

speculative thought. Mathematics is the product of the abstractive

intellect (Verstand); the organ of speculative thought, by contrast

is the Vernumft (reason) which is the living and dialectical prin-

ciple of concrete mind by which it encompasses the idea. Needless

to say, this idea is not anything transcendent to this concrete spirit,

but completely immanent to it; the process of mind in its career

of self-transcendence is not therefore its assimilation of, or assimila-

tion to, anything foreign to it, but its successive conquest of its own

essence. The Preface is followed by an Introduction the chief point

of which is a criticism, already noted, of Kant’s notion that the

criticism of the conditions of knowledge can be established ante-

riorly to the construction of philosophy itself, as though such a

criticism would not itself be a form of knowledge.

b. The Stages of the Self-Transcendence of Spirit Toward the Idea

There are four basic moments in this process and two which

may be called auxiliary. The four basic moments are consciousness,

self consciousness, reason and spirit. The auxiliary moments are

religion and philosophy; these latter are to be thought of as auxiliary,

however, not in the sense that the unity of spirit could be complete

without them but in the sense that they heighten a unity already

realized in principle, but as yet without the articulation of its

basic ground. We shall give a very brief indication of each of these

stages, or moments.

By “consciousness” Hegel means that kind of knowledge and

presence which takes place in sensible awareness. This is mere ap-

prehension of particulars, a “this,” a “here and now,” points of

temporal and spatial localization. There is present no inkling of

universality, of a constant point of reference, or any element of

necessity. This simple apprehension quickly gives way to perception;

perception has its roots in the fact that the point-like apprehensions

noted above can take on value as knowledge only when a relation is

established between them and other possible sensations. This struc-

turalization of relations is the work of perception, the basic category

of which is that of “thing.” Perception, however, is quickly em-
barrassed by the indeterminacy of its basic category; for perception

cannot, through this category, unambiguously establish either the
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limits of the “thing by which it is marked off from other things,

nor the order of the properties which under analysis are seen to

constitute it: i.e. substance and accident. Therefore, in perception,

the “thing” tends to become fractured and scattered among its

qualities, (e.g. Ilume.) This according to Hegel, echoing Kant, is

the “illusion” to which perception is always liable, from which,

perhaps, it can never escape. This failure of perception, however,

serves a constructive purpose: it urges consciousness toward a higher

level, which Hegel calls the scientific intellect.

The scientific intellect affirms the unconditioned character of the

universal as the basis from which the appearances and properties are

drawn forth. This basis is “force” and the situation which now
emerges is that of the relation between force and its manifestations.

The domain of the intellect is that of the science of the necessary

relations between these terms, which science is expressed in the form

of laws of nature or laws of science. In the process of establishing

this science, the scientific intellect generates such distinctions as that

between phenomenon and noumenon, external and internal: dis-

tinctions which must in turn prove illusory. In all this analysis there

can be seen the continuation of Hegel’s critique of Kant: the latter’s

critique of the theoretical reason is arrested at the level of the

“scientific intellect” and hence at the level of mere consciousness.

“Self-consciousness” arises upon the basis of consciousness; more

precisely, it arises on the basis of and in order to dispell the in-

evitable illusions of mere consciousness. The latter, even as a prin-

ciple of unity, exhausts itself in the representation of a multiplicity

of objects. As a matter of fact, it becomes obliterated in those objects,

as principle of their presence and representation, from the objects

presented or represented. Consciousness, therefore, from the point

of view of spirit, seems to be more a principle of absence than of

presence; for the presence of objects seems at this stage to involve

the absence of the spirit from itself, its losing itself among those

objects. Self-consciousness, by contrast is the act which grasps itself

in the other, as the condition of the presence of the other, i.e. the

object. Consequently, it emerges first clearly in the distinction be-

tween subject and object. This self-consciousness is not, however,

imposed on consciousness but arise in response to a need within

consciousness. The subject is adumbrated in the unity of time and

space order, in the thing and its properties and in force and its

manifestations. It emerges fully only when it grasps itself not as the

passive point of impingement but as the condition of all these;

when it apprehends that the entire order of objects is given only in

and through the subject, and that subjectivity is the principle of

unity and order in the real.

Hegel had conducted the analysis of consciousness in episte-
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mological terms; that is in terms of knowing, rather than of action.

That of self-consciousness is now presented in terms of action, as a

form of practical synthesis. At first this may appear to be an in-

consistency; in fact, however, it is not. Rather, it reveals Hegel s

sense of the deeper unity of the subject. So deep is this unity that

Kant’s distinction, wholly formal or occasional, between practical

and pure reason is overcome and the phenomenological process

presented indifferently in terms now of one, now of the other. At

this practical level, self-consciousness is presented under the form ol

the relationship between lordship and bondage, liberty and slavery.

This drama works itself out in terms of the personal and social

relations between men. The expansive ego of the individual encoun-

ters its limits in the insistence of other selves. Its reply is to reassert

itself by dominance over the other and the relationship of lord and

bondsman is thus established. This relationship is complex. In the

first instance, the being of the master seems the pure form of free-

dom; for his being seems to be wholly for himself, though it is for

himself in and through his slave on whose submission his dominance

is based. The being of the slave by contrast, is wholly for another,

the lord; nor is it given back to him; but remains essentially alien-

ated. In the lord and the bondsman are presented the two forms

of self-consciousness, the autonomous form, which corresponds to

being in and for itself, the being of the master, and dependent

being, being for another, the being of the bondsman. Gradually,

however, this relationship is inverted. The slave, working according

to the will of the master and for the profit of the master, forms not

only things, but a notion of his own value. His emancipation

through this discovery is accompanied by a parallel disintegration

of the master: living by the work of the slave he becomes ever more

dependent on the slave, receiving his being from the slave. Finally,

the master is revealed to be but the slave of the slave; while the latter

is shown to be truly master, truly free, independent because creative

of the being in himself. The cycle of self-recognition is closed by

the triumph of liberty won through redemption through work,

i.e., creative energy. The freedom won in this way still remains

an abstract and alienating freedom. Liberty is realized and fulfilled

only when it is recognized as inherent in all. Liberty is realized

therefore only in true community where the relationship between

slave and master is no longer merely inverted but actually trans-

muted into community. In community the relationship of lord and

bondsman disappears to be replaced by the consciousness of equality

under law.

“Reason” makes its entry into the world, into self-consciousness

and the subject as a genuine mode of synthesis with the perception by

spirit that the world is penetrable (intelligible, malleable) to it
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because the world and spirit are identical. This insight is associated

historically with the renaissance cult of nature, what has been called

above its animism: nature is not an alien world of matter but

alive with the same spirit which animates man. Animism saw this

unity, however, only in an imaginative and mythological form; rea-

son will grasp it in a truly categorial form.

The first form of reason is observant reason. From the observa-

tion of emporical facts and of sensible objects reason draws concepts

and laws: distinguishing, grouping, abstracting. The term of this

activity is a world of permanence, resistent to change, fixed in an

ideal immobility. The limits of observant reason, however, appear

as investigation progresses from the inorganic to the organic world;

and even more clearly as progress is made from the inorganic order

to that of thought and will. In these latter areas the “facts” appear

more and more resistent to the kind of generalization and legislation

which the observant reason constructs. Rather than mastering this

world, the observant reason becomes assimilated to it.

At this point, active reason reveals itself. Active reason is legisla-

tive reason; reason as giving its own laws to things. This the realm

of “ends.” The realm of ends is discovered in the first instance in the

organic world. This world cannot be brought under any merely

mechanical system of laws; it has a law, but it is a law proper to

itself, a teleological law. The human principle, in its organic

envelope, is conscious of this teleology; but at this stage it feels itself

not really active, free and legislative, but rather as a mere instrument

of the ends of another principle. This is what Hegel intends by the

notion of the “astuteness of reason.” The individual senses that

while he seems to be imposing and following ends of his own he is

in fact merely serving the ends of a higher or dominant and universal

principle (as for example in the sex urge and the continuation of

the species). He tends to see in these spurious ends (from his point

of view) a necessity and a destiny against which he is led to rebel.

He bows to the “law of the heart” that is, his own unbridled

individual volition; this leads him into a presumptuous delerium

which can only spell his destruction. (At this point Hegel’s rejection

of sentimental romanticism, which is essentially an exemplification

of the “law of the heart” is complete.) From this destruction the

individual is rescued by “virtue”; this is basically an act by which

he recognizes that the universal, which he had previously seen as

an imposition, is his real essence, by contrast to which his indi-

viduality has been a mirage and a delusion. By this act of accepting

the universal and uniting himself with it, the individual reaches the

status of spiritual activity, in the full sense of the term; all his

actions achieve the integrity of the whole. For this reason, the

consideration of virtue ushers the discussion into the realm of spirit.
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The concept of “spirit” continues the ethical analysis of the

section on reason. The point of departure of the concept of spirit

is that effective reality of the self-consciousness which the individual

achieves by merging his work (action) with the universal work of

spirit and this becoming a part of a whole greater than himself. The

effective part of himself he discovers to be the dimension of his

work and action which remains when he passes and which, inter-

weaving itself with all other achievements of men, becomes a part

of the enduring and effective humanity of history. The spirit is

essentially this enduring dimension of the efforts of the individual, of

all individuals, in the direction of ethicity. It is essential and concrete

historical community in the common achievement of mankind and

humanity. In this community are resolved all of the anxious di-

lemmas and alienations, which the individual self-consciousness

suffers in its isolation. Hegel examines this drama in the history of

the heroine Antigone under the harsh alternatives with which she

was presented: to obey the divine law in seeming defiance of the

human. It is through such conflicts and contradictions that man’s

ethical vision is clarified and broadened. Antigone’s dilemma cannot

be resolved by the abstract triumph of one law over the other. It is

resolved only by the interpenetration of the one by the other.

The interpenetration of these two orders of duty, that imposed

by the divine and that imposed by the human law, is not the work of

reason alone. It is the work of reason taking up into itself the reality

and the positivity of faith. In religion, Hegel writes, all of the

moments of spirit; consciousness, self-consciousness, reason, flow

together. Religion contains in itself subordinate moments. The first

is that of natural religion, in which the spirit recognizes itself in

objective forms. The second is aesthetic religion in which the form

of God passes from obscure objectification in nature to a clearly

delineated principle. The third is the religion of revelation where
man no longer conceives God after his own image but in which God
reveals Himself to Man. In the conception of religion Hegel takes

up into the life of spirit the moment of faith which, in Jacobi, he

had defended against Kant, but which he could not accept, as

Jacobi did, as the definitive principle of the unity and construction

of the system of reason.

Though in religion spirit possesses itself or is present to itself

under the purest form of unity, that of the concept of God as God
himself reveals Himself, still this is not for Hegel the fullest mode of

the presence of spirit to itself. Religion exhibits this flaw: it is still,

as revelation, a given and as such the bearer of alienation and
absence. Indeed, there is a strong element of irony in religion; for

here, the given, which has been successfully banished at every lower

level returns in the highest form of unity, the notion of God, and of
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God as revealing Himself. Hegel therefore speaks of absolute knowl-

edge, or of philosophy, in which even this last imposition of the

given is overcome. In absolute knowledge, pure thought, philosophy,

spirit achieves its highest unity, its unclouded self-presence, overcomes

by synthesis all the distinctions through which it has had to pass in

the laborious journey from mere consciousness, comes into clear

mastery of all the obscure elements of its being. The way of this

absolute knowledge or philosophy is history; for history is the actuality

of that laborious journey in its concreteness. Philosophy is above all

the closing of all forms of alienation which have infected conscious-

ness. It is the very therapy of being by which spirit emerges whole

and intact, being in and for itself.

F. The System

Between the years 1812-16, as has been noted, Hegel published

his System of Logic. From the point of view of its creative develop-

ment this work constitutes the culmination of his thought; it is his

formulation and statement of the system of reason as it had been

adumbrated in his criticism of his predecessors and in his own
earlier writings. Although it is frequently held that this work and the

Phenomenology of Spirit can be treated independently, it is obvious

that they stand in close relation to each other and complement each

other completely. The emphasis in the Phenomenology, as has been

noted, was upon the concreteness of the process of pure thought or

speculative knowledge; this emphasis explains the peculiar properties

of the work. At the same time this emphasis limited the philosophical

range of the work; predominantly descriptive phenomenology it left

still to be determined the necessary principles, the categorial prin-

ciples which governed the process of consciousness there traced. This

latter then is the task of the Logic taken in contrast to and in relation

to the Phenomenology. While not relinquishing the concreteness of

the point of view of the latter work, the Logic is concerned with the

more difficult task of establishing the absolutely necessary forms of

the synthesis of thought and being which underly the concrete process

of consciousness in the individual and in history and which make it

possible that the real should constitute a system, and a necessary

system, from which all elements of presupposition and all elements

of the given and the contingent are resolved into their necessary

grounds.

Nevertheless, while the Logic is the system, Hegel himself felt

that from the point of view of exposition, of unity of presentation,

it left something to be desired. This desideratum he tried to supply

in his Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences. And it is obvious

that he succeeded admirably in this effort. As a consequence, almost

by unanimous consent, historians and commentators, while recog-
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nizing the central position of the Logic and reserving for it their most

critical efforts, find the exposition of the system greatly facilitated by

the Encyclopedia and follow its outlines with considerable fidelity.

As in the case of the Phenomenology,
the preface of the Ency-

clopedia is both important and arresting in its power of clarification;

here Hegel states anew the basic premisses of bis system. Again the

criticism of Kant opens the exposition; the "timidity” of the critical

position must be abandoned, that is, its illusion that the limits of

knowledge must be determined before philosophy can be ventured

upon. His argument is simple: such criticism is either philosophically

true or it is not. If true, then it belongs in the system; if not

philosophically valid, it does not belong to philosophical inquiry

at all, but rather to the considerations of common sense. The

positive side of this criticism of Kant is also apparent. What is the

starting point of philosophy, if not in these preliminary inquiries?

Hegel replies: philosophy proceeds by plunging in medias res; i.e.

by taking its point of departure in the most abstract and universal

conception of all, indeterminate being.

Beginning thus in medias res,
what is the manner of procedure

proper to philosophy? For it is clear that thought presents itself in

many forms: the intuitive thought of art, the abstractive and classi-

ficatory thought of the natural sciences, and so forth. What is the

mode of thought proper to philosophy and how is it distinguished

from those other forms? Philosophical thought is reflective thought;

its specific form is the concept. Its organon therefore is speculative

logic, which Hegel then undertakes to characterize. In the first place,

speculative logic is to be distinguished from the older, formal logic

in that it attains not only to the forms, but to the essences of things.

Likewise, it is distinguished from the logic of Kant, because it has

no need of any preliminary epistemological inquiry. It is the notion

of refection

,

however, which gives its special character to speculative

logic. Reflection is translated at once by Hegel into the notion of

mediation, the complementary notion to which, as has been noted

above, is alienation. The specific form of alienation from which

reflection, speculative thought, mediation takes its point of departure

is immediacy, the given (contingency). An aura of illusion hangs

about the immediate; for because of its immediacy (e.g. as in sensa-

tion) it would seem to be a perfect form of consciousness, or in the

object, an indisputable mode of being. Precisely the contrary is,

as a matter of fact, the case: immediacy is the most labile mode of

presence whether viewed subjectively or objectively. Seemingly, at

first appearance, a sure possession and a principle of unity and

integrity, immediacy, upon closer examination, reveals itself as a

state of alienation. Alienation, in this specific sense of the illusion

discovered within the immediate, is the second stage in the process
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<>1 speculative logic and inquiry. Alienation, however, is a mode

which is essentially intolerable to the spirit; its movement is to close

such alienation, by the discovery of the ground of unity and integrity

which it encloses. This is the process of mediation, the third and

final stage of speculative inquiry. For Hegel, it is important to note,

these three moments of stages of thought are ideal moments, nec-

essary moments; and for this very reason they are real moments, the

actual movement of effective speculative thought in every instance,

both individual and historical. Human thought, when it achieves

speculative form, in the individual in culture and in history moves

through these stages by the absolute necessity of its speculative

character. This anatomy of speculative thought is, therefore, a logical

instrument for the isolation and identification of the abstract ideal

moments of philosophy; an epistemological instrument, for the pene-

tration of the order of effective thought in any existential conscious

agent; and finally the basis for the penetration of the structure of

the history of philosophy, philosophy in its historical actuality, which

obviously, could not depart from this pattern and remain philosophy.

Thus for Hegel, the history of philosophy and philosophy in their

concreteness are identical.

The property of speculative thought complementary to mediation

is circularity. Speculative thought does not proceed as might classi-

ficatory thought, for example, from an established principle in a

linear movement to the successive order of consequences of that

principle. Rather, with every step forward in its development, specu-

lative thought proves to be a reaffirmation and a rediscovery, as it

were, of its own principles. This is true both in the ideal and in the

historical order of progression. In the ideal order, no matter how

complex the structure of thought may become, at every point that

structure rests directly so to say upon the basic principles of specula-

tive thought as noted in the three moments of mediation. This is the

essential structure of every single valid philosophical argument and

of the process of philosophy in its entirety, as system. Likewise, in

the historical order; the history of philosophy does not proceed by a

serial progression in which the earlier steps are negated or elimi-

nated; on the contrary, at every point in its temporal and historical

progression, philosophy proves upon examination to be the affirma-

tion or re-affirmation of its basic principle of mediation. Its end is

always in its beginning, through the mediation of every intervening

step or stage; and its beginning is revealed wholly in its end. This is

one reason why philosophy, more, perhaps, than any other discipline,

is strongly wedded to its own history and cannot be comprehended

apart from it.

Most importantly of all, however, from the point of view of the

system, this notion of speculative thought and its basic characteristics
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imparts their basic structure both to philosophy as a discipline and

to the work the Encyclopedia as the exposition of Hegel’s develop-

ment of that system. That is to say, philosophy is structured by these

three moments and the movement between them, immediacy, alien-

ation, mediation. The moment of immediacy in the structure of

philosophy is logic

,

wliich is the science of the idea of being in

itself the most abstract moment, from which philosophy must depart,

and the weakest moment, that is the most labile. The moment of

alienation in the structure of philosophy, or of the system, is the

philosophy of nature, which is the science of the idea of being as

it passes into alienation, into otherness to itself; the moment of

mediation, finally, in the philosophy of spirit, which is the science of

the idea as it returns from that alienation to its own integrity; the

form in which, in concrete processes of consciousness, being is no

longer either simply in itself nor for another but in and for itself.

This structure, as has been noted, is imparted immediately to the

very work of exposition which consequently falls into three parts,

which have, incidentally already been adumbrated in the so called

Jena system: Logic, philosophy of nature, philosophy of spirit.

1. The Logic

a. The General Notion of Logic

Logic is called by Hegel the science of the idea. He does not

however understand “idea” as Plato might have understood it, i.e.,

as the transcendent form by which human thought is to be measured.

“Idea” for Hegel is the immanent regulative principle of thought

itself which effectively renders thought true; that is, necessarily

regulative and valid for all subjects with respect, not only to their

manner of proceeding, but also to the order of objects which thought

adnominates. The idea is that which makes possible a unified world

of reference, regulative both of the subjective processes of thought

and the objective process according to which reality appears. This

unified world, this realm of the idea, is one, but not simple; it is a

unity in multiplicity. The categories, its basic forms, regulative both

of thought and of objects, are many; but through their interde-

pendence constitute and reveal the unity of the idea. Logic is

concerned with the world of this unity and multiplicity taken in

itself, abstractly, that is, and not as in fact structuring any given

existential process of thinking. Its purpose is to fix both the principle

of unity and the elements and order of the multiplicity, i.e., the

categories. Hegel seeks to clarify this notion of logic by reviewing

the three positions with respect to the objectivity of thought which
have occurred in the history of philosophy. The first is the ancient,

realistic position: this conceived truth as being in the first place a
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property of being as it is “external” to the knowing subject and, in

the second place, as a “conformity” of thought to that external

truth. The second is the empirical principle; empiricism, in the face

of the apparent failure of the older logic, sought the basis of truth

in contingent experience. The scepticism which it tended to generate

led in its turn to the critical philosophy of Kant. The critical philos-

ophy is only half successful, however, for it really does not overcome

empirical scepticism at least to the degree to which it also remains

involved in the subject-object, phenomenon-noumenon dualism. A
further position, Hegel’s own, truly overcomes the shortcomings of

both realism and empiricism, and of the critical philosophy as well.

This position sees both subject and object, phenomenon and

noumenon not in abstract, exclusive opposition to each other, but as

correlative moments in one complex movement which regulates the

order and relations of both and synthesizes them into a higher

unity which is constant for the world whether viewed as thought or

as being; this is the idea. And this idea, is the concern of logic. Here

too, it is obvious, the process of mediation is in the foreground and

the logic in its turn inevitably exhibits the triad of moments charac-

teristic of the process of mediation. In this case Hegel speaks of

1 )
the logic of being, 2 )

the logic of essence, 3 ) the logic of the con-

cept. These are not, obviously, three logics, but one; together they

describe the process of the idea as the regulative principle of the

unity and necessity of the common world of thought and being, the

principle which guarantees that thought is always thought of being,

that being, in the forms of thought, is revealing its own innermost

actuality and necessity and not some specious appearance or form.

b. The “Logic of Being ’

The logic of being exhibits the triadic structure and movement

which has by now become the mark of Hegel’s method. These three

stages are: quality, quantity and measure.

The stage of the category of quality, however, does not begin with

the concept as it might be identified in an Aristotelian context, i.e.,

as an “accidental” form of being. Quality for Hegel is no accident;

it is the general term for being in its determinacy: determinate

being. All actual determinations of being, however, need to be

justified or explained; so too does the fact that being is determined at

all (and not merely determined in this or that manner). Therefore

the task here is the derivation of the category of quality, i.e., of the

determinacy of being. This derivation cannot be from another

determinate form of being. Consequently, it must be from being as

indetermined or indeterminate. We are back at the point of depar-

ture of Hegel’s thought; namely, that the construction of the system
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of reason must begin with the most abstract concept: indeterminate

being.

Of being in this absolutely indeterminate sense, the first thing

that must be said is that it is wholly coincident with nothing . As

indeterminate it is neither here nor there, neither at one point of

time nor another, and so forth for all the range of determinations

which might be enumerated. It is therefore simply nothing. The

thought of being as indeterminate passes into the thought of

nothing. By the same token, however, the thought of nothing passes

into that of being as indeterminate. This it must be noted in an

entirely logical passage.

This passage of being as indeterminate into nothing and of

nothing into being is becoming. Becoming, however, unlike the

being and the nothing of which it is the synthesis, is not abstract.

It is concrete; and it is concrete because it includes both of these

terms of which it is the synthesis. This is so true for Hegel that

he notes that in fact being and nothing as indeterminates are merely

abstracts from the generic concrete ground of becoming. This is

another way of saying that, in becoming, both indeterminate (pure)

being and nothing are transcended. This process of transcendence

is the ground of the concrete; it is the process of concretion of

being. In the transcended state both being and nothing are included,

not excluded. And this is the specific character of every form of

concrete being and of concreteness of being in its generic character:

it is the unity of these opposites in which both are present, both

asserted and both, in a sense, negated. Out of this process emerges

the being which has reality: determinate being which has within

itself pure being and pure nothing but in a subtle compound in

which both are asserted and negated. This is the most intimate

structure of anything which is, which is reality. Reality is becoming.

It is neither abstract pure being nor the nothingness which is

identical with abstract being; it is always a delicate movement of

which they are the abstract terms. The concreteness of being is

essentially this inner structure of tension which is becoming. To

say that anything is and to say what it is involves direct reference not

to abstract, or pure, being, not to nothing, but to this moment and

movement of becoming. It is determinateness as such; and this

determinate as such is quality. To speak of the quality of anything

is to characterize it as the concreteness of a mode of becoming in

which being and nothing are transcended. In virtue of its quality

everything is determinately what it is; and in the whatness of

everything there is contained that tension between being and nothing,

their simultaneous and mutual assertion and negation, which is

becoming. Quality m this sense is “being for itself,” and “through
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itself.” It is that through which determinate being is grasped for

what it is.

The second of the three stages mentioned above, “measure,” is

rooted in this concreteness of being, this determinacy which is

quality. Quality is sometliing which demands to be measured in

order that it may be asserted. The reason for this is clear: deter-

mination is such by reason of two dynamic movements: one of

assertion and inclusion, the other of negation and repulsion. The

determination by assertion designated the specific structure of being

and notliing in the innermost composition and configuration of any

moment of becoming. The determination by exclusion and negation

is the exclusion and repulsion of every other moment of such

synthesis. Both of these demand to be measured in order that their

determinateness might appear; i.e., in order that quality itself, that

is, concrete being, might be established as such. The concept in

terms of which the process of mensuration is expressed is quantity.

The concreteness of being, as becoming, exhibits the structure of

quality quantified through measure.

The logic of quantity exhibits a first opposition between

continuous and discrete quantities or measures. The relation be-

tween these cannot, however, for Hegel, be a mere numerical

calculus. It involves the notions of grades of being. This system of

grades of being is the direct product of measure. Measure is the

“qualified quantity”; it is a quantity of such kind that it gives

expression to and brings to realization certain concrete differences.

Thus measure appears to be in the last analysis the rule which

determinates or indicates the concrete relationship between quality

and quality in any given instance. And this rule, or the place which

the object finds in the continuum of being according to this rule,

assigns to every concrete being its status or grade in being. This

grade of being is the key to the notion of essence.

c. The Logic of “Essence
”

The realm of “being” as treated in the preceding section is the

realm of “immediacy.” In terms of the process of knowing, it

corresponds to the moment of perceiving, even perhaps to the

moment of mere apprehension. The forms or modes of concrete and

determinate being which are reached in the logic of being are simple

presentations and would constitute the world of existence as that

world is the term of the process of apprehension and perception;

that is, as simply there. Hence it is immediate
,

in Hegel’s sense.

But the immediate demands to be mediated. This means to say

that this world of immediacy cannot be accepted as such, in its

mere givenness; as simply there, as contingency with no hint as to

why it is there or why it is there as it is and not in another way.
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Reason ineluctably presses on beyond this world of immediacy even

as subjected to the logic of being and demands its ground,
its basis,

its principle. This ground, when it is finally reached and revealed

will in some sense or other or in some degree or other resolve the

questions put earlier: as to the why of that whole world which was

dealt with in the logic of being. The world of immediacy of per-

ception and apprehension is mediated by essence. Essence is the

name of that order of principles which in some way mediates the

world of perception, reducing its mere immediacy to some kind of

ground, some kind of necessity.

But the point of departure of every process of mediation is a

moment of alienation. What is the moment of alienation from

which the logic of essence takes its point of departure? It is a mode

of alienation which has already been encountered many times:

that of appearance, or existence, and of ground. The world of being

as examined above appears. The world of essence, as the ground

which in some manner accounts for what “turns up” in that world

of appearances, does not appear. Neither, however, must the essence

be thought of as a thing in itself. While the essence does not

appear in the realm of immediacy and perception, it is not a

hidden realm of other “appearances which do not appear” as

the Kantian noumenon would seem to be. The essence is the inward

principle of the order of appearances and precisely because it is the

principle of that order it cannot appear as one of the elements of

the order of appearances which it orders. Nevertheless, it is the

constitutive and governing principle of that order of appearances

without being simply another of those appearances, i.e., something

of the same order as those appearances. To take but a simple

example: the essence of an apple cannot be another thing of the

same order of appearances as the apple; it is an internal principle

of order, nevertheless, which controls the whole order of what is

immediately apprehended or perceived when one sees, or bites into

an apple; as so forth of much more complicated orders of ap-

pearances. If therefore we call, as Hegel does in the first instance,

that realm of being as perceived existence, then essence is the

ground of existence; not it may be necessary to repeat, in the sense

of another hidden order of appearances but in the sense of the

principle which governs the order of those appearances and hence

mediates it. The alienation to be closed, therefore, is this duplicity

of being, this alienation between the world of being as apparent to

perception with the inner constitution it has as depicted in the logic

of being and the ground of this order or world of appearance or

existence.

Since the realm of essence is thus rooted in a duplicity or

dualism, that of existence and its ground, as noted above, all the
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categories of the realm of essence are categories of relations. Among
these categories of relations are those sets with which the student of

philosophy is long familiar from the history of philosophy, though

they appear in Hegel’s case in a mixed order with which he mav
not at first be familiar. Thus we may list substance and accident,

cause and effect, matter and form. These categories are the work of

the understanding (as distinguished from reason above), and con-

sequently form the basic instruments of science in its efforts to

cognize the world.

There is another important point with respect to these cate-

gories of relations which give structure to the world of essence:

they are mutually dependent. In the world of existence the objects

of perception possess a certain autonomy one with respect to each

other; each appearance has a unit value in itself. They may also

exhibit a certain order of dependence among themselves. But they

are not interdependent, in the sense that unless the one appeared

or existed the other would not appear or exist. In the realm of

essence, however, the terms of the categories of relations are

mutually interdependent; in the stricter sense that unless the one

were present the other could not be. Thus there is no effect

without a cause, but equally there is no cause without an effect;

and so forth. The realm of essence is the complex tissue of such

mutually interdependent relations which underly and establish the

world of existence or appearance and structualize it. These relations

in this complex interdependent pattern do not appear to perception

or apprehension. They are recognized by the understanding through

its particular operation of reflection. For this reason these categories

of the realm of essence are properly called also called categories of

reflection.

So far we have been dealing with the general sphere of essence.

When Hegel approaches this general sphere more closely he dis-

tinguishes it into three lesser spheres which are related to each other

in a dialectical manner: essence as the ground of existence, ap-

pearance and actuality.

The sphere of essence as the ground of existence again has

three phases: the principles or categories of reflection; existence,

and the thing. The pure categories of reflection are in turn three:

identity, difference and the ground. According to the understanding

which is the cognitive principle of the realm of essence: what is

identical is identical; what is different is different. These are the

principles with which it works. However, at the same time, and by

virtue of its very effort to enforce these principles, it becomes in-

volved in the situation of showing that identity and difference form

a unity; this unity is the ground.

The notion of identity as a pure category of reflection flows
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from what has been said above about the mutual dependence of

the terms in the categories of relations which govern the realm of

essence: there is no cause without an effect or effect without a

cause, etc. Applying this now to the relationship between existence

or the world of appearance and the essence as its ground, it is

seen that there would be no ground if there were no world of

appearance, no world of appearance if there were no ground. They

are mutually dependent; and this mutual dependence is the category

of identity; because the ground, or essence, in being related to

appearance, is really related to itself; and so too the world of

appearance in being related to the world of essence is related to

itself. Hence the order or category here is that of identity. The

importance of this becomes clear when it is applied to explanation.

For in the sciences an explanation is said to be established precisely

when some form of identity in this sense is brought forth and

established. Stated as a principle, therefore, this situation may be

called the principle of identity or of non-contradiction; and this

principle is accepted as the basis of explanation by the under-

standing.

At the same time, this identity is not one based on the absence

of distinction. On the contrary, it rests wholly on the establishment

and the inclusion of difference in the identity which is thus estab-

lished. Thus to show forth the essence is not to confuse the essence

with the appearance not to offer it in place of the appearance; one

does not see the essence of the apple but the apple. Therefore

difference is not something alien to identity, but intrinsic to it;

one distinguishes by way of difference in order to identity or unite.

And explanation at the level of the principle of identity moves in

this way; first it distinguishes, then it unites.

But identity and difference take place in one field; this is the

ground. The ground is the unity and synthesis of the realms of

identity and distinction or difference formally considered. If the

identity were mere identity, and the differences were mere differ-

ences, they would fall outside each other; they would not con-

stitute one whole in which they have a relation of mutual inter-

dependence and in which they would unite to explain each other.

A world of pure identity would be incomprehensible, a pure given;

so too would a flux of pure differences, which in that case could

neither be known as differences or related to each other; for dif-

ferences can be related or compared to each other only through

some identity. This interweaving of the realms of identity and

difference is the ground. Again it should not be necessary to point

out that the ground is not for Hegel a tertium quid
, a third thing. It

is a unity discernible in the interplay of identity and differences.

The effect, so to say, of the ground is that identity and difference
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enter into mutual relations to constitute a unified world which is the

locus of differences and specifications. This is true whether w'e speak

of the world of things, which are different as things, but belong

to or are in this same world; or whether we speak of a world ol

expression, a language or a science which is always a complex world

woven of identity in difference and difference in identity; and in

identities which are dependent on the differences and differences

which are established in and through the identities. This very

structure of mutual interdependence is the ground.

The idea of ground makes it possible to grasp more clearly the

notion of existence. In the strict sense of the term existence for

Hegel depends upon the presence of ground. To exist is to be part

of the world, of a world. But so to be part of a world, whether it be a

world of things governed by such interdependent relations as cause

and effect, substance and accident, etc.; or to a world of language

and science so as to stand as subject and predicate, explanation and

explained, is possible only in the presence of the ground. Conse-

quently, existence is rooted in the grounds, for it is the ground

which makes possible that basic unity in difference and difference

in unity which is a world. At the same time, however, there is a

further limiting note to the idea of existence. Existence is a realm

in which other existences are taken as the ground for the existence

of any given existent. Thus for example, in the world of real

biological generation, the ground of the individual as an existent

is another existent, existent and to identify him or to “explain him”

is to establish this existential grounding. Thus existence is a realm

which is both grounded and ungrounded. It is grounded, for any

given existent in that world can be accounted for with reference to

another existent or to the entire complex of existents which make
up that world as an existent. This is important to understand

because from the point of view of reason the realm of existence,

though grounded from the point of view of the understanding, will

appear as the immediate and therefore the ungrounded, demanding

a further process of mediation which will be accomplished through

the concept.

The thing is a term which is comprehensible only within the

world of existents and existence as noted above. For in that world

every existent has two aspects: first that under which it is identical

with itself; is what it is; secondly that aspect under which it is

different to itself in the sense that its own identity to itself can be

established with reference to others, i.e., principles of differentiation

and negation. An apple is an apple; but to identify it in this

manner as one with itself it is necessary to differentiate it from

many others which are in the same world with it. Viewed under

this double aspect of its own identity with itself and its own complex
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relations lo the differences and (he others through which its identity

is established, is to characterize that existent as a thing.

The notion of thing is essential for the understanding of Hegel s

notion of appearance; while this notion of appearance is most basic

to the understanding of his entire construction of the system of

reason. It is so important because it is through this notion of

appearance that he overcomes all the forms of what has been called

idealism, which would set the world as known over against the world

in itself in the manner of Kant and thus give rise to that philosoph-

ically fatal distinction between appearances and reality,
dividing

the world into two irreconcilable halves. The entire point of the

Hegelian doctrine of appearance and its basis of superiority is that

it is the reality that appears and that its reality depends on its

appearance. How he came to this point of view must now be

established.

Let us take up in turn briefly the two points which constitute

the heart of Hegel’s doctrine as noted above: 1) it is the real which

appears in phenomena; and 2) the reality must appear; i.e., its

reality depends upon its appearing, so that if it did not appear, it

would not be reality, the noumenon. Hegel establishes the first of

these points of view by noting that the idea of pure phenomenon,

upon which Kant had put so much stress, is a contradiction. Phe-

nomenon, in itself, would, as pure phenomenon, be wholly being for

another. This is the case whether we take the phenomenalism of

Hume, or of Berkeley or of Kant as an example; for all of them the

entire being of the phenomenon has its entire being as it is for the

subject of knowing. They did not stop to avert that such a notion

of being wholly for another is a contradiction. For the being for

another which is the phenomenon does not appear as being for

another; it appears as being in itself. Thus an apple may be reduced

to a complex of sensations referred to a sensient subject; the fact is

that this notion of the apple is in contradiction to the manner in

which the apple actually appears; i.e., as a subsistent object. The

aspect of its being for another as appearance is the result of a

unilateral abstraction, i.e., from the part of the subject which as-

sumes its own subsistence, at least with reference to this complex

of appearances. Far from treating the object as though it were a

thing, as the philosopher Vaihinger was later to suggest, the phe-

nomenalist treats what appears as an object as though it were a

mere complex of his own sensations.

The only conclusion possible is that which Hegel draws, namely,

that what appears is not a system of pure being for another which

stands in contrast to the essence, the reality, the noumenon, but the

noumenon, the reality itself. The problem surrounding the second

point, namely, that the essence must appear, arises from the fact
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that the thing as essence is conceived to be pure being in itself,

reflection into itself; and that it is the contradiction of that which is

for another, that which appears. This is erroneous because the

notion of being wholly in itself is a contradiction is as much a

contradiction as being wholly for another. Being wholly for or in

itself, being wholly reflected into itself, the noumenon as it is the

assumed ground of what appears but which does not itself appear,

is, like being wholly for another, a unilateral abstraction. It is arrived

at simply by setting up an abstraction opposition to being wholly

for another. The basis from which both, being wholly in itself and
being wholly for another, are abstractions, and unilateral abstrac-

tions, is the integral notion of being, that is, being in and for itself.

These moments are inseparable from the integral notion of being

and they include being for another as the mediating stage. For the

other for which being is when it is being for another is either

being or non-being. But the subject for which being is when it is

being for another is being itself in a certain relation of reflection

to itself; i.e., the very essence of subjectivity, which is the concrete

form in which being overcomes the abstract opposition between

being for another and being in itself. Therefore, what ever is,

reality, must appear; and it can have no being which does not

appear, for that being would be non-being; and the being which it

has must be appearance, that is being mediated by subjectivity, for

it would otherwise remain in alienation to itself.

The conclusion of Hegel’s thought destroys once and for all

forms of idealist-realist dualism and all forms of phenomenism as

well as or forms of ontological mystery. His principle is; the real

appears and what appears is real.

Once this principle is grasped, it is clear what Hegel means by

actuality. It is the unity of appearance and essence. It is the move-

ment between what is and what appears; even more it is the vital

dependence of the one on the other, in the sense that the essence is

not essence save as it appears and the appearance is pure nothing

save as it is the appearance of essence. The unity of the real, the

basis of its intelligibility, and the guarantee of man’s knowledge is

secured, in principle, by one stroke.

d. The Logic of the Concept or Notion

It is necessary to understand, at the very beginning, the problem

which Hegel is trying to solve in the logic of the concept; this alone

will enable one to understand what the concept of the notion is, and

what it does, this problem has emerged from his views upon the

logic of being and his logic of essence. The logic of being, as we
have seen, moved in the medium of pure immediacy. Presently this

immediacy broke down, as all immediacies do. Out of its breakdown
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emerged the problem of appearance and reality and its resolution

in the logic of essence. The logic of essence is a logic of mediation. It

mediates the alienation which had appeared with the breakdown

of the immediacy treated in the logic of being. The mediation of

the logic of essence, however, was a limited kind of mediation. It

was mediation through the other as other. Thus the phenomenon

or being for another was mediated by the essence which in itself is

being for itself or reflected into itself. But this very form of mediation

through the other as other turns out to be a form of alienation. For

so long as being in its totality is mediated only through the other as

other, being cannot be truly one nor truly constitute a system. In

order to be truly one, truly a system, truly intelligible, it must be

shown that the mediation which takes place is not mediation

through the other as the other; but a mediation of the same

through the same or mediation through another which proves to be

the same. This notion, that being, in establishing its integrity, its

oneness in manyness, etc. mediates its alienations not through the

other, but only through the other which proves to be the same, is

the concept. The concept is being under this process of absolute

self-mediation. The concept for Hegel is nothing abstract, nothing

either psychological nor formalistic. It is concrete and identical

with the self-integrating process of being. It is being as total self-

mediation.

Before this notion of the concept can be appreciated, however,

Hegel points out that the concept itself undergoes a process of

scission, of alienation and thence of mediation, quite the same as

all other dimensions; and that it too is, therefore, subject to a

process of dialectic, that is of the closing of alienation through

further mediation. The form of this alienation and of its eventual

mediation gives rise to the structure of the logic of the concept: the

subjective concept which is immediacy, the objective concept which

is alienation, the idea which is the mediation of these and the

unity of concrete concept and hence of the real. Let us look at

each of these briefly:

e. The Subjective Concept

By the logic of the subject, or subjective logic, Hegel means to

treat of all that which was treated of in traditional formal logic,

namely, the concept (in the restricted sense of that logic) the

judgment and the syllogism. There is a certain connection here with

the logic of essence and of being; the concept corresponds to

identity, the judgment to difference, and the svllogism to the estab-

lishment of the ([round. While he treats of the matter commonlyO J

included in formal logic, however, Hegel deals with it in a manner

distinctly his own.
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I lie concept, according to Hegel, lias three properties upon
which great stress is to be laid: concreteness, organicity and auton-

omy. Ordinarily, the concept was looked upon as merely universal,

or abstractly universal, in such wise that the individual was spe-

cifically excluded from its range of reference. For Hegel, the concept

contains rather three specific moments it is the universal which is

in process of establishing itself as the individual or particular; it

does so through the inner dialectic of its determinations. In this

sense, the concept is an organic activity, that is, it is a whole which
generates and determines its parts, not, however, as things in them-

selves but as functional units of itself as a whole; and this whole is

realized entirely in every individual. Thus the concept of man is

entirely realized in every individual man and its whole process is

to make this individual thinkable, intelligible; and not, like the

abstract universal concept of traditional logic, to make him fall

outside the pale of the intelligible. The autonomy of the concept

lies precisely in this characteristic of establishing the individual in

its complete intelligibility and of giving the abstract concept a

complete range of concrete reference in the individuals taken singly

and in their numerical extension.

The judgment is the development of the concept. The judgment

represents the breakdown of the concept into its two constitutive

elements, the subject (logical) and the predicate; but even more
importantly, their reconstitution as a unity dirough the specification

of the copula. Hegel distinguishes three kinds of judgments, which

are, however, not three species of judgment but three progressive

moments in the fulfillment of the judging activity: the judgment

of being, of essence and of the concept. Here it is clear how all the

steps of the logic are taken up, for the first is that in which the

predicate is drawn from the category of quality, belonging to the

logic of being; the second that in which the predicate is a category

of reflection and the third that in which the predicate is a category

of the concept itself. The diversity of predicates expresses a differ-

ence of relation with the subject; in the first the relation is con-

tingent and accidental; in the second, the predicate expresses an

essential note of the subject; in the third, finally, the relationship of

the subject to the concept itself is expressed, i.e., to the concrete

universal. This final form of the judgment leads directly to Hegel’s

consideration of the syllogism.

This relationship is very close, for in Hegel’s view, the syllogism

is not a mechanical alignment of judgments, but the actual process

by which the subject of a judgment is related to the concrete uni-

versality of the concept. In this process the immediate unity of some

judgment must be broken down, that immediacy alienated, the basis

of its mediation, the middle term, identified, and that mediation
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actually effected in tlie conclusion. Hegel gives an ontological import

to the syllogism. It is not a mere verbal or abstract process; it is, in

principle and in form, the process by which phenomena make ap-

pear the essence which is their ground and in which the ground or

essence establishes its own authentic being by appearing in every

individual which becomes the subject of a conclusive judgment. The

syllogism is a cryptic symbol of that very process of thought and

being by which all of the older abstract dualism are closed and

the organic unity of the world established and expressed.

f. The Objective Concept

An important difference is to be noted between the “objectivity”

which has been overcome in the logic of essence and that which

confronts us here. Although the same categories: mechanism, chem-

ism, teleologism, recur, there they were categories of external nature

not as yet penetrated by the activity of the subject; here, by contrast,

they are categories of the subjects conceptual interpretation of

nature. The logic of the objective concept provides the basic

schemata for the scientific (in the restricted sense) interpretation of

the world. Of these, mechanism is the simplest but also the least

adequate to the complexities of the world. In mechanistic systems,

the whole is composed of parts which are not intrinsically related to

each other but form, as it were, external aggregates. In such systems,

quality is indifferent or tends to be reduced to these extrinsic

relations. The notion of chemistry, by contrast, rests directly upon

the notion of quality. Chemical objects are related to each other

through their qualitative properties and tend to enter into relations

with each other on the basis of an “elective” affinity. Neither

mechanism nor chemistry, however, can yield a universally valid

interpretation of nature; the one is too “decentralized,” the other

too particularized. The integration of these two valid but in-

adequate principles is supplied by the notion of teleology. In the

process and structure of ends or purposes there is a reciprocal

activity between subject and object, an intentionality (as in the

projection of the end) which “goes outside” the subject and yet

returns to it. The end is in the first instance a tendency of the

subject toward rendering itself objective. But the extrinsicated end

returns to the subject as the completion of its own movement. It is

this teleology alone which can make of nature a true system and

which can give coherence to a science of nature and which therefore

must be the supreme category of the objective logic.

g. The Idea

Subjective concept and objective concept still constitute with

respect to each other states or moments of alienation. They demand
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a mediation which will exhibit their common ground. This media

(ion is the idea. As noted long before, the specific problem is to

show that the categories of the subjective and the objective concept

are identical, are transferable and are to be established only in and

through each other. This reciprocal movement is the actuality of

the idea, which again is no abstract representation but a concrete

process of reality by which its unity and its character as system is

established and maintained. The highest forms of the idea which

can be denominated are thought or knowledge and action; these

illuminate, and through their confluence and correspondence, inte-

grate and unify the two basic aspects of the world: the subjective

and the objective. Through thought and knowledge the objects of

the world are taken up into the subject; by action the intentionalities

of the subject are projected into the objective world which be-

comes the field of its actualization. In abstraction from each other

they seem to rend the world into opposing elements; by their union

they endow it with a dynamic unity. Thought follows two paths:

analysis and synthesis; by the first it dissociates the elements of the

given; by the second it re-unites them into a new unity which is

no longer merely given but constituted on a principle or ground,

the category. By action the element of the given is completely

overcome. Will gives to reality its own laws which are not arbitrary,

but rest upon the categories of the real which thought has dis-

engaged. Thus action is never merely spastic, but has the idea, as

thought, as its inner form. The idea is the system in its actuality,

considered under the formal viewpoint of the precise kind of unity

that the system must possess.

2. The Philosophy of Nature

The whole of the system of reason falls, according to Hegel,

into a great three-fold division, the parts of which are dialectically

related in the sense of alienation and mediation within the imme-

diate as described above. These three parts are the logic, the

philosophy of nature and the philosophy of spirit. In the previous

section we dealt with the logic. This, as has been seen, is concerned

with the pure idea, the structural form of the rationality or in-

telligibility of the world taken in itself and not as yet with direct

reference to the actual modes of existence. We must now turn to the

second of these great divisions that of the philosophy of nature.

The realm of nature is the world of being deployed through time

and space.

It has been the constant complaint that the passage to the

philosophy of nature constitutes the weakest link in the Hegelian

system; that it is a passage which he has never sufficiently clarified.

In the logic he has studied the internal organization, so to say, of
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the idea, its basic archetectonic. Now he purports to turn his

attention to the “external world” the world of physical objects in

time and space and to discover here operative in this world of

actuality the same principles that he has analyzed in their pure

form in the logic. But, the commentators protest, he nowhere

explains why it is that the world of the logic should pass out of

itself to become the inner form of this external, temporal-spatial

world. Some protest that this passage is neither temporal nor logical;

others that it is a persistence of the ancient myth of the “fallen

character of the material world. Careful consideration of what

Hegel has done up to this point, however, would seem to make

these protests irrelevant. If we recall what Hegel has been doing

from the beginning, it will be clear that the notion of this passage

is a myth.

Hegel has set out to establish the principles upon which reality

is comprehensible, intelligible, explicable. Within the scope of this

reality with which he is concerned, the world of sense and time-

space does not occupy a peripherial place; it is, on the contrary,

central, since with Kant he would agree that it is the seat of

actuality and existence. It is precisely this world of time-space which

is to be rendered intelligible and the work of the logic is to establish

the principles upon which this intelligibility might be made ap-

parent. The logos which is delineated in the logic is not a trans-

cendent logos
;

it does not exist or subsist. It is a form of being in

itself. As such it is, from the point of view of the concrete actuality

of the world, an abstraction. It is a realm of principles, not of

actual existence nor even of actual thought and action. Taken in

itself it is an immediacy and hence in need of mediation. But it is

an immediacy which is an alienation; for that world of the pure

logos was brought before consciousness in the effort to mediate the

alienation present in the immediate given of sense experience, the

world of time and space and its objects. Therefore, it is an occasion

of no surprise that the world of time-space should be the locus of

the existence of that logos which has been delineated in its pure

form in the logic. The logic renders nothing intelligible in itself.

The world of nature is what, in part, it renders intelligible and

hence lifts from the state of brute givenness in which it is encoun-

tered at the level of sensible experience. The philosophy of nature

is but the necessary attempt to think the world which is given in

sensible experience, in terms of the categories which have been

established in the logic. The world of principles depicted in the

logic necessarily find their realization in the world of time-space

existence; though, as will presently appear, not their complete reali-

zation which can be achieved only through the activity of spirit.

It is at once most instructive to note the kind of being which,
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on the basis of the principles of the logic, Hegel assigns to nature.

Nature is nothing but the idea, the same idea whose archetectonic

form he has studied in the logic. But in what state of being is the

idea in nature? In the logic the idea had been considered wholly in

itself. But being wholly in itself, as has been noted earlier, is a form

of alienation because it contains a certain contradiction. In order

that this contradiction be overcome, the idea, in its logical form,

that is as being in itself, must negate itself, project itself as its own
pure opposite, in order to prepare the ground for its actual integra-

tion in the mode of being, in and for itself, that is in actuality. The

necessary movement of negation, which is not absolute negation,

but simply the negation of the idea in its logical form as pure being

in itself, is nature; and Hegel calls the state of being which is

wholly for another and which is proper to nature, exteriority. It is

immediately clear that with respect to the idea as logos nature, will

occupy the paradoxical relation of embodying the idea in its logical

form even while taking on the form of the complete other of that

logical mode of the idea. But the essential point is that all of the

principles by which the philosophy of nature is constructed are

drawn from the logic, though employed in this mode of negativity

and exteriority.

Hegel seeks in the first place to establish the point of view from

which nature may be studied speculatively, that is as the embodi-

ment, though negation, of the idea. He concludes that this point of

view can only be the relationship between the regulative idea of

nature which makes of the realm of nature a unity and a system and

the multiplicity and accidentality of the phenomena of nature.

Nature displays this dual aspect of unity as law, unchanging and

intelligible, which imposes a single necessary order on nature and

of an infinite flux of phenomena each of which in itself is a pure

given, a pure accident. The work of the philosophy of nature is to

present the forms under which the synthesis of the elements of this

dualism takes place.

The first of these forms is mechanics. The first form of natural

exteriority is space which is justaposition by means of which being

becomes outside itself. The more important form of natural exte-

riority is time. Time is the more important because it corresponds

most directly to the logical movement of the idea as it has been

established in the logic. There is one important distinction, how-

ever; the logical movement of the idea transcended its moments;

this meant that it both conserves, and lifts to a higher state of being

the earlier moments of its own movement. Time, however, is an

exterior movement in the sense that it does not conserve but destroys

the earlier moments through which it passes. This is above all what

makes nature the other of the logical form of the idea: its consuming
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and destructive, rather than conservative, force. This consuming

aspect of time in its movement in its pure exteriority, its failure to

turn back on itself to transcend its own moments, is the Hegelian

notion of matter; pure active negativity. The laws of mechanics

fix, as it were, this destructive movement of matter; and establishes

the law of their regularity.

The second form of this synthesis of unitary and necessary

principles, higher in its operation than the mechanical laws of

nature, are its physical laws. Hegel’s physics divides itself into three

parts that of “universal individuality” figured in light; that ol

particular individuality, figured in cohesion, sound and warmth, that

of total individuality, also called polarity. Hegel devotes special

attention to the last, because in such polarities as magneticism,

electricity, chemistry there are to be found concrete and highly

suggestive examples of the dialectical movement of material reality,

that is identities which generating their own differences, re-united

in a higher synthesis.

The third form of the synthesis of the necessary, unitary law

and the phenomenal multiplicity is organicity. The concern of

organicity is life. Life has the most arresting character of all nature,

because in the concrete moment of life, the organism what has

heretofore been seen as a more or less mechanical and given con-

junction of the regulative law and the multiplicity of phenomena

is here, in the moment of life, caught in the very act of its self-

generation. Life is self-productivity; it is a movement from within

the organism which shapes the external form of the organic in-

dividual and by means of the assimilation of the elements of external

nature conserves and develops this individual organism. Life is the

moment of nature, the moment of actual synthesis, in which nature

begins to reverse its movement of externalization from the idea as

present in the logic and to turn back to the higher synthesis of

being in itself and being for another by preparing the ground for

the emergence and the activity of spirit. Hegel again distributes the

dialectical movement of organic life into three moments (noting

first of all that life is idea in its most concrete form in nature)

process of formation of the individual organism, assimilation and

reproduction. Again the phases of organic life are three: geological,

vegetable and animal. The earth is not a living body in the same

sense as a plant or an animal; but it is for Hegel the basis and the

compendium of the system of all living forms, their ultimate matrix.

The universal conditions for organic life which the earth provides,

find their first realization in the vegetable. This process is com-

pleted in the animal. In reproduction, which is the highest function

of all organic forms from the earth to the animal, the dialectic of

life is lived through in its purest intensity, for here all the moments
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are concentrated on the one act of the selfbeing in perpetuation ol

the species the organic life. I lie highest activity, however, of organic

life is not even this, its own self-reproduction: but rather the prepara-

tion of the conditions of the appearance of spirit in which the

return of the idea upon itself toward the state of being in and for

itself, begun at the moment of the emergence of organic life, is

completed.

3. The Philosophy of Spirit

The consideration of spirit may best be divided into four themes:

the notion of spirit in itself; subjective spirit, objective spirit and

absolute spirit. We shall look briefly at each of these.

a. The Concept of “Spirit”

It is not necessary, in order to establish the concept of “spirit

in Hegel, to pass beyond the structure of the system as delineated

to this point. The notion of spirit arises directly from the alienation

between the logic and the philosophy of nature, as the mediation

between them, and the establishment of the idea in its concreteness.

On the one hand, the logic sought to determine what we have called

the archetectonic of the idea, the abstract but all inclusive schemata

of being. As such it represents a moment of “immediacy.” Like

every moment of immediacy, however, it conceals a latent moment

of alienation; the clue to this moment of alienation is the very

abstractness which characterizes logical being. Appearing to be the

most substantial, it proves in fact to be the most empty form of

being. For this reason, it necessarily gives rise to its opposite, which

is the affirmation of that alienation in a positive form. This is the

realm of nature, the pure exteriorization of the abstract form of being

in the logic. Nature is a plenum with respect to the being of the

logical order; it seems to be wholly concrete, subsistent, autonomous.

But this appearance, in turn, displays a dimension of illusion. The

realm of nature is intelligible only to the degree to which it is

structuralized immanently by the categories which have been es-

tablished abstractly in the logic. In its state of opposition to the

being of the logic, it exteriorization, however, these principles can

be present there only in a hidden and unself-conscious or dogmatic

manner. The unity of thought (i.e., the categories of the logic) and

concrete being (nature in its apparent subsistence) is merely sche-

matic, dogmatic and formal. It is not actual, in the sense in which

actual has been defined in the categories of the logic. Therefore

between the realm of logic and that of nature and existence, there is

a profound alienation which demands mediation. The only form in

which this mediation can take place is that that unity between the

categories of the logic and the subsistent being, the existence of
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nature, be synthesized in a concrete operative principle; this prin-

ciple will actually realize this synthesis, so that in that operation the

unity of the categories and existence will be real, concrete, and self-

establishing. This operation cannot be a mechanical one; it cannot

be an abstract logical process; it cannot be physical or biological

one. It must be concrete, that is rooted in the organic operations,

but must be one which transcends them in the direction of this

total synthesis. This operation is spirit.

Spirit, however, is no abstraction. Its concrete groundwork has

already been laid in the philosophy of nature as its formal structure

has been delineated in the logic. That concrete ground work lay

in the operations of thought and will which have been discovered

in principle in the category of organism in the philosophy of nature.

However, one important distinction must be established clearly. In

the depiction of the operation of thought and will in the matrix of

the organism Hegel has tided to distinguish between the universalistic

and the particularistic dimensions of this operation. He has tried

to point out, that is to say, that, while thought and will are always

operations of the concrete organism, the bodily structure of the

individual, they exhibit a dimension which enables them to struc-

turalize themselves in both their subjective and their objective

dimensions on the basis of the abstract and universalistic categories

of the logic. This operation is best described as a process of con-

tinuous self-transcendence by the organism in the operation of

thought and will. This self transcendence must not be thought of,

however, as an existential operation; that is, in this operation the

mode of existence of the organism is not altered. Failure to

understand this point has led many commentators to think that

Hegel was saying that thought and will must be operations be-

longing to and performed by a “superpersonaF “superindividual”

principle, a "universal mind” which is in some way immanent in,

but at the same time transcendent to the operation of the organism.

This is not the ease. The self-transcendence involved in the act of

thought and will is not existential; it is significant transcendence;

that is, it consists in the creation of a realm of meaning which

transcends the limits of the concrete organism in which the operation

takes place. It is important to make clear that Hegel does not intend

to create any such spurious transcendent and universal mind. If the

question is asked where this transcendence of meaning, which spirit

creates, may actually be present the answer is clear. It is present, in

the first place, in language. It is present, in the second place, in all

of the creations of culture of which language is the instrument and

agency: sciences, social systems, arts, etc. and finally philosophy

itself. Spirit is a wholly immanent principle, and not a principle of

autonomous existence and subsistence. It is immanent to the in-
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dividual organism and the individual human person, for it is the

human person which does the thinking and the willing in which

spirit consists; it is immanent in the universal structures of meaning:

language, science, art, laws, etc., in which those operations, which

take place in the individual, find effective expression. There is in

Ilegel no dubious metaphysical realm of universal mind. The

philosophy of mind or spirit is the attempt to find the categories of

this realm of universal meaning. In this attempt Hegel follows a

pattern of development which does not entirely reveal his ultimate

purpose but which reveals it, nevertheless, clearly enough to avoid

any gross misunderstandings. He dialectizes the life of spirit into

three moments: subjective spirit, objective spirit and absolute spirit.

b. Subjective Spirit

Subjective spirit refers to the fact, noted above, that the opera-

tions or transactions in which spirit consists take place within the

individual organism and have a meaning and an economy there.

Their function there, in the most general sense, is to create the self

or “ego.” This process is divided by Hegel into three stages: the

anthropology, or doctrine of the soul; the phenomenology, or doc-

trine of consciousness; psychology, the doctrine of the self. The central

concept of the anthropology is that of awakening, taken, of course,

not in a merely physiological sense, but in an ontological sense.

The development of this notion involves the revival of the old

argument about the difference between waking, sleeping and

dreaming on which Descartes, to mention only one, had touched.

According to Hegel, in sleep and in the dream the soul is still

indeterminate and confused or diffused, without any firm notion of

its own unity and singularity; with the process of awakening, how-

ever, there arise the sense of the self, the “I” the autonomous sin-

gularity. Hegel has already dealt with the phenomenology or doctrine

of consciousness in the Phenomenology of Spirit; his discussion

undergoes considerable alteration, however, in being introduced

into the system. The chief difference lies in this, that while in the

earlier work the process of consciousness led through its various

stages to the realm of logic, here in the exposition of the system

it is made to lead only to the psychology. Consciousness moves here in

a double order, the one theoretical, the other practical; in the first

from intuition to representation, to recollection, imagination, mem-
ory and thought; in the second from “ethical sentiment,” to impulse,

to will, to universal positing of the good, or happiness. Consciousness

in this process leads to psychology. Here it is important to note that

Hegel does not mean by this term anything like “empirical”

psychology. Psychology means for him the study of that act by

which the soul grasps itself as an autonomous self in the sense, not
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of performing actions according to a rule imposed upon it, but in

the sense of laying down rules for its own activity, for its own free-

dom and creative agency.

c. Objective Spirit

The realm of subjective spirit had been the individual agent

taken in abstraction from others of his kind. The moment of

objective spirit opens with encounter in which this isolated self

comes into contact with others. The first form of this contact may not

be spiritual at all; he may encounter them and consider them simply

as things which he may use and enjoy and exploit. The real birth

of objective spirit is rather a moment immanent to this first en-

counter w'hich may be called reciprocity; in this moment the abstract

individual recognizes others as like himself, i.e., autonomous centers

of life and agency and as free, rule-giving centers. Then he enters

the world of society, which is the true realm of objective spirit.

One of the first evidences of this reciprocity is not expressed as

a mutuality, but, in quite an opposite manner, as property.

Property has reference, in the first place, to things as possessed. So

long, however, as no other person is involved this possession is a

simply undefined manner of having or using. When another person

appears on the horizon, however, there arises the necessity of asserting

possession; and the possession thus asserted or defended is the

property aspect of the arrangement. On the basis of property there

arises the fundamental form or mutuality which characterizes the

realm of society or objective spirit; i.e., contract, which is the realm

of concrete right. The concept of contract establishes the formal

juridical order within which it becomes possible to define rights and

conduct litigation, which is actual justice.

So far, however, the realm of human relations is subject to a

number of forms of alienation. The first is the alienation between

the abstract right and the concrete form in which it can be defined

and effectuated. This realm Hegel calls morality and it is for him

the least effect domain of the objective spirit; for while the abstract

forms of mutuality can here be projected there is no agency available

to make them effective. And it is here that he attacks the ethics of

duty of Kant who w^ould apparently impose on the individual the

impossible task of making effective a moral norm for which there is

no existent agency of enactment or guarantee. The realm of morality'

becomes effective only when it is transformed into that of ethicity.

The essence of the realm of ethicity is not any new order of norms,

but an order of effective disposition; this disposition is concrete

mutuality' (not the abstract mutuality of duty in Kant’s sense) in

which the rights of the other become the concrete object of the

free agency of the person. When translated into groups in which this
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concern can be expressed concretely and effectively, etbicity finds

expression in the family, civil society and the State, according to

the range of the ethical concern. In these three orders of society

the expressions of this effective mutuality differ; in the first, parental

authority; in the second, custom etc.; in the third concrete and

statutory law. With these three orders of society, however, there

comes into being an increasing distance from the vital center of

the individual agent; as this distance increases, there some agency

becomes necessary to guarantee this effectiveness. In the family this

agency is the individual, the parent; in civil society it is the system

of sanctions attaching to norms and their violation, in the state the

entire apparatus of government and law, punitive, etc. But at

every stage the central note persists, that is, ethicity.

d. Absolute Spirit

Subjective spirit and objective spirit while possessing each a

certain integrity, represent with respect to each other a scission, an

alienation within spirit. They demand to be synthesized into a

higher unity in which spirit will grasp itself in its absolute unity and

totality and not as dispersed over these two discrete areas of the

subjective and the objective, closely as these may be related. Tins

realm of higher spirit is absolute spirit. But absolute spirit, no less

than subjective and objective spirit, is no abstraction for Hegel. It is

something concrete and finds its concrete actuality in places and

forms which can be clearly identified and described. These forms

are for Hegel three: art, religion and philosophy; and these more-

over, not in any abstract sense, but in their historical actuality.

Art, according to the definition of the Encyclopedia

,

is the

concrete intuition and representation by spirit of its own ideal

unity. Art in this sense has both an ideal and a temporal history

and these of course tend in Hegel’s view to coincide. The first

stage is “Vorkunst,” early or primitive symbolic art. This through a

long and laborious passage reaches the form of pure art which Hegel

sees realized in that of the Graece-Roman culture. By contrast, it is

interesting to note, he sees romantic art as a dissolution of this

classical perfection.

Religion is the second moment of absolute spirit. Its center is the

center of the entire Hegelian vision: namely that of alienation and

mediation. However, the apprehension of alienation and the mode

of mediation in religion seem to him to be as yet merely immediate

and not entirely mediated. This argument too has to be placed

on historical grounds and involves a distinction between pagan,

Hebrew and Christian religion. The first two remain dominantly

forms of alienation with only an inchoate sense of the need of

mediation, Christianity expresses most clearly the mediational
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theme; indeed this theme is central to it. However, it expresses this

mediation only in positive terms, not in terms of the rationality, i.e.

the complete self-consciousness of the process. Nevertheless, it con-

tains this implication of complete mediation very clearly within

itself and hence for Hegel rises far above all other historical forms

of religion.

Absolute spirit reaches its culmination in philosophy. It must be

noted carefully that here Hegel is speaking of the idea of philosophy.

The idea of philosophy, as the culminating moment of absolute

spirit, is philosophy precisely as Hegel has been seeking to define and

to realize it all the way through his works. Hegel is concerned, how-

ever, to protect his notion of philosophy from the criticism that it

makes philosophical knowledge superior to and the replacement

of religious faith and knowledge. This accusation, Hegel protests,

rests on the mistaken view, which he has rejected so many times,

that in the process of spirit and reality the lower moments are

destroyed by the higher. On the contrary, the higher moments rest

upon the lower and represent their elevation and more complete

realization, not their destruction. This is true in philosophy with

respect to religion. Religious consciousness reaches its fulfillment in

philosophy as the culminating moment of spirit, not its annihilation.

With the delineation of the moments of absolute spirit Hegel’s

construction of the system of reason is complete.

G. Conclusion

With the publication of the Encyclopedia of the Philosophical

Sciences
,
Hegel’s system of reason had found its definitive formula-

tion. It cannot, however, be said that his speculative activity came

to a close. On the contrary, the period of his professorship at Berlin

was perhaps the most active of his entire career. During this time,

his chief activity was not the construction of the system of reason

but rather the exploration of its implication and ramifications. These

explorations were the subjects of the famous lectures which attracted

such throngs. During this period, as we have noted he touched on

many topics; aesthetics, the history of philosophy, the philosophy of

law and the philosophy of history. While all that he treated during

this period possesses immense intrinsic interest, it is impossible within

the presently available space, to touch on all of it. By way of con-

clusion, therefore, of this brief treatment of his thought we may dwell

for a few paragraphs on the themes of his later works which con-

stitutes the fullfillment in a very real sense of all that he had done

to this point; the Philosophy of History and the Philosophy of Right.

1. The Philosophy of History

The reason why a philosophy of history should be the logical
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culmination of the system of reason is not hard to discern. It lies

in the fact that from the very beginning Hegel had insisted that the

system of reason is not an abstract construction but simply the

revelation or making clear of the inner structure and workings of

concrete reality, of existence. His was not formal logic but a con-

crete logic of the real. The only basic of this reality, since the

intelligibility involved was a concrete reality, must be subjectivity;

for only in subjectivity are all the elements of the integration of

reason and existence present and active. The structure of sub-

jectivity, as he has established, is not static but dynamic and pro-

cessive. This was his purpose in the Phenomenology of Spirit. This

process has two aspects, the one exhibited by the dialectical logic,

the other temporal. But these two phases are concretely, not two,

but one. Every subject is, as it were, a petite histoire. Subjectivity,

however, is such precisely as it achieves reason and the orientation to

the rational and universal. This operation of rational thought, as we
have seen, is always the work of concrete, individual existent per-

sons, never that of a superpersonal mind. However, the operation by
"which the individual achieves the universal is a self-transcending

process. This transcendence, as has also been noted, is in the direc-

tion of a universal realm of meaning expressed in structures of

language and culture, and not in the direction of some super-

personal state of existence. It follows that the ideal dimension of

the history or the processive movement of spirit is to be seen in the

temporal-logical order of succession of these structures of meaning
which are produced by the personal and interpersonal or com-

municative efforts of individual existent agents. The term history

refers precisely to this logical-temporal movement in the order of

meanings and not to the order of individual succession in existence.

Since philosophy is concerned with the universal, its concern must

ultimately be directed to that moving world of meaning, though at

no point does it lose sight of the fact that the existential basis of

that world is always the individual and collective activity and

thought of concrete existent men. The philosophy of history is the

attempt to grasp the principles of the inner movement of that

logical-temporal process of meaning structures, with a certain in-

dependence from its basis in the individual existents who carry on

the work of thought and action.

From this point of view, it would seem comprehensible enough

why the Hegelian system should culminate in the philosophy of

history. At the same time, it would seem that the philosophy of

history would seem in a state of alienation with respect to its

existential grounds in the concrete agents of thought and action.

This is not actually the case, however, in Hegel’s view, because the

historical movement ultimately provides the context in which the
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individual existence is fully validated. Simply as an individual, the

concrete human person remains a mere given, his life and action

without an ultimate raison cTetre. This it finds however precisely

to the extent that in its operations it does achieve some degree of

self-transcendence in the direction of universal meaning. By doing

this, it enters effectively into history. Likewise, history, the historical

temporal-logical movement and development of meaning structures,

does not stand in alienation and abstraction precisely because it is

the realm in which the thought processes and the actions of the

concrete agents are fulfilled, because it itself has its basis in and its

ultimate reference to those concrete existents and is not simply, as

some have said, a blind play of abstract and empty categories.

Hegel's actual depiction of the stages of history are of less

interest, perhaps, than his guiding thought through the whole move-

ment. This is the compelling notion that history is the history of lib-

erty. This is not to be taken in any trivial sense, but in the basic

and concrete sense in which history has always been taken in his

system; indeed in the whole of the romantic philosophy. For, as

has been seen a number of times, liberty in the romantic philosophy

is the ground and basis of rationality and not, as in some lesser

systems, synonymous with irrationality. Liberty is the unconditioned

positing of the conditions of effective being and actuality. Therefore

liberty is the supreme mark of subjectivity and reality. The order of

the real can never be an order of the determined, for the determined

is always a given, and hence a pseudo-intelligible. Intelligibility

comes only when the ratio is grasped and the ratio must account for

the unconditioned determination of what is and not merely its

conditioned determination. The history of the human spirit is for

Hegel the conquest of its own rationality; the gradual taking pos-

session of the self-determining power within it which is the basis of

its actuality and the true basis of the determination it exhibits in its

empirical forms. This conquest must be, on the one hand, theoret-

ical, the work of speculative reason. But speculative reason never

works in a void. Speculative reason is not contemplative, but

effective. It has its ultimate manifestation in existence and in the

transformations it works there in human life, arts, sciences, institu-

tions and conditions of existence. It is in this sense that for Hegel

history is the history of liberty; and in this proposition it may cor-

rectly be said the whole of his philosophy of history is contained,

while in that philosophy of history the whole of his construction of

the system of reason is crystalized and compacted.

2. The Philosophy of Right

Many critics are of the opinion that in all the vast speculative

construction of Hegel, no portion is so important or so impressive
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as his “Philosophy of Right ( Grundlinietx der Philosophic dcs

Rechts 1821: Fundamental Lineaments of the Philosophy of Right).

This is thought to be the case whether one considers this work

from the point of view of the internal structure of his thought and

system or from the more external point of view of subsequent in-

fluence. From the former point of view, the philosophy of right

brings to full development and exposition Hegel’s thesis that philos-

ophy is not an abstract discipline, dealing only with the forms of

thought but has left an indelible impress on all subsequent thought,

cidence or opposition, but a concrete discipline dealing, under the

form of concepts and their dialectical development, with the actual

process of concrete and existing being. It has not only a form, there-

fore, but a content which it grasps not under static and abstract

aspects, but in the actual concrete process of its existence, its coming

to be and its passing away. When he tried to show this in the area

of nature he did not seem at all successful or persuasive, for his

contentions did not at all seem to coincide with the very successful

procedures of a science which dealt with nature under the formal

and abstract principles of mathematics. When he tried to show this

in the scope of history as a whole, with its tremendously varied

concrete content in continual temporal development, he was more

successful, but still not entirely persuasive. In the area with which

the philosophy of right concerns itself, however, the field of human

relations, ethical and political, in all their forms and complexity,

internal and external, moral and social, his contention seems to

come through with much greater force.

The first point to be considered in a concise review of his

doctrine in this area, is the compass of the notion of “right”

(recht). This may be appreciated if we pause to notice that in the

vast body of ethical and political literature which preceded Hegel,

one problem had been dominant: that of determining how these

two areas, ethics and politics might truly be related. It was

abundantly clear that these two areas could neither be entirely

separated nor simply identified. They had both to be distinguished

from each other and related to each other. The first effort in this

direction had been to make them simply continuous with each other;

this may be illustrated by the classical Greek point of view that the

function of society and of the state is to make man good in the

ethical sense. But this unity seemed too great. The subsequent

effort had been to distinguish them; and in this effort Machiavelli

had seemed to be eminently successful. He showed with unmis-

takable clearness how the areas were two. His position did not

however diminish the necessity of relating them, but rather accen-

tuated this necessity, for while dualisms are in general intolerable

to human thought, a dualism in this area of action and human
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relations, dualism is especially unacceptable. After the incisive dis-

tinction between the areas of ethics and politics established by

Machiavelli, the chief effort of western thought may rightly be said

to have been to re-establish this relationship upon the basis of that

incisive distinction. And in the philosophy of right Hegel under-

takes this task in his usual grand and thorough manner and achieves

a unity which is not only consonant with the whole structure of his

thought but has left an indelible impress on all subsequent thought,

so that, in a sense, the latter has its origins here in his philosophy of

right. While the consideration of Hegel’s subsequent influence in

this area is of the greatest interest, our concern here must limit

itself to the relationship of his philosophy of right to the body of his

thought.

Here as everywhere, Hegel appears as the great synthesizer of

dualisms, which appear to him always abstract and contrary to the

concreteness of philosophy and reality. The dualism which he had
here to deal with is a dualism not imposed by another but intrinsic

to his own system, the dualism between subjective spirit and objective

spirit. Subjective and objective spirit are each within itself the

seat of a dialectical process. This process, within subjective spirit,

terminates in the ethical life, the unity of theoretical understanding

and concrete action in the individual existing subject.

The ethical life, as the pinnacle of the dialectics of subjective

spirit is not, however, a definitive term in itself: it is a pure

abstraction, unless it opens the path to the realm of objective spirit,

to the wider ranges of collective life, to society. The logical term of

the ethical life is to pass beyond the range of action of the individual

subject to the scene or theatre of collective life. Another way of

stating this is to say that the determinations of the ethical life lack a

dimension essential to them unless they become normative for the

universe of subjects; unless that is what the subject determines as

right for himself is also proven to be right for all subjects, and
hence objective in the strictest sense of the term. Kant, as we have
seen, had thought that this objectivity could be secured by fiat of

the individual subject, by the categorical imperative. Hegel saw
that in that case it would be but an abstract and formal objectivity,

lacking all concreteness. He saw that it could only be secured if it

could be shown that the dialectic of objective spirit, that of the

collectivity of men, in their concrete universality, vindicated, in the

development of its own inner dialectic, the determinations of ethics,

of the subjective spirit, in its transference to the higher key of the

collectivity. Thus the apparent dualism between the ethical and the

social or political would be shown to be but an abstract and un-

ilateral thing; that actually, in the concrete, the ethical values are

vindicated as they are shown to underly and at once to be tran-
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scended by the dialectic of the objective spirit, that is the dialectic

of the forms of collectivity. But the dialectic ol objective spirit is

not something imposed from without upon that of subjective spirit,

the political something imposed on the ethical. This relationship

follows the law of the dialectic of spirit which has shown him that

the subjective demands as its own inner and logical term the

transposition to the objective universal sphere, not in a merely

formal and abstract, but in a concrete mode. Society is the ethical

conscience writ large as Plato had said. But the consent which the

subjective and ethical principle gives to the objective is not an

abstract consent such as had been imagined by the contractual

theory. It is a concrete assent, in the sense that it is in the process

of objective spirit alone that the ethical conscience finds its full

meaning and vindication. The task of the philosophy of right is to

demonstrate how in its proper dialectic the objective movement

of spirit, in the order and stages of collective life reflects, transposes

and elevates the distinctions of the ethical life into the collective

context in which alone they can find full meaning and completion,

in terms of that concrete universality without reference to which

they remain simple abstractions. It might be said in other terms that

in his philosophy of right Hegel returns again to that unity of the

ethical and the political life which classical thought had main-

tained; but he returns to it in a more sophisticated manner, con-

scious of all that had gone between, so that the unity he establishes

between them, being dialectical and not simply continuous, is at

once more concrete, less simplicistic and more complex.

Since the inner movement of objective spirit is itself dialectical,

his task is to show the stages by which this process of the collective

transmutation of the ethical order is effected. The first of these

stages, the first moment of objective spirit, and the most abstract of

the forms of intersubjective connection or collectivity, is right.

Right is abstract, because it defines itself wholly in exterior terms,

and prescinds from all interiority. Concretely, right belongs to the

person in his singularity, in his external liberty or freedom, in his

individuality. It is the singular existence of liberty or of the free

will. It is the free will giving itself an external existence. This

external existence is however the essential link to the collectivity.

By positing itself as external the free will demands that it be

recognized as free by all other such wills, and realizes that unless

it is so recognized, it cannot think itself as free. The situation thus

created is that of a constellation of free agents each of whom

recognizes that his freedom is real only as recognized by others and

in the act of recognizing the similar freedom of others. This mutual

recognition of freedom, is the concrete situation of right and the

first form of rational collectivity-
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This situation is, however, unstable; for the person, as the con-

crete seat of right, is not a static, but a dynamic center. It is not

content to remain in this situation of abstract relation with others,

but seeks to overcome its abstractness by entering into concrete

relations with others in which this freedom will be concretely

realized in some specific content. It does this in two stages: the first

of which is property, the second, contract. By property, the agent

of right reserves a definite content to himself, with the free recog-

nition of other subjects; by this act his freedom is made concrete

because realized in a given content. By contract, the subjects through

the relations of property, define the manner in which the previously

determined spheres of limited freedom may be traversed and thus

larger spheres of concrete movement and commerce between subjects

made possible. Through contract the upward spiral toward ever

larger spheres of concrete freedom in collectivity begins. Contract

also makes possible the definition of tort; by defining concretely and

rationally the manner of movement between the spheres of right,

it also determines when such a movement is an invasion or violation

of such a right and therefore defines the realm of tort. Tort is a

negation and must therefore be in its turn negated. The negation of

the negation in this order is penalty. The effect of penalty, by

destroying the situation of tort, is to restore the situation of right,

but in a higher, that is, vindicated, form. Right is only fully complete

when thus sustained by penalty or guarantee.

The second stage of this dialectic of objective spirit Hegel calls

morality. As right represents a step in the exteriorization of the life

of subjective spirit, so that the distinctions made there in the order

of action might be made concrete and effective, so morality rep-

resents within the order of objective spirit, a step in the direction

of interiority, from that external order of right. This movement is

in answer to a need or demand within the structure of right itself.

Penalty is too external a basis for the system of right, in the form of

contract and property, to rest upon. It can never become a com-

pletely concrete and concretely guaranteed system until its operation

becomes in a sense spontaneous and guaranteed from within; that is

to say, from within the consciousness of every agent subject in the

system of right. The individual agent in the system of right, in the

stage of morality, takes upon himself, so to say, the obligation and

the task of guaranteeing the entire system of right, property, con-

tract, tort and penalty. In this way, the entire system becomes self

guaranteeing and the action of the individual agent becomes moral,

in the sense that it is motivated not by the securing of his own
right, nor even by the recognition of another’s right but by the

intention of guaranteeing the entire system of right. Moral action is

therefore at once a highly personal and a highly social kind of
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action, whether viewed in its content or in its form, i.e. the internal

system of motives and intentions which identifies it.

The third stage of the dialectic of objective spirit is for Hegel

ethicity and its concrete form the state. To understand these terms

and what they mean in his system it must be noted that though

morality overcomes the abstractness of the situation of right, it

retains a certain abstractness. This abstractness of morality resides

in the fact that it is a situation in which the individual agent of

right undertakes in his own action to guarantee the entire system of

right, i.e. property, contract, tort and penalty. This intention con-

tains at once a certain absurdity and a certain limit and abstractness;

for the intention which defines the sphere of morality does not

correspond to any system of effectuation commensurate with it.

Morality cannot sustain the system toward which it intends its

action to terminate. That system can only be sustained by a will

commensurate to the totality of the system, not by a private moral

intention, even though the latter is directed toward the whole. Moral

intentionality must flow outward into the system of institutions,

endowed with a structure of power of its own, geared to the main-

tenance of the total system of right; and in the operation of which

the system of right is itself lifted to a new level of objectivity and

effectiveness. Of these institutions Hegel distinguishes a number, of

which the three most important are the family, society and the

state. It is important to see that in his view the Rousseauan attitude

toward the institution is entirely overcome; the institution, far from

being, as it was for Rousseau, an arbitrary limit upon right, is the

means by which right is raised to the full status of effective freedom.

The institutions which he distinguishes are related to each other

dialectically. The state is the highest synthesis of these institutions.

Like every dialectical synthesis, the state does not accomplish the

annihilation of the stages by which it is reached; it transcends

them, which means for Hegel, that it raises them to a new stage of

their own actuality and effectiveness. The state is the total complex

of institutions by which the situation of right and hence liberty is

realized and guaranteed. Within the state all other institutions be-

come conscious of their mutual relations and dependency and inter-

functionality; and in it the initial act of freedom, in the agent

subject in its first contact with other subjects, is lifted to the level of

an objective self realizing and self guaranteeing system, in which the

initial conditions of liberty are finally realized and made effective.

The state of Hegel is an ideal entity, however, and must not be

confused with any limited historical state or form of the state. It is

never realized fully in any of these. The leason is very simple: every

such state is abstract, because it represents the realization of the

idea of the state in a context too limited to sustain it. Every such
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state refers only to a limited body of agent subjects, while the state

in its idea refers to the universality of human subjects. It would

seem then that beyond the limited state, the ideal existential

term of the idea of the state would be a world unity, in which the

totality implied in the objectivity of spirit would be realized. Even

the world state, however, is too narrow; for the universality of

mankind is not distended merely geographically at one point of

time through the life-space of the earth; it is extended also through

time, in the form of history. Thus the philosophy of right and the

philosophy of history in Hegel converge; he sees, as has already

been noted, the one, the philosophy of history, in terms of the other,

the dialectic of the idea of the state or of freedom or liberty. The
essential scheme of history is the movement from a more limited to

a greater and more inclusive freedom. But this is the optimistic

moment in Hegel’s philosophy of history. Under another aspect, he

sees that this dialectic of history in liberty is an open dialectic, i.e.,

not moving toward a definite term, but open constantly to a circular

dialectic among concrete forms of the state.

Excellent inclusive presentations of Hegel’s thought are fortunately
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Baillie,
J.

B. The Origin and Significance of HegeVs Logic: A General In-

troduction to Hegel's System. London: Macmillan, 1901.

Caird, E. Hegel. Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1883.

Mure, G. R. G. An Introduction to Hegel. Oxford: The Clarendon Press,

1940.

Stace, W. T. The Philosophy of Hegel: A Systematic Exposition. London:
Macmillan, 1924.

Stirling,
J.

H. The Secret of Hegel. 3rd ed. London: Macmillan, 1898.
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Knox, T. M. and Kroner, P. (trans.). Early Theological Writings of Hegel
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1948), Introduction.

Marcuse, H. Reason and Revelation: Hegel and the Rise of Social Theory.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1941 (especially the earlier

chapters)

.

The character of the Phenomenology of Mind and its place in the
scheme of Hegel’s thought is the concern of the following:

Baillie, J. An Outline of the Idealist Construction of Experience. London:
Macmillan, 1906.

(trans.). The Phenomenology of Mind 2nd ed. (New York: Mac-
millan, 1931) Introduction.

Royce,
J.

Lectures on Modern Idealism (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1919) Lectures 6-8, pp. 136-212.

(N.B. On the Phenomenology, a much richer literature exists in French,
German and Italian, cf. Varet, Manuel de Ribliographie Philosophique,
Paris: Presses Universitaries de France, 1956, Tome I, pp. 471-472.)
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The Logic of Ilegel is explained and evaluated in the following English

work of great authority:

Mure, G. R. G. A Study of Hegel's Logic. Oxford: The Clarendon Press,

1950.

(N.B. For earlier titles cf. Varet, op.cit., loc. cit.)

The ethical thought of Hegel is treated in:

Reyburn, H. A. The Ethical Theory of Hegel: A Study of the Philosophy

of Right. Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1921.

Excellent material on Hegel’s important political reflections is available

in:

Foster, M. B. The Political Philosophies of Plato and Hegel. New York:

Oxford University Press, 1935.

Equally authoritative treatment of the legal philosophy is found in:

Cairns, H. Legal Philosophy from Plato to Hegel. Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins Press, 1949.

An effective presentation of Hegel’s philosophy of nature will be found
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Colhngwood, R. The Idea of Nature. Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1945.
Harris, E. E. “Hegel’s Philosophy of Nature,” Review of Metaphysics, II,

1949.

An excellent treatment of Hegel’s philosophy of history will be found in:

Collingwood, R. The Idea of History. Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1946.

Miscellaneous items of interest:

An excellent idea of the revival of Hegelian studies in Europe may be
formed from the article:

Walsh, W. H. “Work on Hegel 1945-52,” Philosophical Quarterly, III

(1953) pp. 352-361.

Commemorative issue, The Philosophical Review, 1931, no. 3.

On various aspects of Hegel’s thought, recent and helpful:

Collins,
J.
“God and the Hegelian Absolute” in God in Modern Philosophy

(Chicago: The Henry Regnery Co., 1959) pp. 201-232.

Kaufmann, W. “Hegel’s Early Anthropological Phase,” Philosophical Re-
view, LXIII (1934) pp. 3-18.

Weiss, P. “Existenz and Hegel,” Philosophy and Phenomenological Research,

VIII (1947-48) pp. 206-216.

Wheeler, M. C. “The Concept of Christianity in Hegel,” The New Scholas-

ticism, XXXI (1957) pp. 338-363.
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Science, unity between art and, 59
Science of nature, development of, 60

Scienticism, spirit of, 47

Scotus, Duns, 5

Scriptures, canons of the, 112
Self-transcendence, the stages of, 534
Seminal reason, 35
Sermons

,
7

Shakespeare, William, 16

Shaftesbury, philosophy and works of,

342
Silvestri, Francesco di, 117

Smith, Adam, 345
Social Contract , 384, 392
Society and the political order, 287
Society, solitude and, 232
Socino, Lelio, 112

Socino, Fausto, 112

Solar system, unification of the, 67

Solitude and society, 232
Space as a great receptor, 68
Soul, immortality of tne, 78

Soul, intellective, 81

Soul, passions of the, 190

Soul, power of the, 191

Sovereignty, definition of, 88

Speculation, prominent themes of, 30

Spinoza, Baruch, life and works of, 197

Spinoza, Benedict, 196

Spinoza, dialogues of, 202
Spinoza, origin of philosophy, 201

Spinoza, parallelism of, 216
Spinoza, physics of, 217

Spinoza, thought-world of, 197

Spinozism, 266
Stagirite, nature of the, 63

State, 89
State, effective administration of, 26

State, lay theory of, 26, 241

Stoicism, 31

Substance, existence of, 212

Substitution, principle of, 192

Sufficient reason, principle of, 409

Summits magistratus, 90
Suarez, Francesco, 117

Suarez, international law of, 120

Suarez, political thought of, 118

Symbiotic forms, 89

Syncretism, vast, 69

System, adumbration of a, 200

System of reason, early constructions of

the, 502

Teleology, 181

Telesio, Bernardino, 67

Telesio, doctrine of two souls, 69

Telesio, heat and cold principles of, 68
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Telesio, ideas of sensation, 09

Telesio, unifications of, 67

Tetans, Johann Nikolaus, 403, 436

Theodicy, 404, 425
Thing-in-itself, the dissolution of, 496
Thinking substance, human soul as a,

206
Thomasius, Christian, 427, 428
Thomist, School of Thought, 5

Thomistic conception, 25
Thought, structure of, 69
Thought, thematic of classical, 28

Thucydides, 43
Tractatus, 238
Transcendental attributes, 206

Trans-sensual word, 35
Treatise on Sensation, 376
Treatise, the brief, 200
Trebizond, George of, 29

Trent, Council or, 117

Triad, basic, 226
Trialogus, 9
Tripartitum, opus, 7

Truth, principle of, 192

Tschirnhaus, Walter, 427

Two powers, doctrine of

Two Treatises on Government, 312

Universal soul, two principles of, 71

Universe, finite, 70
Utopia, ideal of, 82

Vega, Lope de, 16
Vio, Thomas de, 117
Volitions, individual, 223
Voltaire, Francois, 352
Voltaire, works of, 354

Vortices, theory of, 185

Valla, Lorenzo, 30, 31

Valois, house of, 15

Van Dyck, 17

Via, principle of the, 234
Vico, Gian Battista, 274
Vico, Gian Battista, life and works ot,

481

Vico, detachment from Cartesianism,

483
Vico, digest formulae of, 488
Vico, intellectualism of, 484
Vico, new science of, 487
Vico, poetic wisdom and the problem

of history, 486
Vico, philosophy of history, 487
Vico, principles of, 485
Vico, structure of myth, 491
Virtue, 227
Vision in God and occasionalism, 261

Vives, Ludovico, 39

Voet, Gijsbert de, 245

Wallaston, Thomas, 345
Waning mysticism, 3

War, philosophy of, 119

Weigel, Valentine, 51, 114

Wolff, Christian, life and works of, 403

429
Wright, the philosophy of, 566
Writers, English, 16

Wyclif, John, 9

writings of, 9

Zabarella, Giacomo, 62, 81

Zwingli, Huldreich, doctrinal system of

108, 109
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